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the  variable  component  of  the  levy  applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  208/87  of 
23  January  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating  in  Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  322/87  of 
30  January  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  208/87  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating  in 
Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  367/87  of 
5  February  1987  abolishing  the  counter-
vailing  charge  on  clementines  originating 
in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  442/87  of 
12  February  1987  introducing  a  counter-
vailing  charge  on  clementines  originating 
in  Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  505/87  of 
19  February  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  442/87  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating  in  Morocco 
435 
437 
439 
440 
441 
443 - 24  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  576/87  of 
26  February  1987  amending  for  the  second 
time  Regulation  (EEC)  No  442/87  introducing 
a  countervailing  charge  on  clementines 
originating  in  Morocco 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  799/87  of 
16  March  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1521/76  on  imports  of  olive oil 
originating  in  Morocco  (1986/87) 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  835/87  of 
23  March  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  lemons  originating in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  845/87  of 
24  March  1987  applying  the  duty  in  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  co  fresh  lemons 
originating  in  Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  967/87  of 
2  April  1987  abolishing  the  countervailing 
charge  on  lemons  originating  in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1006/87  of 
7  April  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of  the  levy 
applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating 
in Algeria,  Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be 
reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1103/87  of 
21  April  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  artichokes  originating in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1229/87  of 
30  April  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  artichokes originating in Morocco 
444 
445 
446 
448 
450 
451 
453 
454 - 25  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1411/87  of 
22  May  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  tomatoes  originating in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/87  of 
l  June  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1411/87  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  tomatoes  originating in  Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1568/87  of 
4  June  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2417/82  introducing retrospective 
Community  surveillance of imports  of certain 
textile products  originating  in Tunisia 
or Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1600/87  of 
9  June  1987  abolishing  the  countervailing 
charge  on  tomatoes  originating  in Morocco 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1637/87  of 
9  June  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing for  the administration  of a 
Community  tariff quota  for  certain wines 
having  a  registered designation of origin, 
falling within  subheading  ex  22.05  C of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff and  originating 
in  Morocco  (1987/1988) 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1993/87  of 
7  July  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of  the  levy 
applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating 
in Algeria,  Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be 
reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3064/87  of 
13  October  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the variable  component  of  the  levy applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
455 
457 
460 
461 
466 
468 - 26  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3644/87  of 
3  December  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating in 
Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3696/87  of 
10  December  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3644/87  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating  in Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3794/87  of 
17  December  1987  amending  Regulations  (EEC) 
No  1637/87 and  (EEC)  No  1639/87  opening, 
allocating and  providing for  the  admini-
stration of  Community  tariff quotas  for 
certain agricultural products  originating 
in Morocco  or  Turkey 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3845/87  of 
21  December  1987  amending  for  the  second 
time  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3644/87  introducing 
a  countervailing  charge  on  clementines 
originating  in  Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3933/87  of 
28  December  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of the  levy applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3950/87  of 
21  December  1987  again  amending  Articles  6 
and  17  of the  Protocol  concerning  the 
definition of  the  concept  of  "originating 
products"  and  methods  of administrative 
co-operation  to  the  Co-operation  Agreement 
between  the European  Economic  Community 
and  the  Kingdom  of Morocco 
470 
472 
473 
475 
476 
478 - 27  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4121/87  of 
21  December  1987  suspending for  the  1988 
fishing  year  the duties applicable  to fresh 
fishery products  originating in  Morocco  and 
coming  from  joint fisheries  ventures  set  up 
between natural or legal persons  from 
Portugal  and  Morocco,  on  the direct  landing 
of such  products  in Portugal 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4182/87  of 
22  December  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing for  the administration of a 
Community  tariff quota  for apricot pulp 
falling within  code  No  ex  2008  50  91  of 
the  combined  nomenclature  and  originating 
in Morocco  (1988) 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4183/87  of 
22  December  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing  for  the administration  of 
Community  tariff quotas  for  prepared or 
preserved  sardines falling within 
code  No  ex  1604  13  10  or  ex  1604  20  50  of 
the  combined  nomenclature  and  originating 
in  Morocco  (1988) 
EEC-SYRIA 
NONE 
479 
480 
483 - 28  -
EEC-TUNISIA 
GENERAL  MATTERS 
1.  Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts 
Agreement  in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of 
Letters  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia 
concerning  the  import  into  the  Community 
of preserved fruit  salads  originating 
in Tunisia  (1987) 
Council  Decision  87/514/EEC  of 
28  September  1987  concerning  the  conclusion 
of  an  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Co-operation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  Republic  of Tunisia 
Additional  Protocol  to  the  Co-operation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  Republic  of Tunisia 
Agreement  in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of 
Letters  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  Republic  of Tunisia 
amending  the  Agreement  concerning  certain 
wines  originating  in Tunisia  and  entitled 
to  a  designation of  origin 
491 
493 
494 
502 - 29  -
2.  Provisions  within  the  Community  relating 
to  the  Co-operation  Agreement 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  759/87  of 
16  March  1987  on  the  conclusion of  the 
Agreement  in  the  fo~.~m  of an  Exchange  of 
Letters  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  Republic  of Tunisia 
concerning  the  import  into  the  Community 
of preserved fruit  salads  originating 
in Tunisia  (1987) 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3618/87  of 
30  November  1987  concerning  the 
conclusion of  the  Agreement  in  the  form 
of  an  Exchange  of Letters  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of Tunisia  amending  the 
Agreement  concerning  certain wines 
originating in Tunisia  and  entitled to 
a  designation of origin 
505 
506 - 30  -
PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/87  of 
5  January  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the variable  component  of the  levy 
applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating 
in Algeria,  Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be 
reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  20/87  of 
5  January  1987  amending  for  the  second  time 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3825/86  introducing  a 
countervailing  charge  on  clementines 
originating  in Tunisia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  561/87  of 
23  February  1987  laying  down  special 
measures  for  imports  of olive oil 
originating  in  Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  814/87  of 
20  March  1987  laying down  detailed rules 
for  the application of  the  special 
measures  for  import  of olive oil 
originating in Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1006/87  of 
7  April  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of  the  levy 
applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating 
in Algeria,  Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be 
reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1101/87  of 
21  April  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  tomatoes  originating in Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1243/87  of 
4  May  1987  abolishing  the  countervailing 
charge  on  tomatoes  originating in Tunisia 
509 
511 
512 
514 
516 
518 
519 - 31  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1568/87  of 
4  June  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2417/82  introducing retrospective 
Community  surveillance  of  imports  of certain 
textile products  originating in Tunisia  or 
Morocco 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1632/87  of 
11  June  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  apricots  originating  in Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1748/87  of 
23  June  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  apricots  originating  in Tunisia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1878/87  of 
29  June  1987  laying  down  special measures 
for  imports  of olive otl originating  in 
Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1993/87  of 
7  July  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which  the 
variable  component  of the  levy applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2048/87  of 
10 July  1987  laying down  detailed rules 
for  the applciation of  the  special measures 
for  import  of olive oil originating in 
Tunisia 
520 
522 
523 
524 
526 
528 - 32  -
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  of 
ll August  1987  laying  down  the  arrangements 
for  trade  between  Spain  and  Portugal  on  the 
one  hand  and  Algeria,  Egypt,  Jordan,  Lebanon, 
Tunisia  and  Turkey  on  the  other  (1) 
Decision  87/456/ECSC  of  the Representatives 
of  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States, 
meeting  within  the  Council,  of  11  August  1987 
laying  down  the  arrangements  for  trade  between 
Spain  and  Portugal  on  :he  one  hand  and 
Algeria,  Egypt,  Jordan,  Lebanon,  Tunisia  and 
Turkey  on  the  other  in products  falling  under 
the  ECSC  Treaty  (l) 
Co~nission Regulation  (EEC)  No  3064/87  of 
13  October  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of  the  levy applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3159/87  of 
19  October  1987  laying  down  special 
measures  for  imports  of olive oil originating 
in Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3170/87  of 
23  October  1987  laying  down  detailed rules 
for  the application of the  special measures 
for  import  of olive oil originating  in 
Tunisia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3463/87  of 
17  November  1987  layin~ down  general rules 
for  imports  of  olive oil originating in 
Tunisia 
(1)  For  this Regulation  and  Decision  see  p.  93  and  p.  204 
of  this Compilation. 
530 
532 
534 
536 - 33  -
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3619/87  Of 
30  November  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing  for  the administration  of a 
Community  tariff quota  for  certain wines 
having  a  registered designation of 
origin falling within  subheading  ex  22.05  C 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff and  originating 
in Tunisia  (1987/88) 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3931/87  of 
28  December  1987  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  clementines  originating in Tunisia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3933/87  of 
28  December  1987  fixing  the  amount  by  which 
the  variable  component  of the  levy applicable 
to  bran  and  sharps  originating in Algeria, 
Morocco  and  Tunisia must  be  reduced 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4178/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening  and  providing for 
the administration of a  Community  tariff 
quota  for  certain prepared or preserved 
sardines falling within  subheading  ex  1604  13  10 
or ex  1604  20  50  of  the  combined  nomenclature 
and  originating in Tunisia  (1988) 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4179/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening  and  providing for 
the administration of  a  Community  tariff 
quota for apricot  pulp  falling within  code 
No  ex  2008  50  91  of the  combined  nomenclature 
and  originating in Tunisia  (1988) 
537 
543 
545 
547 
549 - 34  -
EEC-YUGOSLAVIA 
GENERAL  MATTERS 
Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts 
Council  Decision  87/605/EEC  of 
21  December  1987  concerning  the  conclusion 
of an  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Co-operation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the Socialist Federal  Republic 
of Yugoslavia  establishing new  trade 
arrangements 
Additional  Protocol  to  the  Co-operation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the Socialist Federal 
Republic  of  Yugoslavia  establishing new 
trade arrangements 
Final Act 
Exchange  of Letters  on  Article  2(8) 
of  the  Protocol 
Exchange  of Letters  on  Article  3 
of  the  Protocol 
Exchange  of Letters  on  the application 
of certain agricultural provisions  of 
the  Additional  Protocol  establishing 
new  trade  arrangements 
555 
556 
571 
575 
576 
578 - 35  -
DECISIONS  OF  THE  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL 
Decision  No  1/87 of  the  EEC-Yugoslavia 
Co-operation  Council  of  14  December  1987 
on  co-operation  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the Socialist 
Federal Republic  of  Yugoslaiva 
Resolution  of  the  EEC-Yugoslavia 
Co-operation  Council  on  future  relations 
between  Yugoslavia  and  the  Community  599 - 36  -
PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  671/87  of 
5  March  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1011/87  of 
8  April  1987  reimposing  the  levying  of 
customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in 
Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1043/87  of 
10 April  1987  imposing  a  provisional anti-
dumping  duty  on  imports  of  standardized 
multiphase electric motors  having  an 
output  of more  than  0,75  kW  but  not  more 
than  75  kW,  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Decision  87/236/EEC  of 
10  April  1987  terminating  the  anti-dumping 
proceeding  on  imports  of synthetic fibres 
of polyesters originating in  the  German 
Democratic  Republic,  Romania,  Turkey  and 
Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1289/87  of 
8  May  1987  imposing  a  9rovisional anti-
dumping  duty  on  imports  of  urea  originating 
in Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic 
Republic,  Kuwait,  Libya,  Saudi  Arabia, 
the  USSR,  Trinidad  and  Tobago  and 
Yugoslavia 
603 
605 
607 
614 
621 - 37  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1466/87  of 
27  May  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1566/87  of 
4  June  1987  on  the  opening  of 
supplementary  quotas  for  imports  into  the 
Community  of  certain textile products 
originating  in  Yugoslavia for  the  1987 
Berlin Trade Fairs 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1648/87  of 
12  June  1987  re-establishing the  levying 
of  customs  duties applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1649/87  of 
12  June  1987  re-establishing the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1650/87  of 
12  June  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1651/87  of 
12  June  1987  re-establishing the  levying 
of  customs  duties applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1716/87  of 
19  June  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in Yugoslavia 
632 
634 
639 
640 
641 - 38  -
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1717/87  of 
19  June  1987  re-establishing the  levying of 
customs  duties applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2043/87  of 
10  July  1987  re-establishing the  levying  of 
customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2079/87  of 
15  July  1987  re-establishing the  levying  of 
customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2227/87  of 
24  July  1987  re-imposing  the  levying of 
customs  duties applicable  to  third countries 
on  certain products  originating in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2376/87  of 
5  August  1987  re-establishing the  levying 
of  customs  duties applicable  to  third 
countries  on  certain products  originating 
in  Yugoslavia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2382/87  of 
5  August  1987  imposing  a  definitive anti-
dumping  duty  on  imports  of  standardized 
multiphase electric motors  having  an  output 
of more  than  0,75  kW  but  not  mo~e than  75  kW, 
originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2438/87  of 
12  August  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2541/87  of 
24  August  1987  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2491/87  introducing  a  countervailing 
charge  on  certain varieties of plums 
originating in  Yugoslavia 
643 
645 
647 
648 
650 
652 
657 
659 - 39  -
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2691/87  of 
3  September  1987  extending  the provisional 
anti-dumping  duty  imposed  on  imports  of  urea 
originating  in  Czechoslovakia,  the  German 
Democratic  Republic,  Kuwait,  Libya, 
Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR,  Trinidad  and  Tobago 
and  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2776/87  of 
17  September  1987  re-establishing the 
levying  of  customs  duties applicable  to 
third  countries  on  certain products  originating 
in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2988!87  of 
6  October  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third countries 
on  certain products  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2989/87  of 
6  October  1987  re-establishing  the  levying  of 
customs  duties applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3303/87  of 
3  November  1987  re-establishing  the  levying  of 
customs  duties applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3304/87  of 
3  November  1987  re-establishing  the  levying of 
customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in Yugoslavia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3339/87  of 
4  November  1987  imposing  a  definitive anti-
dumping  duty  on  imports  of  urea  originating 
in Libya  and  Saudi  Arabia  and  accepting 
undertakings  given  in  connection  with 
imports  of urea  originating in Czechoslovakia, 
the  German  Democratic  Republic,  Kuwait,  the 
USSR,  Trinidad  and  Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  and 
termining  these  investigations 
660 
661 
663 
665 
667 
669 
671 - 40  -
Council  Decision  87/537/EEC  of 
ll December  1986  concerning  the  provisional 
application of  the  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the Socialist 
Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia  on  trade  in 
textile products 
Protocole  complementaire a l'accord de 
cooperation entre  la  CEE  et la republique 
socialiste federative  de  Yougoslavie relatif 
au  commerce  de  produits  textiles 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3774/87  of 
16  December  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3775/87  of 
16  December  1987  re-establishing  the  levying 
of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third  countries 
on  certain products  originating in  Yugoslavia 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3949/87  of 
21  December  1987  again  amending  Articles  6 
and  17  of  the  Protocol  concerning  the 
definition of  the  concept  of  "originating 
products"  and  methods  of administrative 
co-operation  to  the  Co-operation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
the Socialist Federal Republic  of Yugoslavia 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4129/87  of 
9  December  1987  specifying  the  coaditions  for 
the  inclusion of certain live animals  of  the 
domestic  bovine  species  and  certain meat  of  the 
bovine  species  under  tne  combined  nomenclature 
subheadings  listed in  Annex  C  to  the  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
Yugoslavia 
683 
684 
725 
727 
729 
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Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4150/87  of 
21  December  1987  laying  down  arrangements 
for Spain's  and  Portugal's  trade with 
Yugoslavia  and  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  449/86  and  No  2573/87 
Decision  87/603/ECSC  of  the  Representatives 
of  the  Governments  of the  Member  States, 
meeting within  the  Council,  and  of  the 
Commission  of  21  December  1987  laying  down 
the  arrangements  for  Spain's  and  Portugal's 
trade with  Yugoslavia  in products  falling 
under  the  ECSC  Treaty and  amending 
Decisions  86/69/ECSC  and  87/456/ECSC 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4185/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening  and  providing for 
the  administration  of a  Community  tariff 
quota  for  wine  of fresh grapes,  originating 
in Yugoslavia  (1988) 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4186/87  of 
21  December  1987  establishing ceilings  and 
Community  surveillance for  imports  of  certain 
products  originating in  Yugoslavia  (1988) 
Council Regulation(EEC)  No  4187/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing  for  the  administration of a  Community 
tariff quota  for  tobacco  falling within 
code  ex  2401  10  60  or  ex  2401  20  60  of  the 
combined  nomenclature  and  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1988) 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4188/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening,  allocating and 
providing for  the  administration of  a  Community 
tariff quota  for  "Sljivovica"  plum spirit falling 
within  code  ex  2208  90  33  of  the  combined 
nomenclature  and  originating in  Yugoslavia  (1988) 
735 
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Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4189/87  of 
21  December  1987  opening  and  providing  for 
the administration  of  Community  tariff 
quotas  for  sweet  peppers,  frozen  peas  and 
garlic originating in  Yugoslavia  (1988) 
Decision  87/612/ECSC  of  the  Representatives  of 
the  Governments  of  the  Member  States,  meeting 
within  the  Council,  of  21  December  1987 
establishing ceiligns  and  Community  supervision 
for  imports  of certain goods  falling  under  the 
ECSC  Treaty originating in  Yugoslavia  (1988) 
FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  CO-OPERATION 
Council  Decision  87/604/EEC  of 
21  December  1987  conce~ning the  conclusion 
of  the  Second  Protocol  on  financial  co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Socialist Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia 
Second  Protocol  on  financial  co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
the Socialist Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia 
853 
854 EEC-ALGERIA  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to  "Co-operation 
between  the European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's 
Democratic  Republic  of Algeria"  contains all the  acts  adopted 
by  the various Co-operation Institutions pursuant  to  the 
Agreement  signed at Algiers  on  26  April  1976  as  well  as  the 
acts adopted by  the  EEC  concerning Algeria. GENERAL  MATTERS 
1.  Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts No  L 77/4 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form  of an Exchange of Letters  between the  European  Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of Algeria  concerning  the  import  into  the 
Community of preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in  Algeria  (1987) 
Sir, 
With  a  view  to  implementing  the  55 %  reduction  in  the  Common  Customs  T;riff  duties 
provided  for  in  Article  19  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement  concluded  between  the  European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria, and followin.g the clari-
fications  exchanged  concerning  the  conditions  governing  imports  into  the  Community  of 
preserved fruit salads falling within subheadings 20.06 B II  a) ex 9 and 20.06  B II  b)  •!X  9 of the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in  Algeria,  I have  the honour to  inform  you  that the 
Algerian  Government  undertakes  to  take  all  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that  the  quantities 
supplied to  the Community from  1 January to 31  December 1987 do not exceed 100 ·:onnes. 
To  this  end the Algerian  Government declares  that all  exports  to  the  Community of  the said 
products will  be effected exclusively by exporters whose operations are controlled by the 'Societe 
de  gestion et de  developpement des  industries alimentaires' (Sogedia)  (Society  for  th•!  Adminis-
tration  and  Development  of  the  Foodstuffs  Industries). 
The  guarantees  relating  to  quantities  will  be  met  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed 
between  the  Sogedia  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of  the  Commis!:ion  of  the 
European  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the 1·oregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government  of 
the  People's  Democratic  Republic of Algeria 
19.  3.  87 19.  3.  87 
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Sir, 
I  have  the  honour. to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter  of  today,  worded  as  follows : 
'With a view  to  implementing the 55 %  reduction in the Common Customs Tariff duties 
provided for  in Article  19  of the Cooperation Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria, and following the 
clarifications exchanged concerning the conditions governing imports into the Community 
of preserved fruit salads falling within subheadings 20.06 B II a) ex 9 and 20.06 B II b) ex 9 
of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Algeria, I have  the  honour to inform you 
that the Algerian Government undertakes to  take all  necessary measures to  ensure that the 
quantities supplied to the Community from  1 January to 31  December 1987 do not exceed 
100  tonnes. 
To this end the Algerian Government declares that all exports to the Community of the said 
products  will  be  effected  exclusively  by exporters  whose  operations  are  controlled  by  the 
~socif.te de gestion et de developpement des industries alimentaires" (Sogedia) (Society for the 
Administration  and  Development  of  the  Foodstuffs  Industries). 
The guarantees relating to  quantities will  be  met in accordance with  the  procedures agreed 
between  the Sogedia and the Directorate-General for  Agriculture of the  Commission of the 
European  Communities. 
I  should  be  grateful  if  you  would  confirm  the  agreement  of  the  Community  with  the 
foregoing.' 
I am  able  to  confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing and consequently to 
state that the 55 % reduction in the Common Customs Tariff duties will apply from  I January 
to 31  December 1987 to  the quantities of preserved fruit salads originating in Algeria referred to 
in  your  letter.  · 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
No  L 77/5 19.  3.  87 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Economic Community 
and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria on the import into the Community 
of tomato concentrates originating in Algeria (1987) 
Sir, 
With  a  view  to  implementing  the  30 %  reduction  in  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  duties 
provided  for  in  Article  19  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement  concluded  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria,  and  the  People's 
Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria,  and  following  the  clarifications  exchanged  concerning  the 
conditions governing imports into the Community of tomato concentrates prepared or preserved 
otherwise  than  by  vinegar  or acetic  acid  and  falling  within  subheading  20.02  ex  C  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Algeria, I have  the honour to  inform you  that the 
Algerian  Government  undertakes  to  take  all  necessary  measures  in  order  that  the  quantities 
supplied to the Community from 1 January to 31  December 1987 shall not exceed 100 tonnes. 
To  this  end the Algerian  Government declares  that all  exports  to  the  Community of  the  said 
products will  be effected exclusively by exporters whose operations are controlled by the 'Societe 
de gestion et de  developpement des  industries alimentaires' (Sogedia) (Society  for  the Adminis-
tration  and  Development  of  the  Foodstuffs  Industries). 
The  guarantees  relating  to  quantities  will  be  met  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed 
between  Sogedia  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture of the Commission  of  the  Euro-
pean  Communities. 
I should be grateful if  you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government  of 
the  People's  Democratic  Republic of Algeria 
No  L 77/13 No  L  77/14 
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Sir, 
I  have  the  honour  to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter  of  today  worded  as  follows : 
'With a view  to  implementing the 30 %  reduction  in the  Common Customs Tariff duties 
provided for  in Article  19  of the Cooperation Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria, and following the 
clarifications exchanged concerning the conditions governing imports into the Community 
of tomato concentrates. prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid and 
falling  within  subheading  20.02  ex  C  of the  Common Customs  Tariff  and originating in 
Algeria, I have  the honour to  inform you that the Algerian Government undertakes to take 
all  necessary  measures  in  order  that  the  quantities  supplied  to  the  Community  from  1 
January to  31  December  1987  shall  not exceed  100  tonnes. 
To this end the Algerian Government declares that all exports to the Community of the said 
products  will  be  effected  exclusively  by  exporters  whose  operations  are  controlled by the 
•Societe de gestion et de developpement des industries alimentaires• (Sogedia) (Society for the 
Administration  and  Development  of  the  Foodstuffs  Industries). 
The guarantees relating to quantities will be met in accordance with the procedures agreed 
between Sogedia and the Directorate-General for Agriculture of the Commission of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the fore-
going.' 
I  am able  to  confirm  the agreement of  the  Community with  the  foregoing  and what conse-
quently the 30 %  reduction in the Common Customs Tariff duties will apply to the quantities of 
tomato  concentrates  originating  in  Algeria  referred  to  in  your  letter  from  1  January  to  31 
December  1987. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
19.  3.  87 21.  3.  87 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Economic Community 
and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria fixing  the additional amount to be 
deducted from the levy on imports into the Community of untreated olive oil, origina-
ting in Algeria,  for the period 1  November 1986  to 31  October 1987 
Letter  No  1 
Sir, 
Annex B to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  stipulates  that for  untreated  olive  oil  falling  within 
subheading  15.07  A  I of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  the  amount  to  be  deducted  from  the 
amount of the levy in accordance with Article  16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement may, in 
order to  take account of certain factors  and of the situation on the olive oil market, be increased 
by  an  additional  amount  under  the  same  conditions  and  arrangements  as  laid  down  for  the 
application  of  the  abovementioned  provision. 
I have  the honour to  inform you  that, having regard  to  the criteria specified in the aforemen-
tioned Annex, the Community will take the necessary steps to fix the additional amount at 12,09 
ECU  per  100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31  October  1987. 
I should be grateful  if you would acknowledge  receipt of this letter and confirm your Govern-
ment's  agreement  to  its  content. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
No ·L  79/5 No  L 79/6 
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Letter  No  2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as follows: 
'Annex B to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  stipulates  that  for  untreated  olive  oil  falling 
within  subheading  15.07  A  I  of  the  Common Customs  Tariff the  amount to  be  deducted 
from  the amount of the levy  in  accordance with Article 16 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agree-
ment may,  in  order to  take  account of certain factors  and of the situation on the olive  oil 
market, be  increased by  an  additional amount under the same conditions and arrangements 
as  laid  down  for  the  application  of  the  abovementioned  provision. 
I have the honour to  inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the aforemen-
tioned Annex, the Community will  take  the necessary steps to  fix  the additional amount at 
12,09  ECU  per  100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31  October  1987. 
I  should  be  grateful  if  you  would  acknowledge  receipt  of  this  letter  and  confirm  your 
Government's  agreement  to  its  content.' 
I  am  able  to  confirm  the  agreement  of  my  Government  to  the  foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government 
of the  People's  Democratic Republic  of Algeria 
21.  3.  87 - 53  -
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 28 September 1987 
concerning the conclusion of an  Additional Protocol to the  Cooperation Agreement between  the 
European Economic Community and the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria 
(87/510/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission (  1), 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European Economic  Community 
and the People's Democratic Repubhc of Algeria (3), signed 
at Algiers on 26 April 1976, should be approved, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
( 1)  OJ No C 97, 10. 4. 1987, p.  2. 
( 2 )  Assent delivered on 16 September 1987 (not yet published in the 
Official journal). 
(l)  OJ No L 263, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
People's Democranc Repubhc of Algena is herebv approved 
on behalf of the Commumt}. 
The text of the Protocol is  attached to th1s  Dec1sion. 
Artzcle 2 
The  President  of  the  Council  shall  g1ve  the  notification 
prov1ded for in  Article 6 of the Protocol (4). 
Artzcle 3 
Th1s  Decision  shall  take  effect  on  the  day  following  its 
publicauon  m  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities. 
Done at Brussels, 28  September 1987. 
For the Counczl 
The Preszdent 
B.HAARDER 
(
4
)  The date of entry into force of the Protocol wtll be pubhshed in 
the  Offzctal  journal  of the  European  Commumtzes  by  the 
General Secretariat of the Council. No L 297/2 
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the  Cooperation Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's 
Democratic Republic of Algeria 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ALGERIA, 
of the other part, 
HAVING  REGARD  to the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic Community  and  the 
People's  Democratic Repubhc of Algena  signed  at  Algiers  on 26  April  1976, heremafter  referred  to as  the 
'Agreement', 
CONSIDERING that the Community and Algeria wish to strengthen still further their relations in order to take 
account of the new dimension created by the accession to the European Communities of Spain and Portugal on 1 
January 1986 and that Arttcle 53 of the Agreement provides for the possibility of improvements in its terms, 
CONSIDERING that certain rules should be laid down to enable Algeria's traditional export trade with the 
Communuy to be mamtained, 
HAVE  DECIDED to conclude a Protocol adapting certain provisions of the Agreement, and to this end have 
designated as the1r Plen1potenuanes: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ALGERIA: 
WHO, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE  AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
21.  10. 87 
1.  Customs  duties  applicable  under the  Agreement  to 
imports into the Community of products listed in Annex A to 
this Protocol and originating in Algeria shall be phased out 
over the same periods and at the same rates as provided in the 
Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal in respect of imports 
into the Community as constituted on 31  December 1985 of 
the same products originating in  Spain  or Portugal.  This 
provision  shall  be  applied  in  accordance  with  the  rules 
hereinafter set out in  this Article. 
2.  Wherethecustomsduty on a product listed in Annex A 
is lower for Algeria than for Spain, Portugal or both, phasing 
out of  the duty shall commence once the duty on that product 
from both Spain and Portugal has fallen below that applied to 
imports originating in Algeria. 
3.  The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply in 
accordance  with  the  special  conditions  concerning  tariff 
reductions laid down in  Anicle 19 of the Agreement. 
4.  Should the Community discover,  in  the  light  of an 
annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, that the 
volume of impons of  a product listed in Annex A threatens to 
cause difficulties on the Community market, it may establish 
a reference quantity for that product. 
In  the  course of this  phasing-out  and  where  the  level  of 
customs  duties  in  force  for  Spanish  imports  into  the 
Community  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985  differs 
from that for Portugal, products originating in Algeria shall 
be subject to the higher of the two rates. 
Should the volume of impons of  one of these products exceed 
the reference quantity, the Community, having regard to the - ')5  -
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annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, may 
make the product in question subject to a Community tanff 
quota, the volume of wh1ch  shall be equal to the reference 
quantity.  Once  the  volume  of  imports  of such  products 
exceeds the quota, the Community shall apply the customs 
dunes resulung from the Agreement. 
Artrcle 2 
Article 20 of the Agreement is  replaced by the followmg: 
'1.  Customs duties on imports into the Community of 
wine of  fresh grapes fallmg within heading No ex 22.0 S  of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff  originatmg  in  Algeria 
applicable at the ume of  entry mto force of the Addiuonal 
Protocol  dated  25  June  1987  shall  be  phased  out  m 
accordance with the  rules  set out in  Article  1 of that 
Protocol. 
This  provision  shall  apply  within  the  hm1t  of  a 
Community tariff quota of 200 000 hectolitres. 
Customs duties on imports of the sa1d  wmes mto the 
Community shall  be  reduced  by  RO%  for  imports  in 
excess of the quota. 
2.  The provisions of paragraph 1 shall apply prov1ded 
that the prices for import, into the Community, of wme 
originating in  Algeria, plus the customs duties actually 
levied, are not less at any given time than the Commumty 
reference  pnces  or  the  pnces  resultmg  from  the 
application of the specific  provisiOns  of paragraphs 4 
and 5. 
3.  Wine of fresh grapes falhng wlthm headmg No ex 
22.05 of the Common Customs Tanff and ongmatmg in 
Algeria which is entitled to a designation of origin under 
Algerian law, listed m Annex B to the Additional Protocol 
and put up in containers holding two litres or less, shall be 
exempt  from  customs  duties  on  importation  into  the 
Community within the limit of an annual Commumty 
tariff quota of 200 000 hectolitres. 
For the purposes of applying this paragraph, Algeria shall 
be responsible for verifying the identity of  the above wines 
in  accordance  with  its  national  rules;  all  the  wine 
concerned  shall  be  accompanied  by  a  certificate  of 
designation  of origin  issued  by  the  relevant  Algerian 
authority,  in  accordance  with  the  model  given  in 
Annex D to this Agreement. 
4.  For wine of fresh grapes falling within heading No 
ex 22.05 of the Common Customs Tanff presented in 
containers of two litres or less and onginatmg in Algena, 
the fixed amount added to the price referred to m Article 
53 of Regulation  (EEC) No 822187 on the common 
organization of the market in wine shall be dismantled at 
the rate indicated below, within the limit of an annual 
volume of 400 000 hectolitres: 
- on entry into force of the Additional  Protocol, the 
fixed amount shall be reduced to 7 5 %, 
on I  January 19kR the f1xed  amount shall he reduced 
to 62, S  'Y.,, 
- on 1 January 19!!9 the f1xed  amount \hall he reduced 
to SO%, 
- on 1 January 199() the f1xed  amount \hall he reduced 
to 37,'i%, 
- on 1 January 1991  the f1xed  amount shall he reduced 
to 2'i'Y.,, 
- on 1 January 1992 the f1xed .Jmount <ohall  he reduced 
to 12,5%, 
- on 1 January 1993 the f1xed  amount \hall he reduced 
to O'Y.,. 
S.  The Commumty may fix a spec1al frontier pnce for 
wme of fresh grape\ fallmg w1thm headmg No ex 22.05 of 
the Common Custom\ T anff pre\ented m contamers of 
more than two l!tres  1f,  for  the marketing year current 
when  the  Additional  Protocol  enters  mto  force,  It  IS 
e\tahl!shed on the has1s of mformauon available at the 
end of thi\ current marketing year that there IS a fa lim the 
level  of  export<o  of  the\e  wines  to  the  Community 
compared to the  previous  marketing year.  Thts latter 
marketmg  year  shall  serve  as  a  reference  year.  For 
subsequent marketmg years, the export\ made shall  he 
compared to the reference year. 
Such spec1al frontier pnce shall be f1xed each year before 
the marketing year and shall apply w1thm the hm1t of an 
annual volume of 160 000 hectolitres. 
The  situauon  shall  be  rev1ewed  before  I  January 
1990.' 
Artrcle 3 
1.  A Trade and Economic Cooperation Committee shall 
be set up for the purpose of 1mprovmg the operation of the 
Institutional mechanisms of the Agreement. The committee 
shall fac1lttate: 
the  regular  exchange  of  information  on  trade  and 
productiOn data and forecasts, 
- the regular exchange of information on the opportunities 
for cooperation in areas covered by the Agreement. 
The  commtttee  shall  be  chaired  alternately  by  a 
representative  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities and a representative of Algeria. 
2.  The Cooperation Council shall determine as soon as 
possible the composition of this committee and how it shall - 56  -
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function, in accordance with Article 46 (  3) of the Agreement. 
It may also decide, where appropriate, upon the submission 
of reports to the Council by the committee. 
Article 4 
From  1995  onwards 'the  Community  and  Algeria  shall 
examine  the  results  of  the  cooperation  between  the 
Contracting Parties in order to appraise the situation and the 
future  development  of their  relations  in  the  light  of the 
objectives defined in the Agreement. 
Article 5 
This Protocol shall form an integral pan of the Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the European Economic  Commumty 
and the People's Democratic Republic of Algena. 
Art1cle 6 
1.  This Protocol shall be ratif1ed, accepted or approved 
by  the  Contracting Parties in  accordance with  their own 
procedures; the Contracting Parties shall not1fy each other of 
the completion of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of 
the month following that in which the notification provided 
for in paragraph 1 was given. 
Article 7 
This Protocol shall be drawn up in duplicate in the Damsh, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  GermaQ,  Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese, Spanish  and Arabic  languages,  each  of these 
texts bemg equally authentiC. 21.  10. 87 
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En fe de lo cual, los plempotenciarios abajo firmantes suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Til  bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund  dessen  haben  d1e  unterzeichneten  Bevollmachtigten  ihre  Unterschriften  unter dieses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
E1~ 1tio'troo11  't"OOV  avro'l"tpro,  ot U7tOy&ypa~~tvm 7tl..llp&C,oumm  t9&oav n~  U7toypaq>t~ 't"OU~ o'\"o 
1tap6v 7tpOO'l"OKOI..f..o. 
In  witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentianes have s1gned this Protocol. 
En  fm  de  qu01,  les  plenipotentiaires  soussignes  ont  appo~e leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  in  plenipotenziari  sottoscritti  hanno  apposto  le  !oro  firme  in  cake  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder dit Protocol hebben 
gesteld. 
Em fe do que, os plenipotenciarios abaixo assinados apuseram as suas assinaturas no final do presente 
Protocolo. 
r-----J~  .;,~_,.&.-11 ~.J~I  r;--*.J,  I'~  L.....l  1....-...:.l-.:.I.J 
J..r---S~.J.,.,..-J1  ·~  ~· 
Hecho en Bruselas, el  venticinco de junio de mil  novecientos ochenta y siete. 
Udfa:rdiget 1 Bruxelles, den femogtyvende juni nitten hundrede og syvogfirs. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am fiinfundzwanzigsten Juni neunzehnhunderrsiebenundachtzig. 
"Eytv&  on~  BpuC,tl..l..&~,  o'l"t~ &iKoot7t&V'l"& Iouviou xil..ta &VVlaK6ota oyoV'ta &q>ta. 
Done  at  Brussels  on  the twenty-fifth  day  of June  in  the  year  one thousand  nine  hundred and 
e1ghty-seven. 
Fan a  Bruxelles, le vingt-cinq juin mil  neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addi venticinque giugno millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de vijfentwintigste juni negentienhonderd zevenentachtig. 
Feito em Bruxelas, em vinte e cinco de Junho de mil novecentos e oitenta e sete . 
.;,1~  ,.- .;,-_,:.-JI.J.,-w..JI ~  •  .J---..5.JJ"f' ~  ~ 
~L...:..J ......._.J  ~'"---=-.J  ...a........Jt  ,....._. 
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Por el  Consejo de  las Comunidades Europeas 
For Rldet for De Europa:iske Fa:llesskaber 
Fiir den Rat der Europaischen Gememschaften 
rw  TO  I:u!-1130UI..to  TWV  EllPW7ta'tKWV Kotvoti!TWV 
For the Council of the European Communines 
Pour le  Consetl des Communaun:s europeennes 
Per il  Cons•gho delle Comumtil europee 
Voor de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europeias 
\ 
Por el  Gobierno de Ia  Repubhca Argelina Democranca y Popular 
For regenngen for Den Demokrauske Folkerepubhk Algenet 
Fiir die Reg•erungen der Demokratischen Volksrepubhk Algerien 
For the Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Algena 
Pour le gouvernement de  Ia  Republique algerienne democratique et  populaire 
Per il  governo della Repubblica democratica popolare d1  Algeria 
Voor de Regenng van de Democransche Volksrepubhek Algenje 
Pelo Governo da Repubhca Democrauca e Popular Argelina 21. 10. 87 
CCT headmg No 
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ANNEX A 
Descripnon 
Meat and edtble offals of the ammals falhng within heading No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04, fresh, 
chilled or frozen: 
A.  Meat: 
I.  Of horses, asses, mules and hinnies 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
A.  Potatoes: 
II.  New potatoes: 
ex a)  From 1 january to 15 May: 
- From 1 january to 31  March 
F.  Legummous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
II.  Beans (Phaseolus spp. ): 
ex a)  From 1 Ocrober to 30 june: 
- From 1 November to 30 Aprtl 
ex H.  Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Omons, from 15 February to 15  May 
ex L.  Art1chokes: 
- From 1 Ocrober to 31  December 
M. Tomatoes: 
ex I.  From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From 15 November to 30 April 
T.  Other: 
ex I.  Courgettes, from  I  December to the last day of February 
Vegetables provisionally preserved m brme, in sulphur water or mother preservata•e solutions, but not 
specially prepared for immediate consumption: 
B.  Capers 
Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
ex A.  Oranges 
- Fresh 
ex B.  Mandarins,  including  tangerines  and  satsumas:  dementmes,  w1lkmgs  or orher s1milar  citrus 
hybrids: 
-Fresh 
Grapes, fresh or dried: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes: 
ex a)  From 1 November to 14 July: 
- From 15 November to 30 April 
Prepared or preserved fish, including caviar and caviar subsnrutes: 
E.  Tunny 
V  egerables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vmegar or acetic acid: 
G.  Peas; beans in pod No L 297/8 
CCT headong No 
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Descnpr1on 
Fruit otherwise prepared or preserved. whether or nor contaming added sugar or sptrit: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Not containing added sptnt: 
a)  Containing added sugar, tn tmmediate packings of a net cap amy of more than 1 kg: 
ex 3.  Mandarms (mcludmg tangermes and sarsumas); clemenrmes. wilkings and other stm!lar 
cttrus hybnds: 
- Fmely ground 
ex 8.  Other frutts: 
- Oranges and lemons, fmely  ground 
c)  Nor containing added sugar, m tmmedtate packmgs of a net capactty: 
2.  Of less than 4,5 kg: 
ex  bb)  Other frmr  and mtxtures of fruits: 
- Apncot hah·es and peach halves (includtng necranne halves) 
Fruit  jutces (mcluding grape 'must)  and  «gerable juices,  whether or nor conrammg added  sugar, bur 
unfermented and not conratmng spirtt: 
A.  Of a density exceeding I ,33 gfcm' at 20 °C: 
III.  Other: 
ex a)  Of a value exceedmg 30 ECU per 100 kg  net weight: 
- Orange JUICe 
ex b)  Other: 
- Orange JUice 
B.  Of a denstty of I ,33 g/  cm 3  or less at 20 °C: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg  net "eight: 
1.  Orange jutce 
b)  Of a value of 30 ECU or less per 100 kg  net wetght: 
I. Orange juice 
AXXEX B 
Wines referred to in Article 2 (3) of the Additional Protocol 
- Am Bessem-Bomra  - Coteaux de Mascara 
-Medea  - Monts du Tessalah 
- Coreaux du Zaccar  - Coreaux de Tlemcen 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Articles 1 and 2 of the Additional Protocol 
The Contracting Parties agree that, should the entry into force of  the Additional Protocol not coincide 
with the start of  the calendar or seasonal year, as the case may be, the quantitative limits referred to in 
Articles 1 and 2 shall be applied on a pro  rata  basis. 
The Contracting Parties further agree that the charging against quantitative limits of Community 
1mports of products originating in  Algena which  are subject to such  limits under the Additional 
Protocol shall begin on 1 January of each year. 
Joint Declaration by  the Contracting Parties concerning new  potatoes falling  within subheading 
07.01 A II ex  a)  of the Common Customs Tariff 
To avoid disturbance on the Community market, the Contracting Parties agree to meet within an 
advisory working party to examme the situation on the potato markets (state of harvests and supply 
situation) both in the Community importing countries and m the Mediterranean exporting countries. 
The members of this workmg party will be designated by the governments of the main Mediterranean 
exporting and Community imporung countries. 
The working party, chmred by the Commission of the European Communities, would meet at least 
three times a year, in particular before sowing takes place in the exporting countries and at the time of 
deliveries. 
These  meetings  would enable  the  main  potato-exporting countries  to  be  mformed  both  of the 
receiving markets and of compeung markets, and their purpose would be to draw up indicative export 
timetables  designed  to  prevent  deliveries  being  concentrated  around  sensitive  periods  for  the 
Commumty market. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the definition of German 
nationality 
Every German person, within the meaning of the  bas1c constitutional law applying in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, is considered as a national of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Declaration by the Representative of the  Federal Republic of Germany on  the application of the 
Additional Protocol to Berlin 
The Additional Protocol shall also apply to Land Berlin provided that no statement to the contrary by 
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is  addressed to the other Contracting Parties 
within three months of the entry into force of the Protocol. 
NoL297/9 GENERAL  MATTERS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 757/87 
of 16  March  1987 
on  the  conclusion of the  Agreement in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's  Democratic 
Republic of Algeria concerning the import into the Community of preserved 
fruit salads originating in  Algeria (1987) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the  Com-
mission, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic  of Algeria(') was  signed  on  26  April  1976  and 
entered  into  force  on  I  November  1978 ; 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of 
Letters between the European Economic Community and 
the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  concerning 
the import into  the  Community of  preserved fruit  salads 
originating  in  Algeria  (1987)  should  be  approved, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  concerning the 
import  into  the  Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads 
originating in  Algeria (1987) is  hereby approved on behalf 
of  the  Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Artide 2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the  Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding  the  Community. 
Artidt•  3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal  of  the 
European  Commumtin 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  263,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
For  the  Counnl 
The  Pre.11dent 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 760/87 
of 16  March  1987 
on  the  conclusion  of the  Agreement in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's  Democratic 
Republic of Algeria on the importation into the Community of tomato concen-
trates originating in Algeria (1987) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic  of Algeria(') was  5igned on 26  April  1976 and 
entered  into  force  on  I  November  1978; 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of an  exchange  of 
letters between the European  Economic Community and 
the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  on  the 
importation  into the Community of tomato concentrates 
originating  in  Algeria  (1987)  should  be  approved, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The Agreement in  the  form  of  an  Exchanges  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
People's Democratic Republic of Algeria on the importa-
tion into the Community of tomato concentrates origina-
ting in Algeria (1987) is hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered to  sign  the  Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding  the  Community. 
Article  3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  follo-
wing its  publication in the  Official journal of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  263,  27.  9  1978,  p.  2. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 795/87 
of 16  March  1987 
on  the conclusion  of the Agreement in  the  form of an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's  Democratic 
Republic of Algeria fixing the additional amount to be deducted from the levy 
on impors into the Community of untreated olive oil, originating in Algeria, for 
the period 1  November 1986  to 31  October 1987 
THE COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNffiES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  43 
thereof, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European  Economic  Community  and  tbe  People's 
Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria('~ which  entered  into 
force on  1 November 1978, and in particular to Annex B 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli-
ament(2). 
Whereas it is  necessary to  approve  the Agreement in the 
form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  People's  Democratic 
Republic  of Algeria  fixing  the  additional  amount to  be 
deducted from  the levy  on imports into the Community 
of untreated olive oil, falling within subheading 15.07 A I 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in 
Algeria,  for  the  period  1 November 1986  to  31  October 
1987, 
HAS  ADOPI'ED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
People's Democratic Republic of Algeria  fixing the addi-
tional  amount to  be  deducted from  the  levy  on imports 
into the Community of untreated olive oil  falling within 
subheading 15.07 A I of the Common Customs Tariff and 
originating in Algeria, for the period 1 November 1986 to 
31  October  1987,  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding the  Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the day  follo-
wing its  publication in the  Official journal of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 263,  27.  9.  !978,  p.  2. 
(')  Opinion delivered on  20  February  1987  (not yet publishedin 
the  Official  Journal). 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
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DECISION  No  1/87 
OF  THE  EEC-ALGERIA  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL 
c! 2  7.  IV.  1987 
laying down  the  rules of procedure of the  Co-operation Couhcil 
set up  under  the  Co-operation Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
the  People's Democratic  Republic  of Algeria 
THE  EEC-ALGERIA  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL, 
Having  regard  to  the  Co-operation Agreement  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  People's Democratic  Republic  of Algeria, 
and  in particular Articles  42  and  45  thereof, - 72  -
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The  office of President of the Co-operation Council  shall be 
held alternately as  follows: 
- from  1  April  to  30  September by  a  member  of the Algerian 
Government, 
- from  1  October to 31  March,  by  a  member  of the  Council  of the 
European  Communities. 
Article  2 
After obtaining the  agreement  of both parties,  the President 
of the  Co-operation Council  shall determine  the  date  and  venue  for 
the  meetings  of the  Co-operation Council. 
Article  3 
1.  The  members  of  the  Co-operation Council  may  be  accompanied 
by officials to assist  them.  The  proposed  composition of each 
delegation shall be  communicated  to  the  President before  each 
meeting. 
2.  A representative of  the  European  Investment  Bank  shall 
attend the  meetings  of  the  Co-operation Council  when  matters 
which  concern  the  Bank  appear  on  the  agenda. 
Article  4 
Where  the  members  of the  Co-operation Council  are  represented, 
the  representatives shall exercise all the rights of the  members. - 73  -
Article  5 
Unless  otherwise  decided,  meetings  of the  Co-operation Council 
shall not be public.  Entry to meetings of the Co-operation Council 
shall be  subject to the  showing of a  pass. 
Article 6 
The  Co-operation Council  may  validly decide  on  a  matter 
outside  the meetings  by  the written procedure where  both parties 
are  in agreement. 
Article  7 
All  communications  from  the President provided for in these 
rules of procedure shall  be  forwarded  to the  members  of the 
Council  of the European  Communities,  to  the  General  Secretariat 
thereof and  to  the  Secretariat-General of the  Commission  and  to 
the Representation of Algeria to  the  European Economic  Community. 
Article  8 
1.  The  President shall  draw  up  the provisional  agenda for 
each meeting.  It shall be  forwarded  to the  recipients referred 
to in Article  7  not less  than  twenty-one  days before  the 
beginning of the meeting. 
The  provisional  agenda shall consist of those  items  in 
respect of which  the  request for inclusion has  reached  the 
President not less  than twenty-eight  days  before  the  beginning 
of the meeting. - 1~  -
The  only  items which  may  appear on  the provisional  agenda 
shall be  those  in respect of which  the  relevant  documentation has 
been  forwarded  to  the  recipients referred  to in Article  7  not  later 
than  the  date  of dispatch of this agenda. 
The  agenda shall be  adopted by  the Co-operation Council  at  the 
beginning of each  meeting.  Where  both parties agree,  items which  do 
not appear on  the  provisional  agenda  may  be  included. 
2.  The  President may,  in agreement with  the  two parties,  shorten 
the  time  limits laid down  in paragraph  1  to  take  account  of  the 
requirements  of  a  particular case. 
Article  9 
Minutes  shall  be  kept  of each  meeting,  including in particular 
- on  the  basis of  the  President's  summing  up  of  the  proceedings  - a 
summary  of  the  conclusions  adopted by  the  Co-operation Council. 
After being  approved  by  the  Co-operation Council,  the minutes 
shall be  signed  by  the  President-in-Office  and  by  the  secretaries of 
the  Co-operation Council  and  kept  in its archives.  A  copy  of the 
minutes  shall  be  forwarded  to  the  recipients referred  to  in ArticlP  7. 
Article  10 
The  official  la~guages of  the  Co-operation Council  shall be 
Danish,  Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  Italian,  Portuguese, 
Spanish  and Arabic. 
Unless  otherwise  decided,  the  Co-operation Council  shall  base 
its deliberations on  documentation  prepared  in these  ten languages. - 75  -
Article  11 
Acts  adopted  by  the  Co-operation Council  shall be  signed by 
the President. 
Article 12 
Decisions,  resolutions,  recommendations  and  opinions of the 
Co-operation Council within the meaning  o~ Article 42  of the 
Agreement  shall be  entitled "Decision".  w•aesolution",  "Recommendation", 
or "Opinion",  followed  by  a  serial number  and  a  description of their 
subject. 
Article  1~ 
The  decisions,  resolutions,  recommendations  and  opinions of 
the  Co-operation Council  within t.he  mean•.:i!:ng  of'  Article  42  of  the 
Agreement  shall be  divided into Articles. 
The  acts referred to in the  preceding paragraph shall end 
with  the  formula  "Done  at  •••••••••• ,  •••••••••  ",  the  date  to be 
inserted being  that on which  they are  adopted by  the  Co-operation 
Council. 
The  decisions,  resolutionst  recommendations  and opinions of 
the Co-operation Council  shall be  forwarded  to ~  recipients 
referred to in Article 7. 
Article  14 
There shall be  a  Co-operatjon Committee  responsible for 
assisting the Co-operation Councll  in the performance of its duties, 
for preparing its deliberations,  for studying any matter which  the 
Co-operation Council has entrusted it to examine  and,  in general, 
for ensuring the  continuity of co-operation requireL  for the 
proper functioning of the Co-operation Agreement. 
The  Co-operation Committee  shall be  made  up  of representatives 
of the members  of the Co-operation Council. - 76  -
The  offices of chairman and  secretary of the.Committee  shall 
be  held  under  the same  conditions  and  alternate in the  same  way  as 
the office of President of the  Co-operation Council. 
Article  15 
The  secretariat duties shall be  carried out jointly by  a 
member  of the steff of the  General Secretariat of the  Council of the 
European Communities  and  an official of the Algerian Government. 
Article 16 
1.  The  Customs  Co-operation Comroittee  shall be  responsible 
for  ensuring adrr.inistrative  co-operation with a  view  to the 
correct and  uniform application of  the  customs  provisions  of 
the  Agreement  and  for  any  ether task in the  customs  field which 
the  Co-operation  Co~7.ittee ~ight entrust to it. 
2.  The  Coa~ittee shall be  composed  on  the  one  hand  of custorr.s 
experts  or the  ~e~ber States ar.d  of officials of the  depart~ents 
of the  Corr~ission who  are  respc~sible for  customs  questicns  a~d, 
on  the  other hand,  of  customs  experts  from  Algeria.  It shall 
~eet alternately under  the  chairmanship  of  a.represe~tative of 
.. the  Cor::r.ission  and  of  a  representative of  Algeria, in accord,:.r.:-e 
with the  sar..e  rules as  these  applied  by  the  Co-ope.ration  Cour!cil. 
3.  The  Customs  Co-operation Committee  shall keep  the 
Co-operation Committee  regularly informed or its work  and  shall 
submit its agenda prior to its meetings.  Such  information and 
communications  shall be  transmitted via the secretariat or  the 
~o-operation Council.  Wherever  a  question relating to the 
application or the  Agree~ent is raised,  the Customs  Co-operation 
Committee  must  refer the matter to  the  Co-operation Committee. - '('(  -
Article 17 
The  Community  and  Algeria shall be  reaponeible for euch 
expenditure  as  they  shall incur  by  reason of their participation in 
the meetings  of the  Co-operation  Council  and  of ita Committees  and 
working parties,  both with regard to starr, travel and  subsistence 
expenditure and to postal and  telecommunications  expenditure. 
Expenditure in connection with interpreting at meetings, 
translation and reproduction of documents  shall be  borne  by  the 
Co~unity, with the  exception of  expenditure in connection with 
interpreting or translation into  or  from  Arabic,  which  shall be  borne 
ty  Algeria.  Expenditure  relati~g to the material organization of 
r.eetir.ss  shall be  berne  by  the  Co~unity. 
Article  18 
Without  prejYdice  to  such  ether provisions  as  ~ay apply,  the 
deliberations  of  tt.e  Co-cperation  Council shall  be  covered  by  the 
otliga~ion of  professio~al secrecy. 
Article 19 
Correspo~ce~ce  in:~nce: fer  the  Co-operaticn Council  sh~ll be 
5e~t to its  Preside~t. 
Article 20 
1.  For  the purposes  of  the  consultations provided for in the 
Agree~ent, the  Contracting Parties shall notify one  another cr  the 
~;a~ures they  ~r:~ose to  take  in the  cases provided !or in the 
Agl·ee::ier.t. - 78  -
,.  The  Contracting  ?~~ties may  req~e&~ consultation at any  time 
from  the date  of notification.  Ttis shall take  place as  socn as 
possible and  r.ct  later than  t~enty-one days  from  the  date  cf 
recsuest. 
3.  Should  con~ultatior. give rise to a  diverser.t  assessment  of 
the  extent  of the rr.easures  proposed  or taken in an urgent  case.,  the 
Contracting  Part~  cor.ce~ned shall reconsider those measures. 
4.  Consultations shall take place  according to the  form  mos~ 
appro~riate for  the  ~atter i~volve~. 
The  competent  body  may  be  the  Co-operation  Council  or 
the  Co-opePation  Committee. - 79  -
Heche  en Luxemburgo,  el 
Udferdiget i  Luxembourg,  den 
Geschehen  zu Luxemburg  am 
•EyLV£  OTO  AouE£~o6pyo, OTLC 
Done  at Luxembourg, 
Fait l  Luxembourg,  le 
Fatto a  Lussemburgo,  addi' 
Gedaan  te Luxemburg, 
Feito no  Luxemburgo,  em 
27.  IV.  1987 
Por el Consejo de  Cooperaci6n 
Pa  Samarbejdsr!dets  vegne 
Im  Namen  des  Kooperationsrates 
rLa  ~o tu~eouALo tuvEpyaoLa~ 
For  the  Co-operation Council 
Par  le  Conseil  de  cooperation 
Per il Consiglio di cooperazione 
Voor  de  Samenwerkings~aad 
Pelo Conselho  de  Cooperacao 
El  Presidente 
Formand 
Der  Prasident 
0  Up6E6POC 
The  President 
Le  president 
Il Presidente 
De  Voorzitter 
0  Presidente 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 17/87 
of S January 1987 
fixing  the amount by  which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OP THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  nchange of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and  the  Republic of Tunisia and  concerning  the  import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and  in  particular the second  subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of 24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement  in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
A&reement between the European  Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran  and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria('),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of  the  exchange of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of 24  June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('), and in  particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of the levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with  Article  2 of Council  Rc;gulation  (EEC)  No 2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and  from  rice (4~ as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1588/86 ('),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this amount must be  equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November and 
December  1986  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76 and (EEC)  No  1525/76 to  be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and  Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I February 1987. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5 January  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p ..  17. 
For  the  Commission 
Prans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  H. 
(<)  OJ  No  L  281,  l.  II.  197.~. p.  65. 
(~ OJ  No  L  139,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  47. No  L  3/8 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 5 January 1987  fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be  reduced 
CCT  heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
47,55 
97,79 
6.  1.  87 - 85  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 210/87 
of 23  January 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on sweet oranges originating in  Algeria 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (1),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 ('),  and  in  particular  the 
first  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price for  two  consecutive market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price and  the arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3209/86  of 
22  October  1986  fixing  for  the  1986/87 marketing year 
the  reference  prices  for  sweet  oranges (3)  fixed  the 
reference price for  products of class I for the period from 
1 December 1986 to 31  May  1987 at 22,66 ECU per 100 
kilograms  net ; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the  quantities  from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for which prices are  available less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1)  of Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74 ('),  as  last  amended  by 
(1)  OJ  No L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(")  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  16. 
(')  OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
Regulation (EEC)  No 3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  sweet  oranges  originating  in  Algeria  the 
entry price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 
ECU  below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive 
market  days ;  whereas  a  countervailing  charge  should 
therefore  be  introduced  for  these  sweet  oranges ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of 2,25 %,  a  rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1)  of  Council Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1676/85 ("), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of  the spot market  rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient ; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Fruit  and  Vegetables, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of  1  ,56  ECU  per  1  00  kilograms 
net is applied to sweet oranges, fresh (subheading 08.02 A 
I of the Common Customs Tariff) originating in Algeria. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  27  January 
1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. No  L 22/30 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  January  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
24.  1.  87 No L  33/8 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 340/87 
of 3  February  1.987 
abolishing the countervailing charge on oranges originating in Algeria 
4.  2.  87 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPBAN  COMMUNmBS, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article 26  (1) of Regulation (BEq 
No 1035/72 are therefore fulfilled and the countervailing 
charge on imports of oranges originating in Algeria  can 
be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (BEq No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (
1~ as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEq  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEq  No  210/87 (l) 
introduced a countervailing charge on oranges originating 
in Algeria; 
Whereas for oranges originating in Algeria there were no 
prices  for  six  consecutive  working  days ;  whereas  the 
HAS  AOOPI'ED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Regulation (BEq No  210/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 4 February 1987. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in its  entirety and direcdy applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  3  February  1987. 
~ 
OJ No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L 119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ No  L 22,  24.  I. 1987,  p.  29. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 88  -
21.  3.  87  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities  No  L 79/11 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 798/87 
of 16  March 1987 
amending Regulation (EEC)  No 1514/76 on imports of olive oil originating in 
Algeria (1986/87) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  43 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament ('~ 
Whereas Article  16 of, and Annex B to,  the Cooperation 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  Algeria(')  stipulate  that  if Algeria  levies  a  special 
export charge on imports into the Community of olive oil 
falling  within  subheading  15.07  A  I  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff,  the  levy  applicable  to  such  oil  is  to  be 
reduced  by  a fixed  amount  of  0,60  ECU  per  100  kilo-
grams and by an  amount equal to the special charge, but 
not exceeding 12,09  ECU  per 100 kilograms  in the case 
of  the  reduction  provided  for  in  the  aforementioned 
Article  and  12,09  ECU  per 100  kilograms  in the case  of 
the additional amount provided for in the aforementioned 
Annex  B; 
Whereas,  the  aforementioned  Agreement  was  imple-
mented  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1514/76 (3),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  414/86 (4); 
Whereas the contracting parties have agreed, by Exchange 
of Letters, to  fix  the additional amount at 12,09  ECU per 
100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31 
October  1987 ; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1514/76  should  be 
amended  accordingly, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Article 1 (1) (b) of Regulation (EEC) No·1514/76 is hereby 
replaced  by  the  following : 
'(b)  an  amount equal  to  the  special  charge  levied  by 
Algeria  on  exports  of  the  said  oil  but  not 
exceeding  12,09  ECU  per  100  kilograms,  this 
amount being increased from  1 November 1986 to 
31  October  1987  by  12,09  ECU  per  100  kilo-
grams.' 
Article  2 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the day  follo-
wing its  publication in the  Official journal of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  Opinion delivered on 20  February 1987 (not yet published in 
the  Official  Journal). 
(')  OJ  No  L 263,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 169,  28.  6.  !976,  p.  24. 
(')  OJ  No  L 48,  26.  2.  1986,  p.  2. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 89  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No 1006/87 
of 7  April 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OP THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  re.gard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and the  Republic  of  Tunisia and  concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia (I~ and  in  particular  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria f),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of  the exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in-the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (3),  and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of the  levy  calculated in  accordance 
with  Article 2 of  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and  from  rice ('),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1588/86 ('),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter; whereas  this  amount must be  equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  January,  February  and 
March  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment  annex~d to  Regulations  (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to  be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  1  May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
{
4
)  OJ  No  L 281,  I.  II. !975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ  No L  139,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  47. 8.  4.  87 
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ANNEX-
to the Commission Regulation of 7 April 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be  reduced 
CCT  heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02 A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
49:J7 
102,96 
No  L 94/25 - 91  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION .(EEq No 1993/87 
of 7 July  1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
,  bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession·  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
.\greement between  the European  Economic Community 
!lnd  the  Republic  of  Tunisia and  concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia('), and  in  particular  the  second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European .Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and· 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of  the  exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of 24  June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (3),  and in  particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the  levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with  Article 2 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products processed from  cereals  and from  rice (")  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this  amount must be  equal  to 60 %  of 
the average  of  the  variable  components of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  April,  May  and  June 
1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to  be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia,· Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  direc~y applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7 July  1987. 
~ 
OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vi"-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987. 8.  7.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 July 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCT  heading  No 
23.02  A  l'l  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
BCU/tonne 
52,14 
107,62 
No  L  188/23 - 93  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2573/87 
of 11 August 1987 
laying dow  11  the arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and 
Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey on the other 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  a11d  in  particular  Anicle  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Association or Co-operation Agreements have been 
concluded between the European Economic Community, of 
the one pan, and Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia 
and Turkey of the other p<trt; 
Whereas the Protocols to  :he  aforementioned Agreements 
which are to be concluded consequent on the accession of 
Spain and Portugal to the Community are to be approved by 
the  Contracting  Parties  in  accordance  with  their  own 
procedures; 
Whereas, pending complet on of those procedures, without 
which  the  said  Protocols  cannot  enter  into  force,  the 
arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal on the 
one hand and the countrie!. in question on the other, which 
are to replace  the arrangements laid down by  Regulation 
(EEC) No 449/86 (1)  should be laid down, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
l'.rticle 1 
The Kingdom of Spain  a11d  the Portuguese Republic shall 
apply to trade in the products covered by the Agreements 
with Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey 
respectively,  hereinafter rderred to as  the 'Mediterranean 
non-member  countries',  the  arrangements  resulting  from 
those Agreements, subject to the specific provisions set out 
below. 
(') OJ No L 50, 28. 2. 1986, p. 40. 
CHAPTER I 
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE KINGDOM OF SPAIN 
Section I 
General Provisions 
Arttcle 2 
1.  On  the  entry  into  force  of  this  Regulation,  the 
Kingdom  of  Spain  shall  apply  to  imports  of  products 
originating  in  the  Mediterranean  non-member  countries, 
other than those listed in Annex I, the same customs duties as 
it applies to like products from the Community as constituted 
on  31  December  1985.  The  provision  shall  apply  in 
accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article and with 
Article 3. 
2.  The Kingdom of Spain shall dismantle customs duties 
on imports originating in  the Mediterranean non-member 
countries, in accordance with the following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force of this Regulation, each 
duty shall be reduced to 77,5 % of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1988 each duty shall be reduced to 62,5% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1989 each duty shall be reduced to 47,5% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1990 each duty shall be reduced to 35% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1991 each duty shall be reduced to 22,5% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1992 each duty shall be reduced to 10% of 
the basic duty; 
- the final  10% reduction shall  be  made on 1 January 
1993. - 94  -
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3.  The duties calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 
shall be rounded down to one decimal place, by deleting the 
second decimal. 
Article 3 
1.  The basic duty for each product to which the successive 
reductions provided form Article 2 (2) are to be applied shall 
be the duty actually applied by the Kingdom of  Spain vis-a-vis 
the Community on 1 January 1985. 
2.  By way of derogation from paragraph 1: 
- in the case of products listed in Annex I, the basic duty 
shall  be  the  duty  apphed  by  the  Kingdom  of  Spain 
vis-a-vis  each  of  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries concerned on 1 January 1985; 
- in the case of the following products the basic duties shall 
be those indicated: 
Headmg No 
J Bas.c dury  of Common  Dtscnpuon 
Customs Tanff 
24.02  Manufactured  tobacco;  tobacco 
extracts and essences: 
A.  Ctgarettes  50  % 
B.  Ctgars  55  % 
C.  Smokmg tobacco  46,8% 
D.  Chewing tobacco  26  % 
E.  Other,  including  agglomer-
ated  tobacco  m  the  form  of 
sheets or smp  10,4% 
27.09  Petroleum oils and oils  obtamed 
from  bituminous mmerals, crude  exempt 
Article 4 
Should the Kmgdom  of Spam  suspend customs duties on 
imports from the Community as constituted on 31 December 
1985 or reduce them more rapidly than envisaged under the 
timetable laid down, it shall also suspend or reduce by the 
same percentage the customs duties applying to like products 
originating  in  the  Mediterranean  non-member  countries, 
other than products listed in Annex I. 
Artzcle 5 
1.  The Kingdom of Spain shall apply quantitative import 
restrictions: 
- until 31  December 1988 for the products listed in Annex 
II  and  originating in  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries; 
- until31 December 1989 for the products listed in Annex 
III  and originating in  the Mediterranean non-member 
countries. 
The Kingdom of Spain may also apply quantitative import 
restrictions  until  31  December 1989 to products listed  in 
Annex IV and originating in the Mediterranean non-member 
countries,  provided  it  applies  similar  measures  v1s-a-vis 
non-preferential third countries. 
2.  The restrictions referred to in paragraph 1 shall take 
the form of quotas. 
3.  The imtial quotas are indicated in Annex II, Annex III 
or Annex IV as appropriate. 
The quotas listed in Annexes II and IV and quotas 1 - 5 and 
1 0 - 14 m Annex III  shall be increased at the beginning of 
each year by 25% in the case of ECU quotas and 20% m the 
case  of volume  quotas.  Each  successive  increase shall  be 
added to the quota and the following increase calculated on 
the basis of the total thus obtained. 
Quotas 6 - 9 in Annex III shall be increased by 20 % at the 
beginning of each year. 
4.  Where it is  found that Spanish imports of a product 
listed in  Annex II,  III  or IV  and originating in  one of the 
Mediterranean non-member countries have been less than 
90% of the quota level in two consecutive years, imports of 
that product originating in the Mediterranean non-member 
country concerned shall be liberalized at the begmning of the 
year  following  the  two  years  in  question  provided  the 
product concerned  is  at that time liberalized  vis-a-vis  the 
Community as constituted on 31  December 1985. 
Should the Kingdom of Spain liberalize imports from  the 
Community  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985  of  a 
product  listed  in  Annex  II  or  III,  or  increase  a  quota 
applicable to the Community as constituted on 31 December 
1985 by  more than the minimum percentage indicated in 
paragraph 3, it shall also liberalize imports of that product 
from the Mediterranean non-member countries, or increase 
the quota proportionately. 
5.  The Kingdom  of Spain  shall  administer the quotas 
referred to in paragraph 2 in accordance with the same rules 
and administrative practics it applies to imports of products 
originating in the Community as constituted on 31 December 
1985. 
Article 6 
1.  For  products  covered  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3033 I 80 (  1)  and  originating  in  the  Mediterranean 
(') OJ No L 323,29. 11. 1980, p. 1. - 95  -
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non-member  countries,  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  shall 
dismantle, as from the entry into force of this Regulation, the 
customs duty constituting the fixed component of the charge 
in accordance with the timetable laid down in Article 2 (2), 
starting from the basic duty indicated in  Annex V. 
2.  For  the  products  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  and 
originating in Turkey, the Kmgdom ofSpam shall, from the 
date  of  entry  into  force  of  this  Regulanon,  apply  the 
preferential  rates  resultmg  from  the  Agreement  to  the 
variable component of the charge. 
Section II 
Products listed in Annex II  to the Treaty 
Artzcle 7 
1.  For  products  originating  in  the  Mediterranean 
non-member countries and listed in Annex II to the Treaty, 
the Kingdom of Spain shall, subject to the spectal provisions 
laid down below, apply a duty which reduces the difference 
between  the  basic  duty  and  the  preferential  duty  in 
accordance with the following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force  of this Regulation, the 
difference  shall  be  reduced  to  81,8%  of  the  initial 
difference; 
- on 1 January 1988, the difference shall be  reduced  to 
72,7% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1989, the difference shall be  reduced  to 
63,6% of the initial difference;  ' 
- on 1 January 1990, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
54,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1991, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
45,4% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1992, the difference shall be reduced to 
36,3% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1993, the difference shall be  reduced  to 
27,2% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1994, the difference shall be reduced to 
18,1% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1995, the difference shall be reduced to 
9,0% of the initial difference. 
The Kingdom of Spain shall apply the preferential rates in full 
from 1 January 1996. 
2.  The Kingdom of Spain shall postpone application of 
the preferential  arrangements  for  olive  oil,  oil  seeds  and 
oleaginous fruit covered by Regulation No 136/66/EEC (1) 
and  for  products  derived  therefrom  until  31  Pecember 
1990. 
(')  OJ No L 172, 30. 9.  1966, p. 3025/66. 
From 1 January 1991, the Kingdom of Spain shall apply to 
those products a duty which reduces the difference between 
the  duty  actually  applied  on  31  December  1990 and  the 
preferential  duty  in  accordance  with  the  following 
timetable: 
- on  1 January 1991, the dif(erence shall  be  reduced  to 
83,3% of the initial dtfference; 
- on  1 January 1992, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
66,6% of the imtial dtfference; 
- on  1 January  1993, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
49,9% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1994, the difference shall be  reduced  to 
33,2% of the initial dtfference; 
- on 1 January  1995, the difference shall  be  reduced  to 
16,5% of the initial difference. 
The Kingdom of  Spain shall apply the preferential rates in full 
from  1 January 1996. 
3.  The Kingdom of Spain shall postpone application of 
the  preferential  arrangements  for  fruit  and  vegetables 
covered  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1835/72 (2)  until  31 
December 1989. 
From 1 January 1990 the Kingdom of Spain shall apply to 
those products a duty which reduces the difference between 
the duty  actually  applied  on 31  December  1989 and  the 
preferential  duty  in  accordance  with  the  following 
timetable: 
- on 1 January 1990, the difference shall  be  reduced  to 
85,7% of the initial difference; 
- on  1 January 1991, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
71,4% of the initial difference;  ' 
- on  1 January 1992, the difference shall be  reduced to 
57,1% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1993, the difference shall be  reduced to 
42,8% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1994, the difference shall be  reduced to 
28,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1995, the difference shall be  reduced to 
14,2% of the initial difference. 
The Kingdom of  Spain shall apply the preferential rates in full 
from  1 january 1996. 
4.  The Kingdom of Spain shall apply to fishery products 
falling  within  heading  or subheading  No 03.01, 03.02, 
03.03, 16.04, 16.05 or 23.01 B of the Common Customs 
Tariff a duty which reduces the difference between the basic 
duty  and  the  preferential  duty  in  accordance  with  the 
following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force of this Regulation, the 
difference  shall  be  reduced  to  75,0%  of the  initial 
difference; 
(1 )  OJ No L lHI, 20. S.  1972, p. 1. - 96  -
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- on 1 January 1988, the d1fference  shall  be reduced to 
62,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1989, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
50,0% of the initial difference; 
- on  1 January 1990, the difference shall  be reduced to 
37,5% of the iniual difference; 
- on  1 January 1991, the  difference shall  be reduced  to 
25,0% of the mitial difference; 
- on  1 January  1992, the difference shall  be  reduced  to 
12,5% of the initial difference. 
The Kingdom of  Spain shall apply the preferential rates in full 
from 1 January 1993. 
However, for prepared or preserved sardines falling within 
subheadmg No 16.04 D of the Common Customs Tariff, the 
Kingdom  of Spam  shall  apply  a  duty  which  reduces  the 
d1fference between the basic duty and the preferential duty in 
accordance with the timetable laid down in  paragraph 1. 
5.  The basiC duty referred to in paragraph 1 and 4 shall be 
that defmed m Arncle 3 (  1  ).  However, for domestic rabbits 
fallmg  w1thm  subheadmg  No  01.06  A  of  the  Common 
Customs Tariff, the basic duty shall be set at 6,5%. 
Artzcle 8 
For the products referred to in Article 7 (1), the Kingdom of 
Spam shall apply the non-tanff benefits and levy reductions 
laid down by the Agreements as of the entry into force of this 
Regulation. 
Article 9 
1.  Quantitative restrictions may  be  apphed to  imports 
mto  Spain  of  products  originating  in  the  Mediterranean 
non-member countnes: 
a)  until 31 December 1989 m respect of the products listed 
in Annex VI; 
b)  until 31  December 199 5 in respect of the products listed 
m Annex VII; 
c)  in respect of products subject, under Article 81 of the Act 
of Accession of  Spain and Portugal to the Community, to 
the supplementary mechanism applicable to imports into 
Spam  from  the  Community  as  constituted  on  31 
December  1985,  other  than  products  covered  by 
Regulanon (EEC) No 1035172. 
2.  Until31 December 1990, quantitative restrictions may 
be apphed to 1mports into Spain of products origmating m 
Turkey and referred to: 
- in Article 1 (2) (a) of  Regulation No 136/66/EEC, other 
than soya beans falling within subheading No ex 12.01 B 
of the Common Customs Tariff: 
- in Article 1 (2) (b) of Regulation No 136/66/EEC, other 
than products falling  Within  subheading 15.17 B II  or 
23.04 B of the Common Customs Tariff. 
3.  Until31 December 1992 quantitative restrictions may 
be applied to imports into Spain of products listed in Annex 
Vlll  and  onginating  in  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries. 
Article 10 
In the case of products referred to in Article 7 (  1) which are 
not subject on 1 March 1986 to a common organization of 
the market, the prov1sions of the Agreements concerning the 
elimination of charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties  and  the  abolition  of quantitative  restrictions  and 
measures having equivalent effect shall  not apply to such 
charges, restrictions or measures where they form an mtegral 
part of a national organization of the market in Spam at the 
time of accession to the Community. 
The provision shall apply only unnl a common organization 
of the market is  estabhshed for such  products or until  31 
December 1995, whichever IS the earlier, and only insofar as 
is strictly necessary to ensure the functioning of the national 
organization. 
Section Ill 
Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla 
Article 11 
1.  Without  prejudice  to  the  following  provisions,  the 
arrangements  for  trade  between  the  Canary  Islands  and 
Ceuta and Mehlla on the one hand and the Mediterranean 
non-member countries on the other shall be the same as those 
for  trade between the CommunitY and the said countnes, 
provided those countries accord p~oducts ongmating in the 
Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla the same treatment 
they accord those from the Community. 
2.  Customs  dunes  applied  by  the  Canary  Islands  and 
Ceuta  and  Mehlla  to products other than  those  hsted  in 
Annex  II  to the Treaty and the charge known as  'arbitrio 
msular - tarifa general' existing in the Canary Islands shall 
be  d1smantled  in  respect  of  products  originating  in  the 
Mediterranean  non-member countnes in  accordance  wnh 
the same timetable and arrangements indicated in Articles 2. 
3 and 4. 
3.  Customs dunes ex1stmg m the Canary Islands and in 
Ceuta and Mehlla with regard to products hsted in Annex II 
to the Treaty and originating in the Mediterran non-member 
countries  sho~ll be aligned progressive!}  on the preferential - 97  -
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duties applied by the Community in respect of such products 
subject to the proviso that those territories may accord more 
favourable treatment to such products than the Community 
does. 
In  no  case  shall  duties  be dismantled  at a faster  rate or 
otherwise than is laid down in Articles 2, 3 and 4. 
4.  The charge known as 'arbitrio insular - tarifa especial' 
in the Canary Islands shall be abolished in respect of products 
originating in the Mediterranean non-member countries as of 
the date of entry into force of this Regulation. 
However, the  said  charge  may  be  retained  in  respect  of 
imports of  the products listed in Annex IX at 90 % of  the rate 
therein indicated provided the lower rate is applied uniformly 
to all imports of the products in question originating in the 
Mediterranean non-member countries. The charge shall be 
abolished when it is  abolished vis-a-vis the Community. 
The said charge may at no time be higher than the Spanish 
Customs Tariff as amended with a view to the phasing in of 
the Common Customs Tariff. 
CHAPTER II 
PROVISIONS  APPLICABLE  TO  THE  PORTUGUESE 
REPUBLIC 
Section I 
General provisions 
Article 12 
1.  The Portuguese Republic shall abolish customs duties 
on imports of products originating  in  the  Mediterranean 
non-member  countries  as  of the  entry  into  force  of this 
Regulation. 
2.  By  way  of  derogation  from  paragraph  1,  the 
Portuguese  Republic  shall  dismantle  customs  duties  on 
imports  originating  in  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries of the products listed in Annex X in  accordance 
with the following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force of this Regulation, each 
duty shall be reduced to 80% of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1988 each duty shall be reduced to 65% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1989 each duty shall be reduced to 50% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1990 each duty shall be reduced to 40% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1991 each duty shall be reduced to 30% of 
the basic duty; 
- the final two 15% reductions shall be made on 1 January 
1992 and 1 January 1993. 
3.  The duties calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 
shall be rounded down to one decimal place by deleting the 
second decimal. 
Article 13 
1.  The basic duty for each product to which the successive 
reductions provided for in Article  12 (2)  are to be applied 
shall be the duty actually applied by the Portuguese Republic 
vis-a-vis each of the Mediterranean non-member countries 
on 1 January 1985. 
2.  By  way  of  derogation  from  paragraph  1,  the 
Portuguese Republic shall dismantle customs duties on the 
products listed in Annex XI  starting from the basic duties 
indicated in that Annex, provided the said duties are higher 
than the duties actually applied by the Portuguese Republic 
vis-a-vis each of the Mediterranean non-member countries 
on 1 January 1985. 
Article 14 
Should the Portuguese Republic suspend customs duties on 
imports from the Community as constituted on 31 December 
1985 or reduce  them  more rapidly than envisaged in  the 
timetable laid down, it shall also suspend or reduce by the 
same percentage the customs duties applying to like products 
originating  in  the  Mediterranean  non-member  countries, 
with  the  exception  of the  products  listed  in  Annex  X, 
section B. 
Article 15 
1.  Charges  having  equivalent  effect  to customs  duties 
applied by the Portuguese Republic to imports originating in 
the Mediterranean non-member countries shall be abolished 
on the date of entry into force of this Regulation. 
2.  The following  charges  applied  by  the  Portuguese 
Republic  to  trade  with  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries shall  be  progressively dismantled in  accordance 
with the timetable indicated: 
(a)  the 0,4% ad valorem charge applied: 
- to goods imported temporarily, 
- to reimported goods (other than containers}, 
- to  goods  imported  under  inward  processing 
arrangements allowing drawback of duties paid on 
the import goods following export of the products 
obtained, 
shall be 
- reduced to 0,2% on the date of entry into force of 
this Regulation and 
- abolished on 1 January 1988; - 98  -
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(b)  the 0,9%  ad  valorem  charge  applied  to  goods 
imported for home use shall be 
- reduced to 0,6% on 1 January 1989, 
- reduced to 0,3% on 1 January 1990, and 
- abolished on 1 January 1991. 
Artrcle 16 
1.  As  of  entry  into  force  of  this  Regulation,  the 
Portuguese Republic shall abolish customs duties of a f1scal 
nature of the fiscal component of customs duties existing at 
that  date  on  1mports  of  products  origmanng  in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries. 
2.  In  the case of the products listed  m  Annex  XII,  the 
customs dunes of a  f1scal  nature or f1scal  component of 
customs duties apphed by the Portuguese Repubhc shall be 
eltmmated in  accordance with  the  umetable laid down in 
Article 12 (2). 
3.  Should the Portuguese  Repubhc exercise  the option 
open to It under Amcle 196 (  3) of the Act of Accession of 
replacing  a  customs  duty  of  a  fiscal  nature  or  f1scal 
component  of such  a  duty  by  an  internal  charge,  such 
component as is  not covered b)  that charge shall represent 
the basic dutv to whiCh  the successl\'e  reductwns shall  be 
apphed.  It  .  shall  be  d1smantled  in  trade  w1th  the 
Mediterranean  non-member countries m  accordance with 
the nmetable l.ud down m Arncle 12 (2). 
Artrcle 17 
Until31 December 1987 the Portuguese Repubhc shall ret am 
quantitati•e restncnons on imports from the Mediterranean 
non-member  countries  of  motor  veh1cles  subJect  to  the 
special  arrangements agreed between the Commumty and 
the said Portuguese Repubhc in  accordance wah Protocol 
No 18 to the Act of Accession. 
Artrcle 18 
1.  For the products covered  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3033/80 and originatmg m the Mediterranean non-member 
countries,  the  Portuguese  Republic  >hall  d1smantle  the 
customs  duties  constitutmg  the  fixed  component  of the 
charge m accordance with the timetable la1d down in Article 
12 (2),  starting  from  the  basic  dut}  mdiCated  m  Annex 
XIII. 
2.  For the products whiCh are referred to in paragraph 1 
and originate in  Turkey, the Portuguese Republic shall, in 
respect of the variable component of th1s charge, apply the 
preferential  rates prov1ded  for  m  the Agreement from  the 
date in  the f1rst  year of the second stage of the transinonal 
arrangements on  which  the second-stage  rules  come  mto 
force  in  respect of the commodities whose marketmg year 
starts the latest. 
Section II 
Products listed in Annex II  to the Treaty 
Artrcle 19 
1.  For  products  listed  in  Annex  II  to  the  Treaty  and 
origmanng in the Mediterranean non-member countries, the 
Portuguese Republic shall, subject to the spec1al  proviswns 
laid down below, apply a duty wh1ch reduces the d1fference 
between  the  basic  duty  and  the  preferential  duty  in 
accordance wah the following nmetable: 
- on the date of entry mto force of this  Regulanon, the 
difference  shall  be  reduced  to  81,8%  of  the  inmal 
difference; 
- on  1 January 1988, the difference shall  be reduced  to 
72,7% of the mitial difference; 
- on  1 January 1989, the difference  shall  be reduced  to 
63,6% of the inmal d1fference; 
- on  1 January 1990, the difference  shall  be reduced to 
54,5% of the mitial d1fference; 
- on  1 Januar}  1991, the difference shall  be reduced  to 
45,4% of the mmal difference; 
- on  1 January 1992, the d1fference  shall  be reduced to 
36,3% of the imtial difference; 
- on 1 Januar}  1993, the d1fference  shall  be reduced  to 
27,2% of the mmal d1fference; 
- on 1 January  1994, the difference  shall  be  reduced  to 
18,1 %  of the mitial difference; 
- on 1 January 1995, the difference shall  be reduced  to 
9,0% of the maial d1fference. 
The Portuguese Repubhc shall apply the preferennal rates m 
full  from  1 January 1996. 
2.  The Portuguese Repubhc shall postpone apphcanon of 
the  preferennal  arrangements  for  ohve oil,  ml  seeds  and 
oleagmous fruits covered b)  Regulation r-::o  136/66/EEC 
and  for  products  denved  therefrom  unnl  31  December 
1990. 
From 1 January 1991 the Portuguese Republic shall apply to 
those products a duty which reduces the difference between 
the  duty  actually  applied  on  31  December 1990 and  the 
preferennal  duty  in  accordance  w1th  the  folio\\ mg 
timetable: 
- on  1 January  1991. the d1fference  shall  be  reduced  to 
83,3% of the 1mttal difference; 
- on  1 January 1992, the difference shall  be reduced to 
66,6% of the mmal difference; 
on  1 January  1993, the difference shall  be reduced to 
49,9% of the mmal d1fference; - 99  -
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- on 1 January 1994, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
33,2% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1995, the difference shall  be  reduced to 
16,5% of the initial difference. 
The Portuguese Republic shall apply the preferential rates in 
full  from 1 January 1996. 
3.  The Portuguese Republic shall postpone application of 
the preferential arrangements for products covered by  the 
following Regulations until the beginning of the second stage 
as defined in Article 260 of the Act of Accession: 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  804168  on  the  common 
organization  of  the  market  in  milk  and  milk 
products (1), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  805168  on  the  common 
organization of the market in beef and veal (2), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  on  the  common 
organization of the market in fruit and vegetables, 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2727/75  on  the  common 
organization of the market in cereals (3), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2759/75  on  the  common 
organization of the market in pigmeat (4), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2771/75  on  the  common 
organization of the market in eggs('), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2777/75  on  the  common 
organization of the market in poultrymeat (6), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/76  on  the  common 
organization of the market in  rice (1), 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  822/87  on  the  common 
organization of the market in wine (8). 
From  the  beginning  of the  second  stage  the  Portuguese 
Republic shall apply a dury to these products which reduces 
the difference between the duty actually applied at the end of 
the first stage and the preferential duty in accordance with the 
following timetable: 
(i)  where the second stage runs for five years: 
- on  1  January  1991,  the  difference  shall  be 
reduced to 83,3% of the initial difference; 
- on  1  January  1992, the  difference  shall  be 
reduced to 66,6% of the initial difference; 
- on  1  January  1993,  the  difference  shall  be 
reduced to 49,9% of the initial difference; 
- on  1  January  1994,  the  difference  shall  be 
reduced to 33,2% of the initial difference; 
- on  1  January  1995,  the  difference  shall  be 
reduced to 16,5 % of the initial difference; 
( 1)  OJ No L 148,28. 6.  1968, p. 13. 
(2)  OJ No L 148, 28. 6.  1968, p. 24. 
(')  OJ No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p.  1. 
( 4)  OJ No L 282, 1. 11. 1975, p. 1. 
(')  OJ No L 282, 1. 11. 1975, p. 49. 
(') OJ No L 282, 1. 11. 1975, p. 77. 
( 7)  OJ No L 166, 25. 6. 1976, p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 84, 27. 3. 1987, p. 1. 
(ii)  where the second stage runs. for seven years: 
- on 1 January 1989, the difference shall be reduced 
to 87,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1990, the difference shall be reduced 
to 7 5,0% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1991, the difference shall be reduced 
to 62,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1992, the difference shall be reduced 
to 50,0% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1993, the difference shall be reduced 
to 37,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1994, the difference shall be reduced 
to 25,0% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1995, the difference shall be reduced 
to 12,5% ofthe initial difference; 
(iii)  The Portuguese Republic shall apply the preferential 
rates in full from 1 January 1996. 
4.  The  Portuguese  Republic  shall  apply  to  fishery 
products falling  within heading or subheading No 03.01, 
03.02,  03.03,  05.15  A,  16.04,  16.05  or  23.01  B  of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries a duty which reduces 
the  difference between the basic duty and the preferential 
duty in accordance with the following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force  of this Regulation, the 
difference  shall  be  reduced  to  75,0%  of  the  initial 
difference; 
- on 1 January 1988, the difference shall be  reduced to 
62,5% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1989, the difference shall be  reduced to 
50,0% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1990, the difference shall be  reduced to 
37,5% of the initial difference; 
-'- on 1 January 1991, the difference shall be reduced to 
25,0% of the initial difference; 
- on 1 January 1992, the difference shall be  reduced to 
12,5% of the initial difference. 
The Portuguese Republic shall apply the preferential rates in 
full from 1 January 1993. 
However, for prepared or preserved sardines falling within 
subheading 16.04 D of the Common Customs Tariff, the 
Portuguese Republic shall apply a duty which reduces the 
difference between the basic duty and the preferential duty in 
accordance with the timetable laid down in paragraph 1. 
S.  The basic duty referred to in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall 
be that defined in Article 13 (1). 
Article 20 
For the products referred to in Article 19 (3) the Portuguese 
Republic shall postpone until the beginning of the second - 100  -
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stage, as defined in Article 260 of the Act of Accession, the 
application of the non-tariff benefits and levy reductions laid 
down by the Agreements. 
Article 21 
1.  Quantitative  restrictions  may  be  applied  until  31 
December  1992 to Portuguese imports  originating in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries of the products hsted 
m Annex XIV. 
2.  Quantitative  restrictions  may  be  retained  unul  31 
December  1995 for  Portuguese imports originating in the 
Mediterranean non-member countnes of the products hsted 
in  Annex XV. 
3.  Quantitative  restrictions  may  be  applied  until  31 
December  1990  to  Portuguese  imports  originating  in 
the  Mediterranean  non-member  countries  of  oil  seeds, 
oleagmous  fruits,  flour  from  which  the  oil  has  not  been 
extracted and all vegetable oils, other than olive oil intended 
for human consumption in  Portugal's internal market. 
4.  Quantitative  restrictions  may  be  retained  until  31 
December  1992 for  Portuguese imports originating  in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries of the products hsted 
m Annex XVI. 
Artrcle 22 
In the case of products referred to in Article 19 (  1) which are 
not subject on 1 March 1986 to a common organization of 
the market, the provisions of  the Agreements concerning the 
ehmmation of charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties  and  the  abolition  of quantrtative  restrictions  and 
measures having equivalent effect  shall  not apply to such 
charges, restnctrons or measures where they form an integral 
part of a national orgamzation of the market m Ponugal at 
the ume of accession. 
This provision shall apply only until a common organization 
of the market is  established for  such  products or until  31 
December 1995, whichever is the earlier, and only msofar as 
is strictly necessary to ensure the functioning of the national 
organization. 
CHAPTER Ill 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Artrcle 23 
The Co-operation Council shall  make any changes to the 
origin  rules  which  may  be  necessary  consequent  on  the 
accession  of the  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese 
Republic to the Community. 
Artrcle 24 
In  Article  1  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  449/86, 'Algeria, 
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey' shall be added 
after 'Switzerland'. 
Article 25 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  September 
1987. 
It shall apply in respect of each Mediterranean non-member 
country unul the individual Protocol referring to the country 
concerned enters into force. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  11  August 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
K.  E. TYGESEN 1. 9. 87 
CCT 
heading 
No 
28.16 
29.01 
29.02 
29.04 
31.02 
39.02 
56.07 
CCT 
heading 
No 
29.01 
29.02 
29.04 
31.02 
39.02 
55.06 
55.09 
58.01 
58.02 
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ANNEX I 
List provided for in Article 2 
ALGERIA 
Descr1pt1on 
Ammoma, anhydrous or m aqueous solution 
Hydrocarbons 
Halogenated denvat1ves of hydrocarbons 
Acychc alcohols and the1r  halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvanves 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous 
Polymerization  and  copolymenzat1on  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, polyvmyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, 
polyvmyl  chloroacetate and other polyvmyl  denvauves, polyacryloc  and polymethacrylic 
derivatives, coumarone-indene resins) 
Woven fabncs of man-made fibres (d1sconunuous or waste) 
EGYPT 
Descnpnon 
Hydrocarbons 
Halogenated denvanves of hydrocarbons 
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 
Mineral or chemical fertahzers, mtrogenous 
Polymenzanon  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, polyvmyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, 
polyvinyl  chloracetate  and other polyvinyl  denvauves,  polyactylic  and  polymethacrylic 
derivatives, coumarone-indene resins) 
Cotton yam, put up for reta1l sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting, and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not) 
No L 250/9 No L 250/10 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
60.04 
61.02 
62.02 
85.15 
CCT 
heading 
No 
39.07 
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Description 
Under garments, kmned or crocheted, not elastic or rubbenzed 
Women's, girls' and mfants' outer garments 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kttchen linen; cunains and other furnishing an1cles 
Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  rransmtsston  and  reception  appararus;  radio-
broadcasting  and  television  rransmiss10n  and  recepnon  apparatus  (mcluding  receiVers 
tncorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; rad10 navigational aid 
appararus, radar appararus and rad1o remote control appararus 
LEBANON 
Description 
Articles of materials of the kinds described in headmgs Nos 39.01 to 39.06 
1. 9.  87 1.  9. 87 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
28.10 
31.05 
39.02 
39.07 
51.04 
55.09 
56.07 
58.01 
58.02 
60.01 
60.03 
60.04 
60.05 
61.01 
61.02 
61.03 
62.02 
69.08 
85.15 
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TUNISIA 
Descr1pnon 
Phosphorus pentoxide and phosphonc acids (meta-, ortho- and pyro-) 
Other ferttlizers; goods of  the present Chapter m tablets, lozenges and stmtlar prepared forms 
or 10 packmgs of a gross wetght not exceedmg 1  0 kg 
Polymenzatton  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes, polytsobutylene, polystyrene, polyvmyl chlonde, polyvmyl acetate, 
polyvmyl  chloroacetate and other polyvmyl  denvauves, polyacryhc and polymethacryhc 
denvattves, coumarone-indene resms) 
Articles of matenals of the kmds descnbed in headings Nos 39.01 to 39.06 
Woven fabncs of man-made fibres (connnuous), mcluding woven fabrics of monofil or stnp 
of heading No 51.01 or 51.02 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Woven fabncs of man-made ftbres (dtscontmuous or waste) 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
Other carpets, carpetmg, rugs, mats and marring, and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not) 
Knmed or crocheted fabric, not elastic or rubberized 
Stockings, under stockmgs, socks, ankle-socks, sockertes and the hke, knmed or crocheted, 
not elastic nor rubbenzed 
Under garments, knirted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubbenzed 
Outer garments and other articles, knmed or crocheted, not elasnc nor rubbenzed 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Women's,  g~rls' and mfants' outer garments 
Men's and boys' under garments, including collars, shm fronts and cuffs 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet !men and kttchen !men; curtains and other furmshmg articles 
Glazed setts, flags  and paving, hearth and wall tiles 
Radtotelegraphic  and  radtotelephomc  transmtsston  and  recepnon  apparatus;  radto-
broadcastmg  and  televtston  transmtsston  and  reception  apparatus  (including  receiVers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; radto navigational atd 
apparatus, radar apparatus and radio remote control apparatus No L 250/12 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
29.02 
29.04 
39.02 
51.04 
55.06 
55.09 
56.05 
56 07 
58.01 
58.02 
58.04 
60.04 
60.05 
61.01 
61.02 
61.03 
62.02 
69.08 
89.01 
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TURKEY 
Descnpuon 
Halogenated denvatives of hydrocarbons 
Acychc alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 
Polymenzation  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, polyvmyl chlonde, polyvmyl acetate, 
polyvinyl  chloracetate  and other polyvinyl  denvatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacryhc 
derivatives, coumarone-idene resms) 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (continuous), includmg woven fabncs of monof1l or stnp 
of headmg No 51.01 or 51.02 
Cotton yarn, put up for  retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Yarn of man-made f1bres  (discontinuous or waste), not put up for retail sale 
1  WO\en fabncs of man-made f1bres  (diScontinuous or waste) 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and mamng, and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the hke (made up or not) 
Woven p1le fabr1cs and chen1lle fabriCs (other than terry towelhng or Similar terry fabrics of 
cotton falhng w1thm  head1ng No 55.08 and fabncs falhng Wlthm  heading No 58.05) 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastiC nor rubbenzed 
Outer garments and other articles, kmtted or crocheted, not elastiC nor rubbenzed 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Women's, g1rls' and mfants' outer garments 
Men's and boys' under garments, mclud1ng collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
Bed !men, table linen, tmlet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other furmshmg articles 
Glned setts, flags  and paving, hearth and wall nles 
Sh1ps,  boats  and other vessels  not fallmg  Wlthm  any  of the  followmg  headings of this 
Chapter: 
B.  Other 
1. 9.  87 1.  9. 87 
Quota 
No 
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ANNEX II 
List provided for in the first indent of Article 5 (  1) 
CCT heading No  Descnption 
No L 250/13 
Baste 
quota(') 
85.15  Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephomc transm1ss1on  and recepuon apparatus;  7 umts 
radio-broadcasting and television transmission and reception apparatus (indu· 
dmg  receivers  mcorporaung sound recorders  or reproducers)  and telev1s1on  Tunisia: 
cameras; rad1o  nav1gauonal aid apparatus, radar apparatus and rad1o remote  29 umts 
control apparatus: 
A.  Rad1otelegraph1c and rad1otelephomc transm1ss1on  and recepuon appara·  Turkey: 
tus; radio-broadcasungand television transm1ss1on and reception apparatus  58 umts 
(mcludmg  rece1vers  mcorporating  sound  recorders  or reproducers)  and 
tele' 1S1on  cameras: 
Ill.  Receivers, whether or not incorporating sound recorders or reprodu· 
b)  Other: 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Colour television rece1vers, the d1agonal measurement of 
the screen of which is: 
- From more than 42 em  up to and includmg 52 em 
- More than 52 em 
87.01  Tr.1crors (other than those falling wuhin head1ng No 87.07), whether or not  3 units 
fttted wuh power take-offs, w1nches or pulleys: 
e' B  :\gncultural tractors (excluding walkmg tractors) and forestry tractors, 
"heeled: 
- W1th  an engme of a cylinder capacity of 4 000 cm 3  or less 
{ 1)  The amounts mdtc.lted .1pph  tll e.h  .. h 11t  rht.•  \tt:'llltt:'rr.me.m  non-member countnes, unless otherwise spec1f1ed. No L 250114 
Quota 
No 
- 106  -
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Al-."1'\EX  III 
List provided for in second indent of Anicle 5 (1 ) 
CCT headtng No  Descnpnon 
Baste 
quota 
(') 
25.03  Sulphur of all  kinds, other than sublimed  sulphur, precipitated sulphur and  58  tonnes 
colloidal sulphur 
29.03 
36.01 
36.02 
ex 36.04 
Sulphonated, nnrated or notrosared denvanves of hydrocarbons: 
B.  Notrated and nitrosated derivatives: 
ex I.  Trimtrotoluenes and dinitronaphthalenes: 
- Tnniuotoluenes 
Propellent powders 
Prepared explos1ves, other than propellent powders 
Safety  fuses;  detonatmg  fuses;  percussion  and  deronanng  caps;  igmrers; 
deronators: 
- Other than dectncal detonators 
36.05  Pyrotechmc anicles (for example, fireworks, raolway fog signals, amorces, ram 
rockets) 
36.06  Matches (excludong Bengal matches) 
Turkey: 
288 tonnes 
7 tonnes 
39.02  Polymerization  and copolymerization  products  (for example,  polyethylene,  1,5 tonnes 
polyterrahaloerhylenes,  polyosobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride, 
polyvinyl  acetate,  polyvinyl  chloroacerate  and  other  polyvin)l  derivanves,  Tumsla: 
polyacrylic and polymethacrylic denvatives, coumarone-indene resms):  3 tonnes 
C.  Other: 
Polyethylene: 
ex b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex Ill.  Polysulphohaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex IV.  Polypropylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex V.  Polyisobutylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex VIII.  Polyvinylidene chlonde; copolymers of vinylidene chloride with 
vinyl chloride: 
- Waste and scrap 
{ 
1
}  The amounts indiCated  apply to each of the Mednerranean non-member countries, unltss otherwise spec1fied. 1. 9. 87 
Quota 
No 
4 
CCT heading No 
39.02 
(cont'd) 
39.07 
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·C.  ex IX.  Polyvinyl acetate: 
- Waste and scrap 
Descnption 
ex X.  Copolymers of vinyl chloride with vinyl acetate: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex XL  Polyvinyl alcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex XII.  Acrylic  polymers, methacrylic polymers and acrylo-methacrylic 
copolymers: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex XIII.  Coumarone resins, indene resins and coumarone-indene resins: 
- Waste and scrap 
XIV.  Other polymenzation or copolymerization products: 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
Articles of materials of the kinds described in heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Of regenerated cellulose 
III.  Of hardened proteins 
No L 250/15 
Basic 
quota 
1600 ECU 
Tunisia: 
78 000 ECU 
V.  Of other materials:  Lebanon: 
ex 58.01 
a)  Spools,  reels  and  similar  supports  for  photographic  and  19 000 ECU 
cinematographic  fum  or for  tapes,  films  and the  like  falling 
within heading No 92.12 
c)  Corset  husks  and  similar  supports  for  art1cles  of apparel  or 
clothing accessories 
exd)  Other: 
- Excluding  airtight  clothing  affording  protection  agamst 
radiation  or  radioactive  contamination,  not  combined 
with breathing apparatus 
Carpets,  carpeting  and  rugs,  knotted  (made  up  or  not),  other  than  720 kg 
hand-made 
58.02  Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting, and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 
'Karamanie' rugs and the like (made up or not): 
A.  Carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting 
ex 58.04  Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics  (other than terry towelling or similar  130 kg 
terry fabrics of  cotton falling within heading No 55.08 and fabrics falling within 
heading No 58.05): 
-Of  cotton 
58.09  Tulle and other net  fabrics  (but not including woven,  knitted or crocheted 
fabrics), figured; hand or mechanically made lace, m the piece, in strips or in 
motifs: 
B.  Lace: 
ex  I.  Hand-made: 
- Other than lace made from cotton, wool and man-made textile 
fibres 
II.  Mechanically made 
60.01  Knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastic nor rubberized: 
C.  Of other textile materials: 
I.  Of cotton No L 250/16 
Quora 
No  CCT headmgNo 
60.04 
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Descnp11on 
Under garments, kmtted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
A.  Babies' garments; girls' garments up to and mcludmg commercial size 86: 
I.  T-shirts: 
a)  Of corton 
II.  Lightweight  fine  knit  roll,  polo  or  turtle-neck  JUmpers  and  pull-
a)  Of cotton 
III.  Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  T-sh1rts: 
a)  Of cotton 
II.  Lightweight fine knit roll, polo or turtle-neck JUmpers and pullovers: 
a)  Of cotton 
IV.  Other: 
d)  Of cotton 
60.05  Outer  g.lrments  and  other  amcles,  knitted  or  crocheted,  not  elastic  or 
rubberized: 
A.  Outer garments and clothing accessories: 
II.  Other: 
ex a)  Outer garments of kmtted or crocheted textile fabrics of heading 
No 59.08: 
-Of  cotton 
b)  Other: 
1.  Babies'  garments,  girls'  garments  up  to  and  mcludmg 
commeroal s1ze  86: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Bathing costumes and trunks: 
bb)  Of cotton 
3.  Track suits: 
bb)  Of cotton 
4.  Other outer garments: 
aa)  Blouses  and  shirt-blouses  for  women,  g1rls  and 
mfants: 
55.  Of cotton 
bb)  Jerseys,  pullovers,  slipovers,  waistcoats,  twinsets, 
card1gans,  bed  jackets  and  JUmpers:  (other  than 
jackets  referred  to under  subheading 60.05 A  II b) 
4 hh)): 
11.  Men's and boys': 
eee)  Of cotton 
22.  Women's, girls' and mfants': 
fff)  Of cott~n 
cc)  Dresses: 
44.  Of cotton 
dd)  Sk1rts, including d1v1ded  skins: 
33.  Of cotton 
ee)  Trousers: 
ex 33.  Of other textile materials: 
-Of  cotton 
ff)  Suits and coordmate suits (excluding sk1 suits) for men 
and boys: 
ex 22.  Of other textile materials: 
-Of  cotton 
gg)  Su1ts  and coordmate suits (excluding ski  suits),  and 
costumes, for women, girls and infants: 
44.  Of cotton 
1. 9. 87 
Basic 
quota 
100 kg 1. 9.  87 
Quota 
No  CCT headmg No 
60.05 
(cont'd) 
61.01 
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Description 
A.  II.  b)  4.  hh)  Coats,  jackets  (excluding  anoraks,  wmdcheaters, 
waister Jackets and the like) and blazers: 
44.  Of cotton 
tjij)  Anoraks, wmdcheaters, waister jackets and the like: 
ex 11.  Of wool or of fine animal hair, of cotton or of 
man-made textile ftbres: 
-Of  cotton 
kk)  Skt  suits consisnng of two or three pieces: 
ex 11.  Of wool or of fine animal hair, of cotton or of 
man-made texnle ftbres: 
-Of  cotton 
II)  Other outer garments: 
44.  Of cotton 
5.  Clothmg accessones: 
B.  Other: 
ex  cc)  of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
ex III.  Of other texule matenals: 
-Of  cotton 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
A.  Garments of the 'cowboy' type and other simtlar garments for amusement 
and play, less than commercial size 158; garments oftextile fabric of  heading 
No 59.08, 59.11 or 59.12: 
II.  Other: 
ex a)  Coats: 
-Of  cotton 
ex b)  Other: 
- Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
lndustnal and occupational clothing: 
a)  Overalls, mcludmg b01ler suits and bibs and braces: 
1.  Of cotton 
b)  Other: 
1.  Of cotton 
II.  Swimwear: 
ex b)  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
Ill.  Bath  robes,  dressing  gowns,  smoking  Jackets  and  similar  indoor 
b)  Of cotton 
IV.  Parkas; anoraks, wmdcheaters, watster jackets and the like: 
b)  Of cotton 
V.  Other: 
a)  jackets (excluding waister jackets) and blazers: 
3.  Of cotton 
b)  Overcoats, raincoats and other coats; cloaks and capes: 
3.  Of cotton 
c)  Suits and coordinate suns (excluding ski sutts): 
3.  Of cotton 
d)  Shorts: 
3.  Of cotton 
No L 250/17 
Basic 
quota 
130 kg No L 250/18 
Quota 
No  CCT hoadmg No 
61.01 
(cont'd) 
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Descnpt1on 
B.  V.  e)  Trousers: 
3.  Of cotton 
f)  Sk1  su1ts conSisting of two or three pieces: 
ex I.  Of wool or of fine  ammal hair, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres: 
- Ofcotton 
g)  Other garments: 
3.  Of cotton 
61.02  Women's, guls' and infants outer garments: 
A.  Babies' garments;  g~rls' garments up to and includmg commercial size  86; 
garments of the 'cowbo)' t)pe and other simtlar garments for amusement 
and play, less  than commercial SIZe  158: 
I.  Bab1es'  garments; g1rls'  garments up  to and mcludmg commercial SIZe 
86: 
a)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
Garments of texule fabr1c  of heading No 59.08, 59.11 or 59.12: 
ex  a)  Coats: 
-Of  cotton 
ex b)  Other: 
-Of  cotton 
II.  Other: 
a)  Aprons,  overalls,  smock-overalls  and  other  mdustrial  and  occu-
pational clothmg (whether or not also SUitable for domesnc use): 
I. Of cotton 
b)  Sw1mwear: 
ex 2.  Of other textile materials: 
- Ofcotton 
c)  Bath robes, dressmg gowns, bed  jackets and stm1lar mdoor wear: 
2  Of cotton 
d)  Parkas, anoraks, wmdcheaters, wa1ster Jackets and the like: 
2.  Of cotton 
e)  Other: 
1.  Jackets (excludmg waJSter  jackets) and blazers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Coats and ramcoats, cloaks and capes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
3.  Suns and coordmate su1ts (excludmg ski  suns), and costumes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
4.  Dresses: 
ee)  Of cotton 
5.  Skirts, mdudmg divtded sk1rts: 
cc)  Of cotton 
6.  Trousers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
7.  Blouses and sh1n-blouses: 
cc)  Of cotton 
8.  Sk1  suits consisting of two or three pteces: 
ex a a)  Of wool or of fme animal half, of cotton or of man-made 
texnle fibres: 
-Of  cotton 
9.  Other garments: 
cc)  Of cotton 
I. 9. 87 
Basac 
QUOtcl 1.  9.  87 
Quota 
No 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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CCT headong No  Descr1pnon 
61.03  Men's and boys' under garments, mcludmg collars, shirt fronts and cuffs: 
A.  Shtrts: 
II.  Of cotton 
B.  PyJamas: 
II.  Of cotton 
C.  Other: 
II.  Of cotton 
No L 250/19 
65 kg 
Bas1c 
quota 
61.04  Women's, girls' and mfants' under garments: 
84.41 
85.15 
87.01 
93.02 
A.  Bab1es'  garments;  g~rls'  garments  up  to  and  includmg  commercial  s1ze 
86: 
I.  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  Pyjamas and ntghtdresses: 
b)  Of cotton 
II.  Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
Sewing  machines;  furniture  specially  designed  for  sewmg  machines;  sewing  1 unit 
machine needles: 
A.  Sewmg machines; furntture specially designed for sewing machmes: 
I.  Sewmg machines (lock-stitch only), with heads of a weight not exceeding 
16 kg without motor or 17 kg includmg the motor; sewmg machine heads 
(lock-smch only), of a weight not exceedmg 16 kg without motor or 17 kg 
mcluding the motor: 
a)  Sewing  machmes  having  a  value  (not  includmg  frames,  tables  or 
furniture) of more than 65  ECU each 
b)  Other 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic transmiSSion  and reception apparatus;  4 units 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmiSSIOn  and  reception  apparatus 
(mcludmg  receivers  incorporating  sound  recorders  or  reproducers)  and  Tunisia: 
television  cameras;  radio  navigational  aid  apparatus,  radar apparatus  and  14 units 
radio remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic transmission and reception appara- Turkey: 
tus; rad10broadcasting and television transmission and reception apparatus  29 units 
(mcluding  receivers  incorporating  sound  recorders  or reproducers)  and 
televiSIOn cameras: 
III.  Receivers,  whether or not  incorporating sound recorders  or  repro-
ducers: 
b)  Other: 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Colour television receivers, the diagonal measurement of 
the screen of wh1ch  is 42 em or less 
Tractors (other than those falling within heading No 87.07), whether or not  1 unit 
fitted with power take-offs, winches or pulleys: 
A.  Agricultural walking tractors, with either a spark ignition or a compression 
ignition engine 
Revolvers and pistols, being firearms  7 800 ECU 
93.04  Other firearms, including Very pistols, pistols and revolvers for firing blank 
ammunition only, line-throwing guns and the like: No L 250120 
Quota 
No 
14 
CCT heading No 
93.04 
(cont'd) 
93.05 
93.06 
93.07 
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Description 
ex A.  Sportmg and target-shooting guns, rifles and carbines: 
- Excluding single-barrelled, nfled sporting and target-shooting guns 
and carbines, and other than ring firing, of a unit value greater than 
200 ECU 
Arms of other descriptions, including air, spring and similar pistols, rifles and 
guns 
Parts  of  arms,  including  gun  barrel  blanks,  but  not  including  parts  of 
sidearms 
1. 9. 87 
Bask 
quota 
Bombs, grenades, torpedoes, mines, guided weapons and missiles and similar  1,5 tonnes 
munittons of war, and pans thereof; ammunition and parts thereof, including 
cartndge wads; lead shot p.repared for ammunition 1. 9. 87 
CCT 
heading No 
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ANNEX IV 
List provided for in the last subparagraph of Anicle 5 (  1  ) 
ALGERIA/TUNISIA 
Description 
No L 250/21 
Basic quota 
39.02  Polymerization  and copolymerization  products (for example,  polytheylene,  polytetrahalo-
ethylenes,  polyisobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chlonde,  polyvinyl  acetate,  polyvinyl 
chloroacetate and other polyvinyl  derivatives, polyactylic and  polymethactylic derivatives, 
coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other:  3 tonnes (1) 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride 
85.19  Electrical apparatus for making and breakmg electrical Circuits, for the protection of electrical  Algeria: 
circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical circuits (for example, switches, relays,  7 tonnes 
fuses, lightning arresters, surge suppressors, plugs, lampholders and junction boxes); resistors, 
fixed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than heattng resistors;  printed circuits,  Tunisia: 
switchboards (other than telephone switchboards) and control panels  58 tonnes 
85.21  ThermiOnic, cold cathode and photo-cathode valves and tubes (including vapour or gas filled  100 kg (1) 
valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, television camera tubes and mercury arc rectifying valves 
and  tubes);  photocells;  mounted  piezo-electnc  ctystals;  d1odes,  transistors  and  similar 
semi-conductor devices; light emitting dtodes; electronic microcircuits 
( 1)  For each of the countries. 
CCT 
headmg No 
85.19 
89.01 
TURKEY 
Oescnptton  Bas1c quota 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of electrical  7 tonnes 
circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical circuitS (for example, swatches, relays, 
fuses, lightning arresters, surge suppressors, plugs, lampholders and juncnon boxes); resistors, 
fixed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating resistors; printed circuits; 
switchboards (other than telephone switchboards) and control panels 
Ships,  boats  and  other  vessels  not  falling  within  any  of the  following  headings  of this  160 000 ECU 
Chapter: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Sea-going vessels No L 250/22 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
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ANNEX V 
List provided for in  Article 6 
applicable to all the countries except Turkey 
De.cnpnon 
Baste dut) 
(foxod component) 
(%) 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not contammg cocoa: 
B.  Chewmg gum conraming by  weight of sucrose (includmg om·ert  sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Less than 60% 
II.  60% or more 
C.  White chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contaming no milkfats or conrammg less  than 1,5% by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Conrammg no sucrose or conrammg less than 5% b~ weoghr of sucrose (mcludmg Invert sugar 
24,21 
22,65 
0,00 
expressed as sucrose)  26,93 
b)  Conrammg b)  "eoghr of sucrose (mcludmg Imert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  5% or more bur less than 30% 
2.  30% or more bur  less  than 40% 
3.  40% or more bur I  e.- than 50%: 
aa)  Conrammg no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less  than 60% 
5.  60% or more but less  than 70% 
6.  70% or more but less rhan 80% 
7.  80% or more bur less  than 90% 
8.  90% or more 
II.  Other: 
a)  Conraonmg no sucrose or conrammg less than 5% b)  weoghr  of sucrose (mcluding mvert 
29,28 
29,80 
27,67 
25,12 
23,22 
21,62 
21,38 
18,81 
20,56 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,06 
b)  Contammg by  weight of sucrose (oncludong  mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less than 30%  20,71 
2.  30% or more but less  than 50%  11,59 
3.  50% or more bur less  than 70%  7,29 
4.  70% or more  20,91 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparanons contammg cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, nor otherwose sweetened than b)  the addmon of sucrose, conraming b) "eoght of 
sucro~: 
I.  Less  than 65% 
II.  65% or more but less than 80% 
Ill.  80% or more 
B.  Ice-cream (nor includmg oce-cream  powder) and other ICes: 
I.  Con  taming no milkfats or contaomng less  than 3% b)  "eo~:hr of such fats 
II.  Containmg b) weoghr of molkfars: 
a)  3% or more bur  less than 7% 
b)  7% or more 
20,71 
7,35 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 1. 9.  87 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
18.06 
(cont'd) 
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Descnptoon 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled; sugar confectionery and substitutes therefore 
made from sugar substitution products, contammg cocoa: 
I.  Containing no sucrose or containmg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
No L 250/23 
Basoc duty 
(foxed component) 
(%) 
expressed as sucrose)  1  0,9  2 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contatnmg no milkfats or contammg less than 1,5% by weoght of such fats and containing 
by weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less than 50%  12,71 
2.  50% or more  9,66 
b)  Contaomng by weight of milkfats: 
1.  1 ,5 % or more but less than 3 %  7,04 
2.  3% or more but less than 4,5%  10,03 
3.  4,5% or more but less than 6%  10,02 
4.  6% or more  7,37 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contaomng no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5 %  by weight of such fats: 
a)  In  immedoate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
b)  Other 
II.  Containing by weoght of milkfats: 
a)  1,5% or more but not more than 6,5%: 
1.  In  immediate packmgs of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
b)  More than 6,5% but less than 26 %: 
1.  In ommedoate packmgs of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
c)  26% or more: 
1.  In  ommediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
0,00 
0,00 
3,96 
3,96 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
19.02  Malt extract; preparatoons of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kond used as infant food or for 
dietetic or culinary purposes, contaimng less than 50% by weight  ~f cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  With a dry extract content of 90% or more by weight 
II.  Other 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing malt extract and not less than 30% by weoght of reducing sugars (expressed as 
maltose) 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaimng no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
( 1)  Minimum 2,87 Pta/kg. 
1.  Containing less than 14% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containmg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (oncluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
11.  5% ,or more but less than 60% 
22.  60% or more 
19,50 
19,50 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) No L 250/24 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
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19.02  B.  II.  a)  2.  Containing 14% or more but less than 32% by  weight of starch: 
(cont'd)  aa)  Contaming no sucrose or containmg less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding 
invett sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
3.  Contaimng 32% or more but less than 45% we1ght of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
4.  Contaming 45% or more but less than 65% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
5.  Contammg 65% or more but less than 80% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
6.  Con  taming 80% or more but less than 85% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
7.  Containing 85% or more by weight of starch 
b)  Conta1mng by we1ght of milkfats: 
1.  1 ,5 % or more but less than 5 % 
2.  5% or more 
19.03  Macarom, spaghetti and sim1lar products: 
A.  Containmg eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
19.04  Tap1oca and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtamed &om potato or other starches 
- From yucca or manioc 
- Of potato starch 
-Other 
19.05  Prepared foods obtained by the swellmg or roastmg of cereals or cereal products (puffed nee, com 
flakes and similar products): 
A.  Obtained from maize 
B.  Obtained &om rice 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, sh1ps' biscuits and other ordmary bakers' wares, not contammg added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
cheese or fruit; communion wafers, cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, 
nee paper and similar products: 
1. 9.  87 
BaSic duty 
(f.xed component) 
("to) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1 ) 
18,10 
18,10 
18,10 
19,20 
11,40 
14,30 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
A.  Crispbread  6,10 
B.  Matzos  6,10 
C.  Communion wafers, cachets of a kind SUitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, nee paper 
and similar products  6,10 
D.  Other, containmg by weight of starch: 
I.  Less than 50%  6,10 
II.  50% or more  6,10 
(')  Mtntmum 2,87 Pta/kg. 1. 9.  87 
ccr 
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No L 250/25 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
19.08  Pastry,  biscuits,  cakes  and  other  fine  bakers'  wares,  whether  or not containing  cocoa  in  any 
proportion: 
A.  Gingerbread and the like, containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
I.  Less than 30% 
II.  30% or more but less than 50% 
Ill.  50% or more 
B.  Other: 
I. Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of  starch, and containing by weight 
of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70% 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  70% or more 
II.  Containing 5% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose {including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose) 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa  8,70 
- Other  10,00 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose {including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
c)  Containing 30% or more but less than 40% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
d)  Containing 40% or more  by  weight of sucrose  (including  invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
Ill.  Containing 32% or more but less than 50% by weight of stl!rch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5% by weight of such fats 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
2.  Other 
8,70 
10,00 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa  8,70 
- Other  10,00 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 20% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
c)  Containing 20% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including  invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1  ,5% by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
IV.  Containing 50% or more but less than 65% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose {including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
10,00 
10,00 No L 250/26 
CCT 
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1. 9. 87 
BaSIC duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
19.08  B.  IV.  a)  1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
(cont'd) 
21.02 
21.06 
21.07 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
2.  Other 
8,70 
10,00 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa  8,70 
- Other  10,00 
B.  IV.  b)  Containing  5%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1  ,5 "'o  by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
V.  Contairung 65% or more by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose) 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Other 
Extracts, essences  or concentrates, of coffee,  rea  or mate and preparattons with a  basis  of those 
extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chtcory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof: 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee subsntutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  Extracts, essences and concentrates of roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes 
II.  Other 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Acttve natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast: 
a)  Dned 
b)  Other 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or mcluded: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I.  Maize 
II.  Rice 
Ill.  Other 
B.  Ravtoli, macaroni, spaghetti and similar products, not stuffed, cooked; the foregoing preparanons, 
stuffed, whether or not cooked: 
I.  Not stuffed, cooked: 
a)  Dned 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
C.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or contamin8 less than 3 "'o  by weight of such fats 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
17,82 
22,17 
4,50 
12,40 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
a)  3% or more but less than 7%  16,80 
b)  7% or more  16,80 
'D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared milk,m powder form, for use as infants' food or for dietetic or cuhnary 
purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
a)  In powder form, containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5% 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, contammg by wetght of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5 "'o 
2.  1,5 "'o  or more but less than 4 "'o 
3.  4% or more 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 1. 9. 87 
CCT 
heading 
No 
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D.  II.  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Less than 1,5% and containing by weight of milk proteins (nitrogen content  x  6,38): 
1.  Less than 40% 
2.  40% or more but less than 55% 
3.  55% or more but less than 70% 
4.  70% or more 
b)  1,5%ormore 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5% by weight of such fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32% 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45% or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including inven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
No L 250127 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,30 
16,60 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  16,80 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45%  16,80 
cc)  45% or more  16,80 
c)  Containing 15% or more but Jess than 30% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  16,80 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45%  16,80 
cc)  45% or more  16,80 
d)  Containing 30% or more but less than 50% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing Jess than 5% by  wei~t  of starch  16,80 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but Jess than 32% 
bb)  32% or more 
e)  Containing 50 % or more but less than 85% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
f)  Containing 85% or more  by  weight of sucrose  (including invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
II.  Containing 1 ,5% or more but less than 6% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or amtaining less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 No L 250/28 
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G.  II.  a)  2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32% 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45% or more 
b)  Comaimn3 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg inven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch 
2.  Containmg by wetght of starch: 
1. 9.  87 
Ba•ic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  16,80 
bb)  32% or more  16,80 
c)  Containmg 15% or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 % by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Contaimng by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  16,80 
bb)  32% or more  16,80 
d)  Contammg 30% or more but less rhan 50% by wetght of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contatntng no starch or contaimng less than 5 % by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Containing 50% or more  by  weight of sucrose  (indudtng invert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
Ill.  Containing 6% or more but less than 12% by weight of mo.lkfats: 
a)  Contatning no sucrose or containing less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containtng less than 5% by  wetght of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32% 
bb)  32% or more 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (mcludtng invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
c)  Contaming 15% or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose (mdudmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contatntng no starch or contatning less than 5 % by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
d)  Contammg 30% or more but less than 50% by wetght of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5% by wetght of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Containing 50% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (mduding invert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
IV.  Containtng I 2% or more but less than 18 %  by wetght of mtlkfats: 
a)  Contatntng no sucrose or contamtng less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (tncludmg mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 1. 9. 87 
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G.  IV.  1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by we1ght of sucrose (includmg invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
No L 250/29 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
c)  Containing 15% or more  by  weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
V.  Contaimng 18% or more but less than 26% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaming less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
b)  Containing 5% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including  invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
VI.  Containing 26% or more but less than 45% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contaaning 5% or more but less than 25% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
c)  Containing 25% or more by  weight of sucrose  (includang  invert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  16,80 
VII.  Containing 45% or more but Jess than 65% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing Jess than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
b)  Containing 5% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
VIII.  Containing 65% or more but less than 85% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  16,80 
b)  Other  16,80 
IX.  Containing 85% or more by weight of milkfats  16,80 
22.02  Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic beverages, not 
including fruit and vegetable juices falling within heading No 20.07: 
B.  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
I.  Less than 0,2% 
D.  0,2% or more but Jess than 2% 
m.  2% or more 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 No L 250130 
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29.04  Acyclic alcohols and thetr halogenated, sulphonated, mtrated or nttrosated denvanves: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II.  o-Manmtol (mannitol) 
Ill.  o-Glucitol (sorbitol): 
a)  In  aqueous solunon: 
1.  Contammg  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  o-mannttol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucttol 
content 
2.  Other 
b)  Other: 
1.  Containing  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  D-manmtol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextrins and dextrin glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextrins; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from dextrin or from starch, containmg by  weight of those materials: 
I.  Less than 25 % 
II.  25% or more but less than 55% 
Ill.  55 %  or more but less than 80% 
IV.  80% or more 
38.12  Prepared glazings, prepared dressmgs and prepared mordants, of a ktnd used m the texule, paper, 
leather or hke mdustries: 
A.  Prepared glaztngs and prepared dressmgs: 
I.  With a basts of amylaceous substances, contammg by  weight of those substances: 
a)  Less than 55% 
b)  55 % or more but less than 70% 
c)  70% or more but less than 83% 
d)  83% or more 
38.19  Chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied mdusmes (including those conststing of 
mtxtures of  natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; restdual products of the chemical or 
alhed industries, not elsewhere spectfted or included: 
T.  o-Gluotol (sorbitol) other than that falhng Within  subheading 29.04 C Ill: 
I.  In  aqueous solunon: 
1. 9.  87 
Basoc duty 
(f1xed  component) 
(%) 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
15,88 
25,74 
24,40 
21,30 
10,94 
19,12 
14,56 
11,03 
7,65 
a)  Contaming 2% or less by weight of o-mannitol, calculated on the D-glucttol content  14,40 
b)  Other  0,00 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing 2% or less by wetght of D-mannttol, calculated on the D-glucttol content  14,40 
b)  Other  2,58 1. 9.  87 
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No L 250/31 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.  Chewing gum containing by we1ght of sucrose (Includmg mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Less than 60% 
II.  60% or more 
C.  White chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contaming no m1lkfats or contaming less than 1,5% by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Containmg no sucrose or containing less than 5% by  we1ght of sucrose (Includmg mvert 
24,21 
22,65 
0,00 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  26,93 
b)  Containing by we1ght of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 % or more but less than 30% 
2.  30% or more but less than 40% 
3.  40% or more but less than 50%: 
aa)  Containing no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less than 60% 
5.  60% or more but less than 70% 
6.  70% or more but less than 80% 
7.  80% or more but less than 90% 
8.  90% or more 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containmg less· than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (including Invert 
29,28 
29,80 
27,67 
25,12 
23,22 
21,62 
21,38 
18,81 
20,56 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,06 
b)  Containing by weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less than 30%  20,71 
2.  30% or more but less than 50%  11,59 
3.  50% or more but less than 70%  7,29 
4.  70% or more  20,91 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations contammg cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherw1se sweetened than by the addition of sucrose, contaimng by weight of 
sucrose: 
I.  Less than 65 % 
II.  65% or more but less than 80% 
Ill.  80% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled; sugar confectionery and substitutes therefore 
made from sugar substitution products, contammg cocoa: 
I.  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including mvert sugar 
20,71 
7,35 
3,00 
expressed as sucrose)  12,91 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no m1lkfats or containing less than 1,5% by we1ght of such fats and containmg 
by  weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less than 50%  22,85 
2.  50% or more  18,75 No L 250/32 
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18.06  C.  II.  b)  Contammg by we1ghr of milkfats: 
(cont'd)  1.  1  ,5 % or more but less than 3 % 
2.  3% or more but less than 4,5% 
3.  4,5% or more but less than 6% 
4.  6% or more 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used as infant food or for 
dietetic or culinary purposes, containing less than 50% by weight of cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  With a dry extract content of 90% or more by  we1ght 
II.  Other 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing malt extract and not less than 30% by weight of reducing sugars (expressed as 
1. 9.  87 
Bas1c dun 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
11,01 
12,03 
12,01 
9,00 
19,50 
19,50 
maltose)  17,30 
II.  Other: 
( 1)  Mmtmum 2,87 Pta/kg. 
a)  Contaming no m1lkfars or contaimng less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
I. Containing less than 14% by we1ght of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (melud1ng 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Contammg by wetght of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
11.  5 %  or more but less than 60% 
22.  60% or more 
2.  Contammg 14% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contammg no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (mclud1ng 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
3.  Containing 32% or more but less than 45% we1ght of starch: 
aa)  Contammg no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
4.  Contammg 45% or more but less than 65% by wetght of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
5.  Contaming 65% or more but less than 80% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
6.  Containing 80% or more but less than 85% by wctght of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
7.  Contaimng 85% or more by weight of starch 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (') 
17,30 (1) 
17,30(1 ) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30(1) 
17,30 (1 ) - 125  -
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19.02  B.  II.  b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
(cont'd)  1.  1,5% or more but less than 5% 
2.  5%ormore 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products: 
A.  Containing eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
ex 19.04  Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtamed from potato or other starches 
- From yucca or manioc 
- Of potato starch 
-Other 
19.05  Prepared foods obtamed by the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, com 
flakes  and similar products): 
A.  Obtained from  maize 
B.  Obtained from rice 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares, not containing added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
cheese or fruit; communion wafers, cachets of a kmd suitable for pharmaceutical use, seahng wafers, 
rice paper and similar products: 
No L 250/33 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
21,10 
21,10 
21,10 
29,20 
21,40 
16,30 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
A.  Crispbread  6,10 
B.  Matzos  6,10 
C.  Communion wafers, cachets of a kmd suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice paper 
and s1mtlar products  6,10 
D.  Other, containing by weight of starch: 
I.  Less than 50%  6,10 
II.  50% or more  6,10 
19.08  Pastry,  biscuits,  cakes  and  other  fme  bakers'  wares,  whether  or  not  contaimng  cocoa  m  any 
proportion: 
A.  Gingerbread and the like, contammg by weight of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
I.  Less than 30% 
II.  30% or more but less than 50% 
III.  50% or more 
S.  Other: 
I.  Containing no starch or contaming less than 5 % by weight of starch, and containmg by weight 
of sucrose (including mvert sugar txpressed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70% 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  70% or more 
II.  Containing 5% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  · 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
( 1)  M>n>mum  2,87 Pta/kg. 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 No L 250/34 
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B.  II.  b)  Contaimng 5% or more but less than 30% by  we1ght of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. 9. 87 
83SIC dut'\' 
(fixed component' 
(%) 
1.  Contammg no m1lkfats or containing less than 1 ,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
c)  Containing 30% or more but less than 40% by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no m1lkfats or contaimng less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
d)  Contaimng 40%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding  mvert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no mllkfars or contaming less than I ,5 % by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
Ill.  Containing 32% or more but less than 50% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or conrammg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
ex  1.  Contaimng no milkfats or contammg less than 1,5% by  we1ghr  of such fats: 
- Not contammg sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Not contammg sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Contammg 5% or more bur less than 20% by weight of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
1.  Containmg no milkfars or contammg less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
c)  Containing  20%  or more  by  we1ght  of sucrose  (including  invert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no m1lkfars or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  10,00 
2.  Other  10,00 
IV.  Containmg 50% or more but less than 65% by we1ght of starch: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no mLikfars or containing less than 1 ,5 % by weight of such fats: 
- Not contaimng sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
2.  Other: 
- Nor conrainmg sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Containing 5%  or  more  by  we1ght  of sucrose  (mcluding  invert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by we1ght of such fats 
2.  Other 
V.  Containmg 65% or more by weight of starch: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
- Nor containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Other 
8,70 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 1. 9.  87 
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No L 250/35 
Basic duty 
(fixed componeot) 
(%) 
21.02  Extracts, essences  or concentrates, of coffee,  tea  or mate and preparations with  a basis of those 
extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof: 
21.06 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  Extracts, essences and concentrates of roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes 
II.  Other 
Natural yeasts (active or mactJve); prepared baking powders_; 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
17,82 
22,17 
4,50 
12,40 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I.  Maize 
II.  Rice 
lll.  Other 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by wetght of such fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including inven 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
ex aa)  5% or more but less than 32%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumption, otherwise prepared or preserved 
19,80 
19,80 
18,80 
23,30 
than by adding sugar or syrup  23,30 
ex bb)  32% or more but less than 45%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumption, otherwise prepared or preserved 
than by addmg sugar or syrup  23,30 
- 'Bulgur' wheat groats (panly hulled, coarsely ground grain, containing a 
small proponion of whole grains, heat treated (pre-cooked)  23,30 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- 'Bulgur' wheat groats (panly hulled, coarsely ground grain, containing a 
small propon10n of whole grains, heat treated (pre-cooked)  23,30 
b)  Containing 5 % or more but less than 1  ,5 % by weight of  sucrose (including inven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
ex aa)  5% or more but less than 32%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumption, otherwise prepared or preserved 
than by adding sugar or syrup  23 ,30 
ex bb)  32% or more but less than 45%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumptton, otherwise prepared or preserved 
than by adding sugar or syrup  23,30 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- Ground maize, pressure-cooked in water, with added malt extract, sugar 
and salt, dried, for use as an intermediate product in the manufacture of 
corn flakes and like products  23,30 
c)  Containing 15% or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose (including inven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- Ground maize, pressure-cooked in water, with added malt extract, sugar 
and salt, drie\f, for use as an intermediate product in the manufacture of 
corn flakes and like ,products  23 ,30 No L 250136 
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G.  I.  e)  Containing 50% or more but less than 85% by we1ght of sucrose (indudmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
ex 1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch: 
- Food preparations consisting of natural honey enriched with royal jelly 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Food preparatiOns conSJSnng of natural honey ennched w1th  royal jelly 
ex f)  Contaming 85% or more by  we1ght  of sucrose (indudmg invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
- Food preparations conSISnng of natural honey ennched with royal jelly 
29.04  Acychc alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nltrosated denvatives: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II.  o-Mann1tol (mannitol) 
Ill.  o-Giucaol (sorbitol): 
a)  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  Contaming  2%  or  less  by  we1ght  of  o-manmtol,  calculated  on  the  o-gluclloi 
content 
2.  Other 
b)  Other: 
1.  Contammg  2%  or  less  by  we1ght  of  D-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  o-glucltol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextnns and dextrm glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextrins; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from dextrin or from starch, conrammg by  weight of those matenals: 
I.  Less than 25 % 
II.  25% or more but less than 55% 
Ill.  55% or more but less than 80% 
IV.  80% or more 
38.12  Prepared glazings, prepared dress1ngs  and prepared mordants, of a kind used in  the texnle, paper, 
leather or hke mdustrles: 
A.  Prepared glazmgs and prepared dressmgs: 
I.  With a basis of amylaceous substances, containmg by weight of those substances: 
a)  Less than 55% 
b)  55% or more bur less than 70% 
c)  70% or more but less than 83% 
d)  83% or more 
38.19  Chem1cal products and preparations of the chem1cal or allied industries (mdudmg those consisting of 
mixtures of natural products), not elsewhere specif1ed or mduded; res1dual products of the chem1cal or 
alhed industries, not elsewhere spec1f1ed or included: 
T.  D·Giucltol (sorbitol) other than that falling within subheading 29.04 C Ill: 
I.  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  9.  87 
Bas1c  durv 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
23,30 
23,30 
23,30 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
15,88 
25,74 
24,40 
21,30 
10,94 
19,12 
14,56 
11,03 
7,65 
a)  Contaming 2% or less by weight of D-mann~tol, calculated on the o-glucitol content  14,40 
b)  Other  0,00 
II.  Other: 
a)  Comaming 2% or les• by weight of D-manmtol, calculated on the o-gluc1tol content  14,40 
b)  Other  2,58 1. 9.  87 
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ANNEX VI 
List provided for in Article 9 (1)  (a) 
ALGERIA/  JORDAN  /TUNISIA 
Description 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
B.  Cabbages, cauliflowers and Brussels sprouts: 
I.  Cauliflowers 
G.  Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celeriac, radishes and similar edible roots: 
ex II.  Carrots and turnips: 
- Carrots 
ex H. Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Onions and garlic 
M. Tomatoes 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh or dned: 
ex A.  Oranges: 
-fresh 
B.  Mandarins (including  tangerines  and  satsumas); clementines,  wilkings  and  other 
similar atrus hybrids: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Mandarins (including tangerines and satsumas), fresh 
ex C.  Lemons: 
- fresh 
08.04  Grapes, fresh or dried: 
CCT 
headong 
No 
07.01 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes 
EGYPT 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
ex H.  Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Onions and garlic 
M.  Tomatoes 
Description 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
ex A.  Oranges, fresh 
B.  Mandarins (including tangerines  and satsumas); clemenrines,  wilkings  and other 
similar citrus hybrids: 
exii. Other: 
- Mandarins (including tangerines and satsumas), fresh 
ex C.  Lemons, fresh 
08.04  Grapes, fresh or dried: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes No L 250138 
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LEBANON 
C'CT 
headong  Oescropuon 
No 
07.01  Vegetables, fresh or cholled: 
ex H.  Onions, shallots and garhc: 
- Onions and garhc 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh  or dned: 
ex A.  Oranges, fresh 
B.  Mandarons  (including  tangerones  and  satsumas);  clementines,  wilkings  and  other 
Slmolar cotrus h) bnds: 
ex II  Other: 
- Mandanns (oncludong tangennes and sarsumas), fresh 
ex C.  Lemons, fresh 
08.04  Grapes, fresh  or dned: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes 
TlJRKEY 
CCT 
hca.dang  Descnpuon 
!'\o 
07 01  VegetJbles, fresh  or cholled· 
B.  Cabbages, cauliflowers and Brussels sprouts: 
l.  Cauliflowers 
G  Carrms,  turmps,  salad  beetroot,  salsof),  celenac,  radoshes  and  somolar  edoble 
roots: 
ex II.  Carrots and tumops· 
-Carrots 
ex H.  Omans, shallots and garloc-
- Omans and garhc 
M.  Tomatoes 
08.0.2  C1rrus  fruit,  fresh  or dried: 
A.  Oranges 
B.  Mandanns (mcludmg tangennes and sarsumasi; clemenunes, wolkmgs and other similar 
Citrus  hybnds: 
ex ll.  Other: 
- Mandanns (mdudmg rangennes and satsumas) 
C.  Lemons 
08.04  Grapes, fresh or dned: 
A.  Fresh. 
l.  Table grapes 
08.06  Apples, pears and qumces, fresh: 
A.  Apples 
B.  Peirs 
08.07  Stone fruit, fresh: 
A.  Apncots 
ex B.  Peaches, mcludong necrarones. 
- Peaches 
1.  9. 87 1. 9.  87 
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ANNEX Vll 
List provided for in Anicle 9 (1)  (b) 
ALGERIA/TUNISIA 
Description 
Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A.  Of domestic pigeons and domestic rabbits: 
- Meat of domestic rabbits 
TURKEY 
Description 
Live swine: 
A.  Domestic spectes: 
II.  Other 
No L 250/39 
02.01  Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 
01.04, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A.  Meat: 
III.  Ofswine: 
a)  Of domestic swme 
B.  Offals: 
II.  Other: 
c)  Of domestic swine 
02.04  Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A.  Of domestic pigeons and domesttc rabbits: 
- Meat of domestic rabbits 
02.05  Pig fat free of lean meat and poultry fat (not rendered or solvent-extracted), fresh, chilled, 
frozen, salted, in brine, dried or smoked: 
A.  Subcutaneous pig fat: 
ex  I.  Fresh, chilled, frozen, salted or in  brine: 
- Fresh, chilled or frozen 
II.  Dried or smoked 
ex B.  Pig fat, other than that falling within subheading A: 
- Fresh, chilled, frozen, dried or smoked 
02.06  Meat and edible meat offals (except poultry liver), salted, in brine, dried or smoked: 
B.  Meat and edible meat offals of domestic swine 
11.01  Cereal flours: 
A.  Wheat or meslin flour No L 250/40 
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Dw:ription 
Cereal  groats and cereal  meal; other worked cereal grains  (for example, rolled,  flaked, 
pohshed, pearled or kibbled but not further prepared), except rice  falling  within heading 
No 10.06; germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked or ground: 
A.  Cereal groats and cereal meal 
B.  Hulled grains (shelled or husked), whether or not sliced or kibbled 
C.  Pearled grains 
D.  Grains not otherwise worked than kibbled 
E.  Rolled grains; flaked grains: 
I.  Barley and oats: 
a)  Rolled 
II.  Other cereals: 
ex a)  Wheat: 
-Rolled 
ex b)  Rye: 
-Rolled 
exc)  Maize: 
-Rolled 
d)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
-Rolled 
11.08  Starches; mulin: 
A.  Starches: 
111.  Wheat starch 
11.09  Wheat gluten, whether or not dried 
16.01  Sausages and the like, of meat, meat offal or animal blood 
16.02  Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
A.  Liver: 
II.  Other 
B.  Other: 
IIJ.  Other: 
a)  Containing meat or offal of domesnc swine 
1. 9.  87 1. 9. 87 
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ANNEX VIII 
List provided for in Article 9 (3) 
ALGERIA/TUNISIA/TURKEY 
Description 
Fish, fresh (live or ~ad), chilled or frozen: 
B.  Saltwater fish: 
I.  Whole, headless or in pieces: 
h)  Cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus salda, Gadus ogac): 
1.  Fresh or chilled 
p)  Anchovies (Engraulis spp.): 
1.  Fresh or chilled 
t)  Hake (Merluccius spp.): 
1.  Fresh or chilled 
2.  Frozen 
x)  Blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou or Gadus poutassou) 
ex y)  Other: 
- Horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus), fresh or chilled 
n.  Fillets: 
ex a)  Fresh or chilled: 
- Of Cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus sa1da,  Gadus ogac) 
b)  Frozen: 
9.  Of hake (Merluccius spp.) 
No L 250/41 
03.02  Fish, dried, salted or in  brine; smoked fish,  whether or not cooked before or during the 
smoking process: 
A.  Dried, salted or in brine: 
I.  Whole, headless or in pieces: 
ex c)  Cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus saida, Gadus ogac): 
- Not dried, salted or in brine 
03.03  Crustaceans or  molluscs, whether in shell or  not, fresh (live or  dead), chilled, frozen, salted, in 
brine or dried; crustaceans, in shell, simply boiled in water: 
A.  Crustaceans: 
III.  Crabs and freshwater crayfish: 
ex b)  Other: 
- Spinous spider crab (Maia squinado), fresh (live) 
B.  Molluscs: 
IV.  Other: 
b)  Other: 
ex2. Other: 
- Venus clam (Venus gallina),  fresh or chilled No L 250/42 
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ANNEX IX 
List provided for in  Article 11  (  4) 
Descnpnon 
02.01  Meat and edoble offals of the animal falling withm headong No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04, 
fresh, ch1lled or frozen: 
A.  Meat: 
II.  Of bovme ammals: 
a)  Fresh or ch1lled 
III.  Ofswine: 
a)  Of domestic swme: 
ex  1.  Carcases or half-carcases: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 2.  Legs  and parts thereof: 
- Fresh or ch1lled 
ex 3.  Fore-ends or shoulders; parts thereof: 
- Fresh  or ch1lled 
ex 4.  Loms and parts thereof: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 5.  Bell1es  and parts thereof: 
- Fresh  or ch1lled 
6.  Other: 
bb)  Other: 
- Fresh or ch1lled 
ex b)  Other: 
- Fresh or cholled 
04.01  Milk and cream, fresh, not concentrated or sweetened: 
A.  Of a fat  content, by  we1ght, not exceedong 6%: 
I.  Yoghurt,  kephir,  curdled  m1lk,  whey,  buttermilk  and  other fermented  or ac1d1f1ed 
milk: 
ex a)  In  immedoate packings of a net capacit) of two htres or less: 
- Yoghurt 
04.05  B1rds' eggs and egg yolks, fresh, dned or otherwise preserved, sweetened or not: 
A.  Eggs  in  shell, fresh  or preserved: 
I.  Poultry eggs: 
ex b)  Other: 
-Of  hens 
09.01  Coffee, whether or not roasted or freed  of caffeine; coffee husks and skms; coffee substitutes 
contaimng coffee ;n any proportion: 
A.  Coffee: 
II.  Roasted: 
a)  Not freed of caffeine 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and sim1lar products: 
B.  Other 
20.02  Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by  vmegar or acetic ac1d: 
ex C.  Tomatoes: 
- Tomato concentrate, with a dry matter content of more than 30% by  we1ght, 1n 
Rate 
(%) 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
12,5 
19 
12 
hermetically sealed contamers  I 0 
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CCT 
hcadmg No  Description  Rate 
(%) 
21.04  Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings: 
B.  Sauces with a basis of tomato puree 
22.09  Spirits  (other than those  of heading  No 22.08};  liqueurs  and  other spirituous  beverages; 
compound alcoholic preparations (known as 'concentrated extracts') for  the manufacture of 
beverages: 
C.  Spirituous beverages: 
I.  Rum, arrack and tafia, m containers holding: 
ex a)  Two litres or less: 
- Rum 
ex b)  More than two litres: 
- Rum 
39.02  Polymemation  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, polyvmyl  chloride, polyvinyl  acetate, 
polyvinyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacrylic 
derivatives, coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other: 
ex  IV.  Polypropylene: 
- In  strips, of a width exceeding 0,1 mm 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- In tubes 
39.07  Articles of materials of the kinds described in heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
V.  Of other materials: 
ex d)  Other: 
- Plates  with  a  diameter  of  between  17  and  21  em  and  'glasses'  of 
39,1 Ptas/litre 
39,1 Ptas/litre 
10,5 
10,5 
polystyrene  15 
- Bags, sachets and similar anicles, of polyethylene  10,5 
- Containers other than carboys, botdes and jars of polystyrene  15 
- Tube and pipe fittings, and finished pipes of polyvinyl chloride  10,5 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes,  travelling-bags,  rucksacks), 
shopping-bags,  handbags,  satchels,  brief-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  musical  instruments, 
binoculars, jewellery, bottles, collars, footwear, brushes) and similar containers, of leather or 
of composition leather, of vulcanized fibre, of anificial plastic sheeting, of paperboard or of 
textile fabric: 
ex 48.14 
ex A.  Of artificial plastic sheeting: 
- Bags of polyethylene sheeting 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards correspondence cards; boxes, pouches, 
wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or paperboard, contaimng only an assonment of 
paper stationery: 
- Writing blocks 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to size or shape: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Toilet paper in rolls 
- Paper in strips or rolls for office machines and the like 
48.16  Boxes, bags and other packing containers, of paper or paperboard; box files, letter trays and 
similar articles, of paper or paperboard, of a kind commonly used in offices, shops and the 
like: 
ex A.  Boxes, bags and other packing containers: 
- Boxes, of corrugated paper or paperboard 
- Bags and sacks, of kraft paper 
- Boxes for cigars and cigarettes 
10,5 
15 
12 
12 
15 
11 
14 No L 250/44 
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Descr1pt1on 
Registers,  exercise  books, note books, memorandum  blocks,  order books, receipt  books, 
d1anes, blotting·pads, bmders (loose-leaf or other), f1le covers and other stationery of paper or 
paperboard; sample and other albums and book covers, of paper or paperboard: 
- Memorandum blocks and exerc1se  books 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed: 
- Labels of all  kmds, excludmg c1gar  bands 
48.21  Other articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard or cellulose waddmg: 
B.  Napkms and napkm liners for  babies: 
ex  I.  Not put up for retail sale: 
Rat< 
(%) 
13 
14,5 
- Of cellulose wadding  14 
ex II.  Other: 
- Of cellulose waddmg  14 
ex D.  Bed  hnen, table lmen, tOilet  !men (mcluding handkerchiefs and cleaning tiSsues)  and 
kitchen  hnen; garmems: 
- Hand towels and table napkins  14 
ex E.  Sanitary towels and tampons: 
- Samtary towels, of cellulose waddmg 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Arucles of a kmd used for surg1cal, mediCal or hyg1enic purposes, not put up for 
retail sale: 
- Napkms and napkm hners of a kmd used  for hyg1enic purposes, of cellulose 
14 
waddmg  14 
ex II.  Other: 
- Napkms and  napk1~ hners of a kmd used for h}g1emc purposes, of cdlulose 
waddmg  14 
70.10  Carboys. bottles, 1ars,  pots, tubular contamers and  s1m1lar  comamers, of glass,  of a kmd 
commonly  used  for  the  conveyance  or packing of goods;  stoppers  and other closures, of 
glass: 
ex 76.08 
- Excludmg conramers of a kmd common!)  used for the comeyance or packmg of goods 
made  from  glass  tubing  of a  thickness  of  less  than  1 mm  and  stoppers  and  other 
closures 
Structures  and  parts of structures (for  example, hangars and other  bu1ld1ngs,  bndges and 
bndge·sectlons, towers, lamce masts, roofs, roofmg frameworks, door and wmdow frames, 
balustrades, p1llars and columns), of alummmm; plates, rods, angles, shapes, sect1ons, rubes 
and the hke, prepared for use m structures, of aluminmm: 
- Doors, w1ndows, and door and wmdow frames 
- Plates, rods, angles, shapes, secuons, tubes and the hke, prepared for use m structures, of 
8,4 
alummium alloy  8 ,4 
94.03  Other furniture and parts thereof. 
ex B.  Other: 
- Beds of base metal 
- Shelving and parts thereof, of base metal 
94.04  Mattress supports; arucles of bedd1ng or 51m1lar  furmshmg fitted  w1th  springs or stuffed or 
internally fmed With any matenal or of  expanded, foam or sponge rubber or expanded, foam or 
sponge  artificial  plastic matenal, whether or not covered  (for example, mattresses, qu1lts, 
eiderdowns, cush1ons, pouffes and pillov.s): 
A.  Articles of beddmg of S1m1lar furmshmg of expanded, foam or sponge aruf1c1al  plastic 
13 
11,5 
matenal, whether or not covered  12 
ex B.  Other: 
- Mattress supports, mattresses and p1llows  13 
1.  9.  87 1. 9. 87 
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ANNEX X 
List provided for in Anicle 12 (  2) 
A.  Sensitive products vis-a-vis the Community as consriruted on 31  December 1985 
CCT 
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No 
05.01 
05.02 
05.03 
05.05 
05.07 
05.08 
05.09 
05.12 
05.13 
05.14 
05.15 
Descnpnon 
Human hatr, unworked, whether or not washed or scoured; waste of human hair 
Pigs', hogs' and boars' bristles or hair; badger hair and other brush-making hair; waste of such 
bristles and hair 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up on a layer or between two layers of 
other matenal 
Fish waste 
Skins and other pans of birds, with their feathers or down, feathers and pans of feathers 
(whether  or not  with  trimmed  edges)  and  down;  not  further  worked  than  cleaned, 
disinfected or treated for preservation; powder and waste of feathers or parts of feathers 
Bones and hom-cores, unworked, defatted, simply prepared (but not cut to shape), treated 
with acid or degelatinized; powder and waste of these products 
Ivory, tonoise-shell, horns, antlers, hooves, nails, claws and beaks, unworked or simply 
prepared but not cut to shape, and waste and powder of these products; whalebone and the 
like,  unworked or simply  prepared  but not cut to  shape,  and hair and waste of these 
products 
Coral and similar substances, unworked or simply prepared but not otherwtse worked; shells, 
unworked or simply prepared but not cut to shape; powder and waste of shells 
Narural sponges 
Ambergris, castoreum, civet and musk; cantharides;  bile,  whether or not dried;  animal 
products, fresh, chilled or frozen, or otherwise provisionally preserved, of a kind used in the 
preparation of pharmaceutical products 
Animal products not elsewhere specified or included; dead ammals of  Chapter 1 or Chapter 3, 
unfit for human consumption: 
exB.  Other: 
- Sinews and tendons; parings and similar waste, of raw hides or skins 
09.03  Mate 
13.02  Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; natural gums, resins, gum-resins and balsams 
13.03  Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and pectates; agar-agar and other 
mucilages and thickeners, derived from vegetable products: 
A.  Vegetable saps and extracts 
B.  Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates: 
ex  1.  Dry: 
- Pectates 
ex II. Other: 
- Pectates 
C.  Agar-agar and other mucilages and thickeners, derived from vegetable products No L 250146 
CCT 
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Description 
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for pla1ting (for example, cereal straw, cleaned, 
bleached or dyed, osier, reeds, rushes, rattans, bamboos, raff1a  and lime bark) 
Vegetable matenals, whether or not put up on a layer or between two layers of other matenal, 
of a kind used primarily as stuffing or as padding (for example, kapok, vegetable hair and 
eel-grass) 
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily m brushes or in brooms (for example, sorgho, 
p1assava, couch-grass and isde), whether or not in bundles or hanks 
Vegetable products not elsewhere specif1ed or included 
Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom (including lanolin) 
Other animal oils and fats (mcluding neat's-foot oil and fats from bones or waste) 
Animal and vegetable oils, b01led, oxid1zed, dehydrated, sulphurized, blown or polymenzed 
by  heat in  vacuum or in  inert gas, or otherw•se modified 
Fatty ac1ds; acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols 
Glycerol and glycerollyes 
Spermaceti, crude, pressed or refmed, whether or not coloured; beeswax and other msect 
waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Degras;  res1dues  resulting from  the  treatment of fatty  substances or animal or vegetable 
A.  Degras 
17.04  Sugar confectionery. not containing cocoa 
18.03  Cocoa paste (m  bulk or in  block), whether or not defatted 
18.04  Cocoa butter (fat or 01l) 
18.05  Cocoa powder, unsweetened 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations contaimng cocoa 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used as infant food 
or for dietetic or culinary purposes, containmg less than 50% by  weight of cocoa 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
19.04  Tap1ocd  and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtained from potato or other starches 
19 .OS  Prepared foods obtained by the swelhng or roasting of cereals pr cereal products (puffed nee, 
corn flakes and Similar products) 
19.07  Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares, not contaming added sugar, honey, 
eggs, fats, cheese or fruit; commun1on wafers, cachets of a kmd sunable for pharmaceutical 
use, sealing wafers, r1ce paper and similar products 
19.08  Pastry, b•scultS, cakes and other fme  bakers' wares, whether or not containing cocoa in any 
propornon 
21.02  Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a basis of 
those extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chiCory and other roasted coffee subsmutes 
and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof 
1. 9.  87 1. 9. 87 
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Description 
Mustard flour and prepared mustard 
Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings 
Soups  and  broths,  in  hquid,  solid  or  powder  form;  homogenized  composite  food 
preparations 
21.06  Natural yeasts (active or inacttve); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts 
C.  Prepared baking powders 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere spec1fied or included: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherw•se prepared 
B.  Ravioli, macarom, spaghetti and Similar products, not stuffed, cooked; the foregomg 
preparations, stuffed, whether or not cooked 
C.  Ice-cream (not mcluding 1ce-cream powder) and other ices 
D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared milk, in powder form, for use as infants' food or for dietetic 
or culinary purposes 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other 
22.01  Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters; 1ce and snow 
22.02  Lemonade, flavoured spa  waters and  flavoured  aerated waters,  and other non-alcoholic 
beverages, not including fruit and vegetable juices falhng within heading No 20.07 
22.03  Beer made from  malt 
22.06  Vermouths, and other wmes of fresh  grapes flavoured With  aromatiC extracts 
22.08  Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of an alcoholic strength of 80% vol or higher; 
denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol and neutral spmts) of any strength: 
ex A.  Denatured spirits (mcluding ethyl alcohol and neutral spuits) of any strength: 
- Excluding alcohol obtamed from the agncultural products hsted m Annex II to the 
EEC Treaty 
B.  Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of an alcohohc strength of 80% vol or 
h1gher 
22.09  Sp1ncs  (other than those of headmg No 22.08); liqueurs and other spmtuous beverages; 
compound alcohohc preparations (known as 'concentrated extracts') for the manufacture of 
beverages: 
A.  Spirits (other than those of heading No 22.08), in containers holding: 
ex  I.  Two litres or less: 
- Excluding alcohol obtained from the agricultural products listed m Annex II to 
the EEC Treaty 
ex II.  More than two heres: 
- Excluding alcohol obtamed from the agricultural products listed in Annex II to 
the EEC Treaty 
B.  Compound alcoholic preparations (known as 'concentrated extracts') for the manufacture 
of beverages 
C.  Spintuous beverages: 
I.  Rum, arrack and tafia 
II.  Gin 
III.  Whisky 
IV.  Vodka, with an alcoholic strength of 45,4% vol or less and plum, pear or cherry 
spirit (excludmg liqueurs) 
ex  V.  Other: 
- On a cereal base No L 250148 
CCT 
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Dncropt10n 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Halogens (fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodme}: 
B.  Chlorine 
Carbon (including carbon black) 
Hydrogen peroxide (including sohd hydrogen peroxide) 
Hydrocarbons: 
A.  Acyclic: 
ex  I.  For use as power or heatmg fuels: 
- Excludmg acetylene 
ex ll.  For other purposes: 
- Excludmg acetylene 
B.  Cyclanes and cyclenes: 
I.  Azulene and its alkyl derivatives 
II.  Other: 
ex a)  For use  as power or heating fuels: 
- Excludmg decahydronaphthalene 
ex b)  For other purposes: 
- Excludmg decahydronaphthalene 
C.  Cycloterpenes 
D.  Aromanc: 
I.  Benzene, toluene and xylenes 
II.  Styrene 
Ill.  Ethylbenzene 
IV.  Cumene (isopropylbenzene) 
ex  V.  Naphthalene and anthracene: 
- Anthracene 
VI.  Biphenyl and terphenyls 
ex VII.  Other: 
- Excluding tetrahydronaphtalene 
29.04  Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvanves: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II.  !>-Mannitol (mannitol) 
Ill.  o-Glucitol (sorbitol) 
29.10  Acctals and hem1acetals and single or complex oxygen-function acetals and hemiacetals, and 
their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvauves: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Mcthylglucosides 
29.14  Monocarboxylic acids  and their anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides and peracids,  and the1r 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvanves: 
A.  Saturated acycl1c monocarboxylic acids: 
ex XI.  Other: 
- Esters of o-Gluatol (sorbitol) 
B.  Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids: 
ex IV.  Other: 
b)  Other 
- Esters of o-Giuatol (sorbitol) 
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Polycarboxylic  acids'  and  their  anhydrides,  habdes,  peroxides  and  peracids,  and  their 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
A.  Acyclic polycarboxylic acids: 
ex  V.  Other: 
- Itaconic acid and its salts and esters 
C.  Aromatic polycarboxylic acids: 
I.  Phthalic anhydride 
ex III.  Other: 
- Dibutyl phthalates (ortho) 
- Dioctyl orthophthalates 
- Diisooctyl, diisononyl and diisodecyl phthalates 
- Other esters of diiso-butyl 
29.16  Carboxylic acids with alcohol, phenol, aldehyde or ketone function  and other single or 
complex oxygen-function carboxylic acids  and their anhydndes,  halides,  peroxides  and 
peracids, and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvatives: 
A.  Carboxylic acids with alcohol function: 
I.  Lactic acid and its salts and esters 
III.  Tartaric acid and its salts and esters 
IV.  Citric acid and its salts and esters 
V.  Gluconic acid and its salts and esters 
ex VIII.  Other: 
- Glyceric acid, glycolic acid, saccharic ac1d, isosaccharic acid, heptasaccharic 
ac1d  and their salts and esters 
29.23  Single or complex oxygen- function ammo-compounds: 
D.  Amino-acids 
I.  Lysine and its esters, and their salts 
III.  Glutamic acid and its salts 
29.35  Heterocyclic compounds; nucleic acids: 
exQ.  Other: 
- Anhydride compounds of o-Giucitol (sorbitol) (e.g. sorbitans), excluding maltol 
and isomatol 
- Lactones  which  are  internal  esters  of  hydroxy  acids  and  gluconic  ac1d 
derivatives 
- Intermediary products of the chemical processing of pemcillin m the antibiotics 
falling withm tariff subheading 29.44 A or C 
29.38  Provitamins  and  vitamins,  narural  or  reproduced  by  synthesis  (including  natural 
concentrates),  derivatives  thereof used  primanly  as  vitamms,  and  intermixtures  of the 
foregoing, whether or not in any solvent: 
B.  Vitamins, unmixed, whether or not m aqueous solution: 
e<'  II.  Vitamins B2,  B3,  B,, B12 and H 
-Vitamin B12 
IV.  Vitamin C 
29.43  Sugars, chemically pure, other than sucrose, glucose and lactose; sugar ethers and sugar 
esters, and their salts, other than products of heading Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.42: 
exB.  Other: 
- Levulose 
- Levulose salts and esters 
- Sorbose and its salts and esters No L 250/50 
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Antibiotics: 
ex A.  Penicillins: 
- Exclud10g  those  requiring  more  than  15,3 leg  of white sugar to produce one 
kilogram 
ex C.  Other antibiotics: 
- Oxyteuacyclin and erythromycm and their salts 
30.03  Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments}: 
A.  Not put up  in  forms or 10  paclc10gs of a kind sold by retail: 
II.  Other 
B.  Put up in forms or in  paclcings of a kind sold by  retail: 
II.  Other: 
a}  Contaimng penicillin, streptomycin or their derivatives 
ex b)  Other: 
- Containing antibiotics or their denvanves other than those listed  under 
subheadmg B.  II. a};  insuhn, gold salts for the treatment of tuberculosis, 
organo-arsenous products for the treatment of syphilis and products for the 
treatment of leprosy 
31.02  M10eral or chem1cal  fertilizers, nitrogenous: 
A.  Natural sodium nitrate 
ex C.  Other: 
- Excludmg ammonium nitrate, calcium mtrate having a nitrogen content of not 
more than 16%, calcium nitrate and magnesium nitrate 
32.09  Varn1shes and lacquers; distempers; prepared water pigments of the kind used for finishing 
leather;  paints  and  enamels;  pigments  d1spersed  in  linseed  oil,  white  spmt, spirits  of 
turpentine or other med1a of a lc10d used in the manufaCture of paints or enamels; stamping 
foils; dyes or other colounng matter in forms or paclcings of a kind sold by retail; solut•ons as 
def10ed  by Note 4 to this Chapter: 
A.  Varnishes  and  lacquers;  distempers;  prepared  water pigments  of the  kind  used  for 
finishing leather; paints and enamels; p1gmcnts d1spersed in linseed oil, white spirit, sp1rits 
of turpentine or other med1a of a lc10d  used in the manufaCture of paints or enamels; 
solunons as defined by Note 4 to this Chapter: 
I. Pearl essence 
ex II.  Other: 
- Excluding  non-precious  metals  in  paste  form  used  10  the  manufacrure  of 
paints 
ex B.  Stamping foils: 
- Common metal-based 
C.  Dyes or other colour10g matter in forms or paclc10gs of a kind sold by retail 
32.12  Glaz1ers'  putty;  grafting  putty;  painters'  fillings;  non-refractory  surfacing  preparations; 
stopping, sealing and similar mastics, including resin masncs and cements 
32.13  Writing mlc,  printing ink and other inks: 
ex 34.02 
B.  Printing ink 
C.  Other inks 
Organic  surface-active  agents;  surface-active  preparations  and  washing  preparations, 
whether or not containing soap: 
- Ethoxylates 
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Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glue 
Albumins, albummates and other albumin derivatives: 
A.  Albumms: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Ovalbumin and lactalbumin 
Dextrins and dextrm glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues 
Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or included; products suitable for use as glues put up 
for sale by retail as glues in packages not exceeding a net wetght of 1 kg 
Enzymes; prepared enzymes not elsewhere specified or included 
Sensitized paper, paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed but not developed: 
- Printing paper 
38.12  Prepared glazings, prepared dressmgs and prepared mordants, of a kind used m the texttle, 
paper, leather or like mdustnes: 
A.  Prepared glazmgs and prepared dressings: 
I.  With a basis of amylaceous substances 
38.19  Chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied industries (mcluding those 
conststmg of mtxtures of natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; residual 
products of the chemical or allied mdustnes, not elsewhere specified or included: 
Q.  Foundry core binders based on synthetic resins 
T.  o-Giucuol (sorbitol) other than that falhng within subheading 29.04 C III 
X.  Other 
39.01  Condensation, polycondensation and  polyaddition products, whether or not modified or 
polymenzed and whether or not linear  (for example, phenoplasts, ammoplasts,  alkyds, 
polyallyl esters ~nd other unsaturated polyesters, silicones): 
ex A.  Ion exchangers: 
- Phenoplasts, excludmg those of the Novolak type 
C.  Other: 
I.  Phenoplasts: 
ex a)  In one of the forms mentioned m Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter: 
- Resins, excluding those of the Novolak type 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m1, whether 
or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, neither rigid nor spongy, weighing more than 
160 glm', not prmted 
II.  Aminoplasts: 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheers or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/  m1, whether 
or not pnnted 
- Plates, sheets or strip, neither rigid nor spongy, weighing more than 
160 glm', not pnnted No L 250/52 
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III.  Alkyds and other polyesters: 
ex a)  In one of the forms mentioned tn Note 3 (d) to this Chapter: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ng1d, weighing more than 160 g/ m2 , whether 
or not pnnted 
- Plates, sheets or strip, nenher ngid nor spongy, weighing more than 
160 g/m2 ,  not printed 
ex b)  Other: 
- Non alkyd1c polyesters, unsaturated, in one of the forms mentioned 
in Note 3 (a) and (b) to th1s Chapter, for polyurethanes, other than 
for mouldmg or extruding 
ex  IV.  Polyam1des: 
- Plates, sheets or smp, ng1d, weighmg more than 160 g/  m2, whether or not 
pnnred 
- Plates,  sheets  or strip,  neither  ng1d  nor  spongy,  we1ghing  more  than 
160 g/m2 ,  not printed 
V.  Polyurethanes: 
- In  one of the forms mennoned in  Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter 
- Plates, sheets or smp, rig1d, weighing more than 160 g I m2 , whether or not 
pnnted 
- Plates,  sheets  or smp, neuher  ng1d  nor spongy,  weightng  more than 
160 g/ m2 ,  nor pnnred 
ex  VI.  S1licones: 
- Plates,  sheers  or smp, nenhet  rig1d  nor spongy,  we1ghmg  more than 
160 glm2 ,  not pnnred 
ex  VII.  Other: 
- Plates, sheetsorstr1p,ng1d, weighmgmorethan 160g/m2, whether or not 
pnnted 
- Plates,  sheets  or smp, ne1ther  rigid  nor spongy,  we1ghing  more  than 
160 g/m2,  not pnnted 
- Resms,  other than expox1de  resins,  in  one of the  forms  mentioned m 
Note 3 (a)  and (b) to this Chapter: 
- Polyerher alcohols 
- Systems for polyurethanes 
39.02  Polymenzat1on and copolymenzation products (for example, polyethylene, polyterrahalo-
eth>lenes,  poly1sobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chlonde, polynnyl  acetate,  polyvm)l 
chloroacerare and other polyvm>l demanves, polyacr)hc and pol)methacryhc denvanves, 
coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Orner: 
Polyethylene: 
a)  In one of the forms mentioned m Note 3 (a)  and (b)  to this Chapter: 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, we1ghmg more than 160 g/  m2 , whether or 
not pnnted 
- Adhesives based on resin emuiMons 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Plates, sheers or smp, ngid, we1ghing more than 160 g/m2 • whether or not 
pnnred 
- Adhesives based on resm emuls1ons 
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C.  ex  III.  Polysulphohaloethylenes: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 glm', whether or not 
pnnted 
- Adhesives based on resin emuls10ns 
ex  IV.  Polypropylene: 
- In one of the forms mentioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter, and waste 
and scrap 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ngid, we1ghmg more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or not 
pnnted 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions 
V.  Polyisobutylene: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, we1ghmg more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or not 
printed 
- Adhesives based on resm emulsions 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighing more than 160 gim2 , whether or 
not printed 
- Adhesives based on resin emuls1ons 
VII.  Polyvinyl chlonde: 
a)  In one of the forms mentioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter 
- Products for moulding 
- Emulsion-type resins for pastes 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or smp, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2 , whether or 
not printed 
- AdhesiVes  based on resin emuls1ons 
ex VIII.  Polyvinylidene  chlorid~;  copolymers  of  vmyhdene  chloride  with  vinyl 
chloride: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions 
ex  IX.  Polyvinyl acetate: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 glm', whether or not 
printed 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions 
X.  Copolymers of vinyl chloride with vinyl acetate: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or not 
printed  . 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions 
ex  XI.  Polyvinyl alcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions 
ex  XII.  Acrylic polymers, methacrylic polymers and acrylo-methacryhc copolymers: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
- Adhesives based on resm emulsions 
XIV.  Other polymerization or copolymerization products: 
~x  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/  m',  whether or 
not printed 
- Adhesives based on resin emulsions No L 250/54 
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Regenerated cellulo~; cellulose narrate, cellulose acetate and other cellulose esters, cellulose 
ethers and other chemtcal denvauves of  cellulose, plasttctzed or nor (for example, collodtons, 
celluloid); vulcanazed ftbre: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Regenerated  cellulo~: 
b)  Other: 
ex 1.  Sheers,  film  or  strip,  cotled  or  nor,  of  a  thickness  of  less  than 
0,75 mm: 
- Of a wetghr not exceedmg 160 g/m2 ,  nor pnnted 
ex 2.  Orher: 
- Plates, sheets or srnp, of a  weight  not exceedmg 160 g/m2,  nor 
pnnted 
- Plates, sheets or srnp, rigtd, wetghmg more than 160 g/ m2, whether 
or nor pnnted 
II.  Cellulose nitrates: 
b)  PlasttCtZed: 
1.  Wnh camphor or orherw!'e (for example, celluloid): 
ex aa;  Ftlm  m rolls or in  srnps, for cmematograph) or photography· 
- Of cellulotd 
- Other, rtgid, weighmg more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or not 
prtnted 
- Of a wetghr not exceedmg 160 glm', not pnnred 
ex bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets, strips or tubes, of celluloid 
- Other  plates,  sheers  or  srnp,  ngid,  wetghing  more  than 
160 glm2 ,  whether or not pnnted 
- Plates, sheers or stnp, of a weight not exceedmg 160 g/m2, 
whether or not pnnted 
III.  Cellulose acetates: 
b)  Plasuctzed: 
ex 2.  Film m rolls or m srnps, for ctnematograph) or photography: 
- Of a weight nor exceedmg 160 glm2 ,  nor prtnted 
- Rigtd, weighmg more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or nor printed 
n  1  ~heel\,  ftlm  or  strip,  cotled  or  nor,  of  a  rhtckness  of  less  than 
tl.-, mm: 
:.._  • lt .I  wetght not exceeding 160 g I m', nor pnnted 
~  l )thcr. 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheers or smp, ngtd, weighmg rnore than 160 glm', 
whether or nor pnnted 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, of a weight not exceedmg 160 glm2 , 
nor printed 
IV.  Other cellulose esters: 
b)  PlastiCized: 
ex 2.  Film m rolls or m strips, for cinematograph) or photography: 
- Rigid, weighmg more than 160 g/m2,  whether or nor pnnted 
- Of a weight nor exceedmg 160 g/m2 ,  nor pnnred 
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B.  IV.  b)  ex 3.  Sheets,  film  or  stnp,  coiled  or  not,  of a  thickness  of less  than 
0,75 mm: 
- Of a weight not exceeding 160 g/m2 ,  not printed 
4.  Other: 
ex bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rig~d, wetghmg more than 160 g/m2 , 
whether or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or strip, of a wetght not exceeding 160 g/m2 , 
not printed 
V.  Cellulose ethers and other chemtcal derivatives of cellulose: 
b)  Plasticized: 
-Other: 
ex aa)  Ethylcellulose: 
- Plates,  sheets  or strip, ngid, weighing more than 160 g/m2 , 
whether or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or strip, of a weight not exceedmg 160 g/m2 , not 
printed 
bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip,  rig~d, weighing more than 160 g/m2 , 
whether or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or strip, of a weight not exceeding 160 g/m2 ,  not 
printed 
ex VI.  Vulcanized fibre: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed, of artificial plastic materials 
3  9. 06  Other high polymers, artificial resins and artificial plastic materials, including alginic acid, its 
salts and esters; linoxyn: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Starches, esterified or etherified 
ex II.  Other: 
- Dexthans 
- Heteropolysaccharine 
- Other, excluding linoxyn 
39.07  Articles of materials of the kinds described m heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
A.  Articles for technical uses, for use in civil aircraft 
B.  Other: 
I.  Of regenerated cellulose: 
- Excluding: artifictal sausage casings; floor coverings; fans and hand screens, 
comprising sheets of plastic matenals and frames and handles of all matenals, 
except for precious metals; corset busks and similar supports for articles of 
apparel or clothing accessories; articles of clothing 
ex  II.  Of vulcanized fibre: 
- Excluding: fans and hand screens comprising sheets of plastic materials and 
frames and handles of all materials, except for precious metals; corset busks 
and similar suppom for articles of apparel or clothing accessories 
ex III.  Of hardened proteins: 
- Excluding: artificial sausage casings; fans and hand screens comprising sheets 
of  plastic materials and frames and handles of.all materials, except for precious 
metals No L 250/56 
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B.  ex IV.  Of chem1cal denvatives of rubber: 
- Excludmg: floor covenngs; fans and hand screens, comprising sheets of plasnc 
ma1enals and frames and handles of all  matenals except for prec1ous metals; 
corset  husks  and  s1milar  supports  for  articles  of  apparel  or  clothmg 
accessories; amcles of clothmg 
V.  Of other materials: 
a)  Spools, reels and s1m1lar  supports for photographic and cmematograph1c 
f1lm  or for  tapes, f1lms  and the hke fallmg w1thm  headmg No 92.12 
ex d)  Other. 
- Excludmg:  arnf!Clal  sausage  casmgs;  floor  covermgs;  articles  of 
clothing 
Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or belnng, of vulcamzed rubber: 
- Excludmg transmiss1on bells or belnng, of trapezo1dal cross-section 
40.11  Rubber tyres, tyre cases, mterchangeable tyre treads, mner tubes and tyre flaps, for wheels of 
all  kmds: 
ex A.  Solid or cush1on tyres and mterchangeable tyre treads: 
- Interchangeable tyre treads we1ghmg  up  to 20 kg each 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Pneumauc tyres for  use on Cl\'il  aucraft: 
- We1ghmg  up to 20 kg each 
ex II.  Other: 
- We1ghmg up to 20 kg each 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit·cases,  hat-boxes,  travelhng-bags,  ruchacks), 
shopping-bags,  handbags,  satchels,  brief-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  musical  mstruments, 
bmoculars, Jewellery, bottles, collars, footwear, brushes) and s1mllar contamers, of  leather or 
of composmon leather, of vulcamzed f1bre, of amf1C1al plastic sheeung, of paperboard or of 
texule fabnc: 
ex A.  Of aruficial plasnc sheeung: 
- Excludmg cigar  and  c1garette  cases,  match  holders,  tobacco-pouches,  trunks, 
suu-cases and valises, cases and s1m1lar  arucles for  holdmg t01lemes 
ex B.  Of other materials: 
- Excludmg c1gar  and c1garette  cases,  match  holders,  tobacco-pouches,  trunks, 
su1t-cases  and vahses, cases and similar articles for  holding tOiletries 
44.14  Wood sawn lengthwise, shced or peeled but not further prepared, of a thickness not exceedmg 
5 mm; veneer sheets and sheets for  plywood, of a thickness not exceedmg 5 mm 
48.11  Wallpaper and hncrusta; window transparenCies of paper 
48.13  Carbon and other copymg papers (mcludmg duphcator stencils) and transfer papers, cut to 
s1ze,  whether or not put up m boxes 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to s1ze  or shape: 
ex B.  Other: 
- T  o•let paper 
48.16  Boxes, bags and other packmg containers, of paper or paperboard; box f1les, letter trays and 
similar articles, of paper or paperboard, of a kmd commonly used m offiCes, shops and the 
like: 
ex A.  Boxes, bags and other packmg con tamers of paper or paperboard: 
- Boxes,  bags  and  other packmg contamers,  printed, and  boxes  and  casks,  not 
pnnted 
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Other articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard or cellulose wadding: 
ex A.  Perforated paper and paperboard for Jacquard and similar machines: 
- Of paper, of a weight not exceeding 106 glm2 ,  not printed 
B.  Napkins and napkin liners, for  babies: 
ex  I.  Not put up for retail sale: 
- Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unpnnted paper 
ex II.  Other: 
-_Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unprinted paper 
No L 250157 
ex D.  Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen (including handkerchiefs and cleaning tissues) and 
kitchen lmen; garments: 
- Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unpnnted paper 
ex E.  Sanitary towels and tampons: 
- Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unprinted paper 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Articles of a kind used for surgical, medical or hygienic purposes, not put up for 
retail sale: 
- Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unprinted paper 
exll.  Other: 
- Of paper pulp, cellulose wadding or unprinted paper, excluding catds for 
statistical machines and chart paper for recording equipment 
Pocture postcards, Christmas and other picture greeting cards, printed by any process, woth or 
without trimmings: 
- Picture postcards, cut to shape or in sheets 
49.10  Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, mcludmg calendar blocks 
49.11  Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Excludmg printed pictures and photographs, meteorological and scientific charts; 
communications, theses, dissertations and reports on scoentific, literary and artistic 
subjects not falling  within  heading  No 49.01, published  by  official  bodies  or 
cultural institutions, printed in  any language and trade and tourist advertising 
books 
51.04  Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (continuous), including woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
of heading No 51.01 or 51.02: 
A.  Woven fabrics of synthetic textile fibres: 
ex  I.  For ryres: 
- excluding materials of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 
ex  II.  Fabrics containing elastomeric yam: 
- Excluding matmals of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 
ex IV.  Other: 
- Excluding materials of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 
B.  Woven fabrics of regenerated textile fibres: 
ex  I.  For tyres: 
- Excluding materials of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 
ex  II.  Fabrics containing elastomc:ric yam: 
- Excluding materials of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 
exW.  Other: 
- Excluding materials of monofil and artificial straw falling within heading No 
51.02 No L 250/58 
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Man-made  f1bres  (d1sconnnuous),  not  carded,  combed  or  otherw1se  prepared  for 
spmnmg: 
ex A.  Synthenc texnle fibres: 
- With the exception of polyester 
56.02  Continuous filament tow for the manufacture of man-made fibres (d1scontmuous): 
A.  Of synthenc textile fibres 
56.03  Waste (mdudmg yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of man-made f1bres (contmuous or 
discontinuous), not carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spinning: 
A.  Of synthetic textile fibres 
56.04  Man-made  fibres  (discontinuous  or waste),  carded, combed or otherwise  prepared  for 
spmnmg: 
A  Synthenc texnle f1bres 
56.05  Yarn of man-made f1bres  (dlScontmuous or waste), not put up for retail sale: 
ex A.  Of synthetiC textile f1bres: 
- Fancy yarn 
ex B.  Of regenerated texnle fibres: 
- Fancy yarn 
58.04  Woven p1le fabncs and chemlle fabriCs {other than terry towelhng or s1m1lar terry fabr1cs of 
cotton falhng wnhm headmg No 55.08 and fabriCs  falhng w1thm  headmg No 58.05): 
- Of silk, of man-made f1bres  and of wool or of fme  ammal hair 
58.05  Narrow  woven  fabriCs,  and  narrow  fabncs  (bolduc)  consistmg  of warp  without  weft 
assembled  by  means of an adhesiVe, other than goods falhng "'1thm headmg No 58.06: 
A.  Narrow woven fabr1cs: 
I.  Pile  fabncs or chenille fabriCs: 
ex a)  Of man-made fibres or of cotton: 
- Of man-made fibres 
b)  Of s1lk, of noil silk or of other waste s1lk 
58.07  Chenille yarn (mcluding flock  chemlle  yarn), g1mped  yarn (other than metalhzed yarn of 
heading No 52.01 and g1mped horsehau yarn); bra1ds and ornamental tnmmings m the p1ece; 
tassels, pompons and the hke: 
ex A.  Bra1ds of a w1dth of 5 em or less, of man-made fibres (mcludmg monof1l or stnp of 
headmg  No 51.01  or  51.02),  of flax,  or  ram1e  or of vegetable  texnle  f1bres  of 
Chapter 57: 
- Of s1lk  or man-made fibres, Without metals 
ex B.  Other: 
- Of silk or man-made f1bres,  without metals 
58.08  Tulle  and  other  net  fabrics  (but  not  mcludmg  woven,  kmtted  or  crocheted  fabncs), 
plam: 
ex A.  Tulle or other net fabrics not compmed m B below: 
- Of man-made fibres 
ex B.  Knotted net fabriCs: 
- Of man-made fibres 
58.09  Tulle and other net fabncs (but not mcludmg woven, knmed or crocheted fabriCs), f1gured; 
hand or mechanically made lace, m the p1ece,  m stnps or m monfs: 
ex A.  Tulle and other net fabriCs: 
- Of man-made fibres 
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B.  Lace: 
ex  I.  Hand-made: 
- Of man-made fibres 
ex II.  Mechamcally made: 
- Of man-made f1bres 
Descnpt1on 
No L 250/59 
59.02  Felt and articles of felt, whether or not Impregnated or coated: 
ex A.  Felt an  the p1ece or s1mply cut to rectangular shape: 
ex 59.10 
ex 59.12 
ex 59.13 
- Rugs, carpets and runners 
ex B.  Other: 
- Rugs, carpets and runners 
Linoleum and matenals prepared on a texnle base in a similar manner to hnoleum, whether or 
not cut to shape or of a kmd used as floor covenngs; floor covenngs consisting of a coating 
apphed on a texnle base, cut to shape or not: 
- Wetghing more than 1 400 glm' 
Textile fabrics otherwise Impregnated or coated; pamted canvas beang theatncal scenery, 
stud1o  back-cloths or the lake: 
- Impregnated or coated texnle fabncs of a we1ght not exceeding 1 400 g/m1 
Elasnc  fabncs  tnmmmgs  (other  than  knitted  or crocheted  goods)  consisting  of textile 
matenals combmed wnh rubber threads: 
- of a Width  not exceedmg 50 em, excluding those of wool or of fme animal hair 
60.01  Knitted or crocheted fabnc, not elasnc nor rubbenzed: 
A.  Of wool or of fine ammal haar 
B.  Of man-made fibres 
C.  Of other textile materials: 
I.  Of cotton 
ex II.  Of other textile matenals: 
- Excluding those of stlk 
61.06  Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like: 
A.  Of silk or of noal or other waste salk 
B.  Of synthetic texnle fibres 
C.  Of regenerated textile fibres 
64.05  Parts of footwear, removable in-soles,  hose protectors and heel  cush1ons, of any material 
except metal: 
ex A.  Assemblies of uppers affixed to inner soles or to other sole components, but without 
outer soles: 
- Of rubber or artificial plastic materials 
ex B.  Other: 
- Of rubber or artificial plastic materials 
68.02  Worked monumental or building stone, and arttcles thereof (mcluding mosaic cubes), other 
than goods falling within heading No 68.01 or wtthin Chapter 69 
68.04  Hand  polishing  stones,  whetstones,  oilstones,  hones  and  the  like,  and  millstones, 
gnndstones, grindang wheels and the like (mcluding grandmg, sharpemng, pohshmg, trueing 
and cutting wheels,  heads, discs and points), of natural stone (agglomerated or not), of 
agglomerated natural or artificial abras1ves, or of pottery, with or without cores, shanks, 
sockets, axles and the like of other matenals, but without frameworks; segments and other 
finished  parts of such  stones  and  wheels,  of natural  stone  (agglomerated  or  not),  of 
agglomerated natural or arttfic1al  abrasives, or of pottery: No L 250160 
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B.  Other: 
I.  Of agglom~rated abrasives: 
ex a)  Made of natural or synthenc dtamonds: 
- Arttftctal, excludmg millstones, etc. 
ex b)  Other: 
- ArtifiCial, excludmg millstones, etc. 
ex II.  Other: 
- ArttfiCial, excluding millstones, etc. 
68.06  Natural  or aruflc1al  abrasive  powder  or  gram,  on  a  base  of woven  fabric,  of paper, 
or paperboard or of other matenals, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or otherwiSe made 
up 
69.02  Refractory bncks, blocks, tiles and s1milar refractory constructional goods 
70.04  Unworked cast or rolled glass (mcludmg flashed or Wired glass), whether f1gured or not, in 
rectangles: 
ex 70.05 
ex 70.06 
ex B.  Other: 
- Of a thiCkness greater than 5 mm  but no greater than 1  0 mm 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (mclud1ng flashed glass), m rectangles: 
- Of a th1ckness no greater than 3 mm 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (mcludmg flashed or wued glass), m rectangles, surface 
ground or polished, but not further worked: 
- Not wued, of a thickness no greater than 5 mm 
70.08  Safety glass conSISting of toughened or lammated glass, shaped or not 
70.14  lllummating glassw.ue,  s1gnalling  glassware  and  opncal elements of glass,  not  opncally 
worked nor of optical glass: 
A.  Articles for electrical ltghnng f1ttmgs: 
ex  I.  Facetted glass, plates, balls, pear-shaped drops, flower-shaped pieces, pendants 
and s1m1lar  articles for mmmmg chandehers: 
- Of roloured, matt, msated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or pamted glass, or 
of moulded glass wllh hollows or protrudmg parts 
ex II.  Other (for example, d1ffusers,  ce1hng  hghts, bowls, cups, lampshades, globes, 
tultp-shaped pieces): 
-Lamp glass 
- Of coloured, matt, msated, cut, marbled, opaque, opahne or pamted glass, or 
of moulded glass wllh hollows or protruding parts 
ex B.  Other: 
- Of coloured, matt, msated, cut, marbled, opaque, opahne or painted glass, or 
of moulded glass With  hollows or protrudmg parts 
70.20  Glass fibre (mcludmg wool), yarns, fabncs and articles made therdrom: 
ex B.  Textile ftbre, yarns, fabrics and articles mdde therefrom: 
- Rovmgs and mats 
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Other articles of glass: 
- Of coloured, matt engraved, 1nsated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or 
of moulded glass with hollows or protruding pans 
71.05  S1lver mcludmg s1lver gilt and plannum-plated s1lver,  unwrought or semi-manufactured: 
ex 73.14 
ex B.  Bars, rods, wues and sections; plates, sheets and smps of a thickness, excluding any 
backmg, greater than 0,15 mm 
- Wire; other, beaten or rolled 
D.  Foil of a thickness, excluding any backing, not exceedmg 0,15 mm 
Iron or steel w1re,  whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- Without texnle coatmg 
73.15  Alloy steel and high carbon steel m the forms mentioned m headmg Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A.  H1gh carbon steel: 
ex VIII.  W1re, whether or not coated, but not msulated: 
- Without texnle coanng, not coated wnh other metals and not cons1stmg of 
alloy steel contammg, by  we1ght,  one or more elements m the following 
proportions: 2% ormoreofsilicon,2% or more of  manganese, 2% or more 
of chromium, 2% or more of nickel, 0,3% or more of molybdenum, 0,3% 
or more of vanadium, 0,5% or more of tungsten, 0,5% or more of cobalt, 
0,3% or more of alummium, 1% or more of copper 
B.  Alloy steel: 
ex VIII.  Wire, whether or not coated, but not msulated: 
- Without texnle coatmg, not coated with other metals and not cons1sting of 
alloy  steel contaming, by  we1ght,  one or more elements in  the following 
propomons: 2% or more of sihcon, 2% or more of  manganese, 2% or more 
of chrom•um, 2% or more of  n~ekel, 0,3% or more of molybdenum, 0,3% 
or more of vanad1um, 0,5% or more of tungsten, 0,5% or more of cobalt, 
0,3% or more of alum1mum, 1 % or more of copper 
73.18  Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of iron {other than of cast 1ron) or steel, excludmg 
h•gh-pressure hydroelectric conduits: 
ex A.  Tubes and pipes, with attached fittings, suitable for conducting gases or liquids, for use 
in  c1vll  aircraft: 
- Excluding unworked or pa1nted, varnished, enamelled or otherw•se treated tubes 
and p1pes (includmg Mannesmann tubes and tubes obtamed by swagmg) whether 
or not w1th  sockets or flanges,  but not otherwise worked, seamless 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Straight and of umform wall-thiCkness, other than those falhng m B I above, of 
a max1mum lengrh of 4,50 m, of alloy steel containmg by we1ght not less than 
0,90% but not more than 1,15% of carbon, notlessthan 0,50% but not more 
than 2% of chromium and not more than 0,50% of molybdenum 
ex Ill.  Other: 
- Excluding unworked or painted, varmshed, enamelled or otherwise treated 
tubes  and  pipes  (including  Mannesmann  tubes  and tubes  obtamed by 
swaging),  whether  or not with  sockets  or  flanges,  but  not  otherwise 
worked, seamless No L 250/62 
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Structures and parts of structures (for example, hangars and other bUlldmgs,  bridges and 
bndge-sections,  lock-gates,  rowers,  lamcc  masts,  roofs,  roofmg  frameworks,  door and 
wmdow frames, shutters, balustrades, ptllars and columns), of tron or sreel; plates, stnp, 
rods, angles, shapes, secnons, tubes and the hke, prepared for use m structures, of .ron or 
steel: 
- Excluding lock-gates for hydraulic plant 
Containers, of iron or steel, for compressed or hquefted gas: 
- Welded, wnh a capacny nor exceedmg 300 lnres 
73.25  Str.lnded w.re, cables, cordage, ropes, planed bands, shngs and the hke, of tron or steel w.re, 
bur exdudmg msulated electric cables: 
ex 73.29 
A.  With fimngs attached, or made up mro arucles for use m ctnl a.rcraft 
ex B.  Other: 
- Excluding dosed or semt-closed  carrymg cables  for  cable cars and reinforcing 
cables for pre-stressed concrete 
Chatn and parrs thereof, of tron or steel: 
- Antculated hnk cham for Galle. Renold or Morse tYpe, of a pnch nor exceedmg 2 em, 
excludmg key  chams 
73.31  l"atls, tacks, staples, hook·natls, corrugated natls, spiked cramps, studs, spikes and drawmg 
pms, of tron or steel, "'hether or not wah heads of other matenals, but nor mcludmg such 
arudes with heads of copper 
ex B.  Other: 
- For drawmg-boards and offtces 
73.32  Bolts and nuts (mdudmg bolt ends and screv.  studs), whether or not threaded or tapped, 
screws (mcludmg screw hooks and screw rings), nvets, cotters, cotterpms and stmtlar arucles. 
of tron or steel; washers (including spring washers) of tron or steel: 
ex 73.35 
A.  Not threaded or tapped: 
ex  I.  Screws, nuts, rivets and washers, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, secnons 
or wtre, of solid secrton, of a  shank thtckness or hole diameter not exceedmg 
6 mm: 
- Of ordmary cast Iron, cast steel and malleable cast .ron, excluding articles for 
fixing rails, screws and rivets 
ex II.  Other: 
- Of ordinary cast tron, cast steel and malleable cast 1ton, exdudmg arncles for 
fixing ratls, screws and rivets 
B.  Threaded or tapped: 
ex  I.  Screws and nuts, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, secnons or wtre, of sohd 
secuon, of a shank thickness or hole dtameter not exceedmg 6 mm: 
- Nuts m ordmar} cast tron, cast steel and malleable cast tron, excludmg those 
put up wnh screws 
ex II.  Other: 
- Of ordinary cast tron, cast steel and malleable cast uon, excludmg arncles for 
fixmg rails, bolts and screws, when With  washers and nuts fmed thereto 
Springs and leaves for spnngs, of tron or steel: 
- Leaf-spnngs for vehtcles, excluding those for railway rolhng stock 
- Sptral springs, of wtre or bars, of a dtameter greater than 8 mm or of rectangular bars the 
smallest Side of whtch measures more than 8 mm 
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Boilers  (excluding boilers of heading No 84.01) and rad1ators,  for  central  heatmg,  not 
electrically heated, and parts thereof, of iron or steel; air heaters and hot air distributors 
(including those which can also distribute cool or conditioned air), not electrically heated, 
incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Of refmed, rolled or forged 1ron or steel 
73.38  Articles of a kind commonly used for domestic purposes, samtary ware for mdoor use, and 
parts of  such articles and ware, ofiron or steel; 1ron or steel wool; pot scourers and scounng or 
polishing pads, gloves and the like, of iron or steel: 
ex 74.07 
ex 74.19 
ex 76.02 
A.  Sanitary ware (excluding parts thereof) for use in civ1l  aircraft 
B.  Other: 
I.  Sinks and wash basins and parts thereof, of stamless steel 
ex II.  Other: 
- Excluding iron or steel wool, pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads, 
gloves and the like, and pressure cookers for direct steam cookmg 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of copper; hollow bars of copper: 
- Excludmg  those  unworked,  painted,  varmshed,  enamelled  or  otherwise  prepared 
(mcludmg Mannesmann tubes and tubes obtamed by  swagmg),  whether or not with 
sockets or flanges, but not otherwise worked, of a wall-th1ckness greater than 1 mm and 
with a maximum intenor cross-section of more than 80 mm 
Other arucles of copper: 
- Excluding the following articles: 
- Pins, sliding rings and hairpins, excluding ornamental pins, thimbles and fittings for 
belts, corsets and braces 
- Reservoirs,  tanks,  vats  and  similar  contamers,  for  any  matenal  (other  than 
compressed or liquefied gas) of a capacity exceeding 300 htres, whether or not hned or 
heat-insulated, but not fitted with mechanical or thermal equipment 
- Cham and parts thereof 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections, of aluminium; alummium wire 
-Wire rod 
76.04  Alumm1um  foil  (whether or not embossed, cut to shape, perforated, coated, printed, or 
backed with paper or other remforcing matenal), of a th1ckness (excludmg any backmg) not 
exceeding 0,20 mm 
76.06  Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of alumimum; hollow bars of aluminium 
76.08  Structures and parts of structures (for example, hangars and other bmldings, bridges and 
bridge-sections, towers,lattice masts, roofs, roofmg frameworks, door and window frames, 
balustrades, pillars and columns), of aluminium; plates, rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes 
and the like, prepared for use in structures, of aluminium 
76.12  Stranded w1re, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited bands and the like, of alumimum w1re,  but 
excluding insulated electric w1res  and cables 
76.15  Articles of a kind commonly used for domestic purposes, sanitary ware for mdoor use, and 
parts of such articles and ware, of alumimum 
79.01  Unwrought zinc, zinc waste and scrap: 
ex A.  Unwrought: 
- Electrolytic zmc (mgots) wnh a Zn content of 99,95% or more No L 250/64 
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Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, p1cks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill hooks and 
similar hewing tools; scythes, stckles, hay knives, grass shears, timber wedges and other tools 
of a kmd used in agrtculture, hornculrure or forestry: 
- Spades, hoes, forks and rakes, scythes and sickles 
Saws  (non-mechanical)  and  blades  for  hand  or  machine  saws  (including  toothless  saw 
blades): 
A.  Saws (non-mechamcal) 
B.  Saw  blades: 
I.  Bandsaw blades 
ex Ill.  Other: 
- Handsaw blades 
Hand  tools,  mcluding  glaziers'  diamonds,  not  falling  within  any  other  headmg  of this 
Chapter;  blow  lamps,  anvils;  vices  and  clamps,  other  than  accessories  for,  and  parts 
of,  machme  tools;  portable  forges;  gnnding  wheels  with  frameworks  (hand  or  pedal 
operated): 
- Hammers, morrice chtsels, stone chisels, cutters, centre-punches, chastng chisels and dte 
stocks 
82.05  Interchangeable tools for hand tools, for mach1ne tools or for power-operated hand tools (for 
example, for pressmg, stamping, dnlhng, tapping, threadtng, boring, broachmg, milling, 
cumng, turnmg, dressmg, morncmg or screw  driving),  tncludtng dtes  for  wtre drawing, 
extruston dtes  for metal, and rock drilhng b1ts  w11h  a working part of: 
ex A.  Base metal: 
- Chtsels,  twist  drtlls,  spoon  btts,  drills,  reamers  (other  than  adJustable 
extensible), screwmg dtes, taps and chaser dtes 
ex B.  Metal carbtdes: 
- Chisels,  twtst  drills,  spoon  bm,  drtlls,  reamers  (other  than  adJustable  or 
extensible), screwing dtes, taps and chaser dies 
ex C.  Otamond or agglomerated diamond: 
- Chisels,  twiSt  drills,  spoon  bits,  drills,  reamers  (other  than  adJustable  or 
extenstble), screwing dies, taps and chaser d1es 
ex D.  Other matenals: 
- ChiSels,  twiSt  drtlls,  spoon  bus,  drtlls,  rumers  (other  than  adjustable  or 
extensible), screwing d1es,  taps and chaser dies 
82.09  Kmves wuh cutting blades, serrated or not (tncludmg prumng knives), other than kn1ves 
falling wtthm heading No 82.06, and blades therefor: 
ex A.  Knives: 
- Excludmg engmeers' kniVes 
82.14  Spoons, forks, fiSh-eaters, butter knives, ladles, and s1mtlar kitchen or tableware 
82.15  Handles of base metal for articles falhng within headmg No 82.09, 82.13 or 82.14 
83.01  Locks and padlocks (key, combination or elecmcally operated), and parts thereof, of base 
metal; frames incorporating locks, for handbags, trunks or the hke, and parts of such frames, 
of base metal; keys for any  of the foregoing arttcles, of base metal 
83.02  Base metal fittings and mountings of a k1nd sunable for furniture, doors, staircases, w1ndows, 
bhnds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, caskets and the hke (mcludmg automatic door closers); 
base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and the hke 
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Statuettes and other ornaments of a kind used indoors, of base metal; photograph, picture 
and similar frames, of base metal; mirrors of base metal: 
A.  Statuettes and other ornaments of a kind used indoors 
Clasps, frames with clasps for handbags and the like, buckles, buckleclasps, hooks, eyes, 
eyelets, and the like, of base metal, of a kind commonly used for clothing, travel goods, 
handbags or other textile or leather goods; tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets, of base metal; 
beads and spangles, of base metal: 
- Excluding beads and spangles, tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets 
Stoppers, crown corks, bottle caps, capsules, bung covers, seals and plombs, case comer 
protectors and other packing accessories, of base metal 
Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar products, of base metal or of  metal carbides, 
coated  or cored  with  flux  material,  of a  kind  used  for  soldering,  brazing,  welding  or 
deposition of metal or of metal carbides; wire and rods, of agglomerated base metal powder, 
used for  metal  sprayin~ 
Steam  and other vapour generating boilers  (excluding central heating hot water  boilers 
capable also of producing low pressure steam); super-heated water boilers: 
- Excluding parts thereof 
84.06  Internal combustion piston engines: 
C.  Other engines: 
I.  Spark ignition engmes of a cylinder capacity of: 
a)  250 ern' or less: 
ex 1.  For use in civil aircraft: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Of  a power of  25 kW or less and for auto-cycles of a cylinder capacity 
of no more than 50 ern' 
b)  More than 250 ern': 
ex 1.  For the industrial assembly of: 
Agricultural walking tractors of subheading 87.01 A, 
Motor vehicles for the transport of persons, including vehicles designed 
for the transport of both passengers and goods, with a seating capacity of 
less than 15, 
Motor vehicles for the transport of  goods or materials, with an engine of 
a cylinder capacity of less than 2 800 em', 
Special purpose motor vehicles of headmg No 87.03: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
2.  Other: 
ex aa)  For use in civil aircraft: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
ex bb)  Other: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
II.  Compression ignition engines: 
ex a)  Marine propulsion engines: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
b)  Other: 
ex 1.  For the industrial assembly of: 
Agricultural walking tractors of subheading 87.01 A, 
Motor vehicles for the transport of persons, including vehicles designed 
for the transport of both passengers and goods, with a seating capacity of 
less than 15, 
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods or materials, with an engine of 
a cylinder capacity of less than 2 500 ern', 
Special purpose motor vehicles of heading No 87.03: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less No L 250/66 
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C.  II. b) ex 2.  Other: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
D.  Parts: 
ex  I.  Of engines for use in civ1l  aircraft 
- Lmer-cylinders, cyhnder hners, p1ston pins, pistons and piston rings 
II.  Of other engmes: 
ex a)  For a1rcraft: 
- Lmer-cylinders, cyhnder hners, p1ston pms, pistons and p•ston nngs 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Lmer-cyhnders, cyhnder hners, p1ston pms, p1stons and p1ston  nngs 
84.07  Hydraulic engmes and motors (includmg water wheels and water turb•nes) 
ex A.  Hydrauhc engines and motors and parts thereof, for use m c1vil  aircraft: 
- Excludmg pam 
B.  Other hydraulic engmes and motors 
84.10  Pumps (mcludmg motor pumps and turbo pumps)  for  hqUJds, "hether or not fitted with 
measunng devices: hqUJd elevators of bucket, cham, screw, band and s1mllar k1nds: 
ex A.  Delivery  pumps fmed, or des1gned  to be fmed, With  a measurmg dev1ce: 
-Parts 
B.  Other pumps: 
I.  For use m c1vil  a~rcraft 
II.  Other: 
ex a)  Pumps: 
- Excludmg  pumps  for  spnnklers and submers1ble  pumps  with  motor 
attached, Without  ceram1c  or rubber  hn~ng, we1ghmg  not more than 
1 000 kg each 
b)  Parts 
C.  L1qUJd  elevators of bucket, cham, screw, band and s1m1lar  kmds 
84.11  A1r pumps, vacuum pumps and a1r or gas compressors (includmg motor and turbo pumps and 
compressors, and free-piston generators for gas turbines); fans, blowers and the hke: 
C.  Fans, blowers and the hke: 
ex  I.  For use m civ1l  aircraft: 
- We1ghmg not more than 200 kg each, excludmg parts 
ex II  Other: 
- Wetghmg not more than 200 kg each, exclud1ng parts 
84.15  Refngerators and refrigerating equipment (elecmcal and other): 
ex A.  Refngerators and refngeranng eqUipment (excludmg parts thereof), for  use m c1v1l 
a~rcraft: 
- Excluding  equipment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or  with  Interdependent 
elements, for  freezers and cupboards and other ttems of furniture 1mporred with 
their  own  freezmg  eqUipment  we1gh1ng  not  more  than  200  kg,  and  parts 
thereof 
C.  Other· 
I.  Refngerators of a capacity of more than 340 lmes: 
- We1ghmg more than 200 kg each 
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C.  ex II.  Other: 
- Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with interdependent 
elements, for freezers and cupboards and other Items of furniture imported 
w1th  their own freezmg equipment we1ghing not more than 200 kg,  and 
parts thereof 
Machinery, plant and similar  laboratory  equipment, whether or not electncally heated, 
for the treatment of materials by a process involving a change of  temperature such as heating, 
cooking,  roasting,  disnlling,  rectifying,  sterilizing,  pasteurizing,  steaming,  drying, 
evaporating, vaporizing, condensmg or cooling, not being machmery or plant of a kind used 
for domestic purposes; instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electrical: 
ex A.  Machinery  and  equipment  for  the  manufacture  of  the  products  mentioned  in 
subheading 28.51  A (Euratom): 
-Pans 
ex B.  Machinery and equipment spec1ally designed for the separation of irradiated nuclear 
fuels, for the treatment of radioactive waste or for the recycling of irradiated nuclear 
fuels  (Euratom): 
-Pans 
C.  Heat exchange umts: 
ex  I.  For use in civil aircraft: 
-Pans 
exll.  Other: 
-Parts 
D.  Percolators and other apphances for  makmg coffee and other hot drinks: 
ex  I.  Electrically heated: 
-Parts 
ex II.  Other: 
-Parts 
E.  Medical and surgical sterilizing apparatus: 
ex  I.  Electrically heated: 
-Parts 
ex II.  Other: 
-Parts 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Water heaters, non-electnc: 
- For domestic use 
ex II.  Other: 
- Parts 
Weighing  machinery  (excludmg  balances  of a  sensitiVIty  of 5  cg  or  better)  mcludmg 
weight-operated countmg and checking machines; weighing machine weights of all  kinds: 
- Weighing  machines,  including automatic and semi-automatic balances, weighing not 
more than 250 kg each, excludmg parts thereof 
84.22  Lifting, handling, loading or unloadmg machinery, telphers and conveyors (for example, 
hfts, hoists, winches, cranes, transporter cranes, jacks, pulley tackle,  belt conveyors and 
teleferics), not bemg machinery falling within heading No 84.23: 
ex A.  Machines and apparatus (excluding parts thereof), for use in civil aircraft: 
- Excluding winches and tacks 
B.  Other: 
I.  Machinery and mechanical  applicances specially  designed  for  dealing with 
highly radioactive substances (Euratom): 
- Excludmg wmches, hoists and pulley tackle, and all parts thereof 
ex  II.  Self-propelled cranes on wheels, not capable of running on rails: 
- Excluding parts No L 250/68 
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B.  ex III.  Rollmg-mill machmery; roller tables for feeding and removing products; tllters 
and mampulators for mgots, balls, bars and slabs: 
- Excludmg parts 
ex IV.  Other: 
- Excluding winches, hoists and pulley tackle, jacks for vehicles and all pans 
thereof 
Agricultural and horticultural machmery for  soil preparation or cultivation (for example, 
ploughs,  harrows, cultivators, seed  and  fernlizer  distributors),  lawn  and sports ground 
rollers: 
- Mould boards and ploughshares, excludmg those of cast iron and steel, slades, discs, skim 
coulters, blade-shaped and disc-shaped coulters, for ploughs; teeth for cultivators and 
scarifiers, d1scs  for  sprayers; weeding, ridging and furrowing 1mplements, for weeding 
machines 
Presses, crushers and other machmery, of a kind used in wine-making, cider-making, fruit 
JUice  preparation or the like: 
- Continuous crushmg and stalk-removing machmes and presses for grapes excluding parts 
thereof 
84.31  Machmery for making or f1mshmg cellulosiC pulp, paper or paperboard: 
A.  For making paper or paperboard 
ex B.  Other: 
- Excluding ruhng machmes we1ghing not more than 2 000 kg each 
84.36  Machines for extrudmg man-made texnles; machines of a kind used for process1ng natural or 
man-made textile ftbres; textile spmning and twtsting machmes; textile doubling, throwing 
and reeling (mcluding weft-windmg) machmes 
84.37  Weavmg machmes, kmmng machines and  machines for makmg gtmped yam, tulle, lace, 
embr01dery, trimmings, bratd or net; machmes for preparing yams for use on such machines, 
including warpmg and warp sizmg machmes: 
ex 84.38 
ex A.  Weaving machmes: 
- Non-automatic and automatic machines we1ghmg not more than 2 500 kg each 
and excluding automatic machines for cotton 
ex B.  Knitting machmes: 
-Flat 
ex C.  Machines  for  making  gimped  yam, tulle,  lace,  embro1dery,  trimmings,  braid  or 
net: 
- Machines weighing not more than 2 500 kg  each 
Auxtliary machinery for  use  with  machmes of headmg No 84.37 (for example, dobbies, 
Jacquards, automatic stop motions and shuttle changing mechanisms); parts and accessones 
suitable  for  use  solely  or principally  w11h  the  machines  of the  present headmg or with 
machines falling withm heading No 84.36 or 84.37 (for example, spindles and spindle flyers, 
card  clothing,  combs,  extruding  n1pples,  shuttles,  healds  and  heald-lifters  and  hos1ery 
needles): 
- excluding continuous spinning machines (grooved beams we1ghmg not more than 2,5 kg 
each; spmdles, pressure cylinders, and shafts and tension pulleys for  drtvmg belts for 
spindles,  With  ball,  roller  or needle  beanngs);  toothed  iron  or steel  bands for  card 
clothing; extruding nipples of prec1ous metal 
84.40  Machinery for washmg, cleamng, drymg, bleaching, dyemg, dressing, finishing or coating 
textile  yams,  fabncs  or  made-up  textile  articles  (including  laundry  and  dry-cleaning 
machmery); fabnc folding,  reeling or cutting machmes; machmes of a  kind  used  in  the 
manufacture of hnoleum or otl;er floor coverings for applying the paste to the base fabric or 
other support; machines of a type used for printing a repetitive design. repetitive words or 
overall colour on textiles, leather, wallpaper, wrapping paper, linoleum or other materials, 
and engraved or etched plates, blocks or rollers therefor: 
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B.  Clothes-washing machines, each of a dry !men capacity not exceeding 6 kg; domestic 
wringers: 
ex  I.  Electrically operated: 
- For clothes-washing, excluding parts 
ex U.  Other: 
- For clothes-washing, excludmg parts 
ex C.  Other: 
- Clothes-washmg machmes, excluding parts 
- Machinery for dyemg textile yarns, excluding parts 
84.45  Machine-tools for  workmg metal, or metal  carbides, not being  machmes  falling  w1thm 
headmg No 84.49 or 84.50: 
C.  Other machine-tools: 
I.  Lathes: 
ex a)  Automated by coded mformation: 
- Parallel lathes, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex b)  Other: 
- Parallel lathes, weighmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
III.  Planing machines: 
ex a)  Automated by coded mformanon: 
- Weighmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
exb) Other: 
- Weighmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
IV.  Shapmg machmes, sawmg machines and cutting-off machmes, broaching machmes 
and slotting machines: 
ex a)  Automated by coded information: 
- Shaping machines and sawing machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg 
each 
ex b)  Other: 
- Shapmg machmes and sawing machmes we1ghmg not more than 2 000 kg 
each 
V.  Mtlhng machines and drilling machines: 
ex a)  Automated by coded information: 
- Dnlling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Drilling machines we1ghmg  not more than 2 000 kg each 
VI.  Sharpenmg,  trimming,  gnnding,  honing  and  lappmg,  polishmg  or  finishmg 
machines and similar machines operating by means of grmdmg wheels, abrasiVeS or 
polishing products: 
a)  Fitted with a  micromemc adjusting system withm the meaning of Additional 
Note 2 to this Chapter: 
ex 1.  Automated by coded mformation: 
- Saw-sharpening machmes we1ghmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Saw-sharpening machines we1ghmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
b)  Other: 
ex 1.  Automated by coded information: 
- Saw-sharpening machines we1ghing not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Saw-sharpening machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each No L 250170 
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Machme-tools for  working wood, cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite),  hard artificial  plast1c 
materials  or other  hard carving  materials,  other  than  machmes  falhng  within  heading 
No 84.49: 
- Excluding hydrauhc presses weighmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
84.51  Typewriters, other than typewriters mcorporating calculating mechamsms; cheque wnting 
machines: 
ex 84.56 
A.  Typewriters 
Machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washmg, crushing, grmdmg or mixmg earth, 
stone,  ores  or  other  mmeral  substances,  m  sohd  (mcludmg  powder  and  paste)  form; 
mach1nery  for  agglomeratmg,  mouldmg  or shapmg  sohd  mmeral  fuels,  ceramic  paste, 
unhardened cements, plastering materials or other mineral products m powder or paste form; 
machines for formmg foundry moulds of sand: 
- Gr1nders  we1ghing  not more than 5 000 kg  each; granulators and crushers, w1th  or 
without  selector  sieves,  weighmg  not more  than  5 000 kg  each;  fixed  or moveable 
cement-mixers weighing not more than 2 000 kg each; excluding parts of the machinery 
mentioned 
84.59  Machmes and mechanical appliances, having individual funcuons, not falhng within any 
other headmg of th1s Chapter: 
ex 84.60 
84.61 
ex 84.62 
ex A.  For the manufacture of the products mennoned m subheadmg 28.51 A (Euratom): 
- Hydraulic  presses  weighmg  not  more  than  5 000  kg  each  and  presses  with 
mechanical transmission we1ghing not more than 1 000 kg each, excludmg parts 
thereof 
ex C.  Specially designed for the recycling of  irradiated nuclear fuels (for example, smter~ng  of 
rad10-active metal oxides, sheathmg) (Euratom): 
- Hydraulic  presses  weighmg  not  more  than  5 000  kg  each  and  presses  with 
mechamcal transmiSSion weighmg not more than 1 000 kg each, excluding parts 
thereof 
E.  Other: 
ex II.  Other machines and mechanical apphances: 
- Hydraulic presses we1ghmg not more than 5 000 kg each and presses with 
mechanical transmission weighing not more than I  000 kg each, excludmg 
parts thereof 
Mouldmg boxes  for  metal  foundry;  moulds of a  type  used  for  metal  (other than ingot 
moulds), for metal carbides, for glass, for  mmeral  mater~als (for example, ceramic pastes, 
concrete or cement) or for  rubber or arnf1cial plastic materials: 
- Moulds for machme work 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for p1pes, boiler shells, tanks, vats and the hke, 
indudmg pressure reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves 
Ball, roller or needle roller bearings: 
- Beanngs With row of balls, in which balls are not detachable manually, or in which the 
row of balls is not separable, or in which the faces of the two rmgs are ahgned m the same 
plane, of which the external diameter is more than 36 mm  but not more than 72 mm; 
excluding parts 
84.63  Transmission  shafts,  cranks,  bearmg  housings,  plam  shaft  bearmgs,  gears  and  geanng 
(including friction gears and gear-boxes and other var~able speed gears), flywheels, pulleys 
and pulley blocks, clutches and shaft couphngs: 
ex A.  For use in civ1l  aircraft: 
- Reduction gears, step-up gears and speed variators 
B.  Other: 
- ex II.  Other: 
- Reduction gears, step-up gears and speed variators 
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Electncal goods of the followmg descnpt10ns:  generators,  motors, converters (rotary or 
static), transformers, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
ex A.  The following goods, for use in civil  aircraft: 
Generators,  converters  (rotary  or  static),  transformers,  rectifiers  and  rectifying 
apparatus, mductors: 
Electric motors of an output of not less than 0,75 kW  but less than 150 kW: 
- Asynchronous  three-phase  motors; smgle-phase  motors; generators,  rotary or 
static converters (exdudmg rectifiers) and other motors, weighing not more than 
100 kg each; transformers 
B.  Other machines and apparatus: 
I.  Generators, motors (whether or not equipped with speed reducing, changing or 
step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
a)  Synchronous motors of an output of not more than 18 watts 
ex b)  Other: 
- Asynchronous  three-phase  motors;  single-phase  motors;  generators, 
rotary converters and other motors, weighmg not more than 100 kg 
each 
II.  Transformers, static converters, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus; mductors: 
- Transformers, rectifiers  and rectifying apparatus, inductors: weighing more 
than 500 kg each, static converters, excluding rectifiers, weighing not more 
than 100 kg each 
Primary cells and primary batteries: 
-Dry 
85.12  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electnc soli heating 
apparatus and elecmc space heating apparatus; electric hairdressing appliances (for example, 
hair dryers, ha1r curlers, curlmg tong heaters) and elecmc smoothing Irons; electro-thermic 
dome~tic appliances; electric heatmg resistors, other than those of carbon: 
A.  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters: 
I.  For use in civil  aircrllft (excluding parts) 
ex II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
B.  Electric soil heating apparatus and electric space heating apparatus: 
I.  For use in civil  aircraft (excluding parts) 
ex II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
D.  Electric smoothing irons 
E.  Electro-thermic domestic appliances: 
I.  Electric cooking stoves, ranges, ovens and food warmers (excluding parts thereof), 
for use in civil aircraft 
exii.  Other: 
- Hot plates, cooking stoves, ranges, and similar cooking appliances for domestic 
85.13  Electrical line telephonic and telegraphic apparatus (including such apparatus for carrier-
current line systems): 
ex A.  Apparatus for carrier-current line systems: 
- Telephonic apparatus, including parts for telephone sets and receivers 
ex B.  Other: 
- Telephonic apparatus, including pam for telephone sets and receivers No L 250/72 
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Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of  electrical 
circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical circuits {for example, switches, relays, 
fuses,  lightning  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and  junction  boxes); 
resistors, fixed or variable {including potentoometers), other than heaung resistors; pnnted 
circuits; switchboards {other than telephone SWitchboards) and control panels: 
ex A.  Electrical apparatus for makmg and breakmg electrical circuits, for the protection of 
electrical circuits or for making connections to or in electrical circuits: 
- Non-automatic make-and-break switches,  weighing not more than 2  kg  each, 
other than of ceramic materials or glass, and those weighing more than 500 kg 
each 
- Automatic make-and-break-switches, c~rcuit-breakers and contactors 
-Parts 
ex B.  Resistors, fixed or vanable {mcluding potentiometers), other than heatmg resistors: 
- Variable  resistors,  weighing  not more than  2  kg  each,  other  than of ceramic 
materials or glass, and those we1ghing more than 500 kg each 
-Parts 
D.  Switchboards and control panels 
85.20  Electric  filament  lamp and  elecmc d1scharge  lamps {includmg  mfra-red  and ultra-v1olet 
lamps); arc lamps: 
A.  Filament lamps for lighting 
II.  Other 
ex B.  Other lamps: 
- For hghting 
ex C.  Parts: 
- For electric lamps for lighung 
85.23  Insulated {including enamelled or anodized) electric wire, cable, bars, strip and the like 
{including co-axial cable), whether or not fined with connectors: 
ex A.  Ignition wiring sets and wiring sets, for use m civil  aircraft: 
- With  metallic  arrnouring  or  sheathmg,  whether  or  not  covered  with  other 
matenals, excluding co-axial cable 
exB.  Other: 
- With metallic arrnouring or sheating, whether or not covered with other materials, 
excluding co-axial cable and submarine cable 
89.01  Sh1ps,  boats and other vessels  not falling  withm  any  of the following  headmgs of this 
Chapter: 
ex A.  Warships: 
- Mechanically propelled, of a gross tonnage not exceeding 4 000 tonnes, excluding 
air-cushion vehicles 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Sea-going vessels: 
- Mechanically propelled, of a gross tonnage not exceeding 4 000 tonnes, 
excludmg:  air-cushion vehicles;  vessels  designed exclusively for  sporting 
purposes,  acqu~red  by  legally  constituted  nautical  associations  or  by 
members  thereof;  vessels  acquired,  for  the~r  service,  by  p•lots' 
corporations 
II.  Other: 
ex a)  Weighmg 100 kg or less each: 
- Mechanically  propelled,  excluding:  air-cushion  vehicles;  vessels 
designed  exclusively  for  sporting  purposes,  acquired  by  legally 
constituted  naut•cal  associanons  or  by  members  thereof;  vessels 
acquired, for their service, by  pilots' corporations 
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B.  II.  ex b)  Other: 
- Mechanically  propelle4,  of a  gross  tonnage  not exceeding  4 000 
tonnes, excluding: air-cushion veh1cles, vessels des1gned exclusively 
for  sporting-purposes,  acquired  by  legally  constituted  nautical 
associations or by members thereof; vessels acquired, for their service, 
by p1lots' corporations 
Frames and mountings and pans thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and 
the like: 
- Excluding those of gold 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, protecting or other: 
- Excluding those with frames of  gold or plated metals or gold-plated or  g~lt and engineers' 
protective spectacles 
Drawing,  marking-out  and  mathematical  calculatmg  instruments,  drafting  machines, 
pantographs, drawing sets, slide rules, disc calculators and the like; measuring or checking 
instruments, appliances and machines, not falling within any other heading of this Chapter 
(for example, micrometers, callipers, gauges, measuring rods, balancing machines); profile 
projectors: 
ex A.  Drawing, marking-out and mathematical calculating mstruments, draftmg machmes, 
pantographs, slide rules, disc calculators and the like: 
- Set-squares, rulers, protractors and French curves 
- Cases  of  drawing  instruments,  lengthening  bars  of  compasses,  compasses, 
mathematical drawing pens and the like 
90.24  Instruments and apparatus for measuring, checking or automatically controlling the flow, 
depth,  pressure or other vanables  of liquids  or gases,  or for  automatically controllmg 
temperature (for example, pressure gauges,  thermostats, level  gauges, flow  meters, heat 
meters, automatic ovendraught regulators), not being anicles falling within heading No 
90.14: 
ex A.  For use in civil aircraft: 
- Manometers 
B.  Other: 
I.  Manometers 
90.28  Electrical  measuring, checking,  analysing  or automatically  controlling  instruments  and 
apparatus: 
A.  El~onic  instruments and apparatus: 
ex  I. For use in civil aircraft: 
- Non-recording galvanometers, with thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters and 
watrmeters 
ex II.  Other: 
B.  Other: 
b)  Other: 
- Non-recording galvanometers, with thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters 
and watrmerers 
ex  I.  For use in civil aircraft: 
- Non-recording galvanometers, with thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters and 
watrmeters 
exii.  Other: 
- Non-recording galvanometers, w1th thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters and 
watrmeters 
91.04  Other clocks: 
ex A.  Electric or electronic: 
- For standing or suspending: assembled, weighing more than 500 g; unassembled, 
regardless of weight 
exB.  Other: 
- For standing or suspending: assembled, weighing more than 500 g; unassembled, 
regardless of weight No L 250174 
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Gramophone records, and other sound or s1molar recordmgs; matnces for the production of 
records, prepared record blanks, film for mechanical sound recordmg, prepared tapes, w~res, 
stnps and hke articles of a kmd commonly used for sound or sim1lar recording: 
B.  Recorded: 
I.  Wax recordings, discs, matrices and other imermediate forms, excludmg magnetically 
recorded tapes: 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Records: 
2.  Other 
b)  Other recordmg media (tapes, w1res, strips and like articles): 
1.  Magnetically recorded for the scormg of cmematograph film 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Excluding those for language teaching 
94.01  Chairs and other seats (other than those falhng w1th1n  headmg No 94.02), whether or not 
convertible mto beds, and parts thereof: 
ex A.  Chairs and other seats, not leather covered (excluding parts thereof), for use in  CIVIl 
aircraft: 
- Excludmg those of wood, 1ron or steel 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Specially des1gned for a1rcraft: 
- Excludmg those of wood, 1ron or steel 
ex II.  Other: 
- Excludmg  those  of wood,  iron  or  steel,  wicker  and  other  vegetable 
materials 
94.03  Other furniture and parts thereof: 
ex A.  Furniture (exclud1ng parts thereof), for use  1n  civil  a1rcraft: 
- Of base metal 
- Of wood, carved, veneered, waxed, polished or varnished, turned, with mould-
mgs,  pamted and covered With  any matenals other than  leather or 1m1tauons 
thereof or fabrics containing silk and man-made texnle fibres 
- Of wood, inlaid, lacquered, gilt, with applique work of fine wood, decorated with 
metal or other matenals and covered with leather and imitations thereof or with 
fabrics contaming silk and man-made textile fibres 
- Of other matenals, other than w1cker and other vegetable materials 
ex B.  Other furmtur~: 
- Of base metal 
- Of wood, carved, veneered, waxed, pohshed or varnished, turned, with mould-
ings, painted and covered  with  any  materials other than leather or Imitations 
thereof or fabncs contaimng silk and man-made texnle fibres 
- Of wood, inlaid,lacquered, gilt, with applique work of fme wood, decorated with 
metal or other matenals and covered With  leather and 1m1tat1ons thereof or w1th 
fabrics containing silk and man-made textile f1bres 
- Of other materials, other than w1cker and other vegetable matenals 
98.01  Buttons and button moulds, studs, cuff-hnks, and press-fasteners, including snap-fasteners 
and press-studs; blanks and parts of such articles: 
ex A.  Blanks and moulds: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar-studs and shirt-studs and other such articles of faience, 
glass, silk or other textile fibres 
ex B.  Buttons, studs, cuff-hnks and press-fasteners and parts thereof: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar-studs and shirt-studs and other such articles of faience, 
glass, silk or other textile fibres 
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Descnpnon 
Fountain pens, srylograph pens and pencils (including ball point pens and pencils) and other 
pens, pen-holders, pencil-holders and similar holders, propelling pencil and sliding pencils; 
parts and f1ttmgs thereof, other than those falling Within heading No 98.04 or 98.05: 
ex A.  Fountain pens and stylograph pens and pencils (including ball point, felt tipped and 
fibre tipped pens and pencils): 
- Srylograph pens and ball-point pencils 
ex B.  Other pens, pen-holders; propelhng pencils and sliding pencils; pencil-holders and 
similar holders: 
- Srylograph pens and ball-point pencils 
C.  Parts and fittings: 
ex  I.  Parts of base metal, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or wire, of 
solid section: 
- Of srylograph pens and ball-point pencils 
ex II.  Other: 
- Of stylograph pens and ball-point pencils 
Typewnter and similar  ribbons,  whether  or not on  spools;  ink-pads,  with  or without 
boxes: 
- Ribbons on reels, for immediate use 
98.10  Mechanical lighters and similar lighters, including chemical and electrical lighters, and parts 
thereof, excluding flints and wicks: 
ex 98.12 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 28.16 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 53.05 
55.05 
55.09 
58.02 
ex A.  Parts of base metal, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or wire, of solid 
section, the greatest diameter of which does not exceed 25 mm: 
- Neither gilt, nor silvered, nor of rolled precious metal 
exB.  Other: 
- Ne1ther gilt, nor silvered, nor of rolled precious metal, nor of precious metal 
Combs, hair-slides and the like: 
- Of artificial plastic materials and of vulcamte 
B.  List of sensitive products vis-a-vis Mediterranean countries: 
ALGERIA 
Descnption 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution: 
- Anhydrous ammonia 
EGYPT 
Description 
Sheep's or lambs' wool or other animal hair (fine or coarse) carded or combed: 
- Wool or fine animal hair other than rabbit or hare hair, combed in the form of slivers, 
dyed 
Cotton yam, not put up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Other carpets, carpering, rugs, mats and matting; and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not) No L 250176 
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JORDAN 
CCT 
headmg  Dcscnp11on 
No 
31.05  Other fertilizers; goods of the present Chapter in tablets, lozenges and similar prepared forms 
or m packmgs of a gross weight not exceedmg 10 kg: 
A.  Other fertilizers 
TUNISIA 
CCT 
headmg  Descrop11on 
No 
31.03  Mmeral or chem1cal  fernhzers, phosphatic: 
A.  Ment1oned m l'ote 2 (A) to th1s Chapter: 
I.  Superphosphates 
ex  B.  Men11oned  m :-;ote 2 (B)  to thiS  Chapter: 
- Smgle. double or tnple superphosphates, whether or not m1xed with other calcmm 
phosphates or non·fernhzmg products 
3!.05  Other fertihzer.; goods of the present Chapter in tablets,lozenges and s1m1lar prepared forms 
or m packmgs of a gross we1ght  not exceedmg 10 kg: 
A.  Other fertilizers 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes,  travelling-bags,  rucksacks), 
shoppmg-bags,  handbags,  satchels,  bnef-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  mus1cal  mstruments, 
binoculars, Jewellery, bottles, collars, footwear, brushes) and s1m1lar containers, of  leather or 
of composmon leather, of vulcan. zed fibre, of artifiCial plastiC sheetmg, of paperboard or of 
textile fabnc: 
ex A.  Of artificial plasnc sheeting: 
- C1gar and cigarette cases, match-holders, tobacco-pouches and purses; cases and 
s1m1lar  articles  wirh  compartments for  tmlet  requiSites;  trunks, suit-cases  and 
attache cases excludmg lad1es' handbags 
ex B.  Other matenals: 
- C1gar and CJgarene cases, match-holders, tobacco pouches and purses; cases and 
sim1lar  articles  With  compartments for  toilet  requisites;  trunks, su1t-cases  and 
attache cases excluding lad1es' handbags 
55.09  Other woven fabrics of cotton 
56.07  Woven fabncs of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste) 
58.01  Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
60.04  Under garments, knmed or crocheted, not elasnc nor rubbenzed 
60.05  Outer garments and other arncles, knmed or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
61.01  Men's and boys' outer garments 
61.02  Women's, g1rls and mfants' outer garments 
61.03  Men's and boys' under garments, includmg collars, sh1rt fronts and cuffs 
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headmg 
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64.05 
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Description 
Corsets, corset-belts, suspender-belts, brassieres, braces, suspenders, garters and the like 
(including such art1cles of kmtted or crocheted fabric), whether or not elasnc 
Parts of footwear, removable in-soles, hose protectors and heel cushions, of any material 
except metal: 
ex A.  Assemblies of uppers affiXed to inner soles or to other sole components, but without 
outer soles: 
- excluding artihcial plastiC materials 
ex B.  Other: 
- excludmg artif1c1al plasnc materials 
85.19  Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of  electrical 
circuits, or for makmg connections to or in electrical circuits (for example, switches, relays, 
fuses,  lighrning  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and  junction  boxes); 
resistors, fixed or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating resistors; printed 
circuits; switchboards (other than telephone switchboards) and control panels: 
CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 53.05 
ex A.  Electncal apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of 
electrical c1rcu1ts or for making connections to or in electncal circuits: 
- excluding  non-automatic make-and-break  switches  and  isolating switches  not 
exceeding 2 kg per umt m weight in materials other than ceramic or glass and those 
weighing more than 500 kg per umt; automatic make-and-break switches, circuit 
breakers and contractors; parts of apparatus of this subheading 
ex B.  Resistors, fixed or variable (including potentiometers) other than heating resistors: 
- excluding variable resistors not exceeding 2 kg m weight in materials other than 
ceramic or glass and those weighing more than 500 kg per unit; parts falling within 
this subheading 
C.  Printed circuits 
TURKEY 
DescClption 
Sheep's or lambs' wool or other animal hair (fine or coarse), carded or combed: 
- Wool or fine animal hair other than rabbit or hare hair, combed, in the form of shvers, 
dyed 
55.05  Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 
55.09  Other woven fabrics of cotton 
56.05  Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), not put up for retail sale: 
ex A.  Of synthetic textile fibres: 
56.07 
58.01 
ex 58.04 
- excluding effect yarns 
ex B.  Of regenerated textile fibres: 
- excluding effect yarns 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste) 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry towelling or similar terry fabrics of 
cotton falling within heading No 55.08 and fabrics falling within heading No 58.05): 
- Unbleached or bleached, excluding those of silk, synthetic or regenerated textile fibres 
and wool or fine animal hair No L 250/78 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
60.04 
60.05 
61.01 
61.02 
61.03 
61.04 
62.02 
69.08 
ex 70.13 
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Descr•pr•on 
Under garments, kmrted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Women's, gtrls' and infants' outer garments 
Men's and boys' under garments, including collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
Women's, girls' and mfants' under garments 
Bed  lmen, table linen, toilet !men and kitchen lmen; curtains and other furn1shmg amcles 
Glazed sens, flags  and pavmg, hearth and wall tiles 
Glassware (other than articles falling m headmg No 70.19) of a kmd commonly used for 
table, kitchen, toilet or office purposes, for mdoor decoration, or for similar uses: 
- excluding articles made of glass With a low coeffiCient of expansion 
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ANNEX XI 
List provided for in Article 13 (2) 
CCT headmg No  Descnpt1on  BaSic duty 
(%) 
ex 34.02  Organic surface-active agents, surface-active preparations, and washmg preparations, whether 
or not containing soap: 
- Sodtum dodecan-1-yl sulphate  20 
- Tnethanolamme dodecan-1-yl sulphate  20 
- Sulphonic acid, sodium alkylbenzenesulphonate and ammomum alkybenzenesulphonate  20 
- Mixtures  and  preparations  of  sodium  sulphate,  dodecan-1-yl  and  trtethanolamme 
sulphate  20 
38.19  Chemical  products  and  preparations of the  chemical  or allied  mdusmes (includmg  those 
consistmg  of mixtures  of natural  products),  not  elsewhere  specified  or included  residual 
products of the chemical or alhed mdustnes, not elsewhere specifted or included: 
Q.  Foundry core binders based on synthetic resms 
ex X.  Other: 
- Refractory coatings of a kind used m foundnes to tmprove the surface of cast-tron 
20 
pieces  20 
- Antl-seahng and stmtlar preparations for  botlers and  for  treatment of industrial 
refrigeration water  20 
39.01  Condensation,  polycondensatton  and  polyaddmon  products, whether  or  not modtfted  or 
polymerized,  and  whether  or not hnear  (for  example,  phenoplasts,  ammoplasts,  alkyds, 
polyallyl esters and other unsaturated polyesters, Silicones): 
C.  Other: 
II.  Ammoplasts: 
ex a)  In one of the forms mentioned m Note 3 (a) and (b) to th1s  Chapter: 
- Urea, resms, modified wtth furfuryl alcohol, m ethenfted solutions, used 
m foundries  25 
Ill.  Alkyds and other polyesters: 
ex b)  Other: 
- Saturated poly(ethylene terephthalate), other black polymers, in one of 
the forms mentioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter, prepared for 
moulding or extrus1on  20 
- Powdered, contammg additives and ptgments, used  for  thermosettmg 
coatings or pamts  20 
ex VII.  Other: 
- Epoxy (ethoxyline) resins, powdered, contammg addmves and ptgments, used 
for thermosemng coatings or paints  20 
39.02  Polymenzat1on  and  copolymenzatlon  products  (for  example,  polyethylene,  polytetrahalo-
ethylenes,  poly1soburylene,  polystyrene,  polyvmyl  chloride,  polyvmyl  acetate,  polyvinyl 
chloroacetate and other polyvinyl  denvatlves, polyacryhc and  polymethacrylic denvattves, 
coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other: 
VII.  Polyvmyl chlonde: 
ex a)  In  one of the forms menttoned m Note 3 (a) and (b) to thts Chapter: 
- In  microsuspens1on 
X.  Copolymers of vinyl chloride w1th  vmyl  acetate: 
- Preparations for the moulding of gramophone records 
40.06  Unvulcanized natural or synthetic rubber, including rubber latex, in other forms or states (for 
example, rods, tubes and profile shapes, solutiOns and dtspersions); articles of unvulcanized 
natural or synthetiC rubber (for example, coated or Impregnated texttle thread, nngs and dtScs): 
ex B.  Other: 
- Patches for repairing tubes or tyres 
20 
20 
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40.07  Vulcanized rubber thread and cord, whether or not textole covered, and textile thread covered 
or impregnated with vulcanozed rubber: 
48.07 
ex A.  Vulcanized rubber thread and cord, whether or not textile covered: 
- Thread, uncovered, of round cross-secnon 
Paper and paperboard, impregnated, coated, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed 
(not constituting printed matter wothm Chapter 49), in rolls or sheers: 
ex D.  Other: 
- Flocked paper and paperboard 
56.01  Man-made fobres (discontinous), not carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spinning: 
ex A.  Synthetic textile fibres: 
- Of polyesters,  with  a  length  of less  than  65  mm  and  tenacity  of  more  than 
20 
25 
53 cNitex  35 
59.03  Bonded fibre fabrics, similar bonded yam fabrics, and articles of such fabncs, whether or not 
impregnated or coated: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Bonded fibre fabrics and somolar bonded yarn fabncs, on  the piece or somply cut to 
rectangular shape, flocked  18 
ex 59.08 
ex 59.12 
ex 70.06 
- Bonded  fobre  fabrics  and simolar  bonded yarn fabrics,  m the  poece  or somply  cut 
to  rectangular  shape,  weoghong  not  less  than  17  g  per  m2  and  not  more  than 
80 g perm'  20 
Texule  fabrics  impregnated,  coated, covered  or lammated  woth  preparanons of cellulose 
derovauves or of other artofocoal plasnc matenals: 
- Unimpregnated, flocked with polyvinyl chlonde 
- Unompregnated, other than textile-faced flocked with preparations of cellulose derivatives 
35 
or of other artificial plastic matenals with the exception of polyurethane  35 
Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated or coated; painted canvas being theatrical scenery, studio 
back-cloths or the hke: 
- Flocked 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including flashed or wired glass), in rectangles, surface 
ground or polished, but not further worked: 
- Float glass, not being wired glass, other than ground but not further worked, more than 
35 
2 mm  and not more than 10 mm in thickness  35 
70.08  Safety glass consisting of toughened or laminated glass, shaped or not: 
ex B.  Other: 
ex 70.13 
- Laminated glass for vehocles or boats 
Glassware (other than amcles falling within heading No 70.19) of a kind commonly used for 
table, k.otchen,  toilet or office purposes, for mdoor decoration, or for similar uses: 
- Of soda glass gathered mechanocally,  other than cut or otherwose  decorated  drinking 
glasses, sterihzing bottles and artocles of toughened glass: 
- Of coloured, matt, engraved, insated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, 
or of  moulded glass with hollows or protrudmg parts, excludong glassware woth a Simple 
20 
mark or engraved mscnption or with a matt area mtended for engraving  35 
-Other  10 
73.38  Articles of a kind commonly used for domesnc purposes, sanitary ware for indoor use, and parts 
of such articles and ware, of oron or steel; oron or steel  wool; pot scourers and scourmg or 
pohshing pads, gloves and the hke, or iron or steel: 
B.  Other: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Bathtubs, of sheers or plates of iron or steel not more than 3 mm in thockness, 
enamelled  30 - 173  -
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74.03  Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections, of copper: copper wire: 
exB. Other: 
ex 83.01 
- Bars and rods of round cross-section, of unalloyed copper, coiled 
- Wire of round cross-section, of unalloyed copper 
Locks and padlocks (key, combination or electrically operated}, and pans thereof, of base 
metal; frames incorporating locks, for handbags, trunks or the like and pans of such frames, of 
base metal; keys for any of the foregoing anicles, of base metal: 
- Lock cases," cylinders and springs, caniers and cams, obtained by sintering 
84.10  Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whether or not fitted  with 
measuring devices; liquid elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band and similar kinds: 
B.  Other pumps: 
II.  Other: 
ex a}  Pumps: 
- Centrifugal pumps, submersible, other than metering pumps 
84.12  Air conditioning machines, self-contained, comprising a motor-dnven fan and elements for 
changing the temperature and humidity of air: 
exB.  Other: 
- Other than pans 
84.15  Refrigerators and refrigerating equipment (electrical and other}: 
C.  Other: 
ex  I.  Refrigerators of a capacity of more than 340 litres: 
- Weighing more than 200 kg each, excluding pans 
ex II.  Other: 
- Refrigerators and deep-freeze storage units of  the chest or cabinet type, weighing 
20 
20 
20 
30 
20 
20 
not more than 200 kg each, excluding pans  20 
ex 84.20  We1ghing  machinery  (excluding  balances  of a  sensitiVIty  of 5  cg  or  better)  including 
weight-operated counting and checking machines; weighing machine weights of all kmds: 
- Electronic hopper scales or scales for discharging a pre-determined weight of  material into a 
bag  or container  and other electronic  instruments  weighing  out a  constant  amount, 
programmable, excluding pans  20 
- Electronic machines for weighing and labelling pre-packed products, excluding pans  20 
- Electronic weighbridges with capacities over 5 000 kg, excluding parts  20 
- Electronic shop scales with digital display, excluding parts  20 
- Electronic weighing machines and platforms, with digital display, other than personal 
weighing scales, excluding pans  20 
84.41  Sewing  machines;  furniture  specially  designed  for  sewmg  machines;  sewing  machine 
needles: 
ex 84.42 
A.  Sewing machines: furniture specially designed for sewing machines: 
ex III.  Parts; furniture specially designed for sewing machines: 
- Sewing machine parts, obtained by sintering 
Machinery (other than sewing machines) for preparing, tanning or workmg hides, skins or 
leather (including boot and shoe machinery): 
- Press-cutters for hides, skins, furskins or leather, excluding pans 
20 
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84.5  3  Automatic data·processmg machmes and units thereof; magnetic or optical readers, machmes 
for transcnbing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing such data, not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Integrated operational digital units comprismg, as a set, at least one central umt and 
one  input  and  output  umt,  for  use  in  indusmal  systems  for  production  and 
distribution and use of eleancal energy  20 
- Modulator/demodulator (Modem) units for data transmiSSIOn  20 
84.59  Machines and mechanical apphances, havmg md1vidual funct1ons, not falling w1thm any other 
headmg of this Chapter: 
E.  Other: 
ex II.  Other machmes and mechamcal appliances: 
- Injection mouldmg machmes, extrusion moulding machmes, gnnders and blow 
mouldmg machmes, for the rubber and artif1c1al  plastics industry  20 
ex 84.62  Ball, roller or needle roller bearmgs: 
- Rings for bearings, obtamed b) sintenng, intended for cycles 
84.63  T ransm1ssion  shafts,  cranks,  beanng  housings,  plam  shaft  beanngs,  gears  and  gearing 
(mcludmg fncnon gears and gear-boxes and other variable speed gears), flywheels, pulleys and 
pulley  blocks, clutches and shaft couphngs: 
B.  Other: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Plam shaft beanngs, obtamed by  smtering: 
- We1ghmg  not more than 500 g each 
- For gears, self-lubncatmg, of bronze or 1ron 
85.01  Electrical goods of the following descnpt10ns; generators, motors, converters (rotary or stanc), 
transformers, rectifiers and recnfymg apparatus, mductors: 
B.  Other machmes and apparatus: 
I.  Generators, motors (whether or not eqUipped  with  speed  reducing,  changing or 
Step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
ex b)  Other: 
- Generating sets w1th internal combusnon engmes, of an output of  not more 
than 750 kVA, mcludmg sets whose performance IS not expressed m kW 
20 
20 
20 
or kVA, weighmg more than 100 kg each  20 
- AC generators, we1ghmg more than 100 kg each and of an output of not 
more than 750 kVA  20 
- DC motors and generators, weighing more than 100 kg each, excludmg 
morors and other generators whose performance IS  not expressed m kW 
or kVA  25 
- Rotary converters, we•ghing more than 100 kg each  20 
ex II.  Transformers, static converters, recnfiers and rect1fymg apparatus; inductors: 
- StatiC converters, we1ghmg more than 100 kg each, and rectifiers and rectifymg 
apparatus, other than speCially deSigned for  weldmg  30 
- Three-phase transformers, without hqUJd dielecmc, of an output of not less than 
50 kVA and not more than 2 500 kVA  35 
85.04  Electric accumulators: 
B.  Other: 
ex II. Other accumulators: 
- Nickel-cadmium accumulators not hermencally closed  20 - 175  -
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85.12  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immers1on heaters; electric soil  heating 
apparatus and electric space heanng apparatus; elecmc hair dressing appliances (for example, 
ha1r dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters) and electric smoothing irons; electro-thermic 
domestic appliances; electric heating resistors, other than those of carbon: 
ex C.  Electric hair dressing appliances (for example, hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong 
heaters): 
- Hair driers, excluding drying hoods 
85.13  Electrical  line "telephonic and telegraphic  apparatus (including such  apparatus for  carrier· 
current hne systems): 
ex B.  Other: 
- Automanc electromc telephone sets, excluding parts thereof 
85.15  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  radio· 
broadcasting  and  televisiOn  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  (including  receivers 
incorporatmg sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; rad1o navigational aid 
apparatus, radar apparatus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephomc  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  radiO· 
broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus (mcluding  receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras: 
I.  Transmitters: 
exb)  Other: 
- Using the HF and MF bands 
II.  Transmitter·receivers: 
ex b)  Other: 
- Using the VHF band 
- Porrable mounts for VHF transmitter·receivers 
III.  Receivers, whether or not incorporating sound recorders or reproducers: 
b)  Other: 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic receivers usmg the VLF, LF, MF 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
and HF bands  20 
ex 85.16  Electric traff1c control equipment for rallways, roads or inland waterways and equ1pment used 
for similar purposes in porr installations or upon airfields: 
- Excluding equipment for railways and pam 
85.17  Electric sound or visual signalling apparatus (such as bells, sirens, indicator panels, burglar and 
fire alarms), other than those of heading No 85.09 or 85.16: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Excludmg burglar, fire and similar alarms and pans 
85.19  Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of electncal 
c1rcuits, or for making connections to or in electrical arcu1ts (for example, switches, relays, 
fuses, lightnmg arresters, surge suppressors, plugs,lampholders and junction boxes); resistors, 
fixed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than  heatmg resistors;  printed circuits; 
switchboards (other than'telephone switchboards) and control panels: 
ex A.  Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of 
electncal circuits or for making connections to or m electrical circuits: 
- For industnal applications, other than apparatus for making connections in electrical 
cirCUitS: 
- Rated at 1 000 V or more: 
- Make-and-break  and  isolating  switches,  including  switches  for  breaking 
20 
20 
circuits under load, rated at not less than 1 kV but less than 60 kV  35 
- Fuses rated at not less than 6 k  V and up to and including 36 k  V, of the HT 
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85.19 
(cont'd) 
ex A.  - Rated at less than 1 000 V: 
- NH-type fuses 
- Swnches from  63  A up to 1 000 A,  three- or four-pole, double breaking 
35 
35 
ex D.  Switchboard and control panels: 
- Fined with apparatus and instruments: 
- For industrial apphcauons other than for  telecommunicauons and instrument 
applications: 
- Not less  than 1 000 V, including removable cells With  switches or Circuit 
breakers for metal clad transformers  25 
- 1 000 V or less  25 
85.23  Insulated  (mcluding  enamelled  or anod1zed)  electnc  wire,  cable,  bars,  stnp and  the  hke 
(mcludmg co-axial cable), whether or not fnted With  connectors: 
ex B.  Other: 
- Wires  and  cables  for  power distribution  rated  at 60 kV  or less,  not  ready  for 
COnnectors  tO  be  htted  Or  already  prOVIded  With  connectors,  InSUlated  with 
polyethylene, excludmg wmding wire  20 
- Copper windmg wire,lacquered, varmshed or enamelled, of a diameter of 0,40 mm 
or more but not more than 1,20 mm  (class F, grades I and II)  20 
87.02  Motor  vehicles  for  the  transport of persons,  goods  or  materials  (mcluding sports  motor 
vehtcles, other than those of headmg No 87.09): 
A.  For  the  transport  of  persons,  mcluding  vehicles  destgned  for  the  transport  of  both 
passengers and goods: 
I.  W1th  etther a spark ignition or a compresston 1gninon engme: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Wnh four-wheel dr1ve, a ground clearance of more than 205 mm, an unladen 
wetght of more than 1 350 kg and less than 1 900 kg, a total laden wetght of 
1 950 kg or more and less than 3 600 kg, a spark 1gnmon engine of a cyhnder 
capacity of more than 1 560 cm 1 and less than 2 900 em 1 or a compresSIOn 
1gniuon engine of a cyhnder capacity of more than 1 980 em' and less than 
2 500 em'  20 
B.  For the transport of goods or materials: 
II.  Other: 
a)  W1th  either a spark ignmon or a compressiOn ignition engme: 
1.  Motor lorries with.s::ither a spark 1gnmon engine of a cyhnder capaoty of 2 800 
em' or more or a compress1on Ignition engme of a cyhnder capacity of 2 500 em' 
or more: 
ex bb)  Other: 
- Wtth four-wheel drive, a ground clearance of more than 205 mm, an 
unladen we1ght of more than 1 350 kg and less than 1 900 kg, a total 
laden weight of 1 950 kg or more and less than 3 600 kg, a spark 
1gnmon engme of a cylinder capaCity  of less than 2 900 em'  20 
2.  Other: 
ex bb)  Other: 
- With four-wheel drive, ground clearance of more than 205 mm, an 
unladen weight of more than 1 350 kg and less than 1 900 kg, a total 
laden weight of 1 950 kg or more and less than 3 600 kg,  a spark 
1gnmon engine of a cyhnder capacity of more than 1 560 m' and less 
than 2 900 em' or a compression igmtion engme of  a cylinder capacity 
or more than 1 980 em' and less than 2 500 em 1  20 
87.06  Parts  and  accessones  of  the  motor  vehicles  falhng  wtthm  headmg  No  87.01,  87.02  or 
87.03: 
B.  Other: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Pmons and rod gUides for shock absorbers. obtamed by smtering  20 1. 9. 87 
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B.  ex II.  - Parts and accessories, obtained by  smtering, other than parts and accessories 
for bodies, complete gearboxes, complete rear-axles with differentials, wheels, 
parts of wheels  and wheel  accessories,  non-driving axles  and disc-brake pad 
assemblies 
- Wheel-balancing weights 
87.12  Parts and accessories of articles falling within heading No 87.09, 87.10 or 87.11: 
ex B.  Other: 
ex 90.17 
- Toothed wheels, obtained by sintermg 
Medical, dental, surgical and veterinary instruments and appliances (mcluding electro-medical 
apparatus and ophthalmic msuuments): 
- Syringes of plastic materials 
90.28  Electrical  measuring,  checking,  analysing  or  automatically  controlling  instruments  and 
apparatus: 
A.  Electronic instruments and apparatus: 
II.  Other: 
ex b)  Other: 
No L 250/85 
Basic duty 
(%) 
20 
20 
20 
20 
- Regulators  20 
- Checking  and  automatically  controlling  instruments  used  in  industrial 
systems for the generation, distribution and use of electric power  20 
B.  Other: 
exll.  Other: 
- Regulators  20 - 178  -
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List provided for in Anicle 16 (2) 
Customs duroes 
CCT  Desalpnon  headmg No  Fiscal  Protecr1ve 
component  component 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
A.  Liquonce extract containing .more than 10% by  weight of sucrose  but not 
contammg other added substances  5 Esc/kg  12 Esc/kg 
21.03  Mustard flour and prepared mustard: 
A.  Mustard flour, in  immediate paclungs  13%  22% 
B.  Prepared mustard  13%  22% 
22.08  Ethyl alcohol or neutral sptrits, undenatured, of an alcohohc strength of 80% vol or 
higher;  denatured  spirits  (mcludmg  ethyl  alcohol  and  neutral  spirits)  of any 
strength: 
ex B.  Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of  an alcoholic strength of  80% 
vol or higher, in contamers holdmg: 
- Two htres or less  280 Esc per  2 190 Esc 
hl of pure  per hl of 
alcohol  pure alcohol 
- More than rwo htres  214 Esc per  2 256 Esc 
hl of pure  per hl of 
alcohol  pure alcohol 
24.02  ManufaCtured tobacco; tobacco eXtracts and essences: 
A.  Ctgarettes  180 Esc/kg  Free 
ex B.  Cigars: 
- With outer-wrapper leaf in tobacco  200 Esc/kg  Free 
ex C.  Smoking tobacco: 
- Shredded tobacco  170 Esc/kg  Free 
ex D.  Chewing tobacco and snuff: 
- Shredded tobacco  170 Esc/kg  Free 
ex E.  Other, including agglomerated tobacco in the form of sheets or strip: 
- Shredded tobacco  170 Esc/kg  Free 1. 9. 87 
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applicable to all the countries except Turkey 
Descraptlon 
No L 250187 
Basic duty 
(fixed components) 
(%) 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.  Chewmg gum contaming by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Less than 60% 
II.  60% or more 
C.  White chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containmg less than 1  ,5 % by we1ght of such fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
80,43 
79,33 
79,09 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  82,24 
b)  Contaimng by weight of sucrose (mcluding mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less than 30%  87,26 
2.  30% or more but less than 40%  78,35 
3.  40% or more but less than 50%: 
aa)  Contammg no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less than 60% 
5.  60% or more but less than 70% 
6.  70% or more but less than 80% 
7.  80% or more but less than 90% 
8.  90% or more 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
84,21 
81,73 
69,63 
76,92 
86,37 
68,25 
92,36 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  60,05 
b)  Containing by weight of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less than 30%  71,11 
2.  30% or more but less than 50%  72,69 
3.  50% or more but less than 70%  64,09 
4.  70% or more  69,80 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations contaming cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherwise sweetened than by the addition of sucrose, containing by weight of 
sucrose: 
I.  Less than 65% 
II.  65 % or more but less than 80% 
III.  80% or more 
B.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3% by we1ght of such fats 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
51,14 
46,69 
14,00 
43,23 
a)  3 % or more but less than 7%  45,57 
b)  7% or more  35,66 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled; sugar confectionery and substitutes therefor 
made &om sugar substitution products, containing cocoa: 
I.  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of  sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose)  50,19 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5% by weight of such fats and containing 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): No L 250/88 
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C.  II.  a)  1.  Less than 50% 
2.  SO%  or more 
b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  1,5 % or more but less than 3% 
2.  3% or more but less than 4,5% 
3.  4,5% or more but less than 6% 
4.  6%ormore 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no m1lkfats or contammg less than 1,5 % by we1ght of such fats: 
a)  In immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or Jess 
b)  Other 
II.  Containing by weight of nulkfats: 
a)  1,5% or more but not more than 6,5%: 
1.  In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
b)  More than 6,5% but less than 26%: 
1.  In immediate packings of a net capacity of SOO g or less 
2.  Other 
c)  26% or more: 
1.  In immediate packmgs of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
1. 9. 87 
BasiC duty 
(f1xed components) 
(%) 
56,23 
54,91 
49,28 
53,36 
53,86 
48,28 
46,78 
33,04 
44,93 
44,93 
14,00 
14,00 
33,04 
33,04 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used as infant food or for 
dietetic or culinary purposes, contaming less than SO%  by weight of cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  W11h  a dry extract content of 90% or more by weight 
II.  Other 
11,00 
11,00 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing malt extract and not less than 30% by weight of reducing sugars (expressed as 
maltose)  12,00 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
1.  Containing less than 14% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Containmg by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
11.  S% or more but less than 60%  12,00 
22.  60% or more  12,00 
2.  Containing 14% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
inven sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Other  12,00 
3.  Contaming 32% or more but less than 45% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  31,55 
bb)  Other  31,55 1. 9.  87 
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19.02  B.  II.  a)  4.  Contaimng 45 'Yo  or more but less than 65 'Yo  by  weight of starch: 
(cont'd)  aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5  'Yo  by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
5.  Contammg 65 'Yo  or more but less than 80 'Yo  by  weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or contammg less than 5 'Yo  by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
12,00 
12,00 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,58 
bb)  Other  19,82 
6.  Containing 80 o/o  or more but less than 85 o/o  by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contammg no sucrose or contaming less than 5 o/o  by we1ght of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  20,92 
bb)  Other  13,65 
7.  Containing 85 o/o  or more by  we1ght of starch  16,57 
b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  I ,5 'Yo  or more but less than 5 o/o 
2.  5% or more 
13,00 
15,62 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and Similar products: 
19.04 
A.  Containing eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contaming no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
Tapioca and sago; tap1oca and sago substitutes obtamed from potato or other starches 
19.05  Prepared foods obtained by  the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products (puffed nee, corn 
flakes and similar products): 
A.  Obtained from  maize 
B.  Obtained from nee 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, sh1ps' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares, not contaming added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
cheese or fru1t; communion wafers, cachets of a kmd SUitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, 
r1ce paper and Similar products: 
36,96 
35,82 
35,00 
0,00 
63,85 
0,00 
0,00 
A.  Crispbread  12,63 
B.  Matzos  0,00 
C.  Commumon wafers, cachets of a kind SUitable for pharmaceutical use, seahng wafers, r1ce paper 
and sim1lar products  0,00 
D.  Other, containing by we1ght of starch: 
I.  Less than 50  o/o  35,00 
II.  50% or more  5,57 
19.08  Pastry,  biscuits,  cakes  and  other  fine  bakers'  wares,  whether  or  not  contammg  cocoa  in  any 
proportion: 
A.  Gingerbread and the  hke, containing by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
I.  Less than 30% 
II.  30% or more but less than 50% 
III.  5!1%  or more 
82,95 
81,87 
77,11 No L 250/90 
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19.08  B.  Other: 
(cont'd) 
I.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch, and containmg by wetght 
of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70"/o  79,44 
b)  70% or more  70,97 
II.  Containing 5% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (tncluding tnvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  8  8 ,96 
b)  Containing 5 % or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or contaimng less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  81,02 
2.  Other  69,82 
c)  Containing 30% or more but less than 40% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no milkfats or contammg less than 1,5% by wetght of such fats  79,45 
2.  Other  68,26 
d)  Containing 40% or more  by  wetght  of sucrose  (iricludmg  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no mtlkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
Ill.  Containing 32% or more but less than SO%  by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (tndudmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less man 1,5% by wetght of such fats 
2.  Other 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less than 20% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaimng no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
c)  Containing  20%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (indudtng  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
IV.  Containang SO%  or more but less than 65% by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contatmng less than S% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containang less than 1,5% by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing  5%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
77,09 
65,89 
73,78 
47,93 
79,45 
68,86 
75,73 
67,68 
74,64 
65,52 
73,76 
62,38 1. 9.  87 
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19.08  B.  V.  Containing 65% or more by weight of starch: 
(cont'd)  a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose) 
b)  Other 
21.02  Extracts, essences  or concentrates, of coffee,  tea or mate  and preparations with  a basis of those 
extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof: 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  ExtractS, essences and concentrates of roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
21.06  Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I. Maize 
II.  Rice 
III.  Other 
B.  Ravioli, macaroni, spagherti and similar products, not stuffed, cooked; the foregoing preparations, 
stuffed, whether or not cooked: 
I.  Not stuffed, cooked: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
C.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3% by weight of such fats 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  3% or more but less than 7% 
b)  7% or more 
D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared milk, in powder form, for use as infants' food or for dietetic or culinary 
purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
a)  In powder form, containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1 ,S% 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5_% 
2.  1  ,5% or more but less than 4% 
3.  4% or more 
II.  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Less  than  1 ,S%  and  containing  by  weight  of milk  proteans  (nitrogen  content  x 
6,38): 
1.  Less than 40% 
2.  40% or more but less than 55% 
No L 250/91 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
71,60 
71,71 
11,00 
27,52 
0,00 
19,18 
0,00 
11,00 
0,00 
70,21 
70,86 
81,46 
64,96 
11,00 
14,50 
17,45 
0,00 
0,00 
15,34 
7,10 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 No L 250/92 
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D.  II.  a)  3.  55% or more but less than 70%  0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
4.  70% or more 
b)  1,5% or more 
E.  Cheese fondues  0,00 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcluding 1nvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Contaimng by  weight of starch: 
aa)  S% or more but less  than 32%  86,35 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45%  84,69 
cc)  45% or more  75,59 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 15% by we1ght of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or conta1nmg less than 5% by  weight of starch  87,69 
2.  Containmg by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  84,15 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45%  81,31 
cc)  45% or more  71,36 
c)  Contammg 15% or more but less than 30% by we1ght of sucrose (1ncludmg invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  86,66 
2.  Containmg by  we1ght of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  78,91 
bb) 31% or more but less than 45%  77,38 
cc)  45% or more  75,12 
d)  Conta1nmg 30% or more but less than 50% by we1ght of sucrose (Including mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1  .  Containing no starch or contammg less  than 5% by  we1ght of starch  80,26 
2.  Containing by  we1ght of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 31%  85,01 
bb) 31% or more  78,61 
e)  Containing 50% or more but less than 85% by we1ght of sucrose (Including mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containmg less than 5% by  we1ght of starch  7  5,14 
2.  Other  79,37 
f)  Contammg 85% or more by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg 1nvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  75,61 
II.  Containing 1,5% or more but less than 6% by  we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of  sucrose (includ1ng Invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or containmg less than 5 %  by  we1ghr  of starch  71,13 
2.  Containing by we1ght of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 31%  53,41 
bb) 31% or more but less than 45%  45,54 
cc)  45% or more  46,43 1. 9. 87 
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G.  II.  b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contammg less than 5% by we1ght of starch 
2.  Contaming by we1ght of starch: 
No L 250/93 
Bas•c duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
54,43 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  45,78 
bb) 32% or more  41,31 
c)  Contammg 15% or more but less than 30% by weight of sucrose (including inv«rt sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or containmg less than 5% by weight of starch  64,55 
2.  Contammg by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more 
d)  Containing 30% or more but less than 50% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
64,00 
56,72 
1.  Contammg no starch or containmg less than 5% by weight of starch  67,58 
2.  Other  56,64 
e)  Contaming 50% or more by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  67,25 
III.  Containing 6% or more but less than 12% by we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containmg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or contaimng less than 5% by  weight of starch  61,46 
2.  Contammg by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less  than 32%  77,79 
bb) 32% or more  60,10 
b)  Contaming 5 % or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than 5% by  weight of starch  61,05 
2.  Other  35,00 
c)  Contammg 15% or more but less than 30% by we1ght of  sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by we1ght of starch  58,85 
2.  Other  52,59 
d)  Con  taming 30% or more but less than 50% by we1ght of  sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or containmg less than 5% by weight of starch  68,64 
2.  Other  35,00 
e)  Containing 50% or more by  weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  48 ,25 
IV.  Contaming 12% or more but less than 18% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of  sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contaimng 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
70,22 
68,88 No L 250194 
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G.  IV.  b)  1.  Contammg no starch or contaming less  than 5% by  wetght of starch 
1.  9. 87 
Bas1c  dur~ 
(fl\.ed component' 
(%) 
74.01 
2.  Other  43,27 
c)  Containing 15% or more  by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg mvert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  57,04 
V.  Contaming 18% or more but less than 26% by  wetght of mtlkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5% by wetghr of  sucrose (mdudmg mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no starch or containmg less than 5% b)  wetghr of starch  54,55 
2.  Other  46,1 S 
b)  Con  taming 5% or more  b~ wetght  of sucrose  (includmg  mverr  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  3  7,24 
VI.  Contammg 26% or more bur less than 45% by  wetghr of mtlkfats: 
a)  Contammg no sucro~e or contaimng less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (tndudmg tm·ert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Containmg no starch or contammg less  than  S% b)  wetght of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 25% by wetght of sucrose (mcludmg tnvert sugar 
npressed as sucrose): 
46.41 
48,00 
1.  Contammg no starch or containing less than 5% b)  wetght of starch  58,96 
2.  Other  35.00 
c)  Contaimng 25% or more  by  wetght of sucrose (mcludmg  mvert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose)  35.00 
VII  Contaming 45% or more but less  than 65% by  wetghr of mtlkfats: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contatntng less than 5% b}  wetghr of sucrose (mcludmg mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Contatnmg no starch or contammg less  than 5% b)  wetghr of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contammg 5% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (tncluding  tnvert  sugar expressed  as 
sucrose): 
I.  Contammg no  ~rarch or contammg less  than 5% by  wetghr of starch 
2.  Other 
VIII.  Containmg 65% or more but less than 85% by  weight of mtlkfats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containmg less than 5% b' \\etght of sucrose (mcludmg 11'1\ert 
35,00 
35,00 
35,00 
3;,oo 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  35 ,UU 
b)  Other  35,00 
IX.  Contammg 85% or more by  wetght of milkfats  35,00 
22.02  Lemonade, lla\oured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters, and other non-alcohohc beverages, not 
mcludmg frutt and vegetable JUICes  fallmg wtthm headmg No 20.'07: 
B.  Other, contammg b)  wetght of mtlkfats: 
I.  Less than 0,2%  13,77 
II.  0,2% or more but less  than 2%  13.7-
Ill.  2% or more  13,77 1. 9.  87 
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Description 
29.04  Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II.  o-Mannitol (mannitol) 
Ill.  o-Glucttol (sorbttol): 
a)  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  Containing  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  D·manmtol,  calculated  on  the  o-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
b)  Other: 
1.  Containing  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  o-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  o-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextrins and dextnn glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextnns; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from  dextnn or from starch, contatmng by  wetght of those matenals: 
I.  Less than 25 %: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
II.  25% or more but less than 55%: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
Ill.  55% or more but less  than 80%: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
IV.  80% or more: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
38.12  Prepared glazings, prepared dressmgs and prepared mordants, of a kind used in the texttle, paper, 
leather or ltke tndustnes: 
A.  Prepared glazings and prepared dressmgs: 
I.  With a basts of amylaceous substances, contaimng by  wetght of those substances: 
a)  Le~~ than 55% 
h)  55 %  or more but less than 70% 
c)  70% or more but less than 83% 
d)  83% or more 
38.19  Chemical products and preparations of the chemical or alhed mdustrtes (mcludmg those consisting of 
mixtures of  natural products), not elsewhere specified or mcluded; rest dual products of the chemical or 
allied industries, not elsewhere spectfted or included: 
T.  o-Glucitol (sorbttol) other than that falhng withm subheadmg 29.04 C III: 
I.  In aqueous solution: 
a)  Contaming 2% or less by  wetght of D-mannitol, calculated on the o-glucitol content 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaimng 2% or less by  wetght of D-manmtol, calculated on the o-glucttol content 
b)  Other 
No L 250/95 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
19,69 
0,00 
26,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
0,(10 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 No L 250/96 
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List provided for in Article 18 applicable to Turkey 
Description 
1. 9. 87 
Bas1c dury 
(f1xed component) 
(%) 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.  Chewmg gum contammg by wetght of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Less  than 60% 
II.  60% or more 
C.  Whne chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contaimng no milkfats or contammg less  than 1,5% by  we1ght of such  fats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding invert 
80,43 
79,33 
79,09 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  8  2,2  4 
b)  Contaimng by  we1ght of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less  than 30% 
2.  30% or more but less than 40 % 
3.  40% or more but less  than 50%: 
aa)  Contammg no starch 
bb)  Other 
4_  50% or more but less than 60% 
5.  60% or more but less than 70 % 
6.  70% or more but less  than 80% 
7.  80% or more but less than 90% 
8.  90% or more 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (includmg invert 
87,26 
78,35 
84,21 
81,73 
69,63 
76,92 
86,37 
68,25 
92,36 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  60,05 
b)  Contammg by  we1ght  of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5% or more but less than 30%  71,11 
2.  30% or more but less than 50%  72,69 
3.  50% or more but less than 70%  64,09 
4.  70% or more  69,80 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations contaimng cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherw1se sweetened than by the addmon of sucrose, contaming by wetght of 
sucrose: 
I.  Less than 65% 
II.  65% or more but less  than 80% 
III.  80% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not ftlled; sugar confectionery and substitutes therefor 
made from sugar substitution products, contammg cocoa: 
I.  Contammg no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar 
51,14 
46,69 
17,00 
expressed as sucrose)  50,19 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaming no m1lkfars or contammg less rhan 1,5% by we1ght of such fats and contaimng 
by  we1ght of sucrose (including mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less  than 50% 
2.  50% or more 
56,23 
54,91 1. 9.  87 
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No L 250/97 
Bas1c dury 
(f.xed component) 
(%) 
18.06  C.  II.  b)  Containing by weight of m1lkfats: 
(cont'd)  1  .  1 ,5 % or more but less than 3 % 
2.  3% or more but less than 4,5% 
3.  4,5% or more but less than 6% 
4.  6% or more 
49,28 
53,36 
53,86 
48,28 
19.02  Malt extract, preparanons of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kmd used as mfant food or for 
dreteuc or cuhnary purposes, containing less than 50% by we1ght of cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  With a dry extract content of 90% or more by weight 
II.  Other 
11,00 
11,00 
B.  Other: 
I.  Containing malt extract and not less  than 30% by  werght of reducing sugars (expressed as 
maltose)  12,00 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by we1ght of such fats: 
1.  Contaimng less than 14% by  weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Contaming by  wetght of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
11.  5% or more but less than 60%  12,00 
22.  60% or more  12,00 
2.  Containing 14% or more but less than 32% by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Other  12,00 
3.  Contaming 32% or more but less than 45% weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or containmg less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  31,55 
bb)  Other  31 ,55 
4.  Containing 45% or more but less than 65% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containmg no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Other  12,00 
5.  Containing 65% or more but less than 80% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose or containing less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,58 
bb)  Other  19,82 
6.  Containing 80% or more but less than 85% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  20,92 
bb)  Other  13,65 
7.  Containing 85% or more by weight of starch  16,57 No L 250/98 
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19.02  B.  II.  b)  Containing by  weoght of milkfats: 
(cont'd)  1.  1,5% or more but less than 5% 
2.  5% or more 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products: 
A.  Contammg eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contaoning no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
ex 19.04  Tapioca and sago; tapooca and sago substitutes obtamed from potato or other starches: 
-Other 
19.05  Prepared foods obtamed by  the swelhng or roastong of cereals or cereal products (puffed nee, corn 
flakes and somilar products): 
A.  Obtaoned from  maoze 
B.  Obtaoned from rice 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, shops' boscuots and other ordonary bakers' wares, not contaomng added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
cheese or fruot; communwn v.afers, cachets of a kond suorable for pharmaceuroc.al use, seahng wafers, 
nee paper and somolar  products: 
l. 9.  87 
8o<1c duty 
(  fo•ed  component) 
(%) 
13,00 
15,62 
38,00 
38,00 
38,00 
2,00 
63,85 
0,00 
0,00 
A.  Crospbredd  12,63 
B.  Matzos  0,00 
C.  Communion wafers, cachets of a kond suorable for pharmaceutical use, seahng wafers, rice paper 
and somolar products  0,00 
D.  Other, contaoning by  weoght of starch: 
I.  Less than 50%  35,00 
II.  50% or more  5,57 
19.08  Pastry,  boscuits,  cakes  and  other  fone  bakers'  wares,  whether  or  not  containing  cocoa  in  any 
propornon: 
A.  Gmgerbread and the Joke,  contaomng by weoght  of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
I.  Less than 30% 
II.  30% or more but less than 50% 
Ill.  50% or more 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contamong no starcl- or contamong less than 5% by weight of starch, and containing b) weoght 
of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70% 
b)  70% or more 
II.  Contdinong 5% or more but less than 32% by  weoght  of starch: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by  weoght  of sucrose (mcludmg mvert 
82,95 
81,87 
77,11 
79,44 
70,'17 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  88,96 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 30% by  wetght of sucrose (oncluding mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaimng no molkfats or contaomng less than 1,5% by  weoght of such fats  81,02 
2.  Other  69,82 1. 9.  87 
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Descrapnon 
B.  II.  c)  Contammg 30% or more but less than 40% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg mven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
No L 150/99 
BaSic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
l. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such  fats  79,45 
2.  Other  68,26 
d)  Contammg 40%  or more  by  we1ght  of sucrose  (includmg  mven  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contaimng no m1lkfats or containing less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  77,09 
2.  Other  65,89 
Ill.  Contaming 32% or more but less than 50% by  we1ght of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
l. Containing no milkfats or contaming less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  73,78 
2.  Other  47,93 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 20% by weight of sucrose (including inven sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or con taming less than l ,5% by we1ght of such fats  79,45 
2.  Other  68,86 
c)  Containing 20%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  :including  mvert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than  l ,5 %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
IV.  Containing 50% or more but less than 65% by weiglu of starch: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containing less than 5%  ~Y weight of sucrose (including inven 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
75,73 
67,68 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than  l ,5% by weight of such fats  74,64 
2.  Other  65,52 
b)  Contaimng  5%  or more  by  weight  of sucrose  :including  inven sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
l. Containmg no milkfats or contammg less than 1,5% by weight of such fats  73,76 
2.  Other  62,38 
V.  Containing 65% or more by weight of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including inven 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  71,60 
b)  Other  71,71 
21.02  Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a  bas1s  of those 
extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof: 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  EXtracts, essences and concentrates of roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes 
II.  Other 
21.06  Naturlll yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
11,00 
27,52 
0,00 
19,18 - 192  -
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21.07  Food preparanons not elsewhere specif1ed or mcluded. 
A.  Cereals m grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherw1se prepared: 
I.  Maize 
II.  RICe 
III.  Other 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other 
Contaming no m1lkfats or containing les• than 1,5% by  we1ght of such fats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by we1ght of sucrose (includmg mvert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
2.  Contammg by  we1ght of starch: 
ex aa)  5% or more but less than 32%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumpnon, otherwise prepared or preserved 
3,00 
14,00 
2,00 
6,50 
than b}  .addmg sugar or syrup  86,35 
ex  bb; 32% or more but less than 45%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumpnon, otherwise prepared or preserved 
than b}  addmg sugar or S)'rup  84,69 
- 'Bulgur' wheat groats (pard~ hulled, coarsely ground gram, contammg a 
small  propornon of whole grams, heat treated (pre-cooked)  84,69 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- 'Bulgur' wheat groats (partly hulled, coarsely ground gram, contammg a 
small  propornon of whole grains, heat treated (pre-cooked)  7 5,59 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 15% by we1ght of sucrose (Including mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Contammg by  we1ght of starch: 
ex aa)  5% or more but less than 32%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumpnon, otherw1se prepared or preserved 
than by  addmg sugar or syrup  84,15 
ex bb)  32% or more but less than 45%: 
- Sweet potatoes for human consumption, otherwise prepared or preserved 
than by addmg sugar or syrup  81,31 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- Ground maize, pressure-cooked m water, with added malt extract, sugar 
and salt, dned, for use as an mtermediate product m the manufacture of 
corn flakes and hke products  71 ,36 
c)  Containing 15% or more but less than 30% by we1ght of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Contaimng by  weight of starch: 
ex cc)  45% or more: 
- Ground maize, pressure-cooked m water, with added malt extract, sugar 
and salt, dried, for use as an mterm"ed1ate product m the manufacture of 
corn flakes and hke products  75,12 
e)  Contaming 50 % or more but less than 85 % by we1ght of  sucrose (includmg invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
ex 1.  Contammg no starch or conrammg less than 5% by weight of starch: 
- Food preparanons cons1snng of natural honey ennched with royal Jell} 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Food preparations consisnng of natural honey ennched with royal jelly 
ex f)  Containing 85% or more by  we•ght  of sucrose (mclud1ng  invert  sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
- Food preparanons consisting of natural honey ennched wnh royal  jelly 
75,14 
79,37 
75,61 1. 9. 87 
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29.04  Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated dertvatives: 
C.  Polyhydnc alcohols: 
II.  D·Mannitol (mannitol) 
Ill.  o-Giucitol (sorbitol): 
a)  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  Contaimng  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  o-manmtol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucttol 
content 
2.  Other 
b)  Other: 
1.  Containing  2%  or  less  by  wetght  of D-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextrms and dextrin glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextrins; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from dextrm or from starch, contaming by weight of those materials: 
ex  I. Less than 25%: 
- Glues made from starch 
-Other 
ex  II.  25% or more but less than 50%: 
- Glues made from starch 
-Other 
ex Ill.  55% or more but less than 80%: 
- Glues made from  starch 
- Other 
ex IV.  80% or more: 
- Glues made from starch 
-Other 
38.12  Prepared glazmgs, prepared dressings and prepared mordants, of a kind used in the textile, paper, 
leather or like industries: 
A.  Prepared glazings and prepared dressings: 
I.  With a basts of amylaceous substances, containing by weight of those substances: 
a)  Less than 55% 
b)  55% or more but less than 70% 
c)  70% or more but less than 83% 
d)  83% or more 
38.19  Chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied industries (including those consisting of 
mixtures of natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; residual products of the chemical or 
allied industries, not elsewhere specified or included: 
T.  D-GluCJtol  (sorbitol) other than that falling wtthin subheading 29.04 C Ill: 
I.  In aqueous solution: 
a)  Containing 2% or less by weight' of D-mannitol, calculated on the D-glucitol content 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing 2% or less by weight of D-mannitol, calculated on the o-glucitol content 
b)  Other 
No L 250/101 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
19,69 
0,00 
26,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 No L 2501102 
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List provided for in Article 21  (1) 
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02.04  Other meat and ed1ble meat, offals, fresh, ch1lled or frozen: 
ex A.  Of domestic pigeons and domestic rabbits: 
- Of domestic rabbits 
08.11  Fruit provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur diox1de gas, m bnne, in sulphur water 
or  in  other  preservative  solutions),  but  unsuitable  m  that  state  for  immediate 
consumption: 
ex E.  Other: 
- Citrus fruit, finely  ground 
12.08  Ch1cory roots, fresh or dried, whole or cut, unroasted; locust beans, fresh or dr1ed, whether 
or not kibbled or ground, but not further prepared; fruit kernels and other vegetable products 
of a kind used pnmanly for human food, not falhng within any other head1ng 
20.05  Jams, fruit  jelhes,  marmalades, frull  purees and fruit pastes, bemg cooked preparations, 
whether or not conrammg added sugar: 
A.  Chestnut puree and paste: 
II.  Other 
B.  Jams and marmalades of citrus fruit: 
Ill.  Other 
C.  Other: 
Ill.  Other 
20.06  Fruit otherw•se prepared or preserved whether or not containing added sugar or spmt: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Not conrammg added sp!tll: 
a)  Conraming added sugar, in  immediate packmgs of a net capaCity of more than 
1 kg: 
2.  GrapefrUit segments 
ex 3.  Mandarins (including tangerines and satsumas); dementines, wilkmgs and 
other sim1lar citrus hybrads: 
- Finely ground 
ex 7.  Peaches and apricots: 
- Apricots 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, finely  ground 
ex 9.  Mixtures of fruit: 
- Frmt salad 
b)  Contaming added  sugar  m  Immediate  packmgs  of a  net  capacity  of  1  kg  or 
less: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex 3.  Mandarans (including tangerines and satsumas); demennnes, wllkings and 
other similar Citrus hybrids: 
- Fmely ground 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, fmely  ground 
ex 9.  Mixtures of fruit: 
- Fruit salad 
1. 9.  87 1. 9.  87 
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B.  II.  c)  Not contammg added sugar, m 1mmed1ate packings of a net capacity: 
1.  Of 4,5 kg or more: 
ex aa)  Apricots: 
- Apncot halves 
ex bb)  Peaches (including nectannes) and plums: 
- Peach halves (mcluding nectarine halves) 
ex dd)  Other fruits: 
- Grapefruit segments 
- Citrus fruit pulp 
- Cttrus fru1t,  fmely ground 
2.  Of less than 4,5 kg: 
ex bb)  Other fruits and mixtures of fruit: 
- Apncot halves and peach halves (including nectarme halves) 
- Grapefruit segments 
- Citrus frmt, finely  ground 
No L 250/103 
20.07  Fruit juices (includmg grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or not contaming added 
sugar, but unfermented and not containing spirit: 
CCT 
heading 
No 
12.08 
A.  Of a density exceeding 1,33 g/cm' at 20°C: 
III.  Other: 
ex a)  Of a value exceedmg 30 ECU per 100 kg  net weight: 
- Grapefruit jUice 
- Other citrus fruit juices, excluding orange and lemon JUICe 
ex b)  Other: 
- Grapefruit JUICe 
- Other citrus fruit JUICes,  excludmg orange and lemon jmce 
B.  Of a density of 1,33 g/cm' or less at 20°C: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg  net weight: 
1.  Orange JUice 
2.  Grapefruit jUice 
ex 3.  Lemon juice and other emus fruit ju1ces: 
- Other citrus fruit  ju1ces (excluding lemon juice) 
b)  Of a value of 30 ECU or less per 100 kg  net weight: 
1.  Orange juice 
2.  Grapefrmt JUice 
EGYPT~LEBANON 
Descnptton 
Ch1cory roots, fresh or dned, whole or cut, unroasted; locust beans, fresh or dried, whether 
or not kibbled or ground, but not further prepared; fruit kernels and other vesetable products 
of a kind used pnmarily for human food, not falling Within any other heading No L 250/104 
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JORDAN 
CCT 
headmg  Descnpnon 
No 
06.03  Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for  bouquets or for ornamental purposes, 
fresh, dned, bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared: 
CCT 
A.  Fresh: 
ex  I.  From ljune to 31  October: 
-Roses 
- Carnations 
ex II.  From 1 November to 31  May: 
-Roses 
- Camanons 
TUNISIA 
hndmg  Deswpuon 
No 
02.04  Other meat and edtble meat, offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A.  Of domestic pigeons and domestic rabbits: 
- Of demesne rabbtts 
06.02  Other hve plants, mcludmg trees. shrubs. bushes, roots, cumngs and shps: 
ex 0: Other: 
- Rose bushes, excludmg cumngs 
08.11  Fruit provisiOnally preserved (for example, by sulphur diox1de gas, m brine, m sulphur water 
or  in  other  preservanve  solunons),  but  unsuitable  m  that  state  for  tmmed1ate 
consumpnon: 
ex  E.  Other: 
- Citrus fru1t,  finely  ground 
12.08  Chteory roots, fresh or dned, whole or cut, unroasted; locust beans, fresh or dned, whether 
or not k1bbled or ground, but not further prepared; fruit kernels and other vegetable products 
of a kmd used pnmanly for  human food, not falling wtthm any other heading 
20.05  jams, fruu  jellies,  marmalades, fruit  purees and fru1t  pastes, bemg cooked preparations, 
whether or not contammg added sugar: 
A.  Chestnut puree and paste: 
II.  Other 
B.  Jams and marmalades of Citrus  fru1t: 
Ill.  Other 
C.  Other: 
Ill.  Other 
20.06  Fruit otherwtse prepared or preserved whether or not conta1mng added sugar or  sp~rit: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Not containing added spinr. 
a)  Contaming added sugar, m 1mmed1.1te  packmgs of a net Cdp.wty of more than 
1 kg: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex 3  Mandanns (mduding tangermes and •at•umas); clemenunes, w1lkmgs and 
other s1m1lar  Citrus h) bnds: 
- F1nely  ground 
1. 9.  87 1. 9.  87 
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Descnpuon 
B.  II.  a)  ex 7.  Peaches and aprtcots: 
- Apncots 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, finely ground 
ex 9.  Mixtures of frutt: 
- Fru1t salad 
No L 250/105 
b)  Contammg added sugar in  immed1ate  packmgs of a  net capactty of 1  kg  or 
less: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex 3.  Mandarms (includmg tangennes and satsumas); clementines, wilkmgs and 
other s1m1lar Citrus hybnds: 
- Finely ground 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, fmely  ground 
ex 9.  Mixtures of fruit: 
- Frutt salad 
c)  Not contammg added sugar, m 1mmed1ate packmgs of a net capacity: 
1.  Of 4,5 kg or more: 
ex aa)  Apr1cots: 
- Apncot halves 
- Apncot pulp 
ex bb) Peaches (mcludmg nectannes) and plums: 
- Peach  halves (mcludmg nectanne halves) 
ex dd) Other fruitS: 
- Grapefruit segments 
- C1trus fruit pulp 
- Citrus fruit,  finely  ground 
2.  Of less than 4,5 kg: 
ex bb)  Other fruits and mixtures of fru1t: 
- Apncot halves and peach halves (mcludmg nectarme halves) 
- Grapefruit segments 
- Citrus fruit, fmely  ground 
20.07  Frutt Jutces (mcludmg grape must) and vegetable JUICes,  whether or not contammg added 
sugar, but unfermented and not conta1mng spmt: 
A.  Of a dens1ty exceedmg 1,33 g/cm' at 20 °(: 
Ill.  Other: 
ex a)  Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg  net we1ght: 
- Grapefruit JUice 
- Other emus fruit JUices,  excludmg orange and lemon JUICe 
ex b)  Other: 
- Grapefruit JUICe 
- Other Citrus frUit  JUices,  excludmg orange and lemon JUICe 
B.  Of a density of 1,33 g/  em' or Je-, at 20 oc-
11.  Other: 
a)  Of a value exceedmg 30  EClJ per 100 kg net we1ght: 
1 .  Orange JUICe 
2.  Grapefruit JUICe 
ex 3.  Lemon JUICe  and other emus fruit  JUKe,· 
- Other clrtrus fruit JUices  (excludmg lemon  JUice) 
b)  Of a value of 30 ECU or less per  100 kg net we1ght: 
1.  Orange jutce 
2.  Grapefruit JUICe No L 250/106 
CCT 
headang 
No 
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TURKEY 
Descripuon 
Other meat and edible meat, offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A.  Of domestic pigeons and domestic rabbits: 
- Of domestic rabbits 
06.02  Other hve  plants, including trees, shrubs, bushes, roots, cuttings and slips: 
exD. Other: 
- Rose bushes, exclud1ng cuttings 
08.11  Fruit provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur d1ox1de gas, 1n bnne, in sulphur water 
or in  other preservative  solutions),  but unsuitable  1n  that state for  Immediate  consump-
tion: 
ex E.  Other: 
- Citrus fruit, fmely  ground 
12.08  Ch1cory roots, fresh or dried, whole or cut, unroasted; locust beans, fresh or dned, whether 
or not k1bbled or ground, but not further prepared; fruit kernels and other vegetable products 
of a kmd used pnmanly for human food, not falhng w1thm  any other headmg 
20.05  Jams, fruit  jellies,  marmalades, fruit  purees and fruit  pastes,  bemg cooked preparations, 
whether or not conta1mng added sugar: 
A.  Chestnut puree and paste: 
II.  Other 
B.  jams and marmalade> of citrus fruit: 
Ill.  Other 
C.  Other: 
Ill.  Other 
20.06  Fruit otherw1se prepared or preserved whether or not contaming added sugar or spirit: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Not containing added spirit: 
a)  Contammg added sugar, in immediate packings of a net capacity of more than 
1 kg: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex 3.  Mandarms (mcluding tangerines and satsumas); clemennnes, wilktngs and 
other Slmtlar Citrus hybnds: 
- Finely ground 
ex 7.  Peaches 'and  apricots: 
- Apricots 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, finely ground 
ex 9.  Mtxrures of fruit: 
- Fruit salad 
b)  Containmg  added  sugar  1n  immediate  packings  of a  net  capacity  of 1  kg  or 
less: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex 3.  Mandanns (including tangennes and satsumas); clementines, wilkmgs and 
other similar cttrus hybnds: 
- Finely ground 
ex 8.  Other fruits: 
- Oranges and lemons, finely ground 
ex 9.  Mtxtures of frutt: 
- Fruit salad 
1. 9.  87 1. 9. 87 
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Descrtption 
B.  II.  c)  Not containing added sugar, in immediate packings of a net capacity: 
1.  Of 4,5 kg or more: 
ex aa)  Apricots: 
- Apricot halves 
- Apricot pulp 
ex bb) Peaches (including necrarines) and plums: 
- Peach halves (including nectarine halves) 
ex dd)  Other fruits: 
- Grapefruit segments 
- Citrus fruit pulp 
- C1trus fruit, finely ground 
2.  Of less than 4,5 kg: 
ex bb)  Other fruits and mixtures of fruit: 
- Apricot halves and peach halves (including necranne halves) 
- Grapefruit segments 
-·Citrus fruit, finely ground 
No L 250/107 
20.07  Fruit juices (includmg grape must) and vegetable ju1ces, whether or not containing added 
sugar, but unfermented and not containing spirit: 
A.  Of a density exceeding 1,33 g/cm3 at 20 °C: 
III.  Other: 
ex a)  Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net weight: 
- Grapefruit juice 
- Other citrus fru1t  juices, excluding orange and lemon juice 
ex b)  Other: 
- Grapefruit JUice 
- Other citrus fruit juices, excluding orange and lemon ju1ces 
B.  Of a density of 1,33 g/cm3 or less at 20 °C: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net weight: 
1.  Orange juice 
2.  Grapefruit juice 
ex 3.  Lemon JUice  and other Citrus fruit JUices: 
- Other citrus fruit juices (excluding lemon ju1ce) 
b)  Of a value of 30 ECU or less per 100 kg  net weight: 
1.  Orange juice 
2.  Grapefruit juice No L 2501108 
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ANXEX XV 
List provided for in Anick 21  (2) 
ALGERIA/TUNISIA/TURKEY 
CCT 
hcadmg  rRscnpnon 
No 
07.01  Vegetables, fresh  or chilled: 
M.  Tomatoes 
ex I.  From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From 1 December to 14 May 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh or dned: 
A.  Oranges: 
I.  Sweet oranges, fresh: 
a)  From 1 April to 30 Apnl 
b)  From 1 to 15 May 
ex  c)  From  16 May to 15  October· 
- From 16 Mav to 31  August 
ex d)  From  16 October to 31  March: 
- From I  February to 31  March 
B.  Mandarms  (Includmg  tangennes  and  satsumas);  clemennnes,  wilkmgs  and  other 
Similar citrus hybnds: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Mandanns, mcluding tangennes and satsumas, fresh, from I November to 
31  March 
ex C.  Lemons, fresh: 
- From 1 June to 31  October 
22.05  Wine of fresh  grapes; grape must with fermentation arrested by  the addmon of alcohol: 
C.  Other: 
I.  Of an actual alcoholiC strength by  volume not exceedmg !3% vol 
II.  Of an actual alcohohc strength by  volume exceedmg 13% vol  but not exceedmg 
15% vol 
1. 9.  87 1. 9.  87 
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EGYPT I JORDAN /LEBANON 
Descnpt1on 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
M.  Tomatoes 
ex I.  From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From 1 December to 14 May 
No L 2501109 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
A.  Oranges: 
I.  Sweet oranges, fresh: 
a)  From 1 April to 30 April 
b)  From 1 to 15 May 
ex c)  From 16 May to 15 October: 
- From 16 May to 31  August 
ex d)  From 16 October to 31  March: 
- From 1 February to 31  March 
B.  Mandanns (including  tangennes  and  satsumas);  clementines,  wilkings  and  other 
s1milar Citrus hybrids: 
ex II.  Other: 
- Mandarins, including tangennes and satsumas, fresh, from 1 November to 
31  March 
ex C.  Lemons, fresh: 
- From 1 June to 31  October No L 250/110 
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ANNEX XVT 
List provided for in Anide 21  (4) 
ALGERIA/TUNISIA/TURKEY 
Descripnon 
Fish, fresh  (live or dead), ch1lled or frozen: 
B.  Saltwater f1sh: 
I.  Whole, headless or in  pieces: 
h)  Cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus sarda,  Gadus ogac): 
2.  Frozen 
IJ)  Sa11he (Po/lachrus  vrrens): 
2.  Frozen 
k)  Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefrnus): 
2.  Frozen 
m)  Lmg (Molva spp.): 
2.  Frozen 
n)  Alaska  pollack  (Theragra  chalcogramma)  and  pollack  (Pollachrus 
po/lachrus): 
2.  Frozen 
t)  Hake (Merluccrus spp )· 
1.  Fresh or ch1lled 
2.  Frozen 
ex  y)  Other: 
- Horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus), fresh, chilled or frozen 
- S1milar  10 cod, frozen  (Gadus macrocephalus, Brosme brosme) 
II.  Fillets: 
b)  Frozen: 
I.  Of cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus sarda,  Gadus ogac) 
3.  Of haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefrnus) 
9.  Of hake (Merluccrus spp.) 
11.  Of pla1ce  (Pieuronectes platessa) 
12.  Of flounder (Piatrchthys flesus) 
03.02  F1sh,  dned, salted or m bnne; smoked f1sh,  whether or not cooked before or during the 
smokmg process: 
A.  Dried, salted or in bnne: 
I.  Whole, hudless or m pieces: 
b)  Cod (Gadus morhua, Boreogadus sarda,  Gadus ogac) 
ex  f)  Other: 
- Products similar to cod (saithe, haddock, Alaska  pollack, pollack, Gadus 
macrocephalus, Brosme brosme) 
03.03  Crustaceans and molluscs, whether m shell or not, fresh (hve or dead), ch1lled, frozen, salted, 
in  bnne or dned; crustaceans, m shell, s1mply  b01led m water: 
A.  Crustaceans: 
IV.  Shrimps and prawns: 
ex a)  Prawns and shrimps of the Pandalrdae fam1ly: 
- Frozen 
b)  Shrimps of the genus Cr12ngon: 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Frozen 
ex c)  Other: 
- Frozen 
V.  Other: 
a)  Norway lobsters (Nephrops norvegrcus): 
1.  Frozen 
B.  Molluscs: 
IV.  Other: 
a)  Frozen: 
1.  Squid 
1. 9.  87 1. 9.  87 
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EGYPT 
Description 
Crustaceans and molluscs, whether in shell or not, fresh (hve or dead), chilled, frozen, salted, 
in brine or dried; custaceans, in shell, simply boiled in water: 
A.  Crustaceans: 
IV.  Shrimps and prawns: 
ex a)  Prawns ans shrimps of the Phandaltdae family: 
- Frozen 
b)  Shrimps of the genus Crangon: 
ex 2.  Other: 
- Frozen 
exc)  Other: 
- Frozen - 204  -
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COUNCIL 
DECISION  OF  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE 
MEMBER STATES, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 11  August 1987 
laying down the arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and 
Algeria, Egypt, jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey on the other in products falling under 
the ECSC Treaty 
(871456/ECSC) 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL 
COMMUNITY, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Whereas  Agreements  have  been  concluded  between  the 
Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one pan, and Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and 
Tunisia of the other pan; 
Whereas  Protocols  to  the  abovementioned  Agreements 
wh1ch  are to be concluded consequent on the accession of 
Spain and Portugal to the Commumty are to be approved by 
the  Contracting  Parties  in  accordance  with  their  own 
procedures; 
Whereas, pending completion of those procedures enabling 
the Protocols to enter into force, the arrangements for trade 
between  Spain  and  Portugal  on  the  one  hand  and  the 
countries in  question on the other which are to replace the 
arrangements  laid  down  by  Decision  86/69/ECSC (1) 
should be la1d down, 
HAVE DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic shall 
apply the  arrangements resulting from  the Agreements to 
trade with Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Tunisia, 
hereinafter referred  to as  the 'Mediterranean non-member 
countries', subject to the specific provisions set out below. 
Article 2 
Imports into the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla of 
products covered by the Agreements originating in any of the 
Mediterranean non-member countries shall be subject in all 
respects to the same customs arrangements as are applied to 
{')  OJ No L 75, 20. 3. 1986, p. 26. 
products  originating  in  the  customs  territory  of  the 
Community, includmg the 'arbitrio insular - tarifa general' 
charge  applied  in  the  Canary  Islands,  provided  the 
Mediterranean non-member country concerned applies  to 
imports of products covered by the Agreements originating in 
the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Mehlla the same customs 
arrangements as  it apphes to products 1mported from  and 
originating in Spain. 
Article 3 
1.  For  the  products  covered  by  the  Agreement,  the 
Kingdom of Spain shall dismantle customs duties on imports 
onginating in the Mediterranean non-member countnes in 
accordance with the following timetable: 
- on the date this Decision takes effect, each duty shall be 
reduced to 77,5% of the basic dury; 
- on 1 January 1988, each duty shall be reduced to 62,5% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1989, each duty shall be reduced to 47,5% 
of the basic duty: 
- on 1 January 1990, each duty shall be reduced to 35,0% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1991, each duty shall be reduced to 22,5% 
of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1992, each duty shall be reduced to 10,0% 
of the basic duty; 
- the last reduction of 10% shall  be made on 1 Januar} 
1993. 
2.  The  basic  duty  to which  the  successive  reductions 
provided for in paragraph 1 are to be applied shall, for each 
product, be the duty actually applied on 1 January 1985 by 
the Kingdom of Spain vis-a-vis the Community. - 205  -
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3.  The rate of duty calculated in  accordance with  the 
preceding paragraphs shall be applied by rounding down to 
the first decimal place by deleting the second decimal. 
Article 4 
1.  For  products  covered  by  the  Agreement,  the 
Portuguese Republic shall abolish customs duties on imports 
originating in the Mediterranean non-member countries as of 
the entry into effect of this Decision. 
2.  By  way  of derogation  from  paragraph  1,  for  the 
product  mentioned  in  paragraph  3,  originating  in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries, and for the products 
listed  in  the Annex originating in  Egypt,  the Portuguese 
Republic shall dismantle customs duties in accordance with 
the following timetable: 
- on the date this Decision takes effect, each duty shall be 
reduced to 80% of the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1988, each duty shall be reduced to 65% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1989, each duty shall be reduced to 50% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1990, each duty shall be reduced to 40% of 
the basic duty; 
- on 1 January 1991, each duty shall be reduced to 30% of 
the basic duty; 
- the final two reductions of 15% each shall be made on 
1 January 1992 and 1 January 1993. 
3.  For the product mentioned below, the basic duty to be 
applied by the Portuguese Republic shall be 20%. 
Heading No 
of the Common  Description 
Customs Tariff 
73.13  Sheets  and plates, of iron or steel,  hot-rolled  or 
cold-rolled: 
ex B.  Other sheets and plates: 
IV.  Clad, coated or otherwise surfacetrea-
ted: 
ex d)  Other  {for  example,  copper-
plated, artificially ox1dized,  lac-
quered, nickel-plated, varnished, 
clad,  parkerized,  printed) 
{ECSC): 
- coated with  polyvinyl  chlor-
ide 
4.  In the case of the products listed in the Annex, the basic 
duty  to which  the  successive  reductions  provided  for  in 
paragraph 2 are to be applied shall be the duty applied by the 
Portuguese  Republic  in  respect  of  Egypt  on  1  January 
1985. 
5.  The rate of duty calculated in  accordance with  the 
preceding paragraphs shall be applied by rounding down to 
the ftrst decimal place by deleting the second decimal. 
Article 5 
The following charges, applied by the Portuguese Republic in 
trade with the Mediterranean non-member countries, shall 
be progressively abolished in accordance with the following 
timetable: 
(a)  the  ad  valorem  charge  of 0,4%  applied  to  goods 
imported  temporarily,  goods  reimported  (excluding 
containers)  and  goods  imported  under  the  inward 
processing arrangements characterized by the rebate of 
duties levied on the import of  goods used after export of 
· products  obtained  ('drawback')  shall  be  reduced  to 
0,2%  on  the  date  this  Decision  takes  effect  and 
abolished on 1 January 1988; 
(b)  the  ad  valorem  charge  of 0,9%  applied  to  goods 
imported for home use  shall be  reduced to 0,6% on 
1 January  1989,  to 0,3%  on  1  January  1990  and 
abolished on 1 January 1991. 
Article 6 
If  the Kingdom of Spain or the Portuguese Republic suspend~ 
in whole or in part the levying of customs duties or charges 
referred to in Articles 3 and 4 on products imported from the 
Community as constituted on 31  December 1985, it shall 
also suspend or reduce, by the same percentage, those duties 
or  charges  applicable  to  products  originating  in  the 
Mediterranean non-member countries. 
Article 7 
The necessary  changes to the origin rules adopted by  the 
Cooperation Councils following the accession of Spain and 
Portugal  shall  apply  to  the  products  covered  by  this 
Decision. 
Article 8 
In  Article  1  of Decision  86/69/ECSC,  the  reference  to 
Algeria,  Egypt,  Jordan,  Lebanon  and  Tunisia  is  hereby 
deleted. 
Article 9 
This Decision shall take effect as from 1 September 1987. 
It shall  apply  in  respect  of  each  of  the  Mediterranean 
non-member  countries  until  the  entry  into  force  of the 
Protocol concerning that country. 
The Member States shall take the necessary measures for the 
implementation of this Decision. 
Done at Brussels, 11  August 1987. 
The President 
K.  E. TYGESEN No L 250/114 
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ANNEX 
List referred to in Article 4 (  2) 
Dncnpnon 
Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged, extruded, cold-formed or 
cold-finished; sheet piling of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made from 
assembled elements: 
A.  Angles, shapes and sections: 
I.  Not further worked than hot-rolled or extruded (ECSC} 
- Angles With equal or unequal flanges, the width of the broadest flange not 
exceeding 200 mm, not further worked than hot-rolled 
- T  sections,  not exceeding  180  mm  in  height,  not  further  worked  than 
hot-rolled 
- I or H sections, not exceeding 340 mm  in  height, not further worked than 
hot-rolled 
- U  sections,  not  exceeding  320  mm  in  height,  not  further  worked  than 
hot-rolled 
IV.  Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, coated): 
a)  Not further worked than clad: 
ex I.  Hot-rolled or extruded (ECSC} 
- Angles  with equal  or unequal  flanges,  the w1dth  of the  broadest 
flange not exceeding 200 mm, not further worked than hot-rolled or 
clad 
- T sections, not exceeding 180 mm in height, not further worked than 
hot-rolled or clad 
- I or H sections, not exceeding 340 mm in height, not further worked 
than hot-rolled or clad 
- U sections, not exceeding 320 mm in height, not further worked than 
hot-rolled or clad 
73.13  Sheets and plates, or 1ron and steel, hot-rolled or cold-rolled: 
A.  'Electrical' sheets and plates: 
ex  I.  With a watt-loss, regardless of thickness, of 0,75 watt or less (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
ex  II.  Other (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
B.  Other sheets and plates 
II.  Not further worked than cold-rolled, of a thickness of: 
b)  More than 1 mm  but less than 3 mm (ECSC) 
c)  1 mm or less (ECSC) 
ex Ill.  Not further worked than burnished, polished or glazed (ECSC) 
- Cold-rolled 
IV.  Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
b)  tinned (ECSC) 
ex c)  zinc-coated or lead-coated  - otherwise zinc-coated 
ex d)  Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  artificially  oxidized,  lacquered, 
nickel-plated, varnished, clad, parkerised, printed) (ECSC) 
V.  Otherwise shaped or worked: 
a)  Cut into shapes other than rectangular shapes, but not further worked: 
ex 2.  Other (ECSC) 
- Cold-rolled 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3064/87 
of 13  October 1.987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNffiES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portu~l, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Articfe  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic. Community 
and  the  Republic  of Tunisia and  concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('~ and  in  particular  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of 24 June 1.976  concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between  the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of  bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of paragraph  3 of  the exchange  of 
letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('), and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters  annexed  to  Regulations (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of the  levy  calculated  in accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products processed from cereals  and from  rice (') is to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this  amount must be  equal to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  Jtfly,  August _  and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations. (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to  be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  November 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  October  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
(')  OJ No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987. 14.  10.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 13 October 1987 fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCf heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
No  L  290/15 - 209  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3933/87 
of 28  December 1987 
fixing the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the  Republic of Tunisia and concerning the  import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating in 
Tunisia  ('~ and in  particular the second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  tJ_te  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of the exchange of 
letters. 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (3),  and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2658/87 
of 23 July 1987 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the Common Customs Tariff (
4~ and in particular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas the  Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange of 
letters annexed to  Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated in accc,>rdance 
with Article 2 of Council  Regulation (EEC)  No 2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and from  rice ('),  as  last 
modified  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 ('),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this amount must be equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the variable  components of the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  intro-
duces  from  1 January 1988  a  new combined nomencla-
ture  meeting  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and the Community's statistics of foreign 
trade  and  replacing  the  present  nomenclature ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products falling within subheadings 2302 30  and 2302 40 
of the combined  nomenclature during July, August and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out in  the Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in its  entirety and  directly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  28  December  1987. 
~ 
0~ No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
0  No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
0  No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  A~DRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  I. 
(-')OJ  No  L  281,  1.  II. 1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ  No  L  182,  3. 7.  1987,  p.  49.  p.  I. No  L 369/80 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 28  December 1987  fixing the amount by which the vari· 
able component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco 
and Tunisia must be reduced 
CN  code 
2302 30 10 
2302 30 90 
2302 40 10 
2302 40 90 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
48,53 
99,89 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4177/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for certain wine 
of designated origin falling within subheading ex 2204 21  25, ex 2204 21  29, ex 2204 21  35 or 
ex 2204 21  39 of the combined nomenclature and originating in Algeria (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 20 of the Cooperation Agreement between 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  People's 
Democratic  Republic  of Algeria (  1)  as  amended  by  the 
Additional Protocol to that Agreement consequent on the 
accession  of the  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese 
Republic to the Community (2) provides that certain wine of 
designated origin falling within subheading ex 2204 21  25, 
ex  2204 21 29,  ex 2204 21 35  or ex  2204 21  39  of the 
combined nomenclature and originating in Algeria shall be 
exempt from customs duties on import into the Community 
within the limits of a Community tariff quota of 200 000 
hectolitres; whereas the wine must be put up in containers 
holding  two  litres  or  less;  whereas  the  wine  must  be 
accompanied either by a certificate of  designation of origin in 
accordance  with  the  model  given  in  Annex  D  to  the 
Agreement or, by way of  derogation, by a document VI 1 or 
a VI 2 extract annotated in  compliance with Article 9 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3590/85 (3); 
Whereas, however, Council Regulation (EEC) No 2573187 
of 11 August 1987laying down the arrangements for trade 
between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and Algeria, 
Egypt,  Jordan,  Lebanon,  Tunisia  and  Turkey  on  the 
other (4) provides for the Portuguese Republic to defer until 
31  December  1990  the  application  of  the  preferential 
arrangements  for  the  products  in  question;  whereas, 
consequently this  Regulation does  not apply  to Portugal; 
whereas the Community tariff quota in question should be 
opened for 1988; 
Whereas the wine in question is subject to compliance with 
the free-at-frontier reference price; whereas, in  order that 
such wine may benefit from this tariff quota, Article 54 of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  822/87 (S)  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3992/87 (6),  must  be  complied 
with; 
( 1)  OJ No L 263,27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
( 2)  OJ No L 297, 21. 10.1987, p. 2. 
(') OJ No L 343, 20. 12. 1985, p. 20. 
( 4)  OJ No L 250, 1. 9.  1987, p.  1. 
(')  OJ No L 84, 27. 3. 1987, p.  1. 
(•)  OJ No L 377, 31. 12. 1987, p. 20. 
Whereas the nomenclature used in  the Common Customs 
Tariff will be replaced from 1 Januaty 1988 by the combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must therefore take account of that 
fact  by  indicating the combined nomenclature codes and, 
where appropriate, the Taric code numbers of the products 
concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quota should be 
ensured for all Community importers and the rate laid down 
for the quota should be applied consistently to all imports of 
the products in question into the Member States until the 
quota is exhausted; whereas, in the light of these principles, 
allocation  of the  tariff quota  among  the  Member States 
would seem to preserve the Community nature of the quota; 
whereas in order to correspond as closely as possible to the 
real  trend of the market for  the  products in  question the 
allocation should reflect the requirements of the Member 
States based on statistics of  imports of the said products from 
Algeria during a representative reference period and on the 
economic outlook for the quota period in question; 
Whereas  in  this  case,  however,  neither  Community  nor 
national statistics showing the breakdown for each type of 
wine in question are available and no reliable forecasts of 
future imports can be made; whereas in these circumstances 
the quota  volumes  should  be  allocated  in  initial  shares, 
account being taken of possible demand for such wine on the 
markets of the various Member States; 
Whereas, to allow for the trend of imports of the products 
concerned in the various Member States, the quota volume 
should be divided into two parts, the first being allocated 
among the Member States and the second held as a reserve to 
cover any subsequent requirements of Member States which 
have used up their initial share; whereas, to afford importers 
in each Member State some degree of certainty, the first part 
of  the tariff quota should be set at a certain level, which in this 
case could be 40 % of the quota volume; 
Whereas the initial shares of  the Member States may be used 
up at different rates; whereas, in order to avoid any break in 
the continuity  of supplies  on  this  account,  it  should  be 
provided that any Member State which has almost used up its 
initial  share  should  draw  an  additional  share  from  the - 212  -
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reserve; whereas each ume irs additional share is almost used 
up a Memher State should draw a further share and so on as 
many nmes as the reserve  allows;  whereas the  initial  and 
.1ddinonal shares must be  vahd until the end of the quota 
penoJ; whereas this form  of administration requires close 
cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission and the latter must be able to monitor the extent 
to which the quota volume has been used up and inform the 
Member States accordingly; 
Whereas if at a given date in the quota period a considerable 
quantity of a Member State's mJtial share remams unused, it 
ts essential that the Member Stare concerned should return a 
Sigmficant  proportion  thereof to  the  reserve  in  order  to 
prevent parr of the Community tariff quota from remaining 
unused  in  one  Member  State  when  it  could  be  used  in 
others; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherland> and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg are umted 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation concerning the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From  1 January to 31  December 1988 the cu>toms 
duties applicable m the Commumty, with the exception of 
Portugal,  to  tmports  of the  following  products  shall  be 
suspended at the level and withm the limits of a Community 
tanff quota as shown below: 
Order No  cr.; code  Descnpnon 
Amount of quota 
(hi) 
Quota dut) 
(%) 
09.1000 
ex 2204 21  25 
ex 2204 21  29 
ex  2204 21  35 
ex 2204 21  39 
Wme of fresh grapes, mcludmg fornfied wmes, grape must 
other than that of headmg No 2009: 
- Whue 
- Other 
- \li'htte 
- Other: 
Wines entitled to one of the folio" mg destgnanons of 
origm: 
Am  Besem-Boutra,  Medea,  Coteaux  du  Zaccar, 
Dahra, Coreaux de Tlemcen, of an actual alcohohc 
strength  by  volume  not  exceedmg  15%  vol,  in 
conramers holding rwo htres or less,  ongmanng m 
AI gena 
200 000  Free 
Arttcle 2  Wtthin the limit of this tariff quota the Kingdom of Spain 
shall  apply  customs  duties  calculated  in  accordance  w1th 
Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87.  I.  The Community tariff quota referred to in  Article  1 
2.  The wine m question  IS  subject to observance of the 
free-at-frontier reference price. 
The wine in question shall benefit from this tanff quota on 
condition that Article 54 of Regulation (EEC) No 822/871s 
comphed wtth. 
3.  Each  wine,  when  imported,  shall  be  accompanied 
etther by a cerufJcate of des1gnat1on of origin, issued by the 
relevant Algerian authority or, by way of derogation, by a 
VI  I document or a VI 2 extract annotated m compliance 
w1th  Article  9  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3590/85,  in 
accordance with the model annexed to this Regulation. 
shall be  d1~1ded mto two parts. 
2.  The first part of the quota shall be allocated among the 
Member States; the quota shares, which subject to Article 5, 
shall  be  valid  up  to  31  December  1988,  shall  be  as 
follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
!tal)· 
Unued Kmgdom 
(hectolttres) 
12 800 
7 760 
16 560 
320 
880 
16 000 
5 280 
7 600 
12 800 - 213  -
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3.  The second part of the quota, amounting to 120 000 
hectolitres, shall constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1.  If  a Member State has used 90% or more of its initial 
share as specified in Article 2 (2), or of that share less any 
portion returned to the reserve pursuant to Article 5, it shall 
forthwith by notifying the Commission and to the extent that 
the reserve so permits, draw a second share equal to 15% of 
its  initial  share, rounded up  where  nece~sary to the next 
whole number.  -
2.  If, after its  initial  quota  share has  been  used  up, a 
Member State has used 90% or more of the second share as 
well, it shall forthwith, using the procedure provided for in 
paragraph 1, and to the extent that the reserve so pl:rmits, 
draw a third share equal to 7,5% of its initial share. 
3.  If, after its second share has been used up, a Member 
State has used 90% or more of its third share, it shall, using 
the procedure provided for in paragraph 1 , draw a fourth 
share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used up. 
4.  By  way of derogation from  paragraphs 1, 2 and  3, 
Member States may draw smaller shares than those specified 
in the said paragraphs if  there is reason to believe that they 
might not be  used in  full.  Member States shall inform the 
Commission of their reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall be valid 
until 31  December 1988. 
Article 5 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must return to 
the reserve the unused portion of  their initial share which, on 
15 Sept~;mber  1988, is inexcessof20°/o of  the initial volume. 
They may return a greater portion if there is reason to believe 
·hat it might not be used. 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must notify 
the  Commission  of the  total  quantities  of the  product 
concerned imported on or before 15  September 1988 and 
charged against the Community quota and of any portion of 
their initial share that they are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares drawn by 
Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform 
each Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up as soon as it has been notified. 
It shall inform the Member States not later than 5 October 
1988 of the state of  the reserve following any return of  quota 
shares pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the reserve 
does not exceed the balance available, and to this end shall 
notify  the  amount of that balance  to the  Member  State 
making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure that additional drawings of shares pursuant to Article 
3 enable imports to be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of the 
product  concemed  have  free  access  to  the  quota  shares 
allocated to them. 
3.  Member States shall  charge imports of the product 
concerned against their shares as and when the goods  are 
entered with the customs authorities for free circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
shares shall be determined on the basis of  the imports charged 
in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the  request  of the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform it of imports actually charged  against their quota 
shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States  and the Commission shall cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following 
that of its publication in the Official Journal of  the European 
Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1988. - 214  -
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all  Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
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ANEXO - BILAG - ANHANG - llAPAPTHMA - ANNEX - ANNEXE - ALLEGA TO - BI]LAGE - ANEXO 
1.  ~ ~I  - Exporter - Exportateur :. 
4  . ..,J I J-,.J  I  - Consignee  - Destinataire : 
6.  ~I  I.J.-J - Means  of  transport  - Moyen  de 
transport: 
8. t !,.- "J I u  ~  - Place  of  unloading  - Lieu  de 
dechargement : 
2.  ,....,...JI- N"mbe•- N~Omo I 
00000 
3.  (Name  of  authority  guaranteeing  the  designation  of 
origin  - Nom  de  l'organisme  garantissant  Ia  deno-
mination d'origine) 
5. ~  ~I ..,__,  1i  ., l:r-! 
CERTIFICATE  OF  DESIGNATION  OF  ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT D'APPELLATION  D'ORIOINE 
7.  (Designation of origin - Nom  de Ia denomination 
d'origine) 
9  .  .,~I  ~J .J ~  •  f  r,.J  "J  ~ t ~~I_  Marks  and  numbers,  number 
and  kind  of packages  - Marques  et numeros,  nombre  et  nature  des  colis : 
10.r l.i.jl vj,JI  11 . ._ I,._J 
Gross  weight  Litres 
Poids  brut  Litres 
I 
12.  (Uj~  l.l  ..... I..,....J - litres (in  words)  - litres (en  lettres): 
13.  4..1-,..JI  4r-JII~'L- Certificate  of the  issuing  authority- Visa  de  l'organisme  emetteur. 
14 . ..sJ  .J WI ·~  L  - Customs  stamp - Visa  de  Ia 
douane: 
(See  the  translation  under  No  15  - Voir  traduction  au 
n° 15) - 216  -
15.  We  hereby  certify  that  the  wine  described  in  this  certificate  is  wine  produced  within  the  wine  district  of 
......................  and  is  considered  by  Algerian  legislation  as  entitled to  the  designation  of origin  • ..................... :. 
The  alcohol  added  to  this  wine  is  alcohol  of vinous  origin. 
Nous  certifions  que  le  vin  decrit  dans  ce  certificat  a ete  produit  dans  Ia  lOne  de ...................  et  est  reconnu, 
suivant  Ia  loi  algl!rienne,  comme  ayant  droit a Ia  denomination  d'origine  •  ........................ •· 
l'alcool ajoute a ce  vin  est  de  l'alcool  d'origine vinique. 
16.  (') 
•; ~,...., .Ul V"  ..J~ 1 .._l;I.,...J .,;la..Jl ·~  ~ 
('}  Space  reserved  for  additional  details given  in the  exponing country 
('}  Case  reservee  pour d'autres indications  du peys exponateur. EEC-EGYPT  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to  "Co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the Arab  Republic 
of Egypt"  contains all  the  acts adopted by  the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant  to  the Agreement  signed 
at Brussels  on  18 January  1977  as well  as  the acts adopted 
by  the  EEC  concerning Egypt, GENERAL  MATTERS 
Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts - 221  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 28 September 1987 
concerning the conclusion of an Additional Protocol to  the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Arab Republic of Egypt 
(87 I 511 /EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishmg  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission (  1), 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European Economic  Commumty 
and the Arab Republic of Egypt (3), signed  in  Brussels  on 
18 January 1977, should be approved, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Arab 
(') OJ No C 104, 21. 4. 1987, p. 1. 
(') Assent delivered on 16 September 1987 (not yet published in the 
Official Journal). 
( 3)  OJ No L 266, 27. 9.  1978, p.  2. 
Republic  of Egypt  IS  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of the 
Commumty. 
The text of the Protocol is  attached to this Decision. 
Art1cle 2 
The  President  of the  Counctl  shall  give  the  notification 
provided for in Article 8 of the Protocol (4). 
Art1cle 3 
Th1s  Dec1sion  shall  take  effect  on  the  day  following  its 
publication  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Commumt1es. 
Done at Brussels, 28 September 1987. 
For  the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
( 4 )  The date of entry into force of the Protocol will be published in 
the  Official  Journal  of the  European  Commumties  by  the 
General Secretariat of the Council. 21. 10. 87 
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Arab Republic 
of Egypt 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 
of the other part, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economtc Commumty and the Arab 
Repubhc of Egypt, signed at Brussels on 18 January 1977, hereinafter referred to as the 'Agreement', 
CONSIDERING that the Community and Egypt wish to strengthen sttll further thetr relations in order to take 
account of the new dtmenston created by the accession to the European Communtttes of Spain and Portugal, on 
1 January  1986, and  that Arttcle  46  of the  Agreement  provides  for  the  posstbihty  of improvements  tn  tts 
terms, 
CONSIDERING  that certain  rules  should  be  foreseen  to enable  Egypt's  tradttional  export trade  with  the 
Commumty to be maintained, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude a Protocol adapting certain provisions of the Agreement, and to this end have 
destgnated as their Plempotenttaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ARAB  REPUBLIC OF EGYPT: 
WHO, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
1.  Customs duties  applicable  under  the  Agreement  to 
imports into the Community of  products originating in Egypt 
covered  by  the Agreement  and  listed  in Annex A to this 
Protocol shall be phased out over the same periods and at the 
same rates as provided in the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal  in  respect  of imports  into  the  Community  as 
constituted on 31 December 1985 9f  the same products from 
Spain  and  Portugal.  This  provision  shall  be  applied  in 
accordance  with  the  rules  hereinafter  set  out  in  this 
Article. 
2.  Where the customs duty on a product listed in Annex A 
is lower for Egypt than for Spain, Portugal or both, phasing 
out of the duty shall commence once the duty on the same 
product from both Spain and Portugal has fallen below that 
applying to imports originating in Egypt. 
3.  · Customs duties on imports of products originating in 
Egypt and listed in Annex A in respect of which Community 
tariff quotas are indicated in the said Annex shall be phased 
out within the limits of such quotas. 
Once the volume of imports of these products exceeds the 
quotas,  the  Community  shall  apply  the  customs  duties 
prevailing under the Agreement.  In the course of  this phasing-out of customs duties and where 
the level of  customs ducy in force for Spanish imports into the 
Community  as  constituted on 31  December  1985 differs 
from that for Portugal, products originating  in Egypt shall be 
subject to the higher of the two rates·. 
4.  For  the  purposes  of phasing  out  customs  duties, 
reference quanitities are established in Annex A for certain 
products originating in Egypt. - 223  -
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Should the volume of imports of  one of  these products exceed 
the reference quantity, the Community, havmg regard to an 
annual review of trade flows which It shall carry out, may 
make the product in question subject to a Community tanff 
quota as provided form paragraph 3, the volume of which 
shall be equal to the reference quantity. 
5.  For the products listed m Annex A for which reference 
quantities  are  not  therein  fixed,  the  Community  may 
establish a reference quantity as provided for in paragraph 4 
if it discovers, in the light of the annual review of trade flows 
which it shall carry out, that the \'Olume of  imports threatens 
to cause difficulties on the Commumty market. 
Art1cle 2 
For the products originating in Egypt and listed in Annex B to 
this Protocol, the custom duties applicable to Imports into 
the  Commumty  shall  be  phased out  in  accordance  With 
paragraphs 1 and 3 to 5 of Article 1. 
Should any of the products m Annex B be made subject to 
Community tariff quotas, the Community shall  apply the 
Common Customs Tariff to the \"Olume of Imports in excess 
of such tariff quotas. 
Article 3 
1.  For 1990 and for each successive marketing year, the 
Community shall decide, on the basis of the statistical review 
and  analysis  referred  to in  paragraph  2, and taking  into 
account  factors  relevant  to  the  obJective  of maintaining 
traditional  trade  flows  in  the  context  of  enlargement, 
whether to adJUSt  the entry price, referred to in  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1035/72,  for  fresh  oranges  falling  within 
Common Customs Tariff subheadmg 08.02 ex A onginaung 
in Egypt, within a quantitative limit of 7 000 tonnes. 
2.  From 1987 onwards and at the end of each marketing 
year,  the  Community shall  carry  out,  on  the  basis  of a 
statistical review,  an analysis of the situation  for oranges 
originating in Egypt exported to the Community. 
For this same product, from  1989 onwards and for  each 
subsequent year, the Community shall  draw up, together 
with Egypt, a forecast of production and deliveries. 
3.  The possible adjustment provided for in paragraph 1 
refers to the sum to be deducted, m respect of customs duty, 
from the representative prices recorded m the Community for 
the purpose of calculating the entry price of this product, 
within the limits set out in Article 152 (2) (c) of the Act of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal. 
Article 4 
Upon  the  entry  into  force  of this  Protocol,  quantitative 
restrictions  shall  be  removed  from  imports  into  the 
Community of  the products originating in Egypt and listed in 
Annex B to the Agreement, and measures having an effect 
equivalent to quantitative restrictions on such imports shall 
also be abolished. 
Article 5 
1.  A Trade and Economic Cooperation Committee shall 
be set up for the purpose of improving the operation of the 
institutional mechanisms of the Agreement. The committee 
shall facilitate: 
- the  regular  exchange  of  mformation  on  trade  and 
production data and forecasts, 
- the regular exchange of information on the possibilities 
for cooperation in  areas covered by the Agreement. 
The  committee  shall  be  chaired  alternately  bv  a 
representative  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities and a representative of Eg) pt. 
2.  The Cooperation Council shall determine as  soon as 
possible the composition of this commmee and how it shall 
function, in accordance with Article 40 (2) of  the Agreement. 
It may also decide, where appropriate, upon the submission 
of reports to the Council by the committee. 
Article 6 
From  1995  onwards,  the  Community  and  Egypt  shall 
examine  the  results  of  the  cooperation  between  the 
Contracting Parties in order to appraise the situation and the 
future  development  of their  relations  in  the  light  of the 
obJectives defmed in the Agreement. 
Article 7 
This Protocol shall form an mtegral part of the Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic Commumty 
and the Arab Republic of Egypt. 
Article 8 
1.  This Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or appro\·ed 
by the Contracting Parties  in  accordance  with  their own 
procedures; the Contracting Parties shall nonfy each other of 
the completion of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force on the first dav of 
the month following that in which the notification provided 
for in paragraph 1 was given. 
Article 9 
This Protocol shall be drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  ltahan, 
Portuguese,  Spanish  and Arabic  languages,  each  of these 
texts being equally authentic. 21.  10.  87 
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En fe de lo cual, los plenipotenciarios abajo firmantes suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Til bekndtelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gngede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen  haben die  unterzeichneten  Bevollmachngten  Ihre  Unterschriften unter d1eses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
Etc;  niatOO<HJ  toov  avoot&poo,  ot U1toy&ypa~~&vot 1tA.1Jp&!;ouatot &6&aav  nc; unoypaq>tc; touc; ato 
napov ltPOOTOKOA.A.o. 
In  witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Protocol. 
En fm  de  quoi,  les  plenipotennatres  soussignes  ont appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  in  plenipotenziari  sottoscritti  hanno  apposto le  loro  firme  in  cake  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten bhjke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachngden hun handtekemng onder dit Protocol hebben 
gesteld. 
Em fe do que, os plenipotenciarios abaixo assinados apuseram as suas assinaturas no final do presente 
Protocolo. 
~~  '-'>-----""~......__,,  ..,_._ __  _,.l......o..l,  ~~  •  r~  L-...J  ~L-!,_, 
j_,.....--.s~_,_,.-!1  I~  J..-.i.-1 
Hecho en Bruselas, el  venncinco de junio de mil novecientos ochenta y siete. 
Udfa:rdiget 1 Bruxelles, den femogtyvende juni nitten hundrede og syvogfirs. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am ftinfundzwanzigsten Jum neunzehnhundertsiebenundachtzig. 
'Eytv& anc; Bpu!;&A.A.Ec;,  an~  EiKom 7t&vt& Iouviou xiA.ta &vvtaK6ata oyoovta &qm't. 
Done  at Brussels  on the  twenty-fifth  day  of June  in  the  year  one thousand nine  hundred and 
eighty-seven. 
Fait a  Bruxelles, le vingt-cinq juin mil  neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, add! venticinque giugno millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de vijfentwintigste juni negentienhonderd zevenentachtig. 
Feito em Bruxelas, em vinte e cinco de Junho de mil novecentos e oitenta e sete. - 225  -
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Por el  Consejo de las Comunidades Europeas 
For Riidet for De  Europa:iske Fa:llesskaber 
Fur den Rat der Europiiischen Gemeinschaften 
rw  TO  I:uJ.t(}OUA\0  T(J)V  Euprona"iK<i>v  KotVOTTtTOlV 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le  Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per  il  Consiglio delle Comunna europee 
Yoor de Raad van de  Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europe1as 
-------~""\")"'  ~------.............,, ,___,_ """"""-
I 
( 
\ .. ./ 
Por el  Gobierno de Ia  Republica Arabe de Egipro 
For regeringen for Den Arabiske Republik Egypten 
Fur die Regierungen der Arabischen Republik Agypten 
For the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
Pour le gouvernement de Ia republique arabe d'Egypte 
Per il governo della ReJ:ubblica araba d'Egitto 
Yoor de Regering van de Arabische Republiek Egypte 
Pelo Governo da Republica Arabe do Egipto 
.._ ______  _,.....,,  ,.,.....- ~...)_,..._  ............ ., 
~J,,.J· 
/  :/. ./  _,1  . 
21.  10.  87 21. 10. 87 
CCT headmg No 
03.03 
07.01 
07.04 
07.05 
08.01 
08.02 
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ANNEX A 
Descnpnon 
Crustaceans and molluscs, whether in shell or not, fresh (hve or dead), chilled, frozen, salted, 10 brme or 
dried; crustaceans, m shell, stmply botled 10  water: 
A.  Crustaceans: 
ex IV.  Shnmps and prawns: 
- Fresh  or frozen 
Vegetables, fresh or chtlled: 
A.  Potatoes: 
II.  New potatoes: 
ex a)  From 1 January to 15  May: 
- From I January to 31  March (1) 
F.  Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
II.  Beans (Phaseolus spp.)· 
ex a)  From 1 October to 30 June: 
- From I  November to 30 April (2 ) 
ex H.  Onions, shallots and garhc: 
- Omans, from  I  February to 15 May(') 
- Garhc, from 1 February to 31  May(') 
M. Tomatoes: 
ex I.  From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From 1 December to 31  March 
ex S.  Sweet peppers: 
- From 15  November to 30 April 
Dned, dehydrated or evaporated vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or 10  powder, but not further 
prepared: 
A.  Onions(') 
ex B.  Other: 
-Garlic(') 
Dried legummous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skmned or spltt: 
B.  Other (than for sowing) 
Dates,  bananas,  coconuts,  Brazil  nuts,  cashew  nuts,  p10eapples,  avocados,  mangoes,  guavas  and 
mangosteens, fresh or dned, shelled or not: 
ex A.  Dates: 
- Dried dates 
H. Other  (mangoes, mangosteens and guavas) 
Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
ex A.  Oranges: 
- Fresh (1) 
ex B.  Mandarins (includmg tangennes and satsumas); clementines, wilkings  and other stmilar citrus 
hybrids: 
-Fresh 
( 1)  Within the limit of a Community tanff quota of 98 000 tonne<. 
(') Within thelunit of a Community tariff quota of  6 400 tonnes. 
(') Within the bmtt of a Commumty tanff quota of 10100 tonnes. 
(') Reference quantity of 1 600 tonnes. 
(') Within the limst of a Community tanff quota of  4 900 tonnes. 
(6 )  Reference quantity of 1 000 tonnes. 
( 7)  Within the limit of a Community tariff quota of  7 000 tonnes. NoL297/l6 
CCT hcadmg No 
08.02 
(cont'd) 
08.04 
ex 08.09 
09.04 
09.09 
12.03 
e>.  12.08 
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ex C.  Lemons: 
-Fresh 
D.  Grapefruit 
ex E.  Other: 
- L1mes 
Grapes, fresh or dried: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes: 
e" a)  From 1 November to 14 Jul): 
- From 1 February to 30 June 
Other fruit, fresh: 
- Watermelons, from 1 Apr.'l  to 15 June 
Descr•ptton 
Pepper of the genus 'P1per'; p1menro of the genus 'Caps1cum' or the genus 'Pimenta' 
Seeds of amse, bad1an, fennel, conander, cumm, caraway and Jumper 
Seeds. fruit and spores, of a kmd  u~ed for  ~01\lng: 
E.  Other (a; 
21.  10. 87 
ChKon roots. fresh or dned, "hole or cut. unroasted; locust beans, fre.h or dned, whether or not k1bbled 
or ground. bur not further prepared: frwt kernel~ and other 1eget.!ble products of a kmd u'cd primard) for 
human food. not falling w1thm  am other headmg 
- Except ch1cor)  roots 
,a'  Th1s  concession l'i liolel\  for seed-. comph1ng "lth the pro\1\lom of rhe  D•recti\C'S on rhe marketmg of seeds dnd plants. 
CCT headmg !'lo 
07.01 
ex 08.09 
( 1 )  Rderence  quanur~ of J  00 ronnes. 
A:\XEX B 
Vegetables, fresh  or chilled: 
ex K.  Asparagus: 
Descnpr1on 
- From 1 November to the end of Februar} 
ex L.  Arttchokes· 
- From I  October to 31  December (1) 
P.  Cucumbers and gherkms: 
ex I.  Cucumbers: 
- Small cucumbers (a), from  1 January to the end of February (1 ) 
T.  Other. 
ex I.  Courgenes: 
- From  I  December to 15  March 
Other frun, fresh: 
- Small melons (b). from  I January to 31  .March (1) 
{a;  'Small cucumber\' are cucumber\ of a  len~th not C'"<u·edmf.  1 S em 
(b)  'Small melon' ar<  melon• wc•ghmg 600 g or le<S. 21.  10. 87 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Articles 1 and 2 of the Additional Protocol 
The Contracting Parties agree that, should the entry mto force of the Additional Protocol not comcide 
with the start of the calendar year or, as the case may be, the seasonal year, the quantitative limits 
referred to in Articles 1 and 2 shall be applied on a pro rata basis. 
The Contracting Parties further agree that the charging against quantitative limits of Commumty 
imports of products originating in Egypt and subject to such limits under the Additional Protocol shall 
begm on 1 January of each year, except m respect of oranges, for which the date of 1 July shall 
apply. 
Joint Declaration  by  the  Contracting Parties  concerning  new  potatoes falling  within  Common 
Customs Tariff subheading 07.01 A II  ex a) 
To avmd dtsturbance on the Community market, the Contracnng Parnes agree to meet within an 
advisory workmg party to examine the sltuanon on the potato markets (state of harvests and supply 
Situation) both in the Community importmg countnes and m the Mediterranean exporting countries. 
The members of thts working party wtll be destgnated by the Governments of the mam Mediterranean 
exporting and Community importing countries. 
The working party, chaired by the Commission of the European Commumnes, would meet at least 
three times a year, in particular before sowing takes place in the exporting counmes and at the nme of 
deliveries. 
These  meetings  would  enable  the  main  potato-exportmg countnes to  be  mformed  both  of the 
receiving markets and of  competing markets, and their purpose would be to draw up mdtcative export 
timetables  designed  to  prevent  deliveries  bemg  concentrated  around  sensitive  penods  for  the 
Community market. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the definition of German 
nationality 
Every German person, within the meaning of the basic constitutional law applying in  the Federal 
Republic of Germany, is considered as a national of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the application of the 
Additional Protocol to Berlin 
The Addinonal Protocol shall also apply to Land Berhn provided that no statement to the contrary by 
the Government of the Federal Repubhc of Germany ts  addressed to the other Contracting Parties 
within three months of the entry into force of the Protocol. PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC - 231  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 16/87 
of S January 1987 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THB  COMMISSION  OF THB  BUROPBAN  COMMUNmBS, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1418/76 
of  21  June  1976  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market in rice (
1~ as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEq 
No 1449/86 (:1),  and  in  particular Article  11  thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEq No 1250/77 
of 17 May  1977 on imports of rice from the Arab Repub-
lic  of  Egypt (3),  and  in  particular Article  1 thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC)  No 1250/77 provides that the 
levy  calculated in accordance with Article  11  of  Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1418/76 is to be reduced by an amount to 
be fixed  by the  Commission each  quarter ; whereas  this 
amount  must  be  equal  to  25 %  of  the  average  of  the 
levies  applied  during  a  reference  period ; 
Whereas,  under  Commission  Regulation  (EEq  No 
2942/73  of 30  October 1973  laying  down  detailed  rules 
for the application of Regulation (EEC) No 2412/73 ("),as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3817/85(3),  the 
reference period is to be the quarter preceding the month 
in  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  levies  to  be  taken  into  consideration  are 
therefore those applicable during October, November and 
December  1986, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The amount referred to in Article  1 of Regulation (EEq 
No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of rice origina-
ting in and coming from  the Arab Republic of Egypt is to 
be  reduced  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  5 January  1987. 
~ 
OJ No  L  166,  25.  6.  1976,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L  133,  21.  5.  1986,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L  146,  14.  6.  1~77, p.  9. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIBSSBN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L 302,  31.  10.  1973,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  16. No  L 3/6 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 5 January 1987  fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice  from  the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
ccr 
heading 
No 
Description 
ex  10.06  Rice : 
B.  Other: 
I.  Paddy  rice ;  husked  rice : 
a)  Paddy  rice : 
I. Round grain 
2.  Long grain 
b)  Husked  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long grain 
II.  Semi-milled  or wholly  milled  rice : 
a)  Semi-milled  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Wholly  milled  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
III.  Brohn rice 
(ECU/tor"'e 
Amounts 
lObe 
deducted 
76,11 
85,34 
95,14 
106,68 
125,50 
154,84 
133,66 
165,99 
52,45 
6.  1.  87 \ 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EBC)  No 503/87 
of 17  February 1987 
amending Regulation (BEC) No 1782/80 as regards certain textile products origi-
nating in the Arab Republic of Egypt 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 of 
S  February  1982  on  common  rules  for  imports('~ 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1243/86 (1),  and  in 
particular Article  1  0  thereof, 
After consultation within the Advisory Committee set up 
by Article  S of  that  Regulation, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2819/79 ('), 
the period of validity of which was last amended by Regu-
lation  (EEC)  No  3980/86 (4),  makes  imports  of  certain 
textile products originating in certain non-member coun-
tries  subject  to  Community surveillance ; 
Whereas,  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1782/80 (-'),  as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3981/86 (').  the 
Commission  established  Community  surveillance  of 
imports of  cotton yarn (category  1)  originating in Egypt, 
on  the  basis  of  administrative  cooperation  between  the 
Community and the  Arab  Republic  of  Egypt ; 
Whereas  this  administrative  cooperation  has  been 
extended to certain additional textile  products (categories 
2,  4 and 20)  originating in Egypt ; whereas it is  therefore 
appropriate  to  amend  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1782/80, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  I 
The  Annexes  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1782/80  are 
replaced  by  the  Annex  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on the day  follo-
wing its  publication in the  Official journal of the Euro· 
pean  Communities. 
This Regulation  shall  be binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  17  February  1987. 
~ 
OJ No  L 35,  9.  2.  1982,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L 113,  30.  4.  1986,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L 320,  15.  12.  1979,  p.  9. 
OJ No  L 370,  30.  12.  1986,  p.  21. 
OJ No  L 174,  9.  7.  1980,  p.  16. 
OJ No  L 370,  30.  12.  1986,  p.  25. 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member of the  Commission - 234  -
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ANNEX 
'ANNEX I 
C.teaory  ccr headina  No  NIMEXE  code  Description  Units  (1987) 
I  ss.os  SS.OS-13,  19,  21,  25,  27,  Cotton  yarn,  not put  up for  retail  sale  tonnes 
29, 33, 35, 37, 41, 45, 46, 
48, 51, 53,  55, 57, 61, 65, 
67, 69, 72, 78, 81, 83, 85, 
87 
2  55.09  55.09-03,  04,  OS,  06,  07,  Woven  fabrics  of  cotton,  other  than  gauze,  tonnes 
08, 09,  10, II, 12,  13,  14,  terry fabrics, narrow woven  fabrics, pile fabrics, 
IS, 16,  17, 19, 21,  29, 32,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and  other net  fabrics 
34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 49, 
51'  52,  53,  54,  55,  56,  57, 
59,  61, 63, 64,  65, 66, 67, 
68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 
84,  85, 87,  88, 89, 90, 91, 
92,  93,  98,  99 
2 a)  55.09  55.09-06,  07,  08,  09,  51'  a)  of which other than unbleached or bleached 
52,  53,  54,  55, 56, 57,  59, 
61, 63, 64,  65, 66, 67, 70, 
71, 73, 83, 84,  85,  87, 88, 
89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 98, 99 
4  60.04  60.04-19,  20,  22,  23,  24,  Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine  knit roll, polo  1 000 pieces 
B  I  26, 39, 41, so,  58,  69,  71,  or turtle  necked  jumpers  and  pullovers  (other 
II  a)  79,  88  than  of  wool  or  fine  animal  hair),  undervests 
b)  and  the  like,  knitted  or  crocheted 
c) 
IV  a)  4 
b)  1  aa) 
dd) 
2  ee) 
c)  4 
d)  1  aa) 
dd) 
ex2 dd) 
60.05  60.05-86,  87'  88,  89 
A  II b)  4  mm)  II 
22 
33 
44 
20  62.02  62.02-12,  13,  19  Bed  linen,  other  than  knitted  or  crocheted  tonnes 
Bla) 
c) 
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i. 
1  Expoller  (name.  run  address.  country) 
Exportateur  (nom.  adresse  complete:  pays) 
5  Consignee  (name. lull address.  country) 
Destmataire  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
8 Place and  date  of  shrpment  - Means ollransport 
Lreu et date d'embarquement - Moyen  de transport 
10 Marks and numbers - Number and  krnd  of  packages - DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
ORIIIUL 
3 Quota  year 
Ann6e contingentaire 
No 
4 Category  number 
Num6ro de  cat6gorie 
EXPORT  LICENCE 
(Textile prothlcta) 
LICENCE  O'EXPORTATION 
{PnMIIIIS textiles) 
6 Country  of  ongrn 
Pays  d'ongine 
9 Supplementary detarls 
Donn6es  suppl6mentaires 
7 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destination 
.  Marques et  num6ros - Nombre et nature des coils - DESIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
11  Quantity(') 
Quantit6(') 
12 FOB Yalue (') 
Yaleurfob ('} 
I! 
I
•! 1--------'-------..L..------'-----1 
.,  13 CERTIFICATION  BY THE  COMPETENT  AUTHORITY- VISA DE  L'AUTORITE  COMPETENTE 
1 
I, the undersigned, certify that the  goods  descnbed above have  been charged  agamst  the  quantrtatrve  limd  established  lor  the  year  shown  in  box  No  3 rn  respect  of  the 
1  category shown  rn  box No 4 by the  provtsions  regulating trade  in textile products Willi the  European  Economic CommunHy. 
I  ~  Je sousslgn6 certiflll que 1es man:handisls d6sign6es ct-dessus ont 6161mput6n sur Ia limllt quan1l1atiYt !We pour l'ann6e indlqu6e dans Ia case 3 pour Ia catjgorle d6slgn6e dans 
i~  Ia case 4 dlnsle cadre des dispositions ~nt  les 6dlenges de produtts textiles awe Ia Communaut6 6conomique europ6enne. 
~~.._14-C-ompete--nt-aut-horily-.  -~n-am-e-.  fu_K_a_dtll_ess_,_co_unt_ry)  _________  __, 
II  AutordA  cornp6tente  (nom. adresta compttte,  pays) 
i! 
f( 
fa 
!! 
At- A  . on  -le 
(Signlbn)  (Slimp  • Clchll)' 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 544/87 
of 24  February  1.987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Egypt 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1.972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (1),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25 (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at  least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3212/86  of 
22  October  1.986  fixing  for  the  1.986/87  marketing year 
the  reference  prices  for  artichokes (")  fixed  the  reference 
price for products of class I for the period 1 January to 30 
April  1.987  at  78,03  ECU  per  100  kilograms  net; 
Whereas the entry price  for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the quantities  from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which  prices are  available less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance  with Article  3 (1)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2118/74 (4),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3811/85 (5).  the  prices  to  be  taken  into 
consideration  must  be  recorded  on  the  representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  artichokes  originating  in  Egypt  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  artichokes ; 
Whereas, if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %, a rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  spot  market rates  of each  of 
these  currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to in the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge  of  5,72  ECU  per 100  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  artichokes  (subheading  07.01  L of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Egypt. 
Article  2 
Ti).is  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  26  February 
1.987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in its  entirety and directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  27  February  1.987. 
~ 
OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L 119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ No  L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  21. 
OJ No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  164,  24.  6.  1.985,  p.  1. - 237  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 664/87 
of 5  March  1.987 
abolishing the countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Egypt 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
. Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEq No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEq  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
first  subparagraph  of  Article  27 (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEq  No  544/87 (l) 
introduced a countervailing charge on artichokes origina-
ting in  Egypt ; 
Whereas the present trend of prices for  these products on 
the  representative  markets  referred  to  in  Commission 
Regulation  (EEq  No  2118/74 ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation (EEq No 3811/85 (S),  recorded  or calculated 
in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article  5  of  that 
Regulation,  indicates  that  the  application  of  the  first 
subparagraph  of  Article  26 (1)  of  Regulation  (EEq No 
1  035/72 would  result in  the countervailing charge being 
fixed  at  zero ;  whereas  the  conditions  specified  in  the 
second subparagraph of Article 26 (1) of Regulation (EEq 
No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled and the countervailing 
charge on imports of these  products originating in Egypt 
can  be  abolished, 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Fruit  and  Vegetables, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Regulation (EEq No  544/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 6 March 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5 March  1987. 
rl OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(2)  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ No  L 55,  25.  2.  1987,  p.  22. 
(')  OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(')  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  t. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President - 238  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 701/87 
of.  11  March  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Egypt 
TilE COMMISSION  OF TilE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEq No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (1~ as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEq No  1351/86(2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article 25  (1)  of Regulation (EEq No 1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save in exceptional circum-
stances ;  whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and the arithmetic mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEq No 3212/86 of 
22  October  1986  fixing  for  the  1986/87 marketing year 
the  reference  prices  for  artichokes (l)  fixed  the  reference 
price for products of class I for the period 1 January to 30 
April  1987  at  78,03  ECU  per  100  kilogram~ net; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 %  of  the quantities from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are  available less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEq 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEq  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas,  in  accordance  with  Article  3 (1)  of Regulation 
(EEq  No  2118/74  ("~  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEq  No  3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken  into 
consideration  must  be  recorded  on  the  representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  artichokes  originating  in  Egypt  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  artichokes ; 
Whereas, if  the system  is  to  operate normally, the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of 2,25 %, a rate  of  exchange  based on their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEq 
No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic mean of the spot market rates  of each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies  referred to in the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED TillS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of  16,91  ECU per 100  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  artichokes (subheading 07.01  L of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Egypt. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 13 March 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  11  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  t. 
(')  OJ  No  L 119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  -46. 
(')  OJ  No  L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  21. 
(")  OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  197-4,  p.  20. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
(')  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  16-4,  2-4.  6.  1985,  p.  1. 19,  3.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No 770/87 
of 18  March  1987 
amended Regulation (EEC)  No 701187  introducing a  countervailing charge on 
artichokes originating in Egypt 
No  L 77/39 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNffiES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
duced in application  of  Article  25  of  that  Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
artichokes  originating  in  Egypt  must  be  altered, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  701/87 (~ 
introduced a countervailing charge on artichokes origina-
ting  in  Egypt ; 
Whereas Article 26  (1)  of Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under which  a  charge  intro-
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article  1 of Regulation (EEC)  No 701/87 '16,91' ECU 
is  hereby  replaced  by  '38,15  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 19 March 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  18  March  1987. 
~ 
OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L  119,  8.  S.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ  No  L 68,  12.  3.  1987,  p.  24. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice·President No  L 93/8 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 988/87 
of 6  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Egypt 
7.  4.  87 
THE COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article 26 (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72 are therefore fulfilled  and the countervailing 
charge on imports of artichokes originating in Egypt can 
be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 ("),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation (EEC)  No 701/87 (l),  as 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 770/87 ('~ introduced a 
countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Egypt ; 
Whereas for artichokes originating in Egypt there were no 
prices  for  six  consecutive  working  days ;  whereas  the 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  701/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 7 April1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(2)  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(3)  OJ  No  L  68,  12.  3.  1987,  p.  24. 
(')  OJ  No  L 77,  19.  3.  1987,  p.  39. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President - 241  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1004/87 
of 7 April  1987 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/76 
of  21  June  1976  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  rice n as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1449/86 (2).  and  in  particular Article  11  thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1250/77 
of 17 May  1977 on imports of rice from  the Arab Repub-
lic  of  Egypt (3),  and  in  particular Article  1 thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC)  No  1250/77 provides that the 
levy  calculated  in accordance  with  Article  11  of  Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1418/76 is  to be reduced by an amount to 
be  fixed  by  the  Commission each  quarter ; whereas  this 
amount  must  be  equal  to  25 %  of  the  average  of  the 
levies  applied  during  a  reference  period ; 
Whereas,  under  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2942/73  of 30  October 1973  laying down  detailed  rules 
for the application of Regulation (EEC)  No 2412/73 ("),as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3817/85 (3),  the 
reference period is to be the quarter preceding the month 
in  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  levies  to  be  taken  into  consideration  are 
therefore  those  applicable  during January,  February  and 
March  1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The amount referred  to  in Article  1 of Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of rice origina-
ting in and coming from the Arab Republic of Egypt is to 
be  reduced  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1 May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  direcdy applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  7 April  1987. 
~ 
OJ No  L 166,  25.  6.  1976,  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L  133,  21.  5.  1986,  p.  1. 
OJ No  L  146,  14.  6.  1977,  p.  9. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  302,  31.  10.  1973,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ  No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  16. No  L 94/22 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 April 1987  fixing  the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice from  the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
ccr 
headina 
No 
Description 
ex  10.06  Rice: 
B.  Other: 
I. Paddy  rice ; husked  rice : 
a)  Paddy  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long grain 
b)  Husked  rice : 
I. Round grain 
2.  Long grain 
II. Semi-milled  or  wholly  milled  rice : 
a)  Semi-milled  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Wholly  milled  rice : 
I. Round grain 
2.  Long  grain 
Ill.  Broken  rice 
(ECU/tonne) 
Amounts 
to  be 
deducted 
82,79 
91,42 
103,49 
114,28 
133,26 
164,30 
141,92 
176,13 
54,94 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1005/87 
of 7 April 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEq No 1  030/77 
of  17  May  1977  concluding  the  Interim  Agreement 
between  the  Eu~pean Economic  Community  and  the 
Arab  Republic  of  Egypt ('),  and in  particular the second 
subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of letters 
relating  to  Article  13  of  the  Agreement, 
Whereas  the  exchange  of  letters  covered  by Regulation 
(EEC)  No 1030/77 provides  that the variable  component 
of  the  levy  ·calculated  in  accordance  with  Article  2  of 
Council  Regulation  (EEq  No  2744/75  of  29  October 
1975  on  the  import  and  export  system  for  products 
processed  from  cereals  and  rice (l),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation (EEC)  No 1  588/86 (l),  is  to  be reduced by  an 
amount fixed  by  the  Commis$ion each quarter ; whereas 
this amount must be equal to  60 % of the average of the 
levies  in  force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the 
month during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  during 
January, February and March 1987 to the products falling 
within  subheading  23.02  A  of  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff  are  to  be  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The amounts  referred  to  in  the second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by Regula-
tion (EEq No 1030/77 to be deducted from  the variable 
component applicable  to bran and sharps originating in 
Egypt  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article 2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  7  April  1987. 
(1)  OJ No  L 126,  23.  5.  1977,  p.  1. 
(")  OJ No  L 281,  1.  11.  1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ No  L 139,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  47. 
ANNEX 
CCI' heading  No 
23.02  A  I  a) 
23.02  A  I  b) 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vi~e-President 
BCU/tonne 
49:J7 
102:J6 
49:J7 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1992/87 
of 7 July  1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in  Egypt must be  reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to Council Regulation (EEC)  No· 1030/77 
of  17  May  1977  concluding  the  Interim  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Arab  Republic of  Egypt ('~ and in particular  the  second 
subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters 
relating  to  Article  13  of  the  Agreement, 
Whereas  the  exchange  of  letters  covered  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 1030/77 provides  that the variable  component 
of  the  levy  calculated  in  accordance  with  Article  2·  of 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1906/87 of 3 July 1987 on 
the import and export system for products processed from 
cereals and rice (2) is  to be reduced by an amount fixed by 
the Commission each quarter ; whereas this amount must 
be  equal  to  60 %  of  the  average  of  the  levies  in  force 
during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month  during 
which  the  amount is  fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during April, 
May  and June  1987  to  the  products  falling  within  sub-
heading 23.02 A of the Common Customs Tariff are  to be 
taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The amounts  referred  to  in the  second subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by Regula-
tion (EBC)  No  1030/77 to  be  deducted from  the variable 
component applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating in 
Egypt  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  BNssels,  7  July  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  126,  23.  5.  19n, p.  I. 
(")  OJ  No  L  182,  3.  ?·  1987,  p.  49. 
ANNEX 
ccr heading  No 
23.02  A  I  a) 
23.02  A  I  b) 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
ECU/tonne 
52,14 
107,62 
52,14 
107,62 - 245  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1994/87 
of 7 July 1987 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1907/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  rice ('),  and  in  particular  Article  II  thereof, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1250/77 
of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from  the Arab Repub-
lic  of  Egypt (2),  and  in  particular  Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC)  No 1250/77 provides that the 
levy  calculated  in  accordance with Article  II  of  Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1907/87 is  to be reduced by an  amount to 
be  fixed  by  the  Commission  each  quarter ; whereas  this 
amount  must  be  equal  to  25%  of  the  average  of  the 
levies  applied  during  a  reference  period ; 
Whereas,  under  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2942/73  of  30  October  1973  laying  down  detailed  rules 
for  the application of Regulation (EEC) No 2412/73 (l), as 
amended  by  Regul:ition  (EEC)  No  3817/85(41  the 
reference period is  to be the quarter preceding the month 
in  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  levies  to  be  taken  into  consideration  are 
therefore  those  applicable  during  April,  May  and  June 
1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The amount referred  to  in  Article  I  of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of rice origina-
ting in and coming from the Arab Republic of Egypt is to 
be  reduced  shall  be  as  shown  in  the Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  7 July  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  51. 
(')  OJ No  L  146,  14.  6.  1977,  p.  9. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L 302,  31.  10.  1973,  p.  1. 
(4)  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  16. 8.  7.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 July 1987  fixing  the amount by which the levy on 
·  imports of rice from  the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
ccr 
heading 
No 
Description 
ex  10.06  Rice: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Paddy  rice ;  husked  rice : 
a)  Paddy  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Husked  rice : 
1.  Round grain 
2.  Lo..;g  grain 
II.  Semi-milled  or  wholly  milled  rice : 
a)  Semi-milled  rice : 
I.  Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Wholly  milled  rice: 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
III.  Broken  rice 
(ECU/tonru) 
Amounts 
to be 
deducted 
88,23 
94,29 
110,29 
117,86 
136,47 
168,52 
!45,34 
180,65 
52,36 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3065/87 
of 13  October 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Egypt must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1030/77 
of  17  May.  19n  concluding  the  Interim  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Arab  Republic  of  Egypt ('~ and  in particular the  second 
subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters 
relating  to  Article  13  of  the  Agreement, 
Whereas  the  exchange  of  letters  covered  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 1030/77 provides that the variable component 
of  the  levy  calculated  in  accordance  with  Article  2  of 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1906/87 of 3 July 1987 on 
the import and export system for products processed from 
·cereals and rice (2)  is  to be reduced by an amount fixed by 
the Commission each quarter; whereas this amount must 
be  equal  to  60 %  of  the average  of  the  levies  in  force 
during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month  during 
which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during July, 
August and September 1987 to the products falling within 
subheading 23.02 A of the Common Customs Tariff are 
to  be  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The amounts  referred  to  in  the second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1030/n to  be deducted from  the variable 
component applicable  to bran  and  sharps  originating in 
Egypt  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  November 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  October  1987. 
(')  OJ No L  126,  23.- 5.  1977,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  49. 
ANNEX 
ccr heading  No 
23.02  A  I  a) 
23.02  A  I  b) 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II b) 
For  the  Commission 
l'rans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
ECu/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
48,53 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3066/87 
of 13  October 1987 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be  reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/76 
of  21  June  1976  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  rice (!),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1907/87 (2),  and  in  particular  Article  11  thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1250/77 
of 17 May  1977 on imports of rice from  the Arab Repub-
lic  of  Egypt ('~  and  in  particular  Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC)  No 1250/77 provides  that the 
levy  calculated  in accordance with  Article  11  of Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1907/87 is  to  be reduced by an amount to 
be fixed  by  the  Commission  each  quarter ; whereas  this 
amount  must  be  equal  to  25 %  of  the  average  of  the 
levies  applied  during  a  reference  period ; 
Whereas,  under  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2942/73  of  30  October  1973  laying  down  detailed  rules 
for  the application of  R~gulation (EEC) No 2412/73 (<),as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3817/85 (S),  the 
reference period is  to  be the quarter preceding the month 
in  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  levies  to  be  taken  into  consideration  are 
therefore  those  applicable  during  July,  August  and 
September  1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The amount referred  to  in  Article  1 of Regulation (EEC) 
No !250/77 by which the levy on imports of rice origina-
ting in and coming from  the Arab Republic of Egypt is to 
be  reduced  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  1  November 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  October  1987. 
~ 
OJ No L  166,  29.  6.  1976,  p.  l. 
OJ  No  L 182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  51. 
OJ No L 146,  14.  6.  1977,  p.  9. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(")  OJ No L 302,  31.  10.  1973,  p.  l. 
(')  OJ No L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  16. No  L  290/18 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 13 October 1987  fixing the amount by which the levy on 
imports of rice  from  the Arab Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
ccr 
heading 
No 
Description 
ex  I 0.06  Rice : 
B.  Other: 
I. Paddy  rice ;  husked  rice : 
a)  Paddy  rice : 
I.  Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Husked  rice : 
I.  Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
II.  Semi-milled  or  wholly  milled  rice : 
a)  Semi-milled  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
b)  Wholly  milled  rice : 
I. Round  grain 
2.  Long  grain 
Ill.  Broken  rice 
(ECU!tonne) 
Amounts 
to  be 
deducted 
87,03 
89,00 
108,79 
111,25 
134,55 
160,65 
143,30 
172,22 
50,40 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3928/87 
of 15  December 1987 
amending and extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, 
(EEC)  No 1782/80 (EEC)  No 2295/82, (EEC)  No 3652/85, (EEC)  No 1769/86 and 
(EEC)  No  1971/86  on  Community  surveillance  of  imports  of  certain  textile 
products originating in Malta,  Egypt and Turkey 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 288/82 of 
5  February  1982  on  common  -rules  for  imports('), 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC  No  1243/86 (2),  and  in 
particular  Article  10  thereof, 
Having  consulted  the  advisory  committee  set  up  under 
Article  5 of  the  said  Regulation, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2819/79 ('), 
the period of validity of which was last amended by Regu-
lation  (EEC)  No  3790/87 ('),  makes  imports  of  certain 
textile products originating in certain non-member coun-
trieS' subject  to  Community surveillance ; 
Whereas,  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3044/79 ('),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3981/86 ("),  the 
Commission  established  Community  surveillance  of 
imports of certain textile products originating in Malta ; 
Whereas,  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1782/80 ('),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  Nc  503/87 ('),  the 
Commission  established  Community  surveillance  of 
imports of certain textile products originating in Egypt ; 
Whereas, by Regulations (EEC)  No 2295/82 (').and (EEC) 
No 3652/85 ("'), as  last amended by Regulations (EEC) No 
2363/87("), (EEC)  No  1769/86('2) and  (EEC)  No  1971/ 
86 (13),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1765/ 
87 (14),  the  Commission  established  Community  surveil-
(')OJ No  L 35,  9.  2.  1982,  p.  t. 
(')OJ No  L  113,  30.  4.  1986,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  320,  15.  12.  1979,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ  No  L  356,  18.  12.  1987,  p.  18. 
(')  OJ  No  L, 343,  31.  ll. 1979,  p.  8. 
(')  OJ  No  L 370,  30.  ll. 1986,  p.  25. 
~ 
OJ  No  L  174,  9.  7.  1980,  p.  16. 
OJ  No  L  51,  20.  2.  1987,  p.  13. 
OJ  No  L  245,  20.  8.  1982,  p.  25. 
('~ OJ  No L  348,  24.  12.  1985,  p.  19. 
I
"  OJ  No L liS, 5.  8.  1987,  p.  15. 
'  OJ  No  L  153,  7.  6.  1986,  p.  26. 
1  OJ  No  L  170,  27.  6.  1986,  p.  27. 
'') OJ  No  L  167,  26.  6.  1987,  p. ·  18. 
lance of imports of certain textile products originating in 
Turkey; 
Whereas those Regulations expire on 31  December 1987 ; 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of the 
above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said Regula-
tions  should  therecfore  be  extended  for  an  additional 
period; 
Whereas the provisions of  Regulation (EEC)  No 3044/79 
should  be  defined  as  applying  to  trousers,  blouses  and 
shirts  (categories  6,  7  and  8)  originating  in  Malta ; 
Whereas the provisions of Regulation (EEC)  No 3652/85 
should be defined as  applying to acrylic yam (category 22 
a)  originating  in  Turkey ; 
Whereas  the  Community  is  a  contracting  party  to  the 
International  Convention  on  the  Harmonized  Commo-
dity  Description  and  Coding  System ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  of  23 
July 1987  on the  tariff  and statistical  nomenclature and 
on  the  Common  Customs  Tariff('')  introduces  on  1 
January  1988  a  goods  nomenclature,  known  as  the 
combined nomenclature  (CN)  based  on  the  harmonized 
system ; whereas, as  a consequence, the Annexes to Regu-
lations (EEC)  No 3044/79, (EEC)  No  1782/80, (EEC)  No 
1295/81,  (EEC)  No  3652/85,  (EEC)  No  1769/86  and 
(EEC)  No  1971/86  should  be  modified, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Community  surveillance  of  imports  of  certain  textile 
products  established  by  Regulations  (EEC)  No  3044/79, 
(EEC)  No  1782/80,  (EEC)  No  2295/82,  (EEC)  No 
3652/85,  (EEC)  No  1769/86  and  (EEC)  No  1971/86  is 
hereby  extended  until  31  December  1988. 
('')  OJ  No  L 256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  I. - 251  -
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Article  2 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3044/79  is  hereby  amended  as 
follows: 
I. Article  I  is  replaced  by  the  following  text : 
'Article  I 
Without prejudice to  the other prov1sions of Commis-
sion  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2819/79, the  import docu-
ment referred  to  in  Article  2  of  that Regulation  shall 
be issued or endorsed for  the products listed in Annex 
I  only on presentation of an  export licence issued and 
endorsed  by  the  competent  Maltese  authorities  and 
corresponding  to  the  specimen  shown  in  Annex  II. 
2.  The  Annex  is  replaced  by  Annexes  I  and  II  to  this 
Regulation. 
Article  3 
Annex  I  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1782/80  is  hereby 
replaced  by  the  Annex  III to  this  Regulation. 
Articlt 4 
The Annex  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2295/82  is  hereby 
replaced  by  Annex  IV  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  5 
The Annex  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3652/85  is  hereby 
replaced  by  Annex V  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  6 
Annexes I,  II and Ill to Regulation (EEC) No 1769/85 are 
hereby  replaced  by  Annex  VI  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  7 
Annexes I,  II and III to Regulation (EEC) No 1971/86 are 
hereby  replaced  by  Annex  VII  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  8 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 1988 
It shall  apply  until  31  December  1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  d~rectly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  15  December  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
W11ly  DE  CLERCQ 
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ANNEX I 
'ANNEX I 
Categoty  CN  code  Description  Units  Th1rd countries 
6  6203 41  10  Men's  or  boys  woven  breeches,  shorts  I 000  pieces  Malta 
6203 41  90  other than swimwear and trousers (inclu-
6203 42 31  ding  slacks);  women's  or  girls'  woven 
6203 42 33  trousers and slacks, of wool, of cotton or 
6203 42 35  of man-made  fibres 
6203 42 90 
6203 43 19 
6203 43 90 
6203 49 19 
6203 49 50 
6204 61  10 
6204 62 31 
6204 62 33 
6204 62 35 
6204 63 19 
6204 69 19 
7  6106 10 00  Women's  or  girls'  blouses,  shirts  and  I 000  pieces  Malta 
6106 20 00  shirt-blouses,  whether  or  not  knitted  or 
6106 90 10  crocheted, of  wool,  cotton or man-made 
fibres 
6206 20 00 
6206 30 00 
6206 40 00 
8  6205 10 00  Men's or boys'  shirts, other than knitted  I 000  pieces  Malta' 
6205 20 00  or  crocheted,  of  wool,  cotton  or  man-
6205 30 00  made  fibres ANNEX"!! 
ANEXO II- BILAG II- ANHANG II- IIAPAPTHMA II- ANNEX II- ANNEXE II- ALLEGATO II_ 
BI]LAGE II - ANEXO II 
1 Exporter  (name,  full  address,  country)  ORIGINAL  2.  No 
3 Quota  year  4 Category  11umber 
5 Consignee  (name,  full  address,  country) 
EXPORT  LICENCE 
(Textile  products) 
6 Country  of  origin  7 Country  of  destination 
8 Place  and  date  of shipment  - Means  of  transport  9 Supplementary  details 
10  Marks  and  numbers  - Number  and  kind  of packages  - DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS  11  Quantity(')  12  FOB 
Value (2) 
13  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  COMPETENT  AUTHORITY 
I,  the undersigned, certify that the goods described altove have been charged  against the quantitative limit established for the year 
shown in box No 3 in respect of the category shown in box No 4 by the provisions regulating trade in textile products with the Euro-
pean  Economic  Community. 
14  Competent  authority  (name,  full  address,  country) 
At  .................................................  on ................................................. 
(Signature)  (Stamp) - 254  -
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ANNEX III 
'ANNEX I 
Category  CN-code  Description  Units  Third  country 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
I  520411 00  Cotton  yam,  not  put up for  retail  sale  tonnes  Egypt 
5204 19 00 
52051100 
5205 12 00 
5205 13 00 
5205 14 00 
5205 15 10 
5205 15 90 
5205 21  oo. 
5205 22 00 
5205 23 00 
5205 24 00 
5205 25 10 
5205 25 30 
5205 25 90 
5205 31  00 
5205 32-00 
5205 33 00 
5205 3400 
5205 35 10 
5205 35 90 
5205 41  00 
5205 42 00 
5205 43 00 
5205 4400 
5205 45 10 
5205 45 30 
5205 45 90 
5206 11  00 
5206 12 00 
5206 13 00 
5206 14 00 
5206 15 10 
5206 15 90 
5206 21  00 
5206 22 00 
5206 23 00 
5206 24 00 
5206 25 10 
5206 25 90 
5206 31  00 
5206 32 00 
5206 33 00 
5206 34 00 
5206 35 10 
5206 35 90 
5206 41  00 
52064200 
5206 43 00 
520644 00 
5206 45 10 
5206 45 90 
ex  5604 90 00 - 255  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (-4)  (5) 
2  5208 II 10  Woven  fabrics  of  cotton,  other  than  tonnes  Egypt 
5208 II 90  gauze, terry fabrics, narrow woven  fabrics, 
5208 12 II  pile  fabrics,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and 
5208  12 13  other net fabrics 
5208 12 15 
5208 12 19 
5208 12 91 
52081293 
5208 12 95 
5208 12 99 
5208 13 00 
5208 19 00 
5208  21  10 
5208 21  90 
5208 22  II 
52082213 
5208 22 15 
5208 22 19 
5208 22 91 
5208 22 93 
5208 22 95 
5208 22 99 
5208 23 00 
5208 29 00 
5208 31  00 
5208 32 II 
5208 32 13 
5208 32 15 
5208 32 19 
5208 32 91 
5208 32 93 
5208 32 95 
5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 
5208 39 00 
5208 41  00 
5208 42 00 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 51  00 
5208 52 10 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 
5209 II 00 
5209 12 00 
5209 19 00 
5209 21  00 
5209 22 00 
5209 29 00 
5209 31  00 
5209 3200 
5209 39 00 
5209 41  00 
5209 42 00 
5209 43 00 
5209 49 10 
5209 49 90 
5209 51  00 
5209 52 00 
5209 59 00 
5210 II 10 
5210 II 90 
5210 12 00 
5210 19 00 .:.  256  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (S) 
2  5210 21  10 
(cont'd)  5210 21  90 
5210 22 00 
5210 29 00 
5210 31  10 
5210 31  90 
5210 32 00 
5210 39 00 
5210 41  00 
5210 42 00 
5210 49 00 
5210 51  00 
5210 52 00 
5210 59 00 
5211  II 00 
52111200 
52111900 
5211  21  00 
52112200 
5211  29 00 
52113100 
5211  32 00 
5211  39 00 
52114100 
5211  42 00 
5211  43 00 
521149 II 
5211  49  19 
5211  49 90 
5211  51  00 
52115200 
52115900 
5212 II 10 
52121190 
5212 12 10 
5212 12 90 
5212 13 10 
5212 13 90 
5212 14 10 
5212 14 90 
52121510 
5212 15 90 
5212 21  10 
5212 21  90 
5212 22 10 
5212 22 90 
5212 23 10 
5212 23 90 
5212 24 10 
5212 24 90 
5212 25 10 
52122590 
ex  58110000 
ex  6308 00 00 
2 a)  5208 31  00  a)  of which: 
5208 32 II  other than  unbleached  or  bleached 
5208 32 13 
5208 32 15 
5208 32 19 
5208 32 91 
5208 32 93 
5208 32 95 
5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 - 257  -
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{I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (S) 
2 a)  5208 39 00 
(cont'd)  5208 41  00 
5208 42 00 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 51  00 
5208 52 10 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 
5209 31  00 
5209 32 00 
5209 39 00 
5209 41  00 
5209 42 00 
5209 43 00 
5209 49 10 
5209 49 90 
5209 51  00 
5209 52 00 
5209 59 00 
5210 31  10 
5210 31  90 
5210 32 00 
5210 39 00 
5210 41  00 
5210 42 00 
5210 49 00 
5210 51  00 
5210 5200 
5210 59 00 
52113100 
5211  3200 
5211  39 00 
52114100 
52114200 
5211  43 00 
5211 49  II 
52114919 
521149 90 
52115100 
5211  52 00 
5211  5900 
521213 10 
52121390 
5212 14 10 
5212 14 90 
521215 10 
52121590 
5212 23 10 
5212 23 90 
5212 24 10 
5212 24 90 
5212 25 10 
52122590 
ex  581100 00 
ex  6308 00 00 - 258  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
4  6105 10 00  Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine  knit roll,  I 000  pieces  Egypt 
6105 20 10  polo or turtle necked jumpers and pullo-
6105 20 90  vers  (other  than  of  wool  or fine  animal 
6105 90 10  hair),  undervests  and  the  like,  knitted or 
crocheted 
6109 10 00 
6109 90 10 
6109 90 30 
61102010 
61103010 
20  6302 21  00  Bed  linen,  other  than  knitted  or  tonnes  Egypt' 
6302 22 90  crocheted 
6302 29 90 
6302 31  10 
6302 31  90 
6302 32 90 
6302 39 90 - 259  -
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ANNEX IV 
'ANNEX 
Category  CN  code  Descnptoon  Unots  Third countnes 
I  5204 II 00  Cotton  yarn,  not  put  up  for  retail  sale  tonnes  Turkey 
5204 19 00 
52051100 
5205 12 00 
5205 13 00 
5205 14 00 
52051510 
5205 15 90 
5205 21  00 
5205 22 00 
5205 23 00 
5205 2400 
5205 25  10 
5205 25 30 
5205 25 90 
5205 31  00 
5205 32 00 
5205 33 00 
5205 34 00 
5205 35 10 
5205 35 90 
5205 41  00 
5205 42 00 
5205 43 00 
5205 44 00 
5205 45  10 
5205 45 30 
5205 45 90 
5206 II 00 
52061200 
5206 13 00 
5206 14 00 
520615 10 
5206 15 90 
5206 21  00 
5206 22 00 
5206 23 00 
5206 24 00 
5206 25  10 
5206 25 90 
52063100 
5206 32 00 
5206 33 00 
5206 3400 
5206 35 10 
5206 35 90 
5206 41  00 
5206 42 00 
5206 43 00 
5206 44 00 
52064510 
5206 45 90 
ex  5604 90 00 - 260  -
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ANNEX V 
'ANNEX 
Category  CN  code  Description  Units  Thirdcountries 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
2  5208 11  10  Woven  fabrics  of  cotton,  other  than  tonnes  Turkey 
5208 II 90  gauze, terry fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, 
5208 12 11  pile  fabrics,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and 
5208 12 13  othef net fabrics 
5208 1215 
5208 1219 
5208 12 91 
520812 93 
5208 1295 
5208 1299 
5208 13 00 
5208 19 00 
5208 21  10 
5208 21  90 
5208 22 11 
5208 22 13 
5208 22 15 
5208 2219 
5208 22 91 
5208 2293 
5208 22 95 
5208 2299 
5208 23 00 
5208 29 00 
5208 31 00 
520~ 32 II 
520ft32 13 
I 
5208 32 15 
5208 3219 
5208 32 91 
•5208 32 93 
5Z08 32 95 
5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 
5208 39 00 
5208 4100 
52084200 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 51  00 
5208 5210 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 
52091100 
5209 12 00 
5209 19 00 
5209 21 00 
5209 2200 
5209 29 00 
5209 31 .oo 
5209 3200 
5209 39 00 
52094100 
52094200 
52094300 
52094910  smnl  5209 51  00 
5209 5200 
5209 59 00 - 261  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
2  5210 II 10 
(cont'd)  5210 II 90 
5210 12 00 
5210 19 00 
5210 21  10 
5210 21  90 
5210 22 00 
5210 29 00 
5210 31  10 
5210 31  90 
5210 32 00 
5210 39 00 
5210 41  00 
5210 42 00 
5210 49 00 
5210 51  00 
5210 52 00 
52105900 
5211  11  00 
5211  12 00 
5211  19 00 
5211  21  00 
5211  22 00 
5211  29 00 
5211  31  00 
5211  32 00 
5211  39 00 
5211  41  00 
5211  4200 
5211  43 00 
5211  4911 
5211  49 19 
5211  49 90 
52115100 
5211  52 00 
5211  59 00 
5212 II 10 
5212 II 90 
5212 12 10 
5212 12 90 
5212 13 10 
52121390 
5212 14 10 
5212 14 90 
52121510 
5212 IS 90 
5212 21  10 
5212 21  90 
5212 22 10 
5212 22 90 
5212 23 10 
5212 23 90 
5212 2410 
52122490 
5212 25 10 
5212 25 90 
ex  5811  00 00 
ex  6308 00 00 
2  a)  5208 31  00  a)  of  which: 
5208 32 II  other than  unbleached  or  bleached 
5208 32 13 
5208 32 15 
5208 32 19 
5208 32 91 
5208 32 93 - 262  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
2  a)  52011 32 95 
(cont'd)  5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 
5208 39 00 
5208 41  00 
5208 4200 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 51  00 
5208 52 10 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 
5209 31  00 
5209 32 00 
5209 39 00 
5209 41  00 
5209 42 00 
5209 43 00 
5209 49 10 
5209 49 90 
5209 51  00 
5209 52 00 
5209 59 00 
5210 31  10 
5210 31  90 
5210 32 00 
5210 39 00 
5210 41  00 
5210 42 00 
5210 49 00 
5210 51  00 
5210 52 00 
5210 59 00 
52113100 
52113200 
5211  39 00 
52114100 
52114200 
5211  43 00 
5211  49 II 
521!491J 
5211  49 90 
52115100 
52115200 
52115900 
5212 13 10 
5212 13 90 
5212 14 10 
52121490 
5212 15 10 
5212 15 90 
5212 23 10 
5212 23 90 
5212 24 10 
5212 24 90 
5212 2510 
5212 25 90 
ex  5811  00 00 
ex  6308 00 00 
9  5802!1-oO  Terry  towelling  and  similar  woven  terry  tonnes  Turkey 
5802 19 00  fabrics of cotton ; toilet linen and kitchen 
linen, other than knitted or crocheteli, of 
63021>0 00  terry towelling and woven terry fabrics, of 
cotton - 263  -
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(ll  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
ex  32  5801  25 00  Woven  pile  fabrics  and  chemlle  fabrics  tonnes  Turkey 
5801  26 00  (other than terry towelling or terry fabrics 
of  cotton and narrow woven  fabrics)  and 
ex  5801 30 00  tufted  text1le  surfaces,  of wool,  of  cotton 
or of  man-made  text!le  fibres 
56  55081090  Yarn of staple synthet1c  fibres  (including  tonnes  Turkey 
waste),  put  up  for  retail  sale 
5511  to 00 
5511  20 00 
22 a)  5508 1019  Yarn  of staple  or wastes  synthetic fibres,  tonnes  Turkey 
not  put up  for  reta>l  sale : 
5509 31  10 
a)  of  which:  5509 31  90 
acrylic 
5509 32 10 
5509 32 90 - 264  -
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ANNEX Vl 
'ANNEX  l 
Category  CN  code  Descnption  Umt.;;  Thud country 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
4  6105 10 00  Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine  knit roll,  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
61052010  polo or turtle  necked JUmpers  and pullo· 
6105 20 90  vers  (other  than  of  wool  or  fine  ammal 
6105 90 10  hair),  undervests  and the like, knitted  or 
crocheted 
6109 10 00 
6109 90 \0 
6109 90 30 
6110 20  10 
6110 30 10 
5  6101  10 90  Jerseys,  pullovers,  slip-overs,  watstcoats,  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
6101  20 90  twinsets.  cardigans,  bed-Jackets  and 
6101  30 90  JUmpers  (other  than  jackets  and  blazers), 
anoraks, windcheaters, watster jackets and 
6102 10 90  the  hke,  knitted  or crocheted 
6102 20 90 
6102 30 90 
61101010 
61\0 10 31 
6110 10 39 
611010 91 
6110 10 99 
6110 20 91 
61102099 
6110 30 9\ 
6\10 30 99 
6  6203 41  10  Men's  or  boys  woven  breeches,  shorts  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
62034\90  other than  swtmwear and trousers (inclu-
6203 42 31  ding  slacks);  women's  or  girls'  woven 
6203 42 33  trousers and slacks, of wool,  of  cotton or 
6203 42 35  of  man-made  fibres 
6203 42 90 
62034319 
6203 43 90 
6203 49  19 
6203 49 50 
6204 61  10 
6204 62 31 
6204 62 33 
6204 62 35 
6204 63 19 
6204 69  19 
7  6106 10 00  Women's  or  girls'  blouses,  shirts  and  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
6\06 20 00  shirt-blouses,  whether or not  knitted  or 
6106 90 10  crocheted,  of  wool,  cotton  or man-made 
fibres 
6206 20 00 
6206 30 00 
6206 40 00 
8  6205 10 00  Men's or boys' shirts, other than  knitted  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
6205 20 00  or  crocheted,  of  wool,  cotton  or  man-
6105 30 00  made  ftbres - 265  -
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(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
12  61151200  Pamy-lw<e  and  tights,  sto~kings, undu·  I 000  p•1r•  Turkey 
6115 19 10  stockings,  socks,  ankle·sock~,  sockett~< 
1>1151990  and  the  like,  knmed or crocheted, other 
6115 20 II  than  for  babies,  including  stockings  for 
6115 20 90  ~aricose  vems,  other  than  products  oi 
61159100  category  70 
61159200 
61159310 
6115 93 30 
6115 93 99 
61159900 
13  61071100  Men's  ,or  boys'  ~nderpants  and  briefs,  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
6107 12 00  women s  or  g1rls  kniCkers  and  br1efs, 
6107 19 00  kmtted  or  crocheted,  of  wool,  cotton  or 
man-m•de  f1bres 
6108 21  00 
6108 22 00 
6108 29 00 
20  631)2  21  00  Bed  linen,  other  than  knitted  or  tonnes  Turkey 
.  6302 22 90  crocheted 
6302 29 90 
63fl2  _11  10 
630:! 31  90 
6.~02 32 90 
6302 39 90 
39  6302~110  Table  I  men,  to :let  and  J..1tch.:n  I  men,  tonnes  Turkey 
6~02 "  '10  other  than  knitted  or  crocheted,  other 
6302 53 90  than  of  terry  towelhng  or  s1mliar  terry 
ex  6302 59 00  fabncs  of  cotton 
63029110 
6302 9!  90 
6302 93 90 
e>  6302 99 00 
83  6101  10  10  Overcoats,  1ackets,  blazers  and  other  tonnes  Turkey 
61012010  garments,  mcludmg sk1  suits,  knmed  or 
610i 30  10  crocheted, excludmg garments of catego· 
ne' 4,  5,  7,  13, 24,  26,  27,  28,  68,  69,  72, 
biOI 3010  73,  74,  75 
6i02 10  10 
61022010 
61023010 
6101 31  00 
61033200 
6103 33 00 
ex  6103 39 00 
61043100 
6104 320(J 
6104 33 00 
ex  61043900 
ex  6112 20 00 
61130090 
61141000 
61142000 
6114 3000 I 
"  ... 
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ANEXO II_ BILAG II- ANHA/'VG II~  flAPAPTHMA II- ANNEX II- ANNEXE II- ALLEGA1V ll- BI]LAGE II-
ANEXO II 
1 Exporter  (name,  full  address,  country) 
Exportateur  (nom.  adresse  comphite,  pays) 
5 Consignee  (name,  full  address,  country) 
Destinataire  (nom.  adresse  complete.  pays) 
To  be  sent  to  the  importer 
Copie a  envoyer a  l'importateur 
8 Place  and  date  of  shipment  - Means  of transport 
Lieu  et  date  d'embarquement  - Moyen  de  transport 
10  Marks  and  numbers  - Number  and  kind  of  packages 
DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
Marques  et  numeros  - Nombre  et  nature  des  cohs 
D~SIGNATION DES  MARCHANDISES 
ORIGINAL  2 No 
3 Management  year.  4 Category  number: 
Annee  de  gestion  Numero  de  categone : 
EXPORT INFORMATION  DOCUMENT 
(Textile  products) 
DOCUMENT INFORMATION  D'EXPORTATION 
(Produits  textiles) 
6 Country  of  origm 
Pays  d'  ongme 
9 Supplementary  deta1ls 
Donnees  supplementaires 
7 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destmation 
11  Combined  nomen- 12  Quantity(')  13  Value (2) 
fob  Turkey 
Valeur  fob 
Turquie 
clature  (CN)  codes  Quantile 
Codes  de  Ia  no-
menclature  combi-
nile  (NC) 
This  document  must  be  presented  to  the  competent  authorities  in  the  1mporter  member  country  withm  one  month  of  its  date  of  issue 
g  Le  present  document doit etre presente  aux  autorites competentes du  pays membre  1mportateur dans un  delai d'un mo1s a  compter de  Ia date 
fr-d_e_s_a_d_e_liv_ra_n_ce_. __________________________________________________________________________  ~ll 
.!! 
0  a.  .. 
~-l 
2'-.. 
~ ~ 
-2  .. 
1,;  l1 r-,-4-C-ER-T-IF-IC_A_T-IO_N_B_Y_TH_E_T_U_R_K-IS_H_A_U_T_H_O-RI-T.Y---VI_S_A_D_E_L-'A_S_S_O-CI-A-TI_O_N_E_X-PO_R_T_A-TR-IC-E-TU_R_Q_U_E_· -----------·  - ,.  ·c  • 
ii 
s  'il 
:i ·: 
!  ; 
o- E 
I,  the  undersigned,  certify  the  authenticity  of  the  above  information 
Je  soussignil  certifie  l'authenticite  des  informations  donnees  ci-dessus. 
At-A .......................................................................................... On-Le  ............................................................................................  . 
~ j 1-------------------------------------------------------. Signature  Stamp-Cachet  ...... 
i  i 
~i 
15  COMPETENT  ASSOCIATION  (name,  full  address.  country) 
ASSOCIATION  COMPfrENTE  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) ANEXO III-BILA.G III-AN  HANG III_;. nAPAPTHMA Ill-ANNEX III-ANNEXE III-ALLEGA  TO III-BI]LA.GE Ill-
ANEXO III 
1 Exporter  (name.  full  address,  country) 
Exportateur  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
3 Consignee  (name,  full  address,  country) 
Destinataire  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
To  be  sent  to  the  importer 
Copie a envoyer a l'importateur 
6 Place  and  date  of  shipment  - Means  of transport 
Lieu  et  date  d'embarquement  - Moyen  de  transport 
8 Marks  and  numbers  - Number  and  kind  of  packages 
DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
Marques  et  numeros  - Nombre  et  nature  des  colis 
DESIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
ORIGINAL  2 No 
EXPORT  INFORMATION  DOCUMENT 
in  regard  to handlooms,  textile  handicrafts and 
traditional  textile  products  of the  cottage  industry 
DOCUMENT INFORMATION  D'EXPORTATION 
relatif aux tissus tiss6s sur m6tiers A main, aux produits 
textiles faits A Ia  main, et aux produits textiles relevant 
du  folklore traditionnel,  de  fabrication  artisanale 
4 Country  of origin 
Pays  d'ongine 
7 Supplementary  details 
Donnees  supplementaires 
5 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destination 
9 Combined  nomen- 10  Quantity(')  11  Value(') 
fob Turkey 
Valeur  fob 
Turquie 
clature (CN)  codes  Quantile 
Codes  de  Ia  no-
menclature  combi-
nee  (NC) 
Thts  document  must  be  presented  to  the  competent  authonttes  in  the  importer  member  country  wtthin  one  month  of  tts  date  of  tssue. 
Le  present document doit etre presente  aux autorites competentes du  pays  membre tmportateur dans  un delai d'un mois a  compter de  Ia  date 
de  sa  delivrance 
12  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  TURKISH  EXPORTING  ASSOCIATION  - VISA  DE  L'ASSOCIATION  EXPORT  A  TRICE  TURQUE: 
I,  the  understgned, certify that the consignment described above  includes only the following textile products of the cottage industry of the 
country  shown  m box  No  4 
a)  fabrics  woven  on  looms  operated  solely  by  hand  or  foot  (handlooms) (') 
b)  garments or other textile arttcles obtained manually from the fabncs described under a)  and  sewn  solely by hand  without the aid  of any 
machine  (handicrafts) (') 
c)  tradtttonal folklore handtcraft textile products made  by  hand,  as  defmed  tn  the  list agreed  between the  European  Economic  Community 
and  the  Associations  shown  in  box  No  13 
Je soussigne certifie que I' envoi decrit ci-dessus contient exclustvement les produits textiles suivants, relevant de Ia fabrication artisanale du 
pays  figurant  dans  Ia  case  4 
a)  tissus  tisses  sur  des  metiers  actionnes a Ia  main  ou  au  pied  (handlooms) (') 
b)  vetements ou  autres articles textiles obtenus manuellement a  partir de ttssus  decrits au  point  a)  et cousus  uniquement a  Ia  main  sans 
I' aide  d'une  machine  (handcrafts)(') 
c)  produits  textiles  relevant  du  folklore  traditionnel  fabriques a Ia  main,  comme  definis  dans  Ia  liste  convenue  entre  Ia  Communaute 
economique  europeenne  et  les  associations indiquees  dans  Ia  case  13. 
At-A  ...... . 
13  COMPETENT  ASSOCIATION  (name,  full  address,  country) 
ASSOCIATION  COMPETENTE  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
..................  . . On·Le  ............. . 
Signature  Stamp·Cachet - 268  -
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ANNEX VII 
'ANNEX I 
Category  CN code  Description  Units  Third countries 
73  61121100  Track suits of knitted or crocheted fabric,  I 000  pieces  Turkey 
61121200  of wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
6112 19 00  fibres ..5 
ANEXO II- BILA.G ll- ANHANG II- nAPAPTHMA II-ANNEX II- ANNEXE II- ALLEGA1V ll- Bl]LA.GE ll-
ANEXO ll 
1 Exporter  (name,  full  address,  country) 
Exportateur  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
5 Consignee  (name,  full  address,  country) 
Oestinataire  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
To  be  sent  to  the  importer 
Copie a  envoyer a l'importateur 
8 Place  and  date  of shipment  - Means  of transport 
Lieu  at  date  d'embarquement  - Moyen  de  transport 
10  Marks  and  numbers  - Number  and  kind  of packages 
DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
Marques  et  numiros - Nombre  et  nature  des  colis 
D~SIGNATION DES  MARCHANDISES 
ORIGINAL 
3 Management  year . 
Annee  de  gest1on · 
2 No 
4 Category  number · 
Numiro de  categorie · 
EXPORT  INFORMATION  DOCUMENT 
(Textile  products) 
DOCUMENT  INFORMATION  D'EXPORTATION 
·  (Produits textiles) 
6 Country  of origin 
Pays  d'  origine 
7 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destmation 
9 Supplementary  details 
Donnees  supphimentaires 
11  Combined  nomen- 12  Quantity(') 
clature  (CN)  codes  Quantile 
Codes  de  Ia  no-
menclature  combi-
nee  (NC) 
13  Value(') 
fob  Turkey 
Valeur  fob 
Turquie 
This  document  must  be  presented  to  the  competent  authorities  1n  the  importer  member  country  within  one  month  of  its  date  of issue. 
-{  Le present document doit iltre presente aux  autoritits competentes du pays  membre importateur dans un delai d'un mois li compter de  Ia  date 
f~d_e_s_a_d_e_liv_r_an_c_e·--------------------------------------------------------------------------_, 
.s 
l 
~~ 
fi 
.!  .. 
f!~-----------------1 
·"  ~  14  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  TURKISH  AUTHORITY  - VISA  DE  L'ASSOCIATION  EXPORTATRICE  TURQUE: 
§  J!! 
I  ! 
.  s  .• 
·f .• 
11 
I,  the  undersigned,  certify  the  authenticity  of the  above  information. 
Je soussigne  certifie  l'authenticite des  informations  donnees  ci-dessus . 
At-A .................................................................................................. On-Le  ..............................................................................................  .. 
i } t------------------------------------------------------. Signature 
1~ 
gf 
St~mp-Cachet 
It 
I  • 
I  i 
~  -~  mJ 
15  COMPffiNT ASSOCIATION  (name,  full  address,  country) 
ASSOCIATION  COMPffENTE  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) "'  0 
"' 
0 
Q, 
.j 
i.; 
i~ 
1:>  ii 
.!"" 
-~ s 
.: ! 
£  g. 
~ :! 
~  ~ 
cr  e 
ANEXO III- BILAG III -ANHANG III- nAPAPTHMA Ill-ANNEX  III -ANNEXE III -ALLEGATO III- BIJLAGE III-
ANEXO Ill 
1 Exporter  (name,  full  address.  country) 
Exportateur  (nom.  adresse  complete,  pays) 
3 Cons1gnee  (name,  full  address.  country) 
Destinataire  (nom,  adresse  complete.  pays) 
To  be  sent  to  the  importer 
Copie a envoyer a l'importateur 
6  Place  and  date  of  shipment  - Means  of transport 
Lieu  et  date  d'embarquement  - Moyen  de  tra~sport 
8 Marks  and  nurr.bers  - Number  and  kind  of  packages 
DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
Marques  et  numeros  - Nombre  et  nature  des colis 
DESIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
ORIGINAL  2 No 
EXPORT  INFORMATION  DOCUMENT 
in  regard  to handlooms,  textile  handicrafts and 
traditional  textile products  of the cottage  industry 
DOCUMENT  INFORMATION  D'EXPORTATION 
relatif aux tissus tisses sur metiers A main, aux produits 
textiles faits A Ia  main, at aux produits textiles relevant 
du  folklore  traditionnel,  de fabrication  artisanale 
4 Country  of origin 
Pays  d'orig~ne 
7 Supplementary  details 
Donnees  supplementaires 
5 Country  of destination 
Pays  de  destination 
9  Combined  nomen- 10  Quantity (1 )  11  Value(') 
fob Turkey 
Valeur  fob 
Turquie 
clature (CN)  codes  Quantile 
Codes  de  Ia  no-
menclature  combi-
nes  (NC) 
This  document  must  be  presented  to  the  competent  authorities  in  the  1mporter  member  country  within  one  month  of  its date  of 1ssue. 
Le  present document doit etre presente aux autoriuis competentes du  pays membre importateur dans un delai d'un mois ii compter de  Ia  date 
de  sa  delivrance 
12  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  TURKISH  EXPORTING  ASSOCIATION  -VISA DE  L'ASSOCIATION  EXPORT  A  TRICE  TURQUE: 
I.  the undersigned, certify that the consignment described above includes only the following textile products of the cottage industry of the 
country shown  in  box  No  4  • 
a)  fabrics  woven  on  looms  operated  solely  by  hand  or foot  (handlooms) (') 
b)  garments or other textile articles obtained manually from the fabrics described under a)  and  sewn solely by hand without the aid of any 
machine  (handicrafts) (') 
c)  traditional  fol~lore handicraft textile products made  by hand,  as  defined in  the  list agreed between the European  Economic  Community 
and  the  Associations  shown  in  box  No  13 
Je soussigne certifie que I'  envoi decrit ci-dessus contient exclusivement les produits textiles suivants, relevant de Ia fabrication artisanale du 
pays  figurant  dans  Ia  case  4 
a)  tissus  tisses  sur  des  metiers  actionnes a  Ia  main  ou  au  pied  (hsndlooms) (') 
b)  vetements ou  autres articles textiles obtenus manuellement a  partir de tissus decrits au  point a)  et cousus uniquement a  Ia  main  sans 
I'  aide  d'une machine  (handcrafts) (') 
c)  produits  textiles  relevant  du  folklore  traditionnel  fabriques a Ia  main,  comma  definis  dans  Ia  liste  convenue  entre  Ia  Communaute 
economique  europeenne  et  les  associations indiquees  dans  Ia  case  13. 
i j 1--------------------A_t-_A_._  ... _  ... _  ... _  ... _  .... _  ... _  ... _  ... _  ... _  ... _  ... _  ...  ..,  ......................  On·Le  .............................................................. . 
~  :...,:  13  COMPETENT  ASSOCIATION  (name,  full  address,  country) 
li 
~~ 
!1:  "' 
1i.!! 
c  a; 
AI 
ASSOCIATION  COMPETENTE  (nom,  adresse  complete,  pays) 
Signature  Stamp-Cachet - 271  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3932/87 
of 28  December 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in  Egypt must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  I 030/77 
of  17  May  1977  concluding  the  Interim  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Arab  Republic  of  Egypt ('),  and  in  particular the second 
subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters 
relating  to  Article  13  of  the Agreement, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1658/87 
of 23  July 1987 on  the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the Common Customs Tariff (2),  and in particular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas  the  exchange  of  letters  covered  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 1030/77 provides  that the variable component 
of  the  levy  calculated  in  accordance  with  Article  2  of 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2744/75  of  19  October 
1975  on  the  import  and  export  system  for  products 
processed  from  cereals  and  rice (l),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation (EEC)  No 1906/87 ('),  is  to  be  reduced  by  an 
amount fixed  by  the  Commission each  quarter ; whereas 
this amount must be equal to  60 % of the average of the 
levies  in  force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the 
month  during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1658/87  intro-
duces  from  I  January 1988  a new  combined nomencla-
ture  meeting  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and the  Community's statistics of foreign 
trade  and  replacing  the  present  nomenclature ; 
Whereas the variable components applicable during July, 
August and September 1987 to the products falling within 
subheadings  2302 I 0,  2302 10,  2302 30  and  2302 40  of 
the  combineo · nomenclature  are  to  be  taken  into 
consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The  amounts  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters covered by Regula-
tion (EEC)  No  1030/77 to  be deducted from  the variable 
component applicable  to  bran  and  sharps  originating in 
Egypt  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  18  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 126,  23.  5.  1977,  p.  I. 
(")OJ No  L 256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  I. 
(>)OJ  No  L 281,  I. 11.  1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  49. 
For the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 272  -
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ANNEX 
CN code  ECU/tonne 
2302 10 10  48,53 
2302 10 90  99,89 
2302 20 10  48,53 
2302 20 90  99,89 
2302 30 10  48,53 
2302 30 90  99,89 
2302 40 10  48,53 
2302 40 90  99,89 - 273  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3934/87 
of 28  December 1987 
fixing the amount by which the levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic 
of Egypt must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1418/76 
of  21  June  1976  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  rice ('),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1907/87 ('),  and  in  particular Article  11  thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1250/77 
of 17 May 1977 on imports of rice from  the Arab Repub-
lic  of  Egypt (l~ and  in  particular  Article  1 thereof, 
Having  regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  2658/87 
of 23 July 1987 on  the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the Common Customs Tariff (
4~ and in parti<;ular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC)  No 1250/77 provides  that the 
levy  calculated  in  accordance with  Article  11  of  Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1418/76 is to  be reduced by an amount to 
be  fixed  by  the  Commission  each  quarter ; whereas  this 
amount  must  be  equal  to  25 %  of  the  average  of  the 
levies  applied  during  a  reference  period ; 
Whereas,  under  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2942/73  of  30  October 1973  laying  down  detailed  rules 
for the application of Regulation (EEC) No 2412/73 (').as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3817/85 ('),  the 
reference period is to be the quarter preceding the month 
in  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  intro-
duces  from  1 January 1988  a new  combined  nomencla-
ture  meeting  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and the Community's statistics of foreign 
trade  and  replacing  the  present  nomenclature, 
Whereas  the  levies  to  be  taken  into  consideration  are 
therefore those applicable during October, November and 
December  1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The amount referred  to  in Article  1 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1250/77 by which the levy on imports of rice origina-
ting in and coming from  the Arab Republic of Egypt is to 
be  reduced  shall  be  as  shown  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  28  December  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 166,  25.  6.  1976,  p.  1. 
f) OJ  No L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  51. 
f) OJ No L 146,  14.  6.  19n, p.  9. 
(<)  OJ No L 256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  1. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L  302,  31.  10.  1973,  p.  1. 
(')OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.-1985,  p.  16. No  L 369/82 
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to the Conunission Regulation of 28  December 1987  fixing the amount by which the levy 
on imports of rice  from  the Arab  Republic of Egypt must be reduced 
(ECU/tonnt) 
CN code  Amounts  to  be  deducted 
100610 91  87,03 
100610 99  89,00 
1006 20 10  108,79 
1006 20 90  111,25 
10063011  134,55 
10063019  160,65 
1006 30 91  143,30 
1006 30 99  172,22 
1006 40 00  50,40 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3946/87 
of 21  December 1987 
again amending Articles 6 and 17  of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
to  the  Cooperation Agreement between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Arab Republic of Egypt 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
.Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Arab  Republic  of 
Egypt(') was signed on  18 January 1977 and entered into 
force  on  1  November  1978; 
Whereas Article 6 of  the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and methods 
of  administrative  cooperation  to  the  said  Agreement 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the Protocol), as  amended by 
Decision No 1/81  (2) of the Cooperation Council, provides 
that, in  the case of an  automatic change in  the base  date 
aplicable to the amounts expressed in  ECU, the Commu-
nity  may  introduce  revised  amounts  when  necessary ; 
Whereas  the  equivalent  value  of  the  ECU  in  certain 
national currencies on  I  October  1986 was  less  than  the 
corresponding  value  on  I  October  1984;  whereas  the 
automatic  change in  the base  date  would,  in the case  of 
conversion  into  the  national  currencies  concerned,  have 
the effect of reducing the limits which permit the presen-
tation  of  simplified  documentary  evidence ; whereas,  in 
order to  avoid  this effect, it is  necessary  to  increase such 
limits  e«:pressed  in  ECU, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Artscle  1 
The  Protocol  is  hereby  amended  as  follows : 
1.  In  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6  (1),  '2 355 
ECU'  is  replaced  by  '2 590  ECU'. 
2.  In  Article  17  (2)  '165  ECU' is  replaced  by  '180  ECU' 
and  '470  ECU'  by '515  ECU'. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on  1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  266,  27.  9.  !978,  p.  2. 
('')  OJ No L  357,  12.  12.  1981,  p.  4. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
B.  HAARDER - 276  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4180/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening  and  providing  for  the  administration  of a  Community  tariff  quota  for  onions 
originating in Egypt (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  estabhshmg  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Econom1c  Community 
and the Arab Republic of Egypt (  1) provides in Arttcle 1 for a 
Community tariff quota to be opened for the importation 
into the Community of 4 900 tons of onions falling withm 
code No 0712 20 00  of the combined  nomenclature  and 
originating in Egypt; whereas, within the limits of th1s tariff 
quota the customs duty shall progressively be abohshed over 
the same periods and in accordance with the same timetables 
as  those laid down  m Articles  75  and  243  of the  Act  of 
Accession  of Spain and  Portugal;  whereas,  for  1988, the 
quota duty will be equal to 6,2% as long as the erga omnes 
quota of 12 000 tonnes at 10%, laid down by  Regulation 
(EEC) No 4072/87 (2), is not exhausted; whereas, after the 
possible  exhaustion  of  the  said  erga  omnes  quota,  a 
preferential duty of 10% will apply; 
Whereas, within the limits of this tariff quota, the Kmgdom 
of Spain and the Portuguese Repubhc will apply the customs 
duty calculated according to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2573/87 of 11 August 1987laying down the arrangements 
for trade between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and 
Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey on the 
other (3); whereas the Community tariff quota in  question 
should therefore be opened for 1988; 
Whereas from 1 January 1988 the nomenclature used m the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
nomenclature  based  on  the  International  Convention  on 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation takes account of that fact by using 
the  combined  nomenclature  code  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas  it  is  m  particular  necessary  to  ensure  to  all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access to the 
abovementioned quota and uninterrupted application of the 
rates laid down for this quota to all imports of the products 
concerned into all  Member States until the quota has been 
used up; whereas, in the present case, it seems advisable not 
to  allocate  this quota among the Member States without 
preJudice to the drawing against the quota volume of such 
quantities  as  they  may  need,  under  the  conditions  and 
according to the procedure specified in Article 1 (2); whereas 
this  method  of  management  reqmres  close  cooperation 
between the Member States and the Commission and the 
latter must, in particular, be able to monitor the rate at which 
the  quota  is  used  up  and  inform  the  Member  States 
thereof; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union,  all  transactions  concerning  the  administration  of 
shares allocated to that economic union may be carried out 
by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From  1  January  to  31  December  1988,  the  duty 
applicable to imports into the Community of the products 
listed below originating in Egypt shall be suspended at the 
level, and within the limit of a Community tariff quota, as 
shown herewith: 
Order No  CN code  Descnpt1on  Volume of quota  Quota duty 
(tonnes)  (%) 
09.1701  0712 2000  Onions 
( 1)  This duty shall apply unnl exhausnon of the erga omnes tariff quota opened by  Regulation (EEC) No 4072/87. 
(') OJ No L 297, 21. 10. 1987, p. 11. 
(1)  OJ No L 381, 31. 12. 1987, p. 10. 
(3)  OJ No L 250, 1. 9.  1987, p. 1. 
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Within the limits of this tariff quota, the Kingdom of Spain 
and  the  Portuguese  Republic  shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated  in  accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2573/87. 
2.  If  an importer notifies an imminent importation of the 
product in  question  in  a  Member State and  requests  the 
benefit of quota, the Member State concerned shall inform 
the Commission and draw an amount corresponding to these 
requirements to the extent that the available balance of the 
reserve so permits. 
3.  The shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 2 shall  be 
valid until the end of the quota period. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure  that their  drawings  pursuant to Article  1 (2)  are 
carried  out in  such  a  way  that imports may  be  charged 
without interruption against their accumulated shares of the 
Community quota. 
2.  Each Member State shall ensure that importers of the 
said goods have access to the quota so long as the residual 
balance of the quota volume so permits. 
3.  Member States shall charge imports of the said goods 
against their drawings as and when the goods are entered for 
free circulation. 
4.  The extent to which the quota has been used up shall be 
determined on the basis of  the imports charged in accordance 
with paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At the request of the Commmission, Member States shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against the quota. 
Article 4 
Member States and the Commission shall collaborate closely 
in order to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For  the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER EEC-ISRAEL  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to  "Co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  State of 
Israel" contains all  the  acts  adopted  by  the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant  to  the Agreement  signed 
at Brussels  on  11  May  1975  as well  as  the acts adopted 
by  the  EEC  concerning Israel. GENERAL  MATTERS 
1.  Co-operation  Agreement  and  related texts No  L  77/2 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an Exchange of Letters relating to Article 9 of Protocol No 1 to the 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  State  of  Israel 
concerning the importation into the Community of preserved fruit salads originating 
in Israel  (1987) 
Sir, 
In pursuance of Article 9 of Protocol No 1 to the Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic  Community  and  the  State  of  Israel,  and  following  the  clarifications  exchanged 
concerning  the  conditions  governing  imports  into  the  Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads 
falling within subheadings 20.06  B II  a)  ex 9 and 20.06  B II  b)  ex 9 of the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating in Israel, I have the honour to inform you that Israel undertakes to take :fl.! 
necessary measures to ensure that the quantities supplied to  the Community from  1 January to 
31  December  1987  will  not exceed  220  tonnes. 
To this end the Government of the State of Israel declares that all exports to  the Community of 
the products concerned will be effected exclusively by exporters whose operations are controlled 
by  the  Israeli  Ministry  of Commerce,  Industry  and  Tourism. 
The guarantees  relating  to  quantities  will  be  met  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed 
between  that Ministry  and the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of the  Commission of the 
European  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of my highest  consideration. 
Sir, 
For  the  Government 
of the  State  of Israel 
I  have  the  honour to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter of  today,  worded  as  follows: 
'In pursuance of Article 9 of Protocol No 1 to the Agreement concluded between the Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  State  of  Israel,  and  following  the  clarifications 
exchanged concerning the conditions governing imports into the Community of preserved 
fruit  salads  falling  within  subheadings  20.06  B  II  a)  ex  9  and 20.06  B  II b)  ex 9  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in  Israel,  I  have  the  honour to  inform you  that 
Israel undertakes to  take all necessary measures to ensure that the quantities supplied to the 
Community from  1  January  to  31  December  1987  do  not exceed  220  tonnes. 
To this end the Government of the State of Israel declares that all exports to the Community 
of  the  products  concerned will  be  effected  exclusively  by exporters  whose  operations are 
controlled  by  the  Israeli  Ministry  of Commerce,  Industry and Tourism. 
The guarantees relating to quantities will  be met in accordance with the procedures agreed 
between that Ministry and the Directorate-General for Agriculture of the Commission of the 
European  Communities.  · 
I  should  be grateful  if  you  would  confirm  the  agreement  of  the  Community  with  the 
foregoing.' 
I  am  able  to  confirm  the agreement of  the  Community with  the  foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of my  highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
19.  3.  87 GENERAL  MATTERS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 756/87 
of 16  March 1987 
on the the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters 
relating to Article 9 of Protocol No 1 to the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the State of Israel and concerning the import into 
the Community of preserved fruit salads originating in Israel (1987) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the  Com-
mission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and  the  State  of Israel(') was  signed  on  11 
May  1975; 
Whereas  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of 
Letters  relating  to  Article  9  of  Protocol  1  to  the  said 
Agreement  and  concerning  the  import  into  the  Com-
munity  of  preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in  Israel 
(1987)  should  be  approved, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
relating  to  Article  9  of· Protocol  1  to  the  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
State  of  Israel  and  concerning  the  import  into  the 
Community of preserved fruit salads originating in  Israel 
(1987) is hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the  Agreement 
in  order  to  bind  the  Community. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
Sta~es. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 136,  28.  5.  !975,  p.  3. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 288  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4163/87 
of 21  December 1987 
on the application of Decision No 1187 of the EEC-Israel Cooperation Council again amending 
Anicles 6 and 17 of the Protocol concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating products' and 
methods of administrative cooperation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  panicular  Ani  de  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
No L 397/1 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the State of Israel (  1) was signed on 11 May 
1975 and entered into force on 1 July 1975; 
Decision No 1187 of the EEC-Israel Cooperation Council 
shall be applicable in the Community. 
Whereas under Anicle 25  of the Protocol concerning the 
definition  of the  concept  of  'originating  products'  and 
methods of administrative cooperation, which is an integral 
pan of the  Agreement,  the cooperation Council  adopted 
Decision No 1187 again amending Anicles 6 and 17; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  apply  this  Decision  in  the 
Community, 
The text of the Decision is  attached to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
( 1)  OJ No L 136, 28. 5. 1975, p. 3. 
For the Council 
The President 
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DECISION No 1/87 OF THE EEC-ISRAEL COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 11 December 1987 
again  amending Articles  6  and  17 of the  Protocol  concerning  the  defmition  of the concept of 
'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
THE COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
Having  regard  to the  Agreement  between  the  European 
Economic Community  and  the  State  of Israel,  signed  in 
Brussels on 11  May 1975, 
Having regard to the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the  concept  of  'originating  products'  and  methods  of 
administrative cooperation, hereinafter called 'the Protocol', 
and in particular Article 25 thereof, 
Whereas the equivalent value of the ECU in certain national 
currencies  on  1  October  1986  was  less  than  the 
corresponding  value  on  1  October  1984;  whereas  the 
automatic change in the base date laid down in Decision No 
1/81 of the  Cooperation Council  would,  in  the  case  of 
conversion into the national currencies concerned, have the 
effect of  reducing the limits which permit the presentation of 
simplified documentary evidence; whereas, in order to avoid 
this effect, it is necessary to increase such limits expressed in 
ECU, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Protocol is hereby amended as follows: 
1.  in the second subparagraph of Article 6 (1), '2 355 ECU' 
is replaced by '2 590 ECU'; 
2.  in Article 17 (2), '165 ECU'is replaced by'180 ECU' and 
'470 ECU' by '515 ECU'. 
Article 2 
Th1s Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
Done at Brussels, 11  December 1987. 
For the Cooperation Council 
The President 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 675/87 
of 6  March  1987 
applying the duty in the Common Customs Tariff to fresh lemons originating in 
Israel 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75 
of  26 June 1975 on imports of fresh  lemons originating 
in  Israel ('~  and  in  particular  Article  5  thereof ; 
Whereas  Article  8  of  Protocol  I  to  the  Agreement 
between the  European  Economic  Community and  Israel 
provides  for  a  reduced  rate  of  duty  on  imports  into  the 
Community  of  fresh  lemons  originating  in  Israel ; 
whereas, during the period in which reference  prices  are 
applied, this reduction is  dependent on the observance of 
a  specified  price  on  the  Community  market ;  whereas 
detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  this  system  are 
contained  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75; 
Whereas,  in  certain  respects,  these  rules  refer  to  provi-
sions of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18 May 
1972 on the common organization of the market in fruit 
and  vegetables (2)  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1351/86 (l); 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75  provides  that, 
where  products  are  imported,  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff  is  applied  where  quotations  for  that 
product,  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article 
24 (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/71 recorded  on  the 
representative  Community  markets  at  the  importer/ 
wholesaler stage or converted to that stage, adjusted by the 
conversion  factors  and  following  deduction  of  import 
charges other than customs duties, remain lower than the 
reference  price  in  force,  plus  the  incidence  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  on  that  price  and  a  standard 
amount fixed  at 1,2  units of account (1,44  ECU) per 100 
kilograms, for three consecutive market days on the repre-
sentative  markets  of  the  Community  with  the  lowest 
quotations; 
Whereas the conversion factors  and import charges other 
than  customs  duties  are  those  used  for  the  purpose  of 
(1)  OJ No  L  165,  28.  6.  1975,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
calculating the entry price referred to in Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas  the method of  calculating import 
charges  other  than  customs  duties  is,  for  certain  cases, 
defined  in  Article  2  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75; 
Whereas, if the system is to operate normally, it should be 
calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a rate  of exchange based  on their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the  last  paragraph  of  Article  3 (1)  of  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1676/85 (4), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  spot market  rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in  rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent and  the  aforesaid  coefficient ; 
Whereas application of these rules  to quotations recorded 
for lemons imported into the Community and originating 
in  Israel  indicates  that the conditions set out in the first 
paragraph  of Article  4  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1627/75 
are  fulfilled ; whereas the duty in the Common Customs 
Tariff  should,  therefore,  be  applied  to  the  products  in 
question, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
As  from  10  March  1987,  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff shall be applied to  fresh  lemons (subhea-
ding 08.02  C  of  the Common Customs Tariff)  imported 
into  the  Community and  originating  in  Israel. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
(4)  OJ  No  L 164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. No  L 64/18 
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This  Regulation  shaH  be  binding in its  entirety  and  direcdy  applicable  in  a11  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  March  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 749/87 
of 16  March  1987 
repealing  Regulation  (EEC)  No  675/87  applying  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff to imports of fresh  lemons originating in Israel 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1627/75 
of  26  June  1975  on  imports  of  lemons  originating  in 
Israel (!),  and  in  particular  Article  5  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission Regulation  (EEC)  No 675/87 of  5 
February  1987 (1)  applied  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff to  imports of lemons originating in Israel ; 
Whereas, pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 4 of 
Regulation (EEC)  No  1627/75, this rule  remains in  force 
until  the  quotations  referred  to  in  Article  2  (1)  of  that 
Regulation, adjusted  by the convention  factors  and  follo-
wing  deduction  of  import  charges  other  than  customs 
duties, remain equal to or higher than the price laid down 
in  Article  3  of  that  Regulation  for  three  consecutive 
market  days  on  the  representative  markets  of  the 
Community with  the  lowest  quotations ; 
Whereas the present trend of prices of Israeli products on 
the  representative  markets  indicates  that  the  conditions 
set out in the second paragraph of Article 4 of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1627/75  are  fulfilled;  whereas  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  675/87  should  therefore  be  repealed, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  675/87  is  hereby 
repealed. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 17 March  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  165,  28.  6.  1975,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ No  L  64,  7.  3.  1987,  p.  17. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 298  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1659/87 
of 14  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on aubergines originating in Israel 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (1),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ;  whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 830/87 fixing 
for  the  1987  marketing  year  the  reference  prices  for 
aubergines (')  fixed  the  reference  price  for  products  of 
class I for  the month of April 1987 at 87,31  ECU per 100 
kilograms  net ; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given  exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the  quantities  from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for which  prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas,  in  accordance  with  Article  3  (1)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2118/74 ('),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  80,  24.  3.  1987,  p.  14. 
(')  OJ  No  L  220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(EEC)  No  3811/85 (~.  the  prices  to  be  taken  into 
consideration  must  J>e  recorded  on  the  representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  aubergines  ongmating  in  Israel  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has  remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  aubergines ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the  entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %, a  rate  of exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other  currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
A  countervailing charge  of  4,45  ECU per 100  kilograms 
net is  applied to aubergines (subheading 07.01 T II of the 
Common  Customs  TarifD  originating  in  Israel. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 16 April 1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 15.  4.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  ~nd directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  14  April  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L  103/35 24.  4.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1124/87 
of 23  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on aubergines originating in  Israel 
No  L  109/19 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article 26 (1)  of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled and the countervailing 
charge on imports of aubergines originating in Israel  can 
be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  I 035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1059/87 (') 
introduced a countervailing charge on aubergines origina-
ting  in  Israel ; 
Whereas for aubergines originating in  Israel there were no 
prices  for  six  consecutive  working  days ;  whereas  the 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  I 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1059/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 24 April 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  April  1987. 
( 1)  OJ  No  L  118.  20  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')OJ  No  L  103,  15.  4  !987,  p.  34. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 301  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1228/87 
of 30  April  1987 
applying the duty in the Common Customs Tariff to fresh lemons originating in 
Israel 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75 
of  26 June 1975  on imports of  fresh  lemons originating 
in  Israel ('),  and  in  particular  Article  5  thereof ; 
Whereas  Article  8  of  Protocol  I  to  the  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community and Israel 
provides  for  a  reduced  rate  of  duty  on imports  into  the 
Community  of  fresh  lemons  originating  in  Israel ; 
whereas,  during the  period in which  reference  prices  are 
applied, this reduction is  dependent on the observance of 
a  specified  price  on  the  Community  market ;  whereas 
detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  this  system  are 
contained  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75; 
Whereas,  in  certain  respects,  these  rules  refer  to  provi-
sions of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18  May 
1972 on the common organization of  the market in  fruit 
and  vegetables (2)  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1351/86 (l); 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75  provides  that, 
where  products  are  imported,  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff  is  applied  where  quotations  for  that 
product,  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article 
24 (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  recorded  on  the 
representative  Community  markets  at  the  importer/ 
wholesaler stage or converted to  that stage, adjusted by the 
conversion  factors  and  following  deduction  of  import 
charges other than customs duties, remain lower than the 
reference  price  in  force,  plus  the  incidence  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  on  that  price  and  a  standard 
amount fixed  at  1,2  units of  account (1,44  ECU)  per  100 
kilograms, for three consecutive market days  on the repre-
sentative  markets  of  the  Community  with  the  lowest 
quotations ; 
Whereas the conversion factors  and import charges other 
than  customs  duties  are  those  used  for  the  purpose  of 
(')OJ No.L  165,  28.  6.  1975,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
calculating the entry price referred to in Regulation (EEC) 
No  1035/72 ; whereas  the  method  of  calculating import 
charges  other  than  customs  duties  is,  for  certain  cases, 
defined  in  Article  2  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75; 
Whereas, if the system is to operate normally, it should be 
calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %, a  rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the  last  paragraph  of  Article  3 (1)  of  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent and  the  aforesaid  coefficient; 
Whereas application of these rules  to quotations recorded 
for  lemons imported into the Community and originating 
in Israel  indicates that the conditions set out in  the first 
paragraph  of  Article  4  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1627/75 
are  fulfilled ; whereas the duty in  the Common Customs 
Tariff  should,  therefore,  be  applied  to  the  products  in 
question, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
As  from  2 May  1987,  the duty in  the Common Customs 
Tariff shall be  applied to  fresh  lemons (subheading 08.02 
C  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff)  imported  into  the 
Community  and  originating  in  Israel. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. No  L 115/68 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  30  April  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDR1ESSEN 
Vice-President 
1.  5.  87 - 303  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1356/87 
of 15  May  1.987 
repealing  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1228/87  applying  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff to imports of fresh  lemons originating in Israel 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1627/75 
of  26  June  1975  on  imports  of  lemons  originating  in 
Israel (1),  and  in  particular  Article  5  thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 1228/87 of 5 
February  1987 (')  applied  the  duty  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff to imports of lemons originating in Israel ; 
Whereas, pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 4 of 
Regulation (EEC)  No 1627/75, this rule  remains in force 
until  the  quotations  referred  to  in  Article  2  (1)  of  that 
Regulation, adjusted by  the convention factors  and follo-
wing  deduction  of  import  charges  other  than  customs 
duties, remain equal to or higher than the price laid down 
in  Article  3  of  that  Regulation  for  three  consecutive 
market  days  on  the  representative  markets  of  the 
Community with  the  lowest  quotations ; 
Whereas the present trend of prices of Israeli products on 
the  representative  markets  indicates  that  the  conditions 
set out in the second paragraph of Article 4 of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1627/7  5  are  fulfilled ;  whereas  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1228/87 should  therefore  be  repealed, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1228/87  is  hereby 
repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 16 May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  15  May  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  165,  28.  6.  !975,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ  No  L  115,  I. 5.  !987,  p.  67. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 304  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 4088/87 
of 21  December 1987 
fixing  conditions for the application of preferential customs duties on imports of certain 
flowers  originating in  Cyprus,  Israel and Jordan 
THE COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to the  Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the  additional  Protocols  to  the Association  or 
Cooperation  Agreements  between  the  European 
Economic  Community,  on the  one  hand,  and  Cyprus, 
Israel and Jordan, on the other, provide that preferential 
customs  duties  shall  be  applied  to  imports  into  the 
Community of roses  and carnations,  within  the  limit  of 
tariff quotas opened for  imports  of all  fresh  cut flowers 
falling  within  subheading  0603  10  of  the  combined 
nomenclature and originating in  the  said States; whereas 
these  tariff  advantages  are  applicable  only  to  imports 
which  comply with  certain price  conditions; 
Whereas  this  Regulation  should  state  the  price 
conditions  with  which  imports  of roses  and  carnations 
must  comply  in  order to  qualify  for  the  application  of 
preferential customs duties  and should  also  set both the 
conditions  for  suspending  the  preferential  tariff 
arrangement  when  these  conditions  are  no  longer  met 
and  the  conditions for  its  subsequent reintroduction; 
Whereas  price  conditions  to  be  complied  with  for 
imported  products  are  determined  according  to 
Community producer prices; whereas, in  the light of the 
extremely  volatile  and  short-term  fluctuations  in  the 
prices  of the  products  in  question  in  the  Community, 
these  producer  prices  should  be  set  for  rwo-week 
periods, on the basis of the average representative market 
price  during  the  previous  three  years,  excessive  fluctu-
ations being disregarded, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGUlATION: 
Article  I 
This Regulation lays down the conditions for application 
of a preferential customs  duty for large-flowered roses, 
small-flowered roses,  uniflorous  (bloom)  carnations and 
multiflorous (spray)  carnations, within the  limit  of tariff 
quotas opened annually for imports into the Community 
of all fresh cut flowers falling within subheading 0603 10 
of  the  combined  nomenclature  and  originating  in 
Cyprus, Israel or Jordan. 
Article 2 
I.  For  a  given  product  of a  given  origin,  the  pref-
erential customs duty shall be  applicable only if the price 
of the imported product is  at least equal to  85 %  of the 
Community producer price  referred to in  Article  3. 
The price of the imported product shall be established on 
representative  Community  import  markets,  without 
deducting the preferential customs duty. 
2.  The preferential customs duty shall,  save  in  excep-
tional  circumstances,  be  suspended  and  the  Common 
Customs Tariff duty  imposed  for  a  given  product of a 
given  origin:, 
(a)  if,  on two  successive  market days,  the  prices  of the 
imported  product  are  less  than  85%  of  the 
Community  producer  price  in  respect  of  at  least 
30 %  of the quantities for which prices  are available 
on representative import markets; or 
(b)  if,  over  a  period  of five  to seven  successive  market 
days,  the  prices  of the  imported  product are  alter-
nately  above  and  below  85 %  of  the  Community 
producer  price  in  respect  of  at  least  30 %  of the 
quantities  for  which  prices  are  available  on  the 
representative  import markets and if,  for three. days 
during  that  period,  the  prices  of  the  imported 
product have  been below that level. 
3.  The preferential customs duty shall be reintroduced 
for a given  product of a given origin if the prices of the 
imported  product (full-rate customs  duty not deducted) 
are, in respect of a least 70 % of the quantities for which 
prices  are available on representative Community import 
markets,  equal  to,  or  more  than,  85 %  of  the 
Community producer price for a period, calculated from 
the  actual  date  of  suspension  of  preferential  customs 
duty, 
- of two successive market days, after suspension under 
paragraph 2 (a), 
- of  three  successive  market  days,  after  suspension 
under paragraph 2 (b). 
In  the  absence  of available  price  quotations,  the  pref-
erential  customs  duty shall  be  reintroduced  if there  are 
no prices  for six  successive working days  from  the date 
the  measure was  applied. 
4.  In the case  of imports  into Spain  and  Portugal of 
products  originating  in  the  countries  mentioned  in 
Article  1: 
- the  preferential  customs  duty  applicable  shall  be 
determined by the special conditions of application of 
the  Agreements  between  the  Community  and  the 
countries  referred  to  in  Article  1,  following  the 
accession of Spain  and  Portugal, ~ 
I 
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- during the period when the preferential customs duty 
is  suspended,  the  customs  duty  applicable  shall  be 
determined by application  of Anicles  75  and 243  of 
the Act  of Accession  of Spain  and Portugal. 
Article 3 
1.  Community producer prices shall be set for each of 
the  four  products  mentioned  in  Anicle  1  and  be 
applicable for two-week periods. Prices shall be set twice 
a year,  before  15  May and  before  15  October. 
2.  For each of the four products the Community price 
shall correspond to  the average producer price recorded 
on  representative  producer  markets  over  the  corre-
sponding  period  during  the  three  years  preceding  the 
date of price-setting referred  to  in  paragraph  1. 
The average price for each representative market shall be 
determined  by  excluding  prices  which,  according  to 
procedures  to  be  established,  can  be  considered 
excessively  high  or  excessively  low  in  relation  to  the 
normal  fluctuations  observed on that market. 
Article 4 
On the  basis  of information  given  to  it  periodically  by 
Member  States  or  information  which  it  has  itself 
collected, the Commission shall keep a regular check on 
the  trends  both  of  the  price  of  imports  from  each 
country of origin on the import markets and of producer 
prices  on Community markets. 
Article 5 
1.  In  accordance  with  the  procedure provided for  in 
Anicle  14  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  234/68 ('),  the 
Commission  shall  lay  down  detailed  rules  fQr  the 
implementation  of  this  Regulation,  including  in 
particular: 
- the definition of the products mentioned in Article 1, 
- the  list  of  representative  producer  markets  and 
representative  Community import markets, 
- the  information  to  be  returned  periodically  to  the 
Commission  by  Member  States  for  the  purposes  of 
this  Regulation. 
2.  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  referred  to  in 
paragraph  1,  the  Commission shall: 
(a)  fix  Community producer prices,  as  provided  for  in 
Article  3; 
(b)  suspend  the  preferential  customs  duty  and  re-
establish  the  common customs  tariff,  or reintroduce 
the  preferential  customs  duty,  as  appropriate. 
However,  between  the  regular  meetings  of  the 
Management  Committee,  these  measures  shall  be 
adopted by  the Commission. 
Article 6 
This  Regulation shall  enter into force  on the  third day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official  journal of the 
European  Communities. 
It shall apply to products originating in each of the three 
countries  concerned  as  from  the  date  of application  of 
the relevant additional Protocol. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  21  December 1987. 
For the  Council 
The  President 
B.HAARDER 
(')  OJ No L ss, 2.  3.  1968,  p.  t. - 306  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4162/87 
of 21  December 1987 
laying  down  arrangements  for  Spain's  and  Portugal's  trade  with  Israel  and  amending 
Regulations (EEC) No 449/86 and (EEC) No 2573/87 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  an  Agreement  has  been  concluded  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  State  of 
Israel (1); 
Whereas  the  Protocol  to  the  abovementioned  Agreement 
which  is  to  be  concluded  as  a  result  of the accession  of 
Spain and Portugal to the Community must be approved by 
the  contracting  parties  in  accordance  with  their  own 
procedures ; 
Whereas, pending completion of those procedures, without 
which  the  said  Protocol  cannot  enter  into  force,  it  is 
necessary  to  establish  the  arrangements  for  Spain's 
and  Portugal's  trade  with  Israel,  which  are  to  replace 
the  arrangements  established  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  449/86 (2 )  as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 2573/87 (3); 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87 laid  down  the 
arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal on the 
one hand and  Algeria,  Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,  Tunisia 
and Turkey on the other, pending the entry into force of 
the  Protocols  to  be  concluded  with  those  countries 
following the accession of Spain and Portugal; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  should  be 
adjusted insofar as trade between Spain and Portugal with 
Israel is  concerned; 
Whereas it is  necessary to amend Article  1 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 449/86; 
(')  OJ No L 136, 28. 5.  1975, p. 3. 
(')  OJ  No L SO,  28. 2. 1986, p. 40. 
(l)  OJ No L 250, 1. 9. 1987, p. 1. 
Whereas this Regulation should only apply subject to, and 
on the date of, the adoption by Israel of unilateral measures 
applying,  with  respect  to  that  country,  in  advance,  the 
provtsions of the abovementioned Protocol, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Artzcle  1 
1.  The  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic 
shall  apply,  to  trade  in  the  products  covered  by  the 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the State of Israel, the arrangements resulting from that 
Agreement, subject to the specific conditions provided for 
in Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87. 
2.  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2573 I 87  shall  apply  to  trade 
with Israel subject to the special arrangements set out in the 
Annex to this Regulation. 
Arttcle  2 
In  Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 449/86, 'Israel' shall 
be  added to the Mediterranean non-member countries. 
Article  3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
It  shall  only  apply  from  the  date on  which  the  State  of 
Israel has implemented, with regard to the Community, the 
provisions of the  Protocol to the Agreement between the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  State  of Israel 
consequent on the accession of the Kingdom of Spain and 
the Portuguese Republic to  the Community and until the 
entry into force of the said Protocol (4). 
(
4
)  The  date  of  implementation  of  this  Regulation  will  be 
published in the Official Journal of  the European Communities 
by the General Secretariat of the Council. No L 396/2 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEX 
Special arrangements for  applying Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87 to trade between Spain and Portugal and 
Israel 
The prov1s1ons  of the Articles and Annexes of Council Regulation  (EEC) No 2573/87 wh1ch  are mdicated 
below shall be apphed subject to the following spec1al  arrangements: 
Article 6 
Only paragraph 1 shall apply to Israel. 
Arttcle  17 
Th1s  Article shall  be supplemented by  the  followmg provlSlons: 
'The  Portuguese  Republic  may  apply  quantitative  restrictions  unul  31  December  1992  to  Imports  of 
products onginanng m Israel  listed below, provided it  apphes similar measures vts·a·vts non-preferential 
third countries. The restnctlons shall take the form of quotas. 
CCT 
heading No 
Descrtpuon 
40.13  Arncles of apparel and clothmg accessories (including gloves), 
for  all  purposes, of unhardened vulcanized rubber: 
40.14 
64.01 
A.  Gloves, includmg mmens 
B.  Arucles of apparel and clothmg accessones: 
- excludmg corsets,  belts  and  the  like,  a1rt1ght  and 
waterught clothmg for divers 
Other articles of unhardened vulcamzed rubber: 
A.  Articles for techmcal uses, for use m c1vil  alfcraft 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Of expanded foam  or sponge rubber: 
- excludmg tobacco pouches 
ex  II  Other: 
- excludmg tobacco pouches 
FootweJr  woth  outer soles  and uppers  of rubber or artificoal 
plastic m.ltenal 
Basoc 
quota 
3,5 tonnes 
860 kg 
12 tonnes 
5 180 pa1rs 
The quor.1s shall be increa,ed by 20 %  at the begmnmg of each year; each successove increase shall be added 
to each quota and the followmg mcrease calculated on the bas1s of the total thus obtamed. Where 1t  IS found 
that Portuguese imports of one of the products ongmating in  Israel have been less than 90 % of the quota 
level  m two wnsecunve years, Imports shall  be liberali1ed at the  beginning of the year followmg the two 
}eJ.r<o  m  question.' 
Arttde 18 
Only paragraph 1 shall apply to brae!. 
No L 396/3 No L 396/4 
Quota  CCT 
No  Headmg No 
85.15 
87.01 
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ANNEX 11 
List provided for in the first indent of Article 5 (1), applicable to Israel 
Descnpuon 
Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmissiOn  and  reception  apparatus (indudmg 
rece1vers mcorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and televiSion cameras; radio 
naviganonal a1d  apparatus, radar apparatus and rad1o  remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transm1ss1on  and  reception  apparatus 
(including receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and telev1s1on 
cameras: 
Ill. Receivers, whether or not incorporating sound recorders or reproducers: 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Colour television  rece1vers,  the diagonal  measurement of the 
screen of wh1ch  IS: 
- From more than 42 em  up  to and including 52 em 
- More than 52 em 
Tractors (other than those  falling wnhin  headmg No 87.07), whether or not fitted 
with power take-offs, wmches or pulleys:  ' 
ex B.  Agricultural  uactors  (exdudmg  walkmg  tractors)  and  forestry  tractors, 
wheeled: 
- W1th  an engine of a cyhnder capacity of 4 000 em' or less 
31. 12. 87 
Bas1c 
9 umts 
4 units 31. 12. 87 
Quota No  CCT 
h~admg No 
25.03 
29.03 
36.01 
36.02 
ex 36.04 
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ANNEX III 
List provided for in the second indent of Article 5 (  1), applicable to Israel: 
Descr1pt1on 
Sulphur of all kinds, other than subhmed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and collo1dal 
sulphur 
Sulphonated, mtrated or nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons: 
B.  Nitrated and nitrosated derivatives: 
ex  I.  Trinitrotoluenes and dinitronaphthalines: 
- Trimtrotoluenes 
Propellent powders 
Prepared explos1ves, other than propellent powders 
Safety fuses;  detonating fuses;  percussion and detonating caps; 1gmters; detonators: 
- Other than electncal detonators 
36.05  Pyrotechmc  articles  (for  example,  f1reworks,  railway  fog  signals,  amorces,  rain 
rockets) 
36.06  Matches (excludmg Bengal matches) 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes,  poly1sobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chlonde,  polyvinyl 
acetate,  polyvinyl  chloracetate  and  other  polyvinyl  denvatives,  poly acrylic  and 
polymethacryhc derivatives, coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other: 
I.  Polyethylene: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  Ill.  Polysulphohaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  IV.  Polypropylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  V.  Polyisobutylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
No L 396/5 
Basoc quota 
345 tonnes 
9 tonnes 
17 tonnes No L 396/6 
Quota No  CCT 
htading No 
39.02 
(cont'd) 
39.07 
c. 
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Dtscripuon 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- WaSte and saap 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and saap 
ex  VIII.  Polyvinylidene chloride;  copolymers of vinylidene  chloride with  vinyl 
chlonde: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  IX.  Polyvinyl acetate: 
- Waste and saap 
ex  X.  Copolymers of vinyl  chloride with vinyl  acetate: 
- Waste and.saap 
ex  XI.  Polyvinylalcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  XII.  Acrylic  polymers,  methacryhc  polymers  and  acrylo-methacrylic 
copolymers: 
- Waste and saap 
ex  XIII.  Coumarone resms, mdene resms  and coumarone-indene resins: 
- Waste and scrap 
XIV.  Other polymerization or copolymenzanon products: 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
Articles of materials of the kinds described in headmg Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
I. Of regenerated cellulose 
III. Of hardened proteins 
V. Of other materials: 
a)  Spools,  reels  and  sim.Jar  supports  for  photographic  and 
cinematographic  film  or for  tapes,  films  and  the  like  falling  within 
heading No 92.12 
c)  Corset husks  and sim.Jar supports for  articles of apparel or clothing 
accessories 
ex  d)  Other: 
- excluding airtight clothing affording protection  against radiation 
or  rad•oacr1ve  comammanon,  not  combined  with  breathing 
apparatus 
31. 12.  87 
Basic quota 
420000 ECU 31.  12. 87 
Quota  No  CCT 
headmg No 
ex  58.01 
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Descnpuon 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs,  knotted (made up or nor), other than handmade 
58.02  Other carpets,  carpeung,  rugs,  mats  and  matttng,  and  'Kelem',  'Schumacks'  and 
'Karamame' rugs and the like (made up or not): 
ex  58.04 
A.  Carpets, carpetmg, rugs, mats and mattmg 
Woven pile  fabncs and chemlle  fabncs (other than terry  towelling or simtlar terry 
fabncs of cotton falhng withm headmg No 55.08 and fabrics  falhng withm headmg 
No 58.05): 
- Of cotton 
58.09  Tulle and other net fabncs (but not mcludmg woven, knitted or crocheted fabncs), 
figured;  hand or mechamcally made lace, m the piece, m stnps or m mottfs: 
B.  Lace: 
ex  I.  Hand-made: 
- Other  than  lace  made  from  cotton,  wool  and  man-made  textile 
fibres 
II.  Mechanically made 
60.01  Knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastic nor rubbenzed: 
C.  Of other textile materials: 
I. Of cotton 
60.04  Under garments, knmed or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
A.  Babies' garments; girls' garments up to and including commercial size  86: 
I. T-shirts: 
a)  Of cotton 
II. Lightweight fme  knit roll, polo or turde neck jumpers and pullovers: 
a)  Of cotton 
III. Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I. T-shins: 
a)  Of cotton 
No L 396/7 
BasiC  quota 
860 kg 
160 kg 
120 kg No L 396/8 
Quota No 
CCT 
headmg No 
60.04 
(cont'd) 
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B.  II. Lightweight fine  kmt roll, polo or turtle-neck jumpers and pullovers: 
a)  Of cotton 
IV.Other: 
d)  Of conon 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles,  kmtted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
A.  Outer garments and clothing accessories: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Outer garments of knitted or crocheted textile fabrics of headmg No 
59.08: 
- Of cono'l 
b)  Other: 
1.  Baboes'  garment, girls' garments up  to and including commercial 
size 86: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Bathmg costumes and trunks: 
bb)  Of cotton 
3.  Track suits: 
bb)  Of cotton 
4.  Other outer garments: 
aa)  Blouses and shirt-blouses for women, gtrls and infants: 
55.  Of cotton 
bb)  Jerseys, pullovers, slipovers, waistcoats, twinsets, cardigans, 
bed jackets and jumpers (other than jackets referred to under 
subheadmg 60.05 A II  b) 4 hh)): 
11.  Men's and boys': 
eee)  Of conon 
22.  Women's, gtrls' and infants: 
fff)  Of conon 
cc)  Dresses: 
44.  Of cotton 
dd)  Skirts, including divided skirts: 
33.  Of canon 
ee)  Trousers: 
ex  33.  Of other textile materials: 
-Of  cotton 
ff)  Suits  and coordinate suits (excluding ski suits) for  men  and 
boys: 
ex  22.  Of other textile materials: 
- Of conan 
gg)  Suits  and  coordinate  suits  (excluding  ski  suits),  and 
costumes, for women, girls and infants: 
44.  Of cotton 
31.  12.  87 
Basoc quota 31. 12. 87 
Quota No  CCT 
headmg No 
60.05 
(cont'd) 
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b)  4.  hh)  Coats,  Jackets  (excluding  anoraks,  windcheaters,  waister 
jackets and the like) and blazers: 
44.  Of cotton 
ijij)  Anoraks, wmdcheaters, waister Jackets and the hke: 
ex  11.  Of wool  or of fme  animal  hair,  of cotton  or of 
man-made textile fibres: 
- Of cotton 
kk)  Sk1  suits consistmg of two or three p1eces: 
ex  11.  Of wool  or  of fine  animal  hair,  of cotton  or of 
man-made textile fibres: 
- Ofcotton 
II)  Other outer garments: 
44.  Of cotton 
5.  Clothmg accessories: 
ex  cc)  Of other textile materials: 
-Of  cotton 
B.  Other: 
ex  III. Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
A.  Garments of the 'cowboy' type  and other Similar garments for  amusement and 
play  less  than commercial  size  158;  garments  of textile  fabnc of headmg  No 
59.08, 59.11 or 59.12: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Coats: 
- Of cotton 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  Industrial and occupational clothing: 
a)  Overalls, includmg boiler suits and bibs and braces: 
1.  Of cotton 
b)  Other: 
1.  Of cotton 
II.  Swimwear: 
ex  b)  Of other textile materials: 
- Ofcotton 
No L 39619 
Basic quota 
160 kg No L 396/10 
Quota No  CCT 
headmg No 
61.01 
(cont'd) 
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B.  Ill.  Bath robes, dressmg gowns, smokmg jackets and stmilar mdoor wear: 
b)  Of cotton 
IV.  Parkas; anoraks, windcheaters, watster jackets and the like: 
b)  Of cotton 
V.  Other: 
a)  Jackets (excludmg watster jackets) and blazers: 
3.  Of cotton 
b)  Overcoats, raincoats  a~d other coats; cloaks and capes: 
3.  Of cotton 
c)  Suits and coordinate suits (excluding ski suits): 
3.  Of cotton  • 
d)  Shons: 
3.  Of cotton 
e)  Trousers: 
3.  Of cotton 
f)  Ski suits consisting of two or three pteces: 
ex  1.  Of wool or of nne ammal hair, of cotton or of man-made texnle 
fibres: 
-Of  cotton 
g)  Other garments: 
3.  Of cotton 
61.02  Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
A.  Babies'  garments;  girls'  garments  up  to  and  including  commercial  size  86; 
garments  of the 'cowboy' type and  other similar garments for  amusement  and 
play, less than commercial size  158: 
I.  Babies' garments; girls' garments up to and including commercial size 86: 
a)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  Garments of textile fabric of heading No 59.08, 59.11 or 59.12: 
ex  a)  Coats: 
- Of cotton 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Of cotton 
31.  12.  87 
BaSic  quota 31. 12.  87 
Quota No 
CCT 
headang No 
61.02 
(cont'd) 
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B.  II.  Other: 
a)  Aprons,  overalls,  smock-overalls  and other mdusmal  nad  occupational 
clothing (whether or not also suitable for  domestiC use): 
1.  Of cotton 
b)  Sw1mwear: 
ex  2.  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
c)  Bath robes, dressing gowns, bed  Jackets and similar mdoor wear: 
2.  Of cotton 
d)  Parkas, anoraks, windcheatcrs, waister Jackets and the hke: 
2.  Of cotton 
e)  Other: 
1.  Jackets (excluding wa1ster jackets) and blazers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Coats and ramcoats, cloaks and capes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
3.  Suits and coordmatc suits (excluding sk1  suits), and costumes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
4.  Dresses: 
ee)  Of cotton 
5.  Skins, including d1vided  skms: 
cc)  Of cotton 
6.  Trousers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
7.  Blouses and shm-blouses: 
cc)  Of cotton 
8.  Ski  suits consisting of two or three pieces: 
ex  aa)  Of wool  or of fine  animal  ha1r,  of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres: 
- Of cotton 
9.  Other garments: 
cc)  Of cotton 
Men's and boy's under garments, mcluding collars, shirt fronts and cuffs: 
A.  Shins: 
II.  Of cotton 
B.  PyJamas: 
II.  Of cotton 
C.  Other: 
II.  Of cotton 
No L 396/11 
Bas1c  quota 
80 kg No L 396/12 
Quota No 
CCT 
headmg No 
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61.04  Women's girls' and infants' under garments: 
10  84.41 
11  85.15 
12  87.01 
A.  Babies' garments; girls' garments up to and including commercial size  86: 
I.  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  PyJamas  and nightdresses 
b)  Of cotton 
II.  Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
Sewing machines; furmture specially designed for sewmg machmes; sewmg machine 
needles: 
A.  Sewing machmes; furniture specially designed for sewing machines: 
I.  Sewing  machines  (lock-stitch  only),  weith  heads  of a weight not exceedmg 
16 kg  Without  motor or 17  kg  including the  motor; sewmg machme  heads 
(lock-stitch only), of a we1ght not exceedmg 16 kg  without motor or 17 kg 
mcluding the motor: 
a)  Sewmg machmes having a value (not mcluding frames, tables or furniture) 
of more than 65  ECU each 
b)  Other 
Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transm1ss1on  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  telev1s1on  transmissiOn  and  reception  apparatus  (including 
receivers incorporatmg sound recorders or reproducers) and telev1s1on cameras; radio 
nav1gat1onal  a1d  apparatus, radar apparatus and rad1o remote control apparatus: 
A.  Rad1otelegraph1c  and  radiotelephomc  transmission  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus 
(including rece1vers incorporatmg sound recorders or reproducers) and television 
III.  Receivers, whether or not incorp1>rating sound recorders or reproducers: 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Colour  television  receivers,  the d1agonal  measurement of the 
screen of which is  42 em or less 
Tractors {other than those falling  wuhm heading No 87.07), whether or not &tted 
with power take-offs, winches or pulleys: 
A.  Agricultural  walking  tractors,  with  either  a  spark  tgnmon  or a  compression 
1gnit1on engine 
31. 12. 87 
Basic quota 
2 units 
5 units 
2 units 31. 12. 87 
Quota No 
13 
14 
CCT 
headmg No 
93.02 
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Revolvers and pistols, being firearms: 
93.04  Other  firearms,  including  Very  p1stols,  pistols  and  revolvers  for  firing  blank 
ammunition only, line-throwing guns and the like: 
ex  A.  Sponing and target-shooting guns, rifles and carbines: 
- Excluding single-barrelled,  rifled  sponing and target-shooting guns  and 
carbines,  and  other  than  ring  firing,  of a  unit  value  greater  than  200 
ECU 
93.05  Arms of other descrtpttons, including air, spring and similar ptstols, rifles and guns 
93.06  Pans of arms, including gun barrel blanks, but not including pans of sidearms 
93.07  Bombs,  grenades,  torpedoes,  mines,  guided  weapons  and  mtsstles  and  similar 
munitions  of  war,  and  pans  thereof;  ammunition  and  pans  thereof,  including 
carrridge wads; lead shot prepared for  ammumtton 
No L 396/13 
Basic quota 
9 800 ECU 
2 tonnes No L 396/14 
ccr 
heading 
No 
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List provided for in the last subparagraph of Article 5 (  1) 
Description 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  produas  (for  example, 
polyethylene,  polytetrahaloethylenes,  polyisobutylene, 
polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvinyl  acetate,  polyvinyl 
chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  polyacrylic  and 
polymethacrylic derivatives, coumarone-indene resins): 
85.19 
85.21 
C.  Other: 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for 
the  protecnon of electrical  circuits, or for making connections to 
or  in  electrical  circuits  (for  example,  switches,  relays,  fuses, 
lightning  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and 
junction  boxes);  resi~tors,  fixed  or  variable  (including 
potentiometers),  other  than  heating  resistors;  printed  circuits; 
switchboards  (other  than  telephone  switchboards)  and  control 
panels 
Thermionic,  cold  cathode  and  photo-cathode  valves  and  tubes 
(includmg vapour or gas filled valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, 
television  camera  tubes  and  mercury  arc  rectifying  valves  and 
tubes);  photocells;  mounted  piezo-electric  crystals;  diodes, 
transistors  and  similar  semi-conductor  devices;  light  emitting 
diodes; electronic microcircuits 
Basic 
quota 
1382 tOMes 
26 tonnes 
130 kg 
31. 12.  87 31. 12. 87 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
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List  prov1ded for in Article 6 applicable to Israel 
Descnptaon 
17.04  Sugar confectiOnery,  not contammg cocoa: 
B.  Chewing  gum  contaming  by  we1ght  of  sucrose  (mcludmg  mvert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
Less than 60 % 
II.  60 %  or more 
C.  Whae chocolate 
D.  Other: 
Conta1mng no milkfats or contaming less  than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Contammg no  sucrose or containing less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (includmg 
No L 396/15 
Baste duty 
(foxed  component) 
(%) 
24,21 
22,65 
0.00 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  26,93 
b)  Contammg by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less  than 30 % 
2.  30 %  or more but less  than 40 % 
3.  40% or more but less  than 50%: 
aa)  Contammg no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less  than 60 % 
5.  60 %  or more but less than 70 % 
6.  70% or more but less  than 80% 
7.  80 % or more but less  than 90 % 
8.  90% or more 
II. Other: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or contaming less than 5% by  weight of sucrose (including 
29,28 
29,80 
27,67 
25,12 
23,22 
21,62 
21,38 
18,81 
20,56 
invert sugar expressed as  sucrose)  13,06 
b)  Containing by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less  than 30 % 
2.  30 %  or more but less  than 50 % 
3.  50% or more but less  than 70 % 
4.  70% or more 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherwise  sweetened  than  by  the  addition  of sucrose,  containing by 
we1ght of sucrose: 
I. Less than 65 % 
II. 65 %  or more but less than 80 % 
III. 80 % or more 
20,71 
11,59 
7,29 
20,91 
20,71 
7,35 
0,00 No L 396/16 
CCT 
hcadmg 
No 
18.06 
(cont'd) 
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B.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3 % by weight of such fats 
II.  Contaming by weight of milkfats: 
a)  3 %  or more but less than 7 % 
b)  7% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled;  sugar confectionery and substitutes 
therefor made from sugar substitution products, containing cocoa: 
I.  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (includmg mven 
31.  12. 87 
Basic duty 
(ftxcd component) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  10,92 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no milkfats or containing less  than 1,5 %  by weight of such  fats  and 
containmg by wetght of sucrose (mdudmg inven sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less than 50 % 
2.  SO  % or more 
b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  1 ,5 %  or more but less than 3 % 
2.  3 % or more but less than 4,5 % 
3.  4,5 %  or more but less than 6 % 
4.  6% or more 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5 %  wetght of such fats: 
a)  In immediate packings of a net capaciry of 500 g or less 
b)  Other 
II.  Contaming by weight of milkfats: 
a)  1,5% or more but not more than 6,5 %: 
1.  In immediate packings of a net capaciry of 500 g or less 
·2.  Other 
b)  More than 6,5 %  but less than 26 %: 
1.  In  immediate packmgs of a net capaciry of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
c)  26% or more: 
1.  In  tmmediate padungs of a net .:apaciry of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used as mfant food or 
for dietetic or culinary purposes, containing less than 50 %  by weight of cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  With a dry extract content of 90 % or more by weight 
II.  Other 
12,71 
9,66 
7,04 
10,03 
10,02 
7,37 
0,00 
0,00 
3,96 
3,96 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
19,50 
19,50 31. 12. 87 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
19.02 
(cont'd) 
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B.  Other: 
I.  Contaimng malt extract and not less than 30% by weight of reducmg sugars (expressed 
as  maltose) 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaimng no milkfats or contaming less than 1  ,5 %  by weight of such fats: 
1.  Containing less than 14 %  by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose  or containing less  than 5 %  by  we1ght  of sucrose 
(mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as  sucrose) 
bb)  Contammg  by  weight  of  sucrose  (including  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
11.  5 %  or more but less  than 60 % 
22.  60 %  or more 
2.  Contaimng 14% or more but less than 32% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no sucrose  or contaming less  than 5 %  by  weight  of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
3.  Contaming 32% or more but less than 45% weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose  or contammg less  than  5 %  by  we1ght  of sucrose 
(includmg invert sugar expressed as  sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
4.  Contammg 45% or more but less than 65% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or contaming less  than 5 %  by wetght of sucrose 
(mcluding mvert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)Other 
5.  Contaimng 65 %  or more but less than 80 %  by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose or containing less  than  5 %  by  wetght  of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
6.  Containmg 80% or more but less  than 85% by wetght of starch: 
aa)  Contaming no  sucrose  or contammg less  than  5 %  by  wetght  of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as  sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
7.  Containmg 85 % or more by  weight of starch 
b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  1  ,5 %  or more but less than 5 % 
2.  5% or more 
(')  Mimmum  2,87 Pta/kg. 
No L 396/17 
BaSic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (') 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1 ) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (1) 
17,30 (') 
17,30 (1) No L 396/18 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
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19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and s•mtlar products: 
A.  Containing eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contaimng no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
19.04  Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substirutes obtained from  potato or other starches: 
- From  yucca or manioc 
- Of potato starch 
-Other 
19.05  Prepared  food  obtained  by  the swelhng or roasting of cereals or cereal  products (puffed  rice, 
com flakes and  similar products): 
A.  Obtamed from  maize 
B.  Obtained from  rice 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, ships' brscuns and other ordmary bakers' wares, not contaimng added sugar, honey, eggs, 
fats,  cheese  or fruit;  communion  wafers,  cachets  of a  kmd  su1table  for  pharmaceutical  use, 
seahng wafers, rice paper and sim1lar products: 
31.  12. 87 
Basic duty 
(frxed componenr) 
(%) 
18,10 
18,10 
18,10 
19,20 
11,40 
14,30 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
A.  Crispbread  6,10 
B.  Matzos  6,10 
C.  Communion wafers, cachets of a kind SUitable  for  pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice 
paper and similar products  6,10 
D.  Other, contaimng by weight of starch: 
I.  Less than 50% 
II._  50 %  or more 
19.08  Pastry,  biscuits, cakes and other fine  bakers' wares,  whether or not containing cocoa  in  any 
proportlon: 
A.  Gmgerbread and the like, contaming by weight of sucrose (including inven sugar expressed 
as sucrose): 
I. Less than 30 % 
II. 30% or more but less than 50% 
Ill. 50 % or more 
B.  Other: 
I. Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch, and containing by 
weight of sucrose (including inven sugar expressed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70 %: 
- Not containing sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  70% or more 
6,10 
6,10 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 31. 12. 87 
CCT 
heading 
No 
19.08 
(cont'd) 
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II. Containing 5 % or more but less  than 32 %  by  weight of starch: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contaimng less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (mduding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
- Not contaming sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Contaimng 5% or more but less  than 30% by  weight of sucrose (including mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
c)  Containing 30% or more but less  than 40% by  weight of sucrose (mduding mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or contaimng less  than 1 ,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
d)  Contaimng 40 %  or more by  weight of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or contammg less  than  1  ,5  %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
Ill. Containing 32 %  or more but less  than 50 %  by  weight of starch: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contammg less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (mcluding 
mverr sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or contaimng less than 1 ,5  %  by  weight of such fats 
- Not contammg sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
2.  Other 
- Nor contammg sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less  than 20% by  weight of sucrose (mcluding invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no milkfats or contaming less than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
c)  Contaimng 20% or more by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no mtlkfats or contammg less  than 1,5 %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
IV. Contammg 50 %  or more but less than 65  %  by  wetght of starch: 
a)  Comaming no sucrose or contaming less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (includmg 
mverr sugar expressed as sucrose)· 
1.  Contammg no mtlkfats or contammg less  than  1  ,5  %  by  weight of such fats: 
- Not contaimng sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
No L 396/19 
BaSIC  duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 No L 396/20 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
19.08 
(cont'd) 
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B.  IV. a)  2.  Other: 
- Not contaimng sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Contaming 5% or more  by  weight of sucrose (including inven sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no mdkfats or containing less than 1  ,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
V. Containing 65 %  or more by we1ght of starch: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by  weight of sucrose (mcluding 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
- Not comaming sugar or cocoa 
-Other 
b)  Other 
21.02  Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a basis of those 
extracts,  essences  or concentrates;  roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted  coffee  substitutes  and 
extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  Extracts, essences and concentrates of roasted ch1cory  and other roasted coffee substitutes 
II.  Other 
21.06  Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers· yeast: 
a)  Dned 
b)  Other 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A.  Cereals in gram or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I. Maize 
II.  Rice 
III.  Other 
B.  Ravioli,  macarom,  spaghetti  and  similar  products,  not  stuffed,  cooked;  the  foregoing 
preparations, stuffed, whether or not cooked: 
I.  Not stuffed, cooked: 
a)  Dned 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
31. 12. 87 
BaSic duty 
(fixed component) 
('to) 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
10,00 
8,70 
10,00 
10,00 
17,82 
22,17 
4,50 
12,40 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 31. 12. 87 
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C.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other 1ces: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3 %  by weight of such fats 
II.  Containing by weight of mllkfats: 
a)  3 % or more but less than 7 % 
b)  7% or more 
D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared milk, in powder form, for use as infants' food or for dietetic or 
culinary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
a)  In powder form, containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5 % 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, containing by weight of m1lkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5% 
2.  1,5 % or more but less than 4 % 
3.  4% or more 
II.  Other, contaming by weight of m1lkfats: 
a)  Less  than  1,5 %  and  contammg  by  weight  of  m1lk  proteins  (nitrogen  content 
X  6,38): 
No L 396/21 
BasiC duty 
(&xed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Less than 40%  16,80 
2.  40 % or more but less than 55 %  16,80 
3.  55 % or more but less than 70 %  16,80 
4.  70% or more  16,80 
b)  1,5% or more  16,80 
E.  Cheese fondues  16,80 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by we1ght of such fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32%  16,80 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 %  16,80 
cc)  45 % or more  16,80 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containmg less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 No L 396/22 
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G.  I.  c)  Containing 15% or more  but less  than 30% by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45 %  or more 
d)  Containing 30 %  or more but less than 50 % weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing Jess  than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
e)  Containing 50%  or more  but less  than 85%  by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
31.  12. 87 
Basic duty 
(foxed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
f)  Containing 85 % or more by we1ght of sucrose (indudmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
n: Containmg 1,5% or more but less than 6% by  weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by we1ght of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45 %  or more 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less than 15% by we1ght of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by we1ght of starch 
2.  Contaming by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but Jess  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
c)  Containing  15 %  or more  but less  than 30 %  by  we1ght  of sucrose  (mduding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Contaming by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32 %  or more 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 31. 12.  87 
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G.  II.  d)  Contammg 30 %  or more  but less  than 50%  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcludmg 
mvert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
No L 396/23 
BaSJc duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
1.  Contammg no starch or contammg less than 5 % by wetght of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Containing 50% or more b}  weight of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
III.  Conwnmg 6 %  or more but less than 12 %  by  wetght of mtlkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contammg less than 5 % by wetght of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or contammg less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Contammg by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less than 15% by wetght of sucrose (includmg mvert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
I .  Contammg no starch or containmg less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
c)  Contaming  15 %  or more  but less  than 30%  by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Contammg no starch or .contammg less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
d)  Containing  30 %  or more  but less  than  50 %  by  wetght  of sucrose  (mcludmg 
invert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
I.  Contammg no starch or contaimng less than 5 %  by  weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Contaming 50 % or more by wetght of sucrose (mcludml> mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
IV.  Contaming 12% or more but less than 18% by wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by  wetght of sucrose (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or contaimng less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
I.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by wetght of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
c)  Contaming 15 % or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 No L 396/24 
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G.  V.  Containing 18% or more but less than 26% by wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
31. 12. 87 
Basic duty 
(fixtd compontnt) 
(%) 
1.  Contaimng no starch or containing less than 5% by  weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
b)  Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,8 0 
VI.  Contaimng 26 % or more but less than 45 % by we1ght of milkfats: 
al  Contairfing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5 % by we1ght of sucrose (includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less than 25% by we1ght of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as  sucrqse  ): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
c)  Contaming 25 % or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
VII.  Containing 45 % or more but less than 65 % by weight of m1lkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaimng no starch or containing less than S % by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Contaming 5% or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
VIII.  Conrammg 65 % or more but less than 85  % by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by we1ght of sucrose (includmg 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  16,80 
b)  Other  16,80 
IX.  Contaimng 85% or more by  weight of milkfats  16,80 
22.02  Lemonade,  flavoured  spa  waters  and  flavoured  aer&ted  waters,  and  other  non-alcoholic 
beverages, not including fruit and vegetable juices falling within heading No 20.07: 
B.  Other, containing by we1ght of milkfats: 
I. Less than 0,2%  0,00 
II. 0,2 % or more but less than 2 %  0,00 
III. 2% or more  0,00 31. 12. 87 
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29.04  Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II. D-Mannitol (mannitol) 
III. D-Glucirol  (sorbitol): 
a)  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  Containing 2 %  or less  by  weight of D-mannitol,  calculated  on the D-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
b)  Other: 
1.  Containing 2% or less  by  we1ght  of D-mannitol,  calculated  on the o-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextrins and dextrm glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextrins; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from dextrin or from starch, containing by  weight of those matenals: 
I. Less  than 25 % 
II. 25 % or more but less than 55 % 
III. 55 % or more but less than 80 % 
IV. 80% or more 
38.12  Prepared  glazings,  prepared dressings  and prepared mordants, of a  kmd used in  the  textile, 
paper, leather or like indusmes: 
A.  Prepared glazings and prepared dressings: 
I.  With a bas1s of amylaceous substances, contaimng by  we1ght of those substances: 
a)  Less  than 55 % 
b)  55 %  or more but less than 70% 
c)  70 %  or more but less than 83 % 
d)  83 %  or more 
38.19  Chemical  products  and  preparations  of the  chemical  or  allied  industries  (including  those 
consisting  of mixtures  of  natural  products),  not  elsewhere  specified  or  included;  residual 
products of the chemical or allied industnes, not elsewhere spec1fied or included: 
T.  o-Glucitol (sorbitol) other dian that falling Within subheading 29.04 C III: 
I.  In  aqueous solution: 
a)  Containing  2 %  or  less  by  weight  of o-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucitol 
content 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing 2 % or less by weight of D-mannitol, calculated on the o-content 
b)  Other 
No L 396/25 
Bas~e duty 
(f1xed component) 
(%) 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
11,60 
0,00 
15,88 
25,74 
24,40 
21,30 
10,94 
19,12 
14,56 
11,03 
7,65 
14,40 
0,00 
14,40 
2,58 No L 396126 
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List  provided for in Article 9 (1) (a)  applicable to Israel 
DescnptJon 
Vegetables:  fresh  or chilled: 
G.  Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celeriac, rad1shes and sim1lar edible roots: 
ex  II.  Carrots and turnips: 
- Carrots 
ex  H. Onions, shallots and garhc: 
- Onions and garlic 
M. TomatO<$ 
08.02  C1trus fru1t,  fresh  or dried: 
ex  A.  Oranges, fresh 
B.  Mandarins  (mdudmg  tangerines  and  satsumas);  clementines,  wilkmgs  and  other 
sim1lar Citrus hybrids: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Mandarins (including tangerines and satsumas), fresh 
ex  C.  Lemons, fresh 
08.04  Grapes, fresh  or dried: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes 
31.  12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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List provided for in Article 12 (2) applicable to Israel 
Description 
Other animal oils and fats (mduding neat's foot ml  and fats  ftom  bones or waste) 
Animal and vegetable oils, boiled, ox1dized, dehydrated, sulphurated, blown or polymerized 
by  heat in vacuum or in inert gas, or otherwise mod1fied 
Fa tty acids; actd mls from  refimng; fatty alcohols: 
C.  Other fatty acids; acid oils ftom refining 
15.15  Spermaceti, crude, pressed or refined, whether or not coloured; beeswax  and other insect 
waxes, whether or not coloured: 
A.  Spermaceti, crude, pressed or refmed, whether or not coloured 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not contammg cocoa 
18.03  Cocoa paste (m  bulk or m block), whether or not defatted 
18.04  Cocoa butter (fat or oil) 
18.05  Coca powder, unsweetened 
18.06  Chocolate and other food  preparanons contaming cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder. not otherwise sweetened than by  the addition of sucrose, containing 
by  wetght of sucose: 
I. Less  than 65 % 
II. 65 %  or more but less than 80 % 
III. 80 %  or more 
C.  Chocolate  and  chocolate  goods,  whether  nor not  filled;  sugar  confectionery  and 
substitutes therefor made from sugar substitution products, containing cocoa: 
ex  D.  Other: 
- Excluding products contaming 26 % or more by  wetght of milkfats 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour,  meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used  as  infant 
food  or for dietettc or cuhnary purposes, contatmng less  than 50 %  by  weight of cocoa 
19.03  Macarom, spaghetti and stmllar products 
19.05  Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, 
corn  flakes  and stmtlar products): 
A.  Obtained from  maiZe No L 396/28 
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Bread, ship's biscuits and other ordmary baker's wares, not contaming added sugar, honey, 
eggs, fats, cheese or fruit; communion wafers, cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical 
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products: 
D.  Other, containing by weight of starch: 
I.  Less than 50 % 
19.08  Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or not containing cocoa in any 
proponion 
21.02  Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee,  tea or mate and preparations with a basis of 
those extracts, essences or concentrates; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes 
and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
A.  Extracts,  essences,  or concentrates  of coffee  and  preparations  with  a  basis  of  those 
extracts, essences or concentrates 
B.  Extracts, essences or concentrates of tea or mate and preparations with a basis of those 
extracts, essences or 'concentrates 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
I.  Roasted chicory 
21.03  Mustard flour and prepared mustard 
21.04  Sauces, mixed condiments and mixed seasomngs 
21.05  Soups  and  broths,  in  liquid,  solid  or  powder  form;  homogemzed  composite  food 
preparations 
21.06  Natural yeasts (active or mactive); prepared bakmg powders: 
ex  A.  Active natural yeasts: 
- Exlcuding dned bakers' yeast 
C.  Prepared baking powders 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specifted or mcluded: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
II.  Rice 
B.  Ravioli, macaroni, spaghetti and similar products, not stuffed, cooked; the foregoing 
preparations stuffed, whether or not cooked 
C.  Ice-cream (not mcludmg ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Contaimng no m1lkfats or containing less than 3 %  by weight of such fats 
D.  Prepared  yoghun; prepared milk,  in  powder form,  for  use  as  infants' food  or for 
dietetic or culinary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghun: 
b)  Other, contaming by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1  ,5 % 
31. 12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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ex  G.  Other: 
- Containing no mtlkfats or contaimng less than 1 ,5 %  by weight of such fats: 
- Containing  no  sucrose  or  contammg  less  than  5 %  by  wetght  of  sucrose 
(including  inven  sugar  expressed  as  sucrose  and  containing  no  starch  or 
contaimng less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
22.01  Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters; ice and snow 
22.02  Lemonade,  flavoured  spa  waters  and  flavoured  aerated  waters,  and  other  non-alcohohc 
beverages, not includmg fruit and vegetable jutces falling within heading No 20.07: 
A.  Not contaimng milk or milkfats 
22.03  Beer made from malt 
22.06  Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with aromatic extracts 
22.08  Ethyl alcohol or neutral spmts, undenatured, of an alcoholic strength of 80 % vol or higher; 
denatured spmts (mcluding ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits) of any strength: 
ex  A.  Denatured spirits (includmg ethyl  and neutral spirits) of any strength: 
- Excluding alcohol obtained from  the agncultural products hsted m Annex II to 
the EEC Treaty 
B.  Ethyl alcohol or neutral sptrits, undenatured, of an alcoholic strength of 80 % vol or 
htgher 
22.09  Spirits  (other  than  those  of headmg No 22.08); liqueurs  and other spirituous  beverages; 
compound alcohohc preparauons (known as 'concentrated extracts') for the manufacture of 
beverages: 
A.  Sptrits (other than those of heading No 22.08), m containers holdmg: 
ex  I.  Two litres or less: 
- Exdudmg alcohol obtamed from the agncultural products listed in Annex II 
to the EEC Treaty 
ex  II.  More than two lttres: 
- Exdudmg alcohol obtamed from  the agncultural products listed in Annex II 
to the EEC Treaty 
B.  Compound  alcoholic  preparations  (known  as  'concentrated  extracts')  for  the 
manufacture of beverages 
C.  Spirituous beverages: 
I. Rum, arrack and tafta 
II. Gin 
III. Whisky 
IV. Vodka, with an alcoholic strength of 45,4% vol or less and plum, pear or cherry 
spmt (excludmg liqueurs) 
V.Others: 
- On a cereal  base No L 396/30 
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Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extraas and essences 
Carbon (mcluding carbon black) 
Hydrocarbons: 
A.  Acychc: 
ex  I.  For use as power or heating fuels: 
- Excluding acerylene 
B.  Cyclanes and cyclenes: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  For use as power or heating fuels: 
- Excluding decahydronaphthalene 
29.15  Polycarboxylic  acids  and  thear  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides  and  peracids,  and  thetr 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrosated derivatives: 
C.  Aromatic polycarboxylic acids: 
I.  Phthalic anhydnde 
ex  III. Other: 
- Diburyl phthalates(onho) 
- Diocytil onhophthalates 
- Ditsoocryl, diisonomyl and diisodecyl phthalates 
- Other esters of daiso-buryl 
29.16  Carboxylic  acids  with  alcohol,  phenol,  aldehyde  or  ketone  funcnon  and  other  single  or 
complex  oxygen  function  carboxylic  acids  and  their  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxades  and 
peractds, and thear halogenated, sulphonated, mtrated or nitrosated deravataves: 
A.  Carboxylic acids with alcohol function: 
ex  III. Tanaric acid and ats  salts and esters 
- Tanaric acid 
29.44  Antibioocs: 
ex  A.  Penicillins: 
- Ampicillin and amoxicillin 
C.  Other antibtotics: 
II. T etracychns: 
- Oxytctracyclan and its salts 
III. Other annbiotacs: 
- Erythromycin 
31.  12. 87 31.  12.  87 
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Medtcament; (mdudmg verermary medtcaments): 
A.  Not put up  m forms  or m packings of a kmd sold by  retail: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contammg pemcilhn, streptomyCin or thetr denvanves 
b)  Other: 
- Contammg  antibiotics  or  denvanves  thereof,  other  than  those  falling  in 
subheading A II  a) 
B.  Pur  up  m forms or m packmg of a kmd  sold by  retatl: 
ll.  Other: 
a)  Contaming pemctlhn, streptomycm or thetr denvatives 
b)  Other: 
- Contammg  anttbtotics  or  their  derivatives  other  than  those  hsted  under 
subheadmg B II  a) 
31.02  Mmeral or chemical femhzers, mtrogenous: 
A.  Natural sodium nitrate 
ex  C.  Other: 
- Excludmg ammomum mtrate m packages of a gross we1ght of not less than 45 kg, 
calctum nitrate havmg a nitrogen content of not more than 16 %, calctum nitrate 
and magnesiUm mtrate 
32.09  Varmshes and lacquers; distempers; prepared water ptgments of the kmd used for  fimshmg 
leather;  pamts  and  enamels;  pigments  dispersed  m  lmseed  oil,  white  spirit,  spirits  of 
turpentine or other media of a kmd used m the manufacture of paints or enamels; stampmg 
foils; dyes or other colouring matter m forms or packmg of a kmd sold by  retail; solunon as 
defined by  note 4 to this chapter: 
A.  Varnishes  and  lacquers;  distempers;  prepared  water  pigments  of the  kind  used  for 
fmishmg  leather;  paints  and enamels;  pigments  dispersed  in  linseed  oil,  white  spirit, 
spirits  of turpentine  or other media  of a  kind  used  m  the  manufacture  of pamts or 
enamels; solutions as  defined by  note 4 to this chapter: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excludmg  non-precious  metals  in  paste  form  used  m  the  manufacture  of 
pamts 
C.  Dyes or other colouring matter in  forms or packings of a kmd sold by  retail 
32.12  Glazier's  putty,  graftmg  putty,  painters'  f1llings,  non-refractory  surfacing  preparations, 
stopping, sealing and similar mastics, mcludmg resin mastics and cements 
32.13  Writing ink, printing ink and other mks: 
B.  Printing ink 
C.  Other inks No L 396/32 
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Organic  surface-active  agents;  surface-active  preparations  and  washing  preparations, 
whether or not containmg soap: 
- Ethoxylates 
Starch glues 
Prepared glues not elsewhere spec1f1ed or included; products suitable for use as glues put up 
for sale by  recall  as glues  in  packages not exceeding a net we1ght of 1 kg: 
A.  Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or mcluded 
B.  Products  suuable for  use  as  glues  put  up  for  sale  by  reta1l  as  glues  m  packages  not 
exceedmg a net weight of 1 kg: 
I.  Cellulose based glues 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Glues obtamed by  chemJCal  reaction: 
1.  Of polyurethane systems 
b)  Other 
Sensitized paper, paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed, but not developed: 
- Printing paper 
38.19  Chemical  products  and  preparations  of the chemJCal  or alhed  industries  (mcludmg  those 
consistmg  of mixtures  of natural products), not elsewhere  specified  or mcluded;  restdual 
products of the chemical or allied indusmes, not elsewhere spectfted or included: 
Q.  Foundry core binders based on synthetiC resms 
X.  Other: 
ex  II. Ami-scaling  and  similar  compounds,  for  b01lers  and  for  the  treatment  of 
industrial cooling water 
ex  111. Auxihary products for foundries: 
a)  For metals: 
- Refractory linings to improve the surface of castings 
39.01  Condensation,  polycondensation  and polyaddition  products,  whether  or  not  modified  or 
polymerized  and  whether  or not linear  (for  example,  phenoplasts,  ammoplasts,  alkyds, 
polyallyl esters and other unsaturated polyesters, silicones): 
C.  Other: 
I. Phenoplasts: 
ex  a)  In  one of those forms mentioned in  note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter: 
- Resins, excluding those of the Novolak type 
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I. ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strtp, ngid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether 
or not prmted, wuh the exception of copper-plated ngid laminates 
for  the manufacture of printed ctrcuits 
- Plates, sheets or strip, netther rigtd nor spongy, weighmg more than 
160 gfm2, not pnnted 
II.  Aminoplasts: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigtd, wetghmg more than 160 gfm2, whether 
or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, neither ngid nor spongy, weighing more than 
160 gfm2, not prmted 
III.  Alkyds and other polyesters: 
ex  a)  In  one of the forms mentioned in note 3 (d) to this chapter: 
- Sheet or plate of glass fibre-remforced polyester, weighing more than 
160 gfm2 
ex  b)  Other: 
- non-alkydtc polyesters, unsaturated in one of the forms mentioned tn 
note 3 (a)  and (b) to this chapter for  polyurethanes, other than for 
mouldmg or extruding 
IV.  Polymides: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, wetghmg more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
pnnted 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  netther  rigtd  nor  spongy,  weighmg  more  than 
160 gfm2, not printed 
V.  Polyurethanes: 
- In  one of the forms mentioned m note 3 (a) and (b) to this chapter 
- Plates,  sheets  or  stnps,  neuher  rigid  nor  spongy,  wetghing  more  than 
160 g/m2, not printed 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ngid, wetghing more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
printed 
VI.  Silicones: 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  neither  ngid  nor  spongy,  weighmg  more  than 
160 gfml, not printed 
ex  VII.  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigtd, wetghing more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
printed 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  neither  rigid  nor  spongy,  weighing  more  than 
160 gfml, not printed 
- Resins, other than epoxtde resins, in  one of the forms mentioned in  note 3 
(a)  and (b) to this chapter: 
- Polyether alcohols 
- Systems for polyurethanes No L 396/34 
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Polymerization  and  copolymenzation  products  (for  example,  polyethylene,  poly-
tetrahaloethylenes,  polytsobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chlonde,  polyvinyl  acetate, 
polyvmyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacrylic 
denvatives, coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other: 
I. Polyethylene: 
a)  In  one of the forms mennoned in  note 3 (a)  and (b) to thts chapter: 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ngid, weighmg more than 160 g/ml, whether 
or not printed 
- Waste and scrap 
II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Plates, sheets or Strip, rigid, weighm~·~ore than 160 g/ml, whether or not 
printed  . 
Ill.  Polysulphohaloethylenes: 
- Plates,' sheets or strip, rigid, weighmg more than 160 g/ml, whether or not 
printed 
IV.  Polypropylene: 
- In  one of the  forms  menttoned m note 3  (a}  and (b)  to  thts chapter and 
waste and scrap 
- Plates, sheets or strip, ngid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
V.  Polytsobutylene: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighmg more than 160 g/ml, whether or not 
pnnted 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether 
or not printed 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex  a)  In  one of the forms mentioned in note 3 (a}  and (b) to this chapter 
- Products for moulding 
- Emulsion type resins for pastes 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether 
or not printed 
ex  VIII.  Polyvinyhdene  chloride;  copolymers  of  vinylidene  chloride  with  vinyl 
chlonde: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighmg more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
ex  IX.  Polyvinyl  acetate: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/ml, whether or not 
printed 
X.  Copolymers of vinyl chloride with vinyl acetate: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 glml, whether or not 
printed 
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C.  ex  XI.  Polyvinyl alcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighmg more than 160 glm2 ,  whether or not 
printed 
ex  XII.  Aery he polymers, methacrylic polymers and acrylo-methacrylic copolymers: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 glm2,  whether or not 
printed 
XIV.  Other polymenzation or copolymenzatton products: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, ngtd, wetghing more than 160 glm2 ,  whether 
or not printed 
39.03  Regenerated cellulose, cellulose nttrate, cellulose acetate and other cellulose esters, cellulose 
ethers and other chemtcal derivatives of cellulose, plasticized or not (for example collodions, 
celluloid), vulcanized ftbre: 
B.  Other: 
I. Regenerated cellulose: 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Plates,  sheets or strip of a  wetght  not exceedmg  160 glm2,  not 
printed 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strtp,  rigid,  wetghmg  more  than  160 glm2 , 
whether or not pnnted 
11. Cellulose nitrates: 
b)  Plasttctzed: 
1.  With camphor or otherwise (for example, celluloid): 
ex  aa)  Film  in  rolls or in stnps, for cmematography or photography: 
- Of cellulOid 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets, strips or ,tubes, of cellulo1d 
- Other  plates,  sheets  or  stnp,  ngid,  wetghing  more  than 
160 glm'. whether or not printed 
Ill. Cellulose acetates: 
b)  PlastiCized: 
4.  Other: 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates,  sheets or stnp, ngid, wetghmg more than 160 g/m', 
whether or not printed 
IV. Other cellulose esters: 
b)  Plasticized: 
4.  Other: 
ex  bb)Other: 
- Plates,  sheets  or strip,  rigtd,  weighmg  more  than  160 glmZ, 
whether or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or strip of a weight not exceeding 160 g/m2,  not 
prmted No L 396/36 
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V. Cellulose ethers and other chemical denvanves of cellulose: 
b)  Plasticized: 
- Other: 
ex  aa)  Ethylcellulose: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing  more  than 160 g/m2, 
whether or not pnmed 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates,  sheets or stnp, ng1d,  weighing more than 160 g/m2 , 
whether or not printed 
ex  VI. Vulcanized fibre: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, ngid, weighing more than 160 g/m2,  whether or not 
prmted, of amfidal plastic materials 
39.07  Amcles of matenals of the kinds described m heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
ex  I. Of regenerated cellulose: 
- Excluding:  anificial sausage casings; floor coverings; fans  and hand screens, 
comprismg sheets of plastic matenals and frames and handles of all materials, 
except for  preCIOUS  metals; corset husks  and s1mllar  supports for  anicles of 
apparel  or  clothing  accessones;  articles  of  clothing  and  articles  for  the 
manufacture  of machmery  falhng  withm  heading  No  84.53  by  domestic 
industry 
II. Of vulcamzed fibre: 
- Excludmg:  fans  and  hand screens comprising sheets of plastic materials and 
frames and handlers of all  matenals, except for preaous metals; corset husks 
and similar supports for amcles of apparel or clothing accessones and amcles 
of machinery  falhng withm headmg No 84.53 by domestic mdustry 
ex  III. Of hardened proteins: 
- Excludmg: amficial sausage casings: fans and hand screens compnsing sheets 
of  plastiC  matenals  and  frames  and  handles  of all  materials,  except  for 
precious  metals,  rubes  obtained  by  givmg,  as  a  substitute  for  dry  sausage 
casings, and articles for the manufacture of machinery falhng within heading 
No 84.53 by  domestic industry 
ex  IV. Of chemical denvatives of rubber: 
- Excluding:  floor  coverings;  fans  and  hand  screens,  compnsmg  sheets  of 
plastic materials and frames  and handles of all  matenals except for  precious 
metals, corset husks  and similar supports for  articles of apparel  or clothing 
accessones; articles of dothmg 
V. Of other materials: 
a)  Spools, reels  and s1m1lar  supports for  photographic and cmematograph1c 
film  or for  tapes, f1lms  and the like  falling within headmg No 92.12 
ex  d)  Other: 
- Excluding:  anificial  sausage  casings,  floor  coverings;  amcles  of 
clothmg, articles and  accessones for  machinery falling wtthin headmg 
No 84.53, and amcles for  c1vil  engmeering 
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Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or beltmg, of vulcanized rubber: 
- Excluding transmission belts or beltmg, of trapezoidal cross-section 
40.11  Rubber ryres, ryre cases, interchangeable tyre treads, mner tubes and ryre flaps, for wheels of 
all  kinds: 
ex  A.  Solid or cushion ryres and interchangeable ryre treads: 
- Interchangeable ryre treads weighing up to 20 kg each 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Weighing up to 20 kg each 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes,  travellmg,  bags,  rucksacks), 
shopping  bags,  handbags,  satchels,  bnef-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  musical  mstruments, 
bmoculars, jewellery, bottles, collars, footwear,  brushes) and sim1lar containers, of leather 
or of composition leather, of vulcanized fibre, of artificial plastic sheeting, of paperboard or 
of textile fabric: 
ex  A.  Of artific1al  plastiC sheeting: 
- Wallets, small vahses and lad1es' handbags 
ex  B.  Of other materials: 
- Wallets, small valises and ladies' handbags 
48.11  Wallpaper and lincrustra; window transparencies of paper 
48.13  Carbon and other copying papers (mcludmg duphcator stensils) and transfer papers cut to 
size,  whether or not put up  in boxes 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to size or shape: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Toilet paper 
56.01  Man-made fibres (discontinuous), not carded, combed or otherw1se prepared for spmning: 
ex  A.  Synthetic textile fibres: 
- Regenerated textile fibres, of polyethylene and polypropylene 
56.02  Continuous filament tow for  the manufacture of man-made fibre (discontmuous): 
ex  A.  Of synthetic textile fibres: 
- Fibres of polyester and acrylic fibres 
56.03  Waste (includmg yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of man-made fibres (continuous or 
discontinuous) not carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spinning: 
ex  A.  Of synthetic texule fibres 
- Fibres of polyester and acrylic fibres No L 396/38 
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Man-made  fibres  (discontmuous  or waste),  carded,  combed,  or  otherwise  prepared  for 
spinning: 
ex  A.  Synthetic textile fibres 
- Fibres of polyester and acrylic fibres 
Textile fabrics  otherwise impregnated or coated;  pamted canvas  being  theamcal scenery, 
studio backcloths or the like: 
- Impregnated or coated textile fabncs of a weight not exceeding 1400 g/m2,  flocked 
Worked monumental or building stone, and articles thereof (mcluding mosaic cubes), other 
than goods fallmg  within heading No 68.01 or within Chapter 69 
Hand  polishing  stones;  whetstones,  oilstones,  hones  and  the  like,  and  millstones, 
grmdstones, grmding wheels and the hke (includmg grindmg, sharpemng, pohshmg, trueing 
and  cutting wheels,  heads,  discs  and  points), of natural  stone  (agglomerated  or  not),  of 
agglomerated  natural  or arnficial  abrasives,  or of pottery, w1th  or wnhout cores, shanks, 
sockets, axles and the hke of other materials, but without frameworks; segments and other 
finished  parts  of  such  stones  and  wheels  of  natural  stone  (agglomerated  or  not),  of 
agglomerated natural or art1f1cial  abrasives, or of pottery: 
Natural  or artificial  abrasive  powder  or grain,  on  base  of woven  fabric,  of paper,  or 
paperboard or of other matenals, whether or not cut to shape or sewn  or otherwise made 
up: 
- Excludmg abrasives only  on woven  fabric,  m rolls of a maximum w1dth  of 1400 mm, 
and  those on  woven  fabric,  in  combination  wuh  paper  or  paperboard,  in  rolls  of a 
maximum width of 1400 mm 
69.02  Refractory bncks, blocks, nles and and Similar refractory constructional goods: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Containing more than 7% of alumma  (AI20,) by weight 
- Excludmg  those  contaming not  less  than  93% of S11ica  (S10 2)  by  we1ght  and 
those produced by means of electrical smtenng 
70.04  Unworked cast or rolled glass (includmg flashed or w1red glass), whether figured or not, m 
rectangles: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Of a thickness of more than 5 mm  but no more than 10 mm 
ex  70.05  Unworked drawn or blown  glass (including flashed  glass), in  rectangles: 
- Of a thickness of 1 ,8  mm  or more but no  more than  3 mm 
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Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (mcludmg flashed  or w1red  glass), m rectangles, surface 
ground or pohshed, but not further worked: 
- Not w1red, ol a thickness of not more than 5 mm 
70.08  Safety glass cons1stmg of toughened or laminated glass, shaped or not: 
B.  Other 
70.14  lllummatmg  glassware,  s1gnalhng  glassware  and  opttcal  elements  of glass,  not  optically 
worked nor of optical glass: 
ex 70.21 
ex 73.14 
A.  Arucles for electricallighrning fittings: 
ex  I.  Facetted  glass,  plates,  balls,  pear-shaped  drops,  flower-shaped  pieces, 
pendants and similar arucles for trimming chandehers: 
- Of coloured,  matt,  irisated,  cut, marbled,  opaque,  opaline  or  painted 
glass,  or of moulded glass  w1th  hollows or protruding parts 
ex  II.  Other (for example, diffusers, ceihng hghts, bowls, cups, lampshades, globes, 
tulip-shaped p1eces): 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Lamp glass 
- Of coloured,  matt,  irisated,  cut,  marbled,  opaque,  opaline  or painted 
glass, or of mouled glass with hollows or protruding parts 
- Of coloured, matt, msated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or of 
moulded glass with hollows or protrudmg parts 
Other articles of glass: 
- Of coloured, matt, engraved, irisated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or 
of moulded glass with hollows or protruding parts 
Iron or steel wire whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- W1thout textile coating 
73.15  Alloy steel  and h1gh  carbon steel in the forms mentioned in headmg Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A.  High carbon steel: 
ex  VIII.  W1re,  whether or not coated, but not msulated: 
- Not coated, excluding wire for the manufacture of steel cables No L 396/40 
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B.  Alloy  steel: 
ex  VIII.  Wire, whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- Not  textile-coated,  not  metal-coated  by  any  process,  not  contained  in 
subparagraph (a) of the additional note to this chapter 
73.18  Tubes  and  pipes  and blanks therefor, of iron  (other than of cast iron) or steel, excludmg 
htgh·pressure hydroelectric conduits: 
ex  73.21 
ex 73.24 
B.  Other: 
II.  Stratght and of uniform wall-th1ckness, other than those fallmg in B I above, of a 
max1mum  length  of 4,50 m of alloy  steel  contaming  by  wetght  not less  than 
0,90 % but not more than 1,15 % of carbon, not less than 0,50 % but not more 
than 2% of chromium and not more than 0,50% of molybdenum 
- Excluding  unworked or painted,  varmshed,  enamelled  or otherw1se  treated 
tubes  and • pipes  (mcluding  Mannesmann  tubes  and  tubes  obtained  by 
swaging) whether or not with sockets or flanges,  but not otherwise worked, 
seamless 
Structures  and  pans of structures (for example, hangars and other buildings, bndges and 
bridge-sections,  lock-gates,  towers,  lattice  masts,  roofs,  roofing  frameworks,  door  and 
wmdow  frames,  shutters,  balustrades, pillars and columns), of iron  or steel;  plates, strip, 
rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes and the like, prepared for use in  structures, of iron or 
steel: 
- Excluding lock-gates for hydraulic plant and pylons for electric power hnes, of steel or of 
1ron, forged 
Containers, of !fOn or steel, for compressed or liquefied gas: 
- Welded, with a capacity not exceeding 300 litres 
73.25  Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited bands, slings and the like, of iron or steel w1re, 
but excluding msulated electric cables: 
ex 73.29 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Excludmg closed  or sem1-closed  carrymg cables  for  cable  cars  and reinforcing 
cables for pre-stressed concrete 
Chain and pans thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Aniculated link chain for Galle, Renold or Morse type, of a pitch  not exceeding 2 em, 
exludmg key chains 
73.32  Bolts  and  nuts (includmg bolt ends and screws studs), whether or not threaded or tapped, 
screws  (including  screw  hooks  and  screw  rings),  rivets,  cotters,  cotterpins  and  similar 
ankles, of iron or steel; washers (including spnng washers) of iron or steel: 
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B.  Threaded or tapped: 
I.  Screws and nuts, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or w1re of solid 
section, of a shank thickness or hole diameter not exceeding 6 mm: 
- Screws, including threaded or tapped washers and nuts, excluding those for 
the manufaCture of machinery falling wnhin heading No 84.53 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  those  for  the  manufaCture  of machmery  falling  withm  heading 
No 84.53 
Sprmgs and leaves for  springs, of iron or steel: 
- Spiral sprmgs, of w1re or bars, of a diameter greater than 8 mm or of rectangular bars the 
smallest s1de  of which measures more than 8 mm 
Bmlers  (excluding  bo1lers  of heading  No  84.01)  and  radiators,  for  central  heaung,  not 
electncally  heated and parts thereof,  of iron or steel;  air  heaters  and hot a1r  distributors 
(mcluding those which  can also distribute cool or conditioned air), not electncally heated, 
mcorporatmg a motor-driven fan or blower, and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Of refmed, rolled or forged iron or steel 
73.38  Articles of a kmd commonly used for domestic purposes, sanitary ware for indoor use, and 
parts of such anicles and ware, of iron or steel; iron or steel wool, pot scourers and scouring 
or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of IrOn  or steel: 
ex 74.07 
ex 74.19 
B.  Other: 
I.  Sinks and wash basms and parts thereof, of stamless steel 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  iron or steel  wool, pot scourers and  scouring or pohshing pads, 
gloves and the like, and pressure cookers for  d~rect steam cooking 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of copper, hollow bars of copper: 
- Excluding  those  unworked,  painted,  varmshed,  enamelled  or  otherwise  prepared 
(mcludmg  Mannesman  tubes  and  tubes  obtained  by  swagmg),  whether  or not with 
sockets or flanges, but not otherwise worked, of a wall-thickness greater than 1 mm and 
With  a maximum interior cross-section of more than 80 mm 
Other anicles of copper: 
- Excluding the followmg arndes: 
- Pins, sliding rings and hairpins, excluding ornamental pins, thimbles and fitt'ings for 
belts, corsets and braces 
- Reservoirs,  tanks,  vats  and  similar  containers,  for  any  material  (other  than 
compressed or liquefied gas) of a capacity exceeding 300 litres, whether or not hned 
or heat insulated, but not fitted  with mechanical or thermal equipment 
- Chain and pans thereof No L 396/42 
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Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections of alumm1um; hollow  bars of aluminium 
-Wire rod 
76.04  Aluminium  foil  (whether  or not embossed,  cut  to  shape,  perforated,  coated, printed  or 
backed with paper or other reinforcing material) of a thickness (excludmg any  backmg) not 
exceeding 0,20mm 
76.06  Tubes and pipes and blanks thereof, of aluminium; hollow bars of aluminium 
B.  Other 
76.08  Structures and  parts of strucru.res  (for example hangars, and other buildmgs,  bndges and 
bridge-sections, towers, lamce masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, door and wmdow frames, 
balustrades, pillars and columns), of alummium; plates, rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes 
and the like, prepared for  use in structures, of alummium 
76.12  Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited bands and the like, of aluminium wire, but 
excluding insulated electric wires and cables 
76.15  Articles of a kind commonly used for domestic purposes, sanitary ware for indoor use, and 
parts of such  articles and ware of alumimum 
79.01  Unwrought zmc, zinc waste and scrap: 
ex 82.01 
ex  A.  Unwrought 
- Electrolytic zinc (ingots) with a Zn content of 99,95% or more 
Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, picks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bdl books and 
Similar hewing tools; scythes, s1ckles, bay knives, grass shears, timber wedges and other tools 
of a kind used in  agriculture, horticulture or forestry: 
- Spades, hoes, forks and rakes, scythes and sickles 
82.02  Saws  (non-mechanical)  and  blades  for  hand  or machine  saws  (including  toothless  saw 
blades): 
ex 82.04 
A.  Saws (non mechanical) 
B.  Saw  blades: 
I. Bandsaw blades 
ex  Ill. Other: 
- Handsaw blades 
Hand  tools,  including  glaziers'  diamonds,  not  falling  within  any  other  beading  of this 
Chapter, blow lamps, anvils, vices, and clamps, other than accessories for parts of machme 
tools, portable forges, grinding wheels with frameworks (hand or pedal operated): 
- Hammers, mortice chisels, stone chisels, cutters, centre-punchers, chasing chisels and the 
stocks 
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Kmves  wtth cutting blades, serrated or not (including  pruning knives), other than knives 
falhng within heading No 82.06 and blades therefor: 
ex  A.  Knives: 
- Excluding engineers' knives 
Spoons, forks, fish-eaters, butter kmves, ladles, and similar kttchen or tableware: 
- Except gilt or silver-plated 
82.15  Handles of base metal for  articles falling withm headmg No 82.09, 82.13, or 82.14 
- Except gtlt or silver-plated 
83.01  Locks and padlocks (key, combination or electncally operated), and parts thereof of base 
metal: frames mcorporanng locks, for handling, trunks or the like, and parts of such frames, 
of base metal, keys for  any of the foregomg articles, of base metal 
83.02  Base  metal  ftttmgs  and  mountmgs  of  a  kind  suitable  for  fumtture,  doors,  staircases, 
wmdows,  blinds,  coachwork, saddlery,  trunks, caskets  and the hke (mcluding  automatic 
door closers), base metal, keys  for  any of the outgomg arncles, hat·pegs, brackets and the 
hke: 
B.  Other: 
83.06  Statuettes and orher ornaments of a kind used indoors of base metal; photograph, picture 
and stmilar frames, of base metal; mtrrors of base metal: 
ex  83.09 
83.13 
83.15 
ex  84.01 
A.  Statuettes and other ornaments of a kmd used mdoors, except gtlt or stlver-plated 
Clasps, frames wtth clasps for  handbags and the hke, bucklers,  buckleclasps, hooks, eyes, 
eyelets,  and the  like,  of base  metal, of a  kind  commonly used  for  clothing,  travel goods, 
handbags or other texnle or leather goods, tubular nvets and btfurcated nvets, of base metal, 
beads and spangles, of base metal: 
- Excludmg beads and spangles, tubular nvets and btfurcated rtvets 
Stoppers,  crown corks,  bottle caps, capsules,  bung covers,  seals  and  plombs, case corner 
protectors and other packing accessones of base metal 
Wtre. rods, rubes, plates, electrodes and similar products, of base metal or of metal carbtdes, 
coated  or  cored  wtth  flux  matenal,  of a  kmd  used  for  soldering,  brazing,  weldmg  or 
deposition  of  metal  or of metal  carbtdes,  wires  and  rods,  of agglomerated  base  metal 
powder, used for  metal spraymg 
Steam  and  other  vapour  generating  butlers  (excludmg  central  heating  hot water  boilers 
capable also of producmg low  pressure steam); super-heated water boilers: 
- Excludmg parts thereof No L 396/44 
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Internal combustion piston engines: 
C.  Other eng~nes: 
I.  Spark ignition engines of a cylinder capacity of: 
(a)  250 em' or less: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less and for auto-cycles of a cylinder capaoty 
of no more than 50 em' 
(b)  More than 250 em': 
2.  Other: 
ex  bb)Other: 
- Of a  power  of  25  kW  or  less,  excluding  those  for  domesnc 
mdustry 
II.  Compression ignition engines: 
(b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Of a power of 25 kW  or less, excludmg those for  domestic industry 
D.  Parts 
II.  Of other engines: 
ex  (a)  For aircraft: 
- Liner-cylinders, cylinder liners, piston pins, pistons and piston rings 
ex  (b)  Other: 
- Liner-cyhnders, cylinder liners, piston pins, piStons and piston rings 
84.10  Pumps (mcludmg motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liqu1ds, whether or or not fined with 
measunng dev1ces;  hqllld elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band and s1m1lar  kinds 
B.  Other pumps: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Pumps: 
- Excludmg  pumps  for  sprinklers  and  submersible  pumps  with  motor 
attached,  without  ceramic  or  rubber  living,  weighing  not  more  than 
1 000  kg each 
84.15  Refngerators and reft1geratmg equipment (electrical and other): 
C.  Other: 
ex  I.  Refngerators of a capacity of more than 140 htres: 
- We1ghing  more than 200 kg each 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excludmg  equ1pment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or  with  mterdependant 
elements, for  freezers  and cupboards and  other Items  of furniture Imported 
wnh the1r own freezing equipment weighmg not more than 200 kg, and parts 
thereof 
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Machinery,  plant  and  similar  equipment,  whether  or  not  electrically  heated,  for  the 
treatment  of materials  by  a  process  involvmg  a  change  of temperature  such  as  heating, 
cooking,  roasting,  distilling,  rectifying,  sterilizing,  pasteurizing,  steaming,  drying, 
evaporating, vaporizing, condensing or cooling, not being machinery or plant of a kmd used 
for domestic purposes; instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electncal: 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Water heaters, non-electric: 
- For domestic use 
Weighmg  machinery  (excluding  balances  of  a  sensitiviry  of 5 cg  or  better),  including 
weight-operated counting and checking machines; we1ghing machine we•ghts of all  kinds 
- We1ghmg  machines,  mcluding  automatic  and  semi-automatic  balances,  weighing  not 
more than 250 kg each, excludmg pans thereof 
84.22  Lifting,  handling,  loading  or unloadmg machinery,  telphers  and conveyors  (for example, 
lifts,  hoists,  winches,  cranes,  transporter cranes, locks,  pulley  tackle,  belt conveyors  and 
teleferics), not bemg machinery falling Within headmg No 84.23: 
ex 84.24 
B.  Other: 
ex  IV. Other: 
- Excluding  lifting  tables  and  lifting  platforms,  maintenance  cradles,  pulley 
tackle and hoists, other than skip, winches and capstans, Jacks, electors and 
conveyors  with  continuous  movement,  for  goods,  pneumatic,  other 
mechanical  loaders for  bulk  material,  lifts,  skip  hmsts,  excluding escalator 
and moving pavements, pulley blocks and all parts 
Agricultural  and horticultural machinery  for  soil  preparation or cultivation (for example, 
ploughs,  harrows,  cultivators,  seed  and  fertilizer  distributors),  lawn  and  sports  ground 
rollers: 
- Mouldboards  and  ploughshares,  excluding  those  of cast iron  and  steel,  slades,  d1scs, 
skim  coulters, blade-shaped and disc-shaped coulters, for  ploughs, teeth for  cultivators 
and  scarifiers,  discs  for  sprayers,  weeding,  ridging  and  furrowing  implements,  for 
weeding machmes 
84.36  Machines for extrudmg man-made textlies; machines of a kind used for processing natural or 
man-made textile fibres;  textile spmning and rwisting machines; textile doubling, throwing 
and reelmg (mcluding weft-winding) machines: 
- Lme  spinning  frames,  except  those  equipped  With  automatic  doffmg;  repositioning 
devices, and those for woollen-system spinning 
84.40  Machinery for  washing, cleaning, drying, bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishmg  or coating 
textile  yarns,  fabncs  or  made-up  textile  articles  (including  laundry  and  dry-cleaning 
machinery),  fabric  folding,  reeling  or cutting  machines;  machines  of a  kind  used  in  the 
manufacture of linoleum or other floor coverings for applying the paste to the base floor on 
other support-machmes of a rype  used  for  printing a repetitive design,  repetitive words or 
overall colour on textiles, leather, wallpaper, wrapping paper, linoleum or other matenals, 
and engraved or etched plates, blocks or rollers therefor: No L 396/46 
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B.  Clothes-washing machines,  each  of a dry linen  capacity  not exceeding 6 leg,  domestic 
wringers: 
ex  I.  Elearically operated: 
- For clothes-washing, excluding parts 
ex  II.  Other: 
- For clothes-washing, excluding pans 
84.45  Machine-tools  for  working  metal,  or metal  carbides,  not  being  machines  falling  within 
heading No 84.49 or 84.50: 
ex 84.47 
C.  Other machine-tools: 
I. Lathes: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Parallel lathes, weighmg not more than 2 000 leg each 
IV. Shaping machines, sawing machines and cumng-off machines,  broaching machmes 
and slotting machines: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Shapmg machines and sawing machines weighmg not more than 2 000 leg 
each 
V. Milling machines and drdling machmes: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Drilhng machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Machme-tools  for  working  wood, cork,  bone,  ebomte  (vulcanite),  hard  art1fic1al  plastic 
materials  or  other  hard  carving  materials,  other  than  machines  falhng  within  heading 
No 84.49: 
- Excluding hydraulic presses weighing not more than 5 000 kg each 
84.51  Typewriters,  other than  typewriters  incorporating calculatmg  mechanism;  cheque-writing 
machines: 
A.  Typewriters: 
I.  Computer-controller automatic typewriters 
84.59  Machmes  and  mechanical  appliances,  havmg individual  functions,  not  falling  within  any 
other heading of this chapter: 
ex  A.  For the manufacture of the products mentioned in subheading 28.51  A (Euratom): 
- Hydraulic presses weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex  C.  Specially designed for the recycling of irradiated nuclear fuels (for example, SJntering 
of radio-active metal oxides, sheathing) 
- Hydraulic presses weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
E.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Hydraulic  presses  we1ghmg  not  more  than  2 000 kg  each;  injection-
moulding machines used in the artificial plastic materials mdustry, havmg 
a workmg pressure, expressed m tonnes, of 35, 85, 140,200, 300, or 550 
tonnes; extruders used in the artificial plastiC materials industry, havmg a 
single spindle with a d1ameter of 30 mm to 150 mm or twin spindles with 
a diameter of 85 mm  to  lOS mm, and milhng-grindmg machines used in 
the artificial  plastic matenals mdustry,  With  a power  of not more  than 
75 hp 
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Mouldmg  boxes  for  metal  foundry;  moulds  of a  type  used  for  metal  (other  than  ingot 
moulds),  for  metal carbodes,  for  glass, for  mmeral materials (for example, ceramic pastes, 
concrete or cement) or for  rubber or artoficial  plasttc materials: 
- Moulds for machine work 
84.61  Taps, cocks, valves and simolar  appliances, for  popes, boiler shells, tanks, vats and the like, 
including pressure reducmg valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
ex 84.62 
A.  Pressure reducmg valves 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Excludmg valves  for  the control of hydrauhc or pneumatic power transmission 
and valves for  aerosols 
Ball  roller or needle roller beanngs: 
- Beanng with row  of balls, in  which  the faces  of the two rings  are ahgned in  the same 
plane, of which  the external diameter os  more than 36 mm  but not more than 72 mm, 
excludmg parts 
84.63  Transmtssion  shafts,  cranks,  bearing  housmgs,  plan  shaft  bearings,  gears  and  geanng 
(including fnction gears and other variable speed gears), flywheels, pulleys and pulley blocks, 
clutches and shaft couphng: 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Reducuon gears, step-up gears and speed variations 
85.01  Electncal  goods  of the  followmg  desnptions:  generators,  motors,  converters  (rotary  or 
static), transformers, rectifters, and recttfytng apparatus, inductors: 
B.  Other machmes and apparatus: 
Generators, motors (whether or not equipped with speed, reducmg, changing or 
step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Asynchronous  three-phase  motors,  single-phase  motors,  generators, 
rotary converters and other motors, weighing not more than 100 kg 
each excluding AC single-phase motors of an output of not more than 
0,5  kW,  for  the  manufacture  of machinery  falling  wtthin  heading 
No 84.53 and DC generators of an output of not more than 75 kW for 
the manufacture of machmery falling within heading No 84.53 
ex  II.  Transformers, static converters, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
- Transformers, rectifiers and rectifying  apparatus, inductors, weighing more 
than 500 kg  each, static converters, excluding rectifiers, weighing not more 
than 100 kg each, excluding measuring transfomers and transformers without 
liquid dielectric, for the manufacture of machinery falling within heading No 
84.53 and inductors for the manufacture of machinery falling within heading 
No 84.53 No L 396/48 
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Pnmary cells and primary battenes: 
-Dry 
85.12  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electric soil hearing 
apparatus and electric space heating apparatus; electric hairdressing appliances (for example, 
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters) and electric smoothing irons; electro-thermic 
domestic appliances; electric heating resistors, other than those of carbon: 
A.  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
B.  Electric soil-heating apparatus and electnc space-heating apparatus: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
D.  Electnc smoothing irons, excluding parts thereof 
E.  Electro-thermic domestic appliances: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Hot  plates,  cooking  stoves,  ranges,  and  similar  cooking  appliances  for 
domestic use 
85.13  Electrical  telephonic and  telegraphic  apparatus (mcluding such  apparatus for  current line 
systems): 
ex  A.  Apparatus for carrier-current line systems: 
- Telephonic apparatus, including parts for telephone sets and receivers 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Telephonk apparatus, indudmg parts for  telephone sets and receivers 
85.19  Electrical  appararus  for  making  and  breaking  electrical  circuits,  for  the  protection  of 
electrical circuits, or for making conections to or in electrical circuits (for example, switches, 
relays, fuses, llghming arresters, surge suppressors, plugs, lampholders and juncrion boxes); 
resistors, fixed or variable, (indudmg potent  >meters), other than hearing resistors; primed 
circuits; switchboards (other than telephone switchboards) and control panels: 
ex  A.  Electrical appararus for making and bteaking electrical circuits, for the protecrion of 
electrical arcuits or for making conneCtions to or in electrical circuits: 
- Non automatic make-and-break SWitches,  weighmg more than 2 kg each, other 
than of ceramic materials or glass, and those weighmg more than 500 kg each 
- Automatic make-and-break switches, circuits-breakers and contactors, excluding 
non-automatic  make-and-break  switches  and  circuit· breakers  for  industrial 
applications,  rated at less  than  1 000 volts,  for  the  manufacture of machinery 
falhng within heading No 84.53 
ex  B.  Resistors, fixed  or var1able (including potentiometers), other than heating resistors: 
- Variable  resistors,  we1ghing  not more  than  2 kg  each,  other than  of ceramic 
materials or glass and those we1ghing more than 500 kg each 
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ex  D.  Switchboards and control panels: 
- Excluding parts 
85.20  Electric  filament  lamp  11nd  electric  discharged  lamps  (including  infrared  and  ultra-violet 
lamps), arc lamps: 
A.  Filaments lamps for lighting: 
II.  Other 
ex  B.  Other lamps: 
- For hghtmg 
85.23  Insulated  (mcludmg  enamelled  or  anod1zed)  electric  wire,  cable,  bars, strip  and the  like 
(including co-axial cable), whether or not fitted with connectors: 
ex 90.03 
ex 90.04 
ex  B.  Other: 
- With  metallic  armouring  or  shearing,  whether  or  not  covered  with  other 
materials, excluding co-axial cable and submarine cable 
Frames and mountings and pans thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez lorgnettes, goggles and the 
hke: 
- Excluding those of gold and posts 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, protecting or other: 
- Excludmg those with frames of gold or plated metals or gold-plated gilt and engineers' 
protective spectacles 
90.16  Drawing,  marking-out  and  mathematical  calculating  instruments,  drafting  machmes, 
pantographs, drawing sets, shde rules, d1sc calculators and the like; measuring or checking 
instruments, appliances and machines, not falling withm any other headmg of this chapter 
(for example, micrometers, callipers, gauges, measunng rods,  balancing machines); profile 
projectors: 
ex  A.  Drawmg, markmg-out and mathematical calculating instruments, drafting machines, 
pantographs, slide rules, disc calculators and the like: 
- Set-squares, rulers, protractors and French curves 
- Cases  of  drawing  instruments,  lengthening  bars  of  compasses,  compasses, 
mathematical drawing pens and the like 
90.24  Instruments  and apparatus for  measuring, checking or automatically controlhng the flow, 
depth,  pressure  or other  variables  of liquids  or gases,  or  for  automatically  controlling 
temperature  (for  example,  pressure  gauges,  thermostats,  level  gauges,  flow  meters,  heat 
meters,  automatic  ovendraught  regulators),  not  being  articles  falling  within  heading 
No 90.14: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Manometers No L 396/50 
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Electrical  measuring,  checking  analysing  or  automatically  controlling  instruments  and 
apparatus: 
A.  Electronic instruments and apparatus: 
ex  II.  Other: 
B.  Other: 
b)  Other: 
- Non-recordmg galvanometers, with thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters, 
and wattmeters 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Non-recordmg galvanometers, With thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters, and 
wamneters 
92.12  Gramophone records, and other sound or similar recordings; matrices for the production of 
records, prepared record blanks, film for mechamcal sound recording, prepared tapes, wires, 
strips and like  articles of ~ kind commonly used  for sound or similar recording: 
B.  Recorded: 
I.  Wax recording, discs, matrices and other intermediate forms excluding magnetically 
recorded tapes: 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Records: 
2.  Other 
b)  Other recording media (tapes, wires, strips and like articles) 
1.  Magnetically recorded for  the scoring of cmematography film 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Exluding those for language teaching 
94.01  Choirs and other seats (other than those falling  within heading No 94.02), waether or not 
convertible into beds, and parts thereof:  · 
B.  Other: 
I.  Specially designed for aircraft: 
- Excluding those of wood, iron or steel 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  those  of  wood,  iron  or  steel,  wicket  and  other  vegetable 
materials 
94.03  Other furniture and parts thereof: 
ex  B.  Other furniture: 
- Of base metal 
- Of  wood,  carved,  veneered,  waxed,  polished  or  varnished,  turned  with 
mouldings, painted and covered  with mouldings, painted and covered with any 
materials other than leather or imitations thereof of fabrics containing silk and 
man-made textile fibres 
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ex  B.  - Of wood, inla1d,  lacquered, gilt,  with  applique  work of fine  wood, decorated 
with metal or other materials and covered with leather and imitations thereof or 
with fabric containing silk and man-made textile fibres 
- Of other matenals, other than wicker and other than vegetable materials 
98.01  Buttons and button moulds,  studs,  cuff-lmks  and  press-fasteners  including  snap-fasteners 
and press-studs; blanks and parts of such articles: 
ex  A.  Blanks and moulds: 
- Excludmg cuff-links and collar-studs and shirt-studs and other such  articles of 
faience,  glass, silk or other textile fibres 
ex  B.  Buttons, studs, cuff-links and press-fasteners and parts thereof: 
- Excluding  cuff-hnks,  collar-studs  and  shirt-studs  and  other  such  articles  of 
faience, glass,  s1lk  or other textile fibres 
98.10  Mechanical lighters and similar lighters including chem1cal  and electrical hghters and parts 
thereof, excludmg flints and w1cks: 
ex  A.  Parts of base metal, turned from  bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or wire, of solid 
section, the greatest diameter of which does not exceed 25 mm: 
- Neither gilt, nor slivered, nor of rolled prec1ous metal 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Neuber gdt, nor silvered, nor of rolled precious metal, nor of precious metal No L 396/52 
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Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic: 
A.  Mentioned in note 2 A to this chapter: 
I.  Superphosphates 
ex  B.  Mentioned in note 2 B or C to this chapter: 
- Single,  double  and  triple  superphosphates,  whether  or not  mixed  with  other 
calcium phosphates or non-femhzmg products 
31.05  Other fertilizers; goods of the present chapter in tablets, lozenges and similar prepared forms 
or m packings of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg 
A.  Other fertilizers 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylene,  polyisobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chlonde,  polyvinyl  acetate, 
polyvinyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  denvatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacryhc 
denvatiVes, coumarone-indene resins): 
C.  Other: 
VII.  Polyvmyl chlonde: 
ex  a)  In  one of the forms mentioned m note 3 (a) and (b) to this chapter: 
- suspended 
55.09  Other woven fabrics of cotton 
56.07  Woven fabncs of man-made fibres  (discontinuous or waste) 
58.02  Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting, and 'Kelem', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not) 
60.04  Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
61.01  Men's and boys' outer garments 
61.02  Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments 
61.04  Women's, girls' and infants' under garments 
62.02  Bed  lmen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other furnishing articles 
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Electncal  goods  of the  following  descnpt10ns:  generators,  motors,  converters  (rotary or 
static), transformers, rectifiers and rectifymg apparatus, mductors: 
B.  Other machines and apparatus: 
I.  Generators, motors (whether or not equ1pped wtth speed reducing, changing or 
step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Wetghing more than 100 kg each, excludmg asynchronous three-phase 
motors 
ex  II.  Transformers, static converters, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus; inductors : 
- Inductors  weighing  not  more  than  500  kg  each;  rectifiers  and  rectifying 
apparatus, static converters we1ghmg more than 100 kg each 
85.15  Rad1otelegraph1c  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  radio-
broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus  (including  receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; radio navigational a1d 
· apparatus, radar apparatus and rad1o remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  rad1otelephomc  transmission  and  receptiOn  apparatus;  radio-
broadcasting  and  telev1s1on  transmission  and  reception  apparatus (  includmg  rece1vers 
incorporanng sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras: 
B.  Other apparatus 
C.  Parts: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Cabinets and cases 
b)  Parts of base metal, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or w1re, 
of solid section, the greatest diameter of wh1ch  does not exceed 25 mm 
ex  c)  Other: 
- excluding  input  radio-frequency  tuning  umts  Imported  by  Portuguese 
manufacturers of television  receivers  for  use  in  the manufacture of such 
receivers  or for  use  as  spare  parts  for  exports  for  repairs  to receivers 
manufactured by them 
85.19  Electrical  apparatus  for  making  and  breaking  electrical  ctrcutts,  for  the  protection  of 
electrical  circuits,  or  for  making  connectiOns  to  or  in  electrical  circutts  (for  example, 
SWitches,  relays,  fuses,  lighming  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and 
junction boxes);  reSistors,  f1xed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating 
resistors;  printed circuits;  switchboards  (other  than  telephone  switchboards)  and  control 
panels: 
ex  A.  Electrical apparatus for making and breakmg electncal CirCUitS,  for the protection of 
electrical circuits or for making connections to or m electrical circuits: 
- excluding  non-automatic  make-and-break  switches  and  ISolating  switches  not 
exceedmg 2 kg  per unit in  we1ght  m materials other than ceram1c  or glass and 
those we1ghing more than 500 kg per unit; automatic make-and-break switches, 
circuit breakers and contactors; parts of apparatus of this subheading 
ex  B.  Resistors, fixed or variable (includmg potentiometers) other than heatmg resistors: 
- excludmg variable resistors not exceedmg 2 kg  tn weight in materials other than 
ceramic  or glass  and those  we1ghmg  more  than  500 kg  per unit; parts falling 
withm this subheading 
C.  Prmted ctrcuits No L 396/54 
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Electrical  measuring,  checlcing,  analysing  or  automatically  controlling  mstrumeius  and 
apparatus: 
A.  Electronic instruments and appararus: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Telecommunications  (cross-talk  meters,  gam  measuring  instruments, 
nepermeters, distonion factor meters, psophometers and the like); 
For measuring or detecting ionizmg radiatoons; 
Other measuring appararus with self-balancing recording device; 
Other appararus for  measuring electrical quantities 
ex  b)  Other 
B.  Other: 
- excludmg  non-recordmg  galvanometers  with  thermal  scale;  ammeters, 
voltmeters and watrmeters 
ex  II.  Other: 
- excluding  non-recordmg  galvanometers  woth  thermal  scale;  ammeters, 
voltmete~s and watrmeters 
31.  12.  87 31.  12.  87 
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17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containong cocoa: 
B.  Chewong  gum  contaonmg  by  weight  of  sucrose  (includong  onvert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
I.  Less  than 60 % 
II.  60% or more 
C.  Whote  chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contammg no mtlkfats or containing less  than 1,5 %  by  wetght of such  fats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contaimng less  than 5 %  by  wetght of sucrose (mcludmg 
No L 396/55 
BaSic duty 
(foxed components) 
(%) 
80,43 
79,33 
79,09 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  82,24 
b)  Containmg by  wetght of sucrose (mcludong onvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less  than 30 % 
2.  30 %  or more but less than 40 % 
3.  40% or more but less than 50%: 
aa)  Contaomng no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less than 60 % 
5.  60 % or more but less than 70 % 
6.  70% or more but less than 80% 
7.  80% or more but less than 90% 
8.  90% or more 
II. Other: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or contaming less  than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (includmg 
87,26 
78,35 
84,21 
81,73 
69,63 
76,92 
86,37 
68,25 
92,36 
onvert  sugar expressed as sucrose)  60,05 
b)  Containmg by weight of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less than 30 % 
2.  30 %  or more but less than 50 % 
3.  50 % or more but less  than 70 % 
4.  70 % or more 
18.06  Chocolate and other food  preparations contaming cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa  powder, not otherwtse  sweetened  than  by  the  add11ion  of sucrose,  contaimng by 
weight of sucrose: 
I.  Less than 65 % 
II. 65 %  or more but less than 80 % 
III. 80 % or more 
71,11 
72,69 
64,09 
69,80 
51,14 
46,69 
14,00 No L 396/56 
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B.  Ice-cream (not mcluding ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing Jess than 3 %  by weoght of such fats 
II.  Contaming by  we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  3 % or more but less than 7% 
b)  7% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not hUed; sugar confectionery and substitures 
therefor made from sugar substitunon products, containmg cocoa: 
I.  Contammg no sucrose or contaming less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including invert 
31. 12. 87 
BasiC duty 
(fond  compone~ts) 
(%) 
43,23 
45,57 
35,66 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  '  50,19 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaming no milkfats or contaming less  than  1,5% by  we1ght  of such fats  and 
contammg by  weight of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less than 50 % 
2.  50 %  or more 
b)  Contaimng by  we1ght of m1lkfats: 
1.  1,5 % or more but less than 3 % 
2.  3 %  or more but Jess than 4,5 % 
3.  4,5 %  or more but less than 6% 
4.  6% or more 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by weight of such fats: 
a)  In  immediate packings of a net capaciry of 500 g or Jess 
b)  Other 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  1,5% or more bll! not more than 6,5 %: 
1.  In  immediate packmgs of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
b)  More than 6,5% but Jess  than 26 %: 
1.  In  immediate packings of a net capaoty of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
56,23 
54,91 
49,28 
53,36 
53,86 
48,28 
46,78 
33,04 
44,93 
44,93 
14,00 
14,00 31. 12. 87 
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D.  II.  c)  26% or more: 
1.  In  Immediate packings of a net capac1ty of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
No L 396/57 
Baste duty 
(fixed components) 
(%) 
33,04 
33,04 
19.02  Malt extract; preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used as mfant food or 
for dietetic or cultnary purposes, containing less than 50% by we1ght of cocoa: 
A.  Malt extract: 
I.  With a dry extract content of 90 % or more by we1ght  11,00 
II.  Other  11,00 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contammg malt extract and not less than 30% by we1ght or reducing sugars (expressed 
as  maltose)  12,00 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contaming no m1lkfats or containmg less than 1,5 %  by  we1ght of such fats: 
1.  Containing less than 14% by  weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaimng  no  sucrose  or contaming less  than  5 %  by  weight  of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Contaming  by  we1ght  of  sucrose  (including  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
11.  5 %  or more but less  than 60 % 
22.  60% or more 
2.  Containing 14% or more but less than 32% by  weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing  no  sucrose  or contaming less  than  5 %  by  weight  of sucrose 
12,00 
12,00 
(includmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Other  12,00 
3.  Containing 32% or more but less than 45% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing  no sucrose  or containing less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  31,55 
bb)  Other  31,55 
4.  Containing 45% or more but less than 65% by we1ght of starch: 
aa)  Containing  no sucrose  or containing less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  12,00 
bb)  Other  12,00 
5.  Contaming 65% or more but less than 80% by weight of starch: 
aa)  Containing no sucrose  or containing less  than 5 %  by  weight  of sucrose 
(includmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,58 
bb)  Other  19,82 No L 396/58 
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B.  II.  a)  6.  Containing 80 % or more but less than 85 %  by weight of starch: 
aa)  Contaming  no sucrose  or containing less  than  5 %  by  weight  of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
bb)  Other 
7.  Containing 85 % or more by weight of starch 
b)  Containing by wetght of milkfats: 
1.  1 ,5 % or more but less than 5 % 
2.  5% or more 
19.03  Macarom, spaghetti and similar products: 
A.  Containing eggs 
B.  Other: 
I.  Contaming no common wheat flour or meal 
II.  Other 
19.04  Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtained from potato or other starches 
19.05  Prepared food  obtained  by  the swclhng or roasting of cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, 
corn flakes and stmtlar products): 
A.  Obtained from  maize 
B.  Obtained from  rice 
C.  Other 
19.07  Bread, ships' biseuits and other ordmary bakers' wares, not contaming added sugar, honey, eggs, 
fats,  cheese  or fruit;  communion  wafers,  cachets  of a  kind  suitable  for  pharmaceutical  use, 
sealmg wafers, rice paper and similar products: 
31.  12.  87 
Basoc duty 
(foxed  components) 
(%) 
20,92 
13,65 
16,57 
13,00 
15,62 
36,96 
35,82 
35,00 
0,00 
63,85 
0,00 
0,00 
A.  Cnspbread  12,63 
B.  Manos  0,00 
C.  Communion wafers, cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice 
paper and similar products  0,00 
D.  Other, containing by weight of starch: 
I.  Less than 50 % 
II.  50 %  or more 
19.08  Pastry, biscuits,  cakes and other fine  bakers' wares, whether or not containing cocoa in  any 
proportion: 
A.  Gingerbread and the like, containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed 
as  sucrose): 
I. Less than 30 % 
II. 30 % or more but less than 50 % 
III. 50 % or more 
35,00 
5,57 
82,95 
81,87 
77,11 31. 12. 87 
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B.  Other: 
I. Contaimng no starch or contammg less than 5 % by we1ght of starch, and contammg by 
weight of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar exprt>ssed as sucrose): 
a)  Less than 70 % 
b)  70% or more 
II. Contaming 5% or more but less than 32% by  weight of starch: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by  we1ght  of sucrose (mcluding 
No L 396159 
Bas1c duty 
(  f1xed components) 
(%) 
79,44 
70,97 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  88,96 
b)  Contammg 5% or more but less  than 30% by  we1ght  of sucrose (mcluding mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no mtlkfats or containmg less than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
c)  Contaming 30% or more but less than 40 %  by wetght of sucrose (includmg mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Conraming no milkfats or conraming less than 1,5% by  wetght of such fats 
2.  Other 
d)  Conrammg 40% or more by  wetght of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Conraming no milkfats or contaimng less  than 1 ,5  %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
Ill. Contaimng 32 %  or more but less  than 50 %  by weight of starch: 
a)  Conraming no sucrose or contammg less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (  includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
b)  Contammg 5 %  or more but less  than 20 %  by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
I.  Conrammg no mtlkfats or contammg less than 1  ,5 %  by  weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
c)  Conraming 20 %  or more by  weight of sucrose (includmg invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
I.  Conraming no milkfats or conrammg less  than I ,5  %  by  wetght of such fats 
2.  Other 
IV. Contammg 50% or more but less than 65% by  we1ght of starch: 
d)  Conrammg no sucrose or conrammg less  than 5% by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg 
1mert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Contaming no  milk fats  or containing less  than I ,5 %  by  we1ght of such fats 
2.  Other 
81,02 
69,82 
79,45 
68,26 
77,09 
65,89 
73,78 
47,93 
79,45 
68,86 
75,73 
67,68 
74,64 
65,52 No L 396/60 
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B.  IV. b)  Contaming 5% or more by  weight of sucrose (including inven sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than I ,5 %  by weight of such fats 
2.  Other 
V. Containing 65 %  or more by weight of starch: 
a)  Containmg no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (including 
31. 12. 87 
Bas1c duty 
(fixed components) 
(%) 
73,76 
62,38 
mven sugar expressed as sucrose)  71,60 
b)  Other  71,71 
21.02  Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a bas1s of those 
extracts,  essences  or  concentrates;  roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted  coffee  substitutes  and 
extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
C.  Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
D.  Extracts, essences and concentrates' of roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II.  Other 
21.06  Natural yeasts (acuve or mactive); prepared bakmg powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A.  Cereals m grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I. Ma1ze 
II.  R1ce 
III. Other 
B.  Ravioh,  macarom,  spaghetti  and  similar  products,  not  stuffed,  cooked;  the  foregoing 
preparations, stuffed, whether or not cooked: 
Not stuffed, cooked: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
C.  Ice-cream (not including 1ce-cream powder) and other 1ces: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or contaming less than 3 %  by  weight of such fats 
II.  Contaming by  we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  3 %  or more but less than 7 % 
b)  7% or more 
11,00 
27,52 
0,00 
19,18 
0,00 
11,00 
0,00 
70,21 
70,86 
81,46 
64,96 
11,00 
14,50 
17,45 31. 12. 87 
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D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared mtlk, in powder form, for use  as infants'food or for dietenc or 
cuhnary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
a)  In  powder form, contaimng by weight of mtlkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5 % 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1,5% 
2.  1,5% or more but less  than 4% 
3.  4% or more 
II.  Other, containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Less  than  1,5 %  and  containing  by  weight  of milk  proteins  (nitrogen  content 
X  6,38): 
1.  Less than 40 % 
2.  40% or more but less than 55 % 
3.  55 % or more but less than 70% 
4.  70 % or more 
b)  1,5% or more 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other: 
Containmg no milkfats or contammg less than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contaimng less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45 %  or more 
b)  Contaimng 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by we1ght of starch 
2.  Contaming by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more but less  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less  than 45% 
cc)  45 %  or more 
c)  Containing  15% or  more  but  less  than  30%  by  we1ght  of sucrose  (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no  starch or containmg less than 5 %  by  we1ght of starch 
2.  Contammg by we1ght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less  than 32 % 
bb)  32 %  or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
No L 396/61 
Bas1c duty 
(f1xed components) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
15,34 
7,10 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
86,35 
84,69 
75,59 
87,69 
84,15 
81,31 
71,36 
86,66 
78,92 
77,38 
75,12 No L 396/62 
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G.  I.  d)  Containing 30% or more  bur  less  than 50% by  we1ghr  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Conraming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Conraming by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% more 
e)  Contaming  50% or more  bur  less  than  85%  by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
31. 12.  87 
Bas1c duty 
(fixed componems) 
(%) 
80,26 
85,01 
78,61 
1.  Contaimng no starch or containing less  than 5 %  by wetght of starch  7  5 ,14 
2.  Other  79,37 
f)  Conraming 85 % or more by wetghr of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  7  5,61 
II.  Contaimng 1,5% or more but less than 6% by wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contammg less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by wetght of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more bur less  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
b)  Conraming 5% or more but less than 15% by wetght of sucrose (includmg mvert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Conraming no starch or contaimng less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Conrammg by weight of starch: 
aa)  5% or more but less than 32% 
bb)  32% or more 
c)  Containing  15 %  or more  but  less  than  30 %  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
mverr sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I .  Containing no starch or contammg less than 5 %  by wetght of starch 
2.  Containing by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
d)  Contaimng  30 %  or more  but  less  than  50 %  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
mverr sugar expressed as sucrose): 
71,83 
53,41 
45,54 
46,43 
54,43 
45,78 
41,31 
64,55 
64,00 
56,72 
1.  Contaming no starch or containing less  than 5 %  by  wetght of starch  67,58 
2.  Other  56,64 
e)  Contaimng 50 % or more by weight of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  67,25 31. 12. 87 
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G.  HI.  Contaming 6% or more but less than 12% by  wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by wetght of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or contammg less  than 5 %  by  wetght of starch 
2.  Containing by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32% 
bb)  32% or more 
b)  Contaming 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (includmg invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no  starch or contaming less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
c)  Containing  15%  or  more  but less  than  30%  by  wetght  of sucrose  (includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Other 
d)  Containing 30 %  or more  but less  than  50 %  by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
No L 396/63 
8as1c duty 
(f1xed components) 
(%) 
61,46 
77,79 
60,10 
61,05 
35,00 
58,85 
52,59 
1.  Contaming no  starch or contaming less than 5% by weight of starch  68,64 
2.  Other  35,00 
e)  Contaming 50% or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  48,25 
IV.  Containing 12% or more but less than 18% by  wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or contaming less than 5 % by wetght of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
70,22 
68,88 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by  wetght of starch  74,01 
2.  Other  43,27 
c)  Contammg 15 % or more by wetght of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  57,04 
V.  Containing 18% or more but less than 26% by  wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of starch  54,55 
2.  Other  46,15 
b)  Containing 5% or more by wetght of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  3  7 ,24 No L 396/64 
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VI.  Containing 26 %  or more but less than 45 %  by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containong no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by  weoght of sucrose (including 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
31.  12.  87 
Basoc duty 
(foxed  components) 
(%) 
1.  Containing no starch or contammg less than 5 'l'o  by weight of starch  46,41 
2.  Other  48,00 
b)  Containong 5% or more but less than 25% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Containing no starch or containmg less than 5% by weight of starch  58,96 
2.  Other  35,00 
c)  Contaimng 25% or more by weight of sucrose (mcludmg mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  35,00 
VII.  Contaimng 45 % or more but less than 65 %  by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or contammg less than 5% by weight of sucrose (mcludmg 
mvert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Contammg no starch ar containing less than 5 % by  weoght of starch  35,00 
2.  Other  35,00 
b)  Containmg 5% or more by weoght of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weoght of starch 
2.  Other 
.VIII.  Contammg 65 % or more but less than 85 %  by weoght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or contaimng less than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (mcludmg 
35,00 
35,00 
mverr sugar expressed as sucrose)  35,00 
b)  Other  35,00 
IX.  Contaming 85% or more by  weight of milkfats  35,00 
22.02  Lemonade,  flavoured  spa  waters  and  flavoured  aerated  wa,ers,  and  other  non·alcoholic 
beverages, not includmg fruit and vegetable juices falling wothm headmg No 20.07: 
B.  Other, containing by  weoght of milkfats: 
I. Less than 0,2% 
II. 0,2 %  or more but less than 2 % 
III. 2% or more 
29.04  Acychc alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated 01  nitrosated derivatives: 
C.  Polyhydric alcohols: 
II. o-Mannnol (mannitol) 
III. o-Glucitol (sorbitol): 
a)  In  aqueous solution: 
1.  Contaming 2 %  or less  by  weight  of o-mannirol, calculated  on the  o-glucnol 
content 
2.  Other 
13,77 
13,77 
13,77 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 31. 12. 87 
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Descnpt•on 
C.  III.  b)  Other: 
1.  Containing  2% or less  by  weight  of D-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  o-glucitol 
content 
2.  Other 
35.05  Dextnns and dextrin glues; soluble or roasted starches; starch glues: 
A.  Dextrins; soluble or roasted starches 
B.  Glues made from dextrm or from starch, contammg by weight of those matenals: 
I.  Less  than 25  %: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
ex  II. 25% or more but less  than 55%: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
ex  III. 55% or more but less than 80 %: 
- Starch glues 
-Other 
ex  IV. 80% or more: 
- Starch glues 
- Other 
38.12  Prepared  glazmgs,  prepared dressings  and prepared mordants, of a  kind  used  in  the  textile, 
paper, leather or hke industries: 
A.  Prepared glazmgs and prepared dressings: 
With a basis of amylaceous substances, containing by weight of those substances: 
a)  Less  than 55 % 
b)  55% or more but less than 70% 
c)  70 %  or more but less than 83  % 
d)  83  %  or more 
38.19  Chemical  products  and  preparations  of  the  chemical  or  allied  mdustries  (including  those 
consisting  of  mixrures  of  narural  products),  not  elsewhere  specified  or  mcluded;  residual 
products of the chemical or allied industries, not elsewhere specified or included: 
T.  o-Glucitol (sorbitol) other than that falling withm subheading 29.04 C Ill: 
In  aqueous solution: 
a)  Contaming  2 %  or  Jess  by  weight  of  D-mannitol,  calculated  on  the  o-glucitol 
content 
b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing  2 %  or  less  by  weight  of  D-manmtol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucitol 
content 
b)  Other 
No L 396/65 
Basic duty 
(fixed components) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
19,69 
0,00 
26,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
12,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 No L 396/66 
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ANNEX XIV 
List provided for in  Anide.21 (1)  appli·cable to Israel 
Description 
Cut flowers  and flower  buds of a kind suitable for  bouquets or for  ornamental purposes, 
fresh,  dried, dyed, bleached, impregnated or othcrw1se prepared: 
A.  Fresb: 
ex  I.  From 1 June to 31  October: 
- Roses 
-Carnations 
ex  II.  From  1 November to 31  May: 
- Roses 
- Carnations 
06.04  Foliage, branches and other parts (other than flowers or buds) of trees, shrubs, bushes and 
other plants, and mosses, hchens and grasses, being goods of a kind suitable for bouquets or 
ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed,  bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Asparagus (asparagus  plumosus) 
08.11  Fruat provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in brine, m sulphur water 
or  in  other  preservative  solutions),  bur  unsuitable  in  that  state  for  immediate 
consumption: 
ex  E.  Other: 
- Citrus fruit, finely  ground 
20.06  Fruit otherwase prepared or preserved whether or not contaming added sugar or spirit: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Not containing added spirit: 
a)  Containing added sugar, in  immediat•e packings of a net capaciry of more than 
1 kg: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex  3.  Mandarins (including tangerinrs and satsumas); clementines, wilkings and 
other similar citrus hybrids: 
- Finely ground 
7.  Peaches and apricots 
ex  aa)  With a sugar content exceeding 13 % by weight: 
- Apricots 
ex  bb)  Other: 
-Apricots 
ex  8.  Other fruits: 
- Grapefruit 
- Oranges and lemons, finell' ground 
ex  9.  Mixtures of fruits 
- Fruit salad 
31.  12.  87 31.  12.  87 
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Descriprion 
B.  II.  b)  Containing  added  sugar  in  immediate  packings  of a  net  capacity  of 1  kg  or 
less: 
2.  Grapefruit segments 
ex  3.  Mandanns (mcluding tangermes and satsumas); clementmes, wilkings and 
other stmilar cttrus hybrids: 
- Finely ground 
ex  8.  Other fruits 
- Grapefruit 
- Oranges amd lemons, fmely  ground 
ex  9.  Mixtures of frutt: 
- Frutt salad 
c)  Not contaimng added sugar, in  immedtate packmgs of a net capacity: 
1.  Of 4,5 kg  or more: 
ex  aa)  Apricots: 
- Apricot halves 
- Apricot pulp 
ex  dd)  Other fruits: 
- GrapefrUit segments 
- Grapefruit 
- Cttrus fruit  pulp 
- Cttrus fruit, fmely  ground 
2.  Of less  than 4,5 kg: 
ex  bb)  Other frutts and mtxtures of frutt: 
- Grapefruit segments 
- Grapefrmt 
- Citrus fruit, fmely  ground 
20.07  Frmt  ju1ces  (mcludmg grape must)  and vegetable  jutces, whether or not contaming added 
sugar, but unfermented and not contammg sptnt: 
A.  Of a density exceeding 1,33 g/cm' at 20 °C: 
III.  Other: 
ex  a)  Of a value exceedmg 30 ECU per 100 kg  net we1ght: 
- Grapefrutt jutce 
- Other Citrus fruit  ju1ces,  excluding orange and lemon JUICe 
ex  b)  Of a value of 30  ECU or less per 100 kg  net wetght: 
- Grapefruit JUice 
- Other cttrus fruit  jutces, excludmg orange and lemon JUICe 
B.  Of a demny of 1,33 gicm' or less  at 20 °C: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Of a value exceedmg 30 ECU  per 100 kg net we1ght: 
2.  GrapefrUit  juice 
ex  3.  Lemon  jmce  and other Citrus  fru1t  JUices: 
- Other Citrus  fru1t  JUices  (excludmg lemon  juice) 
b)  Of a value of 30 ECU  or less  per 100 kg  net we1ght: 
2.  Grapefrmt juice No L 396/68 
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ANNEX XV 
List provided for in Anicle 21  (2) applicable to Israel 
Descrtpnon 
Cmus fruit, fresh  or dried: 
A.  Oranges: 
I.  Sweet oranges, fresh: 
a)  From 1 April to 30 April 
b)  Form 1 May to 15 May 
ex  c)  From  16 May to 15 October: 
- From 16 May to 31  August 
ex  d)  From 16 October to 31  March: 
- From  1 February to 31  March 
B.  Mandarms  (includmg  tangerines  and  satsumas);  clemennnes,  wilkmgs  and  other 
stmtlar cttrus hybrids: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Mandanns, mcludmg tangennes and sarsumas, fresh,  from  1 November 
to 31  March 
ex  C.  Lemons, fresh: 
- From 1 June to 31  October 
31.  12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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COUNCIL AND COMMISSION 
DECISION  OF  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE 
MEMBER  STATES,  MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL,  AND  OF  THE 
COMMISSION 
of 21  December 1987 
laying down the arrangements for Spain's and Portugal's trade with Israel in products falling 
within the ECSC Treaty and amending Decisions 86/69/ECSC and 87  /456/ECSC 
(87 /610/ECSC) 
No L 396/69 
THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES  OF  THE 
EUROPEAN  COAL  AND  STEEL  COMMUNITY,  MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL,  AND  THE 
COMMISSION, 
Having regard to the Treary establishing the European Coal and Steel  Community, 
Whereas an Agreement has been concluded between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel  Community and the State of Israel (1 ); 
Whereas the Protocol to the abovementioned Agreement which is to be concluded as a result of the 
accession of Spain and Portugal must be  approved by  the Contracting Parties m accordance with 
their own procedures; 
Whereas pendmg completion of those procedures, without which  the Protocol cannot enter into 
force, it is necessary to establish the arrangements for Spam's and Portugal's trade w1th Israel which 
are to replace the arrangements la1d down by  Dec1sion  86/69/ECSC (2 ), as amended by  Decision 
87/456/ECSC ('); 
Whereas  Decis10n  87/456/ECSC  laid  down  the  arrangements  for  trade  between  Spam  and 
Portugal  on  the  one  hand  and  Algeria,  Egypt, Jordan,  Lebanon  and  Tumsia on the  other, for 
products falling  within  the  ECSC  Treaty,  pending  the entry  into  force  of the  Protocols  to  be 
concluded with  those countries following the access1on  of Spain and Portugal; 
Whereas the scope of Decision  87 I 456/ECSC should be extended to cover trade between Spain 
and Portugal with Israel;  . 
Whereas 1t  is  necessary to amend Article 1 of Decision 86/69/ECSC; 
(')  OJ No L 165, 28. 6.  1975, p. 62. 
(2)  OJ No L 75, 20. 3. 1986, p. 26. 
( 3 )  OJ  No L 250, 1. 9.1987, p. 112. - 375  -
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Whereas this Decision should only apply subject to, and on the date of, the adoption by  Israel of 
unilateral  measures  applying,  with  respect  to  that country,  in  advance,  the  provisions  of the 
abovementioned Protocol, 
HAVE DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The Kingdom of Spam and the Portuguese Republic shall  apply the arrangements resulting from 
the Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel  Community and the 
State  of  Israel  to  trade  with  Israel,  subject  to  the  special  conditwns  set  out  in  Decision 
87 /456/ECSC. 
Article  2 
In  Article 1 of Decision 86/69/ECSC, 'Israel' is  hereby deleted. 
Article  3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
It shall apply only from the date on which the State of Israel has implemented with regard to the 
Community the  provisions of the Protocol to the Agreement between  the  Member States of the 
European Coal  and Steel  Commumty and the State of Israel  consequent on the  accession  of the 
Kmgdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic to the Commumty and until the entry mto force of 
that Protocol (1). 
The  Member  States  and  the  Commission  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to  tmplement  this 
Decision. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Commission 
The President 
Jacques DELORS 
For the Governments of the Member States 
The Presrdent 
B.HAARDER 
( 1)  The date of implementation  of this  Decis1on  will  be  published  m  the  0/frcra/ Journal of the  European 
Communrtres  by  the General Secretariat of the Council. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4181/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp falling within code No ex 2008 50 91  of the combined nomenclature originating 
in  Israel (  1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  estabhshmg  the  European 
EconomiC  Commumty,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the CommiSSion, 
Whereas the Agreement  between  the European Economic 
Community  and  the  State  of  Israel (  1)  provides  for  the 
openmg by the Cummumty of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 150 tonnes of apricot pulp falhng withm code No 
2008 50 91 of the combined nomenclature and originating in 
Israel; whereas the customs duty applicable withm thts tanff 
quota ts equal to 70% of the customs duty actually applied to 
non-member countries; whereas the Community tanff quota 
m question should therefore be opened for 1988; 
Whereas,  m  the  absence of a  protocol as  provided for  in 
Articles 179 and 366 of the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal, the Community must take the measures referred to 
in  Articles 180 and 367 of the smd Act; whereas the tanff 
measure in question therefore applies to the Community as 
constituted on 31  December 1985; 
Whereas,  from  1 January 1988, the nomenclature in  the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation takes account of that fact by using 
the  combined  nomenclature  codes  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas  it  is  in  particular  necessary  to  ensure  for  all 
Commumty importers equal and uninterrupted access to the 
abovementioned quota and umnterrupted application of the 
rate laid down for that quota to all imports of the products 
concerned into all Member States until the quota has been 
used up; whereas, havmg regard to the above principles, the 
Community  nature  of  the  quota  can  be  respected  by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the Member 
States; whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible 
the real trend of  the market in the products in question, such 
allocation should be in proportion to the requirements of the 
Member States, calculated by reference to the statistics for 
imports from Tunisia over a representative reference period 
(')  OJ No L 136, 28. 5. 1975, p.  1. 
and also to the economic outlook for the quota period in 
quesnon; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics are 
available, Imports mto each of the Member States were as 
follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spam 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Portugal 
Member State 
Umted Kmgdom 
1984 
(tannes) 
1985  1986 
55  64 
33 
Whereas in the last three years the products in question were 
only imported regularly by certain Member States and not at 
all or only occasionally by the other Member States; whereas, 
in these circumstances, in the first phase minal shares should 
be allocated to the genuine importing Member States and the 
other Member States should be guaranteed access to the tariff 
quotas when imports into those States are notified; whereas 
these  arrangements  for  allocation  will  also  ensure  the 
uniform levy of the applicable duties; 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends for the 
products concerned in  the various Member States, quotas 
should  be  divided  into  two  parts,  the first  being  shared 
among certain Member States and the second constituting a 
reserve  to  cover  the  subsequent  requirements  of  these 
Member States where they have used up their initial shares 
and any additional requirements which  might arise  in  the 
other Member States; whereas, in order to give importers in 
each Member State a certain degree of security, the first part 
of the Community quota should, in these circumstances, be 
fixed at 67% of the quota volume; 
Whereas the Member States' initial shares may be used up at 
different  times;  whereas,  in order to  take  this  fact  into 
account and avoid  any break in  continuity, any Member - 377  -
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State which has almost used up  it~ initial quota shares should 
draw  an  additional  share  from  the  reserve;  whereas  this 
should  be  done  by  each  Member  State  as  and  when  ItS 
additional share is  almost used  up, and repeated as many 
times as the reserve allows; whereas the imtial and additional 
shares  must  be  valid  until  the  end  of the  quota  period; 
whereas  th1s  method  of  admmistration  requires  dose 
cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
CommissiOn and the latter must be in a position to monitor 
the extent to which the quota volume has been used up and to 
mform Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a g1ven date in the quota period, a substantial 
quantiry of the minal  quota share remains unused in  any 
Member State, it is essential that that Member State should 
return a significant propomon to the reserve to prevent a pan 
of the Community tariff quota from remaining unused in one 
Member State when it could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kmgdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of  the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
w1thm  and  JOmtly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any  operation relating to the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
From  1 January to 31  December  1988 the customs duty 
applicable in the Community, as constituted on 31 December 
1985, to the following products originating in Israel shall be 
suspended at a level and within the limits of a Community 
tariff quota as  shown herewith: 
Ord.r No  CN code  Descnpt10n  Amount of quota  Quota duty 
(tonnes)  (%) 
09.1301  2008  FruitS,  nuts  and  other  edtble  parts  of plants, otherwise 
prepared or preserved, whether or not contaming added 
sugar or other sweerenmg maner or spirit, not elsewhere 
specified or mcluded: 
2008 50  - Apncots: 
- - Not contaming added spint: 
-Not  containing  added  sugar,  m  Immediate 
packmgs of a net content: 
ex 2008 50 91  - - Of 4,5 kg or more: 
- Apncot pulp 
Artzcle 2 
1.  An  initial  tranche of 100 tonnes of the  Community 
tariff quota referred to in Anide 1 shall be allocated among 
cenain Member States; the respective shares which, subject 
to Anide 5, shall be valid until31 December 1988, shall be as 
follows: 
Benelux 
France 
(tonnes) 
78 
22 
2.  The second tranche of 50 tonnes shall constitute the 
reserve. 
3.  If an  imponer notifies  the  imminent  impon of the 
products  in  question  into  the  other Member  States  and 
applies to use the quota, the Member State concerned shall 
inform the Commiss1on and draw an amount corresponding 
to the requirements to the extent that the available balance of 
the reserve so permits. 
150  11,9 
Article 3 
1.  If 90% or more of a Member Sta.e's initial share as 
specified in  Anicle 2 (  1  ),  of that share minus the  ponion 
returned to the reserve where Anide 5 has been applied, has 
been used up, then to the extent permitted by the amount of 
the resr  ve that Member State shall forthwith, by notifying 
the Commission, draw a second share equal to 15% of its 
initial share, rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
2.  If, after its initial share has been used up, 90% or more 
of the second share drawn by a Member State has been used 
up, then to the extent permitted by the amount of the reserve 
that Member State shall, in  accordance with the conditions 
laid down in paragraph 1, draw a third share equal to 7,5% 
of its initial share. 
3.  If, after its second share has been used  up, 90% or 
more of the third share drawn by a Member State has been - 378  -
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used up, that Member State shall,  in  accordance with the 
conditions laid down in paragraph 1, draw a fourth share 
equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is  used up. 
4.  By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member State may draw shares smaller than those specified 
in  those paragraphs if there are grounds for believing that 
they might not be used up. It shall inform the Commiss1on of 
1ts reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
The additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall be 
valid until 31  December 1988. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later than 
1 October 1988, such unused portion of their initial share as, 
on  15 September 1988, is  in excess of 20% of the imtial 
volume.  They  may  return  a  larger  quantity  if  there  are 
grounds for believing that this quantity may not be used. 
The Member States shall notify the Commission, not later 
than 1 October 1988, of the total quantities of the products 
in question imported up to 15 September 1988 and charged 
against the tariff quota and of  any of  the initial share that they 
are returning to the reserve. 
Arttcle 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares opened 
by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and, as 
soon as it is notified, shall inform each Member State of the 
extent to which the reserve has been used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 5 October 
1988, of the amount in the reserve after quantities have been 
returned thereto pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the reserve 
does not exceed the balance available and, to this end, shall 
notify the amount of  the balance to the Member State making 
the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1.  The Member States shall take all measures necessary to 
ensure that additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 are 
opened in such a way that imports may be charged without 
interruption against their accumulated shares of the tariff 
quota. 
2.  The Member States shall ensure that importers of the 
products in question have free access to the shares allocated 
to them. 
3.  The Member States  shall charge the imports of the 
products concerned against their shares  as  and when  the 
products  are  entered  with  customs  authorities  for  free 
circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
share shall be determined on the basis of the imports charged 
in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's request the Member States shall inform 
it of imports actually charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States  and  the Commission shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.  HAARDER EEC-JORDAN  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to  "Co-operation 
between  the European  Economic  Community  and  the  Hashemite 
Kingdom  of Jordan"  contains all  the  acts  adopted  by  the 
various  Co-operation Institutions pursuant  to  the  Agreement 
signed at Brussels  on  18  January  1977  as well  as  the  acts 
adopted by  the  EEC  concerning Jordan. GENERAL  MATTERS 
Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts - 383  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 28 September 1987 
concerning the condusion of an Additional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
(87 I 512/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Havmg  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission (1), 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Hashemite Kingdom of  Jordan (  3), signed at Brussels 
on 18 January 1977, should be  approved, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Art1cle 1 
The  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
( 1 )  OJ No C 97, 10. 4.1987, p. 9. 
(2)  Assent dehvered on 16 September 1987 (not yet pubhshed m the 
Offlc1al Journal). 
(')  O'J  No L 268, 27. 9. 1978, p.  2. 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 1s hereby approved on behalf 
of the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is  attached to this Decision. 
Art1cle 2 
The  Pres1dent  of the  Council  shall  give  the  notification 
prov1ded for in  Article 6 of the Protocol (
4
). 
Art1cle 3 
This  Dec1sion  shall  take  effect  on  the  day  following  its 
publication  in  the  O/f1aal  Journal  of  the  European 
Commumt1es. 
Done at Brussels, 28  September 1987. 
For the Council 
The Pres1dent 
B.HAARDER 
(')  The date of entry mto force of the Protocol will be published in 
the  Offtc~al Journal  of the  European  Communitzes  by  the 
General Secretariat of the Council. 21.  10. 87 
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
lO the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, .1nd 
THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, 
of the other part, 
HAVING  REGARD  to  the  Cooperanon Agreement  bet\\<een  the  European  Econom•c  Commumty and  the 
Hashemite  Kmgdom  of Jordan,  s1gned  at  Brussels  on  18  January  1977,  heremafter  referred  to  as  the 
'Agreement', 
CONSIDERING that the Commumty and Jordan w1sh  to strengthen snll further the1r relanons m order to take 
account of the new dimension created by the accessiOn to the European Commumnes of Spam and Portugal. on I 
January 1986, and that Arucle 43  of the Agreement prov1des for  the  poss1b1hty  of Improvements m Its  terms, 
CONSIDERING  that certam  rules  should  be  foreseen  to enable Jordan's traditional export trade  with  the 
Community to be  mamtamed, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude a Protocol adaptmg certam prov1s1ons of the Agreement, and to this end have 
deSignated as the1r  Plempotennanes: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, 
WHO, havmg exchanged thelf Full Powers, found m good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
1.  Customs  duties  applicable  under  the  Agreement  to 
imports  mto  the  Community  of  products  originating  in 
Jordan covered by the Agreement and listed in  Annex A to 
th1s Protocol shall be phased out progressively over the same 
periods  and at  the  same  rates  as  provided  in  the  Act  of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal m respect of  imports into the 
Commumty as constituted on 31 December 1985 of the same 
products from Spam and Portugal. This provision shall  be 
applied m accordance wah the rules hereinafter set out in this 
Article. 
2.  Where the customs duty on a product listed m Annex A 
IS lower for Jordan than for Spam, Portugal or both, phasmg 
out of the duty shall commence once the duty on the product 
from both Spam and Portugal has fallen below that applymg 
to imports ongmanng m Jordan. 
3.  For the products listed  m Annex A,  the Commumty 
may establish a reference quantity If tt dtscovers. m the light 
of an annual revtew of trade flows which It shall carry out, 
that the volume of Imports threatens to cause dtfftculnes on 
the Commumty market. 
In  the  course  of this  progressive  phasing-out of customs 
duties  and  where  the  level  of customs  duty  m  force  for 
Spanish imports mto the Community as constituted on 31 
December  1985  differs  from  that  in  force  for  Portugal, 
products originating in Jordan shall be subject to the higher 
of the two rates. 
4.  Should the volume of imports of one of these products 
exceed  the  reference  quanttty,  the  Commumt),  having 
regard to the annual review of trade flows which it shall carry 
out,  may  make  the  product  m  quesnon  subject  to  a 
Community tanff quota, the volume of whtch shall be equal - 385  -
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to  the  reference  quantity.  For  quantities  of the  product 
imported in excess of the quota the Community shall apply 
the customs duty prevailing under the Agreement. 
Article 2 
1.  For the products originating in Jordan and  listed  in 
Annex B to this Protocol, the customs duties applicable to 
imports  into  the  Community  shall  be  phased  out  in 
accordance with Article 1 (1). 
However,  for  fresh  cut flo.,.,ers  and  flowers  buds  falling 
within  Common  Customs  TanH  subheading  06.03  A, 
customs duties shall be phased out progressively within the 
limit of a Community tariff quota of 50 tonnes, subject to the 
respect of certain conditions as agreed upon by Exchange of 
Letters. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of  phasing  out  customs  duties, 
reference  quantities  shall  be  established  in  Annex  B for 
certain products originating in Jordan. 
Should the volume of imports of these products exceed the 
reference quantities, the Community, having  regar~ to an 
annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, may 
make the products in question subject to a Community tariff 
quota, the volume of which shall be equal to the reference 
quantities. 
3.  For the volume of  imports in excess of the Community 
tariff  quotas  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 1 and in paragraph 2, the Commumty shall apply 
the customs duties of the Common Customs Tariff. 
4.  For the products hsted in  Annex B, other than those 
referred to in the second subparagraph of paragraph 1 and in 
paragraph  2, the  Community  may  establish  a  reference 
quantity in accordance with the conditions set in paragraph 
2, if it discovers, in the light of the annual review of trade 
flows  which  it shall carry out, that the volume of imports 
threatens to cause dtfficulties on the Community market. 
Article 3 
1.  A Trade and Economic Cooperation Committee shall 
be set up for the purpose of improving the operation of the 
institutional mechanisms of the Agreement. The committee 
shall facilitate: 
- the  regular  exchange  of  information  on  trade  and 
production data and forecasts, 
- the regular exchange of information on the possibilities 
for cooperation in  areas covered by the Agreement. 
The  committee  shall  be  chaired  alternately  by  a 
representative  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities and a representative of Jordan. 
2.  The Cooperation Council shall determine as  soon as 
possible the composition of this committee and how it shall 
function in accordance with Article 37 (2) of  the Agreement. 
It may also dectde, where appropriate, upon the submission 
of reports to the Council by  the committee. 
Article 4 
The Community and Jordan shall, as from  1995, examine 
the  results  of  the  cooperation  between  the  Contracting 
Parties  in  order  to  appraise  the  situation  and  the  future 
development of their relanons in the hght of the objectives 
defined in  the Agreement. 
Article 5 
This Protocol shall form an integral pan of  the Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic Community 
and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 
Article 6 
I.  This Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or approved 
by  the Contracting Parties  in  accordance with  their  own 
procedures; the Contracting Parties shall notify each other of 
the completion of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of 
the month following that in which the notification provided 
for  in paragraph 1 was given. 
Article 7 
This Protocol shall be drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese, Spanish  and Arabic languages,  each  of these 
texts being equally authentic. 21.  10.  87 
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En fe  de lo cual, los plempotenctarws abaJO  hrmames suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Ttl bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gngede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu  Urkund dessen  haben dte  umerzeichneten  Bevollmachngten  ihre  Umerschnften  unter dteses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
Ei~ 7tl<HW011  -rwv  uvw-ri:pw,  01  U7toyqpu).I).IEVOl  1tA11PEf,otiaiOI  i:9Eauv  n~  U7toypuq>i:~ wu~ ow 
7tUPOV  1tPW"tOKof..Ao. 
In  witness whereof the undersigned Plempotennanes h:ne stgned thts Protocol 
En  fm  de  quai,  les  plempotennatres  souss1gne>  ont  appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  1  plempotenn.m  sottoscnrn  hanno  apposto  le  I  oro  firme  m  calce  al  pre~ente 
protocollo. 
Ten bl!Jke" .un  .111 de ondergetekende ge1 olm.tchugden hun h.1ndtekening onder dn Protocol hebben 
gesteld. 
Em fe do que. O> plempotenetanos .tb.uxo a;smadm apmeram as ~ua> assmaturas no fmal do preseme 
Protocolo. 
~_,.::.  '-'~~...........J'  ...,~---.J..l....-..11  ~.J •  r~  L..........l  ~..-.;.~.-:1.J 
J_,...__..5_,.:;..J_,-ll  I......._.,  J..-.-.A-1 
Hecho en  Brusel.ts, el  nue1e de Julw de mtl  noveetento> ochema} <;tete. 
l:Jf.ndtger 1 Bruxelle,, den mende JUh  nirten  hundrede og 'yvogfirs. 
C,e,chehen 1u  Bru-;,e\  .un neunren .Juh  neun7ehnhundertstebenundacht7lg. 
Eyti'E an; Bpuf,i;AI..f.;, an; Evvi:a  louf..iou xif..w  EVVtuKOOta  oyoovm E<j)Hi. 
Done  .H  Bm_,eJ,  on  the  mnrh  d:n  of  Jul~  m  the  }Car  one  thou<;and  mne  hundred  and 
etght\ -'e'en. 
1-.m  .1  Bru,el\e,, lc  neuf ludkr rm\  neuf cent qu.ure-1 mgt-<;ept. 
F.ttto  .1  Bru'-.elle;, .tddr  nme luglro rmllenovecentott.mta<;ette. 
Ced.t.tn re  Hru"el, de negende Jllh  negenuenhonderd Levenent.tchng. 
1-eno em  Bru":\.1,, em  nove de  julho de milnovecento' e onenta e <;ete. - 387  -
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Por el  Consejo de las Comunidades Europeas 
For R<idet for De Europa:tske Fa:llesskaber 
Fur den Rat der Europaischen Gemeinschaften 
na 't'O  I:u~~olil..to 't'CllV  Euprona'iKc.ilv KotVO't'tl't'CllV 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per il  Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de Raad van de  Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europeias 
Por el  Gobierno del Reino Hachemita de Jordania-
For regeringen for Det Hashemitiske Kongerige Jordan 
Fiir die Regierungen des Haschemitischen Konigreichs Jordanien 
na 't'1]V Kuf3tpVlJ01l  't'OU  Xaa&~l't'lKOU Baml..&iou  'I'll~ lopt'>aviac; 
For the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
Pour le gouvernement du royaume hachemite de Jordanie 
Per il governo del  Regno hascemita di Giordania 
Voor de Regering van het Hasjemitische Koninkrijk Jordanie 
Pelo Governo do Reino Hachemita da Jordania 21.  10. 87 
CCT headmg No 
07.01 
07.05 
08.02 
09.04 
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ANNEX A 
Deo;;crlprlon 
Vegetables, fresh  or chilled: 
F.  Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
II  Beans (Phaseolus spp.) 
ex  a)  From 1 October to 30 June: 
- From  1 November to 30 Aprtl 
ex H. Omons. shallots and garloc: 
- Garloc,  from  I  February to 31  May 
M. Tomatoes: 
ex I.  From  I  November to 14 May: 
- 1 December to 31  March 
ex S.  Sweet peppers: 
- From  15  November to 30 Apnl 
T. Other: 
ex  I.  Courgettes, from  1 December to 15  March 
ex  II  Aubergmes, from  15 J.muary to 30 Apnl 
ex III.  Other: 
- Gourds, from  1 December to 15 March 
Dned legumonous vegetables, shelled. whether or not skmned or splot: 
B.  Other (than for sowmg) 
Cotrus fruot,  fresh  or dned. 
ex A.  Oranges: 
-Fresh 
D.  Grapefrmt 
Pepper of the genus 'Piper', pomento of the genus 'Capsicum' or the genus 'Pimenta': 
A.  Neother crushed nor ground: 
II.  Pomento: 
c)  Other 
No L 297/23 - 389  -
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CCT hcadmg !\:o  Desa1puon 
06.01  Bulbs, tubers, ruberous roots, corns, cro\\ ns  and rhizomes, dormant, m growth or m flO\, er: 
06.03 
07.01 
08.04 
ex 08.09 
A.  Dormant 
Cut flowers and flower buds of a kmd •uitable for bouquets or for ornamental purpose~. fresh, dned. d' ed, 
bleached, impregnated or other\\ ISe  prepared: 
A.  Fresh (I) 
Vegetables. fresh or chilled: 
P.  Cucumbers and gherkms: 
I.  Cucumbers: 
ex a)  From  I November to 15  May: 
- Small cucumbers (a), from  1 January to end Februar~ (1 ) 
Grapes, fresh or dned: 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  Table grapes: 
ex a)  From  I  J\o,ember to 14 Jul\': 
- From 1 Februar}  to 30 June 
Other fruit, fresh: 
- Small melons (b),  I January to 31  March (1 ) 
{ 1)  W1d11n  rhC'  hm1t of a Commumry tariff quota of 50 tonnrs. 
{2)  Reference quantity of 100 ronnes. 
(a)  'Small  cucumbers' are  cucumber§. of a length  not exceedmg 15 em. 
(b)  'Small  melons are melons "'<Ighmg 600 g or less 21.  10. 87 
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joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Articles 1 and 2 of the Additional Protocol 
The Conrractmg Parnes agree that, should the entry mto force of the Additional Protocol not coinc1de 
with the start of the calendar year or, as the case may be, the seasonal year, the quantitative Iimas 
referred to in Article 2 shall be applied on a pro rata bas1s. 
The Conrracting Parties further agree that the chargmg against quantitative hmas of Community 
imports of products ongmanng in Jordan and subject to such Iimas under the Additional Protocol 
shall begin on 1 January of each year, except for the following products for which the dates set out 
hereinafter shall apply: 
- 06.03 A:  Cut flowers and flower buds:  1 November. 
- 07.01 M  1:  Tomatoes: 1 December. 
- 08.02 A:  Oranges: 1 July. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the definition of German 
nationality 
Every German person, Within the meaning of the bas1c constitutiOnal law applymg in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, is  cons1dered as a national of the Federal Repubhc of Germany. 
Declaration by  the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the application of the 
Additional Protocol to Berlin 
The Addinonal Protocol shall also apply to Land Berlin provided that no statement to the contrary by 
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 1s  addressed to the other Contracting Parties 
wuhin three months of the entry into force of the Protocol. - 391  -
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
regarding Article 2 (1 ), second subparagraph, of the Additional Protocol as regards imports into the 
Community of fresh cut flowers and flower buds falling within subheading 06.03 A of the Common 
Customs Tariff 
A.  Letter from the Commumty 
Brussels, .....  . 
Sir, 
Article 2 (  1) of the Additional Protocol provides for the progressive phasmg out of customs duties on 
imports mto the Community of fresh cut flowers and flower buds falling wnhin subheadmg 06.03 A of 
the Common Customs :rariff, originating m Jordan, subject to a limit of 50 tonnes. 
For roses and carnations qualifying for this tar;ff dismanthng, Jordan undertakes to respect the price 
level  on 1mport into the Community as defmed below: 
- the pnce level on import into the Community must be at least equal to 85% of the Community 
price level  for the same products 011er  the same penods, 
- the Jordanian price level shall be determmed b) the registration, on the representative Community 
import markets, of the pnces of imported products, customs duties not deducted, 
the Communif)· price level shall be based on producer pnces registered on representative markets 
of the mam producer Member States, 
for the analysis of Commumty producer prices and the import prices of  Jordaman products, two 
types of roses shall be d1Stmgu1shed, those wnh large and With small flowers, and, for carnations, 
the umfloral and multi-floral types. 
If, during two successive market days, for the same type of product and for  at least 30% of the 
quantities imported into the Community for wh1ch pnce quotations are available, the Jordaman price 
level  1s  below 85% of the Community price level,  the tanff preference shall  be  suspended. The 
Community will restore the tanff preference after registering a Jordaman price level equal or superior 
to 85% of the Community pnce level during two successive market days, or six successive working 
days in  the absence of quotations for products originating m Jordan. 
If, over f1ve to seven successive market days, the Jordanian pnce level fluctuates around 85% of the 
Commumty price level and IS below this limit for three days, the tariff preference shall be suspended 
for a penod of six days. However, the preferential customs duty shall be restored by the Community if, 
dunng three successive market days, a Jordanian pnce level Is registered equal or superior to 85% of 
the Community price level. 
I  should  be  obliged  if  you  would  confirm  that  your  Government  IS  m  agreement  with  th<! 
foregoing. 
Please accept, S1r,  the assurance of my h1ghest cons1derat1on. 
On behalf 
of the Council of the European Commumtzes 
21.  10. 87 21.  10.  87 
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B.  Letter from the Jordanzan  Government 
Brussels, .....  . 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as follows: 
'Article 2 (  1) of the Additional Protocol provides for the progressive phasing out of customs duties 
on imports into the Community of fresh cut flowers and flower buds fallmg withm subheading 
06.03  A  of the  Common  Customs  Tanff,  onginanng  m  Jordan,  subject  to  a  hmit  of 50 
tonnes. 
For roses and carnations qualifying for this tanff dismantling, Jordan undertakes to respect the 
price level on import into the Commumty as  defined below: 
- the price level on Import into the Commumty must be at least equal to 85 % of the Commumty 
price level  for the same products over the same periods, 
- the Jordanian  price  level  shall  be  determmed  by  the  registration,  on the  representative 
Commumty  Import  markets,  of  the  pnces  of  Imported  products,  customs  dunes  not 
deducted, 
- the Community price level  shall  be  based on  producer pnces registered on representative 
markets of the main producer Member States, 
- for the analysis of Community producer' prices and the 1m port prices of Jordanian products, 
two types of roses shall be distmguished, those with large and with small flowers, and, for 
carnations, the unifloral and multi-floral types. 
If, during two successive market days, for the same type of product and for at least 30% of the 
quantities imported into the Commumty for which price quotations are available, the Jordanian 
price level Is below 85% of the Commumty pnce level, the tariff preference shall be suspended. 
The Community will restore the tariff preference after registering a Jordanian pnce level equal or 
superior to 85% of the Community price level during two successive market days, or six successive 
working days in the absence of quotations for products originating in Jordan. 
If, over five to seven successive market days, the Jordanian price level fluctuates around 85% of  the 
Community price  level  and  is  below this  limit  for  three  days,  the  tariff preference  shall  be 
suspended for a period of  six days. However, the preferential customs duty shall be restored by the 
Community if, during three successive market days, a Jordanian price level is registered equal or 
superior to 85% of the Community pnce level. 
I  should  be  obliged  if you  would  confirm  that your  Government  IS  in  agreement  with  the 
foregoing.' 
I have  the  honour to confirm  that my  Government  is  in  agreement with  the contents of your 
letter. 
Please accept, sir, the assurance of my  highest consideration. 
For the Government 
of the Hashemzte Kingdom of  Jordan - 393  -
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Information on the date of entry into force of the Additional Protocol to the Coopera-
tion  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community and  the  Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan (') 
Notification  of  the  completion  of  the  procedures  necessary  for  the  entry  into  force  of  the 
Protocol  having been  given  on  10  December 1987,  the  Protocol  signed  on  9 July !987 shall 
enter  into  force,  in  accordance  with  Article  6  thereof,  on  I  January  !988. 
(')  OJ  No  L  297,  21.  10.  1987,  p.  18. 
18.  12.  87 PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC - 397  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3948/87 
of 21  December 1987 
again amending Articles 6 and 17  of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
to  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Hashemite 
Kingdom  of  Jordan (')  was  signed  on  3  May  1977  and 
entered  into  force  on  1  November  1978 ; 
Whereas Article 6 of  the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and methods 
of  administrative  cooperation  to  the  said  Agreement 
(hereinafter referred  to  as  'the  Protocol'),  as  amended by 
Decision No 3/84 (2)  of the Cooperation Council, provides 
that, in  the case  of an automatic change in  the base  date 
applicable  to  the  amounts  expressed  in  ECU,  the 
Community may introduce revised amounts when neces-
sary; 
Whereas  the  equivalent  value  of  the  ECU  in  certain 
national  currencies on 1 October 1986 was  less  than  the 
corresponding  value  on  1  October  1984; whereas  the 
automatic  change  in the base  date would,  in  the case  of 
conversion  into  the  national  currencies  concerned,  have 
the effect of reducing the limits which permit the presen· 
tation  of  simplified  documentary  evidence ; whereas,  in 
order to  avoid  this effect, it is  necessary to  increase  such 
limits  eJq>ressed  in  ECU,  ·  · 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  Protocol  is  hereby  amended  as  follows : 
1.  In  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6  (1 ),  '2 355 
ECU'  is  replaced  by  '2 590  ECU'. 
2.  In Article  17 (2),  '165 ECU'  is  replaced by '180  ECU' 
and  '470  ECU'  by  '515  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  268,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  81,  23.  3.  1985,  p  8. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
B.  HAARDER - 398  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4088/87 
of 21  December 1987 
fixing conditions for the application of preferential customs duties on imports of certain 
flowers  originating in Cyprus, Israel and Jordan 
THE  COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas the  additional  Protocols to the  Association  or 
Cooperation  Agreements  between  the  European 
Economic  Community,  on  the  one  hand,  and  Cyprus, 
Israel and Jordan, on the other, provide that preferential 
customs  duties  shall  be  applied  to  imports  into  the 
Community of roses  and carnations, within the limit of 
tariff quotas opened for imports of all  fresh  cut flowers 
falling  within  subheading  0603 10  of  the  combined 
nomenclature and originating in the said States; whereas 
these  tariff  advantages  are  applicable  only  to  imports 
which comply with certain price conditions; 
Whereas  this  Regulation  should  state  the  price 
conditions  with  which  imports  of roses  and  carnations 
must comply  in  order to qualify for the application  of 
preferential customs duties and should also set both the 
conditions  for  suspending  the  preferential  tariff 
arrangement when  these  conditions  are  no  longer  met 
and the conditions for its  subsequent reintroduction; 
Whereas  price  conditions  to  be  complied  with  for 
imported  products  are  determined  according  to 
Community producer prices; whereas, in the light of the 
extremely  volatile  and  short-term  fluctuations  in  the 
prices  of the  products  in  question  in  the  Community, 
these  producer  prices  should  be  set  for  two-week 
periods, on the basis of the average representative market 
price  during  the  previous  three  years,  excessive  fluctu-
ations  being disregarded, 
HAS ADOJ.YI'ED  THIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
This Regulation lays down the conditions for application 
of a  preferential customs  duty for large-flowered roses, 
small-flowered roses,  uniflorous  (bloom)  carnations and 
multiflorous  (spray)  carnations, within the limit of tariff 
quotas opened annually for imports into the Community 
of all fresh cut flowers falling within subheading 0603 10 
of  the  combined  nomenclature  and  originating  in 
Cyprus, Israel or Jordan. 
Article 2 
1.  For  a  given  product of a  given  origin,  the  pref-
erential customs duty shall be applicable only if the price 
of the imported product is  at least equal to 85 %  of the 
Community producer price referred to in  Article  3. 
The price of the imported product shall be established on 
representative  Community  import  markets,  without 
deducting the preferential customs duty. 
2.  The preferential customs duty shall, save  in  excep-
tional  circumstances,  be  suspended  and  the  Common 
Customs Tariff duty imposed  for  a  given  product of a 
given origin:, 
(a)  if,  on two successive  market days,  the  prices  of the 
imported  product  are  less  than  85%  of  the 
Community  producer  price  in  respect  of  at  least 
30 %  of the quantities for which prices are available 
on representative import markets; or 
(b)  if,  over a  period of five  to  seven  successive  market 
days,  the prices  of the  imported  product are  alter-
nately  above  and  below  85 %  of  the  Community 
producer  price  in  respect  of at  least  30 %  of the 
quantities  for  which  prices  are  available  on  the 
representative  import markets and if,  for three days 
during  that  period,  the  prices  of  the  imported 
product have  been below that level. 
3.  The preferential customs duty shall be reintroduced 
for a given product of a given  origin if the prices of the 
imported product (full-rate customs duty not deducted) 
are, in respect of a least 70 %  of the quantities for which 
prices are available on representative Community import 
markets,  equal  to,  or  more  than,  85 %  of  the 
Community producer price for a period, calculated from 
the  actual  date  of  suspension  of preferential  customs 
duty, 
- of two successive market days, after suspension under 
paragraph 2 (a), 
- of  three  successive  market  days,  after  suspension 
under paragraph 2 (b). 
In  the  absence  of available  price  quotations,  the  pref-
erential customs  duty shall  be  reintroduced if there are 
no prices  for six  successive working days from  the date 
the measure was  applied. 
4.  In the case of imports into  Spain  and  Portugal of 
products  originating  in  the  countries  mentioned  in 
Article  1: 
- the  preferential  customs  duty  applicable  shall  be 
determined by the special conditions of application of 
the  Agreements  between  the  Community  and  the 
countries  referred  to  in  Article  1,  following  the 
accession  of Spain and  Portugal, - 399  -
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- during the period when the preferential customs duty 
is  suspended,  the  customs  duty  applicable  shall  be 
determined by application of Anicles 75  and 243  of 
the Act of Accession of Spain and Ponugal. 
Article 3 
1.  Community producer prices shall be set for each of 
the  four  products  mentioned  in  Anicle  1  and  be 
applicable for two-week periods. Prices shall be set twice 
a year, before  15  May and before  15  October. 
2.  For each of the four products the Community price 
shall correspond to the average producer price recorded 
on  representative  producer  markets  over  the  corre-
sponding  period  during  the  three  years  preceding  the 
date of price-setting referred to in  paragraph 1. 
The average price for each representative market shall be 
determined  by  excluding  prices  which,  according  to 
procedures  to  be  established,  can  be  considered 
excessively  high  or  excessively  low  in  relation  to  the 
normal fluctuations  observed on that market. 
Article 4 
On the  basis  of information  given  to  it periodically by 
Member  States  or  information  which  it  has  itself 
collected, the Commission shall keep a regular check on 
the  trends  both  of  the  price  of  imports  from  each 
country of origin on the impon markets and of producer 
prices on Community markets. 
Article  5 
1.  In  accordance with the procedure provided for  in 
Anicle  14  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  234/68 ('),  the 
Commission  shall  lay  down  detailed  rules  for  the 
implementation  of  this  Regulation,  including  in 
panicular: 
- the definition of the products mentioned in Anicle 1, 
- the  list  of  representative  producer  markets  and 
representative Community impon markets, 
- the  information  to  be  returned  periodically  to  the 
Commission  by  Member States  for the  purposes  of 
this  Regulation. 
2.  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  referred  to  in 
paragraph 1,  the Commission shall: 
(a)  fix  Community producer prices,  as  provided  for  in 
Anicle 3; 
(b)  suspend  the  preferential  customs  duty  and  re-
establish  the common customs  tariff,  or reintroduce 
the  preferential  customs  duty,  as  appropriate. 
However,  between  the  regular  meetings  of  the 
Management  Committee,  these  measures  shall  be 
adopted by the Commission. 
Article  6 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on the  third day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal  of the 
European  Communities. 
It shall apply to products originating in each of the three 
countries concerned  as  from  the  date  of application  of 
the relevant additional Protocol. 
This  Regulation shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  21  December 1987. 
For  the  Council 
Tbe  President 
B.  HAARDER 
(')  OJ No  L 55,  2.  3.  1968,  p.  I. - 400  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4184/87 
of 21 December 1987 
opening and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for cut flowers and 
flower buds, fresh, falling within code 0603 of the combined nomenclature, originating in 
Jordan (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havmg  regard  to  the  Treaty  estabhshing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Arncle  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Comm.ISSIOn, 
Whereas  Article  2  of  the  Addmonal  Protocol  to  the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community  and  the  Hashemite  Kmgdom  of Jordan (  1) 
prov1des  that  fresh  cut  flowers  and  flower  buds,  falling 
wnhin  the  combmed  nomenclature  codes  appearing  in 
Article 1, origmating in that country, may be imported mto 
the Commumty at reduced rates of customs duty w1thm the 
hmns of an  annual Community tanff quota of 50 tonnes; 
Whereas,  withm  these  hm1ts,  Common  Customs  Tanff 
duties are to be abohshed progress1vely over the same penods 
and in accordance w1th the same nme tables as laid down in 
ArtiCles  75  and 243 of the Act of Accesswn of Spain and 
Portugal; whereas, for the penod 1 January to 31  October 
1988, the quota duties  are  to be  equal  to  62,5%  of the 
Common Customs Tariff duties; whereas, Within the hmits 
of this tariff quota, the Kmgdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
Repubhc are to apply duties calculated in accordance with 
Counc1l Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87 of 11  August I987 
laying down the arrangements for trade between Spam and 
Portugal  on  the  one  hand  and  Algena,  Egypt,  Jordan, 
Lebanon, Tunis1a and Turkey on the other('); whereas the 
tariff quota in quesnon should therefore be opened for the 
period from  I January to 3I October I988 amounting, by 
virtue of the pro rata temporzs clause, to 4I,667 tonnes for 
the penod in question; 
Whereas  large-flowered  and  small  flowered  roses  and 
unifloral and multiflora! carnanons are only covered by these 
quotas  subJect  to  the  condmons  laid  down  by  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  4088/87  of  2I  December  1987 
establishmg conditions  for  the  application  of preferential 
customs dunes on Imports of certain floncultural products 
originanng m Cyprus, Israel and Jordan (  3); whereas these 
( 1)  OJ No L 297,21. 10. 1987, p.  19. 
( 2 )  OJ No L 250, 1. 9. 1987, p.  I. 
(')  OJ No L 382,31  12. 1987, p.  22. 
favourable  tariff arrangements  apply  only  to  imports  in 
respect of which certain price conditions are observed; 
Whereas  it  is  possible  that  from  I  January  1988  the 
nomenclature used in the Common Customs Tariff will be 
replaced  by  the  combined  nomenclature  based  on  the 
International Convention on the Harmonized Commodity 
Description  and Coding System;  whereas this  Regulation 
takes  account  of  that  fact  by  using  the  combined 
nomenclature codes within which  the products concerned 
fall; 
Whereas  it  is  in  part1cular  necessary  to  ensure  that  all 
Commumty importers enjoy equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quotas and uninterrupted application 
of the rates la1d down for those quotas to all imports of the 
products concerned into all Member States until the quotas 
have been  used up; whereas, in  the present case,  it seems 
advisable  not to allocate  the  quotas  among the Member 
States, without prejud1ce to the drawing agamst the quota 
volumes  of such  quannties as  they  may  need,  under  the 
conditions  and  accordmg  to  the  procedures  specified  in 
Article 1 (3); whereas this method of admmistration requires 
close  cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission and the latter must, in  particular, be  able to 
monitor the rate at which the quotas are used up and inform 
the Member States accordingly; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg are united 
within  and  JOintly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Umon,  all  transactions  concerning  the  administration  of 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Arttcle 1 
1.  From I January to 31 October 1988 the customs duties 
apphcable to imports mto the Community of the products 
listed below, originating in Jordan, shall be suspended at the 
level and within the limits of the tariff quota: - 401  -
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Order  CN Code  Dcscnption  Volume of Quota  Quota duty 
No  (tonnes)  (%) 
09.1152  0603 10 51  Cut  flowers  and  flower  buds  of a  kind  suitable  for  41,667  - From 1 January to 
060310 53  bouquets or for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed,  31  May 1988: 
0603 10 55  bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared:  10,6 
060310 61  - Fresh: 
0603 10 65 
0603 10 69  -- From 1 November to 31  May 
0603 1011  - - From 1 June to 31  October 
0603 1013 
060310 15 
060310 21 
0603 10 25 
0603 10 29 
Within the limits of the tariff quota, the Kingdom of Spain 
and  the  Ponuguese  Republic  shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated  in  accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2573/87. 
2.  Access to the tariff quotas referred to in paragraph 1 
may be  halted for large-flowered and small-flowered roses 
and  unifloral  and  multiflora!  carnations if it  is  found  at 
Community level  that the price  conditions laid  down  by 
Regulation (EEC) No 4088/87 are not being observed. 
In  such  cases,  the  Commission  shall  adopt  regulations 
re-establishing  the  duties  applicable  to  the  products  in 
question  and,  where  appropriate,  re-introducing  this 
Regulation on the dates and in respect of the products and 
periods indicated in the Regulations in question. 
3.  If an  imponer indicates  that a  consignment of the 
products in question is to be imponed into a Member State 
and applies to use the quotas, the Member State concerned 
shall  inform  the  Commission  and  draw  an  amount 
corresponding to the requirements to the extent that the 
available balance of the quota so permits. 
4.  Shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 3 shall be valid 
until the end of the quota period. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall take all  appropriate measures to 
ensure that shares drawn pursuant to Anicle 1 (  3) are opened 
in  such  a  way  that  imporrs  may  be  chared  without 
- From 1 June to 
31  October 1988: 
15 
interruption  against  their  accumulated  shares  of  the 
Community quota. 
2.  Each Member State shall ensure that imponers of the 
products concerned have free access to the quotas for as long 
as the residual balance of the quota volume so permits. 
3.  Member States shall charge imporrs of the products 
concerned against their shares as and when the products are 
entered with customs authorities for free circulation. 
4.  The extent to which the quota has been used up shall be 
determined on the basis of  the imporrs charged in accordance 
with paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member States  shall 
inform it of imporrs actually charged against the quota. 
Article 4 
The Member States  and the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely in  order to ensure that this Regulation is complied 
with. 
Artzcle 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER EEC-LEBANON  Co-operation The  Compilation  of Texts  pertaining  to  "Co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Lebanese 
Republic"  contains all the acts  adopted  by  the  various 
Co-operation  Institutions pursuant  to  the  Agreement  signed 
at Brussels  on  3  May  1977  as  well  as  the  acts  adopted  by 
the  EEC  concerning  Lebanon. GENERAL  MATTERS 
Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts - 407  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 28 September 1987 
concerning the conclusion of an Additional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Lebanese Republic 
(87 I 513/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havmg  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
EconomiC  Commumty,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parliament (1), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Lebanese Republic (2), signed m Brussels on 3 May 
1977, should be approved, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Artrcle 1 
The  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Assent delivered on 16 September 1987 (not yet pubhshed in the 
Official Journal). 
J No L 267, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
Lebanese  Republic  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Commumty. 
The text of the Protocol is attached to this Decision. 
Artrcle 2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  give  the  notification 
provided form Article 5 of the Protocol (3). 
Article 3 
Th1s  DecisiOn  shall  take  effect  on  the  day  following  its 
publication  in  the  Offzczal  journal  of  the  European 
Communitzes. 
Done at Brussels, 28  September 1987. 
For the Counczl 
The President 
B.  HAARDER 
( 3)  The date of entry mto force of the Protocol will be published in 
the  Offrctal  Journal  of the  European  Communities  by  the 
General Secretariat of the Council. 21. 10. 87 
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ADDITIONAL PROCOL 
to the Cooperation Agreement  between  the  European Economic Community and  the  Lebanese 
Republic 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE LEBANESE  REPUBLIC, 
of the other part, 
HAVING  REGARD  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Lebanese Republic, signed at Brussels on  3 May 1977, heremafter referred to as  the 'Agreement', 
CONSIDERING that the Community and Lebanon wish to strengthen still further their relations m order to take 
account of the new dimension created by the accessiOn to the European Commumties of Spam and Portugal, on 
1 January  1986, and  that  Arucle  44  of the  Agreement  provides  for  the  possibility  of Improvements  m  its 
terms, 
CONSIDERING that certain rules should be  foreseen  to enable Lebanon's traditional export trade With  the 
Commumty to be  maintained, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude a Protocol adapung certain provisiOns of the Agreement, and to this end have 
designated as their Plempotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE LEBANESE  REPUBLIC: 
WHO, having exchanged their Full  Powers, found m good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Artzcle 1 
1.  Customs  duties  applicable  under  the  Agreement  to 
imports into the Community of products listed in the Annex 
to this Protocol and originating in Lebanon shall be phased 
out over the same periods and at the same rates as provided in 
the  Act  of Accession  of Spain  and  Portugal  in  respect  of 
imports into the Community as constituted on 31 December 
1985 of the same products from  Spain or Portugal.  This 
provision  shall  be  applied  in  accordance  with  the  rules 
hereinafter set out in  this Article. 
2.  Where  the customs duty on a  product listed  in  the 
Annex is lower for Lebanon than for Spain, Portugal or both, 
phasing out of the duty shall commence once the duty on that 
product from both Spain and Portugal has fallen below that 
applying to imports originating in Lebanon. 
3.  For the purposes of phasing out customs duties for 
dried  leguminous  vegetables  falling  within  subheading 
07.  OS  B of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in 
Lebanon,  a  reference  quantity  of 2 200 tonnes  is  hereby 
established. 
In the course of this phasing-out of  customs duties and where 
the level of  customs duty in force for Spanish imports into the 
Community  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985  differs 
from that for Portugal, products originating in Lebanon shall 
be subject to the higher of the two rates. 
Should the volume of imports of this product exceed  th 
reference  quantity,  the  Community,  having  regard  to 
annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, n 
make the product in question subject to a Community t 
quota the volume of which shall be equal to the refer• - 409  -
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quantity.  Once  the  volume  of imports  of such  products 
exceeds the quota, the Community shall apply the customs 
duties prevailing under the Agreement. 
4.  Should  the  Community discover,  in  the hght  of the 
annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, that the 
volume of imports of a product listed in  the Annex, other 
than  the  product referred  to m paragraph 3, threatens to 
cause difficulties on the Community market, it may establish 
a reference quantity as provided for in paragraph 3 for that 
product. 
Artzcle 2 
1.  A Trade and Economic Cooperation Committee shall 
be set up for the purpose of tmproving the operation of the 
institutional mechanisms of the Agreement. 
The commtttee shall facilttate: 
- the  regular  exchange  of  information  on  trade  and 
production data and forecasts, 
- the regular exchange of information on the possibilities 
for cooperation in  areas covered by the Agreement. 
The  committee  shall  be  chaired  alternately  by  a 
representative  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities and a representative of Lebanon. 
2.  The Cooperation Council shall determine as soon as 
possible the composition of this committee and how it shall 
function,  in  accordance  with  Ankle  38  (2)  of  the 
Agreement. It may also decide, where appropriate, upon the 
submission of reports to the Council by  the committee. 
Artzcle 3 
From  1995 onwards, the  Commumty  and  Lebanon  shall 
examine  the  results  of  the  cooperation  between  the 
Contractmg P Irties in order to appraise the situation and the 
future  development  of their  relations  in  the  hght  of the 
objectives defmed m the Agreement. 
Article 4 
This Protocol shall form an integral part of the Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Commumty 
and the Lebanese Republic. 
Artzcle 5 
1.  This Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or approved 
by  the  Contracting Parties  in  accordance with  their own 
procedures; the Contracting Parties shall notify each other of 
the completion of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of 
the month following that in which the nottftcatton provided 
for  in paragraph 1 was given. 
Artzcle 6 
This Protocol shall be drawn up in duphcate in the Danish, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese,  Spanish  and Arabic  languages,  each  of these 
texts being equally authentic. 21.  10. 87 
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En fe  de lo cual, los plenipotenciarios abajo firmantes suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Til bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen  haben die  unterze1chneten  Bevollmachngten  ihre  Unterschriften  unter dieses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
E1~ 1tiCHW011  TOJV  avoottpoo,  0\ U1tOYEYPUJlJlEVO\  1tA11PE~OUOIO\ t9eaav Tl~ unoypa(j)E~ TOU~ OTO 
1tap6v npoot6KoA.A.o. 
In Witness whereof the undersigned Plempotemianes have s•gned this Protocol. 
En  fo1  de  qum,  les  ph~mpotenna1res soussignes  om  appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  d1  che,  in  plempotenz1ari  sottoscntti  hanna apposto  le  loro  firme  in  calce  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten bhjke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachugden hun handtekemng onder d1t Protocol hebben 
gesteld. 
Em fe do que, os plempotencianos aba1xo assinados apuseram as suas assmaturas no final do preseme 
Protocol  a. 
~_,...:  ..... ~~~  ...,_.._____,.,.,~1  r:---..:  ,  r~  L.......J  L..-.:.L..:.IJ 
J_,___.s~J~I  I  ..~....-A  J....--.i-.1 
Hecho en Bruselas, el  nueve de Juho de mil  novec1entos ochema y siete. 
Udfxrd1get 1 Bruxelle;, den mende jul. nitten  hundrede og  syvogf~rs. 
Geschehen zu  Brus;el am  neumen Juh neunzehnhundertsiebenundachtllg. 
"EytvE  an~  Bpu~tA.A.E~. an~  evvta louA.iou  xiA.ta  £VVtaK6ma  oy.S6vta £qJta. 
Done  at  Brussels  on  the  mnth  da~  of  July  m  the  year  one  thousand  mne  hundred  and 
e1ght~ -se' en. 
Fan a Bruxelles, le  neuf juillet mil  neuf cent quatre-vmgt->ept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addl  nove lugho millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te  Brm;el, de negende  JUh  negentlenhonderd zevenent.1chtig. 
Feito em  Bruxelas, em nme de Julho de  mil  novecento\ e oltenta e sete. - 411  -
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Por el  ConseJO de las Comunidades Europeas 
For Rider for De Europa:iske Fa:llesskaber 
Fur den  Rat der Europil.ischen Gemeinschaften 
fla to I:oJ.LI3oGA.Jo  twv Eopwna'iK<i>v  Kmvotittwv 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le  Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per il  Consigho delle Comunira europee 
Voor de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europeias 
&..------.  ..... J..JJ'il  ..:..l-..-.~1 ~  ~ 
Por el  Gobierno de Ia  Republica Libanesa 
For regenngen for Republikken Libanon 
Fur die Regierungen der L1baneS1Schen  Republik 
For the Government of rhe Lebanese Republic 
Pour le gouvernement de Ia  Republique libanaise 
Per il governo della Repubblica hbanese 
Voor de Regering van de Libanese Repubhek 
Pelo Governo da Repubhca Libanesa 21. 10. 87 
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headmg No 
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AJ',/\"EX 
De.;;cnpt1on 
07.04  Dned, dehydrated or evaporated vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or m powder, but not further prepared: 
A  Oniom 
ex  B.  Other: 
-Garlic 
07.05  Dned  legummous  1·egetables,  shelled,  whether  or  not  skmned  or 
split: 
B.  Other 
08.01  Dates,  bananas,  coconuts,  Brazil  nut;,  cashew  nuts.  pmeapples, 
avocados, mangoes. guav.ts and mangosteens, fresh or dned, shelled or 
not: 
H.  Other 
08.02  Citrus fruit, fresh or dned: 
D.  Grapefruit 
08.05  Nuts other than those fallmg wtthin heading No 08.01, fresh or dned, 
shelled or not: 
B.  Walnuts 
ex 08.09  Other frull, fresh: 
- Water melons, from  1 Apnlto 15 June 
09.09  Seeds  of  amse,  badtan,  fennel,  conander,  cumtn,  caraway  and 
JUmper 
12.03  Seeds, frutt and spores, of a kmd used  for ;owtng: 
ex 12 08 
E.  Other (a) 
Chtcory roots, fresh  or dned. whole or cut, unroasted; locust beans, 
fresh  or dned,  whether  or not  ktbbled  or ground,  but  not  further 
prepared;  frutt  kernels  and  other vegetable  products of a  kmd  used 
pnmanly for human food, not fallmg wtthtn any other headmg: 
- Excluding chtcory roots 
(a)  Th1.;;  conce<;'iJOn  l"i  .;;olel}  for '>eed ..  compl}mg  ~Aoah the  provisions of the DJrectJ\e"i  on the m.1rketmg of o;;ee·d..,  .md  plant.., 
No L 297/33 
Reference 
quJntlt~ 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Article 1 of the Additional Protocol 
The Contracnng Parties agree that, should the entry mto force of the Addmonal Protocol not coinc1de 
wnh the start of the calendar year or, as the case may be, the seasonal year, the quantitative hmits 
referred to in Arncle 1 shall be applied on a pro rata basis. 
The Contractmg Parties further agree that the charging against quantitative limits of Community 
1m ports of the product originating in Lebanon and subject to such limits under the Additional Protocol 
shall begm on 1 January of each year. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the definition of German 
nationality 
Every German person, wnhin the meaning of the basic constitutional law applying in  the Federal 
Republic of Germany, IS considered as a national of the Federal Repubhc of Germany. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the Application of the 
Additional Protocol to Berlin 
The Addmonal Protocol shall also appl} to Land Berlm prov1ded that no statement to the contrary by 
the Government of the Federal Repubhc of Germany is addressed to the other Contractmg Parties 
w1thin  three months of the entry into force of the Protocol. 
21.  10. 87 PrlOVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC - 417  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3947/87 
of 21  December 1987 
again amending Articles 6  and 17  of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
to  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the  Lebanese Republic 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the Cooperation Agreement  between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Lebanese  Repu-
blic(') was  signed on 3 May  f977 and entered into force 
on  I  November  1978; 
Whereas Article 6 of  the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and methods 
of  administrative  cooperation  to  the  said  Agreement 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the Protocol'),  as  amended  by 
Decision  No  1/81 (2),  of  the  Cooperation  Council, 
provides  that, in the case  of  an  automatic change  in  the 
base  date  applicable  to  the  amounts  expressed  in  ECU, 
the  Community,  may  introduce  revised  amounts  when 
necessary; 
Whereas  the  equivalent  value  of  the  ECU  in  certain 
national currencies on  1 October 1986 was  less  than the 
corresponding  value  on  1  October  1984;  whereas  the 
automatic change in  the base  date would,  in the  case  of 
conversion  into  the  national  currencies  concerned,  have 
the effect of reducing the limits which permit the presen-
tation  of  simplified  documentary  evidence ; whereas,  in 
order to  avoid  this effect, it  is  necessary  to  increase such 
limits  expressed  in  ECU, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  Protocol  is  hereby  amended  as  follows : 
l. In  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6  (1),  '2 355 
ECU'  is  replaced  by  '2 590  ECU'. 
2.  In  Article  17 (2),  '165  ECU'  is  replaced by  '180  ECU' 
and  '470  ECU'  by  '515  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  267,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ No  L  357,  12.  12.  1981,  p.  6. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
B.  HAARDER EEC-MOROCCO  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to "Co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom 
of Morocco"  contains all the  acts adopted by  the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant  to  the  Agreement  signed 
at Rabat  on  27  April  1976  as well  as  the  acts adopted  by 
the  EEC  concerning Morocco. GENERAL  MATTERS 
1.  Co-operation  Agreement  and  related  texts 19.  3.  87 
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AGREEMENT 
in the  form  of an  Exchange of Letters between the  European  Economic Community 
and  the  Kingdom  of  Morocco  concerning  the  import  into  the  Community  of 
preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in  Morocco  (1987) 
Sir, 
With  a  view  to  implementing  the  55 %  reduction  in  the  Common  Customs. Tariff  duties 
provided  for  in Article  20  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement  concluded  between  the  European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco, and following the clarifications exchanged 
concerning  the  conditions  governing  imports  into  the  Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads 
falling within subheadings 20.06  B II  a)  ex 9 and 20.06  B II  b)  ex  9 of  the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating in Morocco, I have  the honour to inform you  that the Moroccan Govern-
ment undertakes  to  take  all  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that the  quantities  supplied  to  the 
Community  from  1 January to  31  December  1987  do  not  exceed  100  tonnes. 
To this end the Moroccan  Government declares  that all  exports to  the Community of  the said 
products  will  be  effected  exclusively  by  exporters  whose  operations  are  controlled  by  the 
Moroccan  Administration. 
The guarantees  relating  to  quantities  will  be  met  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed 
between  the  Moroccan  Administration  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of  the 
Commission  of  the  European  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government  of 
the  Kingdom  of Morocco 
No  L  77/7 No  L  77/8 
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Sir, 
I  have  the  honour  to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter of  today  worded  as  follows : 
'With a view  to  implementing the  55 %  reduction  in  the  Common Customs Tariff duties 
provided for  in Article  20  of the Cooperation Agreement concluded between the European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of  Morocco,  and  following  the  clarifications 
exchanged concerning the conditions governing imports into the Community of  preserved 
fruit  salads  falling  within  subheadings  20.06  B  II  a)  ex  9  and  20.06  B  II  b)  ex  9  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco, I have the honour to inform you that 
the  Moroccan  Government  undertakes  to  take  all  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that  the 
quantities supplied to the Community from  I  January to  31  December 1987 do not exceed 
100  tonnes. 
To this end the Moroccan  Government declares  that all  exports to  the Community of the 
said  products will be effected exclusively by exporters whose.operations are controlled by the 
Moroccan  Administration 
The guarantees  relating to quantities will  be met in accordance with  the procedures agreed 
between  the Moroccan  Administration  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of  the 
Commission  of  the  European  Communities. 
I should be grateful  if  you  would confirm the agreement of the Community with the fore-
going.' 
I am able to confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing and consequently to 
state that the 55% reduction in the Common Customs Tariff duties will apply from  1 January 
to  31  December 1987 to  the quantities of preserved fruit salads originating in Morocco referred 
to  in  your  letter. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Commw1ities 
19.  3.  87 No  L  79/8 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form bf an Exchange of Letters between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco fixing the additional amount to be deducted from the 
levy on imports into the Community of untreated olive oil, originating in Morocco, for 
the period 1  November 1986  to 31  October 1987 
Letter  No  1 
Sir, 
Annex B to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European  Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Morocco stipulates that for  untreated olive oil  falling within subheading 15.07 A I 
of  the  Common Customs  Tariff the amount to  be  deducted  from  the  amount of  the  levy  in 
accordance with Article 71  (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement may, in order to take account of 
certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil market, be increased by an additional amount 
under the same conditions and arrangements as  laid down for the application of the abovemen-
tioned  provision. 
I have  the honour to  inform you  that, having  regard  to  the  criteria specified in the aforemen-
tioned Annex, the Community will  take the necessary steps to fix  the additional amount at 12,09 
ECU  per  100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31  October  1987. 
I should be grateful  if you would  acknowledge  receipt of  this letter and confirm your Govern-
ment's  agreement  to  its  content. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
Letter No  2 
Sir, 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, which reads as follows: 
'Annex B to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European  Economic Community and 
the  Kingdom  of  Morocco  stipulates  that for  untreated  olive  oil  falling  within  subheading 
15.07 A I of  the Common Customs Tariff the amount to  be  deducted from  the amount of 
the levy in  accordance with Article  17 (1) (b) of the Cooperation Agreement may, in order to 
take account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil market, be increased by an 
additional amount under the same conditions and arrangements as laid down for the applica-
tion  of  the  abovementioned  provision. 
I have  the honour to inform you that, having regard to the criteria specified in the aforemen-
tioned Annex, the Community will  take the necessary steps to  fix  the additional amount at 
12,09  ECU  per  100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31  October  1987. 
I  should  be  grateful  if  you  would  acknowledge  receipt  of  this  letter  and  confirm  your 
Government's  agreement  to  its  content.' 
I  am  able  to  confirm  the  agreement  of  my  Government  to  the  foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government 
of the  Kingdom  of Morocco 
21.  3.  87 - 426  -
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of  13  August  1987 
concerning  the  conclusion  of an  Agreement in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of 
Letters on fisheries arrangements between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco, applicable on a  preliminary basis from 1 August 
to 31  December 1987 
(87 /442/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, and in  particular Article  167 (3)  and Article 354 
(3)  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the  Sea  Fisheries  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the  Kingdom  of 
Morocco  was  signed and entered  into  force  on  I  August 
1983 for  a period of four years ; whereas  that Agreement 
expired  on  31  July  1987; 
Whereas Article  167  (3)  of the Act of Accession  required 
the Council, before the expiry of the fisheries agreements 
concluded by the Kingdom of Spain with third countries, 
to  adopt the decisions appropriate for  the continuation of 
fishing  activities  resulting  therefrom ; 
Whereas  Decision  86/641/EEC (')  authorized  the  Portu-
guese  Republic  to  extend,  from  4  January  1987  to  3 
January 1988, the sea fisheries Agreement concluded with 
the Kingdom of Morocco ; whereas  additional  provisions 
should  be  made  for  the  implementation  of  that  Agree-
ment; 
Whereas, pending the conclusion of a fisheries agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
(')  OJ  No  L  376,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  112. 
Government of the Kingdom of Morocco, and in order to 
avoid any interruption in the fishing activities of Commu-
nity vessels  in Moroccan waters, the two  delegations have 
agreed arrangements, to  apply on a preliminary basis from 
I  August  to  31  December  1987,  which  authorize  the 
vessels  concerned  to  continue  their  fishing  activities ; 
Whereas  it  is  in  the  interest  of  the  Community  to 
approve  the  Agreement, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS : 
Article 
The Agreement in the form  of an  Exchange of Letters on 
fisheries  arrangements  between  the  European  Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Morocco, applicable on 
a preliminary basis  from  1 August to 31  December 1987, 
is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the  Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
This  Decision  shall  apply  from  1 August  1987. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  August  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
K.E.  1YGESEN 19.  8.  87 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an Exchange of Letters on fisheries arrangements between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco, applicable on a  prelimi-
nary basis  from  1  August to 31  December 1987 
Rabat,  I  August  1987 
Letter No  I 
Sir, 
The proposals  you  have  sent us for  the conclusion of  a 'preliminary agreement' on sea  fishing 
contain  new  principles  which  prejudge  future  fisheries  relations  with  the  EEC. 
The aim is for Morocco to  provide for a transitional period enabling the Spanish fishing fleet to 
continue  its  fishing  activities  in  Moroccan  waters  after  31  July  1987. 
Pending  the  conclusion  of  a  Morocco-EEC  fisheries  agreement,  which  must  fall  within  the 
framework of the principles set out in the letter from  His Majesty King Hassan II to Mr Jacques 
Delors,  President of the  Commission of the  European  Communities, concerning the  future  of 
fisheries  relations between the two  Parties, Morocco proposes to the Community that the fishing 
opportunities  granted  under  the  Morocco-Spain  fisheries  agreement  of  1  August  1983  be 
extended  until  the  end  of  December  1987. 
To that end, the validity of licences currently held by vessels flying the flag of a Member State of 
the Community and authorized to fish  in Moroccan waters until 31  July 1987 shall be extended 
pending  the  issue  of  new  licences. 
Financial  compensation  relating  to  the extension  or renewal  of  the  licences  referred  to  above 
shall be paid in accordance with the Community procedures set out in the Annex to this letter. 
Plea3e  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
Abdellatif  FILALI 
Minister  of Foreign  Affairs and Cooperation 
of the  Kingdom  of Morocco 
ANNEX 
Procedures for the payment of financial  compensation relating  to the fisheries  arrangements 
between the Community and Morocco  for the period 1 August to 31  December 1987 
- Fees  applicable  to  shipowners  holding licences shall  remain  at  the same  levels  as  applied  on  31  July 
1987. 
- The Community shall  pay  financial  compensation  to  the  Goverrnment of  Morocco  corresponding pro 
rata temporis to  that which  the Spanish  Government is  required to  pay under the fisheries  agreement 
between-Morocco and Spain of I August  1983 in accordance with the third subparagraph of Article 7 of 
that agreement. Compensation relating to  the  provision of  ~1edits will  be equal to  the grant equivalent, 
established  in accordance  with  OECD practice,  of a government credit of  US  $  150  million  and  100 
million  FAD  credits  provided  for  in  Article  10  of  the  said  Agreement. - 428  -
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Brussels,  1 August  1987 
Letter No  2 
Sir, 
I have  the honour to  acknowledge  receipt of your letter dated  I  August  1987,  which  reads  as 
follows: 
'The  proposals  you  have  sent  us  for  the conclusion  of  a  'preliminary agreement'  on  sea 
fishing  contain  new  principles  which  prejudge  future  fisheries  relations  with  the  EEC. 
The aim  is  for  Moroccco  to  provide  for  a transitional  period enabling the Spanish  fishing 
fleet  to  continue  its  fishing  activities  in  Moroccan  waters  after  31  July  1987. 
Pending the conclusion of a Morocco-EEC fisheries  agreement, which  must fall  within the 
framework  of  the  principles  set out in  the  letter from  His  Majesty  King Hassan  II to  Mr 
Jacques Delors, President of the Commission of the European Communities, concerning the 
future  of  fisheries  relations between  the  two  Parties,  Morocco  proposes  to  the  Community 
that  the  fishing  opportunities  granted  under the  Morocco-Spain  fisheries  agreement  of  1 
August  1983  be  extended  until  the  end of  December  1987. 
To that end, the validity of  licences currently held by  vessels  flying  the  flag  of a Member 
State of the Community and authCjlrized  to fish  in  Moroccan waters  until 31  July 1987 shall 
be  extended  pending  the  issue  of  new  licences. 
Financial compesation relating to the extension or renewal of the licences referred to above 
shall  be  paid  in  accordance with  the Community procedures set  out in the Annex to  this 
letter.' 
I should like  to  confirm, Sir,  that the Community is  in  agreement with  the fisheries  arrange-
ments  and  the  implementing  conditions  provided  therein. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
'ANNEX 
A.  CORDOSO  E CUNHA 
Member  of the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities 
Procedures for the payment of financial  compensation relating to the fisheries  arrangements 
between the Community and Morocco  for  the period 1 August to 31  December 1987 
- Fees  applicable  to  shipowners  holding licences  shall  remain  at  the  same  levels  as  applied  on 31  July 
1987. 
- The Community shall  pay  financial  compensation  to  the  Government of  Morocco  corresponding pro 
rata  temporis to  that which  the Spanish  Government is  required to  pay under the fisheries  agreement 
between Morocco and Spain of I August 1983 in accordance with the third subparagraph of Article 7 of 
that agreement. Compensation relating to  the  provision of credits will  be equal  to  the grant equivalent, 
established  in  accordance  with  OECD practice, of a government'credit of  US  $  150  million  and  100 
million  FAD  credits  provided  for  in  Article  10  of  the  said  Agreement.' 
19.  8.  87 GENERAL  MATTERS 
2.  Provisions  within  the  Community  relating 
to  the  Co-operation  Agreement - 431  -
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COUNCIL F..EGULATION  (EEC)  No 758/87 
of 16  March  1987 
on  the  conclusion of the Agreement in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community and the  Kingdom of  Morocco 
concerning the import into the Community of preserved fruit salads originating 
in Morocco (1987) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to  the recommendation from  the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas  the Cooperation  Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of 
Morocco(') was signed on 27 April 1976 and entered into 
force  on  1  November  1978 ; 
Whereas  the Agreement in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of 
Letters between the European Economic Community and 
the Kingdom of Morocco concerning the import into the 
Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in 
Morocco  (1987)  should  be  approved,  -
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Kingdom  of  Morocco  concerning  the  import  into  the 
Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in 
Morocco  (1987)  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Communiw. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  dte  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the  Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding  the  Community. 
Article 3 
"Otis  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the day  follo-
wing its  publication in  the  Official journal of the Euro· 
pean  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
pone at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  V  264,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 432  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 796/87 
of 16  March 1987 
on the conclusion of the  Agreement in the  form  of an  Exchange  of Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community and the  Kingdom of Morocco 
fixing the additional amount to be deducted from the levy on imports into the 
Community of untreated  olive  oil,  originating  in  Morocco,  for  the  period  1 
November 1986 to 31  October 1987 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  43 
thereof, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of 
Morocco ('),  which  entered  into  force  on  1  November 
1978,  and  in  particular  to  Annex  B hereof, 
Having regard to 'the recommendation from  the Commis-
sion, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parli-
ament(l), 
Whereas it is  necessary to  approve  the Agreement in the 
form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of  Morocco 
fixing the additional amount to be deducted from  the levy 
on  imports  into  the  Community  of  untreated  olive  oil, 
falling  within  subheading  15.07  A  I  of  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Morocco, for the period 
1  November  1986  to  31  October  1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
. The Agreement  in the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Kingdom of Morocco fixing  the additional amount to  be 
deducted from  the levy  on imports into the  Community 
of untreated olive oil falling within subheading 15.07 A I 
of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in 
Morocco for  the period 1 November 1986 to  31  October 
1987, is hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding the  Community. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  follo-
wing its publication in the  Official journal of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ No L  264,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
(')  Opinion delivered on 20  February 1987 (not yet published in 
the  Official  Journal. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC - 435  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEq No 17/87 
of 5 January 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
11111  COMMISSION  OP TiiE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
J!conomic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard to Councif Regulation (BEq No 1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreetl)ent in the fonn 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia and concerning the import 
into the Community of  bran and sharps  originating in 
Tunisia  (I~ and in particular the second subparagrsph of 
paragraph 3  of  the exchange of letters, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (BEq No 1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the fonn 
of an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of Algeria  and 
concerning die import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (Z),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagrsph of paragrsph 3 of the exchange of 
letters, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (BEq No 1525/76 
of 24" June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the fonn 
of an  exchange  of letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into the Community of bran  and sharps  originating in 
Morocco f). and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragt:!ph  3  of the exchange  of letters, 
Whereas the Agreement in the fonn of an exchange of 
letters annexed to Regulations (BEq No 1512/76, (BEq 
No  1518/76  and  (BEq No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable component of the levy  calculated in accordance 
with Article 2  of Council Regulation (BEq No 2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products processed  from  cereals and from  rice (4),  as  last 
'amended  by Regulation (EEq No  1  588/86 (-'),  is  to be 
reduced  by an  amount fixed  by the  Commission. each 
quarter ; whereas this  amount must be equal to 60 % of 
the average  of the variable  components of the  levies  in 
force  during  ~e three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the amount is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November and 
December  1986  have  been  taken  into consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION ; 
Artic{e  1 
The amount  referred  to  in  the second subparagrsph  of 
paragrsph 3 of the exchange of letters fanning the Agree-
ment annexed to Regulations (BEq No 1512/76, (EEq 
No 1518/76 and (EEq No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco respectively, 
shall  be  as  set out in  the  Annex hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 1987. 
'lqis Regulation  shall  be  binding in its  entirety and directly applicable in all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussela,  5  January  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(') OJ No  L 169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-Prtsitknt 
§ 
OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
OJ No  L 281,  I. 11.  1975, p.  65. 
OJ No  L 139,  24.  S.  1986,  p.  41. No  L 3/8 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 5 January 1987  fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Moroc:c:o and 
Tunisia must be  reduced 
ccr heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
BCU/tonne 
47,55 
97,79 
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COMMISSION RE,GULATION (EEC)  No 208/87 
of 23  January 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on clementines originating in  Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
liaving  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
first  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (1)  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  25 (1)  of Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ;  whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the reference  price  and the arithmetic mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3108/86  of 
22  October 1986  fixing  for  the  1986/87 marketing year 
the reference prices for  clementines (3)  fixed the reference 
price  for  products  of  class  I  for  the  period  from  1 
November 1986  to  10  February  1987  at  59,57  ECU  per 
1  00  kilograms  net ; 
Whereas the entry price  for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 %  of  the quantities from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for which prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 14 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  14  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74 (•),  as  last  amended  by 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.46. 
(')  OJ No  L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  14. 
(")  OJ No L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No 3811/85 ('),  the prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  clementines  originating  in  Morocco  the 
· entry price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 
ECU  below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive 
market  days ;  whereas  a  countervailing  charge  should 
therefore  be  introduced  for  these  clementines ; 
Whereas, if the  system  is  to  operate normally, the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of 2,25 %,  a rate  of exchange  based  on their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1)  of  Council Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  spot  market  rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in  rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Fruit  and  Vegetables, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article 1 
A countervailing charge of  2,63  ECU  per 1  00  kilograms 
net is  applied to clementines (subheading 08.01 B I of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  27  January 
1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  1. 24.  I. 87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Mem~r 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  January  1987. 
For the Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L W27 - 439  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 322/87 
of 30  January 1987 
amended Regulation (EEC)  No 208/87  introducing a  countervailing charge on 
clementines originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No  208/87 of 23 
January  1987 (3)  introduced  a  countervailing  charge  on 
clementines  originating  in  Morocco ; 
Whereas Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced  in  application  of  Article  25  of  that Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
clementines  originating  in  Morocco  must  be  altered, 
HAS  ADOYI'ED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article  I of Regulation (EEC) No 208/87 '2,63' ECU  is 
hereby  replaced  by  '1,32  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This, Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  31  January 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  30  January  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(l)  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L 22,  23.  I. 1987,  p.  26. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 440  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 367/87 
of 5  February 1987 
abolishing the countervailing charge on clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (1),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 208/87 (3),  as 
amended by  Regulation (EEC)  No  322/87 (') ; introduced 
a  countervailing  charge  on  clementines  originating  in 
Morocco; 
Whereas the present trend of prices for  products origina-
ting in Morocco on the representative markets referred to 
in  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2118/74 (.!),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3811/85 (6),  recorded  or calculated 
in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article  5  of  that 
Regulation, indicated that entry prices have  been at least 
equal  to  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ;  whereas  the  conditions  specified  in  the  second 
indent of Article 26  (1)  of Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
are  therefore  fulfilled  and  the  countervailing  charge  on 
imports of  these  products originating in Morocco  can be 
abolished, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  208/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 6 February 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5  February  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  22,  24.  I. 1987,  p.  26. 
(')  OJ No  L  30.  31.  I. 1987,  p.  80. 
(')  OJ No  L  220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(')  OJ No L  368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 441  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 442/87 
of 12  February 1.987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU  below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3208/86  of 
22  October  1986  fixing  for  the  1986/87  marketing year 
the reference prices for clementines (') fixed  the reference 
price  for  products  of  class  I  for  the  period  from  1 
November  1986  to  20  February  1987  at  59,57  ECU  per 
100  kilograms  net ; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given  exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the  quantities  from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which  prices  are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of  Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74('),  as  last  amended  by 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(2)  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ No  L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  14. 
(4)  OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3811/85 (5),  the  prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  clementines  originating  in  Morocco  the 
entry price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 
ECU  below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive 
market  days ;  whereas  a  countervailing  charge  should 
therefore  be  introduced  for  these  clementines ; 
Whereas,  if  the  system  is  to  operat~ normally,  the  entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a rate  of  exchange  based on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article  3 (1)  of Council Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these  currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge  of  1,73  ECU  per  100  kilograms 
net is applied to clementines (subheading 08.02 B I of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  14  February 
1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L 164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  1. 13.  2.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be binding in its  entirety  and direcdy applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  February  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIBSSBN 
Vice· President 
No  L 43/35 - 443  -
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COMMISSION' REGULATION (EBC)  No 505/87 
of 19 February 1987 
amended Regulation (BEC)  No 442/87  introducing a  countervailing charge on 
clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of .Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market · in  fruit  and  vegetables ( 1~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 f),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  442/87 (3) 
introduced a countervailing charge on clementines origi-
nating  in  Morocco ; 
Whereas Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced in application  of  Article  25  of that Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
clementines originating in  Morocco  must  be  altered, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 442/87 '1,73' ECU is 
hereby  replaced  by  '9,11  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  20  February 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  19  February  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  JL9,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ No  L 43,  13.  2.  1987,  p.  34. 
For  the  Commi.rsion 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 444  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  576/87 
of 26  February 1987 
amending for the second time Regulation (EEC) No 442/87 introducing a coun-
tervailing  charge on clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 442/87 of  12 
February  1987 (3),  as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
505/87 ('),  introduced a countervailing charge on clemen-
tines  originating  in  Morocco ; 
Whereas Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced  in  application  of  Article  25  of  that  Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas,  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
clementines  originating  in  Morocco  must  be  altered ; 
Whereas Article  25  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 on 
the  introduction  of  countervailing  charges  applies  to  a 
given  product only during the period in respect of which 
a reference price has been fixed  for that product ; whereas 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3208/86 of 22 October 
1986 (5)  fixed  the  reference  prices  for  clementines  up  to 
28  February  1987; whereas  Regulation (EEC)  No 442/87 
should  therefore  be  repealed  with  effect  from  1 March 
1987, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 442/87, '9,11  ECU' is 
hereby  replaced  by  '10,51  ECU'. 
Article  2 
Regulation (EEC)  No 442/87 is  repealed with effect from 
1  March  1987. 
Article  3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  27  February 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  26  February  1987. 
('}OJ No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
! '}  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
'}  OJ  No· L  43,  13.  2.  1987,  p.  34. 
"}  OJ  No  L  51,  20.  2.  1987,  p.  20. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  14. - 445  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 799/87 
of 16  March  1987 
amending Regulation (EEC)  No 1521/76 on imports of olive oil originating in 
Morocco (1986/87) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  43 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament ('), 
Whereas  Article  17  and  Annex  B  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and Morocco (2)  stipulate  that, if  the country in question 
levies  a  special  export  charge  on  imports  into  the 
Community of olive oil falling within subheading 15.07 A 
I of  the  Common Customs Tariff,  the levy  applicable  to 
such oil  is  to  be  reduced by a fixed  amount of 0,60  ECU 
per 1  00  kilograms and by an amount equal to  the special 
charge, but not exceeding 12,09  ECU  per 100  kilograms 
in the case of the reduction provided for in the aforemen-
tioned Article  and  12,09  ECU  per 100  kilograms  in the 
case  of  the additional amount provided  for  in the afore-
mentioned  Annex  B ; 
Whereas,  the  aforementioned  Agreement  was  imple-
mented  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1521/76 (3),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 413/86 ('); 
Whereas the contracting parties have agreed, by Exchange 
of Letters, to fix  the additional amount at 12,09 ECU per 
100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November  1986  to  31 
October  1987; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1521/76  should  accord-
ingly  be amended, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Article 1 (1) (b) of Regulation (EEC) No 1521/76 is hereby 
replaced  by  the  following : 
'(b)  an amount equal  to  the special  charge levied  by 
Morocco on exports of the said oil but not excee-
ding 12,09  ECU  per 1  00  kilograms, this  amount 
being increased for  the period 1 November 1986 
to 31  October 1987 by  12,09  ECU per 100  kilo-
grams.' 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  Opittion delivered on 20  February 1987 (aot yet published in 
the  Official  Journal). 
(')  OJ  No  L  264,  27.  9.  1987,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  43. 
(")  OJ  No  L 48,  26.  2.  1986,  p.  I. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 446  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 835/87 
of 23  March  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on lemons originating in Morocco 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council  Regulation (EEq No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (1),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEq  No  1351/86 (1),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of Regulation (EEq No 1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6 ECU below the 
reference price for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the reference  price and the arithmetic mean of 
·the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEq No  1661/86  of 
29 May  1986 fixing for the 1986/1987 marketing year the 
reference prices for lemons (3) fixed the reference price for 
products of class I for the period November 1986 to April 
1987  at  45,00  ECU  per  100  kilograms  net; 
Whereas the entry price for a  gi~en exporting country is 
equal  to  the lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 % of  the quantities from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for which prices are available less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEq 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance  with  Article  3 (1)  of Regulation 
(EEq  No  2118/74 (<),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
~ 
OJ No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L 119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.46. 
OJ No  L  145,  30.  5.  1986,  p.  39. 
OJ No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(EEq  No  3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken  into 
consideration  must  be  recorded  on  the  representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  lemons  originating  in  Morocco  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  lemons ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate normally,  the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of US%, a rate  of exchange based on their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEq 
No  1676/85 (<), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of the spot market rates  of each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies  referred  to in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of 16,70  ECU per 100  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  lemons  (subheading  08.02  C  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 25 March 1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  L 164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 24.  3.  87 
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This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  March  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
No  L 80/27 - 448  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 845/87 
of 24  March  1987 
applying the duty in the Common Customs Tariff to fresh lemons originating in 
Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1455/78 
of  26  June  1978  on  the  conclusion  of  the  Agreement 
extending the Interim Agreement between  the  European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco ('), 
Whereas Article 8 of the Inte-rim Agreement between the 
European  Economic  Community and  Morocco  provides 
for  a reduced  rate  of  duty on imports  into the  Commu-
nity  of  fresh  lemons  originating  in  Morocco ;  whereas, _ 
during the  period  in  which  reference  prices  are  applied, 
this reduction is  dependent on the observance of a speci-
fied  price  on  the  Community  market ; whereas  detailed 
rules  for  the  application  of  this  system  are  contained in 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1288/76 of 28  May 1976 on 
the  conclusion  of  the  Interim  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of 
Morocco (2); 
Whereas,  in  certain  respects,  these  rules  refer  to  provi-
sions of Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 of  18  May 
1972 on the common organization of  the market in fruit 
and  vegetables (l)  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1351/86 ('); 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1288/76  provides,  in 
Article  8 of  the  annexed  Interim Agreement, that,  where 
products are  imported, the duty in the Common Customs 
Tariff  is  applied  where  quotations  for  that  product,  iri 
accordance with the provisions of Article 24 (2) of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1035/72  recorded  on  the  representative 
Community markets  at  the importer/wholesaler stage  or 
converted to  that stage, adjusted by the conversion factors 
and  following  deduction  of  import  charges  other  than 
customs duties, remain  lower than the reference  price  in 
force,  plus the incidence of  the Common Customs Tariff 
on that price and a standard amount fixed  at  1  ,2  units of 
account (1 ,44  ECU)  per 100  kilograms, for  three consecu-
tive  market  days  on  the  representative  markets  of  the 
Community with  the  lowest  quotations ; 
Whereas the conversion factors  and import charges other 
than  customs  duties  are  those  used  for  the  purpose  of 
(I)  OJ  No  L  175,  29.  6.  1978,  p.  7. 
(')  OJ  No  L  141,  28.  5.  1976,  p.  97. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
calculating the entry price referred to in Regulation (EEC) 
No  1035/72; 
Whereas, if the system is to operate normally, it should be 
calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a  rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the  last  paragraph  of  Article  3 (1)  of  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1676/85 (ry, 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of  the  spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient ; 
Whereas application of these rules to quotations recorded 
for lemons imported into the Community and originating 
in  Morocco  indicates  that  the  conditions  set  out  in  the 
first  paragraph  of  Article  8  of  the  Interim  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and 
Morocco  as  annexed  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1288/76 are  fulfilled; whereas  the duty  in  the Common 
Customs  Tariff  should,  therefore,  be  applied  to  the 
products  in  question ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Fruit  and  Vegetables, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
As  from  26  March  1987,  the  dutv  in  the  Common 
Customs Tariff shall be  applied to  fr~sh lemons (subhea-
ding 08.02  C  of  the Common  Customs Tariff)  imported 
into  the  Community  and  originating  in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 25.  3.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  24 March  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L 81/39 3.  4.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 967/87 
of 2  April 1987 
abolishing the countervailing charge on lemons originating in Morocco 
No  L 91/13 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article 26  (1)  of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled  and the countervailing 
charge on imports of lemons originating in Morocco can 
be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (1),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  835/87 (3) 
introduced a countervailing charge on lemons originating 
in  Morocco; 
Whereas for lemons originating in Morocco there were no 
prices  for  six  consecutive  working  days ;  whereas  the 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  835/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 3 April1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be binding in  its  entirety  and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  2  April  1987. 
~ 
OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ No  L 80,  24.  3.  1987,  p.  26. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 451  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1006/87 
of 7  April  1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  15I2/76 
of 24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic  of  Tunisia and  concerning the  import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia (1),  and  in  particular  the  second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in'  Algeria ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of the  exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (3~ and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the  levy  calculated in  accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system  for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and from  rice (4),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1588/86 (5),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this  amount must be equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A.  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  January,  February  and 
March  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOFrED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  I 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76,  (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in  Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  1  May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  !9. 
(')  OJ No L  !69, 28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  !976,  p.  53. 
(')  OJ  No  L  281,  I.  II.  1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ  No  L  139,  24.  5.  !986,  p.  47. 8.  4.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 April 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCf heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
49:J7 
102,96 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1103/87 
of 21  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on artichokes originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPE1'-N  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU  below  the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices , available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3212/86  of 
22  October  1986  fixing  for  the  1986/87 marketing year 
the  reference  prices  for  artichokes (3)  fixed  the  reference 
price for products of class I for the period 1 January to  30 
April  1987  at  78,03  ECU  per  100  kilograms  net; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the  quantities  from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas,  in  accordance with  Article  3 (1)  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2118/74 (4),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken  into 
consideration  must  be  recorded  on  the  representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas, for  artichokes originating in Morocco  the entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  artichokes ; 
Whereas,  if  the  system  is  to  operate  normally,  the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a  rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No  1676/85 ("), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of  the spot  market rates  of each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of 2,04  ECU  per 100  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  artichokes  (subheading 07.01  L of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 23 Aprill987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(")  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ No L 299,  23.  10.  1986,  p.  21. 
(")  OJ No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  1. 1.  5.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No  1229/87 
of 30  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on artichokes originating in  Morocco 
No  L  115/69 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article  26  (1}  of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled and the countervailing 
charge  on  imports  of  artichokes  originating in  Morocco 
can  be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (1),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1103/87 (3}, 
introduced a countervailing charge on artichokes origina-
ting  in  Morocco ; 
Whereas ·for artichokes originating in Morocco there were 
no  prices  for  six  consecutive working days ; whereas  the 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1103/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  direc~y applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  30  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 118,  20.  -5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(")  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L 106,  22.  4.  1987,  p.  30. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 455  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No  1411/87 
of 22  May  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  I  035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (l),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (!) of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save in exceptional circum-
stances ;  whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 829/87 of 23 
March  1987  fixing  for  the  1987  marketing  year  the 
reference  prices  for  tomatoes (l)  fixed  the  reference  price 
for  products of  class  I at  136,75  ECU  per 100 kilograms 
net  for  the  month  of  May  1987; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 %  of the quantities  from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas,  in  accordance  with  Article  3  (1)  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2118/74 ("),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
~ 
OJ  No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ  No  L 80,  24.  3.  1987,  p.  12. 
OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(EEC) No 3811/85 (5),  the prices to be taken into conside-
ration must be recorded on the representative markets or, 
in certain circumstances, on other markets ; whereas  it is 
necessary to  multiply the prices with the coefficient fixed 
in the second indent of Article  1 (2)  of Regulation (EEC) 
No  829/87; 
Whereas,  for  tomatoes  originating in  Morocco  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  tomatoes ; 
Whereas,  if  the  system  is  to  operate  normally,  the  entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a rate  of  exchange based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1)  of  Council Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1676/85 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of the  spot market  rates  of each of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of 25,08  ECU  per 100 kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  tomatoes  (subheading  07.01  M of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 26 May 1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985, .P·  1. 23.  5.  87 
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· This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  22  May  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L 135/13 2.  6.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1525/87 
of 1 June 1987 
amending Regulation (EEC)  No 1411/87 introducing a countervailing charge on 
tomatoes originating in Morocco 
No  L 142/33 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
duced  in  application  of Article  25  of  that Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration the countervailing charge on  the import of 
tomatoes  originating  in  Morocco  must  be  altered, 
Having  regard  to  hte  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2~  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1411/87 (3), 
introduced a contervailing charge on tomatoes originating 
in  Morocco; 
Whereas  Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
laid  down  the  conHitions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC)  No 1411/87, 25,08  ECU' 
is  hereby  replaced  by  '36,83  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 2 June 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  1 June  1987. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  135,  23.  5.  1987,  p.  12. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 5.  6.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1568/87 
of 4  June 1987 
amending Regulation (EEC)  No 2417/82  introducing retrospective Community 
surveillance  of imports  of certain  textile  products  originating  in  Tunisia or 
Morocco 
No  L  145/45 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
originating  in  Tunisia  (categories  4,  7,  8  and  21)  or 
Morocco  (category  2); whereas  it is  therefore  appropriate 
to  amend  those  measures, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 288/82 of 
5  February  1982  on  common  rules  for  imports (1},  as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1243/86 (2),  and  in 
particular  Articles  I 0  and  14  thereof, 
After  consulting  the  Committee  set  up  by  Article  5  of 
that  Regulations, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2417/82 (') 
subjected imports of certain textile products originating in 
Tunisia or Morocco  to  retrospective  Community surveil-
lance; 
Whereas  the  reasons  for  the  introduction  of  those 
measures  no  longer apply  in  respect  of  certain  products 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  Annex  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2417/82  is  hereby 
replaced  by  the  Annex  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  4  June  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 35,  9.  2.  1982,  p.  I. 
(')OJ No  L  113,  30.  4.  1986,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L 258,  4.  9.  1982,  p.  8. 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member  of the  Commission - 459  -
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ANNEX 
Cate- CCT  headmg  No  NIMEXE  code  Descnptton  Un~ts  Third 
gory  (1987)  countnes 
2  55.09  55.09-03,  04,  05,  06,  07,  Woven  fabrics  of  cotton,  other  than  gauze,  tonnes  Tunisia 
08,  09,  10,  II, 12,  13, 14,  terry fabncs,  narrow woven  fabncs, pile fabncs, 
15,  16,  17,  19, 21,  29, 32,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and  other  net  fabrics 
34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 49, 
51,  52,  53, 54,  55, 56, 57, 
59, 61,  63, 64, 65,  66, 67, 
68, 69,  70, 71, 73,  75, 76, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 81,  82, 83, 
84, 85,  87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 
92,  93,  98,  99 
6  61.01  61.01-62,  64,  66,  72,  74,  Men's  or  boys  woven  breeches,  shorts  other  I 000 pteces  Tumsia 
B V  d)  I  76  than swtmwear and trousers (including slacks) ;  Morocco 
2  women's or girls' woven  trousers and slacks, of 
3  wool,  of  cotton  or  of  man-made  fibres 
e)  I 
2 
3 
61.02  61.02-66,  68,  72 
B  II  e)  6  aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
7  60.05  60.05-22,  23,  24,  25  Women's  or  gtrls'  blouses,  shtrts  and  shm- l 000 pteces  Morocco 
A  11  b)  4  aa)  22  blouses,  whether  or  not  kmtted  or  crocheted, 
33  of  wool,  cotton  or  man-made  fibres 
44 
55 
61.02  61.02-78,  82,  85 
B  II  e)  7  bb) 
cc) 
ee) 
8  61.03  61.03-11,  15,  18  Men's  or  boys  shirts,  other  than  knitted  or  I 000 pieces  Morocco 
AI  crocl,eted, of wool, cotton or man-made ftbres 
II 
IV 
26  60.05  60.05-46,  47,  48,  49  Women's or girls' dresses, of wool, of cotton or  I 000 pteces  Morocco 
A 11  b)4cc) II  man-made  fibres 
22 
33 
44 
61.02  61.02-48,  52,  53,  54 
B II e) 4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
ee) 10.  6.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1600/87 
of 9  June  1987 
abolishing  the countervailing charge on tomatoes originating  in  Morocco 
No  L  149/5 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
the  conditions  specified  in  Article  26  (I)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled and the counter-
vailing  charge  on  imports  of  tomatoes  originating  in 
Morocco  can  be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  !351/86 (l),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1411/87 ('), 
as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/87 ('),  intro-
duced a countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in 
Morocco 
Whereas for  these  products originating in  Morocco  there 
were no  prices for  six  consecutive working days ; whereas 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1411/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 10 June 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  9  June  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  135,  23.  5.  1987,  p.  12. 
(')  OJ No  L  142,  2.  6.  1987,  p.  33. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 461  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 1637/87 
of 9 June  1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Commup.ity tariff 
quota for certain wines having a registered designation of origin, falling within 
subheading  ex  22.05  C  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in 
Morocco (1987/1988) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the . proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Article  21  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Kingdom  of  Morocco (')  stipulates  that  certain  wines 
having  a  registered  designation  of  origin,  falling  within 
subheading ex  22.05  C of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
and  originating in  Morocco,  specified  in  the Agreement 
in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters  of  12  March 
1977 (2),  shall  be  imported  into  the  Community  free  of 
customs duties within the limits of an ap.nual Community 
tariff  quota  of  50 000  hectolitres ;  whereas  these  wines 
must be put up  in containers holding two  litres  or less ; 
whereas  the  tariff  quota in  question  should therefore  be 
opened  for  the  period  1 July  1987  to  30  June  1988 ; 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Article  1  of  Council  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 449/86  of  24  February  1986  determining  the 
arrangements to be applied by the Kingdom of Spain and 
the Portuguese Republic to  trade with certain third coun-
tries (3),  the  provisions  applicable  by  the  Kingdom  of 
Spain and the Portuguese Republic to trade with Morocco 
are  subject  to  the  tariff  treatment  and  other trade  rules 
applied to third countries enjoying most-favoured-nation 
treatment ;  whereas,  therefore,  this  Regulation  applies 
only to  the  Community as  constituted on  31  December 
1985; 
Whereas the wines in question are  subject to compliance 
with the free-at-frontier price ; 'Whereas the wines in ques-
tion may benefit from  this  tariff quota on condition that 
Article  18  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  337/79 (4),  as  last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3805/85 (5),  is complied 
with; 
Whereas it is  in  particular necessary to ensure equal and 
uninterrupted access  for  all  Community importers to  the 
~ 
OJ No  L 264,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
OJ No  L 65,  11.  3.  1977,  p.  2. 
OJ No  L 50,  28.  2.  1986,  p.  4!). 
OJ No  L 54,  S.  3.  1979,  .  1. 
OJ No  L 367,  31.  12.  19fs,  p.  39. 
abovementioned quota,  and  uninterrupted application  of 
the rates  laid  down  for  this  quota  to  all  imports  of  the 
products  concerned  into  the  Member  States  until  the 
quota  has  been  used  up ; whereas,  having  regard  to  the 
above  principles, the Community nature of the quota can 
be  respected  by  allocating  the  Community  tariff  quota 
among -the  Member  States ; whereas,  in  order  to  reflect 
most accurately the actual  development of the market in 
the  products  in  question,  such  allocation  should  be  in 
proportion  to  the  requirements  of  the  Member  States, 
assessed  by  reference  to  both  the  statistics  relating  to 
imports of the said  products from  Morocco  over a repre-
sentative  reference  period  and  the  economic  outlook  for 
the  quota  period  concerned ; 
Whereas  in  this  case,  however,  neither  Community nor 
national statistics showing the breakdown for  each of the 
types  of  wines  in  question  are  available  and  no  reliable 
estimates  of  future  imports  can  be  made ;  whereas,  in 
these  circumstances,  the  quota  volume  should  be  allo-
cated  in  initial  shares,  taking  into  account  demand  for 
these wines on the markets  :>f the various Member States ; 
Whereas,  to  take  account  of  import  trends  for  the 
products  concerned  in  the  various  Member  States,  the 
quota amount should be divided into two  instalments, the 
first  being allocated  among  the  Member  States  and  the 
second held as  a reserve intended to  cover at a later date 
the  requirements  of  Member  States  who  have  used  up 
their  initial  share ; whereas  in  order  to  guarantee  some 
degree of security to  importers in each Member State, the 
first  instalment of the Community quota should be  fixed 
at  a level  which  could, in  the  present circumstances,  be 
30 %  of  the  quota  volume ; 
Whereas  the  initial shares  of  the Member States  may  be 
used  up  at  different rates ; whereas,  in  order to  take  this 
into  account  and  to  avoid  a  break  in  continuity,  any 
Member State which  has  used up almost all  of  its  initial 
share  should draw  an additional share  from  the reserve ; 
_whereas  this should be  done by  each Member State each 
time one of its additional shares is almost used up, and so 
on  as  many  times  as  the  reserve  allows ;  whereas  the 
initial and additional shares must be valid until the end of 
the  quota  period ;  whereas  this  form  of  administration 
requires  close  collaboration  between  the  Member  States 
and the Commission, and the Commission must be  in a 
position to 'follow  the extent to which the quota volume 
has been used up and inform the Member States thereof ; - 462  -
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Whereas, if at a given date in  the quota period a substan-
tial  quantity  of  its  initial  share  remains  unused  in  any 
Member  State,  it is  essential  that  it  should  return  a sig-
nificant proportion thereof  t<;>  the reserve,  to  prevent part 
of  the  Community  quota  remaining  unused  in  one 
Member  State  when  it  could  be  used  in  others ; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of 
the  Netherlands  and  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
are  united within and jointly represented by  the Benelux 
Economic  Union,  all  transactions  concerning  the 
administration  of  the  shares  allocated  to  that  economic 
union  may  be  carried  out  by  any  one  of  its  members, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  From 1 July 1987 to 30 June 1988 the customs duty 
applicable on import into the Community as  constituted 
on 31  December 1985 of  the following  products shall be 
suspended at the level and within the limits of a Commu-
nity  tariff  quota  as  follows : 
Order  No 
CCI' 
heading 
No 
Description 
Amount  of 
tariff  ~uota 
(hectohtres) 
Rate  of 
duty 
(%) 
09.1107  22.05  Wine of fresh  grapes ; grape  must with  fermentation  arrested by the addi-
tion  of  alcohol : 
C.  Other: 
- Wines  entitled  to  one  of  the  following  designations  of  origin : 
Berkane,  Sais,  Beni  M'Tir,  Guerrouane,  Zemmour,  Zennata  of  an 
actual  alcoholic  strength,  not  exceeding  15 %  vol,  in  containers 
holding two  litres  or  less,  originating  in  Morocco  50 000 
2.  The  wines  in  question  shall  be  subject  to  com-
pliance  with  the  free-at-frontier  reference  price. 
The wines in question shall benefit from  this  tariff quota 
on  condition  that  Article  18  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
337/79  is  complied  with. 
3.  Each  of  these  wines,  when  imported,  shall  be 
accompanied  by  a  certificate  of  designation  of  origin, 
issued  by the relevant Moroccan  authority, in  accordance 
with  the  model  annexed  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
1.  The  tariff  quota  laid  in  Article  1 shall  be  divided 
into  two  instalments. 
2.  A  first  instalment  of  the  quota  shall  be  allocated 
among the  Member  States ; the  shares  which, subject  to 
Article  5,  shall  be  valid  up  to  30  June 1988, shall  be  as 
follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United  Kingdom 
(hectolitres) 
2400 
1 410 
3 000 
570 
2 790 
1 020 
1 410 
2400 
hectolitres  free 
3.  The second  instalment  of  the  quota,  amounting to 
35 000  hectolitres,  shall  constitute  the  reserve. 
Article 3 
1.  If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share, as 
specified in Article 2 (2),  or of that share less the portion 
returned to  the reserve where Article  5 has  been applied, 
has been used up, that Member State shall, without delay, 
by notifying the Commission, draw a second share equal 
to  15% of its initial share, rounded up were  necessary to 
the  next whole  number, in  so  far  as  the amount in  the 
reserve  allows. 
2.  If, after  its  initial share  has  been  used  up,  90 %  or 
more  of the  second share  drawn  by  a Member State  has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance with 
the  conditions  laid  down  in  paragraph  1,  draw  a  third 
share  equal  to  7,5%  of  its  initial  share. 
3.  If, after its second share has  been used  up, 90 %  or 
more  of  the  third  share  drawn  by  a  Member  State  has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance with 
the  conditions  laid  down  in paragraph  1,  draw  a fourth 
share  equal  to  the  third. 
This process  shall  continue  to  apply until  the reserve  is 
used  up. 
4.  Notwithstanding  paragraphs  1,  2  and  3,  Member 
States  may  draw  smaller shares  than those fixed  in these 
paragraphs  if  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  those  fixed 
might not be used up. They shall inform the Commission 
of  their grounds  for  applying  this  paragraph. - 463  -
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Article  4 
The addttional share drawn pursuant to ArtiCle  3 shall be 
valid  until  30  June  1988. 
Article 
Member States shall return to the reserve, not later than  I 
April  1988,  such  unused  portion  of  their  initial  share 
which, on  15  March  1988,  is  in  excess  of  20%  of  the 
initial amount. They may return a greater quantity if there 
are grounds for  believing that this quantity might not be 
used  in  full. 
Member  States  shall  notify  the  Commission,  not  later 
than  I  April  1988,  of  the  total  imports  of  the  products 
concerned  effected  under  the  Community quotas  up  to 
and including 15 March 1988, and, where appropriate, the 
proportion of their initial share that they are  returning to 
the  reserve. 
Article  6 
The  Commission  shall  keep  an  account  of  the  shares 
opened  by  Member States  pursuant  to  Articles  2  and  3 
and,  as  soon  as  it  has  been  notified,  shall  inform  each 
Member State of the extent to  which the reserve has been 
used  up. 
It shall  notify  the Member States,  not later than  5 April 
1988, of  the state of the reserve after quantities have been 
returned  thereto  pursuant  to  Article  5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which uses up the reserve 
is  limited to  the  balance  available  and,  to  this end, shall 
specify  the amount thereof to  the Member State  making 
the  final  drawing. 
Article  7 
1.  Member States  shall  take  all  measures  necessary  to 
ensure  that additional shares drawn pursuant to Article  3 
are  opened in such a  way  that imports  may  be  charged 
without interruption against their aggregate shares in the 
Community quota. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of  the 
products  concerned  have  free  access  to  the  shares 
allocated  to  them. 
3.  The Member States  shall  charge  the  imports of the 
products  concerned against their share  as  and when  the 
products  are  entered  with  customs  authorities  for  free 
circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
shares  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  the  imports 
charged  in  accordance  with  paragraph  3. 
Article  8 
At  the  request  of  the  Commission, Member States  shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against their shares. 
Article  9 
The Member States and the Commission shall collaborate 
closely  in  order  to  ensure  that  this  Regulation  is 
obeserved. 
Article  10 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  I  July  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  uinding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  9  June  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
H.  DE  CROO - 464  -
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1  .  .J ~I  - Exporter  - Exportateur 
4.  ~  I J- ..,.J I - Consignee  - Destinataire 
6  ~I  I.J._,  - Means  of transport - Moyen  de 
transport 
8  t !,.- 'lll v  ts:.  - Place  of  unloading  - Lieu  de 
dilchargement 
2.  ,_;~I - Number - Numero 
I 
00000 
3.  (Name  of authority guaranteeing  the  designation  of origin  -
Nom  de  l'organisme  garantissant  Ia  denomination  d'origine) 
s.~~·~n  ... t,...:. 
CERTIFICATE  OF  DESIGNATION  OF  ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT  D'APPELLATION  D'ORIGINE 
7.  (Designation  of  origin  - Nom  de  Ia  denommation  d'origine) 
9.  ~_,1.J  I ~' .J .- •  r r,  .1 'll ~ t ~  ~  I  - Marks  and  numbers,  number  and  10. t l.i...J I vj,J  11  o,;;..I,._J 
kind  of  packages  - Marques  et  numeros.  nombre  et  nature  des  colis  Gross  weight  Litres 
Poids  brut  Litres 
12  (U,,....J~I  .... I_,.J  - L1tres  (m  words)- L1tres  (en  lettres) 
13  U-.,.JI ~I  1..,.,...: L  -Certificate of the  issuing  authority- Visa  de  l'orgamsme  emetteur 
t41.1l.J'-JII..,.,...:  - Customs  stamp  - Visa  de  Ia 
douane 
(See  the  translation  under  No  15  - Voir  traduction  au  n•  15) 
L_------------------~------------------~ - 465  -
15  We  hereby certify that the wine  described  in  this certificate  is  wine  produced  within  the wine  district of . .  . ....... and  is 
considered  by  Moroccan  legislation  as  entitled to  the  designation  of origin  '. . . . .  ' 
The  alcohol  added  to  this  wine  is  alcohol  of vinous  ongin 
Nous cert1f1ons  que  le vin  decrit dans ce certif1cat a ete  produit dans Ia  zone  de  . 
caine.  comme  avant  dro1t  a  Ia  denomination  d'origme  «...  . ...... t. 
L'alcool  ajoute a  ce  vin  est  de  l'alcool  d'origine  vinique 
16.  ('I 
-;J  ..a.....JI ~  ..UI  U"'  ..s.,....l._ L:I..J '-.;l.;..JI  • ~  ~ 
(')  Space  reserved  for  additional  details given  in  the  export1ng  country 
(')  Case  reservee  pour  d'autres  indtcations  du  pays  exportateur 
. ... et est reconnu,  suivant  Ia loi maro-- 466  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1993/87 
of 7 July 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1512/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
.\greement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia and  concerning the  import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia('), and  in  particular  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No 1518/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the  import into the  Community of bran  and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of  the  exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the ·Interim 
Agreement between  the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('),  and in  particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations  (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the  levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with  Article  2 of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products processed from  cereals and from  rice (')  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this amount must be  equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  April,  May  and  June 
1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in  Tunisia, Algeria  and  Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on  1 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7  July  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987. 8.  7.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 July 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCT heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
52,14 
107,62 
No  L 188/23 - 468  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3064/87 
of 13  October 1987 
fixing  the amount by which  the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and  in  particular the  second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulati~n (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of  24  June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran  and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of the  exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of  Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('),  and in  particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated  in accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1906/87 
of  3  July  \987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products  processed from  cereals and from  rice (')  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this amount must be equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  July,  August  and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in  Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  I  November 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  October  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(2)  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
(')  OJ  No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987, 14.  10.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 13 October 1987  fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be  reduced 
CCT headmg  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
No  L 290/15 - 470  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3644/87 
of 3  December 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables C),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2275/87 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3478/87  of 
19  November  1987  fixing  for  the  1987/1988  marketing 
year  the  reference  prices  for  clementines (')  fixed  the 
reference price for  products of class  I for  the period from 
I  December 1987 to 29  February 1988  at 59,57 ECU  per 
100  kilograms  net; 
Whereas the entry price for a given  exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 %  of  the quantities from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the  ~!leaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (I) of Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74 (4),  as  last  amended  by 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(")  OJ  No  L  209,  31.  7.  1987,  p.  4. 
(')  OJ  No  L 329,  20.  II.  1987,  p.  35. 
(')  OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No 3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  clementines  originating  in  Morocco  the 
entry price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 
ECU  below  the · reference  price  for  two  consecutive 
market  days ;  whereas  a  countervailing  charge  should 
therefore  be  introduced  for  these  clementines ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the  entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %, a  rate  of exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last  paragraph of Article 3 (1)  of  Council Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1676/85 ('),as last amended by Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1636/87 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of  the  spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in  rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies referred  to  in the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of  13,29  ECU per 1  00  kilograms 
net is  applied to  fresh  clementines (subheading 08.02 B I 
of the Common Customs Tariff) CN 0805 20  10 origina-
ting in  Morocco. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  5  December 
1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  368,  31.  12.  !985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  L  !53,  13.  6.  !987,  p.  I. 4.  12.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  December  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L 342/19 - 472  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3696/87 
of 10  December 1987 
amended Regulation (EEC)  No 3644/87  introducing a  countervailing charge on 
clementines originating in Morocco 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables (').  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2275/87 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3644/87 (') 
introduced a countervailing charge on clementines origi-
nating  in  Morocco ; 
Whereas Article  26  (I) of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced  in application  of  Article  25  of  that  Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
clementines  originating  in  Morocco  must  be  altered, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
In Article I of Regulation (EEC)  No 3644/87, '13,29 ECU' 
is  hereby  replaced  by  '19,16  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  11  December 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  10  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
f) OJ No  L 209,  31.  7.  1987,  p.  4. 
(l)  OJ No  L 342,  4.  12.  1987,  p.  18. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 18.  12.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3794/87 
of 17  December 1987 
amending Regulations (EEC) No 1637/87 and (EEC) No 1639/87 opening, alloca-
ting and providing for the administration of Community tariff quotas for certain 
agricultural products originating in Morocco or  Turkey 
No  L 356/37 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
and  which  replaces  the  present  nomenclature ; whereas 
the validity of  Regulations (EEC)  No  1637/87 and (EEC) 
No  1639/87  which  refer  to  the  nomenclature  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  is  extended beyond  1 January 
1988; 
Having  regard  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  of  23 
July 1987  on  the  tariff  and statistical  nomenclature  and 
on  the  Common  Customs  Tariff('),  and  in  particular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas,  in  consequence,  these  Regulations  should  be 
adjusted  according  to  the  combined  nomenclature ; 
Whereas  such  adjustment  is  purely  technical  without 
involving  any  change  in  the  substance, 
Whereas  Council  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1637/87 (2)  and 
(EEC)  No 1639/87 (3)  opened Community tariff quotas  at 
zero  duty  for  certain  wines  originating  in  Morocco  and 
apricot  pulp  originating in  Turkey for  the  period  1 July 
1987  to  30  June  1988  as  provided  for  in  preferential 
Agreements  concluded  with  those  countries ; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  .1 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  has  established, 
with  effect  from  1 January  1988,  the  new  nomenclature 
for  goods,  known  as  the  combined nomenclature, which 
meets  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff and the External Trade Statistics of the Community 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1637/87  is  hereby  amended  as 
follows: 
The  table  appearing  in  Article  1 (1)  is  replaced  by  the 
following  table : 
'Serial  No  CN  code  Description 
09.1107  ex  2204 21  25  :~~~~:,nJ~~s~ds!~i 
0 ~Tfr~  ~:e~~~~:~~~~s~~~o£:n~~~~f~~  ex  2204 21  29 
ex  2204 21  35  actual  alcoholic strength by volume  not exceeding  15 % vol,  in 
ex  2204 21  39  containers  holding  two  litres  or  less,  originating in Morocco 
Article  2 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1639/87  is  hereby  amended  as  follows: 
The  table  appearing  in  Article  1 (1)  is  replaced  by  the  following  table: 
'Serial  No  CN  code 
09.0203  2008 
2008 50 
2008 50 91 
(')  OJ  NO  L  256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  1. 
{')  OJ  No  L  153,  13.  6.  1987,  p.  2. 
{')  OJ  NO  L  153,  13.  6.  1987,  p.  8. 
Description 
Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, otherwise prepared or 
preserved,  whether  or  not  containing  added  sugar  or  other 
sweetening matter or spirit, not elsewhere specified or included : 
-Apricots: 
- - not containing added  spirit : 
- - - Not containing added sugar, in immediate packings of a 
net content : 
- - - - Of 4,5  kg  or more 
Volume  of  Rate  of 
tariff  quota 
(hectolitres) 
duty 
(%) 
50 000  Free 
Volume  of  Rate  of 
tariff  quota  duty 
(tonnes)  (%) 
90  0' No  L  356/38 
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Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  I  January  1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  17  December  1987. 
For  the  Comm1ssion 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
18.  12.  87 - 475  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3845/87 
of 21  December 1987 
amending for the second time Regulation (EEC) No 3644/87 introducing a coun-
tervailing charge on clementines originating in Mor:occo 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2275/87 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3644/87 ('), 
as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3696/87 ('~  intro-
duced a countervailing charge on clementines originating 
in  Morocco; 
Whereas Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced  in  application  of  Article  25  of  that  Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on  the import of 
clementines  originating in  Morocco  must  be altered, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3644/87, '19,16 ECU' 
is  hereby  replaced  by '26,76  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  22  December 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(2)  OJ No  L  209,  31.  7.  1987,  p.  4. 
(')  OJ No  L 342,  4.  12.  1987,  p.  18. 
(")OJ  No  L 347,  II. 12.  1987,  p.  44. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 476  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3933/87 
of 28  December 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the Republic of Tunisia and concerning the  import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia (1), and in  particular the second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of  bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of  2~ June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('), and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2658/87 
of 23  July 1987 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the Common Customs Tariff (4), and in  particular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas  the  Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2744/75 
of  29  October 1975 on the import and export system for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and from  rice (ry,  as  last 
modified  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 (6),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter; whereas  this  amount must be  equal  to  60  %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  intro-
duces  from  I  January  1988  a new  combined nomencla-
ture  meeting  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and the Community's statistics of foreign 
trade  and  replacing  the  present  nomenclature ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products falling within subheadings 2302 30  and 2302 40 
of  the combined nomenclature during July, August  and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  28  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  !976,  p.  37. 
(')  OJ  No  L 169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L 281,  I.  II. 1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ  No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  49.  p.  I. No  L  369/80 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 28  December 1987  fixing the amount by which the vari-
able component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco 
and Tunisia must be reduced 
CN code 
2302 30 10 
2302 30 90 
2302 40 10 
230240 90 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
48,53 
99,89 
29.  12.  87 - 478  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3950/87 
of 21  December 1987 
again amending Articles 6 and 17  of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
to  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and  the  Kingdom  of Morocco 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Kingdom  of 
Morocco('),  signed  on  27  Apnl  1976  and  entered  into 
force  on  I  November  1978 ; 
Whereas Article  6 of the  Protocol  concerning the defini-
tion of  the concept of 'originating products' and methods 
of  administrative  cooperation  to  the  said  Agreement 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the Protocol'),  as  amended  by 
Decision No 1/86 (')of the Cooperation Council, prov1des 
that, in  the case  of  an  automatic change in  the base  date 
applicable  to  the  amounts  expressed  in  ECU,  the 
Community may  introduce revised  amounts when  neces-
sary; 
Whereas  the  equivalent  value  of  the  ECU  in  certam 
national currencies on  I  October 1986 was  less  than  the 
corresponding  value  on  I  October  1984;  whereas  the 
automatic  change in  the  base  date would,  in  the  case  of 
conversion  into  the  national  currencies  concerned,  have 
the effect of  reducing the limits which permit the presen-
tation  of  simplified  documentary  evidence ; whereas,  in 
order to  avoid  this effect,  it is  necessary to  increase  such 
limits  expressed  in  ECU, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  Protocol  is  hereby  amended  as  foliows : 
I.  In  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6  (I),  '2 355 
ECU'  is  replaced  by '2 590  ECU'. 
2.  In  Article  17  (2),  '165  ECU' is  replaced  by  '180  ECU' 
and  '470  ECU'  by  '515  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 264,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
(2)  OJ  No  L 71,  14.  3.  1986,  p.  2. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
B.  HAARDER - 479  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 4121/87 
of 21  December 1987 
suspending  for  the  1988  fishing  year  the  duties  applicable  to  fresh  fishery 
products originating in Morocco and coming from joint fisheries ventures set up 
between  natural or legal  persons  from  Portugal  and  Morocco,  on  the  direct 
landing of such  products in Portugal 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Po~gal, and  in  particular Article  355  thereof, 
Whereas ·Article 355 of the Act of Accession provides for 
the  elimination,  by  31  December  1992,  of  the  exemp-
tions, suspensions or tariff quotas granted by  Portugal on 
fresh fishery products originating in Morocco and coming 
from  joint fish  ventures  set up  between  natural  or legal 
persons from  Portugal and Morocco, when such products 
are  landed  directly  in  Portugal ; 
Whereas the present arrangements applied by Portugal to 
such products may be maintained on a transitional basis ; 
Whereas the duties applicable to such products should be 
suspended  for  1988 ; 
Whereas  provision  should  be  made  for  the  supply  of 
information to the Commission so that it can keep watch 
on  the  management  of  these  arrangements ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Fishery  Products, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
For  the  period  I  January  to  31  December  1988  the 
customs duties applicable to  the fishery  products referred 
to in Article 355 of the Act of Accession, landed directly 
in  Portugal,  shall  be  wholly suspended. 
Article  2 
Portugal  shall inform the Commission, not later than  15 
days  after  the end of  each  quarter,  of  the  quantities and 
species  actually  imported  under the suspension  arrange-
ments. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities.  · 
It shall  apply  from  1 January  to  31  December  1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Ant6nio  CARDOSO  E  CUNHA 
Member  of the  Commission - 480  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4182/87 
of 22 December 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp  falling  within  code  No ex  2008 50 91  of the  combined  nomenclature  and 
originating in Morocco (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community  and the Kingdom  of Morocco (1), 
signed  on 27  April  1976 provides for the opening by  the 
Community of an annual Community tariff quota of 8 250 
tonnes of apricot pulp falling within code No ex 2008 50 91 
of the combined nomenclature and originating in Morocco; 
whereas the customs duties applicable to the quota are equal 
to  70%  of  the  customs  duties  actually  applied  to 
non-member countries; whereas the Community tariff quota 
in question should therefore be opened for 1988; 
Whereas, since a protocol as provided for in Articles 179 and 
366 of the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal does not 
exist, the Community must take the measures referred to in 
Articles 180 and 367 of that Act; whereas the tariff measure 
concerned  will,  therefore,  apply  to  the  Community  as 
constituted on 31  December 1985; 
Whereas  the  Community  has  adopted,  with  effect  from 
1 January 1988, a combined nomenclature for goods which 
meets the requirements of the Common Customs Tariff and 
the Nomenclature of  Goods for the External Trade Statistics 
of the Community and Statistics of Trade between Member 
States; whereas, from the date given  above, the combined 
nomenclature  should  be  used  for  the  description  of the 
products covered by this Regulation; 
Whereas  it  is  in  particular  necessary  to  ensure  for  all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access to the 
abovementioned quota and uninterrupted application of the 
rate laid down for that quota to all imports of the products 
concerned into all  Member States until the quota has been 
used up; whereas, having regard to the above principles, the 
Community  nature  of  the  quota  can  be  respected  by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the Member 
States; whereas, in order to reflect as accurately as possible 
the true trend of the market in the products in question, such 
allocation should be in proportion to the requirements of the 
Member States, calculated by reference to the statistics for 
( 1)  OJ No L 264, 27. 9.  1978, p.  1. 
imports from Morocco over a representative reference period 
and also to the economic outlook for the quota period in 
question; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics are 
available, imports of each Member State were as follows: 
(tonnes) 
Member State  1984  1985  1986 
Benelux  149  399  240 
Denmark 
Germany  120 
Greece 
France  7 715  6 636  5131 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Whereas, during the last three years, the products in question 
were imported regularly only by certain Member States and 
not at all or only occasionally by the other Member States; 
whereas, in  these circumstances, in  the first phase: initial 
shares should be allocated to the genuine importing Member 
States and the other Member States should be guaranteed 
access to the tariff quotas when imports into those States of 
the  products  concerned  are  notified;  whereas  these 
arrangements for allocation will also ensure the uniform levy 
of the applicable duties; 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends for the 
products concerned in the various Member States, the quota 
amount should be  divided  into  two parts, the first  being 
allocated  among  certain  Member  States  and  the  second 
constituting a reserve to cover at a later date the requirements 
of Member States which  have used  up their initial  quota 
shares; whereas, in order to give importers in each Member 
State  a  certain  degree  of security,  the  first  part  of the 
Community quota should under the circumstances be fixed 
at 38% of the quota volume; 
Whereas the Member States' initial shares may be used up at 
different  times;  whereas,  in  order  to  take  this  fact  into 
account and avoid  any  break in continuity, any Member - 481  -
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State which has almost used up its initial quota share should 
draw an additional share from the reserve; whereas this must 
be  done by  each  Member State  as  and when each  of its 
additional shares is  almost used up, and repeated as  many 
times as the reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares  must  be  valid  until  the  end  of the  quota  period; 
whereas  this  method  of  administration  requires  close 
cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission, and the latter must be in a position to monitor 
the extent to which the quota volume has been used up and to 
inform the Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a given date in the quota penod, a substantial 
quantity remains unused in any Member State, it is essential 
that  that  Member  State  should  return  a  significant 
proportion to the reserve to prevent a part of any tariff quota 
from remaining unused in one Member State when it could be 
used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of  the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation relating to the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
From 1 January to 31  December  1988, the customs duty 
applicable in the Community, as constituted on 31 December 
1985 to imports of the following products shall be suspended 
at the level indicated and within the limits of a Community 
tariff quota as shown below: 
Order No  CNcode  Descnptton  Amount of quota  Quota duty 
(tonnes)  (%) 
09.1105  2008  FruitS,  nuts and  other ed1ble  parts  of plants,  otherwise 
prepared or preserved, whether or not contaming added 
sugar or other sweetemng matter or spirit, not elsewhere 
speCified or mcluded: 
2008 50  - Apricots: 
- - Not contammg added spmt: 
- --Not  conta1nmg  added  sugar,  lfl  1mmed1ate 
pdckings of a net content: 
ex 2008 50 91  Of 4,5 kg or more: 
- Apncor pulp 
Artrcle 2 
1.  The  first  part,  amounting  to  3 135  tonnes  of the 
Community tariff quota  referred  to  in  Article  1 shall  be 
allocated among certain Member States;  the  quota shares 
which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 31 December 
1988, shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Germany 
France 
(tonnes) 
120 
20 
2 995 
2.  The second  part, amounting to 5 115 tonnes,  shall 
constitute the reserve. 
3.  If  an importer gives notification of imminent imports 
of the product in question into the other Member States and 
applies to take advantage of the quota, the Member State 
concerned shal!inform the Commission and draw an amount 
corresponding  to  its  requirements  to  the  extent  that the 
available balance of the reserve so permits. 
8 250  10,6 
Artrcle 3 
1.  If 90% or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified  m  Art1cle  2 (1), or 90% of that share less  any 
portion  returned to the  reserve  where Article  5 has  been 
applied, has been used up, then, to the extent permitted by 
the amount of  the reserve, that Member State shall forthwith, 
by notifying the Commission, draw a second share equal to 
15% of its initial share, rounded up where necessary to the 
next unit. 
2.  If, after its mitial quota share has been used up, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State has 
been used up, then that Member State shall, in accordance 
with the condttions latd down in paragraph 1, draw a third 
share equal to 7,5% of its initial share. 
3.  If,  after its second share has been used up, 90% or 
more of the third share drawn by a Member State has been - 482  -
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used  up, that Member State shall, in  accordance  Y.lth  the 
conrl1tions  la1d  df'Wf'  II'  pa~agraph 1, dtJW a fourth share 
equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve IS  used up. 
4.  By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member State may dray.  shares smaller than those f1xed  m 
those paragraphs if there are grounds for believing that they 
might not be used up. It shall inform the Comm1ss1on of Its 
reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Artzde 4 
The addmonal shares drawn pursuant to Amcle 3 shall be 
valid until  31  December 1988. 
Artzde 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not later than 
1 October 1988, such unused portion of their mitial shares 
as, on 15 September 1988, is m excess of 20% of the mmal 
volume.  The)  may  return  a  larger  quantity  tf  the~e are 
grounds for be!Jenng that thts quanttty may not be used. 
The Member States shall  noufv the Commission, not later 
than 1 October 1988, of the to;al quantities of the products 
in question Imported up to 15 September 1988 and charged 
agamst  the tariff quota and of any  quannry of the mmal 
shares returned to the reserve. 
Arttcle 6 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares opened 
by  the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and, as 
soon as it 1s notified, shall mform each Member State of the 
extent to whtch the reserve has been used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 5 October 
1988, of the amount m the reserve after quantities have been 
returned thereto pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the reserve 
docs not exceed the balance a\atlable .wJ, 10 tl,;, t:nJ, >hali 
notify  the  amount  of that  balance  to  the  Member  State 
making the last drawmg. 
Article 7 
1.  The Member States shall take all measures necessary to 
ensure that additional shares drawn pursualll to Art1cle  3 
enable tmports to be charged without mtcrruption agamst 
their accumulated shares of the tanff quota. 
2.  The Member States shall ensure that importers of the 
products in  question have  free  access  to the quota shares 
allocated to them. 
3.  The Member States shall  charge the imports of the 
product concerned  agamst  their  shares  as  and  when  the 
products  are  entered  w1th  customs  authomies  for  free 
c1rculat1on. 
4.  The extent to wh1ch  a Member State has used up its 
share shall be determmed on the baSIS of the imports charged 
in  accordance w1th  paragraph 3. 
Artzcle 8 
At the Commisswn's request, the Member States shall mform 
it  of imports actually charged agamst the1r shares. 
Artzcle 9 
The Member States  and  the  CommissiOn  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that thts Regulation is comp!Jed with. 
Arttde 10 
This Regulation shall enter mto force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  m  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1987. 
For the Counczl 
The President 
N.  WILHJELM - 483  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4183/87 
of 22 December 1987 
opening,  allocating and providing for  the  administration of Community tariff quotas for 
prepared or preserved sardines falling within code No ex 1604 13 10 or ex 1604 20 50 of the 
combined nomenclature and originating in  Morocco (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishmg  the  European 
Economic  Commumty,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the CommissiOn, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the 
Community and the Kingdom of Morocco (  1 ), supplemented 
by  Council Regulation (EEC) No 3511/81 of 3 December 
1981  laying  down  the  arrangements  applicable  to  trade 
between  Greece  and  Morocco (2),  provides  that prepared 
and preserved sardmes falhng Within code No ex 1604 13  10 
or  ex 1604 20 50  of  the  combined  nomenclature  and 
originating  in  Morocco,  may  be  imported  into  the 
Community free of duty; whereas the detailed arrangements 
must  be  fixed  by  an  Exchange  of  Letters  between  the 
Community and the Kingdom of Morocco; whereas, since 
that  Exchange  of  Letters  has  not  yet  taken  place,  the 
Commumty  arrangements  which  were  applied  in  1987 
should be  renewed until 31  December 1988; whereas two 
Commumty  tariff quotas should  be  opened,  namely  one 
duty-free tariff quota of 14 000 tonnes and the other of 6 000 
tonnes at a rate of duty of 10%; whereas these tariff quotas 
are to apply from 1 January 1987 until either the conclusion 
of the  Exchange of Letters  provided  for  in  Article  19  of 
the Cooperation Agreement between the Community and the 
Kingdom  of  Morocco  or  until  Commumty  import 
arrangements for the products in question are apphed, but at 
the latest until 31  December 1988; 
Whereas, since a Protocol as provided for in Articles 179 and 
366 of the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal does not 
ex1st, the Community must adopt the measures referred to in 
Articles 180 and 367 of that Act; whereas the tariff measure 
concerned  will,  therefore,  apply  to  the  Commumty  as 
constituted on 31  December 1985; 
Whereas from 1 January 1988 the nomenclature used in the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must take account of that fact by 
(')  OJ No L 264, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
( 2 )  OJ No L 358, 3. 12. 1981, p. 1. 
mdicating  the  combmed  nomenclature  codes  and,  where 
appropriate,  the  Taric  code  numbers  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quotas should be 
ensured for all Commumty importers and the rates laid down 
for the quotas should be applied consistently to all imports of 
the products in question into all the Member States until the 
quotas  are  exhausted;  whereas,  in  the  hght  of  these 
principles, allocatiOn of the tariff quotas among the Member 
States would seem to preserve the Community nature of the 
quotas; whereas in order to correspond as closely as possible 
to the real trend of the market the allocation should reflect 
the requirements of the Member States based on statistics of 
imports  of  those  products  from  Morocco  during  a 
representative reference period and on the economic outlook 
for the quota penod in  question; 
Whereas dunng the last three years for wh1ch  statistics are 
ava1lable, imports of the products in question from Morocco 
into each of the Member States were as follows: 
(tonnes) 
Member States  1984  1985  1986 
Benelux  635  1 039  1012 
Denmark  - - -
Germany  2 814  3 278,2  3 313 
Greece  246 
I 
353  239 
France  8 622  8 747  8 328 
Ireland  70  135  108 
Italy  229  176  146 
Umted Kmgdom  2 346  2 790  2 399 
Whereas in the last three years the products in question were 
imported regularly only by certain Member States and not at 
all or  only occasionally by the other Member States; whereas, 
under these circumstances, in  the first phase, initial shares 
should be allocated to the genuine importing Member States 
and the other Member States should be guaranteed access to 
the benefit of the tariff quotas when imports actually take 
place in the latter; whereas these arrangements for allocation 
will  equally  ensure  the  uniform  levy  of  the  applicable 
duties; - 484  -
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Where  a~. in  v1ew of these factors and of the forecasts made 
by certam Member State~. the inmal percentage shares of the 
quota volumes can be expressed respectively as  follows: 
Member States  Order No  Orderl'o 
09.1101  09.1103 
Benelux  5,65  5,84 
Germany  41,09  34,85 
Greece  1,52  1,52 
France  22,79  33,66 
Ireland  1,33  0,97 
Italy  1,01  1,08 
Un1ted  Kmgdom  26,61  22,08 
Whereas, to allow for the trend of imports of the products 
concerned in the vanous Member States, each quota volume 
should be divided into two pam, the fmt being allocated 
among cerain Member States and the second held as a reserve 
to  CO\ er  any  subsequent  requirements  of those  Member 
States which have  used  up their initial  share and also  ~ny 
requirements which may arise in the other Member States; 
whereas, to afford importers in  each  Member State  some 
degree of certainty, an appropriate level for the f1rst  part of 
the Communit} quotas would, m the present Circumstances, 
be 77% of each quota volume; 
W'hereas the mmal shares of the Member States mav be used 
up at d1fferent rates; whereas, in order to avoid any break in 
the  connnmty  of supphes  on  th1s  account,  it  should  be 
provided that any Member State which has used up one of its 
initial  shares  should  draw  from  the  relevant  reserve 
quantmes correspondmg to its actual requirements, and so 
on as many times as the reserve allows; whereas this form of 
admm1stration  requires  close  coopertion  between  the 
Member States and the Commission and the latter mu~t be 
able  to  momtor  quota  utilization  rates  and  inform  the 
Member States accordingly; 
Whereas, if, at a gi\·en date in the quota period, a quantity of 
a Member State's minal share remams unused, it is essential 
that that Member State concerned should return a significant 
proportion thereof to the corresponding reserve to prevent 
part of a Community quota from remaining unused in one 
Member State when it  could be used in others; 
Whereas, smce the Kmgdom of Belgium, the Kmgdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of luxembourg are umted 
withm  and  JOintly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Umon, any operation relating to the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economiC umon may be carried 
out by  any of us members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS  REGULATIO:>:: 
Artzcle  1 
1.  From  1  January  1988  until  the  conclusion  of the 
Exchange  of  Letters  referred  to  in  Article  19  of  the 
Cooperation Agreement  between the Community and the 
Kingdom  of  Morocco  or  unnl  Commumty  Import 
arrangements are apphed, but at the latest unrll31 December 
1988,  the  customs  duty  applicable  to  1mports  into  the 
Community  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985 of the 
followmg  products  origmating  in  Morocco  shall  be 
suspended at the levels and wuhm the hmus of Community 
tariff quotas as shown below: 
Order No  CN code  Descnpnon 
Amount of quord  I  Quota duty 
(tonnes)  j  (%) 
1604  Prepared  or preserved  f1sh;  ca\lar and  caviar  substitutes  i 
I 
prepared  from  fish  eggs: 
09  1101  ex 1604 13  10  - sardmes, of the  spec~es Sardma pzlchardus  14 000  0 
ex 1604 20 50 
09.1103  ex 1604 13 10  - sardmes,  of the speCies  Sardma pzl.:hJ.rdus  6 000  10 
ex 1604 20 50 
Artzcle 2 
1.  The  tariff  quotas  referred  to  m  Article  1  shall  be 
2.  The first part of each quota shall be allocated among 
certain .Member States; the quota shares whiCh, subJeCt  to 
Article 5, shall be vahd until the end of the period specified m 
Article 1, shall be as folloY. s:  d1v1ded  mto two parts. - 485  -
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Member States  Order No  Order No 
09.1101  09.1103 
Benelux  615  270 
Germany  4 470  1610 
Greece  165  70 
France  2 480  1 555 
Ireland  145  45 
Italy  110  50 
United Kingdom  2 895  1020 
10 880  4 620 
3.  The secondpartofeachquota, 3 120 and 1 380 tonnes 
respectively, shall constitute the corresponding reserves. 
4.  If  the products in question are presented in Denmark 
supported  by  a  declaration of entry  into  free  circulation 
accepted  by  the  customs  authorities,  the  Member  State 
concerned shall, by way of notification to the Commission, 
draw a corresponding amount, under the conditions set out 
in Article 3. 
Arttcle 3 
If  a Member State has used its entire initial share as specified 
in Article 2 (2), or of that share less any portion returned to 
the reserve pursuant to Article 5, the following provisions 
shall apply. 
If an importer presents in a Member State a declaration of 
entry into free circulation, including a request for preferential 
benefit for a product covered by this Regulation and if this 
request is accepted by the customs authorities, the Member 
State concerned shall inform the Commission and draw an 
amount corresponding to its requirements from the reserve 
referred to in Article 2 (3). 
The  drawing  requests,  with  indication  of  the  date  of 
acceptance of the said declarations, must be transmitted to 
the Commission without delay. 
The drawings are granted by the Commission by reference to 
the date of acceptance of the declarations of entry into free 
circulation by the customs authorities of the Member State 
concerned  to  the  extent  that  the  available  balance  so 
permits. 
If  a Member State does not use the quantities drawn, it shall 
return them as soon as possible to the reserve. 
If the  quantities requested  are  greater than the  available 
balance of  the reserve, allocation shall be made on a pro rata 
basis with respect to the requests.  Member States shall be 
informed by the Commission in accordance with the same 
procedures. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 
shall  be  valid  until  the  end  of  the  period  specified  in 
Article 1. 
Article 5 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must return to 
the reserve the unused portion of  their initial share which, on 
15 September 1988, is in excess of 20% of  the initial volume. 
They may return a greater portion if there is reason to believe 
that it might not be used. 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must notify 
the  Commission  of the  total  quantities  of the  products 
concerned imported on or before 15 September 1988  and 
charged against the Community quotas and of  any portion of 
their initial  shares that they  are returning to each  of the 
reserves. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares drawn by 
Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform 
each Member State of.  the extent to which the reserves have 
been used up as soon as it has been notified. 
It shall inform the Member States not later than 5 October 
1988 of the state of  each of  the reserves following any return 
of quota shares pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts one of the 
reserves does not exceed the balance available and, to this 
end, shall notify the amount of that balance to the Member 
State making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure that additional drawings of shares pursuant to Article 
3 enable imports to be charged without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the Community tariff quotas. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of the 
products concerned have  free  access  to the  quota shares 
allocated to them. 
3.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
shares shall be determined on the basis of the imports of the - 486  -
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products concerned originating in Morocco and entered with 
the customs authonties for free  circulation. 
31.  12. 87 
Article 9 
1 he  Member States  and the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is comphed w1th. 
Artrcle 8 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform  it  of imports of the  products  concerned  actually 
charged against their quota shares. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
Th1s  Regulation  shall  be  bmding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1987. 
For the Councrl 
The Presrdent 
N.  WILHJELM EEC-TUNISIA  Co-operation The  Compilation of Texts pertaining to  ''Co-operation 
between the  European Economic  Community  and  the  Republic 
of Tunisia"  contains all the acts  adopted by  the various 
Co-operation Institutions pursuant to  the Agreement 
signed at Tunis  on  24 April  1976  as well  as  the  acts adopted 
by  the  EEC  concerning Tunisia. GENERAL  MATTERS 
1.  Co-operation  Agreement  and related texts No L  77/10 
- 491  -
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia concerning the import into the Community of preserved 
fruit salads originating in Tunisia (1987) 
Sir, 
With  a  view  to  implementing  the  55 %  reduction  in  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  duties 
provided  for  in  Article  19  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement  concluded  between  the  European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia, and following the clarifications exchanged 
concerning  the  conditions  governing  imports  into  the  Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads 
falling within subheadings 20.06  B II  a)  ex  9 and 20.06 B II  b) ex 9 of the Common Customs 
Tariff and originating in Tunisia, I have  the honour to  inform you that the Tunisian Govern-
ment undertakes  to  take  all  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that the  quantities  supplied  to  the 
Community from  1 January  to  31  December  1987  do  not exceed  100  tonnes. 
To this end the Tunisian Government declares  that all  exports  to  the Community of the said 
products will  be effected exclusively by exporters whose operations are controlled by the 'Office 
de  Commerce  de  Tunisie'  (funisian  Board  of Trade). 
The guarantees  relating  to  quantities  will  be  met in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed 
between  the  Tunisian  Board  of  Trade  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of  the 
Commission  of  the  European  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government  of 
the  Republic  of Tunisia 
19.  3.  87 19.  3.  87 
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Sir, 
I  have  the  honour  to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter  of  today  worded  as  follows : 
'With a view  to  implementing the  55 %  reduction  in  the  Common Customs Tariff duties 
provided for  in Article  19  of  the Cooperation Agreement concluded between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia,  and  following  the  clarifications 
exchanged concerning the conditions governing imports into the  Community of  preserved 
fruit  salads  falling  within  subheadings  20.06  B  II  a)  ex  9  and  20.06  B  II  b)  ex  9  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia, I have  the honour to  inform you  that 
the Tunisian Government undertakes to take  all  necessary measures to ensure that the quan-
tities supplied to the Community from  I January to  31  December 1987 do not exceed  100 
tonnes. 
To this end the Tunisian Government declares that all  exports to  the Community of the said 
products  will  be  effected  exclusively  by  exporters  whose  operations  are  controlled  by  the 
"Office  de  Commerce  de  Tunisie~ (funisian  Board  of  Trade). 
The guarantees relating to  quantities will  be  met in  accordance with the procedures agreed 
between  the  Tunisian  Board  of  Trade  and  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture  of  the 
Commission  of  the  European  Communities. 
I should be grateful if you would confirm  the agreement of  the Community with the fore-
going.' 
I am able to confirm the agreement of the Community with the foregoing and consequently to 
state that the 55 %  reduction in  the Common Customs Tariff duties will  apply from  I January 
to 31  December 1987 to the quantities of preserved fruit salads originating in Tunisia referred to 
in  your  letter. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
No L 77/11 - 493  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 28 September 1987 
concerning the conclusion of an Additional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia 
(871514/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havmg  regard  to  the  Treaty  establtshmg  the  European 
Economic  Commumty,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Havmg  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
CommissiOn (1 ), 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parhament (2), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  CooperatiOn 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic Community 
and the Republtc of Tunisia (  3), signed in T ums on 25 April 
1976, should be approved, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Arttcle 1 
The  Addmonal  Protocol  to  the  CooperatiOn  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Commumty  and  the 
('')OJ No C 104,21  4.1987, p. 23. 
( 2 )  Assent dell'ered on 16 September 1987 (not yet published m the 
Official Journal). 
( 3 )  OJ  No  L 265,27. 9.  1978, p.  2. 
Republic of Tunisia  IS  hereb~ approved  on  behalf of the 
Communtt). 
The text of the Protocol is  attached to this DeCisiOn. 
Arttcle 2 
The  Pre~Ident  of the  Council  shall  gl\e  the  nouficauon 
provided for in  Article 8 of the Protocol('). 
Artrcle 3 
Th~> Deci.,Ion  .,hall  take  effect  on  the  da'  followmg  Its 
publicatiOn  m  the  0/(tctul  Joumul  of  the  European 
Commumt1es 
Done at  Bru;~els, 28  September 1987. 
For th<'  Counct! 
The Presrdent 
B.  HAARDER 
( 4 i  The date of entr) mto force of the Protocol  \1 Ill be published In 
the  O~(zoul  }oumul of the Europc,m Communztes b' the General 
Secretanat of the Councd. - 494  -
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ADDITIOISAL PROTOCOL 
to the Cooperation Agreement bemeen the European Economic Communit~ and the Republic of 
Tunisia 
THE EUROPEA~  EC0:\0.\\IC C0.\1.\-!U~ITY. 
of the one part, and 
THE REPUBLIC OF TU~ISIA, 
of the other part. 
HAVI~G REG.\RD  to  the  Cooperanon  Agreement  bemeen  the  European  EconomiC  Communm  and  the 
Republic of Tums1a, "gned at Tun" on 25 April  19;'6, herem.IIter referred to as  the 'Agreement', 
CO~SIDERI:\G  that the Communm and Tums1a "1sh to strengthen snll further their relat10ns 10 order to take 
account of the ne\\ dtmensiOn created b~ the acces,on to the European Communn~es  of Spa10 and Portugal. on 1 
Januar)  1986, and that Art1cle 54  of the Agreement pro11des for the possibiiitl  of 1mpro1emenrs m  Its terms. 
CO:'\SIDERI:'\G  that certJIO  rules  should  be  foreseen  to enable Tumst.,·s traditional  export  trade \\lth  the 
Commumq to be ma10ta10ed. 
HA\ E  DECIDED to conclude a Protocol .1dapt10g cert.lln  pr011S10ns  of the .-\greement ..  md to thiS  end h.11e 
de>~gn.ued ·" their Plemrotentl.mes· 
THE COU:\CIL OF THE EUROPE.\:'\  C0.\1\Il:'\ITIE~-
THE  GOVER~\!E:\T  OF THE REPUBLIC OF TL:'\1~1.-\ 
'WHO, hai'Ing exchanged their Full  Powers, found 10  good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLO\X S: 
21.  10.  R-:-
Arttcle 1 
1.  Customs  duties  applicable  under  the  Agreement  to 
Imports  mto  the  Communit}  of  products  ongmanng  10 
TUniSia covered bv the Agreement and hsted m the Annex to 
this Protocol shall be phased out over the same penods and at 
the same rates as provtded m the Act of Accession of Spa10 
and Portugal m  respect of tmports mto the Communit)  as 
constituted on 31  December 1985 of the same products from 
Spa10  and  Portugal.  Th1s  provision  shall  be  apphed  m 
accordance  with  the  rules  here10after  set  out  10  this 
A  mel e. 
2.  Where  the  customs dut\  on  <1  product 11\ted  m  the 
Annex tS lo\\ er for Tunisia than for Sp.1m, Portugal or both. 
ph.1s10g our of the dut) shall commence once the dut~ on the 
same product from both Spam and Portugal has f.1llen bdo\\ 
that apph mg to Imports ongmat~ng m Tumsia. 
In the course of this phasing-our of customs duties and where 
the level of  customs duty in force for Spanish imports into the 
Communit}  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985  d1ffers 
from that for Portugal, products ong10atmg 10 Tunisia shall 
be subject to the higher of the two rates. 
3.  The proYISion of paragraphs I and 2  appl~ \\ ithin the 
hmns  and  the  spec1.1l  conditions  fore;een  for  the  tanff 
reductions  la1d  down  m  Amcles  19  and  21  of  the 
Agreement. 
4.  Customs duties on imports of products h'ted m  the 
Anne'l.  and  origmatmg  in  T  u111~1a  m  respect  of  \\ hiCh 
Commumt}  tanff quotas are  indicated  m  the s.1id  Anne'l. 
shall be  phased out \\ nhm the hnms of such quot.1s. 
Once the volume of imports of these products e'l.ceeds the 
quotas,  the  Communit)'  shall  appl}  the  customs  duues 
pre\ a1lmg under the Agreement. - 495  -
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5.  For the purposes of  phasing out customs duties for new 
potatoes falling within Common Customs Tariff subheading 
07.01 A II  ex a) originating in Tunisia, a reference quantity of 
2 600 tonnes is established. 
Should  the volume of imports  of this product exceed  the 
reference  quant1ty,  the Community,  having  regard  to  an 
annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, may 
make the product in question subject to a Community tariff 
quota as provided for m paragraph 4, the volume of which 
shall be equal to the reference quantity. 
6.  For the products listed in the Annex other than those 
mentioned  in  paragraphs  4  and  5, the  Community  may 
establish a reference quantity as provided for in paragraph 5 
if it discovers, in the light of the annual review of  trade flows 
which it shall carry out, that the volume of imports threatens 
to cause difficulties on the Community market. 
Arttcle 2 
1.  For 1990 and for each success1ve marketing year, the 
Community shall decide, on the basis of the statistical review 
and  analysis  referred  to in  paragraph 2, and takmg  into 
account  factors  relevant  to  the  objective  of maintaming 
traditional  trade  flows  in  the  context  of  enlargement, 
whether to adjust the entry price, referred to m Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1035/72,  for  fresh  oranges  falling  within 
Common  Customs  Tanff  subheading  08.02  ex  A  and 
originating in Tunisia, wtthin a quantitative limit of 28 000 
tonnes. 
2.  From 1987 onwards and at the end of each marketing 
year,  the  Commumty shall  carry  out,  on the basis  of a 
statistical  review,  an analysis of the situatiOn  for  oranges 
originatmg m Tunisia and exported to the Community. 
For this  same product, from  1989 onwards and for each 
subsequent year, the Community shall  draw up, together 
with Tunis1a, a forecast of productiOn and dehveries. 
3.  The possible adjustment provided for in paragraph 1 
refers to the sum to be deducted, in respect of customs duty, 
from the representative pnces recorded in the Community for 
the purpose of calculatmg the entry price of this product, 
within the limits set out in Article 152  (2)  (c) of the Act of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal. 
Article 3 
Article 20 of the Agreement 1s  replaced by  the following: 
'1.  Customs duties on imports into the Commumty of 
wine of  fresh grapes falling within heading No ex 22.05 of 
the Common Customs Tanff and originating in Tunisia, 
applicable at the time of entry into force of the Additional 
Protocol  dated  26  May 1987, shall  be  phased  out in 
accordance with the rules  set out in  Article  1 of that 
Protocol. 
This  prov1s1on  shall  apply  within  the  limit  of  a 
Community tariff quota of 160 000 hectolitres. 
For imports in excess of the quota, customs duties of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff for  the  said  wines  shall  be 
reduced by 80%. 
2.  The provisions of  paragraph 1 shall apply provided 
that the prices for import, into the Community, of wine 
origmating in  Tunisia, plus the customs duties actually 
levied, are not less at any given time than the Commumty 
reference  prices  or  the  prices  resulting  from  the 
application of the  spec1fic  provisions  of paragraphs 4 
and 5. 
3.  Wine of fresh grapes falling within headmg No ex 
22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff and origmating in 
Tumsia which is entitled to a designation of origin under 
Tunisian law, listed man Exchange of Letters concluded 
between the Contracting Parties and put up in containers 
holding two litres or less, shall be exempt from customs 
duties on  importation into  the Community within the 
limit of an  annual Community tariff quota of 50 000 
hectolitres. 
For the purposes of  applying this paragraph, Tums1a shall 
be respons1ble for verifymg the identity of the above wines 
in  accordance  with  its  national  rules;  all  the  wme 
concerned  shall  be  accompanied  by  a  certificate  of 
designation  of origin  issued  by  the  relevant  Tums1an 
authority, m accordance with the model g1ven m Annex D 
to this Agreement. 
The tariff exemption provided for in this paragraph shall 
apply once the Exchange of Letters referred to in the first 
subparagraph has been concluded followmg verification 
of  the  equivalence  of  Tunis1an  and  Commumty 
legislation with regard to wine entitled to a des1gnat1on of 
origin; it shall apply from the date fixed m that Exchange 
of Letters. 
4.  For wine of fresh grapes fallmg within heading No 
ex 22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff presented in 
containers of two litres or less and origmating in Tums1a, 
the fixed amount added to the price referred to in Arncle 
53  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  822/87 on the  common 
organization of the market in wine shall be phased out at 
the rate mdicated below within the hmit of an  annual 
volume of 10 000 hectolitres: 
- on the entry mto force of the Additonal Protocol the 
fixed  amount shall  be  reduced to 7 5%, 
- on 1 January 1988 the fixed amount shall be reduced 
to 62,5%, 
- on 1 January 1989 the fixed amount shall be reduced 
to 50%, 
- on 1 January 1990 the fixed amount shall be reduced 
to 37,5%, 
- on 1 January 1991 the fixed amount shall be reduced 
to 25%, 
- on 1 January 1992 the ftxed amount shall be reduced 
to 12,5%, 
- on 1 January 1993 the fixed amount shall be reduced 
to 0%. - 496  -
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5.  The Community may fix a special frontier price for 
wine of  fresh grapes falling withm heading No ex 22.05 of 
the Common Customs Tariff presented in containers of 
more than two litres if, for the marketing year current 
when  the  Additional  Protocol  enters  into  force,  it  is 
established on the basis of information available at the 
end of this current marketing year that there is a fall in the 
level  of  exports  of  these  wmes  to  the  Community 
compared  to  the  previous  marketing  year.  Th1s  latter 
marketing  year  shall  serve  as  a  reference  year.  For 
subsequent marketing years, the exports made shall  be 
compared to the reference year. 
Such special frontier price shall be fixed each year before 
the marketmg year and shall apply within the limit of an 
annual volume of 150 000 hectolitres. 
The  situation  shall  be  reviewed  before  1  January 
1990.' 
Article 4 
1 .  For each marketing year during the penod between the 
date of entry into force of this Protocol and 31  December 
1990, within the limit of a quanmy of 46 000 tonnes per 
marketing year, by  derogation from Article 16  (  1)  and (2) 
and Annex B of the Agreement, a spec1allevy shall be charged 
on imports of unprocessed olive oil falling within subheadmg 
15.07 A I a)  or b) of the Common Customs Tariff wholly 
obtained in Tunisia and transported d1rect from that country 
to the Commumty. This levy shall be equal to the difference 
between the threshold price f1xed in accordance with Articles 
4,  9  and  10  of  Regulation  No  136/66/EEC  and  the 
free-at-frontier price fixed m accordance with the procedure 
referred to m Article 38 of this Regulation. 
2.  When determining the free-at-frontier price referred to 
in  paragraph  1,  the  Commumty  shall  take  into 
consideration: 
- the price guaranteed by the Tunisian Government to Its 
producers, 
- the cost involved in transporting the olive oil cif to the 
Community frontier crossing point. 
Prices shall be adjusted to take account of any differences in 
quality by comparison with the designation or quality for 
which the threshold price was fixed. 
3.  Before 30 June 1990 the Community and Tunisia will, 
taking the Community's policy in  this sector into account, 
review  the arrangements to be  applied as from  1 January 
1991. 
Art1cle 5 
1.  AT  rade and Economic Cooperation Committee shall be 
set  up  for  the purpose of improving the operation of the 
institutional mechanisms of the Agreement. 
The committee shall facilitate: 
- the  regular  exchange  of  mformation  on  trade  and 
productiOn data and forecasts, 
- the regular exchange of information on the possibilities 
for cooperation in  areas covered by the Agreement. 
The  committee  shall  be  chaired  alternately  b)  a 
representative  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Commumties and a representative of Tunisia. 
2.  The Cooperation Council shall determine as soon as 
possible the composition of this committee and how it shall 
function,  in  accordance  with  Article  46  (.J)  of  the 
Agreement. It may also decide, where appropnate, upon the 
submission of reports to the Council by the committee. 
Art1cle 6 
From  1995  onwards  the  Community  and  Tums1a  shall 
examine  the  results  of  the  cooperation  between  the 
Contracting Parties in order to appraise the situation and the 
future  development  of their  relations  in  the  light  of the 
objectives defmed in the Agreement. 
Art1cle 7 
This Protocol shall form an mtegral pan of the Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European Economic  Commumty 
and the Republic of Tunisia.  · 
Article 8 
1.  Th1s Protocol shall be ratified, accepted or approved 
by the  Contracting Parries  in  accordance  with  their  own 
procedures; the Contracting Parries shall notify each other of 
the completion of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2.  Th1s Protocol shall enter mto force on the first dav of 
the month following that m wh1ch the notification provided 
for m paragraph 1 was given. 
Art1cle 9 
This Protocol shall be drawn up in duplicate in the Damsh, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese,  Spanish  and Arabic  languages,  each  of these 
texts being equally authentiC. 21.  10. 87 
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En fe  de lo cual, los plempotencianos abajo firmantes suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Til bekndtelse heraf har undertegnede befuldm~gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen  haben  die  unterzeichneten  Bevollmachngten  ihre  Unterschriften  unter dteses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
Et.:;  ni<:n:<OOll  TCllV  avrottpro, 01  U7tOy&ypa~~tVO! 1tA1lP&~OUOl01 t9&oav Tl£;  U7toypaqJt£;  TOU£;  OTO 
7tUp6v 7tPWTOKOAAO. 
In wttness whereof the understgned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Protocol. 
En  fot  de  quoi,  les  plenipotennaires sousstgnes  ont appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  m  plempotenzian  sottoscntti hanno  apposto  le  loro  firme  in  calce  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachngden hun handtekening onder dit Protocol hebben 
ge>teld. 
Em fe do que, os plenipotencianos abaixo assmados apuseram as suas assmaturas no fmal do presente 
Protocolo. 
~_,;  0~~~  ..:,r-_,.l,......o._),  ~_,  r.l-.i.;.  L--..J  1.-...:;L...-.:.1_, 
J~_,..::._,.,.....JI  l.l-A J--.i-1 
Hecho en Bruselas, el ventiseis de mayo de mil  novectentos ochenta y stete. 
Udf~rdtget i Bruxelles, den seksogtyvende maJ  mtten hundrede og syvogftrs. 
Geschehen zu  Brussel am sechsundzwanstgsten Mai neunzehnhundertstebenundachtzig. 
'Eytve ott.:;  Bpu~I':J-.J  .. &.:;,  on.:; EiKoot t~t Maiou xil..ta evvtaK6ota oyoovm &qJ<a. 
Done  at  Brussels  on the  twenty·sixth day  of May in  the  year one thousand nme  hundred  and 
etghty-seven. 
Fait a  Bruxelles, le  vingt-six mai mil neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Farro a Bruxelles, add! venttsei magg10 millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de zesentwinngste mei negentienhonderd zevenenrachng. 
Fetto em Bruxelas, em vmte e sets de Ma10 de mil  novecentos e oitenta e sere . 
._sl...... ~  ..:,-o  .;,--.-_r......ll_, IJ".>L--ll  ~  ,  J---S_,_,....  ~  ...1..r--> 
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Por el  Consejo de las Comunidades Europeas 
For RAdet for De Europziske Fzllesskaber 
Fur den Rat der Europiilschen Gememschaften 
r\a 'tO  l:u~J,I3ouA.\o 't(I)V Eupwna'iKcOV Kmvoti)twv 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le  Conse1l des Communautes europeennes 
Per il  Consiglio delle Comumta europee 
Voor de  Raad van  de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europeias. 
"-----.J..JJ  'II  ..._ '---...  _,.........JI  ..,..--l!-~ 
Por Ia  Republica de Ttinez 
For Den Tunesiske Republik 
Fur d1e tuneSISche  Republik 
na 'tTl  ~TIIJ.OKpatla t11c;  TUV110iac; 
For the Republic of Tunisia 
Pour Ia  Republique tunis1enne 
Per Ia  Repubblica di Tunisia 
V  oor de Republiek T unesie 
Pelo Republica da Tunisia 
..._ __  __,,.._·,_,.:;-11  ·;._,....)~'  .:.r-s 
--~" 
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ANNEX 
L1ve  horses, asses, mules and hinmes: 
A.  Horses: 
II.  For slaughter (a) 
Ill.  Other 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
A.  Potatoes: 
II.  New potatoes: 
ex a)  From 1 January to 15  May: 
Descr•pnon 
- From 1 January to 31  March (1) 
F.  Legummous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
I.  Peas: 
ex a)  From 1 September to 31  May: 
- From 1 October to 30 Apnl 
II.  Beans (Phaseolus spp.): 
ex a)  From 1 October to 30 June: 
- From  1 November to 30 Apnl 
No L 297/41 
G.  Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celenac, rad1shes and similar ed1ble roots: 
ex II.  Carrots and turmps: 
- Carrots, from  1 January to 31  March 
ex H. Omons, shallots and garhc: 
- Omons, from  15  February to 15  May 
ex L.  Arnchokes. 
- From  1 October to 31  December 
M. Tomatoes: 
ex I.  From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From  15  November to 30 Apnl 
S.  Sweet peppers 
Vegetables provisiOnally preserved in  bnne, m sulphur water or m other preservative solunons, but not 
specially prepared for 1mmed1ate consumption: 
B.  Capers 
Dried legummous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skmned or spht: 
A.  For sowmg: 
ex  I.  Peas  (mcludmg ch1ck  peas) and beans (Phaseolus spp.): 
-Peas 
ex III.  Orher: 
- Broad beans and horse beans 
Citrus fruit, fresh  or dried: 
ex A.  Oranges: 
-Fresh(') 
ex B.  Mandanm,  mcludmg  tangermes  and  satsumas;  clemennnes,  wilkmgs  or  other  similar  Citrus 
hybr1ds: 
-Fresh 
ex C.  Lemons: 
-Fresh 
(a}  Entry  under th1s  subheo~dmg lS sub1ect to cond1t1ons to be determmcd by the competent Authorltle'i of the Commumty. 
( 1 )  Referenc. quantity of 2 600 ronnes 
(')  W11hm  the hm11 of a Community ranff quota of 28 000 tonnes. No L 297142 
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Descnpnon 
Bernes, fresh· 
A.  Strawbernes: 
ex II.  From 1 August to 30 Apnl: 
- From 1 November to 31  March 
Other fruit, fresh: 
- Melons. from  1 November ro  31  Ma) 
Seeds. fruit and spores, of a kind used for  sowmg. 
E.  Other (a) 
Prepared or preserved hsh, mcludmg canar and ca' 1ar subsmures. 
E.  Tunny 
Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwiSe than by vmegar or acetiC  ac1d: 
A.  Mushrooms 
ex C.  Tomatoes: 
- Peeled toma;oes 
H.  Other, mcludmg mixtures 
- Carrots and mixtures 
-Other 
frUit otherw.se prepared or presened, whether or not contammg added sugar or spmt: 
B.  Other: 
II.  !'\ot contammg added >pmt: 
21.  10. 87 
a)  Contammg added sugar. m 1mmed1ate packmgs of a net capaCity of more than 1 kg. 
ex 7.  Peaches and apriCotS: 
- Apncots 
ex  9.  Mixtures of frmt: 
- FrUit  salad ( 
1
) 
c)  Not contaimng added sugar, m Immediate packmgs of a net capacity: 
1.  Of 4,5 kg or more: 
ex  a a)  Apncots: 
- Apncot halves 
- Apncot pulp (2) 
2.  Of less than 4,5 kg: 
ex bb)  Other fruits and mixtures of fruit. 
- Apncot halves, peach halves and nectanne halves 
(a)  Th1s  concession  IS  solely for  ~reds compl}mg wtrh  the  proviSions of the  D1recuves on the marketmg of ~eedllj. and  plants 
(1)  In  accordance with the  condltlons referred  to m An~ele 19 of the  Agreement. 
(l)  Wtthm the hmtt of the tanff quota referred n  m ArtiCle ll of the  AgreemenL 21.  10. 87 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Additional Protocol 
The Contracting Parties agree that, should the entry into force of the Addmonal Protocol not coincide 
with the start of the calendar year or, as the case may be, the seasonal year, the quantitative limits 
referred to in Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall be  applted on a pro rata bas1s. 
The Contracting Parties further agree that the chargmg agamst quantitative limits of Commumty 
imports of products origmating in Tunisia and subject to such limits under the Additwnal Protocol 
shall begin on 1 January of each year, except in respect of oranges, for wh1ch the date of 1 July shall 
apply, and olive ml, for wh1ch  the date of 1 November shall apply. 
Joint Declaration  by  the  Contracting Parties  concerning  new  potatoes  falling  within  Common 
Customs Tariff subheading 07.01 A II ex a) 
To avoid disturbance on the Community market, the Contracting Parties agree to meet withm an 
advisory working party to examine the Situation on the potato markets (state of harvests and supply 
situation) both in the Community importing countries and in the Mediterranean exporting countries. 
The members of this working party will be designated by the Governments of the main Mediterranean 
exportmg and Commumty importing countries. 
The working party, chaired by the Commission of the European Communities, would meet at least 
three times a year, in particular before sowing takes place m the exportmg countries and at the time of 
deliveries. 
These meetmgs would enable the mam Mediterranean potato-exporting countries to be  informed 
both of the receiving markets and of competing markets, and their purpose would be to draw up 
indicative  export timetables  des1gned  to  prevent  deliveries  bemg  concentrated  around  sensitive 
periods for the Community market. 
Declaration by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the definition of German 
nationality 
Every German person, within the meaning of the basic constitutwnallaw applying in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, is considered as a national of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Declaration by  the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany on the application of the 
Additional Protocol to Berlin 
The Additional Protqcol shall also apply to Land Berlin provided that no statement to the contrary by 
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is addressed to the other Contracting Parties 
within three months of the entry into force of the Protocol. - 502  -
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AGREEMENT 
in the fonn of an Exchange of Letters between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia amending the Agreement concerning certain wines origi-
nating in Tunisia and entitled to a  designation of origin 
Letter  No  1 
Brussels,  .....  . 
Sir, 
I have the honour to inform you that requirements are  met for the addition of wines bearing the 
designation of origin 'Coteaux d'Utique', originating in Tunisia, to the list of wines falling within 
the  zero-duty  tariff  quota  provided  for  in  the  Cooperation Agreement  between  the  European 
Economic  Community and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia. 
I should be grateful if you would kindly confirm your Government's agreement to  the contents 
of  this  letter. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
Letter  No  2 
Sir, 
On  behalf of the  Council 
of the  European  Communities 
Brussels,  .....  . 
I  have  the  honour  to  acknowledge  receipt  of  your  letter  of  today's  date  worded  as  follows: 
'I have the honour to inform you that requirements are met for the addition of wiJ;tes bearing 
the  designation  of  origin  'Coteaux  d'Utique',  originating  in  Tunisia,  to  the  list  of  wines 
falling within the zero-duty tariff quota provided for  in the Cooperation Agreement between 
the  European  Economic  Community and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia. 
I  should  be  grateful  if  you  would  kindly  confirm  your  Government's  agreement  to  the 
contents  of  this  letter'. 
I  hereby  confirm  my  Government's  consent  to  the  foregoing. 
Please  accept,  Sir,  the  assurance  of  my  highest  consideration. 
For  the  Government 
of the  Republic  of Tunisia 
2.  12.  87 GENERAL  MATTERS 
2.  Provisions  within  the  Community  relating 
to  the  Co-operation  Agreement - 505  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 759/87 
of 16  March  1987 
on  the  conclusion of the Agreement in  the  form  of an  Exchange of Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of  Tunisia 
concerning the import into the Community of preserved fruit salads originating 
in Tunisia (1987) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from  the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community and  the  Republic  of  Tuni-
sia(') was  signed on 25 April 1976 and entered into force 
on  1  November  1978 ; 
Whereas  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of an  Exchange  of 
Letters between the European Economic Community and 
the  Republic  of  Tunisia concerning the import into the 
Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in 
Tunisia  (1987)  should  be  approved, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of  Tunisia  concerning  the  import  into  the 
Community  of  preserved  fruit  salads  originating  in 
Tunisia  (1987)  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this RegulatiQn. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the  Agreement 
for  the  purpose  of  binding  the  Community. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the  day  follo-
wing its  publication in the  Official Journal of the Euro-
pean  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  March  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  265,  27.  9.  1978,  p.  2. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 506  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3618/87 
of 30  November 1987 
concerning the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an  Exchange of 
Letters  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of 
Tunisia  amending  the  Agreement  concerning  certain  wines  originating  in 
Tunisia and entitled to a  designation of origin 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard  to  the cooperation agreement between the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of 
Tunisia signed on 25 April 1976, and in particular Article 
20  (2)  and  (3)  thereof, 
Whereas,  by  Regulation  (EEq  No  2457/78 ('~  the 
Council  approved,  on  behalf  of  the  Community,  the 
Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  an~ the 
Republic of Tunisia concerning certain wines  originating 
in  Tunisia  and  entitled  to  a  designation  of  origin ; 
whereas that Agreement drew up a list of wines admitted 
free of import duty into the Community within an annual 
tariff  quota  of  50 000  hectolitres ; 
Whereas wines bearing the designation 'Coteaux d'Utique' 
have been recognized as entitled to  registered designation 
of origin (appellation  d'origine controlee) status pursuant 
to  Commission  Regulation  (EEq  No  997/81 ('),  as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEq No  1224/83 ('), 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  Exchange  of  Letters 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic of Tunisia amending the Agreement concerning 
certain  wines  originating  in  Tunisia  and  entitled  to  a 
designation of origin is hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the Agreement 
in  order  to  bind  the  Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  third  day 
following that of its publication in the Official Journal of 
the  European  Communities. 
It shall  apply  with  effect  from  1  November  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States.  ' 
Done  at  Brussels,  30  November  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 296,  21.  10.  1978,  p.  I. 
(")  OJ  No  L  106,  16.  4.  1981,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  134,  21.  5.  1983,  p.  I. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
N.  WILHJELM PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC - 509  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 17/87 
of 5 January 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
1HE COMMISSION  OF 1HE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
~onomic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal. 
Having regard  to  Council· Regulation (EEC)  No 1512/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic  of Tunisia and concerning the import 
into the Community of  bran  and sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia (11  and  in particular the second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1518/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagraph  of paragraph  3  of the exchange of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of 24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of an  exchange  of letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (31  and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas the Agreement in the form  of an exchange  of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of the levy  calculated in accordance 
with Article  2 of Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2744/75 
of 29  October 197  5 on the import and export system for 
products  processed from  cereals  and from  rice ("),  as  last 
'amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1588/86 (5),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this amount must be equal to  60 %  of 
the  average  of the variable  components  of  the levies  in 
force  during  ~e three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff during October, November and 
December  1986  have  been  taken  into consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED 1HIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set out in  the Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
_ This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 February 1987. 
This Regulation  shall  be binding in its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  5  January  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')OJ No  L 169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For the Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
(')  OJ No  L 281,  1.  11.  1975,  p.  65. 
(-')  OJ No  L  139,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  47. No  L 3/8 
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to cbe Commilaion Regulation of 5 January Ull7 fWng cbe 11111ount by which cbe variable 
component of cbe levy applicable to bran and ~harpe originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reducecl 
CCI' bnding No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
BCU/tonne 
47,55 
97;79 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (BBC)  No 20/87 
of 5  January 1987 
amending for the second time Regulation (BBC) No 3825/86 introducing a coun-
tervailing charge on clementines originating in Tunisia 
6.  1.  87 
TilE COMMISSION  OF TilE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  ;· 
duced  in  application  of  Article  25 of  that Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas,  if those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration, the countervailing charge on the import of 
clementines  originating  in  Tunisia  must  be  altered, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (BEq No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972 on common organization  of  the  market 
in fruit and vegetables (1),  as  last amended by  Regulation 
(BBq No 1351/86 (2), and in particular the second subpa-
ragraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EBq No  3825/86  of 
1  5  December  1986 (l),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(BBq No 4003/86 (''),  introduced a countervailing charge 
on  clementines  originating  in  Tunisia ; 
Whereas Article  26  (1)  of Regulation (EBq No 1035/72 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
HAS  AOOYI'ED TillS REGULATION : 
Article  I 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEq No 3825/86, '24,08 ECU' 
is  hereby  replaced  by  '40,48  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 6 January 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  direcdy applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5 January  1987. 
~ 
OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ No  L 355,  16.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
OJ No  L 370,  30.  12.  1986,  p.  84. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 512  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 561/87 
of 23  February 1.987 
laying down  special  measures  for imports of olive  oil originating in Tunisia 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  No  136/66/EEC of 
22  September  1966  on  the  establishment of  a  common 
organization  of  the  market  in  oils  and  fats ('),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1454/86 (2),  and  in 
particular  Article  36  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas the situation on the Community market is  such 
as  to  allow  a  limited  quantity of  olive  oil  originating in 
Tunisia  to  be  imported  in  coming  months  without  the 
risk  of  serious  disturbance ; 
Whereas  under Articles  97  and  295  of the  1985  Act of 
Accession,  preferential  arrangements, be  they contractual 
or autonomous, applied by the Community with regard to 
third  countries  in  the  olive  oil  sector,  do  not  apply  to 
Spain  or to  Portugal ; whereas  provision  should be  made 
for  measures  to  avoid  the possibility of olive  oil origina-
ting  in  Tunisia  being entered  for  consumption  in  Spain 
or  in  Portugal  whilst  benefiting  from  a  reduced  levy ; 
whereas  these  measures  should  be  specified  in  the 
detailed  rules  of  application  of  this  Regulation ; 
Whereas  provision  should  accordingly  be  made  for 
general  rules  for  the  issue  of import licences in order to 
guarantee equal access  to  that quota for importers of olive 
oil, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
I.  A special  levy of 5 ECU per I 00  kilograms shall be 
charged on  imports of olive oil which has not undergone 
any refining process, falling within subheadings 15.07 A I 
a)  and b)  of  the Common Customs Tariff,  obtained enti-
rely  in Tunisia and  transported directly therefrom  to  the 
Community as  constituted  on  31  December  1985. 
2.  The special levy shall apply to a maximum quantity 
of  I 0 000  tonnes  of  olive  oil  in  respect  of  imports  for 
(')  OJ  No  172,  30.  9.  1966,  p.  3025/66. 
(')  OJ  No  L  133,  21.  5.  1986,  p.  8. 
which an  application for the licence referred to in Article 
2 has been lodged within 30  days  from  the date of entry 
into  force  of  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
1.  In  order to  qualify for  the special levy referred to in 
Article  I, importers must submit an import licence appli-
cation to  the competent authorities of the Member States. 
That application  must be accompanied by  a copy of the 
purchase contract concluded with the Tunisian exporter. 
2.  Import  licence  applications  must  be  submitted  on 
Mondays  or Tuesdays  of each week.  Member States  shall 
notify  the  Commission,  on  Wednesdays,  of  the  data  in 
licence  applications  received. 
3.  Each  week  the Commission shall draw up a total of 
the quantities for which import licence applications have 
been submitted.  It  shall  authorize  the Member States  to 
issue licences until the quota is  exhausted ; where there is 
a risk of the quota being exhausted, the Commission shall 
authorize  the  Member States  to  issue  import licences  in 
proportion  to  the  quantity  available. 
Article  3 
The import licences referred to in Article 2 shall be valid 
for  90  days.  The  provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2041/75 (')  regarding  import  licences  without  advance 
fixing of the levy,  shall apply in  respect of  the securities 
and  the  period  for  issuing  the  licences. 
Article  4 
Detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  this  Regulation,  in 
particular those intended to avoid deflection of trade, shall 
be  adopted  in  accordance with  the  procedure  laid  down 
in  Article  38  of  Regulation  No  136/66/EEC. 
Article  5 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
(')OJ  No  L  213,  II. 8.  1975,  p.  I. No  L  57/8 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  February  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
P.  DE  KEERSMAEKER 
27.  2.  87 - 514  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 814/87 
of 20  March  1987 
laying down detailed rules for the application of the special measures for import 
of olive  oil originating in Tunisia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 561/87 of 
23  February  1987  laying  down  special  measures  for 
imports  of  olive  oil  originating  in  Tunisia('~  and  in 
particular  Article  4  thereof, 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  561/87  provides  for  the 
application of a reduced import levy on a certain quantity 
of olive oil originating in Tunisia ; whereas, under Article 
4 of that Regulation, measures  must be  adopted in  order 
to avoid  any deflection of  trade and, in particular, ensure 
that  the  levy  applicable  in  the  case  of  third countries  is 
charged if the oil  is  released for  consumption in Spain or 
Portugal; 
Whereas the quantity of oil  imported from  Tunisia must 
not exceed that specified in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 561/87; whereas, therefore, the tolerance provided for 
in Article 8 of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3183/80 
of  3 December 1980  laying down  common detailed rules 
for  the  application  of  the  system  of  import and  export 
licences  and  advance  fixing  certificates  for  agricultural 
products('),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3913/86 (3),  should  not  be  allowed; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Oils  and  Fats, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
I.  Member States  of  the  Community as  constituted  at 
31  December  1985  in  which  olive  oil  originating  in 
Tunisia is  released  for  free  circulation in accordance with 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  561/87  shall  introduce  a  control 
system  for  monitoring  the  oil  from  its  release  for  free 
(')  OJ  No  L 57,  27.  2.  1987,  p.  7. 
(')  OJ  No  L 338,  13.  12.  1980,  p.  !. 
(')  OJ  No  L 364,  23.  12.  1986,  p.  31. 
circulation  until  is  refined,  packed or exported from  the 
customs  territory  of  the  Community. 
2.  Where,  after  being  released  for  free  circulation  in 
accordance with  the provisions of  paragraph  1, the oil is 
consigned to  another Member State the document attest-
ing to  the  Community status  of  the goods  shall  include 
one  of  the  following  forms  of  wording : 
- Aceite  de  oliva  importado  de  Tunez  - Reglamento 
(CEE)  n•  561/87 
- Olivenolie indfsrt fra  Tunesien - Forordning (E0F) 
nr.  561/87 
- Olivenol,  eingefiihrt  aus  Tunesien  - Verordnung 
(EWG)  Nr.  561/87 
- Ef.m6A.aoo  etcrax3tv a1t6  tTJV  TtlVTJcrla  - Kavo-
vtcr!Jl>(;  (EOK) apt3.  561/87 
- Olive oil  imported from  Tunisia - Regulation (EEC) 
No  561/87 
- Huile  d'olive  importee  de  Tunisie  - Reglement 
(CEE)  n•  561/87 
- Olio d'oliva  importato  dalla  Tunisia - Regolamento 
(CEE)  n.  561/87 
- Olijfolie ingevoerd uit Tunesie - Verordening (EEG) 
nr  .. 561/87 
- Azeite  importado  da  Tunisia  - Regulamento  (CEE) 
n~ 561/87. 
3.  Notwithstanding  Article  8  (4)  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3183/80  the  quantity  released  for  free  circulation 
must not exceed that specified in boxes  10 and  11  of the 
import licence. A '0' shall accordingly be  entered in box 
22  of  the  said  licence. 
4.  Where olive oil for which the document, as  referred 
to  in  paragraph  2,  attesting  to  the  Community status  of 
the  goods  concerned,  is  released  for  consumption  in 
Spain  or  Portugal,  an  amount  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  minimum  levy  applicable  on  the  day  the 
declaration  of  release  for  consumption is  accepted and 5 
ECU/100 kilograms shall be charged in Spain or Portugal, 
as  the  case  may  be. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 21.  3.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  direcdy  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  20  March  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President 
No  L 79/41 - 516  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1006/87 
of 7 April 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEq No  1512/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange- of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic  of Tunisia and concerning the import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and  in  particular  the  second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of  24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of  the  exchange  of 
~etters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('), and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with Article  2  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2744/75 
of 29  October 1975 on the import and export system  for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and from  rice (''),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1588/86 (.!),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter; whereas  this amount must be  equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of the  variable  components of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  January,  February  and 
March  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPI'ED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76,  (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to  be  deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  1 May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7 April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(")  OJ  No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
(')  OJ No  L 281,  1.  11.  1975,  p.  65. 
(')  OJ No  L  139,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  47. 8.  4.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 7 April 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCI"  heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
49,97 
102,96 
No  L 94/25 - 518  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1101/87 
of 21  April  1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Tunisia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
froll)  a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU  below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save  in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and  the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 829/87 of  23 
March  1987  fixing  for  the  1987  marketing  year  the 
reference  prices  for  tomatoes (')  fixed  the  reference  price 
for  products of  class  I at  197,27  ECU  per 100  kilograms 
net  for  the  month  of  April  1987; 
Whereas  the  entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the quantities  from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas,  in  accordance  with  Article  3 (1)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2118/74 (4),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 3811/85 (5).  the prices to be taken into conside-
ration must be  recorded on the representative markets or, 
in  certain circumstances, on other markets ; whereas  it is 
necessary to  multiply tAe  prices with the coefficient fixed 
in the  first  indent of Article  1 (2)  of Regulation (EEC) No 
829/87; 
Whereas,  for  tomatoes  originating  in  Tunisia  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  tomatoes ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the  entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are  maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1)  of Regulation (EEC) 
No  1676/85 ('). 
- for  other  currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the spot  market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of 60,97  ECU  per 100  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  tomatoes  (subheading  07.01  M of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in  Tunisia. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 23 April1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  April  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  S.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L 80,  24.  3.  1987,  p.  12 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(<)  OJ No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
(ry  OJ No L  368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 5.  5.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1243/87 
of 4  May 1987 
abolishing  the countervailing charge on tomatoes originating in Tunisia 
No  L  117/15 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
the  conditions  specified  in  Article  26  (1)  of  Regulation 
(EEC) No 1035/72 are therefore fulfilled and the counter-
vailing  charge  on  imports  of  tomatoes  originating  in 
Tunisia  can  be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1101/87 (3) 
introduced a countervailing charge  on  tomatoes  origina-
ting  in Tunisia ; 
Whereas  for  these  products originating  in  Tunisia  there 
were  no prices for  six  consecutive working days ; whereas 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1101/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  5  May  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  4  May  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  106,  22.  4.  1987,  p.  28. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 5.  6.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No  1568/87 
of 4 June 1987 
amending Regulation (EEC)  No 2417/82  introducing retrospective Community 
surveillance  of  imports of certain  textile  products  originating  in  Tunisia  or 
Morocco 
No  L  145/45 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
originating  in  Tunisia  (categories  4,  7,  8  and  21)  or 
Morocco (category  2) ; whereas  it is  therefore appropriate 
to  amend  those  measures, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 288/82 of 
5  February  1982  on  common  rules  for  imports (1),  as 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1243/86 (2),  and  in 
particular  Articles  I 0  and  14  thereof, 
After  consulting  the  Committee  set  up  by  Article  5  of 
that  Regulations, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2417/82 (l) 
subjected imports of certain textile products originating in 
Tunisia or Morocco  to  retrospective  Community surveil-
lance; 
Whereas  the  reasons  for  the  introduction  of  those 
measures  no  longer apply  in  respect  of  certain  products 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  Annex  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2417/82  is  hereby 
replaced  by  the  Annex  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  4 June  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  35,  9.  2.  1982,  p.  !. 
(1)  OJ No  L  113,  30.  4.  1986,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  258,  4.  9.  1982,  p.  8. 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member  of the  Commission - 521  -
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ANNEX 
Cate- CCT  heading  No  NIMEXE  code  Description  Umts  Thud 
gory  (1987)  countnts 
2  55.09  55.09-03,  04,  05,  06,  07,  Woven  fabrics  of  cotton,  other  than  gauze,  tonnes  Tunisia 
08, 09, 10,  II, 12,  13,  14,  terry fabrics, narrow woven  fabrics, pile fabrics, 
15,  16,  17, 19, 21, 29, 32,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and  other  net fabrics 
34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 49, 
51, 52,  53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 
59, 61,  63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 
68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 
84, 85,  87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 
92,  93,  98,  99 
6  61.01  61.01-62,  64,  66,  72,  74,  Men's  or boys'  woven  breeches,  shorts  other  I 000 pieces  Tunisia 
B V  d)  I  76  than swimwear and trousers (including slacks);  Morocco 
2  women's or §iris' woven  trousers and slacks, of 
3  wool,  of  cotton  or  of  man-made  fibres 
e)  I 
2 
3 
61.02  61.02-66,  68,  72 
B  II  e)  6  aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
7  60.05  60.05-22,  23,  24,  25  Women's  or  girls'  blouses,  shirts  and  shirt- I 000 pieces  Morocco 
A  II  b)  4  aa)  22  blouses,  whether or not  knitted  or crocheted, 
33  of  wool,  cotton  or  man-made  fibres 
44 
55 
61.02  61.02-78,  82,  85 
B  II  e)  7  bb) 
cc) 
ee) 
8  61.03  61.03-11,  15,  18  Men's  or  boys  shirts,  other  than  knitted  or  I 000 pieces  Morocco 
AI  crocl-,eted, of wool, cotton or man-made fibres 
II 
IV 
26  60.05  60.05-46,  47,  48,  49  Women's or girls' dresses, of wool, of cotton or  I 000 pieces  Morocco 
A II b)4cc) II  man-made  fibres 
22 
33 
44 
61.02  61.02-48,  52,  53,  54 
B lle)4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
ee) - 522  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1632/87 
of 11  June 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on apricots originating in Tunisia 
TiiB COMMISSION  OF TiiB EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25 (I) of Regulation (EEC)  No 1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from a third country remains at least 0,6  ECU below the 
reference  price for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the reference  price and the arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 932/87 of 31 
March  1987  fixing  for  the  1987  marketing  year  the 
reference  prices  for  apricots (3)  fixed  the  reference  price 
for products of class I for the period 1 to  10 June 1987 at 
106,26  ECU  per 100  kilograms  net; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given exporting country is 
equal  to  the lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least 30 %  of the quantities from  the  exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which  prices are  available  less  the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74 (•),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3811/85 (.!),  the  prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas,  for  apricots  originating  in  Tunisia  the  entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  apricots ; 
Whereas,  if  the system  is  to  operate  normally,  the entry 
price  should be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %, a rate  of  exchange  based  on their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last paragraph of Article 3 (1) of Regulation (EEC) 
No  167.6/85 ('), 
- for  otlier  currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean of  the spot market rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given period in rela-
tion  to  the Community currencies referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of  4,22  ECU  per  1  00  kilograms 
net  is  applied  to  apricots  (subheading  08.07  A  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff)  originating  in Tunisia. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 13 June 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  11  June  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  1. 
~ 
OJ No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
OJ No  L 89,  1.  4.  1987,  p.  41. 
OJ No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  1. No L  164/20 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1748/87 
of 23  June 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on apricots originating in Tunisia 
24.  6.  87 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
conditions specified in Article 26 (1)  of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72 are  therefore fulfilled  and the countervailing 
charge on  imports of  apricots originating in Tunisia can 
be  abolished, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1351/86 (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1632/87 (l) 
introduced a countervailing charge on apricots originating 
in  Tunisia; 
Whereas for apricots originating in Tunisia there were no 
prices  for  six  consecutive  working  days ;  whereas  the 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1632/87  is  hereby  repealed. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 24 June 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and directly  ap'plicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  June  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  liS, 20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  119,  8.  5.  1986,  p.  46. 
(')  OJ  No  L  152,  12.  6.  1987,p.  19. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice· President - 524  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 1878/87 
of 2.9  June  1.987 
laying down special measures for imports of olive  oil originating in Tunisia 
THE COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  No  136/66/EEC of 
22  September  1966  on  the  establishment of  a common 
organization  of  the  market  in  oils  and  fats  ('~  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1454/86 (2),  and  in 
particular Article  36  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas the negotiating Directives on the Mediterranean 
policy  of  the  enlarged  Community  approved  by  the 
Council on  21  October 1986  made  provision  to  facilitate 
the disposal  on  the  Community market of a quantity of 
46 000  tonnes  of  olive  oil  originating  in  Tunisia  per 
marketing  year ; 
Whereas the situation on the Community market is  such 
as  to  allow  a limited quantity of  olive  oil  originating in 
Tunisia  to  be  imported  in  coming months without  the 
risk  of serious disturbance, provided that the importation 
takes place before the end of the 1986/87 marketing year; 
Whereas pursuant to Articles 97 and 295 of the 1985 Act 
of  Accession,  preferential  arrangements, be they contrac-
tual  or  autonomous,  applied  by  the  Community  with 
regard  to  third  countries  in  the  olive  oil  sector,  do  not 
apply to  Spain  or to  Portugal ; whereas  provision  should 
be  made for  measures to  avoid  the possibility of olive  oil 
originating in Tunisia being entered for  consumption in 
Spain  or  in  Portugal  whilst  benefiting  from  a  reduced 
levy ; whereas  these  measures  should be  specified  in  the 
detailed  rules  of  application  of  this  Regulation ; 
Whereas  provision  should  accordingly  be  made  for 
general rules  for  the issue  of  import licences in order to 
guarantee equal access to that quota for  importers of olive 
oil, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  A special  levy, whose  level  shall  be  fixed  in  accor-
dance with  the procedure laid down  in Article 4, shall be 
(')  OJ  No  172,  30.  9.  1966,  p.  3025/66. 
(")  OJ  No  L  133,  21.  5.  1986,  p.  8. 
charged on imports of olive oil which has  not undergone 
any refining process, falling within subheadings 15.07 A I 
a)  and  b)  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  obtained 
entirely in  Tunisia and  transported directly  therefrom  to 
the  Community  as  constituted  on  31  December  1985. 
The level  of  this levy may not be less than 15 nor greater 
than  29  ECU  per  100  kilo~mmes. 
2.  The  special  levy  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  shall 
apply to  a maximum quantity of  30 000  tonnes of  olive 
oil  in  respect of imports for  which an  application for  the 
licence referred to in Article 2 has been lodged within 30 
days from  the date of entry into force of this Regulation. 
Article  2 
1.  In order to qualify for  the special levy referred to  in 
Article  1, importers must submit an import licence appli-
cation to the competent authorities of the Member States. 
That application  must be accompanied by  a copy of  the 
purchase contract concluded with the Tunisian exporter. 
2. .  Import  licence  applications  must  be  submitted  on 
Mondays  or Tuesdays of each  week.  Member States  shall 
notify  the  Commission,  on  Wednesdays,  of  the  data  in 
licence  applications  received. 
3.  Each week the Commission shall draw  up a total of 
the quantities for which import licences applications have 
been submitted.  It shall  authorize  the  Member  States  to 
issue licences until the quota is exhausted ; where there is 
a risk of the quota being exhausted, the Commission shall 
authorize  the Member States  to  issue  import licences  in 
proportion  to  the  quantity  available. 
Article 3 
The import licences referred to in Article 2 shall be valid 
for  90  days ;  however,  their  validity  shall  not  continue 
after  31  October  1987. 
The  provisions  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2041/75 of 25 July 1975 on special detailed rules for  the 
application  of  the  system  of  import and export  licences - 525  -
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and advance  fixing  certificates for  oils  and fats  ('~ as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3252/86 (2),  regarding 
import licences without advance  fixing  of  the levy,  shall 
apply  in  respect  of  the  securities  and  the  period  for 
issuing  the  licences. 
Article  4 
Detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  this  Regulation,  in 
particular those intended to avoid deflection of trade, shall 
be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down 
in  Article  38  of  Regulation  No  136/66/EEC. 
Article  5 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  29  June  1987. 
(')OJ No  L 213,  II. 8.  1975,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L 302,  28.  10.  1986,  p.  8. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  TINDEMANS - 526  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1993/87 
of 7 July 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
.\greement between the European  Economic Community 
and  the  Republic  of Tunisia  and concerning the  import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and in  particular  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of  24  June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the  import into  the  Community of  bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  suqparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the exchange  of 
letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of 24  June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European  Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of  Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('),  and in  particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the  Agreement in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters annexed to Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated  in  accordance 
with Article  2 of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1906/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products processed from  cereals  and from  rice (')  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas  this  amount must be equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  April,  May  and  June 
1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to  be  deducted from 
the  variable  component· applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  7  July  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
(')  OJ  No  L 169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No  L  182,  3.  7.  1987. 8.  7.  87 
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ANNEX 
to  the Commission Regulation of 7 July 1987  fixing  the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be reduced 
CCT  heading  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
52,14 
107,62 
No  L 188/23 - 528  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 2048/87 
of 10  July 1987 
laying down detailed rules for the application of the special measures for import 
of olive oil originating in Tunisia 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNIDES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1878/87 
of 29 June 1987 laying down special measures for imports 
of  olive  oil  originating  in  Tunisia ('),  and  in  particular 
Articles  1 and  4  thereof, 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1878/87 provides  for  the 
application of a reduced import levy on a certain quantity 
of olive oil originating in Tunisia ; whereas, under Article 
1 of  that  Regulation,  the  import  levy  applicable  to  that 
quantity must be fixed  at a level  that takes  into account 
the prevailing market situation ; whereas  the import levy 
should be  fixed  at  the level  set out hereunder ; whereas, 
under  Article  4  of  that  Regulation,  measures  must  be 
adopted in order to avoid  any deflection of trade  and, in 
particular,  ensure  that the  levy  applicable  in  the case  of 
third  countries  is  charged  if  the  oil  is  released  for 
consumption  in  Spain  or  Portugal ; 
Whereas the quantity of oil imported from  Tunisia must 
not exceed that specified in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1878/87; whereas  , therefore,  the tolerance  provided 
for  in  Article  8  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3183/80  of  3  December  1980  laying  down  common 
detailed rules  for  the application of the system of import 
and  export  licences  and  advance  fixing  certificates  for 
agricultural  products ('),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3913/86 (l),  should  not  be  allowed ; 
Whereas  the  Management  Committee  for  Oils  and  Fats 
has  not delivered an opinion within the time limit set by 
its  chairman, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  import  levy  referred  to  i.;t  Article  1  of  Regulation 
(EEC) No 1878/87 shall be 16 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article  2 
1.  Member States  of  the Community as  constituted at 
31  December  1985  in  which  olive  oil  originating  in 
Tunisia is  released for  free  circulation in accordance with 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1878/87 shall  introduce  a control 
system which requires that, in cases where olive oil which 
falls  under  subheadings  15.07  A  I  a)  and  b)  of  the 
(')  OJ  No  L  179,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L 338,  13.  12.  1980,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L 364,  23.  12.  1986,  p.  31. 
Common  Customs  Tariff  and  which  is  contained  in 
vessels of a net capacity greater than five  litres, or in bulk, 
is  exported  to  Spain or to  Portugal  from  the territory of 
those  Member  States,  the  ope,rator  must  demonstrate  to 
the  satisfaction  of  those  Member  States  that  the  oil 
concerned  is  not  of  Tunisian  origin.  That  requirement 
shall  apply  until  30  June  1988,  without  prejudice  of 
application  of  paragraph  2. 
2.  Where,  after  being  released  for  free  circulation  in 
accordance with the provisions of  paragraph  1,  the oil  is 
consigned  to  another  Member  State  the  document 
attesting  to  the  Community  status  of  the  goods  shall 
inclpde  one  of  the  following  forms  of  wording : 
- Aceite  de  oliva  importado  de  Tiinez  - Reglamento 
(CEE)  n•  1878/87 
- Olivenolie indfert fra  Tunesien - Forordning (E0F) 
nr.  1878/87 
- Olivenol,  eingefiihrt  aus  Tunesien  - Verordnung 
(EWG)  Nr.  1878/87 
- EA.at6/..aoo  ttGa.x~tv a.1t6  TIJV  TUVTJGia.  - Ka.vo-
Vl.G!J.6c;  (EOK)  apt~. 1878/87 
~  Olive oil  imported from Tunisia - Regulation (EEC) 
No  1878/87 
- Huile  d'olive  importee  de  Tunisie  - Reglement 
(CEE)  n•  1878/87 
-Olio d'oliva  importato dalla Tunisia- Regolamento 
n.  1878/87 
- Olijfolie ingevoerd uit Tunesie - Verordening (EEG) 
nr.  1878/87 
- Azeite  importado  da  Tunisia - Regulamento  (CEE) 
n~ 1878/87. 
3.  Notwithstanding  Article  8  (4)  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3183/80  the  quantity  released  for  free  circulation 
must not exceed that specified in  boxes  10  and  11  of the 
import licence. A '0' shall  accordingly be  entered in b_ox 
22  of  the  said  licence. 
4.  Where olive oil for which the document, as  referred 
to  in  paragraph  2,  attesting to  the Community status  of 
the  goods  concerned,  is  released  for  consumption  in 
Spain  or  Portugal,  an  amount  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  minimum  levy  applicable  on  the  day  the 
declaration of release for consumption is accepted and 16 
ECU/100 kilograms shall be charged in Spain or Portugal, 
as  the  case  may  be. 
Article  3 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. II. 7.  87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  10  July  1987. 
For  the  Commi.rsion 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
No  L  192/21 - 530  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3064/87 
of 13  October 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No 1512/76 
of  24  June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic  of  Tunisia and concerning the  import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and  in particular the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No 1518/76 
of 24  June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the Community of  bran  and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  paragraph  3  of  the exchange  of 
letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1525/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in  the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco ('),  and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of the  exchange  of  letters, 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange of 
letters  annexed to  Regulations (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the  levy  calculated  in accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No 1906/87 
of  3  July  1987  on  the  import  and  export  system  for 
products processed from  cereals and from  rice (")  is  to be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter ; whereas this amount must be  equal to 60 %  of 
the  average  of  the  variable  components of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during  which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products  falling  within  subheading  23.02  A  II  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  during  July,  August  and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No 1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC)  No 1525/76 to be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out  in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  November 
1987. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  13  October  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ  No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(')  OJ  No L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  53. 
(4)  OJ  No L  182,  3.  7.  1987. 14.  10.  87 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 13 October 1987-fixing the amount by which the variable 
component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia must be  reduced 
CCI"  headtng  No 
23.02  A  II  a) 
23.02  A  II  b) 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
No  L 290/15 - 532  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3159/87 
of 19  October 1987 
laying down special measures for imports of olive oil originating in Tunisia 
THE  COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishitig  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard  to Council Regulation  No 136/66/EEC of 
22  September  1966  on  the  establishment  of  a common 
organization  of  the  market  in  oils  and  fats  ('~  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1915/87 ('),  and  in 
particular  Article  36  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas the negotiating directives  on  the Mediterranean 
policy  of  the  enlarged  Community  approved  by  the 
Council on  21  October 1986  made provision to  facilitate 
the disposal  on the Community market of a quantity of 
46 000  toi:mes  of  olive  oil  originating  in  Tunisia  per 
marketing  year ; 
Whereas the situation on the Community market is such 
as  to  allow  a limited quantity of  olive  oil  originating in 
Tunisia  to  be  imported  in  coming  months without  the 
risk  of  serious  disturbance ; 
Whereas  under Articles  97  and  295  of the  1985  Act  of 
Accession,  prefer~ntial arrangements, be  they contractual 
or autonomous, applied by the Community with regard to 
third  countries  in  the  olive  oil  sector,  do  not  apply  to 
Spain  or to  Portugal ; whereas  provision  should be  made 
for  measures  to avoid  the  possibility of olive oil  origina-
ting in Tunisia being entered for  consumption in Spain 
or  in  Portugal  whilst  benefiting  from  a  reduced  levy ; 
whereas  these  measures  should  be  specified  in  the 
detailed  rules  of  application  of  this  Regulation ; 
Whereas  provision  should  accordingly  be  made  for 
general rules  for  the issue  of import licences  in order to 
guarantee equal access to that quota for importers of olive 
oil, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  A special  levy,  whose  level  shall  be  fixed  in accor-
dance with the procedure laid down  in Article 4, shall be 
charged on imports of olive oil which has  not undergone 
any refining process, falling within subheadings 15.07 A I 
a)  and b) of the Common Customs Tariff, obtained enti-
rely in Tunisia and transported directly  therefrom to  the 
Community as  constituted  on  31  December  1985.  The 
level of this levy may not be less than 15 ECU nor greater 
than  29  ECU  per  100  kilogrammes. 
(')OJ No '172,  30.  9.  1966,  p.  3025/66. 
(2)  OJ  No  L  183,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  7. 
2.  The  special  levy  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  shall 
apply to a maximum quantity of 6 000  tonnes of olive oil 
in  respect  of  imports  for  which  an  application  for  the 
licence referred to in Article 2 has  been lodged within 30 
days from the date of entry into force of this Regulation. 
Article  2 
1.  In order to qualify for  the special levy referred to in 
Article 1, importers must submit an  import licence appli-
cation to the competent authorities of the Member States. 
That application  must be accompanied by  a copy of  the 
purchase contract concluded with the Tunisian exporter. 
2.  Import  licence  applications  must  be  submitted  on 
Mondays  or Tuesdays  of  each week.  Member States  shall 
notify  the  Commission,  on  Wednesdays,  of  the  data  in 
licence  applications  received. 
3.  Each week  the Commission shall draw up a total of 
the quantities for  which import licence applications have 
been  submitted. It shall  authorize  the  Member States  to 
issue licences until the quota is exhausted ; where there is 
a risk of the quota being exhausted, the Commission shall 
authorize  the Member States  to  issue  import licences  in 
proportion  to  the  quantity  available. 
Article 3 
The import licences referred to in Article 2 shall be valid 
fol'  90  days. 
The  provisions  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2041/75 of 25 July 1975 on special detailed rules  for  the 
application of the system  of  import and export licences 
and advance  fixing  certificates  for  oils  and  fats (l)  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3252/86 (4)  regarding 
import licences without advance  fixing  of  the  levy,  shall 
apply  in  respect  of  the  securities  and  the  period  for 
issuing  the  licences. 
Article  4 
Detailed  rules  for  the application  of  this  Regulation,  in 
particular those intended to avoid deflection of trade, shall 
be  adopted  in  accordance with  the  procedure laid  down 
in  Article  38  of  Regulation  No  136/66/EEC. 
Article  5 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities.  · 
(')OJ No  L 213,  11.  8.  1975,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ  No  L 302,  28.  10.  1986,  p.  8. No  L  301/6 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  14  October  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  T0RNlES 
24.  10.  87 - 534  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3170/87 
of 23  October 1987 
laying down detailed rules for the application of the special measures for import 
of olive oil originating in Tunisia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No 3159/87 
of  I9  October  1987  laying  down  special  measures  for 
imports of olive oil originating in Tunisia('), and in  parti-
cular  Articles  1  and  4  thereof, 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3159/87 provides  for  the 
application of a reduced import levy on a certain quantity 
of olive oil originating in Tunisia ; whereas, under Article 
l  of  that  Regulation,  the  import levy  applicable  to  that 
quantity must be  fixed  at a level  that takes  into account 
the  prevailing market situation ; whereas the  import levy 
should  be  fixed  at  the  level  set  out  hereunder ; 
Whereas, pursuant to  Article 4 of Council Regulation No 
136/66/EEC  (~.  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
1915/87 ('),  a  threshold  price  must  be  fixed  from  l 
November  for  the  1987/88  marketing  year;  whereas  a 
provision should therefore be adopted whereby the special 
levy  must be  adjusted  to  take  account of  possible  future 
changes in the  threshold price ; whereas, under Article 4 
of that Regulation, measures must be  adopted in order to 
avoid  any  deflection  of  trade  and,  in  particular,  ensure 
that the  levy  applicable  in  the case  of  third  countries  is 
charged if the oil  is  released for consumption in Spain or 
Portugal; 
Whereas the quantity of  oil  imported from  Tunisia must 
not exceed that specified in Article  I of Regulation (EEC) 
No  3159/87 ; whereas,  therefore,  the  tolerance  provided 
for  in  Article  8  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3183/80  of  3  December  1980  laying  down  common 
detailed rules  for  the application of the system of  import 
and  export  licences  and  advance  fixing  certificates  for 
agricultural  products ('),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2082/87 (5),  should  not  be  allowed ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in  accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Management 
Committee  for  Oils  and  Fats, 
(')  See  page  5  of  this  Official  Journal. 
(')OJ  No  172,  30.  9.  1966,  p.  3025/66. 
(')  OJ  No  L  183,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  7. 
(')  OJ  No  L  338,  13  12.  !980,  p.  I. 
(1  OJ  No  L  195,16. 7.1987, p.  II. 
HAS ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  import  levy  referred  to  in  Article  1  of  Regulation 
(EEC) No 3159/87 shall be  16 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
However,  for  oil  released  for  free  circulation  from  l 
November 1987, the levy shall be adjusted in the light of 
the  changes,  if  any,  in  the  threshold  price. 
Article  2 
1.  Member States of  the Community, as  constituted at 
31  December  1985,  in  which  olive  oil  originating  in 
Tunisia is  released for  free  circulation in accordance with 
Regulation  (EEC)  No 3!59/87 shall  introduce  a  control 
system which requires that, in  cases where olive oil which 
falls  within  subheadings  15.07  A  I  a)  and  b)  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  and  which  is  contained  in 
vessels of a net capacity greater than five  litres, or in bulk, 
is  exported to  Spain  or to  Portugal  from  the territory  of 
those  Member  States,  the  operator  must  demonstrate  to 
the  satisfaction  of  those  Member  States  that  the  oil 
concerned  is  not  of  Tunisian  origin.  That  requirement 
shall  apply  until  31  August  !988, without  prejudice  to 
application  of  paragraph  2. 
2.  Where,  after  being  released  for  free  circulation  in 
accordance with  the provisions of  paragraph  I,  the oil  is 
consigned to another Member State  the  document attes-
ting to  the Community status of the goods shall  include 
one  of  the  following  forms  of  wording : 
- Aceite  de  oliva  importado  de  Tunez - Reglamento 
(CEE)  n•  3159/87 
- Olivenolie  indf111rt  fra  Tunesien - Forordning (E0F) 
nr.  3159/87 
- Olivenol,  eingefiihrt  aus  Tunesien  - Verordnung 
(EWG)  Nr.  3159/87 
- E/..m6A.aoo  Etoax3l:v  o.n6  TIJV  TuVf1o(o.  - Ko.vo-
vto!l6~ (EOK)  o.pt3.  3159/87 
- Olive oil  imported from  Tunisia - Regulation (EEC) 
No  3159/87 
- Huile  d'olive  importee  de  Tunisie  - Reglement 
(CEE)  n•  3159/87 
- Olio d'oliva  importato dalla Tunisia- Regolamento 
(CEE)  n.  3159/87 
- Olijfolie  ingevoerd uit Tunesie - Verordening (EEG) 
nr.  3159/87 
- Azeite  importado  da  Tunisia  - Regulamento  (CEE) 
n?  3159/87. - 535  -
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3.  Notwithstanding  Article  8  (4)  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  3183/80  the  quantity  released  for  free  circulation 
must not exceed that specified in boxes  10  and II of the 
import licence. A '0' shall accordingly be entered in  box 
22  of  the  said  licence. 
4.  Where olive oil  for  whtch the document, as  referred 
to  in  paragraph  2,  attesting  to  the  Community status  of 
the  goods  concerned,  is  released  for  consumption  in 
Spain  or  Portugal,  an  amount  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  minimum  levy  applicable  on  the  day  the 
declaration of release for consumption is  accepted and the 
amount applicable  pursuant to  Article  I  of  this  Regula-
tion  shall  be charged. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  23  October  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 536  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3463/87 
of 17  November 1987 
laying down general  rules  for imports of olive  oil originating in Tunisia 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Article  4  of  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Tunisia ('), signed on 26 
May  1987,  provides  that  for  each  marketing year  during 
the  period  between  the  date  of  entry  into  force  of  this 
Protocol  and  31  December  1990,  within  the  limit  of  a 
quantity of  46 000  tonnes  per  marketing year,  a  special 
levy  should  be  charged  on  untreated  olive  oil  falling 
within  subheadings  15.07  A  I  a)  or b)  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff  wholly  obtained  in  Tunisia  and  trans-
ported  direct  from  that  country  to  the  Community ; 
Whereas, in the light of the present situation and outlook 
as  regards supplies of olive oil on the Community market, 
that  quantity  can  be  disposed  of  without  any  risk  of 
market disruption, provided that imports are  not concen-
trated  within  a  limited  period  each  year ;  whereas  it  is 
advisable to provide that import licences should be issued 
at a monthly rate to be determined, without this situation 
being able  to  jeopardize the offer  made by the  Commu-
nity to Tunisia to  export the abovementioned quantity of 
olive  oil  to  the  Community ; 
Whereas,  in  order  to  ensure  that  the  quota  system  is 
applied correctly, the Commission should be  responsible 
for  its  administration ; 
Whereas,  by  virtue  of Articles  97  and  295  of  the Act  of 
Accession  of Spain and Portugal, preferential, contractual 
or autonomous arrangements applied by the Community 
with  regard  to  third  countries  in  the  olive  oil  sector do 
not apply to Spain or Portugal ; whereas  measures should 
therefore be  provided for  to  prevent olive  oil  originating 
in  Tunisia from  being released for  consu'?ption in  Spain 
or Portugal  after  qualifying  for  a  reduced  levy ; whereas 
those  measures  should  be  specified  in  the detailed  rules 
for  the  application  of  this  Regulation, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
Untreated olive oil falling within subheadings 15.07 A I a) 
and  b)  of  the Common Customs Tariff,  wholly obtained 
in Tunisia and transported direct from that country to the 
Community as  constituted on 31  December 1985, which 
qualifies for the special levy referred to  in Article 4 of the 
Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of  Tunisia,  shall  be  imported  at  a  rate  to  be 
determined. 
Article  2 
The Commission shall be  responsible for  the administra-
tion  of  the  imports.  It shall  authorize  Member States  to 
issue  import licences, on  the  basis  of  the  timetable  laid 
down,  up  to  a  maximum  quantity of  46 000  tonnes  per 
marketing  year. 
Article 3 
The detailed rules  for  the application of  this Regulation, 
in  particular those designed  to  prevent any deflection  of 
trade,  shall  be  adopted  in  acordance  with  the  procedure 
provided  for  in  Article  38  of  Council  Regulation  No 
136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on the establishment 
of  a  common  organization  of  the  market  in  oils  and 
fats (2),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1915/87 ('). 
Article  4 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  17  November  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  297,  21.  10.  1987,  p.  36. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
L.  T0RNIES 
(')OJ No  172,  30.  9.  1966,  p.  3025/66. 
(')  OJ  No  L  183,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  7. - 537  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3619/87 
of 30  November 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff 
quota for certain wines having a registered designation of origin falling within 
subheading  ex  22.05  C  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in 
Tunisia (1987/88) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Article  3  of  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Tunisia(') stipulates that 
certain  wines  having  a  registered  designation  of  origin, 
falling  within  subheading  ex  22.05  C  of  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and originating in Tunisia, as  specified in 
the Agreement in the form  of an Exchange of Letters and 
produced from the 1977 and subsequent harvests, shall be 
imported  into  the  Community  free  of  customs  duties 
within the limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 
50 000  hectolitres ; 
Whereas  these  wines  must  be  put  up  in  containers 
holding two litres or less ; whereas they must be accompa-
nied  either  by  a  certificate  of  designation  of  origin  in 
accordance  with  the  model  given  in  Annex  D  to  the 
abovementioned Agreement or, by way of derogation, by a 
document V I I or an extract V I 2 annotated in compli-
ance with  Article 9  of  Regulation (EEC)  No 3590/85 (2); 
whereas  the  abovementioned  Community tariff  quota  in 
question  should  therefore  be  opened  for  the  period  1 
November  1987  to  31  October  1988; 
Whereas the wines in  question are  subject to  compliance 
with the free-at-frontier reference price ; whereas, in order 
for  these wines to  benefit from  the tariff quota, Article 54 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  822/87 (3)  must  be  complied 
with; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  of  11 
August  1987  laying  down  the  arrangements  for  trade 
between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and Algeria, 
Egypt,  Jordan,  Lebanon,  Tunisia  and  Turkey  on  the 
other (4)  provides  that  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the 
Portuguese Republic shall apply, from  the date on which 
the Regulation enters into force  a duty reducing the gap 
between  the rate  of  the basic  duty and that of  the  prefe-
rential  duty, whereas  the Portuguese  Republic  is  to  defer 
(')  OJ No  L  297,  21.  10.  1987,  p.  36. 
(')  OJ No  L  343,  20.  12.  1985,  p.  20. 
(')  OJ No  L  84,  7.  3.  1987,  p.  !. 
(')  OJ No  L  250,  !. 9.  1987,  p.  I. 
application  of  the  preferential  arrangements  for  the 
products in question  until the start of the second stage ; 
whereas  this  present Regulation  therefore  applies  to  the 
Community with  the  exception  of  Portugal ; 
Whereas, as  from  1 January 1988, the nomenclature used 
by  the  Common  Customs Tariff will  be  replaced  by  the 
Combined  Nomenclature  based  on  the  International 
Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description 
and  Coding  System ;  whereas  this  Regulation  takes 
account of this fact by indicating the Combined Nomen-
clature  codes  and,  where  appropriate,  the  Tarle  code 
numbers  of  the  products  concerned ; 
Whereas it is  in particular necessary  to  ensure equal and 
uninterrupted access  for  all  Community importers to the 
abovementioned  quota  and  uninterrupted  application  of 
the  rates  laid  down  for  this  quota  to  all  imports  of  the 
products  concerned  into  the  Member  States  until  the 
quota  has  been  used  up ; whereas  a  system  of  using  a 
Community tariff  quota,  based  on  allocation  among the 
Member  States,  appears  likely  to  comply  with  the 
Community nature of the said quota having regard to the 
above  principles ; whereas, in order to  reflect most accura-
tely the actual development of the market in the products 
in  question,  such  allocation  should  be  in  proportion  to 
the  requirements  of  the  Member  States  assessed  by 
reference  both to  the statistics  relating to  imports of  the 
said products from Tunisia over a representative reference 
period and to the economic outlook for  the quota period 
concerned; 
Whereas  in  this  case,  however,  neither Community  nor 
national statistics showing the breakdown  for  each of the 
types  of wines  in  question  are  available  and  no  reliable 
estimates  of  future  imports  can  be  made ;  whereas  in 
these  circumstances  the  quota  volumes  should  be  allo-
cated  in  initial  shares,  taking  into  account  demand  for 
these wines on the markets of the various Member States ; 
Whereas,  to  take  into  account  import  trends  for  the 
products  concerned  in  the  various  Member  States,  the 
quota amount should be  divided  into two  parts,  the first 
being allocated among the Member States and the second 
held  as  a  reserve  intended  to  cover  at  a  later  date  the 
requirements of Member States which have  used  up their 
initial share ; whereas, in order to guarantee some degree 
of  security to  importers in  each Member State  an  appro-
priate  level  for,  the  first  part  of  the  Community  quota 
would,  in  the  present  circumstances,  be  40 %  of  the 
quota  volume ; - 538  -
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Whereas the  initial shares of the Member States  may not 
be used up at the same rate ; whereas, in order to take this 
into  account  and  avoid  any  break  in  continuity,  any 
Member  State  which  has  used  up  almost  all  its  initial 
share  should  draw  a  further  share  from  the  reserve ; 
whereas  this should be  done by  each Member State each 
time one of  its  additional shares is  almost used up, and so 
on  as  many  times  as  the  reserve  allows ;  whereas  the 
initial and additional shares must be valid until the end of 
the  quota  period ;  whereas  this  form  of  administration 
requires  close  collaboration  between  the  Member  States 
and the Commission, and the latter must be in a position 
in  particular  to  monitor  the  extent  to  which  the  quota 
volume has been used  up  and inform  the Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas, if at a given date in the quota period a Member 
State  has  a considerable quantity of  the initial  share  left 
over,  it  is  essential  that  it  should  return  a  significant 
proportion thereof to the reserve  to  prevent a part of the 
Community  quota  remaining  unused  in  one  Member 
State  when  it  could  be  used  in  others ; 
Order 
No 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
Combtned 
Nomenclature 
code(') 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of 
the  Netherlands  and  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
are  united within and  jointly represented by  the  Benelux 
Economic  Union, all  transactions  concerning  the  admi-
nistration of the quota shares allocated  to  that economic 
union  may  be  carried  out  by  any  one  of  its  members, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
I.  From  I  November  1987  to  31  October  1988,  on 
import  into  the  Community  with  the  exception  of 
Portugal,  the  customs  duty  for  the  following  products 
shall  be  suspended at a  level  and  within  the  limits  of  a 
Community  tariff  quota  as  follows : 
Description 
Amount  of 
tariff  quota 
(in  hi) 
Tariff  quota 
duty 
(%) 
09.1206  ex  22.05 C  ex  2204 21  25 
ex  2204 21  29 
ex  2204 21  35 
ex  2204 21  39 
Wine of fresh  grapes ; grape  must with  fermenta-
tion  arrested  by  the  addition  of  alcohol 
50 000  free 
Other: 
- Wines entitled to one of the following designa-
tions  of  origin : 
Coteaux de  Tebourba, Coteaux d'Utique, Sidi-
Salem,  Kelibta,  Thtbar,  Momag,  grand  cru 
Mornag of an  actual alcoholic strength of 15 % 
vol  or less and in containers holdmg two litres 
or less,  originating  in  Tunisia 
(')  from 1 january 1988, the numbers in the column headed 'Combtned Nomenclature code' will replace those tn the column headed 'CCT headtng No'. 
Within  the  limits  of  this  tariff  quota,  the Kingdom  of 
Spain shall apply customs duties calculated in accordance 
with  the  relevant  provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2573/87. 
2.  Wines  produced  from  the  1977  or  subsequent 
harvests  sh~ll be eligible for the tariff quota referred to in 
paragraph  I. 
3.  The  wines  in  question  are  subject  to  compliance 
with  the  free-at-frontier  reference  price. 
The wines  in  question  shall  be  eligible  under this  tariff 
quota  on  condition  that  the  provisions  of  Article  54  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  822/87  are  complied  with. 
4.  Each of these wines when imported shall  be accom-
panied  either  by  a  certificate  of  designation  of  origin, 
issued  by  the  relevant  Tunisian  authority,  in  accordance 
with  the model annexed to  this Regulation and certifying 
in  box  16  that  the  wines  have  been  produced  from  the 
1977 or subsequent harvests,  or by  a document V I  I  or 
an extract V I 2 annotated in compliance with Article 9 of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3590/85. 
Article  2 
1.  The  tariff  quota  referred  to  in  Article  I  shall  be 
divided  into  two  parts. 
2.  The first  part of the quota shall be  allocated among 
the Member States, the shares, which subject to  Article  5 
shall be valid up to 31  October 1988, shall be as  follows : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United  Kingdom 
(hecto· 
J.tres) 
3 280 
2000 
4000 
640 
640 
4 000 
800 
I  600 
3 040 - 539  -
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3.  The second part of the quota, amounting to  30 000 
hectolitres  shall  constitute  the  reserve. 
Article 3 
I.  If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share, as 
specified in Article 2 (2),  or of that share less  the portion 
returned to  the reserve where Article 5 has  been applied, 
has  been used up, that Member State shall, without delay, 
by  notifying the Commission, draw a second share equal 
to  15 % of  its  initial  share,  rounded up where  necessary 
to the next whole number, in so  far  as  the amount in the 
reserve  allows. 
2.  If, after its  initial  share  has  been used  up,  90 %  or 
more  of  the second share drawn  by  a Member State  has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance with 
the  conditions  laid  down  in  paragraph  1,  draw  a  third 
share equal to 7,5% of its initial share, rounded up where 
necessary  to  the  next  whole  number,  in  so  far  as  the 
amount  in  the  reserve  allows. 
3.  If, after its  second share has  been used  up, 90 % or 
more  of  the  third  share  drawn  by  a  Member  State  has 
been used up, that Member State shall, in accordance with 
paragraph  1,  draw  a  fourth  share  equal  to  the  third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used up. 
4.  Notwithstanding  paragraphs  1,  2  and  3,  Member 
States  may  draw  smaller  shares  than  those  specified  in 
these  .paragraphs  if  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  they 
might not be used up. They shall inform the Commission 
of  their  reasons  for  applying  this  paragraph. 
Article  4 
The additional shares drawn  pursuant to Article 3 shall be 
valid  until  31  October  1988. 
Article  5 
Member States shall return to the reserve, not later than 1 
September 1988, the  unused  portion of their initial share 
which,  on  15  August  1988,  is  in  excess  of  20% of  the 
initial amount. They may return a greater portion if there 
are grounds for  believing that such portion might not be 
used  in  full. 
Member States shall notify the Commission not later than 
1 September 1988  of  the total quantities of the  products 
concerned  imported  under  the  Community quota  up  to 
and including 15 August 1988 and, where appropriate, the 
proportion of their initial share that they are  returning to 
the  reserve. 
Article  6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares opened 
by  Member States  pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and shall 
inform each State  of the extent to  which  the  reserve  has 
been  used  up  as  soon  as  it  has  been  notified. 
The Commission shall notify the Member States, not later 
than  5 September  1988,  of  the  state  of  the  reserve  after 
the  return  of  shares  pursuant  to  Article  5. 
The Community shall ensure that the drawing which uses 
up the reserve  does  not exceed the balance available  and, 
to  this  end,  shall  specify  the  amount  thereof  to  the 
Member  State  making  the  final  drawing. 
Article  7 
1.  Member  States  shall  take  all  measures  necessary  to 
ensure that additional shares  drawn  pursuant to  Article 3 
are  opened  in  such  a way  that  imports  may  be  charged 
without  interruption against  their  accumulated  shares  of 
the  Community quota. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of  the 
products  concerned  have  free  access  to  the  shares  allo-
cated  to  them. 
3.  Member States  shall  charge imports of the  products 
concerned against their shares  as  and when  the  products 
are  entered  for  free  circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has  used up its 
shares  shall  be  determined  on  the  basis  of  the  imports 
charged  in  accordance  with  paragraph  3. 
Article  8 
At  the  request  of  the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against their shares. 
Article  9 
Member  States  and  the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article  10 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third  day 
following that of its publication in the Official journal of 
the  European  Communities. 
It  shall  apply  with  effect  from  1  November  1987. No  L  340/32 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  30  November  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
N.  WILHJELM 
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ANNEX 
1.  .J -L-.J  I - Exporter - Exportateur : 
4.  twJ I J-_,...J 1 - Consignee  - Destinataire : 
6.  ~I  I.Jw-J  - Means  of  transport  - Moyen  de 
transport: 
8. t !,.- "J I  I..J  ~  - Place  of  unloading  - lieu  de 
dechargement : 
00000 
3.  (Name  of  authority  guaranteeing  the  designation  of 
origin) 
5.  ~~1~1·.1~ 
CUTIFICATE OF  DESIGNATION  OF  ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT D'APPELLATION  D'ORIGINE 
7.  (Des1gnation  of origin) 
9.  "'J,.,...kJ I ~J "' -"  •  r  II.J  "J  ~ t ~  'J I - Marks  and  numbers.  number 
and  kind  of packages  - Marques  et  numeros,  nombre  et  nature  des  colis 
10.r l..JI I.J),J I  11  ._.I..,...J 
Gross  weight  litres 
Po1ds  brut  l1tres 
I 
12.  !'-'J~l.h  .... I,...J- litres (in  words)- litres (en  lettres): 
13.  4.l-,.,..J 1 6!rtJ 1 lr  'L - Certificate  of the  1ssumg  authonty - Visa  de  l'organisme  emetteur. 
14  .:J.J WI  ·~"L  -Customs stamp- Visa  de  Ia 
douane 
(See  the translation under No 15- Voir traduction au  n• 
15) - 542  -
15.  We  hereby  certify  that  the  wine  described  in  this  certificate  is  wine  produced  within  the  wine  district  of  J 
......................  and  is considered  by Tunisian  legislation  as  entitled  to  the  designation  of origin  • ........  •  J 
The  alcohol  added  to this wine is  alcohol  of vinous  origin. 
Nous certifions  que  le  vin  decrit  dans ce  certificat  a  ate  produit dans  Ia  zone  de ......  . 
suivant  Ia  loi tunisienne.  comme  ayant  droit a Ia  denomination  d'origine  c  ........................ • 
L'alcool  ajoute a ce  vin  est  de  l'alcool d'origine vinique. 
16.  (') 
';~I...,  -l.)l u-vr  I '-l.; lw..J  .._ L;.JI, -4--r ~ 
(')  Space  reserved  for  additional  detaols  given  in  the  axponing country 
(')  Case  reservee  pour d'autres Indications  du  pays  exponateur. 
et  est  reconnu. - 543  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No 3931/87 
of 28  December 1987 
introducing a  countervailing charge on clementines originating in Tunisia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having 'regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
of  18  May  1972  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('~  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2275/87 ('~  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas Article  25  (1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 
provides  that,  if  the  entry  price  of  a  product  imported 
from  a third country remains at  least 0,6  ECU  below the 
reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market days,  a coun-
tervailing  charge  must  be  introduced  in  respect  of  the 
exporting country concerned, save in exceptional circum-
stances ; whereas  this  charge  is  equal  to  the  difference 
between  the  reference  price  and the  arithmetic  mean  of 
the  last  two  entry  prices  available  for  that  exporting 
country; 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3478/87  of 
19  November  1987  fixing  for  the  1987/1988  marketing 
year  the  reference  prices  for  clementines (')  fixed  the 
reference price for  products of class I  for  the period from 
1 December 1987 to  29  February 1988 at 59,57 ECU  per 
1  00  kilograms  net ; 
Whereas the entry price for  a given  exporting country is 
equal  to  the  lowest  representative  prices  recorded  for  at 
least  30 %  of  the  quantities  from  the exporting country 
concerned  which  are  marketed  on  all  representative 
markets for  which prices are available less the duties and 
the charges indicated in Article 24 (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72; whereas the meaning of representative price 
is  defined  in  Article  24  (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1035/72; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 3 (1) of Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2118/74 (''),  as  last  amended  by 
~
OJ No  L  118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
OJ  No  L  209,  31.  7.  1987,  p.  4. 
OJ  No  L 329,  20.  II. 1987,  p.  35. 
OJ  No  L 220,  10.  8.  1974,  p.  20. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3811/85 ('),  the  prices  to  be  taken 
into consideration must be recorded on the representative 
markets or, in certain circumstances, on other markets ; 
Whereas, for clementines originating in Tunisia the entry 
price calculated in this way has remained at least 0,6 ECU 
below  the  reference  price  for  two  consecutive  market 
days ; whereas a countervailing charge should therefore be 
introduced  for  these  clementines ; 
Whereas,  if  the  system  is  to  operate  normally,  the entry 
price  should  be  calculated  on  the  following  basis : 
- in the case of.currencies which are maintained in rela-
tion to each other at any given moment within a band 
of  2,25 %,  a rate  of  exchange  based  on  their central 
rate, multiplied by the corrective factor provided for in 
the last  paragraph of Article  3 (1)  of  Council  Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1676/85 ('),as last amended by Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1636/87 ('), 
- for  other currencies,  an  exchange  rate  based  on  the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  spot  q~arket rates  of  each  of 
these currencies recorded over a given  period in rela-
tion  to  the  Community currencies  referred  to  in  the 
previous  indent,  and  the  aforesaid  coefficient, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
A countervailing charge of  9,58  ECU  per  100  kilograms 
net is  applied to fresh  clementines (subheading 08.02 B I 
of the Common Customs Tariff) CN 0805 20  10 origina-
ting  in  Tunisia 
Article  1 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  30  December 
1987. 
~ 
OJ  No  L 368,  31.  12.  1985,  p.  I. 
OJ  No  L  164,  24.  6.  1985,  p.  I. 
OJ  No  L  153,  13.  6.  1987,  p.  I. No  L 369/76 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  28  December  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
29.  12.  87 - 545  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 3933/87 
of 28  December 1987 
fixing  the amount by which the variable component of the levy  applicable to 
bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia must be reduced 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1512/76 
of 24 June 1976  concluding the Agreement in the  form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  22  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  15  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  Republic of Tunisia and  concerning the  import 
into  the  Community  of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Tunisia ('),  and  in  particular the second subparagraph  of 
paragraph  3  of  t~e exchange  of  letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1518/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  21  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  14  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and  the  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Algeria  and 
concerning the import into the  Community of bran and 
sharps  originating  in  Algeria (2),  and  in  particular  the 
second subparagraph  of  paragraph  3 of the  exchange  of 
letters, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1525/76 
of  24 June 1976 concluding the Agreement in the form 
of  an  exchange  of  letters  relating  to  Article  23  of  the 
Cooperation  Agreement  and  Article  16  of  the  Interim 
Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco and concerning the import 
into  the  Community of  bran  and  sharps  originating  in 
Morocco (l),  and in particular the second subparagraph of 
paragraph  3  of  the  exchange  of  letters, 
Having  regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87 
of 23 July 1987 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the Common Customs Tariff (''),  and in particular 
Article  15  thereof, 
Whereas  the Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of 
letters  annexed  to  Regulations (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No  1518/76  and  (EEC)  No  1525/76  provides  that  the 
variable  component of  the levy  calculated  in accordance 
with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2744/75 
of 29  October 197 5 on the import and export system  for 
products  processed  from  cereals  and from  rice ('),  as  last 
-modified  by  Regulation·  (EEC)  No  1906/87 ('),  is  to  be 
reduced  by  an  amount  fixed  by  the  Commission  each 
quarter; whereas  this  amount must be  equal  to  60 %  of 
the  average  of the  variable  components  of  the  levies  in 
force  during  the  three  months  preceding  the  month 
during which  the  amount  is  fixed ; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2658/87  intro-
duces  from  1 January  1988  a new combined nomencla-
ture  meeting  the  requirements  of  both  the  Common 
Customs Tariff and the Community's statistics of foreign 
trade  and  replacing  the  present  nomenclature ; 
Whereas  the  variable  components  applicable  to  the 
products falling within subheadings 2302 30 and 2302 40 
of  the combined nomenclature during July, August  and 
September  1987  have  been  taken  into  consideration, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  amount  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 3 of the exchange of letters forming the Agree-
ment annexed  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1512/76, (EEC) 
No 1518/76 and (EEC) No 1525/76 to  be deducted from 
the  variable  component  applicable  to  bran  and  sharps 
originating in Tunisia, Algeria  and Morocco  respectively, 
shall  be  as  set  out in  the  Annex  hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  28  December  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  19. 
(')  OJ No  L  169,  28.  6.  1976,  p.  37. 
(')  OJ No L  169,  28.  6.  1976, p.  53. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President 
(~ OJ No  L  256,  7.  9.  1987,  p.  I. 
(  OJ No L  281,  I. 11.  1975,  p.  65. 
(  OJ No L  182,  3.  7.  1987,  p.  49.  p.  I. No  L 369/80 
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ANNEX 
to the Commission Regulation of 28  December 1987  fixing the amount by which the vari· 
able component of the levy applicable to bran and sharps originating in Algeria, Morocco 
and Tunisia must be reduced 
CN  code 
2302 30 10 
2302 30 90 
2302 40 10 
2302 40 90 
ECU/tonne 
48,53 
99,89 
48,53 
99,89 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4178/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for certain prepared 
or preserved  sardines  falling  within  subheading ex  1604 13 10 or ex  1604 20 50 of the 
combined nomenclature and originating in Tunisia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of Tunisia (1 ), 
supplemented by Council Regulation (EEC) No 1080/83 of 
18 April 1983 laying down the arrangements applicable to 
trade between Greece  and  Tunisia (2)  and  the Additional 
protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of 
Tunisia (3),  provides  that certain  prepared  and preserved 
sardines  falling  within  code  No  ex  1604 13 10  or  ex 
1604 20 50 of the combined nomenclature and originating in 
Tunisia may be imported into the Community free of duty; 
whereas  the  detailed  arrangements  must  be  fixed  by  an 
Exchange of Letters between the Community and Tunisia; 
whereas, since that Exchange of Letters has not yet  taken 
place, the Community arrangements which applied in 1987 
should  be  renewed  until  31  December  1988;  whereas  a 
duty-free  Community  tariff quota  of  100  tonnes  should 
therefore be opened; whereas this tariff quota is  to apply 
from  1  january  1988  either  until  the  conclusion  of the 
Exchange  of Letters  provided  for  in  Article  18  of  the 
Cooperation Agreement  between the  European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Tunisia or until Community 
import arrangements for the products concerned are applied, 
but at the latest until 31  December 1988; 
Whereas, within the limits of  the tariff quota, the Kingdom of 
Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  are  to  apply  duties 
calculated in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2573/87 of 11 August 1987laying down the arrangements 
for trade between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and 
Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey on the 
other (4); 
Whereas from 1 january 1988 the nomenclature used in the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
( 1)  OJ No L 265,27. 9. 1978, p. 1. 
( 2)  OJ No L 120, 6 ..  5. 1983, p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 297, 21. 10. 1987, p. 36. 
(
4
)  OJ No L 250, 1. 9. 1987, p. 1. 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must take account of that fact  by 
indicating  the  combined  nomenclature  codes  and,  where 
appropriate,  the  Tarle  code  numbers  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quota should be 
ensured for all Community importers and the rates laid down 
for the quota should be applied consistently to all imports of 
the products in question into all the Member States until the 
quota is exhausted; whereas in this case the quota should not 
be allocated among the Member States, without prejudice to 
the drawing against the quota volume of such quantities as 
they may need, under the conditions and according to the 
procedure laid down in Article 1 (2); whereas this method of 
administration  requires  dose  cooperation  between  the 
Member States and the Commission and the latter must in 
particular be able to monitor the rate at which the quota is 
used and inform the Member States accordingly; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation concerning the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From  1  January  1988  until  the  conclusion  of the 
Exchange  of  Lerters  referred  to  in  Article  18  of  the 
Cooperation Agreement  between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Tunisia or  until Community 
import arrangements are applied, but at the latest until 31 
December 1988, the customs duty applicable to imports into 
the  Community  of the  following  products originating  in 
Tunisia shall be suspended at the level indicated and within 
the limits of a Community tariff quota as shown below: - 548  -
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Order No  CN code  Descnprion 
Amount of quota 
(tonnes) 
Quota duty 
{%~ 
09.1201  Prepared or preserved fish,  caviar and caviar substitutes 
prepared from  fish  eggs: 
ex 1604 13 10 
ex 1604 20 50 
- sardmes of the species Sardina pilchardus  100  Free 
Wnhin the limits of this tariff quota the Kingdom of Spain 
and  the  Portuguese  ~epublic shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 
Pr~tocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic  of 
Tunisia consequent on the accession of the Kmgdom of Spain 
and the Portuguese Republic of the Community. 
2.  If  an importer gives notification of imminent imports 
of the product in question into a Member State and applies to 
take advantage of the quota, the Member State concerned 
shall  inform  the  CommissiOn  and  draw  an  amount 
corresponding  to its  requirements  to the  extent  that the 
available balance of the reserve so permits. 
3.  The shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 2 shall  be 
vahd until the end of the quota penod. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall take all  appropriate measures to 
ensure that their drawings pursuant to Amcle 1 (2)  enable 
Imports  to  be  charged  without  interruption  against  their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2.  Each Member State shall ensure that Importers of the 
product concerned have free access to the quota for such time 
as the residual balance of the quota volume so permits. 
3.  Member  States  shall  charge  imports  of the  goods 
against their drawings as and when the goods are entered 
with the customs authorities for free circulation. 
4.  The extent to which the quota has been used up shall be 
determmed on the basis of the imports charged in accordance 
With  paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against the quota. 
Article 4 
The Member States  and  the Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  bmding  in  its  ennrety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.  HAARDER - 549  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4179/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for apricot pulp 
falling  within code No ex  2008 50 91  of the  combined  nomenclature and originating in 
Tunisia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia (1), as 
supplemented  by  the  Additional  Protocol  to  that 
Agreement (2), provides for the opening by the Community 
of an annual Community tariff quota of 4 300 tonnes of 
apricot pulp falling within code No ex  2008 50 91  of the 
combined nomenclature and originating in Tunisia; 
Whereas, within the limits of  this tariff quota, customs dunes 
are to be abolished progressively over the same periods and in 
accordance with the same timetables as those laid down m 
Articles 75  and 243 of the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal; whereas, for 1988, the quota duty is to be equal to 
62,5% of the customs duty actually applied in  respect of 
third countries; whereas, within the limits of  this tariff quota, 
the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic are to 
apply customs duties calculated in accordance with Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87 of 11  August 1987 laying 
down the arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal 
on the  one hand  and  Algeria,  Egypt, Jordan,  Lebanon, 
Tunisia  and  Turkey  on  the  other (3);  whereas  the 
Community  tariff quota  in  question  should  therefore  be 
opened for 1988; 
Whereas  the  Community  has  adopted,  with  effect  from 
1 January 1988, a combined nomenclature for goods which 
meets the requirements of the Common Customs Tariff and 
the Nomenclature of  Goods for the External Trade Statisncs 
( 1)  OJ No L 265,27. 9. 1978, p. 1. 
( 2)  OJ No L 297, 21. 10. 1987, p. 36. 
( 3)  OJ No L 250, 1. 9.  1987, p. 1. 
of the Community and Statistics of Trade between Member 
States; whereas, from the dare given above, the combined 
nomenclature  should  be  used  for  the  description  of the 
products covered by this Regulation; 
Whereas equal and contmuous access to the abovementioned 
quota should be ensured for all  Community importers and 
the  rate  laid  down  for  the  quota  should  be  applied 
consistently to all imports of the product in question into all 
the Member States until the quota is exhausted; whereas, in 
the present case, this quota should not be allocated among 
the Member States, without prejudice to the drawing against 
the quota volume of such quantities as they may need, under 
the conditions and according to the procedure specified in 
Article 1 (2); whereas this method of administration requires 
close  cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission  and  the latter must in  particular be  able  to 
monitor the rate at which the quota is used and inform the 
Member States accordingly; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of  Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation relating to the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From 1 January to 31  December 1988, the customs 
duty  applicable  to  imports  into  the  Community  of the 
following products originating in Tunisia shall be suspended 
at the level indicated and within the limits of a Community 
tariff quota as shown below: - 550  -
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Order No  CN code  Drscnpr1on  Amount of quota 
(tonnesl 
Quota duty 
(%) 
----------r----------+----------------------------------~r----------+-----------
09.1203  2008  Fruits,  nurs  and  other edible  parrs  of plants, otherwtse 
prepared or preserved, whether or not contaimng added 
sugar or other sweetening matter or spirit, not elsewhere 
spectfted or mcluded: 
2008 50  - Apricots: 
Not containing added spirit: 
- - - Nor  containing  added  sugar,  in  tmmedtare 
packings of a net content: 
ex 2008 50 91  - - - - Of 4,5 kg or more: 
- Apricot pulp 
Within the limits of this tariff quota, the Kingdom of Spain 
and  the  Portuguese  Republic  shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated  in  accordance  With  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2573/87. 
2.  If an importer gives notification of immment Imports 
of the product in question into a Member State and applies to 
take advantage of the quota, the Member State concerned 
shall  inform  the  Comm1ssion  and  draw  an  amount 
conesponding to  its  requirements  to  the  extent  that  the 
available balance of the reserve so permits. 
3.  The shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 2 shall  be 
valid until the end of the quota period. 
Article 2 
1.  Member  States  shall  take  all  appropnate  steps  to 
ensure that their drawings pursuant to Arttclc 1 (2)  enable 
imports to be  charged  without  interruption  against  their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2.  Each Member State shall ensure that importers of the 
product concerned have free access to the quota for such time 
as the residual balance of the quota volume so permits. 
4 300  10,6 
3.  Member States shall charge imports of the said goods 
against their drawings as and when the goods arc entered 
with the customs authontics for free circulation. 
4.  The extent to which the quota has been used up shall be 
determined on the basis of the imports charged in accordance 
with paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member States  shall 
inform  it  of Imports  actually charged  against their quota 
shares. 
Article 4 
The Member States  and the Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Arttcle 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  d1rcctly  apphcable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Counctl 
The President 
B.HAARDER EEC-YUGOSLAVIA  Co-operation The  Compilation  of Texts  pertaining to  "Co-operation 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Federal 
Socialist Republic  of Yugoslavia"  contains all the acts  adopted 
by  the  various  Co-operation  Institutions pursuant  to  the 
Agreement  signed at  Belgrade  on  2  April  1980  as  well  as  the acts 
adopted  by  the  ~EC concerning  Yugoslavia. GENERAL  MATTERS 
Co-operation  Agreement  and  related texts - 555  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 21  December 1987 
concerning the conclusion of an Additional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia 
establishing new trade arrangements 
(87/605/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  238 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  from  the  European 
Parliament (1), 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (2 )  signed 
in Belgrade on 2 April  1980 should he  approved, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 
The  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Socialist Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia  establishing new 
( 1)  Assent  dehvered  on  16  December  1987 (nor yet  published  m 
the  Off~etal Journal). 
(2)  OJ  No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p.  1. 
trade arrangements, the Annexes thereto and the Final Act, 
which are an integral pan thereof, are hereby approved on 
behalf of the Community. 
The texts of the  Protocol, the  Annexes  and the Final  Act 
are attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  give  the  notification 
provided for in  Article 8 of the Protocol (3). 
Article  3 
This Decision shall take effect on the day following that of 
irs  publication  in  the  Official  Journal  of the  European 
Commumties. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987 
(  ') See page 96 of thts Offtctal Journal. 
For  the Counctl 
The Prestdent 
B.HAARDER 31. 12. 87 
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ADDfnONALPROTOCOL 
to the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Socialist 
Federal Repbulic of Yugoslavia establishing new trade arrangements 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC  OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other part, 
HAVING  REGARD  to the Cooperation Agreement  between  the  European  Econom1c  Commumry and the 
Soc1alist  Federal  Repubhc of Yugoslav1a,  s1gned  at  Belgrade on  2 Apnl 1980, heremafter referred  to as  the 
'Agreement', 
CONSIDERING  that  the  Agreement  prov1ded  that  the  first  stage  of the  progressive  removal  of barriers 
affecting  the  bulk  of trade  between  the  Contracung Parties  should  last  five  years  and  that the  ftrst  stage 
accordingly ended on 30 June 1985; 
CONSIDERING that the trade arrangements to be apphed subsequently should be determined in  accordance 
With  Article 58 of the Agreement; 
CONSIDERING that the Commumty and the Soc1alist Federal Repubhc of Yugoslavia w1sh to strengthen their 
relations still further m order to rake account of the new dimension created by  the accession to the European 
Commumties of Spain and Portugal on 1 January 1986; 
CONSIDERING that in  the sp1rit of the Preamble to the Agreement and Article 14 thereof, trade between the 
Socialist Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia and the Commumty should  be enabled to develop and that certain 
provisions therefore need to be la1d  down, 
HAVE DECIDED therefore to conclude a Protocol adapting certam provisions of the Agreement, and to rh1s 
end have designated as  the1r  Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
Jakob Esper LARSEN, 
Ambassador Extraordmary and Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Representative of Denmark, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee; 
Jean DURIEUX, 
Special  Adviser  m  the  Directorate-General  for  External  Relations  of the  Commission  of the  European 
Communities; 
THE  FEDERAL  EXECUTIVE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  ASSEMBLY  OF  THE  SOCIALIST  FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
Jozef KOROSEC, 
Ambassador Extraordmary and Plenipotentiary; 
WHO, having exchanged their Full Powers, found m good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: - 557  -
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Article  1 
1.  Annexes  A,  B  and  C  to  th1s  Protocol  shall  replace 
Annexes  I,  III  and  IV  respectively  to  Protocol  1  to  the 
Agreement. Notwithstanding Article  I  (4) of Protocol  1 to 
the Agreement, the amounts indicated in  the said Annexes 
shall be increased  annu~lly by 5% from the year following 
the entry into fvrce of t11:s  Protocol. 
Article  2 
1.  Customs  duties  applicable  under  the  Agreement  to 
imports into the Community of products listed in Annex D 
to  this  Protocol  onginating  in  Yugoslavia  shall  be 
progressively d1smantled over the same penods and at the 
same rates as provided m the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal  in  respect  of  imports  into  the  Community  as 
constituted  on  31  December  1985  of the  same  products 
from Spain and Portugal. This provision shall be applied in 
accordance  with  the  rules  hereinafter  set  out  in  this 
Article. 
For  the  purposes of such  progressive  dismantlmg,  where 
the level of customs dunes m force  for  Imports from Spain 
into the Commumty as  constituted on 31  December 1985 
d1ffers  from  that  for  imports  from  Portugal,  products 
originating in  Yugoslavia shall  be  subject to the htgher of 
the two rates. 
2.  Where the customs duty on a product listed m Annex D 
is  lower for  Yugoslavia  than for  Spain,  Portugal or both, 
the process of dtsmantling shall commence once  the duty 
on the product from  Spain  and Portugal  has fallen  below 
that applymg to Imports origmating in  Yugoslavia. 
3.  Customs duties on products originating in  Yugoslavia 
in  respect  of wh1ch  annual  Community  tanff quotas  are 
indicated  m  Annex  D  shall  be  progresstvely  dismantled 
within the hmtts of such quotas. 
Once the volume of imports of these products exceeds the 
quotas,  the  Community  shall  apply  the  customs  duties 
prevailing under the Agreement. 
4.  For  the  purposes  of dismantling  customs  duties  on 
certam  products  listed  in  Annex  D,  originating  in 
Yugoslavia, an annual reference quantiry, indicated in the 
said Annex, is  hereby established. 
Should  the  volume  of imports .of  one of these  products 
exceed  the  reference  quantity,  the  Communiry,  having 
regard  to  an  annual  review  of trade flows  which  it  shall 
carr}  out, may  make the product in  question subject to a 
Community tanff quota as prov1ded form paragraph 3, the 
volume of which shall be equal to the reference quantity. 
5.  For  products  listed  in  Annex  D  other  than  those 
mentioned  in  paragraphs 3  and  4, the  Community  may 
establish a reference quantity within the meaning of and as 
provided for in paragraph 4 if it discoverers, in the light of 
the annual review of trade flows which it shall carry out, 
that the volume of imports threatens to cause difficulties on 
the Communiry market. 
6.  In the case of tobacco of the 'Prilep' rype falling within 
subheading 24.01  ex  B of the  Common Customs Tariff, 
onginating in  and coming from Yugoslavia, paragraphs 1, 
2  and  3  shall  apply  in  accordance  with  the  special 
provisions governing tariff reductions set out in Article 23 
(2)  and (3) of the Agreement. 
7.  In  the  case  of 'Sljivovica'  plum  spirit  falling  within 
subheading  22.09  C  IV  ex  a)  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff,  paragraphs  1,  2  and  3  shall  apply  to  products 
origmating in  Yugoslavia accompamed  by  a certificate of 
authenticity to be defined by  the competent authorities. 
8.  In  the case of sweet dear-fleshed cherries preserved in 
alcohol  and  intended  for  the  manufacture  of chocolate 
products, falling withm subheadmg 20.06 B I e) 2 ex bb) of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating  m  Yugoslavia, 
paragraphs  1,  2  and  3  shall  apply  in  accordance  with 
conditions to be laid down by Exchange of Letters between 
the Contracting Parttes. 
Article  3 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of Morello 
cherries falhng  wtthin subheadings 08.07 C ex I or ex  II, 
08.10 ex  D, 08.11 ex E, 20.03 ex A or ex B or 20.06 B ex 
II  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating  in 
Yugoslavia,  shall  be  dismantled  in  accordance  with  the 
rules  laid  down  m  Article  2  (  1)  and  (2),  subject  to 
quantitative  conditions  to be  laid  down  by  Exchange  of 
Letters between the Contracting Parties. 
The  dismantling  of customs  duties  on  Morello  cherries 
fallmg within subheadings 08.10 ex D, 20.03 ex A or ex B 
or 20.06  B ex  II  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff shall 
further be subject to compliance with a minimum price for 
imports into the Community to be la1d down by Exchange 
of Letters between the Contracting Parties. 
Article  4 
Article  22  of  the  Agreement  shall  be  replaced  by  the 
following: 
'1.  Customs duties on imports into the Community of 
wine of fresh grapes falling within subheadings 22.05 C 
ex I or ex II  of the Common Customs Tariff presented 
m containers holding two litres or less,  originating in 
Yugoslavia, shall be reduced by 30% withm the limits 
of  an  annual  Community  tariff  quota  of  12 000 
hectolitres.  The Community  shall  apply  the  customs 
duties resulting from  the provisions of paragraph 4 to 
imports in excess of the quota. 
2.  The tariff reduction  provided  for  in  paragraph  1 
shall apply to wines as agreed by  Exchange of Letters 
between  the  respective  competent  authorities  of  the 
Contracting  Parties  following  verification  of  the - 558  -
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equivalence  of  Yugoslav  and  Community  legislation 
with  regard  to  wine  entitled  to  a  designation  of 
origin. 
3.  Paragraphs  1  and  2  shall  remain  in  force  until, 
under  the  progressive  dismantling  of customs  duties 
referred to in paragraph 4, the levels qf customs duties 
provided  for  in  respect  of  wines  referred  to  in 
paragraph  1 have  been  reduced  by  30 %  as  provided 
for in paragraph 1. 
4.  Customs duties on imports into the Community of 
wine of fresh grapes falling within subheadings 22.05 C 
I or C II of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in 
Yugoslavia, shall be dismantled in  accordance with the 
rules  laid  down  in  Article  2  (1)  and  (2)  of  the 
Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade 
arrangements.  This  provision  shall  apply  within  the 
limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 545 000 
hectolitres.  The Commumty shall  apply  the  duties  of 
the Common Customs Tariff to imports in excess of the 
quota. 
5.  Paragraphs 1, 3 and 4 shall apply on condition that 
the  prices  on  import  into  the  Community  of  wine 
originating  in  Yugoslavia  plus  the  customs  duties 
actually levied  are not less at any  given time than the 
Community reference prices or the prices resulting from 
the application of the specific provisions of paragraphs 
6 and 7. 
6.  In  the  case  of wine  of fresh  grapes  falling  wathin 
subheadings 21.05 ex  C  1 or ex  C II  of the Common 
Customs tariff presented in  containers of two litres or 
less, originating m Yugoslavia, the fixed amount added 
to  the  price  referred  to  in  Article  17  of Regulation 
(EEC) No 337/79 on the common organization of the 
market in wine shall be phased out at the rate indicated 
below within the limits of an annual volume of 29 000 
hectolitres: 
on the entry into force  of the Additional Protocol, the 
fixed amount shall be reduced to 7 5 %; 
on 1 January 1988 the fixed amount shall be reduced to 
62,5 %; 
on 1 January 1989 the fixed amount shall be reduced to 
50%; 
on 1 January 1990 the fixed amount shall be reduced to 
37,5 %; 
on 1 January 1991 the fixed amount shall be reduced to 
25 %; 
on 1 January 1991 the fixed amount'shall be reduced to 
12,5 %; 
on 1 January 1993 the fixed amount shall be reduced to 
0%. 
7.  From  the  entry  into  force  of  the  Additional 
Protocol,  the  Community  may  fix  a  special  frontier 
price for wine of fresh grapes falling within subheadings 
22.05 ex C I or ex C II of the Common Customs Tariff 
presented in containers of more than two litres if it finds 
on the basis of information available at the end of the 
marketing year current at the  entry  into force  of this 
Protocol that there has been a fall in the level of exports 
of these  wines  to  the  Community  compared  to  the 
previous marketing year.  The said previous marketing 
year  shall  serve  as  a  reference  year.  Exports  in 
subsequent  marketing  years  shall  be  compared  to 
exports in the reference year. 
Such  special  frontier  price  shall  be  ftxed  each  year 
before  the  marketing year  and shall  apply  within  the 
limit of an annual volume of 516 000 hectolitres. 
The  situation  shall  be  reviewed  before  1  January 
1990.'. 
Article  5 
In the case of 'baby-beef' products as defined in Annex E to 
thts Protocol, the followmg Article shall replace Article 24 
of the Agreement and Article 1 of the Additional Protocol 
consequent  on  the  accession  to  the  Community  of  the 
Hellenic Republic. 
'1.  Within  the  limits  of a  first  annual  Community 
quota of 25 000 tonnes, the amount levied on imports 
into the Community shall be equal to 20 % of the basic 
levy.  This provision shall  apply on condition that the 
free-at-frontier  offer price,  plus the customs duty  and 
the  reduced  levy,  is  not  less  than  the  Community 
intervention price for category A U 3 plus 5 %. 
2.  Within the  limits  of a second  annual  Community 
quota  of 25 400 tonnes,  to  be  used  when  the  quota 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1  has  been  used  up,  the 
amount levied on imports into the Community shall be 
equal  to 50% of the basic levy.  This provision shall 
apply on condition that the free-at-frontier offer price, 
plus the customs duty and the reduced levy, is not less 
than  that  resulting  from  application  of  the  normal 
levy. 
3.  Yugoslavia  shall  supply  the  competent  authorities 
of the  Community  with  all  relevant  information  on 
export  prices,  quantities  and  presentation  of  the 
products exported (live animals, carcases, quarters). 
1  4.  To help stabilize the internal Community market, 
Yugoslavia shall maintain adequately phased deliveries 
and shall  take all  steps necessary to ensure a balanced 
expansion  of  its  exports  to  the  Community,  in 
particular  by  exercising  effective  control  over  each 
consignment by means of a document certifying that the 
goods  originated  in  and  came  from  Yugoslavia  and 
correspond  exactly  to  the  descriptions  appearing  in - 559  -
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Annex  E.  The text of that certificate shall  be  agreed 
between the competent authorities of the two Parties. 
5.  The arrangements for  implementing paragraphs 3 
and  4  shall  be  determined  in  the  context  of  the 
cooperation  between  the  competent  authorities  of 
Yugo~lavia and the Community. 
6.  When  the  Community  market  price  is  less  than 
98 % of the guide price, paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply 
to a quantity of 4 200 tonnes a month. If that quantity 
has not been fully  taken up during a given month, the 
unused remainder may be carried forward only to the 
following  month,  up  to  a  limit  of  3 200  tonnes. 
However, quantities not exported during the period  1 
January  to  31  May  may  be  carried  forward  to  the 
period 1 June to 30 September, up to a limit of 6 000 
tonnes.  Monthly exports during the latter period may 
not exceed 7 400 tonnes.'. 
ArtiCle  6 
1.  Articles  2, 3  and  4  of this  Protocol  shall  apply  until 
31  December  1995.  Articles  1  and  5  shall  apply  until 
31  December 1991. 
2.  SubJect  to  paragraph  1,  Articles  15  to  20  of  the 
Agreement  are  hereby  extended  until  31  December  1991 
and  A  metes  21,  23  and  25  to  40  until  31  December 
1995. 
3.  The negotiations provided for in  Article 58  (2) of the 
Agreement shall start one year before the dates referred to 
in  paragraphs 1  and 2  for  the  arrangements exp1ring  on 
those dates. 
ArtiCle  7 
This  Protocol,  including  the  Annexes  hereto  and  the 
Declarations and Exchanges of Letters included in the Final 
Act,  shall  form  an  integral  part  of  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European Economic!  Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
Artzcle 
1.  This  Protocol  shall  be  subject  to  ratification, 
acceptance or approval in accordance with the Contracting 
Parties' own procedures  and  the  Parties  shall  notify  one 
ano:her of the completion of the procedures necessary for 
that purpose. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of 
the  month  following  that during which  the  notifications 
provided for m paragraph 1 have been carried out. 
Arttcle  9 
Th1s  Protocol  is  drawn  up  in  duplicate  in  the  Damsh, 
Dutch,  English,  French,  German,  Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese,  Spanish  and  Serbo-Croat  languages,  each  of 
these texts being equally authentic. 31. 12. 87 
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En fe de lo cual, los plenipotenciarios abajo firmantes suscriben el presente Protocolo. 
Til bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund  dessen  haben die  unterzeichneten  Bevollmiichtigten  ihre  Unterschriften  unter dieses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
Et<;  nian.oa11  -rrov  avro-rtpro,  m unoy&ypU!J!Jtvm  7tATJPE~oumot teeaav n<; unoypaq>t<;  -rou<;  o-ro 
nap6v nprot6KoA.A.o. 
In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Protocol. 
En foi  de  quoi,  les  plenipotentiaires  soussignes  ont appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  i  plenipotenziari  sottoscritti  hanno  apposto  le  !oro  firme  in  calce  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten  blijke  waarvan de  ondergetekende  gevolmachtigden  hun  handtekening  onder dit  Protocol 
hebben gesteld. 
Em fe  do  que, os plenipotenciarios abaixo assinados  apuseram  as  suas  assinaturas no final  do 
presente Protocolo. 
U potvrdu eega, dole potpisani opunomocenici su  stavili svoje potpise na kraju ovog protokola. 
Hecho en Bruselas, el diez de diciembre de mil  novecientos ochenta y siete. 
Udfa:rdiget i Bruxelles, den tiende december nitten hundrede og syvogfirs. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am zehnten Dezember neunzehnhundertsiebenundachtzig. 
'EyiVE O'tl<;  Bpu~tU.£<;, an<; 5tKa ~EKE!J(3piou xiA.ta EVV1UK6ata  oy56vta Eq>'tcl. 
Done  at Brussels  on the  tenth  day  of December  in  the  year  one  thousand  nine  hundred  and 
eighty-seven. 
Fait a  Bruxelles, le dix decembre mille neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, add! dieci dicembre millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de tiende december negentienhonderd zevenentachtig. 
Feito em Bruxelas, em dez  de Dezembro de mil novecentos e oitenta e sete. 
Sacinjeno u Brislu, desetog decembra hiljadu devet stotina osamdeset i sedme. - 561  -
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Por el  Consejo de las Comunidades Europeas 
For  R~det for De Europreiske Frellesskaber 
Fiir den Rat der Europaischen Gemeinschaften 
rta -ro  I:uJJj}oiJ>..to  nov EupoonliiK<i>V Koworit-rrov 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le  Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per il  Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de  Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comunidades Europeias 
Za Savet Evropskih Zajednica 
31.  12. 87 31. 12.  87 
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Por  el  Consejo  Ejecutivo  Federal  de  Ia  Asemblea  de  Ia  Republica  Federativa  Socialista  de 
Yugoslavia 
For  Det  Federative  Eksekutivdd  for  Den  Socialistiske  Federative  Republik  jugoslaviens  For-
samling 
Fiir  den  Fooerativen  Exekutivrat  der  Versammlung  der  Sozialistischen  FOderativen  Republik 
jugoslawien 
natO 011007tOV.SlaK6 EKtEM:anK6 l:u11POUAl0  tTl~ 011007tOV.SlttKti~ I:oalttAlO'tlKti~ All110Kpa-
tla~  tTl~ flouyKoaA.afJla~ 
For  the  Federal  Executive  Council  of  the  Assembly  of  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia 
Pour  le  conseil  exkutif  federal  de  l'assemblee  de  Ia  republique  socialiste  federative  de 
Yougoslavie 
Per  il  Consiglio  esecutivo  federale  deii'Assemblea  della  Repubblica  socialista  federativa  di 
Jugoslavia 
Voor de Federale Executieve Raad van de Vergadering van de Socialistische Federatieve Republiek 
Joegoslavie 
Pelo Conselho Executivo Federal da Republica Socialista Federativa da JugosJavia 
Za Savezno lzvdno Veee SkupJtine  Socijalisti~ke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije No L 389/80 
CCT 
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ANNEX A 
concerning certain industrial products referred to in Anicle 1 
Descriptron 
31.02 (')  Mineral or chemrcal fenihzers, nitrogenous: 
B.  Urea contarnrng more than 45 % by weight of nitrogen on the dry 
anhydrous product 
C.  Other 
31.05 (1)  Other fertilizers; goods ofthe present Chapter in tablets, lozenges and 
srmrlar forms or rn  packings of a gross weight not exceedrng 10 kg 
39.03  Regenerated  cellulose;  cellulose  nrtrate,  cellulose  acetate  and  other 
cellulose  esters,  cellulose  ethers  and  other  chemical  derivatives  of 
cellulose,  plasticized  or  nor  (for  example,  collodions,  celluloid); 
vulcanized fibre: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Regenerated cellulose 
II.  Cellulose nitrates 
40.11  Rubber ryres, tyre cases, interchangeable tyre treads, inner tubes and 
tyre flaps,  for  wheels of all  krnds: 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Other than of the kinds used on bicycles or cycles wrth 
auxiliary  motor or on  motorcycles  or  motorscooters; 
ryre  flap~ (separately consigned); tyre cases with sewn-
Ceiling apphcable 
rn  1988 
(tonMs) 
3 536 
31035 
49 315 
1452 
910 
in inner tubes, for racing bicycles  4 743 
42.03  Articles  of  apparel  and  clothmg  accessones,  of  leather  or  of 
composition leather: 
44.15 
44.18 
64.01 
A.  Articles of apparel 
B.  Gloves, including mittens and mitts: 
II. Special, for  sports 
Ill. Orher 
C.  Other c:lorhing accessories 
Plywood, blackboard, laminboard, battenboard and similar laminated 
wood products (including  veneered  panels  and sheers);  inlaid  wood 
and wood marquerry 
Reconstituted  wood,  being  wood  shavings,  wood  chips,  sawdust, 
wood  flour  or other  ligneous  waste  agglomerated  with  natural  or 
artificial resins or other organic binding substances, in  sheets, blocks 
or the like 
Footwear with outer soles  and  uppers of rubber or artificial  plastic 
material 
(')  Yugolavra may not expon to Italy quantities exceedrng those  bound under GATT. 
) 
464 
126 637m' 
32 536 
549 
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Descnprion 
64.02  Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition leather footwear 
(other than footwear falling withm heading No 64.01) wnh outer soles 
of rubber or arttftcial plastic material: 
A.  Footwear with uppers of leather 
B.  Other 
70.05  Unworked  drawn  or  blown  glass  (includmg  flashed  glass),  in 
rectangles 
70.14  Illummaung glassware,  signalhng  glassware  and optical elements  of 
glass, not optically worked nor of opucal glass: 
A.  Articles for electrical lighting fittings: 
II.  Other  (for  example,  diffusers,  ceiling  hghts,  bowls,  cups, 
Ceiling applicable 
m 1988 
(ronnes) 
648 
272 
6 801 
lampshades, globes, ruhp-shaped pteces)  2 122 
73.18  Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of iron (other than of cast tron) 
or steel, excluding htgh-pressure hydro-electnc conduits) 
74.03  Wrought  bars, rods,  angles,  shapes  and sections, of copper; copper 
wtre 
74.04  Wrought plates, sheets and smp, of copper, of a thtckness exceeding 
0,15 mm 
74.07  Tubes  and  ptpes  and  blanks  therefor,  of  copper;  hollow  bars  of 
copper 
76.02 
76.03 
79.03 
Wrought  bars,  rods,  angles,  shapes  and  sections,  of  aluminium; 
alummium wtre 
Wrought  plates,  sheets  and  stnp,  of  aluminium,  of  a  thtckness 
exceedmg 0,20 mm 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of zinc, zinc foil;  zinc powders and 
flakes 
85.01  Electrical  goods  of the  following  descriptions:  generators,  motors, 
converters  (rotary  of stauc),  transformers,  rectifters  and  recitifying 
apparatus, inductors: 
B.  Other machines and apparatus: 
I.  Generators,  motors  (whether  or  not  equipped  with  speed 
1-2 947 
4010 
1071 
2 975 
1 786 
3 915 
2 947 
reducing, changing or step-up gear) and rotary converters  5 550 
C.  Parts  2 321 
85.23  Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electnc wire, cable, bars 
strip and the like (including co-axtal cable), whether or not fitted with 
connectors 
B.  Other 
85.25  Insulators of any material 
87.14  Other vehicles  (including  trailers),  not mechanically  propelled,  and 
parts thereof: 
B.  Traillers and semi-traillers: 
II.  Other 
2 397 
420 
2 609 
No L 389/81 No L 389/82 
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Description 
94.01  Chaors  and  other  seats  (other  than  those  falling  wuhm  headmg 
No 94.02) whether or not convernble mto beds, and parts thereof: 
B.  Other 
ex  II.  Other: 
Ceolong  apphcablc 
'"1988 
(tonn«) 
- Excludmg seats specially desogned  for  motor vehicles  8 094 
94.03  Other furnuure and pam thereof: 
B.  Other  7122 
31.  12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEX B 
concerning certain petroleum products referred to in  Article 1 
Dtscnpnon 
27.10  Petroleum 01ls and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other than 
crude;  preparations  not elsewhere  specified  or included,  contaming 
not less  than 70 %  by  weight  of petroleum  oils  or of oils  obtamed 
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the bas1c consutuenrs of the 
preparations: 
A.  Light oils: 
III. For other purposes 
B.  MediUm  oils: 
Ill. For other purposes: 
C.  Heavy oils: 
I. Gas oils: 
c)  For other purposes 
11.  Fuel  oils: 
c)  For other purposes 
III. Lubncanng 01ls;  other oils: 
c)  To be  m1xed  in  accordance w1th  the terms  of Additional 
Note 7 to Chapter 27  (a) 
d)  For other purposes 
27.11  Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons: 
A.  Propane of a purity not less than 99 %: 
I.  For use as a power or heating fuel 
B.  Other: 
I.  Commercial propane and commercial butane: 
c)  For other purposes 
27.12  Petroleum jelly: 
A.  Crude: 
Ill. For other purposes 
B.  Other 
27.13  Paraffin  wax,  micro-crystalline  wax,  slack  wax,  ozokerite,  lignne 
wax, peat wax and other mmeral waxes, whether or not coloured: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Crude: 
c)  For other purposes 
11.  Other 
27.14  Petroleum  buumen, petroleum coke and other res1dues  of petroleum 
oils or of oils obtamed from  bituminous minerals: 
C.  Other: 
11.  Other 
(a)  Entry under th1s  subheadmg Is subJect to conditions to be determmed by the competent authontJts. 
Ce1hng 
apphcable 
in  1988 
(tonnes) 
693 884 
No L 389/83 No L 389/84 
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ANNEX C 
concerning certain primary products referred to in Article 1 
Descriptoon 
73.02  Ferro-alloys: 
C.  Ferro-silicon 
D.  Ferro-silica-manganese 
E.  Ferro-chromium and ferro-sihco-chromium: 
ex  I. Ferro-chromium: 
of which, ferro-chromium contaming, by  weight, not more 
than 0,10% of carbon and more than 30% but nor more 
Ceohng apphcable 
in  19118 
(ronnes) 
6 995 
1 123 
1 725 
than 90% of chrom1um (low-carbon ferro-chromium)  861 
79.01  Unwroughr zinc; zinc waste and scrap: 
A.  Unwroughr  2 465 
31.  12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEXD 
concerning lhe agricultural products referred to in Anicle 2 
Description 
Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies: 
A.  Horses: 
II.  for Slaughter (  1) 
07.01  Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
ex  H.  Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Garlic, from 1 February to 31  May (2) 
Q.  Mushrooms and truffles: 
II. Chanterelles 
III. Flap mushrooms 
ex  IV. Other, excluding truffles 
S.  Sweet peppers(') 
07.02  Vegetables  (wh~$her or not cooked), preserved by freezing: 
ex  B.  Other: 
-Peas(') 
No L 389/85 
07.03  Vegetables provisionally preserved in brine, tn sulphur water or in other preservative solutions, 
but not specially prepared for immediate consumption: 
ex  E.  Other vegetables: 
- Mushrooms, excluding cultivated mushrooms 
07.04  Dried, dehydrated or evaporated vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in  powder, but not 
funher prepared: 
A.  Onions: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Mushroms, excluding cultivated mushrooms 
- Sweet peppers 
07.05  Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skinned or split: 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Peas (including chick peas) and beans (Phaseolus spp.): 
- Beans (Phaseolus spp.) 
08.08  Berries, fresh: 
ex  D.  Raspberries, black currants and red currants: 
- Raspberries, from  15 May to 15 June 
F.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Blackberries, from  15 May to 15 June 
( 1)  Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be determined by  the competent authortties. 
( 2 )  Within the hmtts of annual Community tariff quota of 300 ronnes. 
(') Wtthm thelimtts of an annual Communtty tartff quota of 1 200 tonnes. 
(') Within the limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 1 300 tonnes. No L 389/86 
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Description 
Fruit,  dried,  other  than  that  falhng  wnhing  heading  Nos  08.01 ,08,02,  08.03,  08.04  or 
08.05: 
ex  G.  Other: 
- Morello cherries 
09.04  Pepper of the genus P1per;  p1menro of the genus Capsicum or the genus Pimenta: 
B.  Crushed or ground 
09.09  Seeds of anise, bad1an, fennel,  cor~ander, cumin, carway and JUmper 
12.03  Seeds,  fruit  and spores, of a kind used for sowmg 
20.01  Vegetables and frun, prepared or preserved  by  vinegar or acenc acid, wnh or without sugar, 
whether or not containmg salt, sp1ces or mustard: 
ex  B.  Cucumbers and gherkins: 
- Cucumbers (1) 
ex  C.  Other: 
- Sweet  peppers 
20.02  Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by  vmegar or acenc ac1d: 
ex  E.  Sauerkraut (2 ) 
ex  H.  Other, includmg mixtures: 
- The product known  as  'AJVAR', obtamed from  sweet  peppers,  to wh1ch  sp1ces, 
extracts  of spices  or d1snllates  of natural  sp1ces,  and  sometimes  aubergines  and 
tomatoes,  are  added,  contaming at least  9 %  of dry  extracts,  used  mainly  as  a 
salad 
20.06  Frun otherwise prepared or preserved, whether or nor conrammg added sugar or spirit: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Conraming added spirit: 
e)  Other fruits: 
2.  Other: 
ex  bli)  Other: 
- Sweet  clear-fleshed of a diameter nor exceeding 18,9 millimetres, 
stoned, mrended for the manufacture of chocolate products(') (4 ) 
22.09  Spirits  (other  than  those  of headmg  No 22.08);  liqueurs  and  other  spirituous  beverages; 
compound alcoholiC  preparations (known as 'concentrated extracts') for  the manufacture of 
beverages: 
C.  Spirituous beverages: 
IV. Vodka with an alcoholiC strength of 45,4% vol or less and plum, pear or cherry spmr 
(exduding liqueurs), in  containers holding:' 
ex  a)  Two lnres or less: 
- 'Sljivovica' plum spirit(') 
24.01  Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- of the 'Prilep' type(') 
(1)  Up to an  annual  reference quanury of 3 000 tonnrs 
( 2 )  Up ro  an annual  ref<r<n~ quanriry of 150 ronnes. 
(  ') Up ro an annual Communiry ranff quora of 3 000 ronnes. 
(
4
}  End  u~e ~•II be momrored m accordance With the relevant Community prov1~ions. 
(')  Wnhm rht hmns of annual Communny tar<ff quora of 5 420 hectohtr<s. 
(')  Wnhm the hmns of an annual Community tanff quora of I 500 tonnes. 
31.  12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEX E 
co nceming the products referred to in Article 5 
Live animals of the bovine species: 
A.  Domestic species: 
ex  II.  Other: 
Descnpuon 
No L 389/87 
- Not yet having any permanent teeth, of a weight of not less than 350 kg but not 
more than 500 kg, in the case of male animals, or of not less than 320 kg but 
not more than 470 kg  in  the case of female  animals (a) 
02.01  Meat and  edible  offals  of the  animals  falling  within  heading Nos  01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 
01.04, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A.  Meat: 
II.  Of bovine ammals: 
a)  Fresh or chilled: 
ex  1.  Carcases, half-carcases or 'compensated' quarters: 
- Carcases of a weight of not less than 180 kg but not more than 300 kg 
and half-carcases or 'compensated' quarters, of a we1ght of not less than 
90 kg but not more than 150 kg, with a low degree of ossification of the 
cartilages  (more  especially  those  of  the  symphysis  pubis  and  the 
vertebral apophyses), the meat of which is of a light pink colour and the 
fat  of which,  of extremely  fine  structure,  is  white  to  light  yellow  in 
colour (a) 
ex  2.  Separated or unseparated forequarters: 
- Separated forequaters of a weight of not less  than 45  kg  but not more 
than  75  kg,  with  a low  degree  of ossification  of the cartilages  more 
especially those of the  vertebral apophyses), the meat of which  is  of a 
hght pink colour and  the fat  of which, of extremely  fine  structure, is 
white to hght yellow in  colour (a) 
ex  3.  Separated or unseparated hmdquarters: 
- Separated hindquaters of a we1ght not less than 45 kg but not more than 
75  kg  (not less  than  38  kg  but not more than 68  kg  in  the  case  of 
'Pistola' cuts), with a low degree of ossification of the cartilages (more 
especially those of the  vertebral apophyses), the meat of which is  of a 
hght pink colour and the fat  of which, of extremely  fine  structure, is 
white to light yellow in colour (a) 
(a)  Entry under th1s  subheading 1s subject to condit1ons to be  determined by the competent authorities. - 571  ...:. 
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FINAL ACT 
The Plenipotentiaries 
OF THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one pan, and of 
THE  FEDERAL  EXECUTIVE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  ASSEMBLY  OF  THE  SOCIALIST  FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other pan, 
meeting for the purposes of signing the Additional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia, 
have, on signing this Protocol, 
adopted or taken note of the following declarations: 
1.  Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Articles 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Protocol; 
2.  Declaration by  the Community on Article 5 of the Protocol; 
3.  Declaration by  Yugoslavia on Article 5 of the Protocol; 
and taken note of the following; 
- Exchange of Letters on Arttcle 2 (8) of the Protocol; 
- Exchange of Letters on Article 3 of the Protocol; 
- Exchange  of Letters  on  the  application  of certain  agricultural  provistons  of the  Addttional 
Protocol establishing new trade arrangements. 
The Declarations and Exchanges of Letters listed above are annexed to this Final Act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that the Declarations and Exchanges of Letters shall be subject, 
in  the same manner as the Cooperation Agreement, to any  procedures that may  be  necessary  to 
ensure their validity. 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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Hecho en Bruselas, el  diez de diciembre de mil  novecientos ochema y siete. 
Udf~rdiget i Bruxelles, den tiende december nitten hundrede og syvogfirs. 
Geschehen zu  Brussel am zehmen Dezember neunzehnhundertsiebenundachtzig. 
'Eyw£ one;  Bpu~tA.A.tc;, o·nc;  OEKQ  .6.tK£1113PiOU  :x,iA.ta  EVVIUKOOIQ  oyoovta E(jl'tfl. 
Done  at  Brussels  on  the  tenth  day  of December  in  the  year  one  thousand  nine  hundred  and 
eighty-seven. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le dix decembre mille neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, add! diec1  dicembre millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de tiende december negentlenhonderd zevenentachng. 
Feito em  Bruxelas, em  dez de Dezembro de mil  novecentos e oitenta e sete. 
Sacinjeno u Brislu, desetog decembra hiljadu devet stotina osamdeset 1 sedme. 
Por e1  Consejo de las Comunidades Europeas 
For Radet for  De  Europ~1ske F~llesskaber 
Fur den Rat der Europaischen Gememschaften 
fta to Eu~tl3ouA.to twv Eupw7ta'iK<l>v  Kmvotfttwv 
For the Council of the European Commumties 
Pour le  Conse1l  des Communautes europeennes 
Per  il  Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de Raad van  de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Pelo Conselho das Comumdades Europeias 
Za Savet Evropsk1h ZaJednica - 573  -
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Por  el  Consejo  [Jecutivo  Federal  de  Ia  Asemblea  de  Ia  Republica  Federativa  Sociahsta  de 
Yugoslavia 
For  Det  Foderative  Eksekutivnl.d  for  Den  Soc1alistiske  Foderative  Republik  Jugoslaviens  For-
samling 
Fiir  den  Foderativen  Exekutivrat  der  Versammlung  der  Soziahstischen 'Foderativen  Republik 
Jugoslawien 
na to 0j.l001tOVS!aK6 EKt£AEOtiK6  LUj.l~OUA\0 tTj~ O!lO<movStaKi]~ LOO\QA\OTIKtl~ 6TJilOKpa-
tia~ tTJ~ flouyKooA.aPia~ 
For  the  Federal  Executive  Counc1l  of  the  Assembly  of  the  SoCialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslav1a 
Pour  le  conseil  executif  federal  de  l'assemblee  de  Ia  republique  sociahste  federative  de 
Y  ougoslavie 
Per  il  Consiglio  esecutivo  federale  deii'Assemblea  della  Repubblica  sociahsta  federativa  di 
Jugoslavia 
Voor de Federale Executieve Raad van de Vergadering van de Socialistische Federatieve Republiek 
Joegosla  v  u~ 
Pelo Conselho Executivo Federal da Republica Sociahsta Federativa da Jugoslavia 
Za Savezno  lzvr~no Vei:.e Skupsnne Soc1jalisticke Federativne Repubhke Jugoslavije 
31. 12.  87 31.  12.  87 
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Joint Declaration by the contracting Parties on Anicles 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Protocol 
The Contracting Parties agree that, should the date of entry into force of the Protocol not coincide 
with the beginning of the calendar or marketing year as the case may be, the ceilings referred to in 
Anicle 1 and the quantitative limits  referred to in  Articles 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Protocol will  be 
applied pro rata. 
The Contracting Parties further agree that imports into the Community of products originating in 
Yugoslavia for which ceilings or quantitative limits have been laid down in this Protocol shall  be 
calculated as from  1 January each year. 
Declaration by the Community on Article 5 of the Protocol 
The Community declares  that  it  is  prepared  to  hold  consultations with  Yugoslavia  during  the 
period of application of this Protocol with a view to improving the arrangements in the beef and 
veal  sector in  the  light of Community market trends and taking into account  its relations  with 
Yugoslavia. 
Declaration by Yugoslavia on Article 5 of the Protocol 
Yugoslavia undertakes to maintain regularly phased deliveries of baby-beef to the Community in 
order to avoid disrupting the Community markets. - 575  -
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EXCHANGE OF LEITERS 
on Article 2 (8) of the Protocol 
A.  Letter from the Community 
Sir, 
Article  2  of  the  Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade  arrangements  provides  for  the 
dismantling subject to certain conditions of customs duties on sweet dear-fleshed cherries preserved 
in  spirit,  intended  for  the  manufacture of chocolate  products,  falling  within  subheading  20.06 
B I e)  2 ex bb). 
This dismantling of duties applies to a tariff quota of 3 000 tonnes, minus imports at reduced duty 
under  an  autonomous  Community  erga  omnes  tariff  suspension.  Accordingly,  only  after  the 
imports possible under such  autonomous tariff suspension  have  been  made will  the Community 
open a tariff quota for a quantity equal to the difference between 3 000 tonnes and the volume of 
Yugoslav products already imported under the tariff suspension. 
The above provisions shall remain in  force until the duty provided for in  the Additional Protocol 
reaches  a  level  equal  to  or  lower  than  that  of  an  autonomous  tariff  suspension  which  the 
Community grants erga omnes. The tariff quota laid down in the Additional Protocol shall then be 
used first, before Yugoslavia can benefit from any autonomous Community tariff suspension. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm at the same time 
your delegation's agreeement with its contents. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my  h•ghest consideration. 
Sir, 
On behalf of the Counetl 
of the European Commumtles 
B.  Letter from  Yugosla11ia 
I acknowledge receipt of your letter which reads as  follows: 
'Article  2  of the Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade  arrangements  provides  for  the 
dismantling  subject  to  certain  conditions  of customs  duties  on sweet  dear-fleshed  cherries 
preserved  in  spirit,  intended  for  the  manufacture  of  chocolate  products,  falling  within 
subheading 20.06 B I e)  2 ex  bb). 
This dismantling of duties applies to a tariff quota of 3 000 tonnes, minus imports at reduced 
duty under an autonomous Community erga  omnes tariff suspension. Accordingly, only after 
the  imports  possible  under  such  autonomous  tariff  suspension  have  been  made  will  the 
Community open a tariff quota for a quantity equal to the difference between 3 000 tonnes and 
the volume of Yugoslav products already imported under the tariff suspension. 
The  above  provisions  shall  remain  in  force  until  the  duty  provided  for  in  the  Additional 
Protocol reaches a level equal to or lower than that of an autonomous tariff suspension which 
the Community grants erga omnes. The tariff quota laid down in the Additional Protocol shall 
then  be  used  first,  before  Yugoslavia  can  benefit  from  any  autonomous  Community  tariff 
suspension. 
I should be  grateful if you  would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm at the same 
time your delegation's agreement with its contents.' 
I  have  the  honour  to  confirm  that  my  Delegation  is  in  agreement  with  the  contents  of your 
letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
President of the Yugosla11  Delegation 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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EXCHANGE OF LEITERS 
on Article 3 of the Protocol 
A.  Letter from the Community 
Sir, 
Article  3  of  the  Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade  arrangements  provides  for  the 
elimination of customs duties on Morello cherries falling within subheadings 08.07 C ex I or ex 11, 
08.10 ex  D, 08.11  ex E,  20.03 ex  A or ex B or 20.06 B ex II  of the Common Customs Tariff, 
subject to certain quantitative and price conditions. 
The Community will  eliminate the customs duties applicable to these products for  the quantities 
herein stipulated in  accordance with the rules laid down in  Article 2 (  1  ) and (  2)  of the Additional 
Protocol establishing new trade arrangements, on condition that Yugoslavia undertakes to restrict 
its exports to the Community to an annual volume of 3 000 tonnes in the case of Morello cherries 
falling within subheadings 08.07 C ex  I or ex  II  and  19 900 tonnes in  the case of those falling 
within headings 08.10 ex D, 08.11 ex E, 20.03 ex  A or ex B or 20.06 B ex  II.  The Community 
reserves the right to suspend issue of the import certificates provided for in the case of the products 
concerned should these quantities be exceeded. 
Yugoslavia further undertakes to comply with a minimum price on import into the Community for 
Morello cherries falling within subheadings 08.10 ex D, 20.03 ex A or ex B or 20.06 B ex II.  The 
Community will  fix  this minimum price, after consultation with the Yugoslav authorities, on the 
basis of the minimum price payable to the producer in  the context of Community assistance for 
processing,  plus  the  costs  of processing  within  the  Con:tmunity.  Account  will  be  taken  where 
necessary of the minimum price on import into the Community for the marketing year preceding 
that for which the price is to be fixed  and of the customs duty actually applied. The Community 
reserves  the  right  to  apply  a  countervailing  charge  should  the  minimum  import  price  not  be 
complied with. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm at the same time 
your delegation's agreement with its contents. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my  highest consideration. 
On behalf of the Council 
of the European Communities - 577  -
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B.  Letter from Yugoslavia 
Sir, 
I acknowledge receipt of your letter which reads as follows: 
'Article 3  of the Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade  arrangements  provides for  the 
elimination of customs duties on Morello cherries falling within subheadings 08.07 C ex I or 
ex  II, 08.10 ex D, 08.11 ex E, 20.03 ex A or ex B or 20.06 B ex II of the Common Customs 
Tariff, subject to certain quantitative and price conditions. 
The  Community  will  eliminate  the  customs  duties  applicable  to  these  products  for  the 
quantities herein stipulated in accordance with the rules laid down in Article 2 (1) and (2) of the 
Additional  Protocol  establishing  new  trade  arrangements  on  condition  that  Yugoslavia 
undertakes to restrict its exports to the Community to an annual volume of 3 000 tonnes in 
the  case  of Morello  cherries  falling  within  subheadings  08.07 C ex I or ex  II  and  19 900 
tonnes m the case of those falling within headings 08.10 ex  D, 08.11 ex E, 20.03 ex A or ex B 
or 20.06 B ex II. The Community reserves the right to suspend issue of the import certificates 
provtded for  in the case of the products concerned should these quantities be exceeded. 
Yugoslavia further undertakes to comply with a minimum price on import into the Community 
for  Morello cherries falling  within subheadings 08.10 ex  D, 20.03 ex A or ex  B or 20.06 B 
ex II. The Community reserves the right to suspend issue of the import certificates provided for 
in the case of the products concerned should these quantities be exceeded. 
Yugoslavia further undertakes to comply with a minimum price on import into the Community 
for Morello cherries falling within subheadings 08.10 ex  D, 20.03 ex A or ex B or 20.06 B 
ex  II.  The  Community  will  fix  this  minimum  price,  after  consultation  with  the  Yugoslav 
authorities,  on  the  basis  of the  minimum  price  payable  to  the  producer in  the  context of 
Community  assistance  for  processing,  plus  the  costs  of processing  within  the  Community. 
Account will  be  taken where necessary of the minimum price on import into the Community 
for the marketing year preceding that for which the price is to be fixed and of the customs duty 
acutally applied. The Community reserves the right to apply a countervailing charge should the 
minimum import price not be comphed with. 
I should be  grateful if you  would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm at the same 
time your delegation's agreement with its contents.' 
I  have  the  honour  to  confirm  that my  Delegation  is  in  agreement  with  the  contents  of your 
letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Pres1dent of the  Yugoslav Delegation 
31.  12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
on the Application of certain Agricultural Provisions of the Additional Protocol establishing New 
Trade Arrangements 
A.  Letter /rom the Communzty 
Sir, 
All  arrangements for the application of the agricultural prov1sions of the Cooperation Agreement 
agreed between the Contracting Parties by Exchange of Letters or by  other means shall remam m 
force for the duration of the arrangements prov1ded for in the Additional Protocol establishing new 
trade arrangements for each of the products concerned. 
I should be  grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm at the same time 
your delegation's agreement with its contents. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Sir, 
On behalf of the CounCil 
of the European Communztzes 
B.  Letter from  Yugoslavia 
I acknowledge receipt of your letter which reads as  follows: 
'All  arrangements  for  the  application  of  the  agricultural  prov1sions  of  the  Cooperation 
Agreement agreed between the Contracting Parties by  Exchange of Letters or by  other means 
shall  remain  in  force  for  the  duration  of the  arrangements  provided  for  in  the  Additional 
Protocol establishing new trade arrangements for each of the products concerned. 
I should be grateful if you  would acknowledge receipt of this  letter and confirm at the same 
time your delegation's agreement with its contents.' 
I  have  the  honour  to  confirm  that  my  Delegation  is  in  agreement  with  the  contents  of your 
letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my  highest consideration. 
President of the Yugoslav Delegatzon - 579  -
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Information  on  the  date of entry  into  force  of the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  EEC-Yugoslavia 
Cooperation Agreement and the second EEC-Yugoslavia Financial Protocol 
(a)  Addrtional Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement (1) 
As notification of fulfilment of the conditions necessary for the entry into force of the Protocol 
was  given  on  31  December  1987, the Protocol  will  enter  mto  force  on  1 January  1988, in 
accordance with Article 8 (2) thereof. 
(b) Second Frnancial Protocol (2) 
As notiftcation of fulfilment of the conditions necessary for the entry into force of the Protocol 
was  given  on 31  December  1987, the  Protocol  will  enter into force on  1 February  1988, m 
accordance with Article 16 (2)  thereof. 
(1)  See page 73 of this OffiCial Journal. 
( 2 )  See page 66 of tilts Official journal. 
31.  12.  87 DECISIONS  OF  THE  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL - 583  -
DECISION  No  1/87 
OF  THE  EEC-YUGOSLAVIA  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL 
of 
14.  XII.  1987 
on  co~operation between  the 
European  Economic  Commun1ty 
and  the Socialist Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia 
THE  EEC-YUGOSLAVIA  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL, 
Having  r·egard  to  the Co-operation Agreement  between  the  European  Econom1c 
Community  and  the Socialist  Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia,  and  in 
particular Art1cles  2,  5,  6  and  7  thereof, - 584  -
Whereas  Article  2  of  the  Agreement  provides  for  the  institution of 
co-operation with the  aim  of  ~nntributing to  the  development  of Yugoslavia 
by  efforts complementary  to  those made  by  Yugoslavia itself,  and  of 
strengthening existing economic  links  on  as  broad  a  basis  as  possible for 
the mutual  benefit of  the Parties; 
Whereas  the Co-operation Council  adopted Decisions  Nos  4/83,  3/84,  1/85  and 
1/86 on  24  May  1983,  18  June  1984,  18  June  1985  and  22  July  1986 
respectively on  the  implementation of  the  co-operation provided  for  in the 
Agreement; 
Considering the  outcome  of the co-operation measures  implemented 
in accordance  with  the mandate  given by  the  abovementioned  Decisions  to  be 
positive; 
Whereas  fresh  impetus  should  be  given  to  relations  between  the  Community 
and  Yugoslavia so  that  they  can  become  part  of  a  long-term pattern and 
whereas,  to this  end,  co-operation should  be  strengthened  and  expanded, 
particularly in those  areas  likely to  act  as  a  driving force  in bringing 
the  economies  closer together, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The  Co-operation Council  confirms  the  general  guidelines  adopted 
in Decision  No  1/86 for  co-operation between  the  Community  and  Yugoslavia. - 585  -
The  Co-operation Council  also considers  that  a  sustained effort must  be 
made  to place  relations between  the Community  and  Yugoslavia within  a 
long-term perspective. 
To  this end  it encourages  all forms  of  co-operation making  for better 
mutual  awareness  (exchanges  of experts,  teachers  and  students,  training 
programmes,  grants,  lectures,  visits,  etc.)  in areas  of mutual  interest. 
Article 2 
In the industrial  co-operation field,  the Co-operation Council: 
1)  welcomes  the activities which  have  been  organized to provide Community 
and  Yugoslav businessmen with  the  information necessary for  carrying out 
their undertakings  {Guide  to  industrial  co-operation  and  to  investment 
in Yugoslavia); 
2)  welcomes  the various activities which  have  been  organized  to promote  the 
diversification of Yugoslav exports.  It notes  with  interest  the 
encouraging results of  the visits made  by  Yugoslav  industrialists to 
Spain and  Portugal  {September  1986),  the marketing  seminar in 
Germany  {5  to  10  April  1987)  and  the visits by  Spanish  and  Portuguese 
industrialists to Yugoslavia  {March  and  April  1987). - 586  -
It calls on  both  Parties  to  continue  along  this  path  and  to  seek 
opportunities  for  co-operation.  To  th1s  end  it encourages  all 
activities for putting businessmen  from  specific sectors  in contact  with 
each other; 
3)  in the context  of  the co-operation begun  in the non-ferrous  metals 
sector,  calls on  both Parties to  continue  the talks  on  organizing  a 
second meeting  in  1988; 
4)  encourages  both Parties  to finalize  the  co-operation arrangements  for 
finding  technical  and  operational  solutions  to the  problem of  linking 
the  Business Co-operation Bureau  of Yugoslavia's  Federal  Economic 
Chamber  with the  Bureau  for  the  Linking of Undertak1ngs,  especially as 
regards  the  Business  Co-operation  Network  !BCNET>; 
5)  notes  the  study vis1t  by  the  Federal  Standardization  Inst1tute to 
Brussels  in January  1987  and  encourages  both  Parties  to  continue with 
the  talks  along the  l1nes  laid down  1n  order to  1nform  the  relevant 
Yugoslav authorities  of developments  in standardization,  certification 
and  quality control; 
6)  notes  the  research  carried out  by  the  Economic  Research  Institute of 
Ljubljana which,  in the  field of econom1c  co-operation,  is  concerned 
with  analysing the  trade  between  the  Community  and  Yugoslavia  in order 
to  identify tbe  problems  and  strong points of  such  trade,  and  encourages 
both  Parties  to continue  their discussions  in this area; - 587  -
7)  with  regard  to  investment,  encourages  the  two  Parties  to  continue 
investigating the conditions  which  will  be  favourable  to  long-term 
co-operation transactions  in  the  form  of  joint  investments, 
in particular for specific projects of  common  interest  forwarded  by  the 
Yugoslav authorities. 
It also notes  that  the  International  Finance  Corporation plans  to 
organize  an  international  seminar  in Yugoslavia on  the  subject of 
improving foreign  investment  and  welcomes  the  fact  that  the Commission 
intends  to take part  in it. 
Article 3 
1.  In the  energy field,  the Co-operation Council  notes  the  study visit made 
to Brussels in June  1987.  At  the  end  of that visit,  both  Parties 
emphasized the  importance  of their broad  discussion  on  a  topic vital  to 
their economies. 
2.  The  two  Parties agree to  lay  the  foundations  of  long-term co-operation 
based on  the following  topics: 
- exchange of information on  all aspects  of  energy policy; 
- co-operation in the field of energy planning.  The  development  of 
plannins instruments will  be  treated as  a  matter of priority; - 588  -
co-operation  in  the  rational  use  of  energy:  energy  conservation  and 
substitution: 
- exchange  of experts,  training,  seminars. 
Article  4 
1.  In  the  f1eld  of  science  and  technology,  the  Co-operatlon Counc1l 
expresses its satisfaction at  the  conduct  and  results  of  the  jo1nt 
activities which  have  been  organ1zed,  takes  note  of  the  conclus1ons  adopted 
at  the  third meeting of  the  specialized working party  and  calls on  both 
Parties  to  continue  the  d1scussions  along  the  l1nes  agreed  on. 
2.  The"co-operation programme  adopted  will  cover three  types  of activities: 
joint  research projects,  workshops  and  high-level  training. 
2.1.  Four  joint  research projects will  be  started 1n  the  fields  of 
seismology,  geology,  environment  and  marine  pollution. 
2.2.  A workshop  on  advanced mater1als  will  be  held  in Yugoslavia  in  1988. 
2.3.  With  regard  to high-level  tra1ning activities,  a  vislt to  the Joint 
Research  Centres  and  to  the  FAST  Programme  will  be  organized. - 589  -
3.  Aware  of the  dynamic  driving force  which  science  and  technology  can 
provide  in. developing future  relations between  the  Community  and 
Yugoslavia,  the Co-operation Council  has  expressed its desire to  strengthen 
and  expand  such co-operation. 
It accordingly calls on  the  two  Parties to continue  the  discussions  to 
identify the most  suitable  instruments  and  framework  for ensuring greater 
continuity and  effectiveness in the scientific dialogue and  to make  a 
particular effort  to carry out,  on  a  Joint  basis,  co-operation measures  to 
expand  and  deepen  the relations  between  the scientific communities  of both 
Parties. 
4.  The  Co-operation Council  also calls on  the  specialized working  party to 
take  these guidelines  into account  when  preparing the  co-operation 
programme  for  1988. 
Article  S 
1.  In the  agricultural  sector,  the Co-operation Council  wishes  to stress 
the satisfactory results of the bilateral programme  of  technjcal 
co-operation. 
1.1.  It notes the  findings  of the Specialized Working  Party on  Agricultural 
Research  and,  in view of the value of the co-operation which  has  been 
set in motion,  agrees  to continue  the programme  along  the  lines which 
have  been  laid down,  namely: - 590  -
- participat1on by  Yugoslav  researchers  in a  series  of  ·.eminars  or 
research groups  organized  under  the  programmes  of  Community  research 
on  animal  production,  plant  production,  Mediterranean  agriculture, 
soil  and  water use  and  energy in agriculture; 
- participation by  Yugoslav  research~rs in one-month  scientific visits 
to research  laboratories or institutes  in the  Community; 
- organization of scientific lectures  by  Community  teachers  in 
Yugoslavia; 
- forwarding  of  documentation  on  the  co-ordination of  research. 
1.2.  It has  agreed  to hold  a  sem1nar  on  maize  in Yugoslavia  1n  1988. 
1.3.  With  regard  o  animal  and  plant  legislation,  it notes  that  experts  in 
the  veterinary field vis1ted Brussels  in June  1987  and  experts  on 
seeds visited Belgrade  in July  1987. 
It  encourage~ the  two  Parties  to continue  talks  to  determine  specific 
forms  of  co-operation. - 591  -
1.4.  It notes  the activities which  have  been  organized  in  seeking 
complementarities  in the  field of primary production  and  the 
proctssing industry and  encourages  the Parties  to  continue  along  this 
path. 
1.5.  Within  the  ~pecialized Working  Party on  Agricultural  Research,  the  two 
Parties agree  to hold  regular exchanges  of v1ews  to  co-ordinate 
Yugoslavia's  interests with  the Community's  agricultural  research  and 
to  examine  any matters  relating to  the  implementation of this 
programme,  including the  drawing up  of  joint projects. 
2.  Having  regard  to  the value  of the  work  which  has  been  carr1ed out,  the 
Co-operation Council  considers  that  the tripartite scientific and 
technical  co-operation between Yugoslavia,  the  International  Centre  for 
Advanced  Mediterranean Agronomic  Studies  (CIHEAM}  and  the  Community 
should  be  continued  and  intensified. 
To  this end  the  following  work  programme  has  been  adopted: 
2.1.  with  regard  to  research: 
- continuation of  the  programme  of  comparative  research  on  family 
production  systems  (RAFAC  II}; 
- participation in  the  programme  of  research  on  medicinal  and  aromatic 
plants; 
- participation in  the  programme  of  research  on  the genetic 
improvement  of cereals  and  grain  legumes; - 592  -
- participation in the  programme  of research on  intensifying the 
growing  of  cereals  through  the  development  of  the tillage 
farming/stock-raising combination. 
2.2.  with regard  to  the  training of experts  in the  CIHEAM  institutes  (Barl, 
Saragossa,  Khania  and  Hontpellierl,  it has  been  agreed  to  increase  the 
number  of grants  in view  of  the  interest  wh1ch  has  been  shown. 
Art1cle  ~ 
1.  With  regard  to  co-operation on  statistics,  the  Co-operation Council 
wishes  to stress the quality of the  work  which  has  been  carried out  in  the 
various fields  and  the desire of both Parties  to  strengthen and  increase 
this co-operation. 
It notes  with satisfaction the measures  which  have  been or are  be1ng 
carried out: 
- measures  to  improve  the  comparability  and  use  of the statistics on 
external  trade; 
- technical  asistance  and  exchange  of experience with  the  Federal  Customs 
Authority in  introducing the Harmonized  System  (HSl; 
- linking the  Federal Statistical Office  with  the Community's  statistical 
data bases; 
- harmonization  in  industrial statistics. - 593  -
It notes  the  conclusions of the specialized Working  Party on  Statistics and 
agrees  to continue  the programme  along the  lines  laid down,  namely: 
(a)  With  a  view to the harmonized  system being adopted  in the  Member  States 
and  in Yugoslavia,  it notes  the  introduction of measures  carried out 
with the  Federal Statistical Office  and  the  Federal  Customs  Authority 
on  the harmonization of nomenclatures. 
Having  regard  to  the  complexity of  thi.s  subject  and  the  importance,  for 
economic  relations between the Community  and  Yugoslavia,  of fruitfu· 
collaboration between  the bodies  affected by  this new  procedure,  it 
proposes  that  a  sub-group on  nomenclature be set up  comprising the 
representatives  involved on  both sides. 
It notes with satisfaction the  success of  the measures  centred  on  the 
use  of micrJ-informatics  in external  trade statistics and  welcomes  the 
development  of  the measures  concerning the  analysis  of methodology  and 
the  comparison of data by  means  of training courses  and  studies. 
It envisages maintaining the  link to  the  data banks  in order to  improve 
and  extend  the analysis of bilateral trade. 
(b)  Having  regard  to  the success  of the work  which  has  been  carried out,  it 
considers that  the comparative  work  and  the exchange  of experience 
taking place in regard to national  accounting and  industrial statistics 
should be  continued. - 594  -
(c)  It emphasizes  its interest  in  introducing a  series of  measures  1n  the 
field of transport  statist1cs,  with  particular reference  to  road 
transit. 
(d)  It  considers  that  studies  on  agricultural  statistics  mu~t be 
carried out  jn order to revitalize exchange  of  technology  and  know-how 
in this area. 
2.  The  Co-operation Council  notes with satisfaction the  progress  which  has 
been made  in co-operation on  statistics and  considers  that,  in order to 
make  better use  of this work  and  to  improve  its efficiency,  a  seminar 
should  be  held to demonstrate  the  consistency of  the  measures  and  to 
present  a  number  of  technological  developments  1n  the  field  of 
mi  ·ro-informatics,  telematics  an<i  remote  sensing. 
Article  7 
1.  The  tw•  PartiE·s  welcome  the  interest  raised  by  the  demonstration  seminar 
organized  in Zag1eb  in April  1987  on  the  use  of  the  DIANE  (Direct 
Information  Acces~ Network  for  Europe)  system,  finalized by  the  Community. 
2.  With  regard  to  advanced  informat1on services,  for non-expert  users  for 
example.  the  two  Parties have  agreed  to  look  into  the possibility of 
holding  a  conf··rence  in Yugoslavia,  if possible in  1988. 
Article  8 
1.  In  the field of co-operation  on  tourism,  the Co-operation Council  notes 
th·~  results of  the  assessment visit on  the  subject of computerizing 
information relating to the tourist  industry in Yugoslavia. - 595  -
It encourages  both Parties  to  implement  the  following  measures: 
- arranging a  study visit to  the Community  so  that  Yugoslav  officials can 
meet  Community  officials responsible  for  informatics  applied to tourism; 
- <rawing up  a  master plan  on  informatics  in the  light of the  lessons 
learnt  from  the  study visit. 
2.  With  regard  to the  conference  on  promoting out-of-season tourism in 
Yugoslavia,  the Parties have  agreed  to  examine  the  conditions for 
organizing such an event. 
3.  The  two  Parties will  study  the possibility of organizing  an  exchange  of 
views  on  the question of training managerial  staff. 
Article 9 
1.  In the environment  field,  the  Co-operation Council  notes  with 
satisfaction that,  in the  context  of the  action  taken  jointly by  the  Plan 
of  l\ction  for  the Mediterranean,  the  International  Maritime  Organization 
and  the Community,  with  a  view  to encouraging Mediterranean  countries  to 
set up  installations to  reduce marine  pollution. from  hydrocarbons  and  oil 
residues,  the  two  Parties have  decided  to  launch  a  pilot demonstration  in 
the port of Rijeka;  this project  should also be  regarded  as  a  joint 
contribution  tow~rds meeting the  aims  of  the  European  Year  of the 
Environment,  whi•:h  began  on  21  March  1987. - 596  -
The  two  Parties will  study  the  possib~lity of  organizing activities  for 
disseminating the  results of the project when  it has  been  completed. 
2.  The  two  Parties will  study  the possiblity of  launching  a  new  specific 
initiative in  1988.  A new  pilot project  could be  identified among  the 
priority areas  adopted  at  the  fourth  meeti.ng  of the Contracting Parties  to 
the  Barcelona Convention. 
3.  The  two  Part1es  agree  to  r.nntinue  the  co-operation thus  initiatated and 
to hold  an  exchange  of  views  to  decide  on  the  framework  and  future 
activities of co-operation. 
Article  10 
In  view of the  success  achieved  in co-operation  in the  training of 
(·onference  interpreters,  the  Co-operation Council  considers  that  this 
programme  should  be  continued. 
Article  11 
In  the  light  of  the value  of  Commission  participation  1n  the  principal 
fairs  in Yugoslavia,  the  Co-operation Council  considers  that  such 
participation should be  continued. - 597  -
Article  12 
The  Co-operation Council  expresses  its satisfaction at  the  interest  shown 
in the  information trips organized for  senior Yugoslav  officials.  It 
considers that  these activities should  be  continued  as  they enable 
participants to become  better acquainted with  the  machinery of  the 
Community  and  enable bilateral problems  to be  tackled  in a  very practical 
manner. 
Article  13 
The  Co-operation Council  takes  note  of the visit which  the  Federal  Economic 
Chamber  of Yugoslavia made  in June  1987  to the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  and  lends its support  to the  continuation of these  contacts. 
Done  at  Brussels,  14  December  1987 
For the  EEC-Yugoslavia  Co-operation  Council 
The  President 
(s.)  For  Mr  U.  ELLEMANN-JENSEN 
K.E.  TYGESEN 
The  Secretaries 
F.  FERNANDEZ-FABREGAS  C.  DJERMANOVIC - 599  -
RESOLUTION 
OF  THE  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL  EEC-YUGOSLAVIA 
on  future  relations  between 
Yugoslavia  and  the  Community 
THE  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL, 
- R~ferring to  the  letter·  and  spirit of  the  Belgrade  Declaration of 
1 '176,  and  to  the  Co-op·~  ration Agreement  signed  on  2  Apri 1  1980 
b.,.tween  the  ::>ocialist  Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia  and  the 
European  Conrmuni ty; 
- Having  rega"d  to  the  status of Yugoslavia as  a  non-aligned, 
European,  Mediterranean  State,  and  a  member  of  the  77  Developing 
Countries,  as well  as  its geographical  position  in  Europe  in 
relation  to  the  Community; 
- Havin~ regard  to  the  increasing interdependence  and  complementing 
of  th·~  economies  of  the  Community  and  Yugoslavia,  as well  as  the 
difference  in-their level  of  development. 
Aware  of  the  increasing integration of  the  Community  economies, 
particularly  through implementation  of  the  objectives  of  the 
Single  European Act; 
- Welcoming  the  signing of  the  Additional  Protocol  and  the  Protocols 
of  adaptation  to  the  Co-operation Agreement  consequent  on  the 
enlargement  of  ~he  Community  to  include  Spain  and  Portugal  and  of 
the  second  Financial  Protocol,  which  establish ever closer links 
between  Yugoslavia  and  the  European  Community; 
Expresses  satisfaction at  the  concrete  results achieved  in  the  fi~ld 
of co-operation  as  a  result of its previous decisions; 
1.  Welcomes  the  programme  adopted  at  this meeting  and  notes  the 
common  desire  to  strengthen,  intensify and  broaden  the  co-operation 
provided  for  in  the  1980  Agreement  in  the  mutual  interest of  the 
two  parties. 
2.  Recognizes  the  desirability of  exam1n1ng  jointly and  in concrete 
terms  the  future  of co-operation relations,  in  the  light of 
changes  in  the  Yugoslav  economy  and  of current  developments  in 
the  Community  economy. - 600  -
3.  Stresses in particular the  importance  attached  to  the  developmer·t 
of co-operation in  the  field of science  and  technology,  transport 
and  ccmmunications,  industrial co-operation  and  joint ventures, 
the  ervironment,  energy,  tourism,  statistics and  other areas of 
mutual  interest. 
4.  Calls on  the  Working  Party  on  EEC-Yugoslavia Co-operation,  set 
up  at  the  2nd  meeting of  the  Co-operation Council,  to  study  ways 
and  means  of strengthening co-operation  and  to  submit  to  each  of 
the  p~rties,  in preparation for their next  meeting,  a  report 
the  c0nclusions  of  whic~ will have  been  worked  out  at one  or 
more  special meetings  of the Working  Party at political  level. 
Done  at  ~russels,  14  December  1987 
The  Secretaries 
For  the  EEC-Yugoslavia  Co-operation  Council 
The  President 
(s.)  For  Mr  U.  ELLEMANN-JENSEN 
K.F.  TYGESEN 
F.  FERNANDEZ-FABREGAS  C.  DJERMANOVIC PROVISIONS  WITHIN  THE  EEC 7.  3.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 671/87 
of 5  March  1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic .of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986 
establishing  ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1987) (2), 
Whereas  Article  1 of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0240 
·CCT 
heading 
No 
85.23 
Description 
Insulated  (including  enamelled  or  anodized)  electric  wire, 
cable,  bars,  strip  and  the  like  (including  coaxial  cable), 
whether or not  fitted  with  connectors : 
B.  Other 
(tonnes) 
Ceiling 
2173 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPfED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From  10  March  to  31  December  1987,  the  levying  of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries shall be re-established on imports into the Community of the following products : 
CCT 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Origin 
01.0240  85.23  Insulated  (including  enamelled  or  anodized)  electric  wire,  Yugoslavia 
cable,  bars,  strip  and  the  like  (including  coaxial  cable~ 
whether or  not  fitted  with  connectors : 
B.  Other 
(')  OJ No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
No  L 64/9 No  L 64/10 
- 604  -
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall  enter into force  on the third day following its  publication in the  Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5 March  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
7.  3.  87 9.  4.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No. 1011/87 
of 8  April  1987 
reimposing  the  levying  of customs duties  applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic <;ommunity and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEq No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings and Community supervision for imports of certain products originating in Yugoslavia (2), 
and_ in  particular Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced duty rates  according to  Article  15  of the Cooperation Agreement, are 
subject to the annual ceiling indica.ted below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0120 
ccr 
heading 
No 
64.02 
Description 
Footwear  with  outer  soles  of  leather  or  composition 
leather ;  footwear  (other  than  footwear  falling  within 
heading No 64.01) with outer soles of rubber or artificial 
plastic  material : 
A.  Footwear  with  uppers  of  leather 
(tonrus) 
Ceiling 
537 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that ceiling ; whereas the situation on the Community market requires that customs duties appli-
cable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  reimposed, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 12 April to 31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  reimposed  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products·: 
Order  No 
01.0120 
ccr 
heading 
No 
64.02 
Description 
Footwear  with  outer  soles  of  leather  or  composition 
leather ;  footwear  (other  than  footwear.  falling  within 
heading No 64.01) with outer soles of rubber or artificial 
plastic  material : 
A.  Footwear with  uppers  of  leather 
(1)  OJ  No L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(")  OJ  No L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
Origin 
Yugoalavia 
No  L 95/5 No  L 95/6 
- 606  -
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its publication in the Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at  Brussels,  8  April  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
9.  4.  87 - 607  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1043/87 
of 10  April  1987 
imposing a  provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of standardized multi-
phase electric motors having an output of more than 0,75 kW but not more than 
75  kW, originating in Yugoslavia 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2176/84 
of 23  July 1984  on  protection  against  dumped or subsi-
dized  imports from  countries  not  members  of  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community ('),  and  in  particular Article 
11  thereof, 
After  consultation  within  the  advisory  committee  as 
provided  for  under  that  Regulation, 
Whereas:, 
A.  Procedure 
(1)  In October 1986 the Groupement des industries de 
materiel  d'equipement  etectrique  et  de  l'electro-
nique  industrielle associes  (Gimelec~ supported by 
the  Zentralverband  der  Elektrotechnischen  lndus-
trie (Zvei), the Rotating Electrical Machines Associ-
ation  (REMA),  the  Federation  des  Entreprises  de 
l'industrie des  fabrications  metallurgiques, mecani-
ques,  etectriques  et de  Ia  transformation  des  mati-
eres  plastiques  (Fabrimetal)  and  the  Associazione 
Nazionale lndustrie Elettrotecniche ed Elettroniche 
(ANIE),  lodged  with  the  Commission a complaint 
that  imports  of  certain  standardized  multi-phase 
electric  motors,  originating  in  Yugoslavia,  were 
being  dumped  and  were  causing  injury  to  a 
Community industry. 
The complainaQ.ts  represent  a  large  proportion  of 
total  Community  production  of  the  products  in 
question. 
(2)  The  complaint  concerning  imports  from  Yugo-
slavia  was  lodged  with  a  view  to  extending  the 
anti-dumping  proceeding  previously  initiated 
concerning  concerning  imports  of  similar  motors 
originating  in  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  the 
German  Democratic  Republic,  Hungary,  Poland, 
Romania  and  the  Soviet  Union (2).  Although  this 
new  proceeding  concerning  Yugoslav  electric 
motors  is  separate  from  the  review  referred  to 
above, it nevertheless deals with the same products. 
In addition, the reference periods chosen for  asses-
(')  OJ No  L 201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  C  305,  26.  II. 1985,  p.  2. 
sing  the  situation  are  practically  the  same.  The 
Commission,  in  reaching  its  preliminary  conclu-
sions  regarding  the Yugoslav  imports  in  question, 
therefore  took  particular  account of  the  Council's 
definitive  conclusions  concerning  injury,  causal 
link and Community interest in the sector in ques-
tion,  set  out  in  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
864/87(3). 
(3)  The complaint included evidence of dumping and 
of  consequent  material  injury  for  the  Community 
industry  manufacturing  the  standardized  multi-
phase electric motor in question. This evidence was 
considered  sufficient  to  justify  the  initiation  of  a 
proceeding  and  the  Commission  therefore 
announced, by  a notice  in the  Official journal of 
the European  Communities (4),  the  initiation of an 
anti-dumping  proceeding  concerning  imports  of 
standardized multi-phase electric motors having an 
output of more than 0,75 kW but not more than 75 
kW,  originating  in  Yugoslavia. 
(4)  The products concerned by the complaint are stan-
dardized  multi-phase  electric  motors  having  an 
output of more than 0,75 kW but not more than 75 
kW,  falling within  subheading ex  85.01  B 1 b)  of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  corresponding  to 
NIMEXE  codes  ex  85.01-33,  ex  85.01-34  and  ex 
85.01-36. 
(5)  The Commission  officially  informed  the exporters 
and  importers  known  to  be  concerned, the  repre-
sentatives  of  the  exporting  countries,  and  the 
complainants of the opening of the proceeding and 
gave  the parties directly concerned the opportunity 
to  make  known  their  views  in  writing  and  to 
request  to  be  heard  orally. 
Most  of  the  Community  manufacturers,  certain 
importers, and the Yugoslav exporters known to  be 
concerned - Rade-Koncar,  Sever  and  Elektroko-
vina  - made  known  their  views  in  writing,  in 
particular on the question of injury and its  causes. 
The information thus gathered was checked by the 
Commission  where  necessary. 
(6)  In  order  to  make  a  preliminary  assessment  of 
dumping and  injury,  the  Commission  carried  out 
inspections at the  premises  of the following  com-
panies: 
(l)  OJ No  L 83,  27.  3.  1987,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  C  282,  8.  II. 1986,  p.  2. - 608  -
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- Community producers: 
- Federal  Republic  of Gennany : 
- BBC-Deutschland  (Saarbriicken~ 
- Lober (Ruhstorff), 
- Schorch  (Monchengladbach~ 
- Siemens (Erlangen), 
-France: 
- BBC-France  (Lyon~ 
- Leroy-Somer  (Angoul~me~ 
-Italy: 
- Ansaldo-Marelli/CEE  (Milan~ 
- Electro-Adda  (Baverate~ 
- Fimet  (Turin~ 
- Lafert  (S.  Dona di  Piave~ 
- Yugoslav  exporters: 
- Rade-Koncar  (Zagreb~ 
- Sever  (Subotica~ 
- Elektrovokina (Maribor). 
(7)  As  several  importers  made  their views  in writing, 
the  arguments  presented  by  the  following  com-
panies  were  also  taken  into  account  ·by  the 
Commission : 
- Sermes,  Strasbourg, 
- Rade-Koncar,  Milan, 
- Smem, Monza, 
- Ceam,  lnveruno, 
- lncontrera  &:  Wenninger, Milan, 
- Sever  Agrovojvodina,  Copenhagen, 
- Sever Agrovojvodina,  Munich, 
- Sever,  Maidstone. 
(8)  The reference  period adopted by  the Commission 
for investigating whether dumping had occured was 
1  January  to  31  December  1985.  The  same 
reference period was  used to examine price factors 
affecting  injury. 
B.  Definition of the products 
(9)  The products 'alleged to have been dumped are AC 
standardized multi-phase electric motors having an 
output of more than 0,75 kW but not more than 75 
kW. 
In accordance with current commercial practice in 
the  industry,  the  expression  'standardized  multi-
phase motors' is taken to include all motors subject 
to  international  norms, in particular those of the 
International  Electrotechnical  Commission  (IEq. 
The  motors  in question  have  the  following  stan-
dard rotation speeds : 3 000 rpm, 1 500 rpm, 1 000 
rpm  or 7  SO  rpm ; the following  standard output : 
1,1, 1,5,  2,2, 3, 4, 5,5, 7,5,  11,  15,  18,5,  22, 30, 37, 
45,  55  or  75  kW;  and  the  following  standard 
spindle  height: 80,  90,  100,  112,  132,  160,  180, 
200,  250,  280  or 31 5  mm. 
(10)  Given  the  relatively  high  degree  of  international 
standardization in the manufacture of such motors, 
each  type  of  standardized  motor  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  constitutes a  like  product to  the  same 
type  of  Community  standardized  motor,  though 
there may be differences in physical characteristics. 
(11)  Given  the  large  number of motors  concerned  by 
this proceeding (more than 64  types~ the Commis-
sion  considered  that  a  sample  of  six  precisely 
defined types of motor (1  500 rpm 4-pole motors of 
the following  powers: 1,1  kW, 3  kW, 5,5  kW,  11 
kW, 30  kW and 75 kW)  of the category with the 
highest sales in the Community (enclosed, blower-
cooled,  type  BJ  motors  with  retaining  legs,  IP 
44/54, 220/380fV, 50 Hz) was representative for the 
calculation  of dumping margins and  the detenni-
nation  of  price-linked  factors  affecting  injury 
(import  and  resale  prices,  production  costs  and 
price  undercutting  margins). 
The validity of that method and the representative 
nature  of that sample  were  not disputed. 
C.  Normal value 
(12)  The  nonnal  value  of  exports  by  each  of  the 
Yugoslav  producers/exporters  was  established  on 
the basis of the comparable prices actually paid or 
payable in the ordinary course of trade for the like 
product intended for consumption in Yugoslavia. It 
was  calculated  on  the  basis  of  the  average  sales 
prices  during the reference  period. 
D.  Expon prices 
(13)  For each of the Yugoslav  producers/exporters  the 
Commission based export prices on the price actu-
ally paid or payable on exports to each of the main 
Community markets. 
E.  Comparison 
(14)  In comparing normal  value  with  export  prices  at 
the ex-works stage for each of the like products, the 
Commision  took  account  of differences  affecting 
price  comparability  and  made  appropriate  allow-
ances where the interested parties showed that such 
a  request was  justified. Allowances were  made for - 609  -
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payment,  credit  and  guarantee  conditions,  after-
sales  servic.e,  salaries  paid  to  sales  staff,  packaging, 
transport,  insurance,  handling  and  loading  and 
associated  costs,  where  these  differences  had  a 
direct functional  relationship  to  the sales  in  ques-
tion. 
An  allowance  was  also  made  for  the  refund  on 
exports to  the Community of import charges borne 
by materials physically incorporated into such elec-
tric  motors when  the said  motors  are  sold  on  the 
Yugoslav  market. 
The  Yugoslav  exporters  requested  a  number  of 
other allowances. 
(15)  The  first  request  was  for  an  allowance  for  differ-
ences  in  advertising  costs. 
However,  the  exporters  were  unable  to  show  that 
these costs were directly linked to the sales in ques-
tion ;  the  Commission  therefore  considered  them 
to  be  general  expenses,  for  which  no  allowance  is 
made. 
(16)  The second request concerned an allowance for  the 
cost of  financing stocks  intended for  the  domestic 
market. 
The  Commission  considered  these  costs  to  be 
general  expenses, for  which  no allowance  is  made. 
The  Yugoslav  exporters  were  unable  to  prove  that 
the level  of stocks in question was  needed in order 
to satisfy the particular conditions of sales contracts 
for  the  Yugoslav  market. 
(17)  A similar  request  concerned  an  allowance  for  the 
cost of joint financing  by  the producers  of  certain 
investments  on  the  part  of  their  suppliers. 
For  reasons  similar to  those given  at  point 16,  the 
Commission  considered  these  costs  to  be  general 
expenses,  for  which  no  allowance  is  made. 
(18)  The  fourth  request  was  for  an  allowance  to  take 
account of the fact  that raw  materials purchased in 
Yugoslavia  for  the  manufacture  of  electric  motors 
for  the  Yugoslav  market are  more  expensive  than 
those  purchased  on  the  world  market  for  the 
production  of  electric  motors  for  export. 
The investigation showed that use  of raw  materials 
of  different origins did  not result in differences  in 
physical  characteristics  between  Yugoslav  motors 
sold on the domestic market and those exported to 
the Community, nor any other difference affecting 
price comparability within  the meaning of  Article 
2  (1 0)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84. 
(19)  The fifth  request concerned an allowance for  infla-
tion  in  Yugoslavia  between  the  date  of  sale  and 
date  of  payment,  which  would  have  the  effect  of 
reducing  the  domestic  selling  prices. 
The  Commission  notes  that  due  allowance  has 
been  made  for  conditions  of  payment,  which  are 
influenced  in  a  market  economy  by  the  rate  of 
inflation on that market. The relevant Community 
rules  make  no  provision  for  a  further  allowance. 
(20)  The sixth  request  concerned allowances  in  respect 
of  various  export  premiums  paid  by  the  Federal 
and  provincial  governments  to  encourage  the 
acquisition  of  convertible  currency. 
Apart  from  the  fact  that  the  exporters  were  not 
always  able  to  provide  evidence  of  the  amounts 
received  under this  programme  during the  period 
covered by the investigation, it was  not proved that 
the programme would constitute a refund of import 
charges as referred to in Article 2 (10) (d) of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  2176/84  and  defined  in  the  notes 
contained  in  the  Annex  to  that  Regulation. 
(21)  One of the exporters requested an  allowance for  an 
exemption  from  local  and  provincial  taxes  on 
salaries  and  profits,  granted  to  it  as  an  enterprise 
strongly  geared  to  exports. 
This request  was  rejected  because  the tax  relief  in 
question  consists  of  a reduction  in  direct taxation, 
and therefore is  not covered by Article 2 (10) (d)  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84. 
(22)  Finally,  the eighth request concerned an  allowance 
for  the  fact  that the  official  exchange  rate  for  the 
Yugoslav dinar allegedly did not correspond to  the 
real  value  of  the  currency. 
The  Commission  notes  that  companies operating 
in Yugoslavia use  the official  exchange rate for  the 
conversion of both import and export transactions 
carried  out  in  foreign  currency.  The  Commission 
therefore used the official Yugoslav dinar exchange 
rate  for  the  comparison  of  prices. 
F.  Dumping margins 
(23)  Examination of the facts  showed that all  the trans-
actions  concerned  involved  substantial  dumping. 
Dumping  margins  for  each  type  of  motor  were 
calculated  by  comparing  the  average  price  on 
export  to  each  of  the  main  Community  markets - 610  -
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with  normal  value  as  determined ; this calculation 
showed  that  the  dumping  margin  varied  relatively 
little  from  one  type  of  motor  to  another  but 
differed  substantially  between  exporters  and 
between  import markets. 
(24)  The average weighted  dumping margins for all  the 
motor  types  in  the  representative  sample  repre-
sented  the  following  percentages  of  the  free-at-
Community-frontier  price,  not  cleared  through 
customs :  E1ektrokovina,  130 % ;  Rade-Koncar, 
132%; Sever,  97 %. 
(25)  It should be noted that the above dumping margins 
apply to the motors in the sample (type 83 motors). 
The investigation of Yugoslav producing/exporting 
firms  showed that other types of motors (e.g. 85 or 
814) were marketed in Yugoslavia subject to a price 
supplement of  between  5% and  20 %. The price 
of exports  to  the Community of such  motors (85, 
814,  etc.)  originating  in  Yugoslavia,  on  the  other 
hand, is very little - if at all - higher than that of 
83 motors.  The above  dumping margins  are  thus 
lower tharr the dumping margins which would have 
been  established if  all  types  of  standardized  motor 
(83  plus  85,  814, etc.)  had  been  considered. 
G.  Injury 
(26)  Community  import  statistics  for  the  multi-phase 
motors  in  question  show  a substantial  increase  in 
imports  of  motors  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
between  1983,  when  153 000  motors  were 
imported, and  1985, when the figure  was  496 300; 
in  particular,  imports  to  Italy  rose  from  49 600 
motors  to  41 0 800  motors. 
These  figures,  and in  particular the  Italian  import 
statistics  for  1984/85,  were  disputed  by  the  three 
Yugoslav producers/exporters. Almost all the Italian 
firms  and  organizations  consulted  also  considered 
these figures  exaggerated,  their opinion being that 
Yugoslav  single-phase  motors  - not covered  by 
the  proceeding  - had  been  declared,  whether 
intentionally  or  in  error,  as  multi-phase  motors. 
This view may be corroborated by the fact  that, in 
the  Italian  import  statistics,  the  growth  in  the 
number of Yugoslav  motors  declared on import as 
multi-phase coincided with a corresponding fall  in 
the number of Yugoslav motors declared on import 
as  single-phase. 
In  these  circumstances,  the  Commission  judges 
that  the  Yugoslav  request  for  consideration  of 
import  figures  other  than  those  in  the  official 
statistics  is  justified.  At  the  present  stage  of  the 
proceeding,  the  best  information  available  results 
from  direct checks made by  the Commission with 
the three Yugoslav  producers/exporters concerned. 
On  the  basis  of  these  checks,  a  minimum  of 
100 000  of  the  standardized  multi-phase  electric 
motors  in  question  we.re  imported  into  the 
Community in 1983, 123 000 in 1984 and  116 800 
in  1985.  Imports into Italy  were  at  least 35 500  in 
1983,  49 000  in  1984  and  52 900  in  1985. 
The absolute value of imports of these motors from 
Yugoslavia  therefore  increased  from  1982  to  1985 
by 16 %  for  the Community as  a whole and 49 % 
for  Italy  specifically. 
(27)  These  quantities  correspond  to  an  overall  market 
share during the period 1982 to  1985 in the region 
of 3,2 %  to  3,3 %  for  the Community as  a whole, 
with growing penetration of the two markets where, 
Yugoslav  imports  are  concentrated: between  1982 
and  1985,  their market share grew  from  3,9% to 
4,8%  in  Italy  and  from  13%  to  16%  in 
Denmark. 
(28)  The  investigation  also  showed  that  each  type  of 
standardized multi-phase electric motor originating 
in  Yugoslavia  was,  by  virtue  of  the  international 
standardization  referred  to  at  point  10,  inter-
changeable  with  similar  Community  motors  and 
with similar motors originating, in particular, in the 
State-trading  countries. 
It was  therefore established  that all  Yugoslav stan-
dardized  multi-phase  electric  motors  covered  by 
this proceeding, and those originating in  the State-
trading  countries  and  covered  by  the  review  pro-
ceeding mentioned above, were  in competition on 
the Community market with each  other and with 
like  Commu~ity products. 
(29)  Commission  Regulation (EEq No 3019/86 (')  and 
Regulation  No  864/87  established  that  the 
Community  standardized  multi-phase  electric 
motor  industry  has  suffered  material  injury  from 
the  effects  of  the  dumped  imports  in  question 
originating  in  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  the 
German  Democratic  Republic.  Hungary,  Poland, 
Romania  and  the  USSR. 
It is  clear that an  established  material  injury  to  a 
Community industry is bound to  be  aggravated  by 
an  additional,  though  smaller,  injury  caused  by 
dumped imports of similar products originating in 
another exporting country. 
(30)  That is  indeed the case  here,  imports from  Yugo-
slavia, particularly since 1982, having held a signifi-
cant share of the Community market - more than 
3 %,  in  addition  to  the  approximately  20 % 
already  held  by  impo~ from  the  State-trading 
countries - and having been sold at prices similar 
to, or even  below, those of motors from  the State-
. trading countries. 
(')OJ No L 280,  1..10. 1986,  p.  68. - 611  -
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(31)  As  the  investigation  had  shown  that  almost  all 
industrial-scale  Community manufacturers (1)  were 
making losses  on their production of standardized 
multi-phase electric  motors  (see  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  864/87),  the  Commission  examined  the  gap 
between  the  cost  price  of  the  most  efficient 
Community manufacturers on each market and the 
selling  price  of  motors  originating  in  Yugoslavia. 
There  was  considerable  undercutting  varying  on 
average  between  15 %  and  35 %  of the reference 
cost  price. 
It should also  be noted that the ex-importer resale 
prices  of  motors  originating  in  Yugoslavia  have 
been significantly undercutting Community manu-
facturers'  selling prices,  by an average  of between 
10 % and 30 %  of  the selling prices  of the most 
efficient  producers. 
The selling prices  of  the motors  in question orig-
inating in Yugoslavia  are thus far  too low to  allow 
Community manufacturers  to cover their costs,  by 
which  is  meant solely the cost of production plus 
overheads  and  general  expenses,  excluding  profit. 
(32)  The Council's conclusions  regarding imports orig-
inating  in  the  State-trading  countries,  set  out  in 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  864/87,  can  therefore  in 
substance  be  applied  to  imports  of  like  products 
originating  in  Yugoslavia. 
Although  production  and  sales  of  standardized 
multi-phase electric motors by Community manu-
facturers  have  been rising since 1982, owing to  the 
revival  of  economic  activity  and  consumption  of 
electric motors in the Community, the fact remains 
that the  extremely  low  import  prices  of Yugoslav 
motors  (which,  at  the  cif  free-at-Community-
frontier  stage,  are  about  43 %  of  Community 
manufacturers'  average  cost  price  for  motors  with 
the  same  physical  characteristics)· have  exerted  a 
strong downward  pressure  on  Community  manu-
facturers'  prices. This is  shown by  the existence of 
large-scale  price  undercutting.  Further,  it  is  clear 
that the  margin  of undercutting, whether in  rela-
tion to  manufacturers' selling prices or cost prices, 
is  wholly attribuable  to dumping by the Yugoslav 
exporters. 
(33)  In the light of the analysis at points 26 to 32 of this 
Regulation  and  of  the  Council's  conclusions 
regarding  injury  and  causal  link  in  the  sector  in 
question, set out in  Regulation  (EEC)  No 864/87, 
which substantially apply also to .Yugoslav imports, 
(')  In  other  words,  not  artisanal. 
the  Commission  is  convinced  that  the  injury 
caused  by the  massive  dumping of  those  imports 
must of  itself  be considered  material  injury. 
H.  Community interest : form and rate of the 
duty 
(34)  As in  the  case  of  imports  of  standardized  multi-
phase  electric  motors  originating  in  the  State-
trading  countries,  and  for  the  same  reasons,  the 
Commission  considers  that  Community  interests 
require the adoption of a trade protection measure 
against the Yugoslav  imports  proved to have  been 
dumped, in order to eliminate the injury caused by 
those  imports. 
(35)  In order to avoid discrimination, and for  the same 
factual  reasons, the form and rate of the provisional 
anti-dumping duty to be  imposed  must be  similar 
to those finally imposed by the Council on imports 
of motors originating in the State-trading countries. 
- The  most  appropriate  type  of  anti-dumping 
duty will  therefore be  a variable duty reflecting 
the  difference  between  a  minimum  price 
expressed  in  ECU for  each  type  of  motor and 
the  price  to  the  first  independent  buyer. 
As  certain  importers,  in  particular Sever Agro-
vojvodina of Copenhagen and Sever Agrovojvo-
dina of Munich, are linked to an exporter by an 
association or a compensatory arrangement with 
a third party within the meaning of Article 2 (8) 
(b)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  the 
Commission considers it necessary to  take  as  a 
reference point in calculating the anti-dumping 
duty for  those  importers  the price  paid  by  the 
first  buyer not associated with  the exporter.  In 
the  case  of  the  importers  in question,  the  net 
unit  price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  will 
correspond to  the customs value  as  determined 
in accordance with Article 6 of Council Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1224/80 of 28  May  1980 on the 
valuation  of goods  for  customs  purposes (2). 
- The  minimum  price  for  each  type  of  motor 
concerned  has  been  based  on  the  production 
costs of the most efficient industrial producers. 
A gross  profit margin of 4 %  of the cost price 
has  been  included to  reflect  the conditions  of 
competition  between  Community producers. 
(')  OJ  No  L  134,  31.  5.  1980,  p.  I. - 612  -
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On the basis  of the Community reference cost 
price  and  the  abovementioned  profit  margin, 
and  given  that  there  are  no  differences  in 
physical  characteristics  between  the  imported 
motors  and  the  Community  motors,  the 
Commission has determined the price increases 
necessary at the cif  free-at-Community-frontier 
stage  (see  Annex). 
The price increases for 4-pole motors represent 
a rise of approximately 30 % over import prices 
during  the  reference  period. 
The rate  of  the  provisional  anti-dumping duty 
is  therefore  much  lower  than  the  dumping 
margins established. However,  having regard  to 
the  selling  price  needed  to  provide  efficient 
Community producers with a reasonable profit, 
it  should  be  sufficient  to  remove  the  injury 
caused  by  the  imports  concerned  to  the 
Community  standardized  multi-phase  electric 
motor  industry. 
I.  Final procedural provisions 
(36)  A period  should  be fixed  following  imposition  of 
the  provisional  duty  within  which  the  interested 
parties may make known their views in writing and 
request  an  oral  hearing, 
HAS  A~PTED  THIS REGULATION : 
Article  I 
1.  A provisional anti-dumping duty is  hereby imposed 
on  imports  of  standardized  multi-phase  electric  motors 
having  an  output of  more  than  0,75  kW  but not more 
than 75  kW, falling within subheading ex 85.01  BIb) of 
the Common Customs Tariff, corresponding to  NIMEXE 
codes ex 85.01-33, ex 85.01-34 or ex 85.01-36, originating 
in  Yugoslavia. 
2.  The  expression  'standardized  multi-phase  motors' 
shall include all motors subject to international norms, in 
particular  those  of  the  International  Electrotechnical 
Commission  (IEC).  The  motors  in  question  have  the 
following  standard  rotation  speeds :  3 000  rpm,  1 500 
rpm,  1 000  rpm  or  7  50  rpm ;  the  following  standard 
output: 1,1, 1,5, 2,2, 3, 4,  5,5, 7,5, 11, 15, 18,5, 22, 30, 37, 
45,  55  or  75  kW; and  the  following  standard  spindle 
height: 80, 90,  100,  112. 132.  160, 180, 200, 250, 280 or 
315  mm. 
3.  The  amount  of  duty  shall  be  equivalent,  for  each 
type  of  motor,  to  the  difference  between  the  net  unit 
price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  not  cleared  through 
customs,  and  the  price  specified  in the  Annex. 
The  said  free-at-Community-frontier  price,  not  cleared 
through  customs,  shall  be  net  if  the  actual  terms  and 
conditions  of  sale  provide  that  payment  shall  be  made 
within 30 days of the date of dispatch ; it shall be lowered 
by  1 %  for  each  month  by  which  payment  is  actually 
deferred. 
4.  (a)  Where  it appears  to  the  customs  authorities  that 
there  is  an  association  or  a  compensatory  agree-
ment between  the exporter and  the  importer or  a 
third party wthin the meaning of Article 2 (8) (b) of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  the  price  actually 
paid  or  payable  for  the  product sold  for  export to 
the Community may not be  used  as  a reference in 
establishing  the  net  unit  price,  free-at-
Community-frontier,  mentioned  in  paragraph  3. 
The  unit  price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  shall 
in  this case  correspond to  the customs value  as  it 
could be  determined in  accordance  with Article  6 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1224/80.  Failing  this, 
where  in  the  case  of  an  associated  importer  the 
customs value cannot be determined in accordance 
with  the  above  provisions,  the  net  price,  free-at-
frontier,  shall  correspond  to  the  customs  value  as 
determined in accordance with Article 2 (3) of that 
Regulation. 
(b)  The provisions of subparagrph (a)  shall apply  inter 
alia to  motors originating in Yugoslavia  imported 
by  the companies  named  below : 
- Sever  Agrovojvodna,  Copenhagen, 
- Sever  Agrovojvodina,  Munich. 
5.  Release for free circulation in the Community of the 
products  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 shall  be  subject  to 
payment  of  a  security  equivalent  to  the  amount  of  the 
provisional  duty. 
6.  The  provisions  in  force  with  regard  to  customs 
duties shall apply subject to the provisions of this Regula-
tion. 
Article  2 
Without prejudice to Article 7 (4) (b) and (c) of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84,  interested  parties  may  make  known 
their views and apply to be heard orally by the Commis-
sion  within  one  month  of  the  entry  into  force  of  this 
Regulation. 
Article J 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
Without prejudice to Articles 11, 12 and 14 of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84,  this  Regulation  shall  apply  for  a 
period of four  months, unless the Council adopts defini-
tive  measures  before  the  expiry  of  that  period. I  I 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  10  April  1987. 
ANNEX 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member  of the  Commission 
Minimum prices for imports into the Community of certain standardized multi-phase electric 
11\0tors  originating in Yugoslavia 
The minimum import prices referred  to  in Article 1 (3) of this Regulation are shown in  the following table, 
expressed  in  ECU. 
These  prices  apply  to  type  83 multi-phase  electric  motors  (with  retaining  legs). 
For  other  types  (e.g.  type  85 or  814)  a  supplement of 7% must  be  added  to  the  prices  given  below. 
kW  hp  3 000  rpm  I 500  rpm  I 000  rpm  750  rpm 
1,1  1,5  40,3  41,7  57,!)  89,1 
1,5  2  45,4  49,1  68,3  105,0 
2,2  3  59,1  60,4  89,1  135,8 
3  4  70,0  '72,5  108,3  162,0 
4  5,5  87,5  92,0  136,2  195,8 
5,5  7,5  113,3  117,0  177,4  241,2 
7,5  10  143,7  150,8  •204,5  299,5 
II  15  194,1  200,3  295,7  403,2 
15  20  244,!)  261,6  387,3  519,4 
18,5  25  314,0  319,0  475,2  644,3 
22  30  375,7  375,7  558,1  794,7 
30  40  501,5  495,6  739,3  I 023,3 
37  50  627,2  614,8  911,3  1244,1 
45  60  704,7  729,3  I 090,8  1461,1 
55  75  945,5  911,3  1356,1  1776,8 
75  100  1 261,5  1207,0  1799,7  2 287,4 - 614  -
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COMMISSION 
COMMISSION  DECISION 
of 10  April  1987 
terminating  the  anti-dumping  proceeding  on  imports  of  synthetic  fibres  of 
polyesters originating  in  the German  Democratic  Republic,  Romania,  Turkey 
and Yugoslavia 
(87 /236/EEC) 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2176/84 
of  23  July 1984 on  protection  against dumped or subsi-
dized  imports from  countries  not members of  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community ('), and in  particular Article 9 
thereof, 
After  consultations  within  the  Advisory  Committee  as 
provided  for  under  the  above  Regulation, 
Whereas: 
A.  Procedure 
(!)  In  December  1985  the  Commission  received  a 
complaint  lodged  by  CIRFS,  the  International 
Rayon  and SynthetiC  Fibres  Committee (Paris),  on 
behalf of producers of synthetic fibres  of  polyesters 
whose  collective  output  constitutes  practically  all 
Community production of the product in  question. 
The complaint, which was  subsequently completed 
and  updated,  contained  evidence  of  dumping and 
of  material  injury  resulting  therefrom,  which  was 
considered  sufficient  to  justify  the  initiation  of  a 
proceeding.  The  Commission  accordingly 
announced,  by  a  notice  published  in  the  Officzal 
journal  of  the  European  Communities('),  the 
initiation  of  an  anti-dumping  proceeding  con-
cerning imports  into  the  Community of  synthetic 
fibres  of  polyesters  falling  withm  Common 
Customs Tariff  subheadings  56.01  A and  56.02  A, 
(')  OJ  No  L  201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ No  C  125,  24.  5.  1986,  p.  2. 
corresponding  to  NIMEXE  codes  56.01-13  and 
56.02-13  and  originating  in  the  German  Democ-
ratic  Republic,  Romania,  Turkey  and  Yugoslavia, 
and  commenced  an  investigation. 
(2)  The Commission officially so  advised the exporters 
and  importers  known  to  be  concerned,  the  repre-
sentatives  of  the  exporting  countries  and  the 
complainants,  and  gave  the  parties  directly 
concerned  the  opportunity  to  make  known  their 
views  in  writing  and  to  request  a  hearing. 
(3)  All  of  the  known  producers/exporters  and  some 
importers made their views  known in writing. Most 
of  the  known  producers/exporters  and  some  im-
porters  requested  and  were  granted  hearings. 
(4)  The exporter of the  product concerned originating 
in  Romania  and  the  main  Turkish  producer, 
assisted  by  a  user  of  the  product  concerned, 
requested  and  were  granted  the  opportunity  to 
meet  representatives  of  the  complainants  for  the 
purpose  of  presenting  their  opposing  views. 
(5)  Submissions were  made  by  and on behalf of  some 
Community processors  of  synthetic fibres  of  poly-
esters. 
(6)  The Commission  sought and verified  all  informa-
tion to deemed to be  necessary for  the purposes of 
a preliminary determination and carried  out inves-
tigations  at  the  premises  of  the  following : 
(a)  EEC produccers 
- Du Pont de  Nemours  GmbH (Dusseldorf), 
Federal  Republic  of  Germany, - 615  -
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- Enichem  Fibre  spA  (Milano),  Italy, 
- Hoechst AG  (Frankfurt  am  Main),  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany, 
- Montefibre  SpA  (Milano),  Italy, 
- Rhone-Poulenc  Fibres  SA  (Lyon),  France. 
(b)  Non-EEC producers/exporters 
(i)  In Turkey : 
- Sasa  Artificial  and  Synthetic  Fibres 
(Adana)  subsidiary  company  of  Sabanci 
Holding, 
- Sonmez  Filament  (Bursa)  belonging  to 
the  Sonmez  Industrial  Holding. 
(ii)  In  Yugoslavia : 
- Ohis  Commerce  (Skopje), 
- Vartilen  (Varazdin),  assisted  by  their 
main  exporter  Textil  Import-Export 
(Zagreb). 
(7)  The investigation of dumping and  price undercut-
ting  covered  the  period  from  1 July  1985  to  30 
April  1986. 
B.  NORMAL VALUE 
(a)  Turkey 
(i)  Sasa 
(8)  Normal value  was  provisionally determined on the 
basis  of  the domestic  prices  of  this  producer who 
exported  to  the  Community  and  who  provided 
sufficient  evidence. 
(9)  However,  normal  value  was  calculated  excluding 
the  following : 
(1)  The  prices  charged  by  Sasa  to  two  related 
companies,  i.e.  Bossa  and  Teksa,  both  large  pro-
ducers  of  textiles.  As  no  satisfactory  evidence  was 
available  showing  that  these  prices  were  com-
parable  to  those  involved  in  transactions  between 
unrelated parties as  provided for by Article 2 (7)  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  they  were  con-
sidered  to  relate  to  transactions  not being  in  the 
ordinary  course  of  trade. 
(2)  The  prices  charged  by  Sasa  to  Bozkurt,  an 
unrelated  customer which  purchased  the  products 
exclusively  for  transformation  into  material 
destined for  exports. These prices were on the basis 
of  a  special  contract  between  Sasa  and  Bozkurt 
frozen  at  a  level  significantly (up  to  15 %) below 
the  prices  charged  to  other  unrelated  customers, 
because Sasa  had to match foreign  suppliers' prices 
which, due to Turkey's foreign currency and import 
duties regulations  relating to  imports of  raw  mate-
rials used for production of finished goods destined 
for  export, were  particularly low.  In  these  circum-
stances, it is  considered  that the  prices  charged  to 
Bozkurt do  not constitute comparable  prices  actu-
ally paid or payable in the ordinary course of trade 
for  the  product  intended  for  consumption  in 
Turkey. 
(10)  Normal  value  was  establ!ished  on  a  monthly  basis 
for  each  of  the  following  categories,  types  and 
qualities: 
(a)  staple: 
-white: 
-black: 
-coloured: 
(b)  tow; 
(c)  fiberfill. 
(ii)  Sonmez  Filament 
first  quality, 
second  quality, 
first  quality, 
second  quality, 
first  quality, 
second  quality ; 
(II)  Normal value was  provisionally determined on the 
basis  of  the domestic  prices  of  this  producer, who 
exported  to  the  Community  and  who  provided 
sufficient  evidence. 
(12)  For  this  purpose,  the  sales  prices  charged  by  the 
producer's  sales  companies  to  independent  cus-
tomers  were  used.  Article  2  (3)  (a)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84  requires  normal  value  to  be 
based  on  prices  actually  paid  or  payable  in  the 
ordinary course  of  trade ; Article  2 (7)  entitles  the 
Commission  to  disregard  the  prices  charged  in 
transactions  between  associated  companies,  unless 
the  prices  and  costs  involved  are  comparable  to 
those  involved  in  transactions  between  parties 
which have  no such  link.  In  this case,  since  there 
were  no  sales  by  the  manufacturing  company  to 
non-associated third parties, the Commission could 
not satisfy  itself that the  prices  and costs  involved 
in the sales to the sales companies corresponded to 
transactions  between  non-associated  companies. 
The  evidence  given  during  the  investigation 
showed  that the  manufacturing  company and  the 
sales  companies  form  an  integral  part of  the  cor-
porate  structure,  in  which  these  sales  companies 
have  functions  which  are  substantially  similar  to 
those  of  a  sales  branch  or sales  department.  The· 
fact  that they are  legally· separate entities does  not 
alter  the  existence  of  a  single  economic  entity. 
What is  relevant  is  not the legal  structure but the 
fact  that  the  principal  function  of  these  sales 
companies  is  to  sell  or to  facilitate  the  sale  of  the 
corporate  product,  that  they  are  either  wholly - 616  -
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owned  or  controlled  by  the  corporate  parent 
company, or that there are strong links with respect 
to  management  personnel  and  staff. 
One or more of these three conditions was  fulfilled 
in this case.  Consequently, the sales companies are 
to be considered part of Sonmez corporate structure 
and  it  is  only  the  sales  prices  of these  sales  com-
panies  to  their customers that can  be  relied on to 
reflect  the  true  normal  value  of  the  product. 
(b)  Yugoslavia 
(i)  Obis  Commerce 
(13)  Normal value  was  provisionally determined on  the 
basis  of  the domestic  prices  of  this  producer, who 
exported  to  the  Community  and  who  provided 
sufficient  evidence. 
(14)  During  the  on-the-spot  investigation  it  was  Jound 
that  the  product  concerned  was  sold  on  the 
domestic  market, during  the  period  under investi-
gation,  under  several  categories,  mainly  staple  (of 
which  there  were  several  types).  Since  it  was  not 
possible  to  determine,  on  the  basis  of  the  data 
made available by the company, the quantities sold 
of each type of staple, normal value was determined 
on the basis of the prices actually paid in  the ordi-
nary  course  of  trade  for  the  most  representative 
type, i.e. T-140. As  not only staple but also fiberfill 
was  exported to  the Community, normal value  for 
fiberfill  was  provisionally  determined  on the  basis 
of  the  prices payable  tor this type on the domestic 
market as  th.ey  appeared  on  the  price  lists ; it  was 
found  that the actual  prices  for  staple were  in  line 
with  the list prices, and  that there appear not to  be 
significant  differences  between  staple  and  fiberfill 
as  far  as  the  cost  of  production  is  concerned. 
(ii)  Vartilen 
(15)  Normal value  was  provisionally determined on the 
basis  of  the domestic  prices  of  this  producer, who 
exported  to  the  Community  and  who  provided 
sufficient  evidence.  Since  exports  to  the  Commu-
nity  during  the  period  under  investigation 
consisted  only  of  first  quality,  which  is  staple,  it 
was  considered  appropriate  to  determine  normal 
value  only  for  this  product. 
(c)  Gennan  Democratic  Republic  and 
Romania 
(16)  In order to  establish whether the imports from  the 
German  Democratic  Republic  and  Romania  were 
dumped,  the  Commission  had  to  take  account  of 
the  fact  that  these  countries  do  not  have  market 
(17) 
economies, and  the  Commission  therefore  had  to 
base  its  determinations  on  the  normal  value  in  a 
market-economy  country.  In  this  connection,  the 
complainants  had  suggested  the  Turkish  market. 
Objections  were  made  to  this  suggestion  by  th'e 
exporters in the German Democratic Republic and 
Romania, mainly on the grounds that the Turkish 
market  is  protected  by  high  duties on imports  of 
the product concerned, making it very difficult for 
suppliers  in  third  countries  to  compete  with  the 
local  manufacturers.  Both  exporters  were  unable, 
however,  to· propose  any  other  viable  alternative 
method for establishing normal value on any other 
basis provided for under Article 2 (5)  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84.  The  Romanian  exporter 
suggested  that  establishing  normal  value  on  the 
basis of a copstructed value  in Turkey would be the 
fairest  solution. 
Contrary  to  the  argument  put  forward  by  these 
exporters, the Commission has not found that there 
were  extraordinary differences between the produc-
tion process and scale of production in Turkey and 
those  in  the  GDR  and  Romania;  price  levels  in 
Turkey are  in reasonable  proportion  to  production 
costs. 
The Commission therefore concluded that it would 
be  appropriate and not  unreasonable  to  determine 
normal  value  on  the  basis  of  domestic  prices  in 
Turkey. 
Accordingly, and after having taken account of the 
range  of  the  products exported  by  these  exporters 
during the period under investigation, normal value 
of Sasa  was  taken  for  the  following  categories  and 
types: 
German  Democratic  Republic 
- white  staple : 
-tow: 
Romania: 
- white  staple : 
- black  staple : 
first  quality, 
white,  first  quality ; 
first  and  second  quality, 
first  and  second  quality. 
C.  EXPORT  PRICE 
(a)  Turkey 
(i)  Sasa 
(18)  With  regard  to  exports  made  during  the  period 
under  investigation  to  unrelated  customers  in  the 
Community, export prices were determined on the 
basis  of  the  prices actually  paid  or payable for  the 
products  sold  for  export  to  the  Community. - 617  -
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(ii)  Sonmez  Filament 
(19)  Export prices  were  determined on the basis  of  the 
prices actually paid or payable for the products sold 
for  export  to  the  Community. 
(c)  Yugoslavia 
(i)  Obis 
(20)  Export prices were  determined on the basis  of  the 
prices actually paid or payable for the products sold 
for  export to the Community. It was found that the 
types  exported  were  white  staple  and  fiberfill. 
(ii)  Vartilen 
(21)  Export prices were  determined on the basis  of  the 
prices actually paid or payable for the products sold 
for  export  to  the  Community. 
(d)  German  Democratic  Republic  and 
Romania 
(22)  Export prices were  determined on the basis  of  the 
prices actually paid or payable for the products sold 
for  export  to  the  Community. 
D.  COMPARISON 
(a)  Turkey 
(i)  Sasa 
(23)  Since  the  export  prices  were  expressed  in  foreign 
currencies,  it  was  necessary,  for  making  a  proper 
comparison, to convert the export prices to national 
currency  of  the  exporting  country or  vice  versa. 
(24)  The  normal  value  determined  per  category,  type 
and  quality  was  then  compared  with  the  export 
prices charged for  the corresponding category, type 
and  quality. 
(25)  When  comparing  normal  value  and  export  price 
ac'count  was  taken,  where  appropriate,  of  differ-
ences affecting price comparability. As  far as differ-
ences  in  conditions  and  terms  of  sale  are 
concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences  which  bear a direct  relationship to  the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  differences  in 
credit terms, commissions, transport and insurance. 
(26)  Sasa  requested  the  Commission  to  make  an 
allowance for  differences in import charges on raw 
material  physically  incorporated  in  the  product 
concerned  exported  to  the  Community,  as  is 
provided  for  under Article  2 (1 0)  (d)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84.  This  request  was  granted. 
(27)  All comparisons were made at an ex-works level. 
(ii)  Sonmez  Filament 
(28)  When  comparing  normal  value  and  export  price 
account  was  taken,  where  appropriate,  of  differ-
ences affecting price comparability. As  far as  differ-
ences  in  conditions  and  terms  of  sale  are 
concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences  which bear a direct relationship  to  the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  commissions, 
transport  and  insurance. 
(29)  The  request  for  an  allowance  for  differences  in 
import charges  on  raw  materials  physically  incor-
porated  in  the  product concerned exported to  the 
Community was  granted. 
(30)  All  comparisons  were  made  at  ex-works  level. 
(b)  Yugoslavia 
(i)  Obis 
(31)  In  comparing normal value  with  export  prices  the 
Commission  took  account,  where  appropriate,  of 
differences  affecting  price  comparability. 
(32)  As  far as  differences in conditions and terms of sale 
are  concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences which bear a direct  relationship to the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  differences  in 
credit terms, transport, insurance and commissions. 
Since  no  evidence  supporting  the  claim  for 
differences in servicing and salesmen's salaries was 
submitted,  no  adjustments  were  made  for  them. 
(33)  The  company  requested  the  Commission  also  to 
take  account  of  differences  in  quantities,  as  is 
provided for  under Article  2  (1 0)  (b)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84.  However,  no  evidence  in 
support of this claim was provided and therefore no 
adjustment  was  made. 
(ii)  Vartilen 
(34)  In  comparing normal value  with export prices  the 
Commission  took  account,  where  appropriate,  of 
differences  affecting  price  comparability. 
(35)  As  far as  differences in conditions and terms of sale 
are  concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences which bear a direct relationship  to  the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  differences  in 
credit terms, transport, insurance and commissions. - 618  -
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(c)  Gennan  Democratic  Republic  and 
Romania 
(36)  In  comparing normal value  with  export prices  the 
Commission  took  account,  where  appropriate,  of 
differences  affecting  price  comparability. 
(37)  As far as differences in conditions and terms of sale 
are  concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences  which  bear a direct  relationship to  the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  differences  in 
credit terms, transport, insurance and commissions. 
E.  MARGINS 
(38)  The  margin  of  dumping  was  calculated  for  each 
exporter as  the amount by  which the normal value 
as  established  exceeds  the  price  for  each  export 
transaction  to  the  Community on  the  transaction 
by  transaction  basis. 
The  preliminery  examination  of  the  facts  snowed 
the  existence  of  dumping  in  respect  of  the  pro-
ducers/exporters  involved  in  this  proceeding. 
(39)  These  margins vary  according  to  the exporter,  the 
weighted  average  margin  for  each  of the exporters 
investigated  being  as  follows : 
(40) 
(a)  Turke)' 
Sasa: 
Sonmez  Filament : 
(b)  Yugoslat·ia 
Ohis  Commerce : 
Vartilen: 
(c)  Gemwn  Democratic  Republic 
Textil  Commmerz: 
(d)  Romania 
Danubiana: 
F.  MATERIAL  INJURY 
6,6% 
11,2% 
36,6"% 
60,8% 
12,6% 
37,8% 
With regard  to  the injury allegedly being caused by 
the  dumped imports, the  evidence available  to  the 
Commission shows  that imports of synthetic fibres 
of  polyesters  into  the  Community  originating  in 
the  German  Democratic  Republic,  Romania, 
Turkey  and  Yugoslavia  increased  from  17 626 
tonnes  in  1982  to  33 835  tonnes  in  1985.  During 
the  first  four  months  of  1986  these  imports 
amounted  to  13 912  tonnes;  on  the  assumption 
that  imports  continued at  this  rate  for  the  rest  of 
the  year,  imports  for  these  countries  would  have 
shown  an  increase  of  more  than  20  %  in  1986 
compared  to  1985. 
The development of  these  imports  represented  an 
increase of the combined market share held by  the 
dumped imports from  5,2% in  1982  to  8,1  %  in 
1985 and to 9,5% during the first  four months of 
1986,  whereas  the  market  share  held  by  the 
Community  producers  decreased  from  85,3 %  in 
1982  to  81,7%  in  1985  and  further  to  79,3% 
during  the  first  four  months of  1986. 
(41)  With  regard  to  the  resale  prices  of  the  imports 
involved  in  this  proceed.ing  it  was  found  that 
during  the  period  under  investigation  they 
undercut  the  prices  of  the  Community  producers 
by  the  following  levels : 
(42) 
German  Democratic  Republic : 
Romania: 
Turkey: 
Yugoslavia : 
up  to  16,1  %, 
up  to  20,9 %, 
up  to  33,2 %, 
up  to  28,7 %. 
As  far  as  the  possible  impact  of  the  dumped 
imports  on  the  situation  of  the  Community  pro-
ducers is concerned, account had to be taken of the 
following  factors : 
(a)  the  reduction  of  the  production  capacity  of 
Community producers  by  11  %  between  1982 
and  1985  is  to  be  disregarded  from  the  injury 
assessment, since it was  carried out pursuant to 
an  agreement  signed  by  the  majority  of  the 
producers  in  the  Community,  as  constituted 
prior to  1 January 1986, in order to  enable the 
Community manufacturers  to  achieve  a rate  of 
capacity  utilization  of  a  least  85 %. 
The -total  production  capacity  in  the  Commu-
nity increased during  1986, when compared  to 
its  1985,  level  due  mainly to  expansion  in  the 
Netherlands,  Ireland  and  Portugal ; 
(b)  the  production of  synthetic  fibres  of  polyesters 
by  the  Community  industry  increased  from , 
approximately  369 000  tonnes  in  1982  to 
approximately  412 000  tonnes  in  1985,  i.e.  by 
more  than  II %. During the first  four  months 
of 1986 it increased further by 9 % on the basis 
of  extrapolated  figures  for  the  full  calendar 
year ; sales  by  Community  producers  of  poly-
ester  fibres  in  the  Community  increased  by 
18% from  1982 to  1985.  During the first  four 
months of  1986 they  increased further by  2% 
on  the basis  of extrapolated  figures  for  the full 
year. 
Stocks in  1985 were approximately 20 %  lower 
than in 1982. This trend, however, was  reversed 
in  1986,  whereby  an  increase  of  12 %  was 
registrered ; - 619  -
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(c)  the  rate  of  the  capacity  utilization  of  the 
Community  manufacturers  increased  from 
69,7% in  1982 to  87,7% in  1985 and further 
to more than 90 % during the first four months 
of  1986. This trend_is in line with the expecta-
tions  of  the  Community  producers  who 
consider at  present a  target  of  90 %  as  neces-
sary  for  achieving  a  reasonable  profitability ; 
(d)  the  profitability  of  the  Community  producers 
generally  improved  between  1982  and  1985, 
and also  during the first  four  months of  1986. 
Even  Italian  producers, who  have  been operat-
ing at a  loss,  improved  their profitability situa-
tion  over  the  years  under  consideration. 
(43)  It  is  considered, therefore, that neither the increase 
in  volume  and  market  share  of  the  dumped 
imports  nor the  price  undercutting  had  a  signifi-
cant impact on  the  Community industry, as  indi-
cated  by  actual  of  potential  trends  of  the  relevant 
economic  factors  referred  to  above,  and  that  the 
dumped  imports  did  not  cause  material  injury  to 
the  Community  manufacturers  of  the  product 
concerned. 
G.  THREAT OF  INJURY 
(44)  In  order  to  examine  whether  a  threat  of  injury 
existed,  it  was  examined  whether  a  change  in 
circumstances  that  would  create  a  situation  in 
which  the  dumping  would  cause  material  injury 
could  be  clearly  foreseen  and  was  imminent. 
(45)  As  to  the rate  of increase of  the dumped imports it 
was  found  that those  originating in Turkey, Yugo-
slavia  and  Romania  increased  between  1982  and 
1985  from  8 513  tonnes  to  25 474  tonnes,  and 
reached  II 656  tonnes during the first four  months 
of  1986. Given the decrease of the dumped imports 
originating  in  the  German  Democratic  Republic, 
from  9 113  tonnes to  8 361  tonnes in  1985 and to 
2 256 tonnes during the first  four  months of  1986, 
and  the  lower  level  of  price  undercutting,  it  is 
considered  appropriate  not  to  aggregate  these 
imports  with  those  originating  in  the  order coun-
tries  involved  in  the  proceeding. 
(46)  With regard to  production and export capacity, the 
manufacturers  in  Turkey, Yugoslavia  and  Romania 
have  an  estimated spare  capacity of  22 000  tonnes 
available  (based  on  1985  figures). 
(47)  As  to the likelihood that this spare capacity will be 
used  to  produce  exports  to  the  Community,  it  is 
possible  that,  given  the  import trend over  the  last 
years,  at  least,  part  of  this  production  will  be 
exported to the Community. However, it was  found 
that, during the last years, despite an increase of the 
dumped  imports  from  8 543  tonnes  in  1982  to 
25 474  tonnes  in  1985,  the  Community  industry 
was  able  to  increase  its  production,  its  capacity 
utilization  rate  and  its  profitability (see  recital  42). 
This was at least to some extent due to  a reduction 
of  the  production  capacity  of  the  Community 
industry. 
(48)  It  follows,  therefore,  that,  even  if  it  were  assumed 
that a change of  circumstances which would make 
the  dumped  imports  likely  to  affect  the  Commu-
nity industry could at present be  foreseen  and was 
imminent,  it  would,  on  the  basis  of  the  facts 
relating  to  the  period  under  investigation,  not  be 
possible  to  assess  the  impact  on  the  Community 
industry  of  such  a  threat  of  injury. 
H.  REGIONAL  INJURY  OR  THREAT  OF  REGI-
ONAL  INJURY 
(49)  In  the  light  of  the  claim  of  the  Community 
industry  that  the  Italian  market  was  the  most 
affected  by  the  dumped  imports,  the  conditions 
laid down in Article 4 (5) second indent of Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 2176/84 were examined with a view 
to  possible  measures on a regional  basis.  However, 
given  the size  of  the  market share (approximately 
30%  in  1985)  held  in  Italy  by  other  EEC  pro-
ducers and the volume of sales made by  the Italian 
producers  outside  their  home  market,  the  Italian 
market  could  not,  in  the  present  proceeding,  be 
considered  as  constituting  an  isolated  market 
within  the  meanirlg  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2176/84. 
I. TERMINATION  OF  THE  PROCEEDING 
(50)  In  these  circumstances,  therefore,  the  proceeding 
concerning imports of synthetic fibres of polyesters 
originating  in  the  German  Democratic  Republic, 
Romania, Turkey and Yugoslavia  should be  termi-
nated  without  the  imposition  of  measures. 
(51)  The  complainants  were  informed  of  the  essential 
facts  and considerations on the basis  of  which the 
Commission intended to terminate this proceeding. 
Subsequently, they made their comment~ known to 
the  Commission. 
(52)  Objections  to  this  course  of  action  were  raised  in 
the Advisory Committee, but wert"  withdrawn after 
further  consultations, No  L  103/44 
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HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS : 
Sole  Article 
The  anti-dumping  proceeding  concerning  imports  of  synthetic  textile  fibres  and  con-
tinuous  filament  tow  of  polyesters,  falling  within  Common  Customs Tariff subheadings 
56.01  A  and  56.02  A,  corresponding  to  NIMEXE  codes  56.ot-13  and  56.02-13  and 
originating  in  the  German  Democratic  Republic,  Romania,  Turkey and  Yugoslavia,  is 
hereby  terminated. 
Done  at  Brussels,  I 0  April  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member  of the  Commission 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1289/87 
of 8  May  1987 
imposing a  provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of urea originating in 
Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia, 
the USSR, Trinidad and Tobago and Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2176/84 
of 23  July 1984 on protection against dumped or subsi-
dized imports from  countries not members of the  Euro-
pean  Economic Community (I),  and  in  particular Article 
11  thereof, 
After  consultations  within  the  Advisory  Committee  as 
provided  for  by  the  above  Regulation, 
Whereas: 
A.  PROCEDURE 
(I)  In July 1986 the Commission received a complaint 
lodged  by  CMC-Engrais  (Common  Market 
Committee  of  the  Nitrogen  and  Phosphate  Ferti-
lizer Industry) on behalf of producers of urea whose 
collective  output  constitutes  substantially  all 
Community production of the product in question. 
The complaint contained evidence of dumping and 
of  material  injury  resulting  therefrom,  which  was 
considered  sufficient  to  justify  the  initiation  of  a 
proceeding.  The  Commission  accordingly 
announced, by  a  notice  published  in the  Official 
Journal of  the European Communities(2), the initi-
ation  of  an  anti-dumping  proceeding  concerning 
imports into the Community of urea falling within 
Common Customs Tariff subheadings 31.02 Band 
ex  31.02  C  corresponding  to  NIMEXE  codes 
31.02-15 and 31.02-80 and originating in Czechos-
lovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Kuwait, 
Libya,  Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR,  Trinidad  and 
Tobago and Yugoslavia and commenced an investi-
gation. 
The  Commission also  published  a  notice  concer-
ning  supplementary  allegations  made  by  the 
complainants with  regard  to  the conditions under 
which  anti-dumping measures  may be  taken  with 
retroactive  effect (3). 
(2)  The Commission officially so advised the exporters 
and importers  known  to  be  concerned, the  repre-
sentatives  of  the  exporting  countries  and  the 
(')  OJ No  L 201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  I. 
(')OJ No  C  254,  11.  10.  1986,  p.  3. 
(')  OJ No  C  34,  12.  2.  19~7. p.  3. 
complainants  and  gave  the  parties  directly 
concerned  the  opportunity  to  make  known  their 
views  in  writing and  to  request a  hearing. 
(3)  The  majority  of  the  known  producers,  exporters 
and importers made their views  known in writing. 
The  producers/exporters  of  the  German  Democ-
ratic  Republic,  Libya,  Yugoslavia,  Trinidad  and 
Tobago and a number of importers have  requested 
and were  granted  hearings. 
(4)  Submissions were  made  on  behalf  of  Community 
purchasers  of  urea. 
(5)  The Commission sought and verified  all  informa-
tion it deemed to be necessary for the purposes of a 
preliminary determination and carried  out investi-
gations  at  the  premises  of  the  following : 
(a)  EEC  producers : 
Belgium 
Nederlandse Stikstof Maatschappij (NSM), Brus-
sels  (a  subsidiary  of  Norsk  Hydro); 
France 
CDF  Chimie  AZF,  Paris, 
Compagnie  Fran~aise  de  !'Azote  (COFAZ), 
Paris  (since  1  February  1986  a  subsidiary  of 
Norsk  Hydro); 
Italy 
Agrimont SpA,  Milano (a  subsidiary of Monte-
dison) 
Enichem  Agricultura,  Milano  (a  subsidiary  of 
Enichem); 
United  Kingdom 
Imperial  Chemical  Industries  Ltd  PLC  (ICI), 
Billingham; 
(b)  Non-EEC  producers/exporters : 
Kuwait 
Petrochemical Industry Company (Piq, Kuwait 
(subsidiary  of  Kuwait  Petroleum  Company) ; 
Saudi Arabia 
Al-Jubail  Fertilizer  Company  (SAMAD), 
AI-Jubail and Saudi Arabian Fetilizer Company 
(SAFCO),  Dammam, both subsidiaries of Saudi 
Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC), Riyadh ; - 622  -
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(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Trr:nidad  and Tobago 
National  Energy  Corporation  of  Trinidad  and 
Tobago  Ltd,  (NEC),  Point  Lisas  and  Fertilizers 
of  Trinidad  and  Tobago  Ltd  (Fertrin~  Point 
Lisas. 
The  Commission  requested  and  received  detailed 
written submissions from  complainant Community 
producers,  most  exporters  and  the  majority  of 
impo~rs and verified  the  information  therein  to 
the  extent  considered  necessary. 
The  investigation  of  dumping covered  the  period 
from  1 July  1.985  to  30  September  1.986. 
B.  DUMPING 
(i)  Normal value 
(a)  Saudi Arabia 
Normal value was  provisionally determined on the 
basis of the domestic prices of SAFCO, which sold 
the  urea  produced  by  SAMAD  during  the  period 
under  investigation  and  provided  sufficient 
evidence. 
For  this  purpose  the  sales  prices  charged  by 
SAFCO  to  independent ·customers were  used. The 
Commission  adopted  this  line  for  the  following 
reasons: 
Article  2  (3)  (a)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84 
requires normal value to 'be based on prices actually 
paid  or  payable  in  the  ordinary  course  of  trade ; 
Article  2 (7)  entitles the Commission  to disregard 
the  prices  charged  in  transactions  between  asso-
ciated  companies,  unless  the  prices  and  costs 
involved  are  comparable to those involved  in  tran-
sactions between  parties which  have  no such  link. 
In this case, since there were no sales by the manu-
facturing  company  (SAMAD)  to  non-associated 
third  parties,  the  Commission  could  not  satisfy 
itself that the prices and costs involved in the sales 
between  SAMAD  and  SAFCO  corresponded  to 
transactions  between  non-associated  companies. 
The  evidence  given  during  the  investigation 
showed that SAMAD and SAFCO form  an  integral 
part of one corporate group (SABIC). The fact  that 
they  are  legally  separate entities does  not alter the 
existence of a single economic entity. What is rele-
vant  is  not  the  legal  structure  but  the  fact  that 
SAFCO  acts  as  sales  company with  regard  to  the 
product  concerned  manufactured  by  SAMAD. 
Since exports to the Community during the period 
under  investigation  consisted  not  only  of  treated, 
(11) 
but  also  of  untreated  material,  it  was  considered 
appropriate  to  determine  normal  value  separately 
for  each  of  these  types. 
(b)  Kuwait,  Trinidad and Tobago 
In  seeking  to  determine  the  normal  value  the 
Commission  had  to  take  account  of  the  fact  that 
there are no significant sales of the like product on 
the  domestic  market  of  these  countries.  The 
Commission  decided  therefore  that  the  normal 
value  for  the  producing companies in  these  coun-
tries  should  be  established  on  the  basis  of  the 
constructed  value. 
The constructed values were determined by  adding 
cost  of  production  and  a  reasonable  margin  of 
profit. The cost of production was computed on the 
basis  of  all  costs,  both  fixed  and  variable,  in  the 
ordinary course of trade, in the country of origin, of 
materials  and  manufacture,  plus  a  reasonable 
amount  for  selling,  administrative  and  other 
general  expenses. 
With  regard  to  the  producer  in  Kuwait  a  profit 
margin of 10 %, considered to be reasonable in  the 
light  of  the  company's  previous  performance, was 
added  to  these costs. With regard  to  the  producer 
in  Trinidad  and  Tobago,  a  profit  margin  of  7 % 
was  provisionally  established.  This  margin  was 
considered  to  be  reasonable,  given  that  normal 
production only started in  1985, and in the light of 
the  profit  margins  found  for  exporters  of  the 
product concerned in other countries concerned in 
these  proceedings.  This  margin  was  added  to  the 
costs. 
The  producer  in  Trinidad  and  Tobago  asked  the 
Commission to exclude amortization and deprecia-
tion  from  the  cost  of  production  on  the  grounds 
that  it  had  recently  started  production  of  the 
product concerned  and,  therefore,  that  these  costs 
should not be considered as  being in the ordinary 
course  of  trade.  This  request  cannot  be  granted 
because  these  items  are  normal  components  of  a 
cost  of  production  of  a  comp~ny in  a  market 
economy country. It was also  requested that finan-
cing costs  relating to  the construction of the  plant 
be  excluded  because  otherwise  the  Community 
would  be  acting  in  contravention  of Articles  129 
and  185  of  the third  Lome  Convention.  However, 
such  a request cannot be  granted because  account 
can  only  be  taken  of  the stage  of  development of 
the  exporting  country  when  examining  what 
measures are most appropriate, but not when deter-
mining dumping, for  which objective criteria have 
to  be  applied.  This  interpretation  is  in  line  with 
Article  13 of the Agreement on Implementation of 
Article  VI  of  the GATT. - 623  -
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(c)  Yugoslavia 
(12)  In  the  absence  of  sufficient  cooperation  from  the 
exporter,  normal  value  was  provisionally  deter-
mined, in accordance with Article 7 (7) (b) of Regu-
lation (EEC)  No 2176/84, on the basis of the  facts 
available,  i.e.  the  domestic  price  payable  on  the 
domestic  market  as  alleged  in  the  complaint. 
(d)  Libya 
(13)  In  the  absence  of  sufficient  cooperation  from  the 
exporter,  normal  value  was  provisionally  deter-
mined, in accordance with Article 7 (7) (b) of Regu-
lation (EEC)  No 2176/84, on the basis  of  the  facts 
available,  i.e.  the  constructed  value  alleged  in  the 
complaint.  The  costs  used  in  the  complaint  for 
calculating the constructed value were examined by 
the  Commission  to  the  extent  possible  and  were 
found  to  be  reasonable. 
The same profit margin as  that used with regard  to 
the  producer  in  Kuwait  was  added  to  the  costs. 
(e)  Czechoslovakia,  the German Democratic Repu-
blic  and the  USSR 
(14)  In  order  to  establish  whether  the  imports  from 
Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic 
and the USSR  were  dumped, the Commission had 
to  take  account of  the  fact  that these countries do 
not  have  market  economies  and  the  Commission 
therefore  had  to  base  its  determinations  on  the 
normal value in a market economy country. In this 
connection  the  complainants  had  suggested  the 
Austrian  market. 
(I 5)  However,  most  of  the  exporters  and  importers  of 
the  product  concerned  originating  in  these  three 
countries  objected  to  this  choice.  Furthermore,  in 
order to  avoid  an  additional administrative burden, 
the Commission normally determines normal value 
in  one  of  the  market  economy' countries  already 
involved  in  the  proceeding.  It  therefore  invited 
parties to  make comments concerning the possibi-
lity of determining normal value  in one of the five 
market economy countries involved in the present 
proceeding  and  in  particular  concerning  Saudi 
Arabia, with regard to  which the complainants had 
suggested  that normal value  be  determined on  the 
basis  of  domestic  prices. 
The choice of Saudi Arabia was contested by one of 
the importers of the USSR  product, mainly for  the 
following  reasons : 
(i)  by  choosing  domestic  prices  in  Saudi  Arabia 
the  normal  value  would  be  higher  than  the 
Austrian  normal  value  put  forward  by  the 
complainants ; 
(ii)  users  of urea  in Saudi  Arabia  allegedly beneftt 
from subsidies enabling them to pay artificially 
high  prices; 
(iii)  only a small proportion of the urea production 
in  Saudi  Arabia  is  consumed  domestically. 
However,  these  arguments  are  rejected  because : 
(i)  a  normal  value  put  forward  by  the  complai-
nants is  only one of  the elements to be  consi-
dered  by  the  Commission  when  choosing the 
appropriate  market  economy  country ; 
(ii)  no evidence was  submitted to  show that users 
in Saudi Arabia benefit from  subsidies nor that 
for  this reason  prices would be artificially high 
in  Saudi  Arabia ; 
(iii)  it  was  found  that  there  is  no  disproportion 
between  the  sales  volume  of  urea  on  the 
domestic  market  in  Saudi  Arabia  on  the  one 
hand,  and  the  sales  volume  exported  to  the 
Community on  the  other,  or,  for  that  matter, 
the  sales  volume  exported  in  general. 
(16)  The  Commission  considered  that,  for  the  purpose 
of  this  provisional  duty  Regulation,  Saudi  Arabia 
constitutes  in  this  case  an  appropriate  and  not 
unreasonable  analogue  country under Article  2  (S) 
of  Regulation (EEC)  No 2176/84 for  the  following 
reasons: 
(i)  Saudi  Arabia  is  not  a  particularly  protected 
market, given that no customs duties are  levied 
on imports of urea, at least not of urea origina-
ting  in  the  Community ; 
(ii)  prices charged in  Saudi  Arabia for  urea  manu-
factured  by SAMAD  were  not in an  unreason-
able  proportion  to  the  production  costs ; 
(iii)  the  product  originating  in  Saudi  Arabia  is 
similar to  that originating in  the  State-trading 
countries  concerned ; 
(iv)  on  the  basis  of  facts  available  there  are  no 
significant  differences  in  technology  and 
production  processes  which  could  lead  to 
significant differences in cost of production in 
Saudi  Arabia  and  the  three  other  countries 
concerned; 
(v)  it  was  also  found  that  the  nature  of  the  raw 
material,  i.e.  gas,  used  for  the  production  of 
ammonia  from  which  urea  is  derived  and 
which  normally accounts  for  at least  50  %  of 
the  cost  of  production,  is  comparable.  In  as 
much as  the advantages which may result from 
the fact  that the exporting countries have  their 
own gas deposits  may be  reflected  in  the sales - 624  -
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prices  of  urea,  the  choice  of  Saudi  Arabia  is 
considered to be  appropriate, since both Saudi 
Arabia  and  the  USSR  are  in such  a situation. 
With  respect  to  Czechoslovakia  and  the 
German  Democratic  Republic,  which  do  not 
have  such  natural  resources,  this  choice  is 
considered  to  be  to  their  advantage. 
(ii)  Export  prices 
(17)  Export  prices  were  generally  determined  on  the 
basis  of the prices actually  paid or payable for  the 
products  sold  for  export  to  the  Community. 
With  regard  to  exports  to  the  Community of  the 
product originating in the USSR,  it was  found that 
the  majority  were  made  through  a  subsidiary 
company  in  the  Community.  In  such  circum-
stances  the export price  is  normally reconstructed, 
pursuant to Article 2 (8) (b) of Regulation (EEq No 
2176/84,  on  the  basis  of  the  price  at  which  the 
imported product is  first  resold  to  an  independent 
buyer.  However,  for  the purposes of a  preliminary 
determination  and  subject  to  a  future  on-the-spot 
investigation at the  premises of the importer, it  is 
considered sufficient to  determine the export price 
for  these  transactions  on  the  basis  of  the  invoice 
value  paid by  the importer to  the exporter. In this 
respect  there  is  reason  to  believe  that the invoice 
prices are  not very substantially different from  the 
level  which will  be  reached  by  reconstructing the 
export  price. 
With  regard  to  the  export  prices  charged  for 
supplies  to  the  Community,  several  exporters 
argued  that  they  had  no choice but to  sell  at  the 
low  prices  found  by  the  Commission  during  the 
investigation  because  of  the  worldwide  depressed 
price  level  of  this  product. 
In  this  respect  the  Commission  found  contradic-
tory information which showed that prices outside 
the Community were sometimes higher and some-
times  lower  than  within  the  Community.  In  any 
event,  the fact  that prices  for  a  particular product 
are  depressed  outside  the  Community  does  not 
constitute any justification whatsoever for exporters 
to sell  their products at  dumped prices within the 
Community. Whether or not  such  imports  cause 
material  injury  is  another  question,  which  is 
examined  belOw. 
(iii)  Compariso, 
(18)  In comparing normal value with export prices the 
Commission  took  account,  where  appropriate,  of 
differences  affecting price comparability. As  far  as 
differences  in  conditions  and  terms  of sale  were 
concerned, allowances were  limited to those diffe-
rences which bore a direct relationship to the sales 
under consideration, such as  credit terms, banking 
charges,  transport,  insurance, commissions,  packa-
ging  and  handling. 
(19)  Requests for other adjustments such as salaries paid 
to  salesmen,  technical  assistance,  publicity  and 
warehousing were  not granted at  this stage  of the 
proceeding because supporting evidence or satisfac-
tory  evidence  showing  that  differences  in  costs 
were  directly  related  to  the sales  under considera-
tion  was  not  submitted.  · 
(20)  The comparison of export prices with normal value 
was  made  on  the  following  basis : 
. (ll) 
(ll) 
Saudi  Arabia :  ex-warehouse 
Kuwait  and  Trinidad  and 
Tobago:  fob 
Yugoslavia,  Libya,  Czechoslo-
vakia,  the  German  Democratic 
Republic  and  the  USSR  ex-works 
(iv)  Dumpi11g  margi11s 
The  margin  of  dumping  was  calculated  for  each 
exporter as  the amount by which the normal value 
as  established  exceeds  the  price  for  each  export 
transaction  to  the  Community. 
The preliminary examination  of the  facts  showed 
the existence of dumping in respect of the produ-
cers/exporters  involved  in  this proceeding. 
These  margins vary according to  the exporter, the 
weighted average  margin  for  each of the exporters 
investigated  being as  follows : 
% 
(a)  Saudi Arabia: 
SAMAD  61 
(b)  Kuwait: 
PIC  45 
(c)  Tri11idad  and Tobago: 
NBC  43 
(d)  Yugoslal'ia: 
INA  78 
(e)  Libya: 
Napetco  69 
(f)  Czechosl011akia : 
Petrimex  40 
(g)  Germa11  Dtmocratic R;public: 
Chemie-Bxport-lmport  59 
(h)  USSR: 
Sojuzpromexport  63. - 625  -
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C.  INJURY 
(23)  With  regard  to  the  injury  caused  by  the  dumped 
imports  the evidence available  to  the Commission 
shows  that  imports  of  urea  into  the  Community 
from  Czechoslovakia,  ther  German  Democratic 
Republic,  Kuwait,  Libya,  Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR, 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  increased 
from  89 965  tonnes  in  1984  to  298 595 tonnes in 
1985, i.e. by 232 %. During the first  nine months 
of 1986 these imports amounted to 713 621  tonnes. 
Czechoslovakia 
German  Democratic  Republic 
Kuwait 
Libya 
Saudi  Arabia 
USSR 
Trinidad  and Tobago 
Yugoslavia 
(24)  This  development  would  represent  an  increase  in 
the  market  share  held  by  these  countries  in  the 
Community  from  2,32%  in  1984  to  7,28%  in 
1985 and to  20 %  in  1986. If the quantity of urea 
manufactured  by  the  EEC  producers  and destined 
for  captive use  is  deducted from  total consumption 
in the Community, this development represents an 
increase  in  market  share  held  by  the  dumped 
imports from  3,29% in  1984 to  10,15% in  1985 
and  to  26,00%  in  1986.  If this  development  is 
related  to  the  use  of urea  in  the agricultural sector 
only,  assuming  that 90 %  of  the dumped imports 
are  sold  in  this  sector,  such  a development repre-
sents an  increase  in  market share  from  3,85 %  in 
1984 to 11,55% in 1985 and to 28,74% in 1986. 
(25)  It was argued by several parties that, when assessing 
the impact of the dumped imports on the Commu-
nity industry,  account should be  taken  of  the  fact 
that  Community  producers  themselves  purchased 
part of  the  dumped  products. 
In this respect it was  found  that during the period 
under investigation approximately 80 000 tonnes of 
urea originating in the German  Democratic Repu-
blic, Libya, Trinidad and Tobago and the USSR had 
been imported directly or indirectly by Community 
producers  of  urea. 
(a)  During  the  period  under  investigation  the 
French  producers  purchased  approximately 
40 000  tonnes  of  the dumped  products. These 
1984 
34257 
33n1 
-
2188 
-
4000 
-
15 749 
On the  assumption  that imports continued at  the 
same  rate  during  the  last  three  months  of  1986, 
imports from  these countries would have amounted 
to  951  496  tonnes  and  would  have  shown  an 
increase  of  another  219%  in  1986  compared  to 
1985. 
The imports (in tonnes) from  each of the countries 
involved  in  these  proceedings  increased  between 
1984  and  1986  (assuming  that the  imports  conti-
nued at the same rate during the last three months 
of 1986 as during the first  nine months of 1986) as 
follows: 
1985  1986 
33 621  41  269 
26180  96 365 
11212  62 279 
15 252  243158 
20000  147 300 
140000  194 667 
30 209  126 495 
22121  39 963 
transactions  took  place  mainly because  one  of 
the  producers  had  closed  down  its  main  plant 
for  nine  months  in  1985  in  order  to  improve 
efficiency  and  this  had  resulted  in  insufficient 
material available for supplying domestic custo-
mers.  According to  the  French  producers  they 
also wanted to prevent some of their customers 
from  switching to another source of supply. On 
the  basis  of  the  information  available  to  the 
Commission  the  resale  prices  of  the  imported 
product were  similar  to  the  prices  charged  by 
the  producers  for  their  own  product. 
(b)  The Italian producers purchased the total quan-
tity  of  urea  originating  in  the  USSR  which 
entered Italy during the period under investiga-
tion,  i.e.  16 881  tonnes. 
Approximately  4 500  tonnes  of  this  quantity 
was  resold to regular customers at prices signifi-
cantly  lower  than  the  sales  prices  charged  for 
the product manufactured in Italy. With regard 
to the remaining quantity the resale prices were 
similar to  those charged for  the product manu-
factured  and  sold  in  Italy. 
(c)  In  1986  the  Portuguese  producer  of  urea 
purchased  17 182  tonnes  of  the  product 
concerned originating in Libya and approxima-
tely  6 000  tonnes  of  urea  originating  in  the 
German  Democratic  Republic. The  reason  for 
these  transactions  was  a  major  breakdown  at 
this  producer's  plant. - 626  -
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Under these circumstances, and  for  the purpose of 
this  provisional  duty  Regulation,  the  Commission 
has  decided  that the  French  and Italian  producers 
who  imported  and  resold  the  dumped  product 
should  not  be  excluded  from  the  Community 
industry  affected  by  the  dumped  imports.  The 
quantity  imported  and  resold  by  these  producers 
represents  a  minor  share  (0,33 %  and  3,8 %  in 
1985  and  the  first  nine  months  of  1986  respec-
tively)  of  total  sales  of  agricultural  urea  by  the 
complainant  producers  in  the  Community  and 
only a minor part, representing 0,14% and 1,44% 
respectively  of  the  total  consumption  in  the 
Community,  was  resold  at  particularly  low  prices. 
The  Commission  accepts  that  in  so  far  as  injury 
was  caused  to  Community producers by these  low 
priced sales, this injury was self-inflicted. Given the 
limited importance of the transactions in question, 
this does not affect the rate of provisional duty. To 
the  extent  that  the  bulk  of  these  imports  were 
resold  at  prices  corresponding  to  the  producers' 
own  prices,  no  injury  was  caused  to  the  Commu-
nity  producers  th.emselves.  However,  since  the 
Portuguese  producer had  no significant production 
of its  own  in  1986,  it is  considered  appropriate to 
exclude this company from  the injury assessment. 
It was  also  argued  that account should be taken  of 
the fact  that some  imports of the dumped product 
into  France  were  made  by  SIPA,  as  this  importer 
was  allegedly  related  to  the  French  producers. 
However,  it was  found  that  the  French  producers 
hold substantially less  than  50 %  of the shares  of 
the  capital  of  this  company, (users  and  importers 
holding  together over  50 %  of  the  shares). 
(26)  It  was  found  that  between  1984  and  1986,  assu-
ming that the  trend  during the  first  nine  months 
continued  during  the  last  three  months  of  1986, 
consumption of urea in the Community on the free 
market  increased  by  33,7%  and  for  agricultural 
purposes  by  41,6 %. 
When enmining the  impact  on the Community 
market  it was  found  that  the  total  production  of 
urea  fell  from  approximately  5 567 000  tonnes  in 
1984 to 4 870 000 tonnes in 1985 and to 4 313 000 
tonnes in  1986  (assuming  that the rate  of produc-
tion  for  the  first  nine  months  of  1986  continued 
during the  remaining three  months of  1986),  i. e. 
by  12,5% and  11,4% in 1985 and 1986 respecti-
vely. The production of urea  available  for  the free 
market fell  from  an estimated 4415 321  tonnes in 
1984 to an estimated 3 710 000 tonnes in 1985 and 
to  an  estimated  3 228 000  tonnes  in  1986,  assu-
ming that the rate of production  for  the first  nine 
months  of  1986  continued  during  the  remaining 
months of 1986. This development would represent 
a decrease  of  16 %  and  13 %  in  1985  and  1986 
respectively, in comparison with preceeding years. 
(27)  As far as the capacity utilization of the Community 
industry  is  concerned,  it  decreased  from  approxi-
mately  85%  in  1984  to  approximately  77%  in 
1985 and further  to  approximately 66% in  1986. 
Separate  data  concerning  the  capacity  utilization 
relating  to  the  production  of  urea  for  the  free 
market  only  were  not  available. 
(28)  Total sales in the Community of urea manufactured 
in  the  Community  increased  from  approximately 
3 587 000  tonnes  in  1984  to  approximately 
3 615 000  tonnes  in  1985.  In  1986  they  decreased 
to  approximately  3 461  000  (assuming  that  the 
trend  for  the first  nine months of  1986  continued 
during the last three months of 1986), i.e. to a level 
3,5 %  below  that  of  1984.  The  sales  of  the 
Community produces of  urea  destined  for  the free 
market  in  the  Community  decreased  from 
2 435 771  tonnes  in  1984  to  I 782 315  tonnes 
during  the  first  nine  months  of  1986.  Assuming 
that the trend of sales over the first nine months of 
1986 continued during the remaining three months 
of  1986,  sales  would  have  amounted  to  2 376 420 
tonnes  in  1986  corresponding  to  a  decrease  of 
2,44% compared to  1984. These companies' sales 
of  urea  for  agricultural  purposes  remained  stable 
during  the  same  period. 
Community  producers'  sales  of  urea  outside  the 
Community  fell  from  approximately  1 901  000 
tonnes in 1984 to approximately I 492000 in  1985 
and to approximately 728 000 tonnes in 1986 (assu-
ming that the trend  during  the. first  nine  months 
continued during the last three months). This trend 
did not, however, affect the production costs which 
were  used  as  the  basis  for  the  calculation  of  the 
anti-dumping  duty. 
(29)  The share of  the  freely  available  urea market held 
by  the  Community  producers  amounted  to 
89,15% in 1984. In 1985 it decreased to  83,47% 
and for  the first  nine months of  1986 it decreased 
further  to  approximately  65 %.  These  producers' 
share  of  the  market  of  urea  used  for  agricultural 
purposes  decreased  from  87,32 %  in  1984  to 
81,18% in 1985 and to 61,46% for  the first  nine 
months  of  1986. 
In  Prance  and  Italy,  which  represented  the  main 
markets for agricultural urea before the accession of 
Spain  and  Portugal  to  the  Community,  the 
Community  producers'  share  of  the  agricultural 
urea market dropped from  97,35 % to 81,49 % and 
&om  89,54%  to  72,10%  respectively  between 
1984  and  1986. - 627  -
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(30)  As  far  as  prices and profitability are concerned, the 
Commission considered  it appropriate  to examine 
the  following : 
(i)  the  development of  the  sales  prices  at which 
the  complainant  producers  sold  urea 
throughout the period from  I July 1985 to 30 
September  1986  in  the  Community; 
(ii)  the relationship between  these prices, the cost 
of  production  incurred  by  the  Community 
producers  of  urea  during  this  period  and  the 
profitability relating to their sales of urea in the 
Community; 
(iii)  the relationship between the prices charged by 
the  complainant  producers  and  the  prices  at 
which  the  dumped products were  sold  in  the 
Community. 
Given  that  a  significant  number of  importers  did 
not  cooperate  with  the  Commission  during  the 
investigation, it was  difficult to calculate the overall 
level  of price  undercutting caused  by  the dumped 
imports. Weighted average  margins were  therefore 
provisionally  calculated  on  the  basis  of  the  facts 
available,  i. e.  export  prices  plus  import  duties,  a 
reasonable profit margin for  the importer and other 
costs.  In  both  Italy  and  France,  considerable 
margins of price undercutting were found (see  reci-
tals  31  and  32). 
Given  that  an  estimated  90 %  of  the  dumped 
imports  were  sold  for  agricultural  purposes,  these 
data were examined in the first place with regard to 
those Community producers who sold  urea  in  the 
traditional  markets  of  agricultural  urea,  i. e.  Italy 
and  France,  and  who cooperated  sufficiently with 
the Commission during the investigation. In  1985 
these  producers accounted  for  more  than 50 %  of 
the sales of agricultural  urea made by Community 
producers in Italy and France. In the second place 
the Commission also  examined, where appropriate, 
to  what extent the dumped imports had an  impact 
on  the  prices  of  urea  used  for  technical  applica-
tions,  i. e.  mainly for  the  production of glues  and 
synthetic  resins. 
(31)  Italy 
(a)  The  agricultural  urea  market 
In  1985 consumption on this market amounted to 
approximately  1 000 000  tonnes,  representing 
approximately 52 %  of  total  consumption of agri-
cultural urea in the Community as constituted until 
31  December 1985. The Italian  authorities usually 
fix  CIP (Comitato  Interministeriale  Prezzi)  prices, 
i. e.  monthly maximum sales  prices,  prior to  or at 
the beginning of the agricultural year Oune to May) 
on the basis of data concerning the development of 
the costs  of production for  urea  submitted by the 
Italian producers. The price structure is normally as 
follows: 
(i)  a  basic  price  is  fixed  for  the  months  of 
November  and  December ; 
(ii)  given  the fact that in  the period from June to 
October  urea  consumption  is  low,  prices  are 
fixed  at  a  lower  level  than  the basic  price  in 
order  to  encourage  users  to  purchase  the 
product  earlier  and  store  it themselves ; 
(iii)  as  demand  for  and  consumption  of  urea  are 
high  during the period  from  January to  May, 
prices  are  fixed  above  the  basic  price. 
It  was  found  that  during  the  major  part  of  the 
period  from  1  July  1985  to  30  September  1986 
market  prices  deviated  significantly  from  the  CIP 
prices  fixed  for  each  of  the  months  in  question. 
With regard to one of the two  Italian  producers of 
urea  holding a substantial  market share in  Italy,  it 
was established that its monthly average net invoice 
value (before discounts) decreased by approximately 
15%  between  July  1985  and June  1986.  It  was 
also  found  that  the  weighted  average  margins  of 
price undercutting varied between 15 % and 21  % 
and  that the  Community producer concerned was 
obliged  to  grant discounts  the  amounts  of  which 
increased  continuously. 
During the  period  from  1 July  1985  to  30  June 
1986  these  discounts  represented  in  total  18,3% 
and 22,6 %  for  prilled and granulated urea  respec-
tively  of  the total  net  invoiced  value.  As  a  result, 
the  net prices after discount over the same  period 
decreased by 31  %  and 32 %  for prilled and granu-
lated  urea  respectively. 
With regard  to the development of this company's 
costs of  production (per unit), it was  found  that in 
1985 they were 15% higher than in 1984 whereas 
the average net sales price decreased by approxima-
tely 2% between 1984 and 1985. It was  also found 
that  during  the  first  nine  months  of  1986 
compared  to  the  first  nine  months  of  1985  the 
costs of production per unit had decreased by  16 % 
whilst the average  net price per unit after discount 
had  fallen  by  27 %. 
As  far  as  the profitability of  the same  producer is 
concerned,  profits  were  found  to  have  fallen  by 
13% in 1985 and, during the first  nine months of 
1986,  losses  incurred  amounting  to  8% on  total 
domestic  sales  of  urea. - 628  -
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(b)  The  technical urea  market 
In  1985  consumption  on  this  market  reached  an 
amount  corresponding  to  approximately  24 %  of 
total  consumption of the technical type of urea  in 
the  Community as  constituted until  31  December 
1985. The  Italian  authorities do  not fix  CIP prices 
for  this  type  of  urea. 
It was  found  that the weighted  average  margins of 
price  undercutting varied  between  5 %  and  17 % 
and that the average net sales price for this type fell 
by  40%  between  July  1985  and  June  1986. 
Furthermore, it was found that the costs of produc-
tion  for  this  type of product were similar to  those 
of  the  agricultural  type  and  that  profitability 
between  July  1985  and  September 1986  followed 
the  same  trend  as  for  agricultural  urea. 
(32)  France 
In  1985  consumption  on  the  agricultural  urea 
market amounted to approximately 375 000 tonnes 
corresponding  to  approximately  20 %  of  total 
consumption  of  agricultural  urea  in  the  Commu-
nity  as  constituted  until  31  December  1985. 
Suppliers  of urea  in  France  traditionally  set  their 
list  prices  at  the  beginning of  the season  (July to 
June) for a period of 12 months. In order to encou-
rage  customers  to  purchase  and  store  urea  some 
time  before  consumption,  list  prices  were  signifi-
cantly  lower  at  the  beginning of the season.  The 
lowest prices were set for supplies in July. For deli-
veries  during  the  subsequent  months  a  monthly 
price increase by a fixed  margin over the base price 
was  set. 
Since 1984/85 this system has been replaced by the 
'clause  de  baisse'  rule,  according  to  which  the 
invoice  value  is  adjusted  retroactively  during  the 
season  in  the  light of  lower  prices offered  on the 
market by  other suppliers. The following  findings 
were made with regard to three Community produ-
cers  who,  during  the  first  nine  months  of  1986, 
represented  approximately  80 %  of  Community 
supplies of agricultural urea in France. The average 
invoice  price  before  discount  of  the  Community 
producers concerned was  undercut by the dumped 
imports  by  weighted  average  margins  varying 
between  27 %  and  35 %. 
(i)  Company A : 
The  company  had  to  lower  its  invoice  value 
and grant  rebates  retroactively  resulting  in  a 
drop  in  the  average  net sales  price  by 30 %. 
The  average  costs  of  production  .at  the  plant 
(33) 
from  which almost all  production was sold  on 
the  domestic  market  remained  practically 
stable  during  this  period. 
With  regard  to  sales  on  the  domestic  market 
during the second  half  of  1985,  the company 
remained  profitable.  During  the  first  six 
months of 1986, however,  losses amounting to 
28 %  were  incurred  on  domestic  sales. 
With  regard  to  sales  of  technical  urea,  it was 
found  that  the  average  net sales  price  to  the 
biggest  single  customer  representing  the 
majorty  of  sales  of  this  product  fell  by  20 % 
between  July  1985  and  June  1986. 
(ii)  Company  B : 
The net average  sales  price decreased  by  32 % 
between July 1985 and June 1986 due to lower 
invoice value  and retroactive  rebates.  However, 
this  company's  major  plant  producing  urea 
destined  for  the  French  market  was  dosed 
down for a period of nine months in 1'985 and 
production  did  not  return  to  norrnal  until 
March  1986. It is therefore considered inappro-
priate  to  take  account  of the  development  of 
costs  of  production  or  profitability  of  this 
company. 
(iii)  Company  C : 
The average  net sales  price  before  discount of 
this producer fell  during this period by 37 %. 
In  addition, in  November  1985,  the company 
started  making  provisions  in  view  of  the 
competitive  market situation  and  the  need  to 
adjust  prices  retroactively.  In  March  1986  the 
provision  was  increased  by  20 %  per  tonne. 
The rebates effectively paid amounted to 5,3 % 
of  net turnover  between  June 1985  and  May 
1986. 
For supplies of  urea  in  the  period  from  June 
1986  to  September  1986  the  provision  was 
further increased by  10 %. The total amount of 
provisions corresponded to  17,7 % of turnover 
during  the  same  period. 
Between  the  first  half  of  1985  and  the  first 
nine months of  1986  average  cost  of  produc-
tion  decreased  by 31  %, but profits decreased 
by approll:imately  83 %. 
Spain 
Spain  is  another  major  market  with  a  large 
consumption  of  urea.  However,  since,  prior  to 
accession,  market  conditions  in  Spain  differed 
significantly from  those prevailing in the Commu-
nity  as  constituted  until  31  December  1985,  and - 629  -
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since  in  1986  a  Spanish  conversion  plan  for  the 
fertilizer sector was  in operation, it was  considered 
inappropriate  to  make  additional  injury  findings 
with  regard  to  the  Spanish  producers. 
(34)  In establishing the  impact of the dumped imports 
on  the  Community industry  the  Commission  has 
considered  the effect  of  all  dumped imports from 
all  countries  concerned.  In  analysing  whether 
cumulation  was  appropriate,  the  Commission 
considered  whether  the  dumped imports in  ques-
tion contributed to the material injury sustained by 
the  Community.  In  reaching  its  conclusion  the 
Commission  considered  the  comparability  of  the 
imported  products  in  terms  of  chemical  and 
physical  characteristics,  volumes  imported,  the 
increase in volume of imports since 1984, the low 
level  of  prices  attributable  to  products  of  all 
supplying countries and  the  extent to  which each 
of  the  imported  products  competed  in  the 
Community with the like  product of the Commu-
nity  industry.  On  the  basis  of  such  analysis  the 
Commission  concluded  that  for  the  purposes  of 
establishing  the  level  of  injury  sustained  by  the 
Community industry regard should be paid to  the 
effect  of the dumped imports cumulated from  all 
exporting  countries  concerned. 
With regard  to the imports of the product origina-
ting  in  Trinidad  and Tobago,  it was  argued  that 
these did not compete with the product originating 
in the other third countries involved in the proced-
ding since  the material  produced and exported  to 
the Community was of the granulated type used for 
blending  into  mixed  fertilizers,  whereas  the  type 
originating in  the other countries  involved  in this 
proceeding  and  sold  in  the  Community was  the 
prilled material.  Furthermore, it was  argued that it 
was  generally  sold  at  prices  higher  than  those 
charged  for  prilled  urea. 
However, it was found during the investigation that 
granulated  and  prilled  urea  are  like  products. 
Fristly,  prilled and granulated  urea are  chemically 
identical. Secondly, the physical differences such as 
unit size,  crushing Stre!lgth  or abrasion  resistance, 
do not significantly affect the interchangeability of 
both  types.  Also,  no evidence  was  found  to  show 
that  during  the  period  under  investigation  a 
premium was  paid  for  granulated  urea.  As far  as 
import  prices  of  the  product  originating  in 
Trinidad and Tobago are  concerned, it was  found 
that the average  price  charged  by  the exporter in 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  during  the  period  under 
investigation  was  no  higher  than  that  charged 
during  the  same  period  by  most  other  exports 
involved  in  this  proceeding. 
(35)  The  Commission  has  considered  whether  injury 
has  been  caused  by  other  factors  such  as  the 
worldwide  glut  of  urea  which,  according  to  a 
number  of  exporters  and  importers,  has  led  to 
overall price depression. Furthermore, some parties 
suggested  that,  if  it were  established that Commu-
nity producers were encountering difficulties, these 
were  due  to  severe  competition  amongst  the 
Community  producers  themselves  and  not  to 
imports  from  third  countries. 
On  the  basis  of  the  information  available  to  the 
Commission  it appears  that  since  1984  there  has 
been  a  significant  worldwide  unused  production 
capacity  and  an  excess  of  production  over 
consumption  of  urea  and  other  fertilizers  which, 
even  in  the  absence  of  dumped  imports,  might 
have  led  to  a  fall  in  prices  in  the  Community, 
particularly  as  the  fertilizer  market  is  a  highly 
transparent market in which information in general 
is  readily  available  to  buyers  and sellers.  Account 
has  been taken of this factor when calculating the 
amount of  anti-dumping duty  necessary  to  elimi-
nate  the  injury  (see  recital  42). 
With regard to intra-Community sales it was  found 
that  signifi~ant quantities  of  urea  for  agricultural 
applications  were  sold  on  the  French  market  by 
Community  producers  established  in  other 
Member  States.  Considering  that  urea  is  a  very 
price sensitive product, these producers also  had to 
lower  their · sales  prices  or  grant  rebates  on  the 
French  market.  No  significant  sales  by  other 
Community producers  took  place  in  Italy. 
As far as  imports from  third countries not involved 
in  these  proceedings  are  concerned,  prior  to  the 
initiation  of  these  proceedings  the  Commission 
examined the shares  held by each of these  expor-
ting countries on  the  Community market, on the 
basis of the prima facie evidence submitted by the 
complainants.  It was  found  that the  size  of these 
individual market shares was  not important enough 
for them to be included in the present proceedings. 
(36)  The  Commission  took  all  this  into  account.  It 
considered, however, that the substantial increase in 
dumped imports and the particularly low  prices at 
which they were offered for sale in the Community 
were  a  major  factor  in  forcing  the  Community 
industry  to  align  its  prices  downwards  to  levels 
insufficient to enable it to cover its costs. In parti-
cular for a commodity such as  urea, for which the 
purchase price appears to be the determining factor 
and  for  which  the  loyalty  between  supplier  and - 630  -
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customer appears to  be of little importance, if any, 
low  priced  offers  from  outside  may  have  serious 
adverse  effects  on  the  domestic  industry. This  ltd 
the  Commission  to  determine  that,  despite  the 
existing  over-capacity  and  glut,  the  effects  of  the 
dumped imports of  urea  originating  in  the coun-
tries  concerned in  this  proceeding, taken  in  isola-
tion,  have  to  be  qualified  as  constituting  material 
injury  to  the  Community industry  concerned. 
D.  COMMUNITY INTEREST 
(37)  Farmer's associations  argued  that it was  not in  the 
Community's  interest  that  action  be  taken  as  it 
would  increase  the  purchase  price  of  urea  to  be 
paid  by  farmers.  However,  no  evidence•  was 
submitted to  show  that  protective  measures would 
have  a significant  impact on  the  costs  of  produc-
tion  of  farmers  or  that  they  would  be  prevented 
from  passing on such an increase to the consumers. 
(38)  It  was  also  argued  that  protective  measures would 
discourage  Community  producers  of  urea  from 
reducing  their  sales  prices  of  the  product 
concerned in the light of the substantial fall  in the 
price of gas, the main raw  material in the produc-
tion  of  urea,  which has  occurred  since  the  begin-
ning  of  1986.  However,  it was  found  that  during 
the  period  under  investigation  the  prices  of 
Community  producers  generally  decreased  by 
much  more  than  the  reduction  in  their  costs  of 
production.  In  this  respect  it  is  considered  that 
excessive  price  developments  should  not  be 
imposed on  Community producers due to a sharp 
increase  of  the  imports  at  unfairly  low  prices. 
(39)  Furthermore, it was  argued  that it was  not in  the 
Community's interests  to  take  protective  measures 
against  countries  such  as  Trinidad  and  Tobago, 
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in the light of the special 
features  of  the  relations  between  the  Community 
and  these  third  countries. 
The  Commission  considers  that,  although  good 
realtions with these countries represent a great inte-
rest  to  the  Community,  normal  trade  relations 
imply  that  sales  do  not  take  place  at  dumped 
prices. Also, the Community would be acting in a 
discriminatory  manner  if  it  took  protective 
measures  against  exporters  from  some  countries 
which  sold  at  dumped  prices  in  the  Community 
but  not  against  exporters  from  other  countries 
which  were  engaged  in  the  same  practices. 
(40)  In view of the particularly serious difficulties facing 
the  Community  industry  the  Commission  has 
come  to  the conclusion  that it is  in the Commu-
nity's  interest  that  action  be  taken.  In  order  to 
prevent  further  injury  being  caused  during  the 
remainder  of  the  proceeding,  this  action  should 
take the form of a provisional anti-dumping duty. 
E.  RATE OF DUTY 
(41)  Having  regard  to  the  extent  of  the  injury  caused, 
the  rate  of  such  duty  should  be  less  than  the 
dumping  margins  provisionally  established  but 
adequate  to  remove  the  injury  caused. 
(42)  In order to determine the amount of duty provisio-
nally  necessary to eliminate the injury suffered  by 
the  Community  industry,  the  Commission  consi-
dered  the  following  elements : 
- the selling price  necessary  to cover  the cost  of 
production  incurred  during  the  period  from  1 
July 1985 to 30 September 1986 and to provide 
an  adequate  profit  margin  to  the  Community 
industry, 
- the  unused  production  capacity  and  excess  of 
production  over  consumption  of  urea  which 
were  regarded  as  having  created  a situation  in 
which  representative  Community  producers 
would not have made a profit in the absence of 
dumping. 
Having given these elements careful consideration, 
the Commissioun found  it appropriate in the light 
of the existing worldwide unused production capa-
city and excess of production over consumption of 
urea to determine the amount of the duty at such a 
level  that a representative  Community producer is 
enabled to reach breakeven level on the basis of the 
costs  of  production  incurred  during  the  period 
from  1 July 1985 to 30 September 1986. The repre-
sentative  Community  producer  was  chosen  by 
taking  into  consideration  the  company's  size,  the 
variety, the age and the efficiency of the production 
installations  and  the overall  production  costs.  On 
this  basis  the  Commission  determined  that  the 
amount of duty should correspond to  the amount 
by which the net free-at-Community frontier price, 
before  duty,  is  less  than  133  ECU  per  tonne. 
(43)  A period should be  fixed  within which the parties 
concerned  may  make  their  views  known  and 
request  a  hearing, - 631  -
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HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
I.  A provisional anti-dumping duty is  hereby imposed 
on  imports  of  urea  falling  within  Common  Customs 
Tariff subheadings 31.02 Band ex 31.02 C corresponding 
to  NIMEXE codes 31.02-15 and 31.02-80 and originating 
m  Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic, 
Kuwait,  Libya,  Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR,  Trinidad  and 
Tobago  and Yugoslavia. 
2.  The  amount  of  the  duty  shall  be  equal  to  the 
amount  by  which  the  price  per  tonne  net,  free-at-
Community-frontier, before duty, is less than 133 ECU. 
3.  The  provisions  in  force  concerning customs  duties 
shall  apply. 
4.  The release for free circulation in the Community of 
the products referred to  in paragraph I shall be subject to 
the  provision  of a security,  equivalent  to  the  amount of 
the  provisional  duty. 
Article  2 
Without prejudice to Article 7 (4) (b) and (c) of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2176/84,  the  parties  concerned  may  make 
known their views in writing and apply to be heard by the 
Commission within one month of the entry into force  of 
this  Regulation. 
Article 3 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities. 
Subject to  Articles  II, 12 and 14 of Regulation (EEC) No 
2176/84, it shall apply for a period of four months, unless 
the Council adopts definitive  measures  before  the expiry 
of  that  period. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  8  May  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member of the  Commission - 632  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1466/87 
of 27  May  1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia (1),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86 of  22  December  1986 
establishing  ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1987) (2), 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  15  of the Cooperation Agreement, are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
CCT 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Ceiling 
94.03  Other furniture  and  parts  thereof :  5 897 
01.0290  B.  other 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that ceiling ; whereas the situation on the Community market requires that customs duties appli-
cable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From  31  May  to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to  third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
CCT 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Origin 
94.03  Other furniture  and  parts  thereof :  Yugoslavia 
01.0290  B.  other 
(')  OJ  No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(")  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  27  May  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President - 634  -
5.  6.  87  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities  No  L  145/41 
COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No  1566/87 
of 4 June  1987 
on the opening of supplementary quotas  for imports into the Community of 
certain textile products originating in Yugoslavia for the 1987 Berlin Trade Fairs 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4135/86 
of  22 December  1986  on  common  rules  for  imports  of 
certain  textile  products  originating  in  Yugoslavia('),  and 
in  particular  Article  9  (3)  thereof, 
Whereas,  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4135/86,  the 
importation  of  textile  products originating in  Yugoslavia 
was  made subject to quantitative limitation and allocation 
among  the  Member  States  and  to  common  rules  for 
authorization ; 
Whereas trade fairs  are  to  be  held, as  in previous years, in 
Berlin in  1987, at which Yugoslavia  among other export-
ing countries is expected to participate ; whereas the exist-
ing shares of Community quotas allocated  to  the  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany may  again  be  insufficient  to  meet 
the  requirements  of  the  trade  fairs ; 
Whereas it  is  therefore  necessary  to  open supplementary 
quotas for  the Berlin Trade Fairs  and to  allocate  these  to 
the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany ; 
Whereas it  is  desirable that import authorizations should 
be issued in accordance with  the  requirements on origin 
specified in Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 4135/86; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in accordance with  the opinion of  the Textile Committee 
-Yugoslavia set up by Regulation (EEC)  No 4135/86, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
In  addition  to  the  quantitative  limits  on  imports 
established by  Regulation (EEC)  No 4135/86 supplemen-
(')  OJ  No  L 387,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  I. 
tary quotas as set out in the Annex hereto shall be opened 
in  respect  of  the  Berlin  Trade  Fairs  to  be  held  in  1987 
and  shall  be  allocated  to  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany. 
Article  2 
I.  The authorities of the Federal Republic of  Germany 
shall authorize imports, not exceeding the supplementary 
quotas  referred  to  in  Article  I,  only  in  respect  of  such 
contracts signed in  Berlin during the Berlin Trade Fair as 
are  recognized  by  those  authorities  as  being  eligible, 
provided  that  products  covered  by  such  approved 
contracts  are  placed  on  board  for  exportation  to  the 
Federal  Republic  of  Germany  in  Yugoslavia  after  15 
October  1987. 
2.  The  period  of  validity  of  import  authorizations  or 
equivalent  documents  issued  in  accordance  with  para-
graph  I  shall  not  extend  beyond  31  December  1988. 
3.  The Commission  shall  be  informed  not  later  than 
31  December  1987  of  the  total  quantities  covered  by 
contracts  authorized  under  paragraph  I. 
Article 3 
Importation of the textile  products covered by authoriza-
tion  given  in accordance with  Article .2  shall be made  in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 2 of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  4135/86. 
Article  4 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities. - 635  -
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Cat•· 
gory 
5 
8 
16 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  4  June  1987. 
CCT  NIMEXE 
ANNEX 
For  the  Commission 
Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Member  of the  Commission 
headmg  No  code  O.scripuon  Third  counuies  Units 
(1987)  (1987) 
60.05  60.05-01,  29,  30,  Jerseys,  pullovers,  slip-overs,  waistcoats,  Yugoslavia  I 000 pieces 
A  I  a)  32,  33,  34,  39,  '10,  twinsets, cardigans, bed jackets and jumpers 
II  b) 4 bb) II aaa)  41,  42,  43,  80  (other  than  jackets  and  blazers),  anoraks, 
bbb)  windcheaters,  waister  jackets  and  the  like, 
ccc)  knitted  or  crocheted 
ddd) 
eee) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
fff) 
ijij)ll 
61.o3  61.03-11,  15,  18  Men's or boys' shirts, other than knitted or  Yugoslavia  I 000 pieces 
AI  crocheted,  of  wool,  cotton  or  man-made 
II  fibres 
IV 
61.01  61.01.51,  54,  57  Men's  or boys  suits  and  ensembles, other  Yugoslavia  I 000  pieces 
BVc) I  than  knitted  or  crocheted,  of  wool,  of 
2  cotton  or  of  man-made  fibres,  excluding 
3  ski  suits 
Quantitiea 
50 
80 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No  1648/87 
of  12  June  1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
TilE COMMISSION ·OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the  European  Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) ('),  and  in  particle  Article  1 thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to  third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0010 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Description 
31.02  Mineral  or chemical  fertilizers,  nitrogenous: 
B.  Urea  containing  more  than  45 %  by  weight  of  nitrogen 
on  the  dry  anhydrous  product 
(tonnes) 
Ceiling 
2 806 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have  reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGUI:ATION : 
Article  1 
From 16 June to 31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
Order  No 
01.0010 
CCT 
heading 
No 
31.02 
Descnption 
Mineral  or  chemical  fertilizers,  nitrogenous : 
B.  Urea  containing more  than  45 %  by  weight of  nitrogen 
on  the  dry  anhydrous  product 
Article  2 
Origin 
Yugoslavia 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its  publication in  the Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(1)  OJ No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  June  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
No  L 153/29 No  L  153/30 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1649/87 
of 12  June 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('~ and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEq No  4054/86  of  22  December  I986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (l),  and  in  particular Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provid.es  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to Article  IS of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnts) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Dncription  Ceiling 
01.0180  74.07  Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of copper ; hollow bars  2239 
of  copper 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have  reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 16 June to 3I December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Origin 
01.0180  74.07  Tubes and pipes and blanks· therefor, of copper ; hollow bars  Yugoslavia 
of  copper 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its  publication in the Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  June  1987. 
(1)  OJ No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ No  L 3n, 31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
13.  6.  87 13.  6.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1650/87 
of 12  June 1987 
No  L  153/31 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December 1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (2),  and  in  particular  Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced duty rates  according to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to  third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0190 
CCT 
heading 
No 
76.02 
Description 
Wrought  bars,  rods,  angles,  shapes ' and  sections,  of 
alumminium; wire 
(tonnes) 
Ceiling 
I 345 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 16 June to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
Order  No 
CCT 
head1ng 
No 
Description  Origin 
01.0190  76.02  Wrought  bars,  rods,  angles,  shapes  and  sections,  of  Yugoslavia 
aluminium ; wire 
Article  2 
ntis Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its publication in the Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  June  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President No  L  153/32 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 1651/87 
of 12  June 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (l),  and  in  particular  Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced duty rates  according  to  Article  15  of  the Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnts) 
ccr 
Order No  heading 
No 
Description  Ceiling 
01.0200  76.03  Wrought  plates,  sheets  and  strip,  of  aluminium  2948 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  15e  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Arti•le  1 
From 16 June to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to  third countries 
shan· be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Origin 
01.0200  76.03  Wrought  plates,  sheets  and  strip,  of  aluminium  Yugoslavia 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on  the third day  following its  publication in  the  Offinal 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  June  1987. 
(') OJ No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(I)  OJ No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
13.  6.  87 No L  160/24 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1716/87 
of 19  June 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavian and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December  1986 
establishing ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating in 
Yugoslavia  (1987) (1), 
Whereas  Article  1 of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  15  of the Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(101111ts) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Ceiling' 
01.0070  40.11  Rubber  tyres,  tyre  cases,  interchangeable  tyre  treads,  inner  3 765 
tubes  and tyre  flaps,  for  wheels  of all  kinds : 
B.  Other: 
II.  Other: 
-Other 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 23 June to 31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Origin 
00.0070  40.70  Rubber  tyres,  tyre  cases,  interchangeable  tyre  treads,  inner  Yugoslavia 
tubes  and tyre  flaps,  for  wheels  of all  kinds : 
B.  Other: 
II.  Other: 
-Other 
(')  OJ No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 3n, 31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following its  publication in the  Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  19  June  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President No  L  160/26 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1717/87 
of 19 June 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establi~hing the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of Yugoslavia (1),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to Article  1 of  Council  Regulation  (EEq No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986 
establishing  ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1987)(1~ 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty rates  according to Article  15  of the Cooperation  Agreement are 
subject to  the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(1onnos) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
De.cription  Ceiling 
01.0280  94.01  ·Chairs  and  other  seats  (other  than  those  falling  within  6703 
heading No 94.02~ whether or not convertible into beds, and 
parts  thereof : 
B.  Other: 
tx II. Other, excluding seats specially designed for  motor 
vehicles 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established,  · 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  I 
From 23 June to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  OriJin 
01.0280  94.01  Chairs  and  other  seats  (other  than  those  falling  within  Yugoslavia 
heading No 94.02~ whether or not convertible into beds, and 
parts  thereof : 
B.  Other: 
ex II. Other, excluding seats specially designed for motor 
vehicles 
(')OJ No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(")  OJ No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  10  July  1987. 
For the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
11.  7.  87 11.  7.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 2043/87 
of 10  July 1987 
No  L  192/13 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavian and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (2).  and  in  particular Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  18  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
04.0030 
ccr 
heading 
No 
73.02  Ferro-alloys : 
C.  Ferro-silicon 
(to~~es) 
Description  Ceiling 
5792 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  tliat  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
From  14 July to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into the  Community of  the  following  products : 
Order  No 
04.0030 
ccr 
heading 
No 
73.02  Ferro-alloys : 
C.  Ferro-silicon 
Descnption  Origin 
Yugoslavia 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 20.  6.  87 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following  its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  19  June  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 16.  7.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 2079/87 
of 15  July 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986 
establishing  ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1987) ("), 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  pn  .. 'ucts  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty  rates  according to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to  third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Descriptton  Ceiling 
01.0170  74.04  Wrought plates,  sheets  and  strip,  of  copper  807 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have  reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  qu~stion be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
From  19 July to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading  Descnption  Origm 
No 
01.0170  74.04  Wrought  plates,. sheets  and  strip,  of  copper  Yugoslavia 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following  its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly .applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  15  July  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice· President 
No  L  195/7 28.  7.  87 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 2227/87 
of 24  July 1987 
re-imposing the  levying  of customs duties applicable  to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republjc  of  Yugoslavia ('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  No  1  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports of  certain  products originating in  Yugoslavia 
(1987)  (2)  and  in  particular Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty  rates  according to  Article  15  of the Cooperation  Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to  third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnts) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Description  Ceiling 
01.0160  73.18  Tubes  and  pipes and blanks  therefor, of iron (other than of 
cast  iron)  or  steel,  excluding  high-pressure  hydro-electric 
conduits: 
B.  Other  10 722 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  reimposed, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 31  July to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-imposed  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading  Descriptton  Origin 
No 
01.0160  73.18  Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor,  of  iron (other than  of  Yuplavia 
cast  iron)  or  steel,  excluding  high-pressure  hydro-electric 
conduits: 
B.  Other 
(')  OJ No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
No  L  206/5 - 649  -
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall  enter into force  on the third day  followi~g its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  24  July  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
28.  7.  87 6.  8.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 2376/87 
of 5  August 1987 
No  L  216/19 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('~ and  in  P:'rticular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86 of 22  December  1986 
establishing ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain goods originating in 
Yugoslavia  (1987) (2), 
Whereas  Article  1 of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced duty  rates according to Article  15 of the Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
ccr 
Order  No  h'eading 
No 
Description  Ceiling 
73.02  Ferro-alloys : 
E.  Ferro-chromium  and  ferro-silico-chromium : 
04.0050  I.  Ferro-chromium :  I 369 
04.0055  - Of  which  ferro-chromium  containing  by  weight  683 
not  more  than  0,10% of  carbon  and  more  than 
30%  but  not  more  than  90%  of  chromium 
(super-refined  ferro-chromium) 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
From 9 August to 31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries 
shall  be  re-established  on imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
Order  No 
04.0050 
04.0055 
ccr 
heading 
No 
73.02 
Description 
Ferro-alloys : 
E.  Ferro-chromium  and  ferro-silico-chromium : 
I.  Ferro-chromium : 
- Of  which  ferro-chromium  containing  by  weight 
not  more  than  0,10% of  carbon  and  more  than 
30 %  but  not  more  than  90 %  of  chromium 
(super-refined  ferro-chromium) 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(")  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
Origin 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following  its publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  S August  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Manuel  MARIN 
Vice· President 
6.  8.  87 - 652  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2382/87 
of 5  August  1987 
imposing  a  definitive  anti-dumping  duty  on  imports  of standardized  multi-
phase electric motors having an output of more than 0,75 kW but not more than 
75  kW, originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2176/84 
of  23  July 1984 on protection against  dumped or subsi-
dized  imports from  countries  not  members of  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community('), as  last amended by Regu-
lat!on  (EEC)  No 1761/87 (2),  and  in  particular Article  12 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission 
submitted  after  consultation  within  the  Advisory 
Committee  as  provided  for  under  that  Regulation, 
Whereas: 
(1) 
A.  Provisional measures 
By  Regulation (EEC)  No  1043/87 ('),  the  Commis-
sion  imposed  a  provisional  anti-dumpmg duty on 
imports of standardized mult1-phase electric motors 
havmg  an  output  of  more  than  0,75  kW  but not 
more  than  75  kW,  onginating  in  Yugoslavia. 
B.  Further proceedings 
(2)  After  the  impos1tton  of  the  provisional  duty,  and 
within the period provided for by Regulation (EEC) 
No  1043/87,  the  three  Yugoslav  producers/ 
exporters  of  the  motors  in  question  Rade-Koncar 
(Zagreb),  Sever,  (Subotica)  Elektrokovina,  (Maribor) 
submitted  wntten  observations  and  requested  a 
hearing from  the Commission. The latter informed 
them  m  detail  of  the  facts  and  considerations  on 
wh1ch  its  provisional  conclusions  had  been  based 
and  on the  basis  of  which  it  intended  to  propose 
the  imposition of  a definitive  duty and the  collec-
tion  of  the amounts secured by  way  of the proviSI-
onal  anti-dumpmg duty. 
All  parties  were  given  the  opportunity  to  make 
known  their  pomts  of  view  on  these  conclusions 
within  a  prescribed  period,  and  any  observations 
they  made  were  taken  into  account. 
(')  OJ  No  L  201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  167,  26.  6.  1987,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ  No  L  102,  14  4.  1987,  p.  5. 
(3)  In  addition,  the  Commission  made  on-the-spot 
checks  on  three  Italian  importers  of  Yugoslav 
motors: 
- Ceam,  Inveruno  (Milan) 
- Incontrera  &  Wenninger,  Milan 
- Smem,  Monza 
C.  Dumping 
(4)  The arguments put forward  by  the Yugoslav expor-
ters  followjng  the  preliminary  establishment  of 
dumping  announced  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
I 043/87 related  essentially  to  the level  of  the  allo-
wance for conditions of  payment in Yugoslavia, the 
question  of  the  allowance  for  inflation  in  Yugos-
lavia  between  the  date  of  sale  and  the  date  of 
payment,  the question  of  the  exchang6  rate  to  be 
used  for  converting  the  Yugoslav  dinar,  and  the 
question of differences in  the cost  of  Yugoslav raw 
materials  and  imported  raw  materials. 
(5)  For  each  of  the  three  producers/exporters,  the 
adjustment of the normal value was  revi;ed to make 
allowance  for  conditions of  payment and  of  credit 
in Yugoslavia, since the interested parties furnished 
proof  that a  reque~t for  this  to  be  done  was  justi-
fied. 
(6)  On  the  other  hand,  none  of  the  arguments  put 
forward  in  support of  the  three  other requests  for 
allowances  was  sufficiently convincmg to  call  into 
question  the  Commission's observations  as  set  out 
in  points  18,  19  and  22  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1043/87.  In  common  with  the  Commission,  the 
Council therefore believes that these requests  must 
be  rejected  for  the  reasons  outlined  by  the 
Commission  in  the  said  Regulation. 
(7)  Without prejudice to the revision of  the adjustment 
referred  to  in  point  5,  the  considerations  already 
advanced  by  the  Commission  with  regard  to  the 
existence  of  dumping are  therefore  confirmed  by 
the  Counc1l. 
The definitive  weighted  average  dumpmg margins 
for  all  the  motor types  of  the  producers/exporters 
concerned  in  the  representative  sample,  duly 
corrected  to  allow  for  the  revised  adjustment  for 
conditions of  payment, are  therefore  established  at 
the  fol!owing  levels :  Elektrokovina,  98 % ; Rade-
Koncar,  I 09 % ;  Sever,  87 %. - 653  -
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D.  Injury 
(8)  None of  the  producers/exporters  in question  have 
submitted to the Commission any argument suffi-
ciently convincing to call into question the conclu-
sion  that  imports  of  the  Yugoslav  standardized 
multi-phase  electric  motors  concerned  caused 
material  injury  to  the  Community  industry 
concerned. 
(9)  The  Commission  has  therefore  confirmed  the 
reasons which led it to conclude that injury existed, 
as  set out in  point 26  et seq.  of  Regulation (EEC) 
No  1043/87. 
(10)  The  company  Rade-Koncar  claimed  that  the 
imports  and  market  shares  of  the  three  Yugoslav 
exporters  should not be  aggregated  since  they are 
legally  and  commercially  independent  of  each 
other. 
Despite  the  arguments  put  forward  by  Rade-
Koncar, the Council shares the Commission's view 
that  the  effect  of  all  imports  of  the  Yugoslav 
motors  in  question should be  considered globally. 
This  is  because  the investigation  has  revealed  the 
fungible  nature  of  these  products  - i.e.  the  fact 
that they are mutually interchangeable and compa-
rable  in  terms  of  their  physical  characteristics  -
and the similarity of prices charged by the different 
Yugoslav  exporters;  for  the  reasons  indicated  in 
point  28  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1043/87,  the 
Yugoslav  standardized  multi-phase  electric  motors 
are  therefore  in competition  with  each  other and 
with similar products on the Community market. 
(11)  The company Sever stressed  that the share  of the 
overall  Community  market  held  by  imports  of 
Yugoslav  motors  had  stagnated  during the  period 
which the Commission took into consideration for 
its  analysis  of  injury (1982  to  85). 
The  Commission's  investigation  revealed  - (cf. 
points .Z6  and 27 of Regulation (EEC) No 1  043/87) 
- that  the  overall  market  share  of  imports  had 
been at least 3,2 % to 3,3 % for the Community as 
a whole, thus representing' a significant share of the 
Community  market ;  moreover,  during  the  same 
period  Yugoslav  penetration  of  the  two  markets 
where  its  imports are  concentrated grew substanti-
ally,  from  3,9 %  to  4,8  %  in Italy and from  13 % 
to  16 %  in  Denmark. 
(12)  In  spite  of  the  arguments  put  forward  by  the 
Yugoslav exporters, the Council therefore confirms 
the  analysis  presented  by  the  Commission  in 
points 26 to 33 of Regulation (EEC) No 1043/87 in 
its entirety, and considers that the injury caused by 
imports  of  Yugoslav  motors  being  dumped  in 
massive  proportions  must,  taken  in  isolation,  be 
considered  to  be  material  injury  within  the 
meaning of Article  4  (1)  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2176/84. 
Although  production  and  sales  of  standardized 
multi-phase electric motors by Community manu-
facturers  have been rising since 1982, owing to the 
revival  of  consumption  of  electric  motors  in  the 
Community,  the  fact  remains  that  the  extremely 
low import prices of Yugoslav motors have  signifi-
cantly  contributed  to  the  downward  pressure  on 
Community  industrial  manufacturer's ·  prices, 
almost all  of which continued to experience losses 
in  1985  in  the  standardized  motors  sector.  This 
pressure exerted by imports of Yugoslav motors on 
Community manufacturers' prices is  shown  by the 
existence  of  considerable  undercutting  varying 
between 15 % and 35 % of the reference cost price 
and between 1  0 %  and 30 %  of  the selling prices 
of  the  most  efficient  producers. 
In addition,  the margin  of  undercutting is  wholly 
attributable  to  dumping  by  the  three  Yugoslav 
exporters. 
E.  Community interest 
(13)  The  Council  considers  that  Community  interests 
require the adoption of a trade protection measure 
against imports of Yugoslav motors being dumped, 
in  order  to  eliminate  the  injury  caused. 
However, given  the intra-Community competition 
which exists in the standardized multi-phase motor 
sector and the need to  maintain as  far  as  possible 
the  competitiveness of  the downstream  industries, 
the  Council  believes  it  appropriate  to  determine 
the level of the measure to be taken - whatever its 
form - on the basis of the cost price of  the most 
efficient  industrial-scale  manufacturers. 
F.  Undertakings 
(14)  Certain  producers/exporters  offered  the  Commis-
sion  undertakings  concerning  their future  exports 
to  the  Community. 
(15)  The  Commission  did  not  accept  these  under-
takings.  It  informed  the  producers/exporters 
concerned  of  the  reasons  for  its  decision. 
G.  Definitive  collection  of  the  amounts 
secured by way of provisional duty ; 
Imposition of a  definitive duty 
(16)  In view of the above, the Council considers that the 
protection  of  Community  interests  calls  for  the 
imposition  of  a  definitive  anti-dumping  duty  on 
imports of the products in question  originating in - 654  -
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(17) 
Yugoslavia  and  the  coll~ction  of  the  amount 
secured  by  way  of  the  provisional  anti-dumping 
duty  imposed  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1043/87. 
As  regards  the  form  and  rate  of  the  duty  to  be 
imposed,  the Council  approves  the considerations 
set out by  the Commission in point 35  of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  1043/87. 
The  Council  considers  that,  in  order  to  avoid 
discrimination and for the same factual  reasons, the 
form  and  rate  of  the  definitive anti-dumping duty 
to  be  imposed  must  be  similar  - allowing  for 
differences  in  the  physical  characteristics  of  the 
products - not the same  as  those finally  imposed 
by  the  Council in  Regulation  (EEC)  No 864/87 (1) 
on  imports  of  motors  originating  in  the  state-
trading  countries. 
- The  most  appropriate  type  of  anti-dumping 
duty  is  therefore  a variable  duty reflecting  the 
difference between a minimum price expressed 
in ECU for each type of motor and the price to 
the  first  independe!lt  buyer. 
As  certain  importers, in  particular Sever  Agro-
vojvodina of  Copenhagen and Sever Agrovojvo-
dina of Munich, are linked to an  exporter by an 
association or a compensatory arrangement with 
a third party within the meaning of Article 2 (8) 
(b)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  the 
Council  considers  it  necessary  to  take  as  a 
reference  point in calculating the anti-dumping 
duty  for  those  importers  the  price  paid  by  the 
first  buyer  not associated  with  the exporter.  In 
the  case  of  the  importers  in  question,  the  net 
unit  price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  will 
normally  correspond  to  the  customs  value  as 
determined  in  accordance  with  Article  6  of 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1224/80  of  28 
May  \980 on the valuation of goods for customs 
purposes ("). 
- As  regards  the level  of the minimum price, the 
Council  considers  that  the  definitive  anti-
dumping duty should be fixed  at  the same level 
as  the  provisional  anti-dumping  duty,  for  the 
same  reasons  as  those  already  indicated by  the 
Commission  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1043/87, 
with  particular  reference  to  the  gross  profit 
margin attributable  to  the  more efficient indus-
trial  producers. 
The rate  of  the definitive anti-dumping duty is 
therefore  much  lower  than  the  dumping 
margins  finally  established.  However,  having 
regard  to  the price  judged  necessary  to  provide 
efficient  Community  producers  with  a  reaso-
nable  profit,  it  should  be  sufficient  to  remove 
the  injury caused  by  the imports concerned to 
(')  OJ  No  L  83,  27.  3.  1987,  p.  I. 
(')  OJ  No  L  134,  31.  5.  1980,  p.  I. 
(18) 
the  Community standardized  multi-phase elec-
tric  motor industry. 
Finally,  the  Council  has  established  that  the 
maximum  customs  duty  applicable  in  Spain  and 
Portugal  in  1986  and  1987  to  the  standardized 
multi-phase electric motors in question was greater 
than  the Common Customs Tariff  duty applicable 
to  the same  products.  In order to  prevent imports 
into  these  Member  States  from  being  subject  to 
higher overall  duties,  it  was  judged  appropriate  to 
take  measures  ensuring  that  the  cumulative 
amOf..!nts  of  the  anti-dumping  duty  and  the  non-
aligned.  customs  duties  in  Spain  and  Portugal  are 
not  greater  than  the  cumulative  amounts  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  duty  and  the  anti-
dumping duty, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
(1)  A definitive  anti-dumping duty  is  hereby  imposed 
on  imports  of standardized  multi-phase  electric  motors 
having  an  output of  more  than  0,75  kW but  not  more 
than 75  kW, falling within subheading ex 85.01  B I b)  of 
the Common Customs Tariff, corresponding to  NIMEXE 
codes ex  85.01-33, ex  85.01-34 and ex  85.01-36,  origina-
ting  in  Yugoslavia. 
(2)  The  expression  'Standardized  multi-phase  motors' 
shall include all  motors which are subject to  international 
standardization, in  particular to  that  of  the  International 
Electrotechnical  Commission (IEC). The motors in ques-
tion  have  the  following  standard  rotation  speeds : 3 000 
rpm,  1 500  rpm,  1 000  rpm  or  7  50  rpm ; the  following 
standard  output: 1,1,  1,5,  2,2,  3,  4,  5,5,  7,5,  11,  15,  18,5, 
22,  30,  37,  45,  55,  or  75  kW and  the following  standard 
axle  heights : 80,  90,  100,  112,  132,  160,  180,  200,  250, 
280  or  315  millimetres. 
(3)  The  amount of  duty  shall  be  equivalent,  for  eac? 
type  of  motor,  to  the  difference  between  the  net  umt 
price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  not  cleared  through 
customs,  and  the  price  specified  in  the  Annex. 
The  said  free-at-Community-frontier  price,  not  cleared 
through  customs,  shall  be  net  if  the  actual  terms  and 
conditions  of  sale  provide  that  payment  shall  be  made 
within 30 days of the date of dispatch ; it shall be lowered 
by  I %  for  each  month  by  which  payment  is  actually 
deferred. 
(4)  (a)  Where  it appears  to  the  customs  authorities  that 
there  is  an  association  or a  compensatory  agree-
ment between  the exporter and the importer or a 
third party within the meaning of Article 2 (8)  (b) 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  the  price  actu-
ally paid or payable for the product sold for export 
to the Community may not be used as  a reference 
in  establishing  the  net  unit  price,  free-at-
Communiry-frontier,  mentioned  in  paragraph  3. - 655  -
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The  unit  price,  free-at-Community-frontier,  shall 
in this case  correspond to  the customs value  as  it 
would be  determined in accordance with Article 6 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1224/80.  Failing  this, 
where  in  the  case  of  an  associated  importer  it 
would  not be  possible  to  determine  the  customs 
value  in  accordance with the above  provisions, the 
net  price,  free-at-frontier,  shall  correspond  to  the 
customs  value  as  would  be  determined in  accor-
dance  with  Article  2  (3)  of  that  Regulation. 
(b)  The provisions  of subparagraph  (a)  shall  apply  in 
particular  to  motors  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
imported  by  the  companies  named  below: 
- ·Sever  Agrovojvodina,  Copenhagen, 
- Sever  Agrovojvodina,  Munich. 
(5)  The  provisions  in  force  with  regard  to  customs 
duties  shall  apply  subject  to  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
Amounts secured by way  of the provisional anti-dumping 
duty  imposed  by  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1043/87  shall  be  collected  at  the  level  of  the  definitive 
duties  imposed. 
Article 3 
The  anti-dumping duties  imposed  or collected  pursuant 
to  Articles  1 and  2  shall  be  collected  on  imports  into 
Spain  and  Portugal  only  in  so  far  as  the  cumulative 
amount of the customs duty in force  in the Member State 
concerned  and  the  anti-dumping duty  does  not,  for  the 
product in question, exceed the cumulative amount of the 
Common Customs Tariff duty and the anti-dumping duty 
concerning  the  same  product. 
Article  4 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following that of its publication in the Official journal of 
the  European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  5 August  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
K.E.  1YGESEN No  L  218/6  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities 
ANNEX 
Minimum prices for imports into the Community of certain standardized multi-phase electric 
moton; originating  in  Yugoslavia 
The minimum import pnces referred to in  Art1de  I (3)  of this Regulation are  shown in the following table, 
expressed  in  ECU. 
These  pnces  apply  to  type  83  multi-phase  electric  motors  (with  retaining  legs). 
For  other  types  (e.g.  type  85 or  814) a  supplement of 7% must  be  added  to  the  prices  given  below. 
kW  hp  3000  rpm  I 500  rpm  I 000  rpm  750  rpm 
1,1  1,5  40,3  41,7  57,9  89,1' 
1,5  2  45,4  49,1  68,3  105,0 
2,2  3  59,1  60,4  89,1  135,8 
3  4  70,0  72,5  108,3  162,0 
4  5,5  87,5  92,0  136,2  195,8 
5,5  7,5  113,3  117,0  177,4  241,2 
7.5  10  ,143,7  150,8  204,5  299,5 
II  15  194,1  200,3  295,7  403,2 
15  20  244,9  261,6  387,3  519,4 
18,5  25  314,0  319,0  475,2  644,3 
22  30  375,7  375,7  558,1  794,7 
30  40  501,5  495,6  739,3  I 023,3 
37  50  627,2  614,8  911,3  I 244,1 
45  60  704,7  729;3  I 090,8  I 461,1 
55  75  945,5  911,3  I 356,1  I 776,8 
75  100  I 261,5  I 207,0  I 799,7  2 287,4 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 2438/87 
of 12  August 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('~ and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) ('),  and  in  particular  Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to  the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
CCI' 
Order  No  heading  Description  Ce•ling 
No 
01.0030  31.05  Other  fertilizers ;  goods  of  the  present  Chapter  in  tablets,  40 840 
lozenges and similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross 
weight  not  exceeding  I 0  kg 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
From  16  August  to  31  December  1987,  the  levying  of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries shall be re-established on imports into the Community of the following products : 
Order  No 
01.0030 
CCI' 
heading 
No 
31.05 
Descript•on  Orig~n 
Other  fertilizers ; goods  of  the  present  Chapter  in  tablets,  Yugoslavia 
lozenges and similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross 
weight  not  exceeding  I 0  kg 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day  following its  publication in  the Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
(')  OJ No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all  Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  12  August  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
Manuel  MARIN 
Vice-President 
No  L 225/19 - 659  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 2541/87 
of 24  August 1987 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2491/87 introducing a countervailing charge on 
certain varieties of plums originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES·, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/71 
of  18  May  1971  on  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  fruit  and  vegetables ('),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2275/87 ('),  and  in  particular  the 
second  subparagraph  of  Article  27  (2)  thereof, 
Whereas  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1491/87 ('), 
introduced a countervailing charge on certain varieties of 
plums  originating  in  Yugoslavia ; 
Whereas Article  26 (!) of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/71 
laid  down  the  conditions  under  which  a  charge  intro-
duced  in  application  of  Article  25  of  that Regulation  is 
amended ;  whereas  if  those  conditions  are  taken  into 
consideration the countervailing charge on  the import of 
certain varieties  of plums originating in  Yugoslavia  must 
be  altered, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
In Article  I of Regulation (EEC)  No 1491/87, '6,63  ECU' 
is  hereby  replaced  by  '29,72  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on 25 August 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  14 August  1987. 
(')  OJ No  L 118,  20.  5.  1972,  p.  I. 
(")  OJ No  L  209,  31.  7.  1987,  p.  4. 
(')  OJ No  L 231,  18.  8.  1987,  p.  8. 
For  the  Commission 
Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
Vice-President - 660  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2691/87 
of 3  September 1987 
extending  the  provisional  anti-dumping  duty  imposed  on  imports  of  urea 
originating in Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Kuwait, Libya, 
Saudi  Arabia, the USSR,  Trinidad and Tobago and Yugoslavia 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2176/84 
of  23  July 1984 on protection against dumped or subsi-
dized  imports  from  countries  not members of  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community (1),  as  amended  by  Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1761/87 (~. and in  particular Article  II (5) 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1289/87 (3)  the 
Commission imposed a provisional anti-dumping duty on 
imports  of  urea  originating  in  Czechoslovakia,  the 
German  Democratic  Republic,  Kuwait,  Libya,  Saudi 
Arabia, the USSR, Trinidad and Tobago and Yugoslavia; 
Whereas an exporter has requested that the period of vali-
dity  of  the  proviswnal  anti-dumping  duty  be  extended 
claiming  that  this  extra  time  is  needed  to  enable  it  to 
defend  its  interests ; whereas  this  request  appears  to  be 
justified; 
Whereas  the  other  exporters  have  been  informed  and 
have  had  the •  opportunity  to  make  their  points  of  view 
known  within  the  permitted  time-limit ; 
Whereas, since  it  has  not been possible, within the pres-
cribed  time-limits,  to  examine  all  the  facts  and  to  grant 
hearings  to  some  of  the  interested  parties,  the extension 
requested  should  be  granted, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
The  provisional  anti-dumping duty  imposed  by  Regula-
tion (EEC)  No 1289/87 on imports of urea  originating in 
Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic, 
Kuwait,  Libya,  Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR,  Trinidad  and 
Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  is  hereby  extended  for  a  period 
not  exceeding  two  months. 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
Subject to Article  11  of Regulation (EEC) No 2176/84 and 
any  other  Council  decision,  this  Regulation  shall  apply 
until such time as  definitive  measures are  adopted by the 
Council,  but  not  later  than  the  end  of  a  period  of  two 
months  starting  on  10  September  1987. 
Th1s  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  September  1987. 
(')  OJ  No  L  201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  l. 
(')  OJ  No  L  167,  26.  6.  1987,  p.  9. 
(')  OJ  No  L  121,  9.  5.  !987,  p.  11. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
K. E.  TYGESEN I8.  9.  87 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No 2776/87 
of 17  September  1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating  in  Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December  I986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(I987) (2),  and  in  particular  Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to Article  IS  of  the Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
CCT 
Order  No  heading  Descnpuon  Ceiling 
No 
01.0140  70.05  Unworked  drawn  or  blown  glass,  (including  flash  glass),  in 
rectangles  5 364 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From  2I  September to  31  December 1987,  the  levying  of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries shall be re-established on imports into the Community of the following products : 
CCT 
Order  No  heading  Description  Origin 
No 
01.0140  70.05  Unworked  drawn  or  blown  glass,  (including  flash  glass)  in  Yugoslavia 
rectangles 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
No  L 267/9 - 662  -
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following  its publication in  the  Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  17  September  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
18.  9.  87 7.  10.  87 
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COMMISSION ·REGULATION (EEC)  No 2988/87 
of 6  October 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
·  products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (2),  and  in  particular Article  1 thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1 of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty  rates  according  to  Article  15  of the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the .annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0230 
CCI' 
heading 
No 
85.01 
Description 
Electrical  goods  of  the  following  descriptions ;  generators, 
motors,  converters  (rotary  or  static),  transformers,  rectifiers 
and  rectifying  apparatus,  inductors 
C.  Parts 
(tonnes) 
Ceihng 
I 620 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From  10  October  to  31  December  1987,  the  levying  of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries shall be re-established on imports into the Community of the following products : 
Order  No 
01.230 
CCI' 
heading 
No 
85.01 
Descnption  Ongtn 
Electrical  goods  of  the  following  descnptions ;  generators,  Yugoslavia 
motors, converters (rotary or static) transformers, rectifiers and 
rectifymg  apparatus,  inductors : 
C.  Parts 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(2)  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
No  L 284/5 No  L 284/6 
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Article  2 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on  the third day following its  publication in the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be  binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all  Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  October  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 2989/87 
of 6  October 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Article  1 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986 
establishing  ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in 
Yugoslavia  (1987)(2), 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty rates  according to  Article  15  of the  Cooperation  Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order No 
04.0040 
CCT 
heading 
No 
73.02 
(tonnes) 
Description  Ceiling 
Ferro-alloys :  891 
D.  Ferro-silico-manganese 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ; whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  I 
From  10  October  to  31  December .1987,  the  levying  of  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countries shall be re-established on imports into the Community of the following products : 
Order  No 
04.0040 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Description 
Ferro-alloys : 
D.  Ferro-silico-manganese 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
Origin 
Yugoslavia 
No  L  284/7 No  L 284/8 
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Article  2 
This Regulation  shall  enter into force  on the third day following  its  publication in  the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  October  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President 
7.  10.  87 No  L  313/6 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3303/87 
of 3  November  1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating  in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (1),  and  in  particular  Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty  rates  according  to  Article  18  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement are 
subject to  the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
CCT 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Descnpuon  Ce~hng 
04.0080  78.01  Unwrought lead (including argentiferous lead), lead waste and  I 418 
scrap: 
A.  Unwrought : 
II.  Other 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have  reached 
that ceiling ; whereas the situation on the Community market requires that customs duties appli-
cable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 7 November to 31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third coun-
tries  shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
CCT 
Order  No  headmg 
No 
Descnptlon  Ongm 
04.0080  78.01  Unwrought lead (includtng argentiferous lead),  lead waste  Yugoslavia 
and  scrap: 
A.  Unwrought : 
II.  Other 
(')  OJ  No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L 377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
4.  II. 87 4.  II. 87 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following  its  publication  in  the Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  November  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President No  L  313/8 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3304/87 
of 3  November 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
H~ving regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia (1),  and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (2),  and  in  particular Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported under reduced  duty  rates  ac~ording to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to  the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0210 
ccr 
headmg 
No 
79.03 
Descnpuon 
Wrought  plates,  sheets  and  strip,  of  zinc ;  zinc  foil ;  zinc 
powders  and  flakes 
(tonnts) 
Ce1ling 
2 551 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that ceiling ; whereas the situation on the Community market requires that customs duties appli-
cable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
From 7 November to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs  duti~s applicable to third coun-
tries  shall  be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community  of  the  following  products : 
Ordtr No 
01.0210 
ccr 
head1ng 
No 
79.03 
Descnption 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of  zinc ; zinc  foil ; zinc 
powders  and  flakes 
(')  OJ  No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
Origin 
Yugoslavia 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following its  publication in  the  Official 
Journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  November  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President - 671  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3339/87 
of 4  November 1987 
imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of urea originating in Libya 
and Saudi Arabia and accepting undertakings given in connection with imports 
of  urea  originating  in  Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic, 
Kuwait, the USSR, Trinidad and Tobago and Yugoslavia and terminating these 
investigations 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84 
of  23  July 1984  on  protection  against  dumped or subsi-
dized  imports  from  countries not members  of  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community('),  as  amended  by  Regu-
lation (EEC)  No 1761/87(2), and in  particular Articles  10 
and  12  thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal submitted by the Commis-
sion,  after  consultations within  the  Advisory  Committee 
as  provided  for  under  the  above  Regulation, 
Whereas: 
A.  PROVISIONAL ACTION 
(I)  The  Commission  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1289/87 (3),  imposed  a  provisional  anti-dumping 
duty on  imports  of  urea  originating in  Czechoslo-
vakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic,  Kuwait, 
Libya,  Saudi  Arabia,  the  USSR,  Trinidad  and 
Tobago and Yugoslavia. That duty was extended for 
a  maximum  period  of  rwo  months  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2691/87 ('). 
B.  SUBSEQUENT PROCEDURE 
(2)  Following  the  imposition  of  the  provisional  anti-
dumping  duty  the  Community  producers,  several 
exporters,  importers  and  users  of  the  product 
concerned  requested,  and  were  granted, an  oppor-
(')  OJ  No  L 201,  30.  7.  1984,  p.  !. 
(')  OJ  No  L  167,  26.  6.  1987,  p.  9. 
(')OJ  No  L  121,  9.  5.  1987,  p.  II. 
(')  OJ  No  L 254,  5.  9.  1987,  p.  20. 
tunity  to  be  heard  by  the  Commission.  The 
Community producers, most of the exporters, some 
importers and users  also  made written submissions 
making known their views  on  the  provisional duty 
regulation. 
(3)  Certain  exporters  and  importers  also  requested  to 
be  informed  of  certain  facts  and  essential  consi-
deratins  on  the  basis  of  which  the  Commission 
intended to recommend definitive action and these 
requests  were  granted. 
(4)  In  addition  to  the  investigations  leading  to  the 
provisional  determination  the  Commission  carried 
out  further  investigations  at  the  premises  of  the 
following  companies : 
EEC producers 
Nitrogen  Eireann  Teoranta  (Dublin). 
Importers 
- Ferchimex NV (Antwerpen), importer related to 
Sojuzpromexport  (USSR), 
- USC  (Industrial)  Ltd  (London), 
- Cerealtoscana  SpA  (Aitopascio), 
- Sadepan  Chimica  (Viadana), 
- SIPA  (Paris), 
- Unifert  France  SA  (Paris). 
C.  DUMPING 
(i)  Normal value 
(a)  Saudi Arabia 
(5)  Normal  value  was  definitively  determined  on  the 
basis of the domestic prices of SAFCO, which sold 
the urea produced by SAMAD during the period of 
investigation  and  provided  sufficient  evidence. - 672  -
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(6)  For  this  purpose  the  sales  prices  charged  by 
SAFCO to  independent customers were  used. This 
approach  wa5  adoptt:d  bt:cau>e  it  is  considered 
inappropriate to  take  account of any transfer price 
between  related  companies  or  branches  of  any 
exporter when establishing normal value  by means 
of  domestic  prices,  these  prices  not  being  those 
paid or payable  m  the ordinary course of trade for 
the like product. Accordingly, only prices  to  inde-
pendent  purchasers  were  used  for  the  determina-
tion  of  normal  value. 
The  evidence  gathered  during  the  investigation 
showed that SAMAD and SAFCO form an integral 
part of one corporate group (SABIC). The fact  that 
they are  legally separate entities does  not alter the 
existence of a single economic entity. What is rele-
vant  is  not  the  legal  structure,  but  the  fact  that 
SAFCO acts  as  a sales company with  regard to  the 
product  concerned  manufactured  by  SAMAD  and 
has  functions  similar  to  that  of  an  internal  sales 
department. 
The  exporter' claimed  that  because  of  the  diffe-
rences  in  the  quantities  sold  on  the  domestic 
market and for  export  to  the  Community, normal 
value  should  be  based  on  a  restricted  sample  of 
transactions  which  most  resembled  the  quantities 
sold  for  export.  • 
The  Council  agreed  with  the  Commission  that 
such  a  claim  was  tantamount to  a  claim  for  allo-
wances  to  be  made  for  differences allegedly  affec-
ting  price  comparability and  that such  allowances 
should  only  be  granted  in  conformity  with  the 
objective  criteria  la1d  down  in  Article  2  (10)  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84.  Therefore,  normal 
value  was  finally  determined  on  the  basis  of  the 
prices  relating  to  all  domestic  transactions  during 
the period under investigation. As  for the question 
of  allowances,  see  recitals  18-21  below. 
(7)  Given  that  on  the  domestic  market  both  treated 
and  untreated  urea  was  sold,  normal  value  was 
determined separately  for  each  of these  types. 
(b)  Kuwait 
(8)  In seeking to determine the normal value, account 
was  taken of the fact that there were no significant 
sales of the like product on the domestic market of 
this  country.  It  was  therefore  decided  that  the 
normal value should be established on the basis of 
the  constructed value. 
The  constructed  value  was  determined  by  adding 
the cost of production and a  reasonable  margin of 
profit. The cost of production was computed on the 
basis  of  all  costs,  both  fixed  and  variable,  in  the 
ordinary course of trade, in the country of origin, of 
materials  and  manufacture,  plus  a  reasonable 
amount  for  selling,  administrative  and  other 
general  expenses. 
For the provisional  determinatiOn of  normal value 
a profit margin of 10% had been added to the cost 
of production. The exporter argued,  however,  that 
this  margin  was  too  high,  given  the  losses  this 
company and other producers of urea in  the world 
had  incurred for  a  considerable period  of time.  In 
fact,  it was  suggested that for  this reason  no profit 
margin  should  be  added. 
However,  in  the  light  of  the  clear  wording  of 
Article 2 (3) (b) (ii) of Regulation (EEC) No 2176/84 
providing  that  constructed  value  shall  be  deter-
mined by adding cost of production and a reason-
able  profit  margin,  the  question  is  not  one  of 
whether or not a  profit  margin  should  be  added, 
but rather of what constitutes a  reasonable margin 
of  profit.  On  the  baSIS  of  the  facts  available  it  is 
considered  that  It  would  be  unreasonable  to  add 
less  than 2,5 %, this being the absolute minimum 
required for the sector concerned in order to allow 
a producer to earn the funds necessary to maintain 
a  plant in  up-to-date  technical  conditions. 
The producer of urea  in  Kuwait  had suggested, as 
an alternative, that normal value be established on 
the basis of export prices  to  third countries  rather 
than on the basis of constructed value. This sugges-
tion could not be followed  because it was  made at 
an  extremely  late  stage  of  the  investigation  and, 
given  the  situation  of greatly  depressed  prices  on 
the world  market, it appeared  inappropriate to  use 
export  prices  to  third  countries.  Indeed,  under 
depressed  world  market  prices  there  is  a  strong 
probability  that  if  an  exporter  dumps  on  one 
market, he will also be dumping on other markets. 
(c)  Trinidad and Tobago 
(9)  In seeking to determine the normal value, account 
was  taken of the fact  that there were  no significant 
sales of the like product on the domestic market of 
this  country.  It  was  therefore  decided  that  the 
normal value should be established on the basis of 
constructed value. 
The  constructed  value  was  established  by  adding 
the  cost  of  production  and  a  reasonable  profit 
margin. The cost of production was  computed on 
the basis of all  costs, both fixed and variable, in the 
ordinary course of trade, in the country of origin, of 
materials  and  manufacture,  plus  a  reasonable 
amount  for  selling,  administrative  and  other 
general  expenses. - 673  -
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The  producer  in  Trinidad  and  Tobago  requested 
that  amortization  and  depreciation  be  excluded 
from  the cost of production on the grounds that it 
had  recently  started  production  of  the  product 
concerned  and,  therefore,  that  these  costs  should 
not be considered as being incurred in the ordinary 
course  of  trade.  This  request  cannot  be  granted 
because  these  items  are  normal  elements  of  the 
costs  of  production  of  a  company  in  a  market 
economy country and reflect actual expenses. It was 
also  requested  that  financing  costs  relating  to  the 
construction  of  the  plant  be  excluded  because 
otherwise the Community would be acting in con-
travention  ot  Articles  129  and  185  of  the  Third 
ACP-EEC  Convention.  However,  such  a  request 
cannot  be  granted  because  these  Articles  are  not 
relevant  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  normal 
value.  Account can  only  be  taken  of  the  stage  of 
development of the exporting country when exami-
ning  what  measures  are  most  appropriate  in  the 
Community's  interest,  but not  when  determining 
dumping,  for  which  objective  criteria  have  to  be 
applied. This  interpretation  is  in  line with  Article 
13  of the Agreement on Implementation of Article 
VI  of  the  GATT. 
The company also  requested that part of the costs 
relating to  the construction  of  a  pier used  for  the 
shipment of  products  including  urea  be  excluded 
from  the  final  determination  of  normal  value. 
Given  that  during  the  on-the-spot  investigation 
these amounts were  found  to  have  been effectively 
charged to  the urea  plant during the period  under 
investigation  and  that  afterwards  no  conclusive 
evidence to  the contrary had been received, such a 
request  could  not be  granted. 
As  far  as  the  profit margin  was  concerned,  it was 
argued  that  it  was  unreasonable  to  stick  to  the 
figure  of  7 %  used for  the  preliminary determina-
tion,  mainly  because  market  prices  during  the 
period under investigation were depressed and urea 
producers  throughout  the  world  were  unable  to 
make profits. For the reasons set out in recital (8) it 
is  considered reasonable  to  add  a profit margin  of 
2,5 % to  the costs of  production of the producer in 
Trinidad  and  Tobago. 
(d)  Yugoslavia 
(10)  As a result of the lack of cooperation on the part of 
the  Yugoslav  producer  at  the  initial  stage  of  the 
investigation,  the  provisional  determination  of 
normal  value was  based  on  the  facts  available,  i.e. 
the  price  payable  on  the  domestic  market  as 
alleged in the complaint. Although at a later stage 
of  the  investigation  the  company  concerned  had 
offered  to  cooperate  with  the  Commission,  no 
evidence  with  regard  to  normal  value  was 
submitted.  Therefore  the  Council  confirms  the 
provisional  determination  made  by  the  Commis-
sion. 
(e)  Libya 
(11)  Given  that  no  comments  were  made  by  the 
producer concerned after  the  Commission's  provi-
sional  determination  and  in  the  absence  of  suffi-
cient  cooperation  and  any  better  information, 
normal  value  is  finally  determined,  in  accordance 
with  Article  7  (7)  (b)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2176/84, on  the basis  of  the facts  available, i.e.  the 
cost  of  production  put  forward  in  the  complaint. 
With regard  to  the rate  of  the  profit margin  to  be 
added  to  the costs  of  production,  it  is  considered 
appropriate to use the same figure as  for the produ-
cers in Kuwait and Trinidad and Tobago (see recital 
(8)). 
(f)  Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Repu-
blic  and the  USSR 
(12)  In  order to  arrive at a provisional determination of 
normal value  the Commission took  account of  the 
fact  that  Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic 
Republic and the USSR do not have market econo-
mies. For the purposes of establishing whether the 
imports from  these  countries were  dumped, deter-
minations  were  therefore  based  on  the  normal 
value  in  a  market  economy  country.  In  this 
connection  the  complainants  had  suggested  the 
Austrian  market. 
(13)  The  Commission,  for  the  reasons  set  out  under 
recital  16  of  Regulation (EEC)  No  1289/87, consi-
dered, however, that for  the purpose of the provisi-
onal  determination,  Saudi  Arabia  constituted,  in 
this  case,  an  appropriate  and  not  unreasonable 
choice  as  an  analogue  country. 
(14)  The producers in Czechoslovakia and the USSR did 
not contest this  choice  after the imposition of  the 
provisional  anti-dumping duty. 
The producer in the German Democratic Republic 
requested that normal value  be determined on  the 
basis of its own  c~sts of production structure rather 
than  on  the  normal  value  in  a  market  economy 
third  country.  However,  this  request  could  not be 
granted because  such  method does  not fall  within 
one of the possibilities provided for under Article 2 
(5)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2176/84. 
The Council  therefore  confirms the Commission's 
provisional  determination. 
(ii)  Export prices 
(15)  Export  prices  were  generally  determined  on  the 
basis  of  the  prices actually  paid or payable for  the 
products  sold  for  export  to  the  Community. - 674  -
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(16)  With  regard  to  exports  to  the  Community of  the 
product originating in  the  USSR,  it was  found  that 
the  majority  were  made  through  a  subsidiary 
company  in  the  Community.  Although  in  such 
circumstances  the  export  price  is  normally 
constructed, pursuant to Article 2 (8) (b) of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  2176/84,  the  Commission  con-
sidered  it  sufficient  for  the  purpose  of a  prelimi-
nary  determination  to .determine  the  export  price 
for  these  transactions  on  the  basis  of  the  invoice 
value  paid by the importer to  the exporter. Indeed 
there was  reason  to  believe  that the  invoice  prices 
were  not very substantially different from  the level 
which  would  have  been  reached  by  constructing 
the  export  price. 
After  the  imposition  of  the  provisional  anti-
dumping duties  an  on-the-spot  investigation  took 
place at the premises of the importer related to  the · 
USSR  exporter with  the  primary  aim  of verifyin,!! 
the prices at which  the imported product was  first 
resold by  this importer to  independent buyers. On 
the  basis  of  these  data  export  prices  were  finally 
constructed pursuant to Article 2 (8)  (b)  of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  2176/84. 
As for  the  remainder  of  the  exports  made  during 
the investigation  period by  the  USSR  exporter, i.e. 
those  made  to  unrelated  importers,  export  prices 
were finally determined on the basis of prices actu-
ally  paid. 
(iii)  Comparison 
(17)  In  ·comparing  normal  value  with  export  prices, 
account  was  taken,  where  appropriate,  of  differ-
ences  affecting  price  comparability  in  conformity 
with the rules laid down in Article 2 (10) of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  2176/84. 
(a)  Differences  in  quantities 
(18)  The  producer/exporter  in  Saudi  Arabia  requested 
that an  allowance  be granted pursuant to Article 2 
(1 0) (b) (i) of Regulation (EEC) No 2176/84 in order 
to  take account of  the differences in the quantities 
sold on the domestic market and for exports to the 
Community. To this end it  was  suggested that the 
quantity  discount,  which  was  granted  on  the 
domestic market for  sales of  5 000 tonnes or more, 
should be applied to  all  domestic sales  in order to 
make  them  comparable  with  the  quantities 
exported. 
This  request  was  not granted  because  no  convin-
cing evidence was  supplied that all  the criteria set 
out  in  Article  2  (10)  (b)  (i)  or  (ii)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 2176/84 were  met. The Council  points 
out that  account  had  already  been  taken  of  diffe-
rences  in  quantities  when  determining  normal 
value  on  the  basis  of  the  weighted  average  of  all 
prices actually  paid  and when  making adjustments 
for  the differences  in  the  conditions and  terms  of 
sale. 
(b)  Differences  in  conditions  and terms  of salt 
(19)  As far as differences in conditions and terms of sale 
were  concerned,  allowances  were  limited  to  those 
differences which  bore  a direct relationship  to  the 
sales  under  consideration,  such  as  credit  terms, 
banking charges, transport, insurance, commissions, 
warehousing,  salemen's  salaries,  packaging  and 
handling. 
(20)  Requests  for  other adjustments such  as  differences 
in  technical  assistance  and  publicity  were  not 
granted because satisfactory evidence  showing that 
differences in costs were directly related to the sales 
under consideration  was  not  submitted. 
The  producer/exporter  in  Saudi  Arabia  also 
requested  an  additional  adjustment  for  differences 
in level of trade on the grounds that all  sales on the 
domestic  market  were  made  to  the  end-users,  i.e. 
individual farmers or agricultural companies, except 
for supplies to one customer who was a large indus-
trial user of urea and who was, in  principle, entitled 
to an  additional discount, whereas more than 70 % 
of shipments to the Community were  allegedly for 
industrial  use  to  customers  processing  urea  into 
other types  of  fertilizers. 
This  request was  not granted  because  it  was  con-
sidered that it was  not proven  in  a satisfactory way 
that  there  was  a  difference  in  the  level  of  trade 
since  the  bulk  of  the  sales,  both on  the domestic 
market and  on  the export side,  was  made  to  end-
users.  Furthermore, it was  admitted by  the  produ-
cer/exporter  producer/exporter  that  the  customer 
concerned in  Saudi  Arabia  had not benefited from 
such  discount  during  the  period  under  investiga-
tion. 
(21)  The comparison of export prices with normal value 
was  made  on  the  following  basis : 
- Saudi  Arabia : ex-warehouse ; 
- Kuwait  and  Trinidad  and  Tobago : fob ; 
- Yugoslavia,  Libya,  Czechoslovakia,  the  German 
Democratic Republic and the USSR : ex-works 
(iv)  Dumping margins 
(22)  The  margin  of  dumping  was  calculated  for  each 
exporter as  the amount by  which the normal value 
as  established  exceeds  the  price  for  each  export 
transaction  to  the  Community. - 675  -
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The examination of the facts  showed the existence 
of  dumping in  respect  of  the  producers/exporters 
involved  in  this  proceeding. 
(23)  These  margins  vary  according  to  the  exporter,  the 
weighted average  margin  for  each  of the exporters 
concerned  being as  follows : 
(h)  USSR 
Sojuzpromexport 
% 
60 
%  D.  INJURY 
(a)  Saudi Arabia 
SAMAD/SAFCO  55 
(b)  Kuwait 
PIC  36 
(c)  Trinidad and Tobago 
NEC  37 
(d)  Yugoslavia 
INA  78 
(e)  Libya 
NAPETCO  58 
(Q  Czechoslovakia 
Petrimex  36 
(g)  German  Democratic Republic 
Chemie-Export-Import  51 
Czechoslovakia 
German  Democratic  Republic 
Kuwait 
Libya 
Saudi  Arabia 
USSR(') 
Trinidad and  Tobago 
Yugoslavia 
(24)  With  regard  to  the  injury  caused  by  the  dumped 
imports, the evidence  available shows  that imports 
of urea into the Community from  Czechoslovakia, 
the  German  Democratic  Republic,  Kuwait,  Libya, 
Saudi Arabia, the  USSR,  Trinidad and Tobago and 
Yugoslavia  increased  from  95 188  tonnes  in  1984 
to  236 245  tonnes  in  1985,  i.e.  by  !48 %.  During 
the  first  nine  months  of  1986  these  imports 
amounted  to  722 455  tonnes.  Over  the  full  year 
1986 these imports amounted to  I 034 051  tonnes, 
representing an  increase  of  338 %  compared with 
1985. 
1984 
34 257 
33 771 
-
2 188 
-
9 223 
-
15 749 
The imports (in  tonnes) from each of the countries 
involved  in  these  proceedings  increased  between 
1984  and  1986  as  follows: 
1985  1986  1986 
(9  months)  (lull  year) 
33 621  30 951  42 631 
26 180  72274  89 739 
11  212  46 709  46 710 
15 252  182 369  284 303 
20 000  110475  110 475 
77 650  154 834  270 849 
30 209  94 871  147 936 
22121  29 972  41  408 
(')  Accord1ng  to  the  figures  submitted  by  the  USSR  exponer,  the  expons  had  been  even  h1gher,  in  panicular  in  1985. 
However,  no conclusive  ev1dence  was  received. 
(25)  This  development  represented  an  increase  in  the 
market  share  held  by  these  countries  in  the 
Community  from  2,45%  in  1984  to  5,85%  in 
1985 and to  20,28% during the first  nine months 
of  1986.  If the  quantity of urea  manufactured  by 
the EEC  producers and destined for captive use  is 
deducted  from  total  consumption  in  the Commu-
nity,  this  development  represents  an  increase  in 
market  share  held  by  the  dumped  imports  from 
3,48% in 1984 to  8,20% in 1985 and to 26,29% 
during the first  nine months of 1986. If this deve-
lopment is  related to  the use of urea in the agricul-
tural  sector  only,  assuming  that  90 %  of  the 
dumped  imports  are  sold  in  this  sector,  such  a 
development represents an increase in market share 
from  4,06%  in  1984  to  9,37%  in  1985  and  to 
29%  during  the  first  nine  months  of  1986. 
(26)  It was argued by several parties that, when assessing 
the impact of the dumped imports on the Commu-
nity industry,  account should be  taken  of the  fact 
that  Community  producers  themselves  purchased 
part  of  the  dumped  products. 
In this respect it was  found that during the period 
under investigation  approximately  108 000  tonnes 
of  urea  originating  in  the  German  Democratic 
Republic,  Libya,  Trinidad  and  Tobago  and  the 
USSR  had been imported directly or indirectly by 
Community  producers  of  urea. 
(a)  During  the  period  under  investigation  the 
French  producers  purchased  approximately - 676  -
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68 000  tonnes of dumped products. These tran-
sactions  took  place  mainly because one of the 
Community  producers  had  closed  down  its 
main plant for nine months in  1985 in order to 
improve  efficiency  and  this  had  resulted  in 
insufficient  material  available  for  supplying 
domestic  customers.  According  to  the  French 
producers they also wanted to  prevent some of 
their  customers  from  switching  to  another 
source of supply. On the basis  of  the informa-
tion available  the resale  prices of the imported 
product were  similar to  the  prices  charged  by 
the  producers  for  their  own  product. 
(b)  The Italian producers purchased the total quan-
tity  of  urea  originating  in  the  USSR  which 
entered Italy during the period under investiga-
tion,  i.e.  16 881  tonnes. 
Approximately  4 500  tonnes  of  this  quantity 
was  resold to regular customers at prices signifi-
cantly  lower  than  the  sales  prices  charged  for 
the product manufactured in Italy. With regard 
to the remaining quantity the resale  prices were 
similar to  those charged for the product manu-
factured  and  sold  in  Italy. 
(c)  In  1986  the  Portuguese  producer  of  urea 
purchased  17 182  tonnes  of  the  product 
concerned originating in Libya and approxima-
tely  6 000  tonnes  of  urea  originating  in  the 
German  Democratic  Republic.  The  reason  for 
these  transactions  was  a  major  breakdown  at 
this  producer's  plant. 
Under these circumstances, the Commission, in 
its  preliminary determmation, decided that the 
French and Italian producers who imported and 
resold  the  dumped  product  should  not  be 
excluded  from  the  Community  industry 
affected  by  the  dumped  imports. The Council 
notes that the quantity imported and resold  by 
these  producers  represented  a  minor  share 
(0,61  %  and 5,34% in  1985 and the  first  nine 
months  of  !986  respectively)  of  total  sales  of 
agricultural  urea  by  the complainant producers 
in  the  Community  and  only  a  minor  part, 
representing 0,29 %  and 2,06 %  respectively of 
the  total  consumption  in  the  Community, was 
resold  at  particularly  low  prices.  Insofar  as 
injury was  caused  to  Community producers by 
these  low  priced  sales,  the Council  considered 
that  this  injury  was  self-inflicted.  Given  the 
limited importance of the transactions in  ques-
tion  and  the  fact  that  the  bulk  of  the  imports 
made  by  Community producers were  resold  at 
prices  correspondmg  to  the  producers'  own 
prices,  the  Counc1l  took  the  view  that  the 
producers  in  question  should  not be  excluded 
from  the  Community  industry  within  the 
meaning of  Article  4  (5)  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2176/84.  However,  since  the  Portuguese 
producer  had  no  significant  production  of  its 
own in 1986, the Council  considered it appro-
priate to exclude this company from  the inJury 
assessment. 
Several  parties  interested  in  the  outcome  of 
these  proceedings  argued  that,  account  should 
be  taken  of  dumped  imports  by  Community 
producers  after  the  end  of  the  investigation 
period. This argument has  to be  rejected  since 
it would be contrary to Article 7 (1) (c) of Regu-
lation  (EEC)  No 2176/84, which  provides  that 
the  investigation  of  dumping  shall  cover  the 
period prior to  the initiation of the proceeding, 
to  take  into  consideration  dumped  imports 
made after the end of the investigation period. 
(27)  It  was  found  that  between  1984  and  1986,  assu-
ming that the  trend  during  the first  nine  months 
continued  during  the  last  three  months  of  !986, 
consumption of urea  in the  Community increased 
from  2 737 503  tonnes to  3 734 977 tonnes, i.e.  by 
approximately  36 %  on the free  market  and from 
2 108 503  tonnes  to  3 054 009  tonnes,  i.e.  by 
approximately  44 %  for  agricultural  purposes. 
When  exammmg  the  impact  of  the  dumped 
imports  on  the  Community  market  it  was  found 
that the total  production of urea fell  from  approxi-
mately  5 567 000  tonnes  in  1984  to  4 870 000 
tonnes  in  1985  and  to  4 3!3 000  tonnes  in  1986 
(assuming that the  rate  of  production  for  the  first 
nine months of  1986 continued during the remain-
ing  three  months  of  !986),  i.e.  by  12,5%  and 
11 ,4 %  in 1985 and 1986 respectively. The produc-
tion of urea available  for  the free  market (i.e.  total 
production  mmus  captive  use)  fell  from  an  esti-
mated  4415 321  tonnes  in  1984  to  an  estimated 
3 710 000  tonnes  in  1985  and  to  an  estimated 
3 228 000 tonnes in  1986, assuming that the rate of 
production  for  the  first  nine  months  of  !986 
continued during the  remaining months  of  1986. 
This  development  would  represent  a  decrease  of 
16% and 13% in  1985 and  1986  respectively,  in 
comparison  with  preceding  years. 
(28)  As  far  as  the capacity utilisation of the Community 
industry  1s  concerned,  it  decreased  from  approxi-
mately  85 %  in  !984  to  approximately  77 %  in 
1985  and  further  to  approximately 66% in  1986. 
Separate  data  concerning  the  capaciry  utilisatiOn 
relating  to  the  production  of  urea  for  the  free 
market only were not available because figures rela-
ting to  production capacity were  not d1stmgu1shed 
according  to  future  uses  of  the  product. - 677  -
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(29)  Total  sales  in  the  Community  of  urea  manufac-
rured  in  the  Community increased  from  approxi-
mately 3 587 000  tonnes  in  1984 to  approximately 
3 615 000  tonnes  in  1985.  In  1986  they decreased 
to  approximately  3 461  000  (assuming  that  the 
trend  for  the first  nine months of  1986 continued 
during the last three months of 1986), i.e.  to  a level 
3,5 %  below  that  of  1984.  The  sales  of  the 
Community producers of urea destined for  the free 
market  in  the  Community  decreased  from 
2 435 771  tonnes  in  1984  to  1 782 315  tonnes 
during  the  first  nine  months  of  1986.  Assuming 
that the trend of sales over the first nine months of 
1986 continued during the remaining three months 
of  1986,  sales  would  have  amounted  to  2 376 420 
tonnes  in  1986  corresponding  to  a  decrease  of 
2,44% compared  to  1984.  These  companies sales 
of  urea  for  agricultural  purposes  remained  stable 
during  the  same  period  (1984  - 1986). 
Community  producers'  sales  of  urea  outside  the 
Community  fell  from  approximately  1 901  000 
tonnes in 1984 to  approximately 1 492 000 in  1985 
and to approximately 728 000 tonnes in 1986 (assu-
ming that the  trend  during the  first  nine  months 
continued  during  the  last  three  months). 
(30)  The  share  of  the  non-captive  urea  market  in  the 
Community  held  by  the  Community  producers 
amounted to  89% in  1984. In 1985 it decreased to 
85,27% and  for  the  first  nine  months of  1986  it 
decreased  further  to  approximately  65 %.  These 
producers'  share  of  the  market  of  urea  used  for 
agricultural  purposes  from  approximately  87 %  in 
1984  to  approximately  83 %  in  1985  and  to 
approximately  61  %  for  the  first  nine  months  of 
1986. 
In  France  and  Italy,  which  represented  the  main 
markets  for  agricultural  urea  before  the  Accession 
of  Spain  and  Portugal  to  the  Community,  the 
Community  producers'  share  of  the  agricultural 
urea  market  dropped  from  approximately  95% 
and  approximately  88 %  respectively  in  1984  to 
approximately  74 %  and  approximately 
# cp53,2 #decreased  71  %  during  the  first  nine 
months  of  1986. 
In  the United Kingdom  the  market share  held by 
the  domestic  producer of  the  freely  available  urea 
market  decreased  from  approximately  44 %  in 
1984  to  approximately 39 %  during the first  nine 
months of  1986.  In  Ireland the  market share  held 
by the domestic  producer decreased from  approxi-
mately  78%  in  1984  to  approximately  54% 
during the first nine months of  1986. This develop-
ment reflects  the fact  that the  Community produ-
cers  could  not  take  advantage  of  the  increased 
consumption  which  was  totally  absorbed  by  the 
dumped  imports. 
(31)  As  far  as  prices  and  profitability are  concerned, it 
was  considered  appropriate  to  examine  the  fol-
lowing: 
(i)  the  development  of  the  sales  prices  at  which 
the  complainant  producers  sold  urea 
throughout the period from  1 July 1985  to  30 
September  1986  in  the  Community; 
(ii)  the relationship between  these  prices,  the cost 
of  production  incurred  by  the  Community 
producers  of  urea  during this  period  and  the 
profitability relating to their sales of urea in the 
Community; 
(iii)  the relationship between the prices charged by 
the  complainant  producers  and  the  prices  at 
which  the  dumped  products  were  sold  in  the 
Community. 
Considering that the findings relating to the Italian 
and French markets laid  out in recitals  31  to  32 of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1289/87  were  not  signifi-
cantly disputed after the imposition of  the  provisi-
onal  anti-dumping  duty,  the  Council  confirms 
these  findings. 
(32)  After  the  imposition  of  the  provisional  duty  the 
Commission  further  investigated  the  position  of 
the Community producers in the United Kingdom 
and  Ireland  representing  6,4 %  and  4 %  respecti-
vely of the agricultural urea market in the Commu-
nity. 
With  regard  to  the  domestic  producer  in  the 
United  Kingdom,  it  was  found  that  costs  of 
production (per  unit)  in  1985  were  105% higher 
than  in  1984  whereas  the  average  net sales  price 
increased  by  approximately  13 %  within  the  same 
period. It was  also  found  that during the first  nine 
months of  1986 compared to the first  nine months 
of  1985, the costs  of  production per unit remained 
relatively  stable  whilst  the  average  net  price  per 
unit after discounts had fallen  by  17 %. It was  also 
found  that its  sales  prices  before  discounts  on the 
home market had fallen  by  14,9% between  1 July 
1985  and  30  June  1986,  leading  to  a  significant 
decrease  in  profitability.  It  was  found  that  this 
producer started  incurring losses  in  1985  and  the 
losses  increased  drastically  during  the  first  nine 
months  of  1986.  In  addition  a  weighted  average 
margin  of  price  undercutting of  4,8 %  was  found 
with regard to  sales  during the period under inves-
tigation. - 678  -
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In  Ireland  the  sales  prices  of  the  sole  domestic 
producer fell  by  14,3 % between January 1986 and 
June  1986,  the  period  in  which  the  dumped 
imports  first  achieved  a  significant  market  share 
and the Irish  producer's sales decreased correspon-
dingly.  Weighted average  margins  of  price  under-
cutting varying between  18 % and 23 %  were also 
found  on  this  market. 
For  this  producer,  costs  of  production  rose  by 
41,6% between  1984  and  1985  whereas  net sales 
prices on the domestic market increased by 7,5 %. 
During the  first  nine months of  1986, the cost of 
production  per  unit  had  decreased  ~y  20,4 % 
compared with the same period in 1985 whilst the 
average  unit sales  price  after  discounts  had  fallen 
by  26,9 %. 
As  far  as  the  profitability  of  this  producer  is 
concerned,  profits  were  found  to  have  fallen  by 
approximately  17 %  in  1985  and  approximately 
7 %  in  the  first  nine  months  of  1986. 
(33)  With  regard  to  the  prices  and  profitability  of 
producers in Spain, the Council confirms the posi-
tion  taken  by  the  Commission  in  recital  33  of 
Regulation (EEC)  No  1289/87 which  has  not been 
contested. 
(34)  In establishing the impact of the dumped imports 
on  the  Community  industry  the  effects  of  all 
dumped imports from  all  countries concerned were 
considered.  In  analysing  whether  aggregation  was 
appropriate,  the  Commission  considered  whether 
the dumped imports in question contributed to  the 
material  injury  sustained  by  the  Community.  In 
reaching its conclusion the Commission considered 
the  comparability  of  the  imported  products  in 
terms of  chemical and physical  characteristics, the 
extent  to  which  each  of  the  tmported  products 
competed in the Community with the like product 
of the Community industry, the volumes imported 
and the  increase  in  volume  of  imports since  1984 
from  each  of  the  exporting  countries. 
With  regard  to  the  comparability of  the imported 
products, which were  mainly in prilled form, it was 
found  that  both within  the  agricultural  and  tech-
nical  sectors,  the  products  were  used  interchan-
geably  irrespective  of  the  country  of  origin,  the 
chemical  and  physical  characteristics  of  the 
products concerned being very  similar.  It was  also 
found  that  the  product originating  in  each  of  the 
exporting  countries  involved  in  these  proceedings 
competed  with  the  Community  product.· 
As  to  the  imports  of  the  product  originating  in 
Trinidad  and Tobago,  it was  argued  that these  did 
not  compete  with  the  product  originating  in  the 
other  third  countries  involved  in  the  proceeding 
since  the  material  produced  and  exported  to  the 
Cotrmunity was  of  the  granulated  type  used  for 
blending  into  mixed  fertilizers,  whereas  the  type 
originating in  the  other countries involved  in  this 
proceeding  and  sold  in  the  Community  was  the 
prilled  material.  Furthermore,  it  was  argued  that 
granulated urea was  generally sold at  prices higher 
than  those  charged  for  prilled  urea. 
However, it was  found during the investigation that 
granulated  and  prilled  urea  are  like  products. 
Firstly,  prilled  and granulated  urea  are  chemically 
identical. Secondly, the physical differences such as 
unit size,  crushing strength  or  abrasion  resistance, 
do  not significantly affect the interchangeability of 
both  types.  Also,  no  evidence  was  found  to  show 
that  during  the  period  under  investigation  a 
premium  was  paid  for  granulated  urea.  As  far  as 
import  prices  of  the  product  originating  in 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  are  concerned,  it was  found 
that  the  average  price  charged  by  the  exporter  in 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  during  the  period  under 
investigation  was  not  higher  than  that  charged 
during  the  same  period  by  most  other exporters 
involved  in  this  proceeding. 
As far  as  the  volumes of  the dumped imports are 
concerned, and in  particular their increase between 
1984  and  1986,  the  following  development  took 
place: 
- Czechoslovakia 
- German  Democratic  Republic 
-Libya 
-USSR 
- Yugoslavia 
+  24% 
+  165% 
+ 12893% 
+  2836% 
+  162% 
With regard  to  the  newcomers on  the  market,  i.e. 
Kuwait,  Saudi  Arabia  and  Trinidad  and  Tobago, 
who started  exporting to  the  Community in  1985, 
their exports  increased between  1985  and  1986  as 
follows: 
-Kuwait 
- Saudi  Arabia 
- Trinidad  and  Tobago 
+  316% 
+  452% 
+  389% 
On  the  basis  of  such  analysis  the  Commission 
concluded  that  for  the  purpose  of  assessing  the 
injury sustained by the Community industry, regard 
should be paid to  the effect of the dumped imports 
aggregated from all  exporting countries concerned. 
The Council  confirms  these  findings  and  conclu-
sions. 
(35)  Under these  circumstances  the  Council  finds  that 
the  Community  industry  is  materially  injured  by 
reason  of  the  dumped  imports. - 679  -
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(36)  Examination  took  place  to  see  whether 
injury had been caused by other factors such as  the 
worldwide  glut  of  urea  which,  according  to  a 
number  of  exporters  and  importers,  had  led  to 
overall  price  depression  and  to  a  loss  of  export 
markets  for  the  Community  producers.  Further-
more,  some  parties  suggested  that,  if  it  were  esta-
blished that Community producers were encounte-
ring difficulties, these were due  to severe  competi-
tion  amongst  the  Community  producers  them-
selves  and  not  to  imports  from  third  countries. 
On the basis of the information available it appears 
that  since  1984  there  has  been  a  significant 
worldwide  unused  production  capacity  and  an 
excess of production over consumption of urea and 
other  fertilizers  which,  even  in  the  absence  of 
dumped imports, might have  led to a fall  in  prices 
in  the  Community,  particularly  as  the  fertilizer 
market  is  a  highly  transparent  market  in  which 
information in general is  readily available to  buyers 
and  sellers. 
It was  also  found,  that due  to  increased production 
capacity  in  third  countries,  Community producers 
lost  part  of  their  export  markets.  Therefore,  the 
impact of the dumped imports has been even more 
strongly felt  by  the Community industry.  In addi-
tion, account has  to be taken of the fact  that it was 
the  dumped  imports  alone  that  entirely  captured 
the  increase  in  consumption  which  took  place 
within the Community over the last three years (see 
recital  (27)). 
With regard to  intra-Community sales it was  found 
that  significant  quantities  of  urea  for  agricultural 
applications  were  sold  on  the  French  market  by 
Community  producers  established  in  other 
Member States.  Since urea  is  a very  price  sensitive 
product,  these  producers  had  also  to  align  their 
final  sales  prices  on those .of  the dumped imports 
by  retroactively  granting  rebates.  No  significant 
·sales  by other Community producers took  place in 
Italy. 
As  to  imports from third countries not involved in 
these  proceedings  which  took  place  prior  to  the 
initiation  of  these  proceedings,  the  Commission 
examined  the shares  held  by  each  of  these  expor-
ting  countries  on  the  Community market,  on  the 
basis of  the prima facie evidence submitted by  the 
complainants. It was  found that these countries did 
not  hold  market  shares  important  enough  to 
contribute  significantly  to  the  alleged  injury  and 
they,  therefore,  were  not  included  in  the  original 
proceedings. 
It was  also  argued that account should be  taken  of 
imports  from  third  counties  not  involved  in  the 
proceedings, but which  had significantly increased 
after  the  initiation  of  the  present  proceedings.  In 
this  respect  the  Commission  received,  in 
September  1987,  a  request  from  the  complainant 
asking  that  imports  from  Austria,  Hungary, 
Malaysia,  Romania,  the  USA  and  Venezuela  be 
included  in  the  present anti-dumping proceeding. 
To this end the Commission published a notice (') 
extending  the  proceedings. 
(37)  With  regard  to  the  export  prices  charged  for 
supplies  to  the  Community,  several  exporters 
argued  that  they  had  no  choice  but to  sell  at  the 
low  prices  found  by  the  Commission  during  the 
investigation  because  of  the  worldwide  depressed 
price  level  of  this  product. 
In  this  respect  the  Commission  found  contradic-
tory  information which showed  that prices  outside 
the Community were sometimes higher and some-
times  lower  than  within  the  Community.  In  any 
event, the Council confirms the fact  that, although 
prices for  a particular product are  depressed outside 
the Community, that does  not constitute any justi-
fication  whatsoever  for  exporters  to  sell  their 
products at dumped  prices within the Community 
nor does  it constitute  a  reason  for  not  protecting 
the  Community industry  if  and when  it  has  been 
established  that  it  suffered  material  injury  because 
of  dumped  imports. 
(38)  The Council took into account the facts  mentioned 
above  and considered  that  the  substantial  increase 
in dumped imports and  the particularly low  prices 
at which they were offered for sale  in  the Commu-
nity were  major factors  in  forcing  the  Community 
industry  to  align  its  prices  downwards  to  levels 
insufficient to  enable it to  cover  its  costs.  In  parti-
cular for  a commodity such as  urea,  for  which  the 
purchase price appears to  be the determining factor 
and  for  which  the  loyalty  between  supplier  and 
customer appears  to  be  of  little  or no  importance, 
low  priced  offers  from  outside  are  bound  to  have 
serious  adverse  effects  on  the  domestic  industry, 
more  especially  in  this  case  as  producers  are 
deprived  of  the  benefit of  increased  consumption. 
This led the Council to determine that, despite the 
existing  over-capacity  and  glut,  the  effects  of  the 
dumped  imports  of  urea  originating in  the  coun-
tries  concerned in  this  proceeding,  taken  in  Isola-
tion,  have  to  be  considered  as  causing  material 
injury  to  the  Community  industry  concerned. 
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E.  COMMUNITY  INTEREST 
(39)  Farmers' associations argued  that it was  not in  the 
Community's  interest  that  action  be  taken  as  it 
would  increase  the  purchase  price  of  urea  to  be 
paid  by  farmers.  However,  no  evidence  was 
submitted  to  show  that  protective  measures  would 
have  a significant  impact  on  the  costs  of  produc-
tion  of  farmers  or  that  they  would  be  prevented 
from  passing on such an increase to the consumers. 
Spanish users of the technical type of urea (used for 
the production of glues and  resins) put forward  the 
argument  that  technical  urea  should  be  excluded 
from  any  definitive  measure  because  protective 
measures  would  have  a  serious  impact  on  the 
production  of glues  and  resins  in  Spain  as  well  as 
on  the users  of  these derived  products such as  the 
manufacturers  of  particle  board.  However,  the 
present  proceedings  concern  imports  into  the 
entire Community and not only into Spain. Similar 
submissions  from  users  of  technical  urea  in  other 
Member States had not been made. Also, the exclu-
sion  of  imports of  a particular type  of  the product 
concerned  in  one  Member  State  would  be  very 
difficult, if not impossible, to operate for reasons of 
customs  control. 
Furthermore, it has  not been  proven that the disad-
vantages to users of urea (agricultural and technical) 
which might result from  taking protective measures 
would  outweigh  the  benefits  to  the  Community 
which  would  result  from  the  introduction  of 
protective  measures  aimed  at  creating  market 
conditions  under  ~ich Community  producers  of 
urea would be able to  produce and sell  the product 
concened  in  the  Community  without  incurring 
major losses due to  large imports at dumped prices. 
(40)  It was  also  argued  that  protective  measures  would 
discourage  Community  producers  of  urea  from 
reducing  their  sales  prices  of  the  product 
concerned to reflect the substantial fall  in the price 
of gas,  the main raw  material  in  the production of 
urea,  which  has  occurred  since  the  beginning  of 
1986.  However, it was  found that during the period 
under  investigation  the  prices  of  Community 
producers generally decreased  by much more  than 
the  reduction  in  their costs  of  production. 
One exporter  argued  that  anti-dumping  measures 
might,  in  the  present  case,  have  a  counter-
productive  effect  because,  due  to  the  expected 
reduced imports into the Community, competition 
on third markets would increase and therefore lead 
to  a further  loss  of exports  for  Community produ-
cers. The Council considered that it was  difficult, if 
not impossible, to  predict whether or not protective 
measures would  have negative effects on  the export 
activities  of  Community  producers. 
(41)  Furthermore,  it  was  argued  that  it was  not in  the 
Community's interests  to  take  protective  measures 
against  certain  countries  such  as  Trinidad  and 
Tobago,  Yugoslavia,  Kuwait  and  Saudi  Arabia  in 
the  light  of  the  special  features  of  the  relations 
between the Community and these third countries. 
The  Council  considered  that,  although  good  rela-
tion  with  these countries represent a great  interest 
to  the  Community,  normal  trade  relations  imply 
that sales do not take place at dumped prices. Also, 
the  Community would  be  acting  in  a discrimina-
tory  manner if it took  protective  measures  against 
exporters  from  some  countries  which  sold  at 
dumped  prices  in  the  Community but not against 
exporters from  other countries which were  engaged 
in  the  same  practices. 
(42)  In view of the particularly serious difficulties facing 
the  Community  industry  the  Commission  has 
come  to  the conclusion  that  it  is  in  the  Commu-
nity's  interest  that  definitive  action  be  taken. 
The  Council  confirms  this  conclusion. 
F.  UNDERTAKINGS 
(43)  The following  producers/exporters offered underta-
kings  pursuant  to  Article  10  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2176/84: 
- Czechoslovakia : 
Petrimex  Foreign  Trade  Company  Ltd 
(Bratislava), 
- the  German  Democratic  Republic : 
Chemie-Export-Import (Berlin), 
- Trinidad  and  Tobago : 
National  Energy  Corporation  of  Trinidad  and 
Tobago  Ltd  (Port  of  Spain), 
-Kuwait: 
Petrochemical  Industry  Company (Kuwait), 
-USSR: 
Sojuzpromexport  (Moscow), 
- Yugoslavia : 
INA-Petrokemija (Kutina) and  INA Commerce 
(Zagreb). 
These  undertakings  were  acceptable  to  the 
Commission on the grounds that they were  consi-
dered to  provide adequate relief to  the Community 
industry because they will  reduce future  imports of 
urea  from  these countries to a reasonable  share of - 681  -
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the Community consumption of urea. Furthermore, 
such  remedies  are  also,  in  so  far  as  they  relate  to 
developing countries, in conformity with Article  13 
of  the  GATT Anti-dumping Code. 
G.  DEFINITIVE  DUTY 
(44)  With regard  to  the  product  concerned originating 
in  Libya  and Saudi  Arabia,  the action  should take 
the  form  of  definitive  anti-dumping duties. 
Having  regard  to  the  extent of  the  injury  caused, 
the rate  of  such duty should be less  than dumping 
margins finally  established but adequate to  remove 
the  injury  caused. 
(45)  In order to determine the amount of duty necessary 
to  eliminate the injury suffered by the Community 
industry, the Council considered, in particular, the 
selling price necessary to cover the cost of produc-
tion  incurred during the  period  from  1 July 1985 
Chemie-Export-Import 30 September 1986 and 
to  provide  an  adequate  profit  margin  to  the 
Community industry and  the gap between  this 
target and the import prices of dumped urea in 
the  Community. 
Having given these elements careful consideration, 
the  Commission  found  it  appropriate  for  Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1289/87 to determine the amount of 
the  duty  at  such  a  level  that  a  representative 
Community producer was  enabled to  reach  break-
even  level  on  the basis  of  the costs  of production 
incurred during the period from  I July 1985 to  30 
September 1986. The Community industry argued, 
however,  that this was  unjustified because in order 
to  make  new  investments a producer of  urea  or a 
similar  product  would  normally  need  a  profit 
margin  of  at  least  15 %.  In view  of  the  nature  of 
the  product  concerned,  the  Council  considered, 
however,  that it would not be justified to  add such 
a profit margin to the cost production. It was there-
fore  considered reasonable to add a profit margin of 
2,5 %,  which  appears  necessary  to  enable  a 
producer of  urea  to  maintain a plant in up-to-date 
technical  conditions.  The  representative  Commu-
nity producer was  chosen by taking into considera-
tion the company's size, the variety, the age and the 
efficiency  of  the  production  installations  and  the 
overall  production  costs.  On  this  basis  the 
Commission calculated  the following  rates of duty 
on the net, free-at-Community frontier rice, before 
duty: 
- Czechoslovakia : 
- German  Democratic  Republic : 
-Kuwait: 
-Libya: 
- Saudi  Arabia : 
-USSR 
19,5%, 
17,5%, 
17,5%, 
34%, 
40%, 
45,9 %. 
(46)  Since  the abovementioned exporters  in  Czechoslo-
vakia,  the  German  Democratic  Republic  and  the 
USSR are the exclusive exporters of urea from  these 
countries, and their undertakings cover all  exports 
of  the  product  originating  in  these  countries,  all 
imports  of  urea  originating  in  Czechoslovakia,  the 
German  Democratic  Republic  and  the  USSR  can 
be  excluded  from  the  definitive  duty. 
As  far  as  imports  of  urea  originating  in  Kuwait, 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  are 
concerned, it was  found  that the exporters investi-
gated actually constituted the sole  exporters  to  the 
Community  and  that  it  is  unlikely  that  in  these 
countries other exporters will  start exporting to the 
Community. Therefore, these countries may also be 
excluded  from  the  definitive  anti-dumping  duty. 
H.  COLLECTION OF  PROVISIONAL DUTY 
(47)  In view  of the importance of the dumping margins 
found  and  the  seriousness  of the  injury caused  to 
the Community producers, the Council considers it 
necessary  that amounts secured by  way  of  provisi-
onal anti-dumping duty shall be collected, either in 
full ·or  to  a  maximum  of  the  duty  definitively 
imposed  in  these  cases  where  the  amount of  the 
definitive duty is  less than the amount of the provi-
sional duty. However, collection is considered inap-
propriate with regard to  the products originating in 
Trinidad  and  Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  in  order  to 
provide  for  special  and  differential  treatment 
contemplated  by  Article  13  of  the· GATT Anti-
dumping Code. 
I.  PROCEDURE 
(48)  As  certain  objections  were  raised  in  the  Advisory 
Committee  with  regard  to  the  acceptance  by  the 
Commission of undertakings offered by exporters, a 
proposal  on  that  matter  was  submitted  by  the 
Commission  to  the  Council. 
(49)  The Council has noted that other proceedings have, 
in the  meantime, been opened involving the same 
product  originating  in  other countries  (see  recital 
(36)).  The  Council,  therefore,  considers  that  the 
present measures  are,  on that account, of  a transi-
tional  nature  and  will  have  to  be  re-examined  at 
the  end  of  the  pending  proceedings. - 682  -
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HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Articlt  1 
1.  A  definitive  anti-dumping duty  is  hereby  imposed 
on  imports  of  urea  falling  within  Common  Customs 
Tariff subheadings 31.02 B and ex 31.02 C corresponding 
to  NIMEXE codes 31.02-15 and 31.02-80 and originating 
in  Libya  and  Saudi  Arabia. 
2  The rates of the definitive anti-dumping duty on  the 
net,  free-at-Community-frontier  price,  before  duty,  shall 
be  as  follows : 
- Libya :  34 %, 
- Saudi  Arabia: 40%. 
3.  The  provisions  in  force  concerning customs  duties 
shall  apply. 
Article  2 
1.  The  undertakings  offered  by  the  companies  listed 
below  are  herewi.th  accepted : 
- Czechoslovakia : 
Petrimex  Foreign  Trade  Company  Ltd  (Bratislava), 
- the  German  Democratic  Republic : 
Chemie-Export-Import  (Berlin~ 
- Trinidad  and  Tobago : 
National Energy Corporation of Trinidad and Tobago 
Ltd  (Port  of  Spain~ 
-Kuwait: 
Petrochemical  Industry  Company  (Kuwait), 
-the USSR: 
Sojuzpromexport  (Moscow), 
- Yugoslavia : 
INA-Petrokemija  (Kutina)  and  INA  Commerce 
(Zagreb). 
·2.  The  investigations  with  regard  to  'imports  of  urea 
originating  in  Czechoslovakia,  the  German  Democratic 
Republic,  Kuwait,  Trinidad  and  Tobago,  the  USSR  and 
Yugoslavia  are  hereby  terminated. 
Arts"cle  3 
1.  The amounts secured  by  way  of  a provisional  anti-
dumping duty under Regulation (EEC)  No  1289/87 with 
regard  to  imports of urea  originating in  Libya  and Saudi 
Arabia  shall  be  collected  up  to  the  amounts  defined  in 
accordance  with  Article  I  (2). 
2.  The amounts secured  by way  of  a provisional  anti-
dumping duty under Regulation (EEC)  No 1289/87 with 
regard  to  imports of  urea  originating in  Czechoslovakia, 
the German Democratic Republic, Kuwait and the USSR 
shall  be  collected  up  to  the  amounts  not exceeding the 
following  percentages  on  the  net,  free-at-Community 
frontier  price,  before  duty,  namely : 
- Czechoslovakia : 
- German  Democratic  Republic : 
-Kuwait: 
-USSR: 
19,5%, 
17,5%, 
17,5%, 
45,9 %. 
3.  The amounts secured  by  way  of  a  provisional  anti-
dumping duty under Regulation (EEC)  No 1289/87 with 
regard  to  imports  of  urea  originating  in  Trinidad  and 
Tobago  and  Yugoslavia  shall  be  released. 
Article 4 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day  fol-
lowing  its  publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  4  November  1987. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
U.  ELLEMANN-JENSEN - 683  -
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 11  December 1986 
concerning the provisional application of the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on trade in  textile products 
(87/537/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  m  particular  Arncle  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commisswn, 
Whereas the CommissiOn  has, on behalf of the European 
Economic  Commumty,  negotiated  an  Agreement  with 
Macao on trade in texttle products; 
Whereas the sa1d Agreement should be apphed provisionally 
as  from  1 January  1987  pendmg  the  completton  of the 
procedures necessary for Its conclusion, provided that there 
1s  a  reciprocal  proviswnal  application  on  the part of the 
contracting country, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Arttcle 1 
The  Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Community and Yugoslavia on trade in textile products shall 
be apphed provisionally as from 1 Januar}  1987 pendmg u' 
formal  concluswn  provided  that  there  is  a  ree~proc.JI 
provisiOnal  application  on  the  part  of  the  contracting 
country. 
The text of the Agreement Is  attached to this Decision (  1 ). 
Artzcle 2 
The Commission is invited to mform the contractmg country 
of this DeciSion and seek Its agreement thereto, which w11l be 
duly commumcated to the Council. 
Done at Brussels, 11  December 1986. 
For the Counczl 
The Prestdent 
K.CLARKE 
( 1)  For technical reasons this Agreement IS pubhshed m the Official 
Journal of  the European Communities m the language m which 1t 
was negotiated. - 684  -
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PROTOCOLE COMPLEMENT  AIRE 
a  !'accord de cooperation entre Ia  Communaute economique europeenne et Ia  republique socialiste 
federative de Y  ougoslavie relatif au commerce des produits textiles 
(Paraphe a  Bruxelles le 10 octobre 1986.) 
LE  CONSEIL DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES, 
d'une part, et 
LE  CONSEIL EXECUTIF FEDERAL DE L'ASSEMBLEE DE LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALIST£ FEDERATIVE 
DE YOUGOSLAVIE, 
d'autre part, 
DESIREUX de promoU\'O!r dans une perspectl\'e de cooper  anon permanente et dans des condmons assuranttoute 
secume dans les echanges, !'expansiOn rectproque et le de\'eloppement ordonne et equttable du commerce des 
produits texnles entre Ia  Communaute economtque europeenne, ci-apres denommee •Ia Communa\111:•, et Ia 
rt'pubhque soetahste federanve de Yougoslavte, et-apres denommee •Ia Yougoslavte•, 
DECIDES a  tentr Je  plus grand compte des gra\·es problemes economtques er SOC13UX que connait acruellement 
!'mdustne textile des pays tmportateurserexportateurs et, en partlcuher, a  <'Iimmer les nsques reels de perturbation 
du  marche  communautatre  er  les  nsques  reels  de  perturbation  du  commerce  des  produtts  textiles  de  1  .. 
Yougoslavte, 
A  Y  Al\:T EN VUE les obJectifs de l'accord de cooperation Signe a  Belgrade le 2 avnl 1980 entre Ia Communame et 
la repubhque sociaiiSte federame de Yougosla\le, et notamment ceux mentlonnes dans son arncle 14, 
VlJ !'accord de cooperation, et notamment son article 17, 
01\:T DECIDE de conclure le  present protocole et om deSign<' a  cette fm  comme plempotentlatres: 
LE  CO!\:SEIL DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES: 
lE CO!\:SEIL EXECUTIF FEDERAL DE L'ASSEMBLEE DE LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE FEDERATIVE 
DE  YOUGOSLAVIE· 
LESQUELS SO!\:T CO!\:VENUS DE CE QUI SUIT. 
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Artzcle premzer 
Le  present protocole etablit  le  regime  applicable au com-
merce des  produits textiles de coton, de Iaine ou de fibres 
textiles svnthetiques ou arrificielles onginaires de Yougosla-
ne qui sont enumeres dans l'annexe I. 
nomenclature du tarif douanier commun et sur Ia nomencla-
ture des  marchandises  pour les  statistiques du  commerce 
exteneur de Ia Comrnunaute et du commerce entre ses Erats 
membres (Code Nimexe). 
Le  present  protocole fan  pame mtegrante de  )'accord  de 
cooperation. 
TITRE PREMIER 
Regime quantitatif 
Artzc/e 2 
1.  Aux fim de I'  application du present ll!re, le  clas~ement 
des produits couverts par le present protocole est fonde ;ur Ia 
Des I'  entree en vigueur de I  a convention internationale sur le 
systeme harmomse de designation et codificanon des mar-
chandises  (SH),  ce  classement  sera  fonde  sur  le  svsteme 
harmomse et sur les nomenclatures communautaires.basees 
sur celm-c1. 
2.  Aux fins de l'apphcatiOn du present titre, l'ongme des 
prodmts couverrs par le  present  protocole est  determmee 
conformement aux dtsposmons en vigueur dans Ia Commu-
naute. 
La Yougoslane est tenue mformee de route modiftcanon aux 
dnes disposmons. - 685  -
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Les  modalites  de  controle  de  l'origine  des  produits  v1ses 
c1-dessus sont defm1es dans l'appendice A. 
Arttcle 3 
La  Yougoslav1e accepte de limiter pour chacune des annees 
du  protocole  ses  exportations  vers  Ia  Communaute  de 
produits  vises  dans  l'annexe  II  aux  quantites  qui  y  sont 
fixees. 
L'exportanon de prodmts texnles enumeres dans l'annexe II 
f.ut )'objet d'un systeme de double controle dont les modalites 
~ont precisees dans l'append1ce A. 
Article 4 
La Yougoslav1e et Ia Communaute reconnaissent le caractere 
spec1al  et  differencie  des  reimportanons dans Ia  Commu-
naute de produits texnles apres perfectwnnement, transfor-
mation  ou ouvraison en  Yougoslav1e,  comme  une  forme 
particuhere de  Ia  cooperation mdustrielle et commerc1ale. 
Lesdites  reimportations,  pour autant qu'elles sment effec-
tuees  en  conform1te  avec  les  reglementations  relatives  au 
perfectionnement  passif  econom1que  en  v1gueur  dans  Ia 
Communaute, sont adm1ses au benef1ce du regime specifique 
vise  a l'annexe III. 
Arttcle 5 
Les exportations de tissus fabriques sur met1er a  mam ou a 
pled par l'artlsanat familial, de vetements ou autres arncles 
confectlonnes a Ia  main a partir de  ces  tiSSUS  am~i que de 
produits du folklore tradmonnel fabnques de  fa~on arusa-
nale ne sont ~oumis a  aucune hmne quantitative, pour autant 
que  ces  produas remplissent  les  condmons definies  dans 
l'append1ce  B. 
Arttcle 6 
l.  Les  importations dans  la  Communaute de  produits 
textiles couverts par le present protocole ne sont pas soum1ses 
aux limite<, quantltatlves f1xees dans l'annexe II, pour autant 
que ces produits soient declares comme etant destines a  etre 
reexporte~ en l'etat ou apres transformation en dehors de Ia 
Communaute, dans  le  cadre  du  systeme  admm1strat1f  de 
contr6le ex1stant au sem de Ia  Communaute. 
Toutefms, Ia  m1se a  Ia consummation de prodmts importes 
dans  les  condmons visees  ci-dessus  est  subordonnee a Ia 
presentation  d'une  licence  d'exportation  ddivree  par  les 
autontes de Ia  Yougoslav1e et d'une attest.ltlon de l'origme, 
conformement aux dispmitlons de l'append1ce A. 
2.  Lorsque les autontes competentes de Ia Communaute 
ont  Ia  preuve  que  des  produas textiles  1mportes  ont ete 
impute' sur l'une des limaes quantitat1ves fixees en vertu du 
present  protocole,  ma1s  que  ces  produ1ts  ont ete  ensuite 
reexporte' en dehors de Ia Communaute, elles signalent aux 
autorites de  Ia  Yougosl.w1e,  dans les  quatre semaines,  les 
quanmes en cause et autonsent !'importation de quanmes 
identiques de produits de Ia meme categorie, sans imputation 
sur Ia limite quantitative etablie en vertu du present protocole 
pour l'annee en cours ou l'annee smvante. 
Arttele 7 
1.  L'utilisation  par anticipation,  au  cours d'une  annee 
couverte par le protocole, d'une fraction d'une limite quan-
titative fixee pour l'annee smvante est autorisee pour chacune 
des categories de produits jusqu'a concurrence de 5% de Ia 
hmite quantitative de l'annee en cours. 
Les livraisons anticipees sont deduites des limites quantita-
tlves correspondantes fixees pour l'annee suivante. 
2.  Le report de quantltes restant munlisees au cours d'une 
annee couverte par le  protocole sur Ia  limite quantitative 
correspondante  de  l'annee  suivante  est  autorisee  jusqu'a 
concurrence de 9% de  Ia  hm1te  quantitative de l'annee en 
cours. 
3.  Les  transferts  de  produits  dans  les  categones  du 
groupe  I  ne  peuvent  s'effectuer  que  selon  les  modalite' 
smvantes: 
- les transferts entre les categones 1, 2 et 3 sont autorise~ 
Jusqu'a concurrence de 7% de Ia limite quantitative fixee 
pour Ia  categone vers laquelle le transfert est opere, 
- les  transferts entre  les  categories 4, 5, 6, 7  et 8  sont 
autonses Jusqu'a concurrence de 7% de Ia limite quan-
titative flxee pour Ia categorie vers laquelle le transfert est 
opere. 
Les  transferts vers  une des categones des groupes II  et III 
peuvent s'effectuer a partir d'une ou plusieurs categones des 
groupes I, II et III, Jusqu'a concurrence de 10% de Ia limite 
quantitative flxee pour Ia categone vers laquelle le transfert 
est opere. 
4.  La tableau des eqmvalances apphcables aux transferts 
vises  c1-dessus  est  reproduit  dans  l'annexe  I  du  present 
protocole. 
5.  L'augmentation constatee dans une categorie de pro-
duits par suite de I' applicatiOn cumulee des dispositions des 
paragraphes  1,  2 et 3  ci-dessus  au cours d'une  annee  du 
protocole ne  doit pas etre superieure a 17%. 
6.  Le recours aux disposmons des paragraphes 1, 2 et 3 
dmt fa1re !'objet d'une nonflcation prealable par les autorites 
de Ia  Yougoslavie. 
Arttcle 8 
I.  Les produits textiles exportes, qui ne sont pas enume-
res dans l'annexe II du present protocole ni soumis au regime 
etabh  a l'annexe  III,  peuvent  erre  Soumis  a  des  limites 
quantitatives  fixees  selon  les  modalites  definies  dans  les 
paragraphes suivants. 
2.  S1  Ia  Communaute constate  que,  dans le  cadre  du 
systeme  de  controle  admm1stratif  existant,  le  niveau  des 
importations  de  produits  originaires  de  Y  ougoslavie  non - 686  -
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soumis au regime etabli a  l'annexe III  et appartenam a  une 
categone donnee qui n'est pas enumeree dans l'annexe II est 
au cours d'une an  need'  application du protocole supeneur, si 
on le compare au volume total des importations de l'annee 
precedenre dans Ia Communaute des prodUltS appartenant a 
cette caregorie, aux pourcentages suivants: 
- pour les  categories de produits du groupe 1:  1,25%, 
- pour les categories de produits du  groupe II:  6,25%, 
- pour  les  categories  de  produirs  du  groupe  III: 
12,50%, 
clle  peut demander que des  consultations soienr  engagees 
conformement a  Ia procedure decnte a  l'article 17 du present 
protocole, a fin  de parvenir a un  accord sur un  niveau  de 
limitation approprie pour Jes  produits appartenant a cette 
categone. 
3.  Dans  l'attente d'une solution  mutuellement  satisfa1-. 
sante,  Ia  Yougoslavie  s'engage,  a  partir de  Ia  date  de  Ia 
notification de Ia  demande de consultanon, a hmaer pour 
une  penode prov1soire  de  trms  mms  les  exportations de 
prodUits appartenant a Ia  categone concernee vers Ia  Com-
munaute ou Ia ou les regions du marche de Ia Communaute 
spec1flees  par Ia  Communaute.  Cette hmae prov1soire  est 
egale a 25% du niveau des importations atteint au cours de 
l'annee civile precedant celle au cours de laquelle les impor-
tations om depasse le niveau resultant de I'  application de Ia 
formule  etabhe  au  paragraphe  2  et  ant donne  lieu  a Ia 
demande de consultatiOns ou a 25% du mveau resultant de 
l'apphcation de Ia formule etabhe au paragraphe 2, le niveau 
a  retenir etant le  plus e!eve des  deux. 
4.  SI  les consultations ne  permettent pas aux parties de 
degager  une  solution  satisfaisante  dans  le  de!a1  precise  a 
l'arncle  17 du  protocole,  Ia  Communaute est  autonsee a 
inrroduire une hmite quantitative a  llll n1veau annuel qUI  ne 
SOl[ pas inferieur au niveau resultant Jc Ia formule etablie au 
paragraphe 2  ou a 106%  du  mveau  atteint  au  cours de 
l'annee civile precedant celle au cours de laquelle les impor-
tations om depasse le niveau resultant de l'apphcanon de Ia 
formule  etablie  au  paragraphe  2  et  ant  donne  lieu  a Ia 
demande de consultations, le mveau a  retenir etam le  plus 
eleve des deux. 
5.  Les limites introduites au titre des paragraphes 2 ou 4 
ne  peuvent  en  aucun  cas  etre  mferieures  au  mveau  des 
Importations  de  1985  de  produits  appartenant  a  cette 
categorie et ongmaires de Yougoslavie. 
6.  La  Communaute  peut  egalement  fixer  des  hmites 
quanutatives a  ]'echelon regional en application des disposi-
tions de l'appendice C. 
7.  La progressiOn annuelle des hmites quantitatives intro-
duites en vertu du present article est determinee conforme-
mem aux dispositions de l'appendice D. 
8.  Les dispositions du present article ne s'appliquent pas 
lorsque les  pourcentages specifieS  au paragraphe 2 Ont  ete 
attemrs  par  suite  d'une  diminution  du  volume  total  des 
Importations dans Ia  Communaute, et non  pas en  raison 
d'une augmentation des exportations de prodUits ongma1res 
de Yougoslavie. 
9.  Dans le  cas d'apphcation des  dispositions des  para-
graphes 2, 3 et 4, Ia Communaute autorise l'importanon des 
produltS  qui  apparnennent a ladite  categorie  et  ant  ete 
expedu:s de Yougoslavie avant Ia presentation de Ia demande 
de consultation. 
Si  les  dispositions  des  paragraphes 2  ou 4  sont  mises  en 
application, Ia  Yougoslav1e s'engage a  delivrer des hcence> 
d'exportation  pour les  produits couverts par des  conrrats 
conclus  avant  l'inrroduction  de  Ia  hmite  quanritanve,  a 
concurrence de Ia  limite quantitative fixee  pour l'annee en 
coors. 
10.  Jusqu'a  Ja  date de  communication  des  statistiques 
VISee  a !'article  JO  paragraphe 6, ]es  dispOSitiOnS  du para-
graphe  2  du  present  article  s'apphquent  sur  Ia  base  des 
statlstiques annuelles commumquees anrerieurement par Ia 
Communaute. 
11.  Les  d1spos1tions  du present protocole relatives  aux 
exportations de produJtS SOumis a  des Jimites quantitatives 
ftxees a l'annexe II s'appliquent egalement aux produits pour 
lesquels des hmites quantitatlves sont inrroduites en vertu du 
present arucle. 
Artrcle 9 
Lorsque les conditions sur le marche de Ia Communaute qui 
om conduit a  I'  introduction des limJtes quanntatives confor-
mement aux amcles 3 et 8 n'existent plus, Ia Communaute en 
mformera Ia Yougoslavie pour que des consultations sment 
engagees conformement a l'amcle 17 en vue de suppnmer ou 
reviser en  hausse les hmJtes quantitatives fixees. 
Article 10 
1.  La Yougoslavie s'engage a  communiquer a  Ia Commu-
naute des  informations stanstiques prec1ses  sur routes  les 
hcences  d'exportatlon  dehvrees  par  les  autorites  de  Ia 
Y  ougoslavie pour routes les  categories de produits texnles 
soumis aux limites quantitanves etablies en vertu du present 
protocole, ainsi  que sur taus les  certificats delivres par les 
autorites de  Ia  Y  ougoslavie pour taus les  produns vises a 
l'arucle 5 et soumis aux d1spositions de l'append1ce B. 
La  Communaute s'engage a transmettre de Ia  meme fas;on 
aux autontes de Ia Yougoslavie des informations statistiques 
precises sur les  autorisations ou  documents d'importation 
de!ivres par les autontes de Ia Communaute en rapport avec 
les  hcences  d'exportation et les  certiftcats  delivres par Ia 
Yougoslavie. 
2.  Les  mformations visees  au  paragraphe 1 sont trans-
mJses pour routes les categories de produits, avant Ia fm du 
deuxieme mois suivant le tnmestre auquelles stanstiques se 
rapportent. 
3.  La Yougoslavie transmet a  Ia demande de Ia Commu-
naute les informations statist'lques disponibles sur routes les 
exportations de produits textiles par pays de destination. 
La Communaute transmet a  Ia Yougoslavie des inform a  nons 
stanstiques  sur  les  produits  couverts  par  le  systeme  de - 687  -
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u>ntro]e administratif VISe  a ]'article 8 paragraphe 2, ainsi 
que SUr ]e  produttS VlSCS  a !'article 6 paragraphe J. 
4.  Les  informations visees  au  paragraphe 3  sont trans-
mtses pour toutes les categones de prodmts avant Ia  fm  du 
troisieme mots suivant le tnmestre auquelles statistiques se 
rapportent. 
5.  S'il  apparait, a !'analyse de ces  informations recipro-
ques, qu'il existe des differences stgmficatives entre les releves 
effectues a ]'exportation eta l'tmportation, des consultations 
peuvent erre engagees selon Ia procedure definie a !'article 17 
du present protocole. 
6.  Aux fins d'applicatlon des dtsposttions de ]'article 8, Ia 
Communaute s'engage a communiquer aux autontes de  Ia 
Yougoslavte, avant le 15  avril de chaque annee, les statlstt-
ques de l'annee precedence relatives aux tmportations de to  us 
les prodmts textiles couverts par le present protocole, ventlles 
par pays  fourmsseur  et  par Etat  membre  de  Ia  Commu-
naute. 
Article 11 
l.  En cas d'opinions dtvergentes entre les autontes com-
petentes de Ia  Y  ougoslavte et de Ia  Communaute au  pomt 
d'entree dans Ia  Communaute concernant le  classement de 
prodmts couverts par le present protocole, le classement sera, 
it  ntre provtsotre, fonde sur les  mdteatlons fourmes  par Ia 
Communaute  dans  l'attente  de  consultations  engagees, 
conformement a I'  article 17, afm de parvemr a  un accord sur 
le classement definitlf des produtts concernes. 
2.  Les  autontes de  Ia  Yougoslavie  seront informees de 
toute modtftcatlon des  nomenclatures tarifaires et stattstl-
ques en vigueur dans Ia  Communaute ou de route deciston, 
intervenue dans le cadre des procedures en vigueur dans Ia 
Communaute concernant le classement de produtts couvert> 
par le  present protocole. 
Tout amendement des  nomenclatures tanfatres et  statlstt· 
ques  en  vigueur  dans  Ia  Communaute ou  route  decision, 
entrainant  une  modtftcatton  du  classement  de  produtts 
couverts par le  present protocole, ne  dott pas avoir pour 
consequence de redmre une des hmites quantttattves etabhes 
it l'annexe II. 
Les  procedures  relatives  a  l'appltcatton  du  present  para-
graphe sont etabhes a  l'appendtce A. 
Artzcle  12 
I.  La  Yougoslavie  et  Ia  Communaute convtennent  de 
cooperer  pleinement  pour  prevenir  le  contournement  du 
present protocole par le  JeU  de Ia  reexpedttion' du deroute-
ment ou par d'autres moyens. 
'  Lorsqu'J. Ia  sutte de' enquetes menees conformement 
aux  procedures etablies a l'appendice A,  les  mformattons 
dont dispose Ia  Communaute apportent Ia  preuve que de, 
produtts d'ongme yougoslave soumts aux hmttes quannta-
ttves etabhes en vertu du present protocole ont ere  reexpe-
dies, deroutes ou importes autrement dans Ia  Communaute 
en  contournant le  present protocole, Ia  Communaute peut 
demander l'ouverture de consultations conformement a Ia 
procedure decrite a ]'article 17 du present protocole en vue de 
parvemr a  un accord sur un ajustement equtvalent des limites 
quanntatlves correspondantes etablies en  vertu du  present 
protocol  e. 
3.  Dans l'attente du resultat des consultations visees  .1u 
paragraphe 2, Ia Yougoslavte prendra, a titre de precaution. 
st Ia Communaute le demande, les mesures necessatres pour 
assurer que les ajustements des limttes quanntattves suscep-
tlbles d'erre convenues a Ia sutte des consultations visees au 
paragraphe 2, putssent erre pris pour l'annee du quota au 
cours  de  laquelle  fur  presentee,  conformement  au  para-
graphe 2,  Ia  demande  de  consultations  ou  pour  l'annee 
smvante stle quota de l'annee en cours est epuise, lorsque le 
contournement est clairement prouve. 
4.  Si  les consultations ne  permettent pas aux parttes de 
degager  une  solution  satlsfatsante  dans le  delat  precise  a 
!'article  17  du  protocole,  Ia  Communaute  est  autonsee, 
lorsque le contournement a ere clairement prouve, a dedutre 
des ltmttes quanntatives etabhes en vertu du  present proto-
cole,  un  volume equ1valent  de  prodmts d'ongme yougos-
lave. 
Artzcle 13 
I.  La Yougoslavie s'efforce d'assurer que les exportatiOns 
de produits textiles SOUmiSeS a  des Jtmttes quantttatiVeS SO tent 
echelonnees  ausst  reguherement  que  possible  sur  l'annee. 
compte tenu en  particuher des facteurs sa1sonmers. 
2.  En cas  de  concentration  excessive  des  ImportatiOns 
d'un  prodmt  appartenant a une  categone  soumtse a des 
limnes quantitative> au mre du  present protocole, Ia  Com-
munaute peut demander que des consultatwns sotent enga-
gees  selon  Ia  procedure  deftme a l'amcle  17  du  present 
protocole afm de remedier a cette sttuanon. 
Artzcle 14 
En  cas  de  recours  aux  dtspomwns  de  l'arncle  21  para-
graphe 4, les hmnes quanmanves etablte, a l'annexe II  sont 
redmtes proportwnnellement. 
Artzcle 15 
I.  Aux fms de Ia gestton du present protocole, leo;  hmite<; 
visees a !'article  3  sont  repames  par  Ia  Communaute  en 
quotes-parts distribuee<; entre ses Etat' membre<>. 
2.  Les  fraction'  de,  hmites  quantitatl\e.,  fixees  a  l"an-
nexe  II  qui  restenr  munltsees  dans  un  Erar  membre de  !.1 
Communaute peu,ent etre allouees a un autre Etat membre 
<,e]on  les  procedures en  vigueur dans Ia  Commun.lute. 
!..1  Commun.1ute  s'engage  .1  exammer  attentl\ ement  er  :1 
repondre  d.lm  les  quatre  semames  a toute  demande  de 
nomelle rep.lrtition  presentee par 1.!  Yougosla\Ie.  En  ca<; - 688  -
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d'accord  sur  une  nouvelle  repartition  ains1  effectuee,  les 
disposinons en  mauen~ de flex1bilne  contenue~ a !'.uncle 7 
connnuent .\.  s'.1pphquer au>. nl\eau>. result.1nt de Ia repartl-
non originale. 
S1,  au  cours de  l'apphcatlon du  protocole, Ia  Yougoslavie 
constdere que Ia  repartition d'une hmite quantlt,1ti\"C ftxee a 
l'annexe II  cree des dtfftcultes, elle  peut demander que des 
consultations sment engagees conformement a Ia  procedure 
visee a I' article 17 afm de  parvenir a une solution mutuelle-
ment acceptable. 
3.  A  pres  le  1" )Utn  de  chaque  annee  d'application  du 
protocole, Ia  Yougoslav1e peut sous reserve d'une notifica-
tion prealable a  Ia Communaute, transferer les quanmes non 
utili sees des quotes-parts regwnales d'une limite quantitative 
communauta1re, ftxee a l'annexe II,  sur les quotes-parts de 
cette meme hm1te des autres regions de Ia Communaute, pour 
autant que Ia  quote-part n!gionale  a  parttr de  laquelle  le 
transfert est opere soa utihsee a  mains de 80% et  jusqu'a 
concurrence des pourcentages suivants de Ia quote-pan ve;s 
laquelle le  transfert est opere: 
- 2%  au  cours  de  Ia  premiere  annee  d'application  du 
protocole, 
- 4%  au  cours  de  Ia  deux1eme  an nee  d'apphcation  du 
protocole, 
- 8%  au  cours  de  Ia  tro1s1eme  anm!e  d'apphcatlon  du 
protocole, 
12% au  cours de  Ia  quameme annee d'applicatton du 
protocol  e. 
Le  pourcentage au cours de Ia  cmquieme annee sera deter-
mme su1te  aux consultations entre les deux parties. 
4.  Au cas oit des hvratsons supplementaires sont requises 
dans une region donnee de Ia  Communaute, cette dermere 
peut autonser !'importation de quantltes superieures a  celles 
stipulees a  l'annexe II  lorsque les mesures prises conforme-
ment au  paragraphe 1 sont insufftsantes pour couvnr ces 
besoms. 
Arttcle 16 
1.  La Y  ougoslavte et Ia Communaute s'engagent a  eviter 
route discrimination dans !'attribution des licences d'expor-
tation et des autorisations ou documel'ts d'1mportation vtses 
aux appendiCes A et B. 
2.  Dans !'application du  present protocole,  les  parttes 
contractantes vetllent a  maintenir les  pratiques et courants 
commerciaux tradaionnels existant entre Ia Communaute et 
Ia  Yougoslavte. 
3.  Si l'une des parties estime que l'apphcation du present 
protocole penurbe les relations commerctales existant entre 
1mportateurs communautaues et fournisseurs de Ia Yougos-
lavie, des consultations sont engagees rapidement, confor-
mement a Ia  procedure  definie a !'article  17  du  present 
protocole, afm de remedier a  cette situation. 
Arttcle 17 
1.  Les  procedures speciales de  consultatiOn visecs par le 
present  protocole  sont  regies  par  les  dispositions 
smvantes: 
- Ia  demande de consultation est  notifiee  par ecnt a Ia 
partie concernee, 
Ia  demande de  consultation est assorne, dans un  delai 
ratsonnable (et en tout cas dans les quinze jours a  compter 
de Ia notification), d'une declaration exposant les ratsons 
et les circonstances qu1, de l'av1s de Ia partie requerante, 
justtftent l'mtroduwon d'une telle demande, 
les parties engagem des consultations au plus tard dans 
un  delat d'un mms a compter de  Ia  notificatiOn  de  Ia 
demande en vue de parvenir, au plus tard dans un dela1 
d'un mOIS  egaJement, a  Un  accord OU a une conclusion 
mutuellement acceptable. 
2.  S'il  y a heu, a  Ia  demande d'une des deux parties, des 
consultatwns sam engagees sur tout probli:me decoulant de 
l'apphcatlon du present protocole. Les  consultations enga-
gees  en  application  des  dispositions  du  present  article  se 
deroulem dans un esprit de cooperation et avec Ia volonte de 
concther les divergences ex1stant entre les deux parties. 
TITRE II 
Regime tarifaire 
Arttcle 18 
Les  annexes II  A et  II  B du  protocole n°  1 de !'accord de 
cooperation  sont  remplacees  par  l'annexe  V  du  present 
protocole. 
Arttcle 19 
Les dispositions de !'article 1" du protocole n° 1 de !'accord 
de cooperation s'apphquent aux produits repris a  l'annexe V 
du present protocole. Toutefois, le  rythme d'augmentatlon 
annuel  est  indique  au  regard  de  chacun  d'eux  a ladite 
annexe. 
TITRE Ill 
Dispositions finales 
Arttcle 20 
Le  present protocole s'applique aux territmres oit le traite 
mstituant Ia Communaute economique europeenne est d'ap-
plication et dans les conditions prevues par !edit traite, d'un 
cote, et au terntoire de Ia  Yougoslavie de !'autre cote. - 689  -
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Artzcle 21 
I.  Le present protocole entre en vigueur le premier jour du 
mois qui smt Ia  date a laquelle les parties contractantes se 
notiftent l'achevement des procedures necessaires a  cet effet. 
II  est applicable jusqu'au 31  decembre 1991. 
2.  Le  present  protocole  est  applicable  avec  effet  au 
1  ec janvier 1987. 
3.  Chacune des parties peut, a  tout moment, proposer de 
modifter le  present protocole. 
4.  Chaque  partie  peut  a tout  moment  proposer  de 
denoncer le  present  protocole moyennant un preavts d'au 
moins soixante jours. Dans ce cas, le protocole prend fin a 
!'expiration du delai de preavis. 
5.  Les  annexes, appendices, memorandums conjoints et 
declarations joints au present protocole font partie integrante 
de celui-ci. 
Article 22 
Le  present  protocole est  redige  en  double exemplaire,  en 
langues allemande, anglaise, danoise, espagnole, frans;aise, 
grecque, ltahenne, neerlandaise, portugaise et serbo-croate, 
chacun de ces textes faisant egalement foi. - 690  -
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ANNEXE 1 
LIST£ DES PRODUITS 
1.  En !'absence de  precision quam a  Ia  matiere constitutive des produits des categories 1 a  114, ces produits 
s'entendent comme etant exlusivement oonsntues de lame ou poLls fins, de coton ou de fibres synthenques ou 
anificielles. 
2.  Les verements QUI ne sont pas reconnaissables comme etant des vetements d'hommes ou de  gar~onnets ou des 
vetements de femmes  ou de flllettes sont classes avec ces demiers. 
3.  L'expression  •vetements  pour  bebes•  comprend  egalement  les  vetements  pour  fillettes  jusqu'a  Ia  taille 
commerc•ale 86  compnse. 
GROUPE lA 
Numero du ranf  Code Nlltlexe 
douan1er commun  (1986)  Code SH  Dt:s1gnanon  d~  marchand1ses 
(1986) 
(2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
55.05  55.05-13, 19, 21,  5204.11, 19  Fils de coton non condJtionnes pour Ia  vente au 
25,27,29,33,35,  5205.11,  12,  13,  detail 
37,41,45,46,48,  14, 15,21' 22, 23,  51,53,55,57,61,  24,25, 31' 32, 33,  65,67,69, 72, 78,  34, 35,41' 42, 43,  81, 83, 85, 87  44,45 
5206.11,  12,  13, 
14, 15,21' 22, 23, 
24,25,31,32,33, 
34,35,41,42,43, 
44,45 
55.09  55.09-03, 04, 05,  5208.11,  12,  13,  Tissus de ooton autres que tissus a  point de gaze, 
06,07,08,09, 10,  19,21,22,23,29,  boucles  du  genre  eponge,  rubanene,  velours, 
11' 12, 13, 14, 15,  31' 32, 33, 39,41'  peluches, rissus boucles, rissus de chenille, tulles 
16,17, 19,21,29,  42,43,49,51,52,  et tissus a  mailles nouees 
32, 34, 35' 37' 38'  53, 59 
39,41,49,51,52,  5209.11'  12,  19,  53,54,55,56,57, 
59,61' 63, 64, 65,  21,22, 29,31, 32, 
39,41,42,43,49,  66, 67, 68, 69, 70,  51, 52, 59  71,73,75,76,77, 
78, 79, 80, 81, 82,  5210.11,  12,  19, 
83,84,85,87,88,  21, 22, 29, 31, 32, 
89, 90, 91, 92, 93,  39,41,42,43,49, 
98, 99  51, 52, 59 
5211.11,  12,  19, 
21,22,29,31,32, 
39,41,42,43,49, 
51, 52, 59 
5212.11,  12,  13, 
14, 15,21' 22, 23, 
24,25 
ex5811.00 
55.09  55.09-06, 07, 08,  5208.31,  32,  33,  a)  dont autres qu'ecrus ou blanchis 
09,51' 52, 53, 54,  39,41,42,43,49, 
55, 56, 57, 59, 61,  51, 52, 53, 59 
63, 64, 65, 66,67'  5209.31,  32,  39,  70, 71, 73, 83, 84,  41,42,43,49, 51,  85, 87, 88, 89, 90,  52,59  91,  92,  93,  98, 
99  5210.31,  32,  39, 
41,42,49,51,52, 
59 
5211.31'  32,  39, 
41,42,43,49,51, 
52,59 
5212.13,  14,  15, 
23, 24,25 
ex 5811.00 
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
3  56.07  56.07-01, 04, 05,  5512.11,  19,  21,  T1ssus de fibres syntheriques discontmues, autres 
A  07, 08,10,12,15,  29, 91, 99  que rubanene, velours, peluches, ttssus boucles (  y 
19, 20, 22,25, 29,  5513.11,  12,  13,  compris  les  tlSSUS  boucles du  genre eponge)  et 
30,31,35,38,39,  19, 21, 22, 23, 29,  tissus de chenille: 
40,41,43,45,46,  31,32,33,39,41,  47,49  42, 43, 49 
5514.11,  12,  13, 
19,21,22,23,29, 
31, 32, 33, 39,41' 
42, 43, 49 
5515.11,  12,  13, 
19, 21, 22, 29, 91, 
92,99 
ex5811.00 
3 a)  56.07-01, 05, 07,  ex 5905.00  a)  dom autres qu'ecrus ou blanch1s 
08, 12, 15,19, 22,  5512.19, 29, 99  25,29,31,35,38, 
40,41, 43, 46,47.  5513.21,  22,  23, 
49  29,31,32,33,39, 
41' 42, 43, 49 
5514.21'  22,  23, 
29,31,33,39,41, 
42, 43,49 
ex 5811.00 - 692  -
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GROUPE I B 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
4  60.04  60.04-19, 20, 22,  6I05.10, 20, 90  Chemises, chemisettes,  T-sh1rts,  sous-pulls (au- 6,48  154 
B  I  23, 24, 26,41' 50,  6109.10, 90  tres qu'en lame ou potls fins), maillots de corps, et 
II  a)  58, 71, 79, 89  arndes stmilatres, en bonnetene 
b) 
ex 60.04-38  }  (1 1 
ex 6110.20, ex 30 
c) 
IV b) 1 aa)  ex 60.04-60 
dd) 
2 ee) 
d) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2 dd) 
ex 60.04 l  ,., 
B IVa) 
ex 60.04 
B IV e) 
ex 60.05  .. 60.05-88}  All b) 411) 11 
22  ex 60.05-89  (') 
33  ex 60.05-90 
44  ex 60.05-91 
5  60.05  60.05-01, 31, 33,  6110.10, 20, 30  Chandatls,  pullovers  (avec  ou  sans  manches)  4,53  221 
A  I a)  34, 35, 36, 39, 40,  ex 6101.10  twmsets, gtlets et vestes (aurres que coupees et 
II b) 4 bb) 11 aaa)  41, 42, 43, 81  cousues); anoraks, blousons et stmilaires 
bbb)  ex 6101.20 
ccc)  ex 6101.30  ddd) 
eee)  ex 6102.10 
22 bbb)  ex 6102.20 
CCC) 
ddd)  ex 6102.30 
eee) 
fff) 
ilil) 11 
6  61.01  61.01-62, 64, 66,  ex 6203.41,  Culottes,  shorts  (autres  que  pour  le  bam)  et  1,76  568 
B V d)  I  72, 74, 76  ex 42, ex 43,  pantalons, ttsses,  pour hommes ou  gar~onnets; 
2  ex 49  pantalons,  tisses,  pour femmes  ou  fillettes,  de 
3  ex 6204.61,  lame,  de  cor on  ou  de  fibres  synthertques  ou 
e)  1  ex 62, ex 63,  arnftcielles 
2 
3  ex 69 
61.02  61.02-66, 68, 72 
B II e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
7  60.05  60.05-22, 23, 24,  6106.10, 20,  Chemisters, blouses, blouses-chemtsters et chemt- 5,55  180 
A II  b) 4 aa) 22  25  ex 90  settes en bonnerene et aurres qu'en bonnetene, de 
33  6206.20, 30, 40  lame,  de  coton  ou  de  fibres  synthettques  ou 
44  arnftctelles 
55 
61.02  61.02-78, 82, 84 
B II e) 7 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
8  61.03  61.03-11, 15, 19  6205.10, 20, 30  Chemises et chemisettes, autres qu'en bonneterie,  4,60  217 
A  pour hommes ou  gar~onnets, de Iaine, de coton 
ou de ftbres synthetiques ou arttftc1elles 
( 1)  De~ nouveaux numeros du  tanf douamer commun et  code~ N1mexe remplaceront les  «C'X'"  au  1" 1anv1er  1987. - 693  -
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GROUPE II  A 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
9  55.08  55.08-10, 30, 50,  5802.11, 19  Tissus de coton boucles du genre eponge; hnge de 
80  6302.60  tOilette  ou  de  cutsine,  autre  qu'en  bonneterie, 
62.02  62.02-71  boucle du genre eponge, de coton 
B III a)  1 
20  62.02  62.02-12, 13, 19  6302.21, ex 22,  Lmge de lit, autre qu'en bonneterie 
B I a)  ex29,  31,  ex32, 
c)  ex 39 
22  56.05  56.05-03, 05, 07,  ex 5508.10  Ftls  de  ftbres  synthetiques  discontinues,  non 
A  09, 11' 13, 15, 19,  5509.11,  12,  21,  conditionnes pour la vente au detail 
21,23,25,28,32,  22,31,32,41,42,  34, 36, 38, 39, 42,  51,52,53,59,61,  44, 45, 46, 47  62,  69,  91,  92, 
99 
56.05-21, 23, 25,  5509.31,  32,  61'  a)  dont acryliques 
28, 32, 34; 36  62,69 
23  56.05  56.05-51, 55, 61,  ex 5508.20  Fils de fibres artificielles discontinues, non condi-
B  65, 71, 75, 81, 85,  5510.11,  12,  20,  tionnes pour Ia  vente au detail 
91, 95, 99  30, 90 
32  ex 58.04  58.04-07, 11, 15,  5801.10,  21'  22,  Velours,  peluches,  ttssus  boucles  et  tissus  de 
18,41,43,45,61,  23, 24,25' 26, 31,  chemlle,  a.  l'excluston  des  ttssus  de  coton, 
63,67,69, 71, 75,  32,  33,  34,  35,  boucles,  du  genre  eponge  et de  rubanerie,  de 
77,78  36  lame,  de  coton  ou  de  fibres  synthetiques  ou 
5802.20, 30  arttftctelles 
32 a)  58.04-63  5801.22  a)  dont velours de coton cliteles 
39  62.02  62.02-40, 42, 44,  6302.51, ex 53,  Linge de table, de toilette ou de cuisine, autre que 
B  II  a)  46,51,59,65, 72,  ex 59,  91,  ex 93,  de bonneterie, autre que de coton boucle du genre 
c)  74,77  ex 99  eponge 
III a) 2 
c) - 694  -
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(1)  !  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
12  60.03  60.03-11, 19, 20,  6115.12, 19,  Bas,  sous-bas, chaussenes, socquenes, protege- 24,3  41 
A  27,30,90  ex20  bas ou  articles  similaires en  bonneterie,  aurres  paires 
B  I  60.04-33, 34  6115.91, 92,  que pour hehes, y compns les bas a  varices, autres 
lib)  que les bas de Ia categoric 70 
c  60.06-92  ex 93, 99 
D 
13  60.04  60.04-48, 56, 75,  6107.11, 12, 19  Sl1ps  et  cale~ns pour hommes  ou  gar~nnets,  17  59 
B IV b) 1 cc)  85  6108.21, 22, 29  slips  et  culottes  pour  femmes  ou  fillettes,  en 
2 dd)  bonnetene,  de  Iaine,  de  cot  on  ou  de  fibres 
d) 1 cc)  synthetiques ou artificielles 
2 cc) 
ex 60.04 }  ,., 
ex 60.04-38 
}  1'1 
B!Va) 
ex 60.04  ex 60.04-60 
BIVe) 
14  61.01  61.01-07, 41, 42,  ex 6201.  '11,  Pardessus, impermeables et autres manteaux, y  0,72  1 389 
Alia)  44, 46, 47  ex 12, ex 13  compr1s les capes, risses, pour hommes ou gar-
BVb)1  6210.20 
~onnets, de Iaine, de coton ou de fibres syntheri-
2  ques  ou  arrificielles  (aurres  que  parkas)  (de  Ia 
3  categoric 21 ) 
15  61.02  61.02-05, 31, 32,  ex 6202.11,  Manteaux, impermeables (y compris les capes) et  0,84  1190 
B  I a)  33, 35, 36,37. 39,  ex 12, ex 13  vestes, risses, pour femmes ou fillettes, de Iaine, 
B II e) 1 aa)  40  6210.30  de coton ou de fibres synthet•ques ou arrificielles 
bb)  (autres que parkas) (de  Ia categoric 21) 
cc)  6204.31, ex 32, 
2 aa)  ex 33, ex 39 
bb) 
cc) 
16  61.01  61.01-51, 54, 57  6203.11,  12,  19,  Cosrumes, complets et ensembles, autres que de  0,80  1-250 
BVc) 1  21,  ex 22,  ex 23,  bonneterie, pour hommes et gar~onnets, de Iaine, 
2  ex 29  de coton ou de fibres synthetiques ou arrificielles, 
3  a  ]'exception des vetements de ski 
17  61.01  61.01-34, 36, 37  6203.31, ex 32,  Vestes et vestons autres que de bonneterie, pour  1,43  700 
BVa)1  ex 33, ex 39  hommes et gar~onnets, de Iaine, de coton ou de 
2  fibres synthenques ou amhaelles 
3 
18  61.01  61.01-24, 25, 26  6207.11,  19,  21,  Gilets de corps, slips,  cale~ons, chetmses de nuit, 
Bill  22,29,91,92,99  pyJamas, peignoirs de bain, robes de chambre et 
61.02  61.02-22, 23, 24  6208.11,  19,  21,  articles  simila~ees pour hommes  ou  gar~onnets 
B  II c)  22, 29, 91, 92, 99  autres qu'en bonnererie 
61.03  61.03-51, 55, 59, 
B  81, 85, 89 
c 
61.04  61.04-11, 13, 18,  Gilers de corps er chemises de jour, combinaisons 
B  91, 93, 98  ou fonds de robes, JUpons, sltps, chemises de nuit, 
pyjamas, deshab•lles, peignoirs de bam, robes de 
chambre et articles similaires, pour femmes  ou 
fillettes autres qu'en bonneterie 
(
1
)  Des nouveaux numeros du tanf douamer commun et codes Namexc  remp)aceront les •CX• au  ler Janv•er  1987. - 695  -
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(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  ,-, 
19  61.05  61.05-10, 99  6213.20, 90  Mouch01rs  et  pochettes,  autres  qu'en  bonne- 59  17 
A  terie 
c 
21  61.01  61.01-29, 31, 32  ex 6201.11,  Parkas;  anoraks,  blousons  et  stmtlatres  autres  2,3  4.H 
BIV  ex 12, ex 13  qu'en bonneterie, de Iaine, de coton ou de fibres 
61.02  61.02-25, 26, 28  6201.91' 92, 93  syntheuques ou arufictelles 
Blld)  ex 6202.11, 
ex 12, ex 13 
6202.91, 92, 93 
24  60.04  60.04-47, 73  6107.21'  22,  29,  Chemtses  de  nuit,  pyjamas,  petgnOirs  de  bam,  3,9  257 
B IV b)  I bb)  91, 92,99  robes de chambre et arttcles similatres, en bonne-
2 aa)  6108.31'  32,  39,  tene, pour hommes ou  gar~onnets 
bb) 
d) I bb)  91, 92, 99 
2 aa) 
bb) 
60.04-51, 53, 81,  Chemtses de nuit, pyjamas, deshabtlles, petgnoirs 
83  de bam, robes de chambre et arttcles stmtlatres, en 
ex 60.04  ex 60.04-38  bonnetene, pour femmes ou ftllettes 
B IV a) 
ex 60.04  ex 60.04-60 
B IV c) 
(') 
ex 60.05 
(') 
ex 60.05-88 
Allb)4ll)exll  ex 60.05-89 
ex 22  ex 60.05-90 
ex 33  ex 60.05-91 
ex 44 
26  60.05  60.05-45, 46, 47,  6104.41'  42,  43,  Robes pour femmes ou ftllettes, de lame, de coton  3,1  323 
Allb)4cc)11  48  44  ou de  ftbres symheuques ou arttftctelles 
22 
I 
6204.41'  42,  43, 
I 
33  i 
44  I  44 
oi.02  61.02-48, 52, 53,  I  Blle)4bb)  54 
I  I  cc) 
dd)  I 
eel  I 
I 
I 
27  60.05  60.05-51, 52, 54,  6104  S1,  52,  53,  Jupes,  y mclus  JUpes-culottes,  pour femmes  ou  2.6  18; 
Allb)4dd)  58  59  ftllettes 
61.02  61.02-57. 'i8, 62 
I 
6204.51,  52,  S3, 
B II e) 5 aa)  59 
bb) 
cc)  i  I 
I  i 
-~ 
28  60.05 
I 
60.05-61' 62, 64  ! 6103.41,  42,  43,  Pam.1lons,  salopettes  ;,  bretelles,  culottes  et  1,61  ~20 
i  Allb)4ee)  I  49 
I 
shorts (autres que pour lebam), en bonnetene, de 
ex 60.05  ~  "  60.05-88  }  6104.61,  62,  63,  lame,  de  cot  on  ou  de  fibres  S} nthenques  ou 
Allb)41l)exl11  ex 60.05-89  (')  69  aruftctelles 
ex 22  ('I  ex 60.05-90 
ex 33  ex 60.05-91 
ex 44  J 
29  61.02  61.02-42, 43, 44  6204.11,  12,  13,  I  Costumes-tatlleurs  et  ensembles  qu'en  1.17 
:  730  autres 
B II  e) 3 aa)  ex19,  21,  ex22,  I  bonnetene pour femmes ou ftllettes, de  lame, de 
bb)  ex  23, ex 29  I  coton ou de ftbres syntheuques ou arttftCtelles,  :1 
cc)  !'exception des 'etements de skJ 
I  I 
-
(  1 )  Des nouveaux numfros du tanf dou.1mer cornrnun et codes N1mexe rempl.tceronr  le'l  .. e\. .. .  1u  1  u  J.tm 1er  1  Q)o!"" - 696  -
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31  61.09  61.09-50  6212.10  Sout1ens-gorge  et bustiers, tisses  ou  en  bonne- 18,2  55 
D  tene 
68  ex 60.03 (1)  ex 60.03 (1)  ex 6111.10  Vetements  et  acassoires  de  vetements  pour 
60.04  60.04-02, 03, 04,  ex 6111.20  belles,  a !'exception  des  gants  en  bonneterie 
A  I  06,07,08, 10,11,  compris dans Ia categoric 10 
II a)  12, 14  ex 6111.30 
b)  ex 6111.90 
c)  6209.10,  20,  30,  III a) 
b)  90 
c) 
d) 
60.05  60.05-06, 07, 08, 
All b) 1  09,  ex 93,  ex 94, 
ex 60.05  } 
ex 95 (1) 
A Ilb)5  (') 
61.02  61.02-01, 03 
A  Ia) 
b) 
61.04  61.04-01, 09 
A 
ex61.11 (1)  ex 61.11-00 (1) 
73  60.05  60.05-16, 17, 19  6112.11, 12, 19  Survetements de spon (trainings) en bonneterie,  1,67  600 
A II b)3  de Iaine, de coton ou de fibres  synthetiques ou 
artificielles 
76  61.01  61.01-13, 15, 17,  ex 6203.22,  Vetements  de  travail,  autres  qu'en  bonneterie 
BI  19  ex 23, ex 29,  pour hommes ou  gar~nnets 
61.02  61.02-12, 14  ex 32, ex 33,  Tabliers, blouses et autres vetements de travail, 
B II a)  ex 39, ex 42,  autres  qu'en  bonneterie,  pour  femmes  ou  fil- ex 43, ex 49  lettes 
ex 6204.22, 
ex 23, ex 29, 
ex 32, ex 33, 
ex 39, ex 62, 
ex 63, ex 69 
ex 6211.32, 
ex 33, ex 42, 
ex43 
77  61.01  61.01-81  6211.20  Combinaisons et ensembles de ski, autres qu'en 
BV£)1  bonnet  erie 
ex 61.01 
}·) 
ex 61.01-92 } 
B Vex g)  ex 61.01-95  (') 
ext  ex 61.01-96 
ex 2 
ex 3 
61.02 
B II e) 8 aa) 
ex 61.02 
}·I 
61.02-85 
B lie) 9  ex 61.02-90} 
ex aa)  ex 61.02-91  (') 
ex bb)  ex 61.02-92 
ex cc) 
(  1 )  Des nouveaux numiros du tanf douanier commun et codes Namexe remplaceront les •ex• au  1  er )anvicr 1987. - 1)97  -
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78  61.01 A I  ex 6203.41,  Vetements, autres qu'en bonneterie, a  !'exclusion 
61.01  61.01-03, 09  ex 42, ex 43,  des vetements des categories 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 
All b)  ex49  17, 18, 21, 26, 27, 29, 68, 72, 76 et 77 
a6L01  } 
ex 61.01-92  }  ex 6204.61,  ex 61.01-95  (')  BVg)  ex 61.01-96  ex 62, ex 63, 
ex 1  (')  ex 69 
ex 2  6210.40, 50  ex 3 
6211.31, ex 32, 
ex 33,  41,  ex 42, 
ex 43 
61.02  61.02-04,07 
All 
B lb) 
a6L02  } 
Blle)ex9aa)  (')  ex 61.02-90 }  (')  ex  bb)  ex 61.02-91 
ex  cc)  ex 61.02-92 
83  60.05  60.05-03, 04, 76,  ex 6101.10,  Manteaux, vestes, vestons et autres vetements, y 
Alb)  77, 78, 79, 85  ex 20, ex 30  compris les combinaisons et les ensembles de ski, 
Alia)  a60.0S~8 }  ex 6102.10,  en  bonneterie, a !'exclusion  des  v~tements des 
b) 4 hh) 11  ex 60.05-89  (')  categories 4, 5, 7, 13, 24, 26, 27, 28, 68, 69, 72, 
22  ex 60.05-90  ex 20, ex 30  73, 74, 75 
33  ex 60.05-91  6103.31,  32,  33, 
44  39 
kk) 11  6104.31,  32,  33, 
""' 11  } 
39 
ex  22  (') 
ex  33  ex 6113.00 
ex  44  6114.10, 20, 30 
( 1)  Des nouveaux  num~ros du  tan£ douanter common et codes Nimexe remplaceront les «ex» au  ter janvier 1987. - 698  -
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GROUPE Ill A 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (S)  (6)  (7) 
33  51.04  51.04-06  ex 5407.20  Tissus de fils de filaments synthctiques obtenus a 
A Ilia)  ex 5811.00  partir de lames ou formes similaires de polyethy-
62.03  62.03-51,59  lene ou de polypropylene, d'une largeur de moins 
Bllb) 1  ex 6305.31  de  3 metres; sacs et sachets d'emballage, autres 
qu'en bonneterie, obtenus a  pamr de ces lames ou 
formes similaires 
34  51.04  51.04-08  ex 5407.20  Tissus de fils de filaments synthetiques, obtenus a 
A III b)  I ex 5811.00  partir de  lames  ou  formes  similaires  de  poly-
ethylene ou de  polypropylene, d'une largeur de 
I  3 metres ou plus 
35  51.04  51.04-05, 10, 11,  5407.10,  30,  41,  Tissus  de  fibres  synthetlques  contmues,  autres 
A  II  13, 15, 17, 18,21,  42, 43, 44,51' 52,  que  ceux  pour  pneumatlques  de  Ia  categone 
IV  23,25,27,28,32,  53, 54, 60, 71, 72,  114 
34, 36, 41,48  73, 74, 81, 82, 83,  a)  dont autres qu'ecrus ou blanchis  84, 91, 92, 93,94 
51.04-10, 15, 17,  ex 5811.00 
18,23,25,27,28,  ex 5905.00  32, 34, 41,48 
5407.42,  43,  44, 
52, 53, 54, ex 60, 
72, 73, 74,82,83, 
84, 92, 93, 94 
ex 5811.00 
ex 5905.00 
36  51.04  51.04-54, 55, 56,  5408.10,  21,  22,  Tissus de fibres artificielles continues, autres que 
B  II  58' 62, 64, 66, 72,  23, 24, 31, 32, 33,  ceux pour pneumatlques de Ia  categorie 114 
Bill  74, 76,81,89,93,  34  a)  dont autres qu'ecrus ou blanch1s  94, 97, 98  ex 5905.00 
51.04-55, 58, 62,  5408.10,  22,  23,  64, 72, 74, 76, 81, 
89, 94, 97' 98  24, 32, 33, 34 
ex 5905.00 
37  56.07  56.07-50, 51, 55,  5516.11'  12,  13,  Tissus de fibres artiftaelles d1scontinues 
B  56, 59, 60, 61, 65,  14,21,22,23,24,  a)  dont autres qu'ecrus ou blanch1s  67, 68, 69, 70, 71,  31' 32, 33, 34,41' 
72, 73, 74, 77, 78,  42, 43, 44,91' 92, 
82, 83, 84, 87  93,94 
56.07-50, 55, 56,  ex 5905.00 
59,61,65,67,69,  5516.12,  13,  14,  70, 71, 73, 74, 77,  22, 23, 24, 32, 33,  78, 83, 84, 87  34, 42, 43, 44, 92, 
93,94 
ex 5905.00 
38A  60.01  60.01-40  ex 5811.00  Etoffes synthetlques en bonneterie pour rideaux 
BIb) 1  ex 6002.43  et v1trages 
ex 6002.93 
38 B  62.02  62.02-09  ex 6303.91  Vitrages, autres qu'en bonneter1e 
All  ex 6303.92 
ex 6303.99 - 699  -
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40  62.02  62.02-83, 85, 89  ex 6303.91  R1deaux,  stores  d'inteneur,  cantonn1eres,  tours 
I 
BIV a)  ex 6303.92  de  hts  et autres arucles  d'  ameublement,  autres 
c)  qu'en bonneterie, de Iaine, de coton ou de  fibres 
ex 6303.99  syntheuques ou  arnficielles  I 
6304.19,  92,  93, 
I 
99 
41  ex 51.01  51.01-01, 02, 03,  ex 5401.10  F1ls  de  filaments  syntheuques  contmus,  non  I 
A  04, 08, 09, 10, 12,  5402.10,  20,  31,  conditionnes pour Ia  vente au detail, autres que  1 
20, 22, 24, 27, 29,  32, 33, 39, 49, 51,  fils  non textures, simples, sans torMon ou d'une  1 
30,41,42,43,44,  52, 59, 61, 62, 69  torsiOn Jusqu'a 50 tours au metre  I 
46,48 
42  ex 51.01  51.01-50, 61, 67,  ex 5401.20  Fils  de  f1bres  syntheuques et amficielles conn-
B  68, 71, 77, 78,80  5403.10, 20,  nues, non cond1!1onnes pour Ia  vente au  detail: 
ex 32,  ex 33,  39,  B.  Fils de fibres anific1elles 
41, 42, 49  Fils de  filaments artificielles, non condmon-
nes  pour Ia  vente  au detail,  autres que  fil> 
s1mples  de  rayonne  viscose  sans  torswn ou 
d'une torsiOn Jusqu'a 250 tours au merreet i1ls 
simples non textures d'acetate de cellulose 
43  51.03  51.03-10, 20  ex 5401.10  F1ls de filaments syntheuques ou amfiCiels, fils de 
55.06  55.06-10, 90  ex 5401.20  fibres  amficielles  d1scontmues,  fils  de  coton, 
condmonnes pour 1  a vente au detail 
56.06 B  56.06-20  5406.10, 20 
5204.20 
5207.10, 90 
ex 5508.20 
ex 5511.30 
46  ex 53.05  53.05-10, 22, 29,  5105.10,  21,  29,  Laine et polls fms, cardes ou pe1gnl" 
31, 38, 39  30 
47  53.06  53.06-21, 25, 31,  5106.10, 20  Fils de Iaine ou de poils fins, cardes, non condi-
35, 51, 55, 71,75  5108.10  tionnes pour Ia  vente au detail 
53.08  53.08-11' 15 
A 
48  53.07  53.07-02, 08, 12,  5107.10, 20  Fils  de  Iaine  ou  de  poils  fins,  pe1gnes,  non 
18, 30, 40, 51, 59,  5108.20  cond1tionnes pour Ia  vente au detail 
81, 89 
53.08  53.08-21' 25 
B 
49  ex 53.10  53.10-11, 15  5109.10, 90  Fils de Iaine ou de poils fins, conditionnes pour Ia 
vente au detail 
50  53.11  53.11-01, 03, 07,  5111.11,  19,  20,  T1ssus de lame ou de poils fins 
11, 13, 17,20,30,  30,90 
40, 52, 54, 58, 72, 
5112.11'  19'  20,  74, 75, 82, 84, 88,  30,90  91, 93, 97 
ex 5811.00 
51  55.04  55.0+00  5203.00  Coton carde ou peigne 
.. - 700  -
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53  55.07  55.07-10, 90  5803.10  Tissus de coton a  point de gaze 
54  56.04  56.04-21, 23, 28  5507.00  Fibres  artificielles,  discontinues,  y  compris  les 
B  dechets, cardees, peignees ou autremem transfor-
mees pour Ia filature 
55  56.04  56.04-11, 13, 15,  5506.10,  20,  30,  Fibres synthetiques discontinues, y compris les 
A  16, 17, 18  90  dechets, cardees ou peignees ou autrement trans-
formees pour Ia  filature 
56  56.06  56.06-11, 15  ex 5508.10  Fils de fibres synthetiques discontinues (y compris 
A  5511.10, 20  les  dechets),  condinonnes  pour  Ia  vente  au 
deta!l 
58  58.01  58.01-01, 11, 13,  5701.10, 90  Tapis a  points noues ou enroules, meme confec-
17, 30, 80  tionnes 
59  58.o2  58.02-04, 06, 07,  5702.10,  31,  32,  T apts  et  autres  revetemems  de  sol  en  matiere 
ex A  09,56,61,65, 71,  39,41,42,49,51,  texnles, autres que les tapis de Ia  categone 58 
B  75, 81, 85, 90  52, 59, 91, 92,99 
59.02  59.02-01,09  5703.10,  20,  30, 
ex A  90 
5704.10, 90 
5705.00 
60  58.D3  58.03-00  5805.00  Taptsseries  tissees  a Ia  main  (genre  Gobehns, 
Flandres,  Aubusson,  Beauvats  et  stmtlaires)  et 
taptsseries a  l'aiguille (au pent pomt, au point de 
CrOIX,  etc.), meme confectionnees 
61  58.05  58.05-01, 08, 30,  5806.10,  20,  31,  Rubanene et rubans sans trame en fils ou fibres 
A  Ia)  40,51,59,61,69,  32, 39,40  parallelises  et  encolles  (bolducs), a I'exclus10n 
c)  73, 77, 79, 90  des  enqueues et  articles  similaires  de  Ia  care-
II  gorie 62 
B 
59.13  59.13-01, 11, 13,  Ttssus  (autres  que  de  bonneterie)  elasoques, 
15, 19, 32, 34, 35,  formrs de matleres textiles aSSOCiffl a  des fils de 
39  caoutchouc 
62  58.06  58.06-10, 90  5807.10  Etiquettes,  rcussons  et  articles  Stmilatres,  en 
mattere textile, non brodes, en pieces, en rubans 
ou decouprs, tisses 
58.07  58.07-31, 39, 50,  ex 5606.00  Fils de chenille; fils guiprs (autres que fils metal-
80  5808.10, 90  lises et fils de crin gut pes); tresses en pteces; autres 
articles de  passementene et autres articles orne-
mentaux analogues, en pteces;  glands,  floches, 
ohves, n01x,  pompons et stmtlaires 
58.08  58.08-10, 90  5804.10,  21,  29,  Tulles, tulles-bobmots et tissus a  mailles nouees; 
58.09  58.09-11' 19, 21,  30  dentdles (a Ia mecanique ou a  Ia main), en pteces, 
31,35,39,91,95,  en  bandes ou en motifs 
99 
58.10  58.10-21,29,41,  5810.10,  91,  92,  Broderies en pteces, en  bandes ou en motifs 
45,  49,  51,  55,  99 
59 - 701  -
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63  60.01  60.01-30  ex 5811.00  Etoffes  de  bonneterie  de  fibres  synthetiques 
B I a)  6002.10  contenant en poids 5% ou plus de fils  d'elasto-
60.06  60.06-11, 18  meres et etoffes de bonneterie contenant en poids 
A  5905.91  5 % ou plus de fils  de caoutchouc 
6002.30 
60.01  60.01-51, 55  6001.10  Dentelles Rasche! et etoffes a  longs poils de fibres 
Bib) 2  ex 6002.20  synthetiques 
3 
ex 6002.43 
ex 6002.93 
65  60.01  60.01-01, 10, 62,  ex 5811.00  Etoffes de bonneterie autres que les anicles des 
A  64, 65, 68, 72, 74,  6001.20,  22,  29,  categories 38  A et 63  de Iaine, de  coton ou de 
B  I b)4  75, 78, 81, 89, 92,  91, 92, 99  fibres synthetiques ou artificielles 
II  94, 96, 97 
C  I  ex 6002.20 
6002.41, 42, 
ex 43, 91, 92, 
ex 93 
66  62.01  62.01-10, 20, 81,  6301.10  Couvenures autres que de bonneterie, de Iaine, 
A  85, 93, 95  ex 6301.20  de  coton  ou  de  fibres  synthetiques  ou  anifi-
B  I  cielles 
II a)  ex 6301.30 
b)  ex 6301.40  c) 
ex 6301.90 - 702  -
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10  60.02  60.02-40  ex 6111.10,  Ganterie de bonneterie  17 paires  59 
A  60.02-50, 60, 70,  ex 20, ex 30, 
B  80  ex 90 
6116.10,  91,  92, 
93, 99 
67  60.05  ex 60.05-93,  ex 6113.00  V~ements  et accessoires du vhement, auttes que 
exAIIb)5(1)  ex 94,  ex 95,  96,  6117.10,  20,  80,  pour bebes, en bonneterie; tinge de tous types en 
B  97, 98, 99 (')  bonneterie; rideaux, vittages, stores d'interieur,  90  cantonnieres,  tours  de  hts  et  auttes  articles  60.06  60.06-96, 98  ex 6301.20  d'ameublement  en  bonneterie;  couvertures  en  Bill  bonneterie; auttes amcles en bonneterie, y com- ex 6301.30  pris les parties de  vetements ou d'accessoires du 
ex 6301.40  v~ement 
ex 6301.90 
6302.10, 40 
6303.11' 12, 19 
6304.11,91 
ex 6305.20 
ex 6305.31 
ex 6305.39 
ex 6305.90 
ex 6307.10 
ex 6307.90 
67 a)  60.05-97  ex 6305.31  a)  dont sacs et  sachets  d'emballage  obtenus a 
partir de lames ou formes similaires de poly-
ethylene ou de polypropylene 
69  60.04  60.04-54  6108.11, 19  Combinaisons ou fonds de robes et jupons, en  7,8  128 
BIVb)l~)}  bonnetene 
ex 60.04  ex 60.04-38 } 
B!Va)  (')  (') 
ex 60.04  ex 60.04-60 
B!Vc) 
70  60.04  60.04-31  6115.11  Collants  (bas-culottes),  de  fibres  synthenques,  30,4  33 
BIll a) 1  titrant en fils  simples de 67 decitex (6,7 tex) 
60.03  60.03-24, 26  ex 6115.20, ex 93  Bas pour femmes  de fibres synthenques 
B II a) 
72  60 05  60.05-11, 13, 15  6112.31,  39, 41,  Maillots, culottes et slips  de bain, de Iaine, de  9,7  103 
A II  biZ  49  coton ou de ftbres synthenques ou amftaelles 
611.06  60.06-91  62H..11, 12 
B  I 
61.01  61.01-22, 23 
Bll 
61.02  61.02-16, 18 
Bll b) 
74  60.05  60.05-71, 72, 73,  6104.11,  12,  13,  Costumes-tailleurs et ensembles, en bonneterie,  1,54  650 
A II b) 4 gg) 11  74  19,  21'  22,  23,  pour femmes ou fillettes, de Iaine, de coton ou de 
22  29  ftbres  synthetiques ou artif•cielles, a l'exceprion 
33  des verements de sJci 
44 
( 
1
)  Des nouveaux numtros du ranf douan1er commun et codes N1mexe umplacrront Jes  •ex• au  1  er  janvier 1987. - 703  -
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75  60.05  60.05-66, 68  6103.11,  12,  19,  Costumes, complets et ensembles en bonnetene,  0,80  1 2SO 
A II b)4 ff)  21, 22, 23, 29  pour hommes et gar~onnets, de lame, de coton ou 
de  fibres  synthetiques OU  artlfiCtelles, a J'excep-
non des  vetements de ski 
84  61.06  61.06-30, 40, so,  6214.20,  30,  40,  Chales, echarpes, foulards, cache-nez, cache-col, 
B  60  90  mantilles, voiles et voilettes, et arttcles similaues, 
c  autres qu'en  bonneterie, de coton, de  Iaine,  de 
D  fibres synthetiques ou arnficielles 
E 
8S  61.07  61.07-30, 40, 90  6215.20, 90  Cravates, nreuds paptllons et foulards cravates,  17,9  56 
B  autres qu'en bonneterie, de Iaine, de coton ou de 
c  fibres synthetiques ou artifictelles 
D 
86  61.09  61.09-20, 30, 40,  6212.20, 30, 90  Corsets, cemtures-corsets, games, bretelles, jar- 8,8  114 
A  80  retelles,  jarreneres, supports-chaussettes et arti-
B  des simtlatres et leur parties, mme en  boqne-
c  terie 
E 
I 
87  ex 61.10 (')  ex 61.10-00 (')  6216.00  Gantene, autre qu'en bonneterte a  l'excepnon des 
gants pour bebes de Ia  categone 68 
88  ex61.11(')  ex 61.10-00 }  l'l  6217.10, 90  Bas, chaussettes, socquettes, autres qu'en bonne-
ex 61.11-00  tene. Autres accessoires de  vetement, partieS de 
vftement  ou  d'accessoues  de  vetement,  autres 
I  qu'  en  bonneterie 
90  ex 59.04  S9.04-11, 12, 14,  5607.41, 49, so  Ficelles,  cordes et cordages, tresses  ou non, de 
1S,  17,  18,  19,  fibres synthenques 
21 
91  62.04  62.04-23, 73  6306.21, 22, 29  Tentes  I 
All  I 
BII 
I 
93  62.03  62.03-30, 40, 97,  6105.20, 39, 90  Sacs et sachets d'emballage en nssus, autres que 
B  lb)  98  ceux obtenus a  parttr de JameS  OU formes StmtJai-
II a)  res de polyethylene ou de  polypropylene 
b) 2 
c) 
94  59.01  S9.01-07, 12, 14,  5601.10,  21,  22,  Ouates  de  matteres  texnles  et  arucles  en  ces  I 
15,  16,  18,  21,  29, 30  ouates; ftbres  texules d'une largeur  n'excedant 
I 
29  ex5811.00  pasS mm (tonusses) nreuds et noppes (boutons) 
I  de  matteres texttles 
9S  ex 59.02  S9.02-3S, 41, 47,  S602.10,  21,  29,  Feutres et arucles en feutre, meme tmpregnes ou 
51,57,59,91,9S,  90  endllltS, autres que les revetements de  SO[ 
97  ex 5811.00 
ex 5905.00 
ex 6307.90 
1)  Des nouveau"'  num~ros du tanf douanter commun ct codes N1mexc remplaceront les  «ex»  au  ler  janv1er  1987. - 704  -
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96  59.03  59.03-01, 11, 21,  5603.00  Tissus non risses er amcles en  tissus non tisses, 
23, 25, 29, 30  ex 5811.00  meme lmpregnes ou enduits 
ex 5905.00 
6210.10 
ex 6301.40, ex 90 
ex 6302.22, 
ex 32, ex 53, 
ex 93 
ex 6303.92, ex 99 
ex 6304.19, 
ex 93, ex 99 
ex 6305.39 
ex 6307.10, ex 90 
97  59.05  59.05-11,31,39,  5608.11, 19, 90  Filers,  fabnques a l'a1de  de  ficelles,  cordes ou 
51, 59, 91, 99  cordages, en nappes, en p1eces ou en forme; filets 
en  forme  pour  Ia  peche,  en  fils,  ficelles  ou 
cor  des 
98  59.06  59.06-00  5609.00  Amcles fabriques avec des fils, ficelles, cordes ou 
ex 5905.00  cordages, a  l'excJUSIOO des tiSSUS,  des articles en 
t1ssus et des articles de Ia cattgone 97 
99  59.07  59.07-10, 90  5901.10, 90  T1ssus enduits de colic ou de matieres amylacees, 
des types utilises pour Ia reliure,le cartonnage,la 
gamerie ou usages similaires; tmles a  calquer ou 
transparenrs pour le dessin; toiles prepartes pour 
Ia pemrure; bougran et rissus Slmilatres ra1des des 
types urihses pour Ia chapellerie 
59.10  59.10-10, 31, 39  5904.10, 91, 92  Linoleums, meme decoupes; reveremenrs de sol 
cons1stanr  en  un  enduir  ou  un  recouvremenr 
applique sur support de marieres rexnles, meme 
decoupts 
59.11  59.11-11, 14, 17,  5906.10, 99  Tissus caoutchoures, autres que de bonneterie, a 
A  I  20  I'  exclusion de ceux pour pneumariques 
II 
Ill b) 
B 
59.12  59.12-00  5907.10  Autres tissus impregnes ou enduirs; toiles peinres 
pour decors de theatres, fonds d'areliers ou usages 
analogues, autres que de Ia  categoric 100 
100  59.08  59.08-10, 51, 61,  6903.10, 20, 90  Tissus impregnes, enduirs ou recouverrs de den-
71,79  ex 5811.00  ves de Ia cellulose ou d'autres matieres plasnques 
arrificielles  et ussus  stratifies  avec  ces  m~mes 
matieres 
101  ex 59.04  59.04-80  5607.90  Ficelles, cordes et cordages, tresses ou non, autres 
qu'en fibres synrhmques 
109  62.04  62.04-21, 61, 69  6306.11,  12,  19,  Blches, voiles  d'embarcations et stores  d'exte-
AI  31,39  rieur 
BI - 705  -
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110  62.04 
Alii 
62.04-25, 75  6306.41, 49  Matelas pneumatiques, tisses 
Bill 
Ill  62.04  62.04-29, 79  6306.91, 99  Anicles de campement, tisses, autres que matelas 
AIV  pneumatiques et centes 
BIV 
112  62.05  62.05-01, 10, 30,  6307.20  Autres articles confectionnes en tissus, a  l'excep-
A  93, 95,99  ex 6307.90  tion de ceux des categories 113 et 114 
B 
D 
E 
113  62.05  62.05-20  ex 6307.10  Serpillieres, lavertes et chamoisertes, autres qu'en 
c  bonneterie 
114  51.04  51.04-03, 52  5902.10, 20, 90  Tissus et articles pour usage technique 
AI 
B I 
59.11  59.11-15 
Alii a) 
59.14  59.14-00  5908.00 
59.15  59.15-10, 90  5909.00 
59.16  59.16-00  5910.00 
59.17  59.17-10, 29, 32,  5911.10,  20,  31, 
A  38,49,51,59, 71,  32, 40, 90 
BII  79,  91,  93,  95, 
c  99 
D - 706  -
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ANNEXE II 
Pour des  raisons  d'ordre pratique, les  descriptions  de  produits  utilisres  il  l'annexe  I  sont donnees dans  Ia  prcsente  annexe  sous  forme 
abn'gee 
LIMITES QUANTITATIVES COMMUNAUTAIRES 
L1mltes 
Cat(ogone  Descnpuon  Unne  An nee  quanntat1ves 
CEE 
1  f1ls  de  coron  tonnes  1987  8 250 
1988  8 436 
1989  8 625 
1990  8 819 
1991  9 018 
2  T JSsus  de coton  tonnes  1987  10 150 
1988  10404 
1989  10 664 
1990  10 930 
1991  11204 
2a  dont: autres qu'ecrus ou blanch1s  tonnes  1987  2 273 
1988  2 330 
1989  2 388 
1990  2 448 
1991  2 509 
3  Tissus de f1bres  synthenques d1sconnnues  tonnes  1987  1000 
1988  1045 
1989  1092 
1990  1141 
1991  1 193 
5  Chanda1ls, blousons et Slmlla~res  1 000 p1eces  1987  1 925 
1988  2012 
1989  2102 
1990  2197 
1991  2296 
6 (')  Pantalons nsses  1 000 pieces  1987  900 
1988  945 
1989  992 
1990  1042 
1991  1094 
7  ChemiSiers et blouses tisses et de bonnetene  1 000 p1eces  1987  500 
1988  528 
1989  557 
1990  587 
1991  619 
8  ChemiSes nssees pour hommes  1 000 p1eces  1987  2 800 
1988  2 912 
1989  3 028 
1990  3 150 
1991  3 276 
9  T ISSUS eponge et hnge de tOilette  tonnes  1987  820 
1988  869 
1989  921 
1990  977 
1991  1 035 
{')  Aux fms d'1mputat1on de Ia  l•m•tc quannrauvc convrnue pour Ia cart-gone 6, un raux de conversion de c1nq  verements (autres que des vCotemcnts de btbes) d'unc 
radle commercJale max1malc de 130 cenumtrres. pour trots vetemenrsdont Ia ta1llc commcrCJ.alrcxctdc 1  JO ccnramttrcs ~ut  Cue apphqut JUSqu'3 concurrena- de 
5% des hmues quannrauves. - 707  -
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L1mtres 
Caregone  Descnpt1on  Unne  Annee  quanmauves 
I  CEE 
I 
I  I 
15  Manteaux,  tmpermeables,  capes  et  vestes  pour  femmes,  autres  qu'en  I 
I 000 pteces  1987  I  650 
bonnetene  1988  I  689 
I  1989 
I 
730 
1990 
I 
774 
1991 
I 
821 
16  Costumes et ensembles usses pour hommes  I 000 pteces  !981  I  540 
1988 
I 
572 
1989  607 
1990  I  643 
1991  I 
682 
67  Accessmres  du  vetement  autres  que  pour  bebes  et  autres  arncles  de  tonnes  1987  700 (1 ) 
bonneterie  1988  742 (1) 
1989  787 (1 ) 
1990  834 (
1
) 
1991  884\ ') 
67 a  dont sacs et sachets d'emballages (') 
( 1 )  A l'mten~ur  de ces hmttes quanutatiVes, pour les exponanons vers Ia France, sous-plafonds au mveau regional su1vants s'appl1quenr pour les produns relevanr du 
code N1mexe 60.05·97 [sacs et sachets d'emballage de Ia  categone 67 a)]. 
;en tonnes) 
1987  1988  1989  1990  1991 
FR  30  32  33  35  36 
Pour Ia repub1.que federale d'AIIemagne, a  l'mteneur de ces llmltes/ qu.tnmauves,les sous-plafonds au mveau rtg•onal SUJV.tnts d'J.pphquent pour le lmge de lit de 
bonnerene en  cown, relevant, entre autres  produ1ts, du code Namexe 60.05-99. 
(en  tonnes) 
1991 
RFA  139 
LIMITES QUANTITATIVES REGIONALES 
Ltmltcs 
Categone  Description  Umtt  An nee  quanntanves 
CEE 
4 (')  Chemtses, chemisettes, T-shtrts et stmtlatres de bonneterie  1 000 pteces  1987  767 
UK  1988  802 
1989  838 
1990  875 
1991  915 
17  V  estes et vestons tisses pour hommes  1 000 pieces  1987  210 
UK  1988  225 
1989  240 
1990  257 
1991  275 
{ 1)  Aux fins d'•mputatton des hm1tes quant1tat1ves con  venues pour Ia catCgone 4, un taux de conversion de cmq-vfte-ments (autres que des vhements de bebes) d'une 
ta1lle commerciale max1male de 130 centimetres, pour trOis vCrements dont Ia tatlle commerc•ale exctde 130 cenrrmerres peur erre appitque-JU&qU"3 concurrence de 
5% des hm1tes  quantltattves. - 708  -
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I.  Les  rt~importations VISttS a  !'article 4 du present protocole sont 
soum1ses aux d1spos1t1ons dudit prorocole sous reserve des disposi-
tions spec1fiques etabhes a  Ia  presente annexe. 
2.  Les rt'lmportations de produtts VISeS a  l'annexe IV du present 
protocole sont soumises aux hmnes quanntanves spec1f1ques corres-
pondantes eta  bites pour chacun de ces  produtts a  l'annexe IV. 
3.  A l'tnltlative de Ia Communaute, et apres Ia consultanon de Ia 
Yougoslav1e  conformement  aux  procedures  de  I' article  17,  les 
relmportanons  de  produits  non  VISes  a l'annexe  IV  du  present 
protocole peuvent etre soumlses it des hmltes quantttarives specifi-
ques: 
4.  La Communaute peut, de sa propre mitiative, ou dans le cadre 
d'une  demande  de  consultanon  formulee  par  Ia  Yougoslav1e, 
conforrnement  aux  procedures  decmes  a l'arttcle  17  du  proto-
cole: 
a)  exammer les possibilites de transferts entre categories et d'anti-
clpanon  ou  de  reports  d'une  partie des  limites  quantttanves 
spectflques d'une annee sur !'autre; 
b  1  prendre en conStderanon Ia necessite de reallouer une parne de 
certatnes hm1tes quanmatives spec1f1ques non unhsees dans une 
reg1on  de Ia  Communauu: vers une autre reg1on  en conforrn1te 
avec les  procedures en  v1gueur dans Ia  Communaute. 
-'.  Toutefots,  Ia  Communaute  peur  proceder a des  transferts 
automauques dans les hmHes suivan[es: 
a)  transfert  entre  categones  jusqu'a  concurrence de  25% de  Ia 
quote-pan de  Ia  categone vers  laquelle  le  transfert est  effec-
rue; 
b)  report d'une hmlte quantttanve spt'clflque d'une annee a  !'autre 
JUsqu'il  concurrence  de  13,5%  de  Ia  quote-part  de  l'annee 
effect1ve d'unhsation; 
c)  unhsanon ant1c1pee  de limttes quantitanves specif1ques, d'une 
annee a  I' autre JUsqu'a concurrence de 7,5% de Ia quote-part de 
l'annee effecnve d'unhsanon. 
6.  La Communaute in forme Ia Y  ougoslav1e des mesures prtses au 
mre des paragraphes 3, 4 et 5. 
7.  L'imputarion sur une hm1te  quantitanve specif1que v1see aux 
paragraphes 2 et 3 ou Ia comptab1hsanon des produits couverts par 
Ia  prt!seme annexe mats non vtSes a  l'annexe IV  du protocole, est 
effectuee  par  les  automes  competentes  de  Ia  Communaute  au 
moment de Ia  dehvrance de  l'autortsanon prealable prevue par Ia 
reglememanon communauratre relanve au perfectionnement pass1f 
econom1que. L'impuranon ou Ia  comptabilisation est effecruee sur 
l'annee au cours de laquelle l'auronsation prealable est dehvree. 
8.  Un  ce~nf1car d'ongtne  est  dehvre,  pour  tous  les  produits 
couverts par Ia presente annexe, par les auromes competentes de Ia 
Yougoslav1e, en conformite avec les d1spos1t1ons  de l'append1ce A 
portant  une  reference  a  l'autortSatlon  prealable  VISee  au  para-
graphe 7 attestant que l'operanon de perfecnonnement decrtte dans 
l'autorisation prealable a ere reahsee en  Yougoslav1e. 
9.  Aux  f1ns  de  l'apphcat1on  de  l'annexe  V,  le  cerrificat  de 
ctrculat1on  des  marchandtses  EUR  1 dehvre  conformement  aux 
dtspostttons du protocole n °  3 de I'  accord de cooperanon, rem place 
le certiftcat d'ongine VISe au paragraphe 8, avec (es memes references 
a l'autonsanon prealable. 
10.  La  Communaute commumque a  Ia  Yougoslav1e  les  noms, 
adresses et spec1mens d'empretntes de cachets des automes compe-
tentes  de  Ia  Communaute  pour  Ia  dehvrance  des  autorisanons 
ptC:alables v1sees au  paragraphe 7. - 709  -
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ANNEXEIV 
Pour des  raisons pratiques, Ia designation des marchandises figurant a  l'annexe I est reprise dans Ia presente annexe sous forme abregee 
OBJECfiFS TPP 
Lamites 
Catf-gorte  Descnpnon  Unrte  Annee  quantltatlves 
CEE 
5  Chandails, blousons et  sim!la~res  1 000 pteces  1987  3 148 
1988  3 350 
1989  3 566 
1990  3 795 
1991  4 039 
6  Pantalons usses  1 000 pieces  1987  9 918 
1988  10 652 
1989  11440 
1990  12 287 
1991  13196 
7  ChemiSlers et blouses usses et de  bonneterie  1 ooo pieces  1987  5 471 
1988  5 789 
1989  6126 
1990  6 483 
1991  6 860 
8  Chemises ussees pour hommes  1 000 pieces  1987  14410 
1988  15 058 
1989  15 736 
1990  16 444 
1991  17 184 
15  Manteaux,  impermeables,  capes  et  vestes  pour  femmes,  autres  qu'en  1 000 pieces  1987  5140 
bonnetene  1988  5 654 
1989  6 219 
1990  6 841 
1991  7 525 
16  Costumes et ensembles usses pour hommes  1 000 pieces  1987  2 990 
1988  3 259 
1989  3 552 
1990  3 872 
1991  4 221 - 710  -
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ANNEXE V 
(Relative aux plafonds tarifa1res textiles) 
Pour des  raisons  d'ordre  pratique, les  descriptions  de  produits utilisees a l'annexe  I sont  donnees  dans  Ia  prescnte  annexe  sous  forme 
abregce 
Pia fonds  l'lafonds  Categone  Descriptaon  Umr<!  Annte  amportatJons  TPP  darectes 
I  Fils de eaton, non condnionnes pour Ia vente au detail  tonnes  1987  4 950 
1988  5 905 
1989  6 900 
1990  7 937 
1991  9 018 
2  T1ssus de coton  ronnes  1987  6 090 
1988  7 283 
1989  8 531 
1990  9 837 
1991  11204 
2 a)  dont: autres qu'ecrus ou blanchis  1987  1364 
1988  1 631 
1989  1 910 
1990  2 203 
1991  2 509 
3  TlSsus de f1bres  synrheuques dlScontmues  ronnes  1987  600 
1988  732 
1989  874 
1990  1027 
1991  1193 
5  Chandails, blousons et Slmilaires  1000 pieces  1987  1 155  3148 
1988  1 408  3 350 
1989  1 682  3 566 
1990  1977  3 795 
1991  2 296  4 039 
6  Pantalons tlsses pour hommes et femmes et culottes pour  1000 pieces  1987  540  9 918 
hommes  1988  662  10 652 
1989  794  11440 
1990  938  12 287 
1991  1094  13196 
7  ChemiSlers et blouses nsses et de bonneterie  1000 pieces  1987  300  s  471 
1988  370  5 789 
1989  446  6 126 
1990  528  6 483 
1991  619  6 860 
8  Chemises tissees pour hommes  1000 p1eces  1987  1 680  14 410 
1988  2 038  IS 058 
1989  2 422  15 736 
1990  2 835  16 444 
1991  3 276  17 184 
9  T1ssus de coton boucles du genre eponge  tonnes  1987  492 
1988  608 
1989  737 
1990  879 
1991  I 035 - 711  -
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Plafonds  Pia fonds  Categoroe  Descnptton  Unote  An nee  1mponauons  TPP  d1rectes 
15  Manteaux,  impermeables,  capes  et  vestes  usses  pour  1000 pieces  1987  390  5 140 
femmes  1988  482  5 654 
1989  584  6 219 
1990  697  6 841 
1991  821  7 525 
16  Costumes et ensembles usses pour hommes  1000 p•eces  1987  324  2 990 
1988  400  3 259 
1989  486  3 552 
1990  579  3 872 
1991  682  4 221 
67  Accessoires du vetement autres que pour bebes et autres  tonnes  1987  420 
articles de bonnetene  1988  519 
1989  630 
1990  751 
1991  884 - 712  -
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Appendtce A 
TITRE PREMIER 
CLASSIFICATION 
Art1cle prem1er 
1.  Les autontes competentes de  Ia  Communaute s'enga-
gent a informer Ia  Yougoslav1e  de  toute mod1flcarion  des 
nomenclatures tanfaires et  statlstiques avant leur entree en 
vigueur dans Ia  Communaute. 
2.  Les autorites competentes de Ia Communaure s'enga-
gent a  mformer Ia Yougoslav1e de route dec1sion concernant 
le classement des produ1ts couverts par le present protocole, 
au  plus  tard  dans  le  mois  qui  suit  leur  adoption.  Cette 
communication comprendra: 
a)  une description des produirs concernes; 
b)  Ia categoric appropriee, ainsi que les references ranfa1res 
et statistlques y relanves; 
c)  les ra1sons qui ont determine Ia  dec1s1on. 
3.  Lorsque  une  dec1sion  de  dassement  entraine  une 
modification des dassements precedents ou un changement 
de categone de tout prodmt couvert par le present protocole 
les autontes competentes de Ia Communaute accorderont un 
dela1 de trente JOUrs, a  parnr de Ia date de Ia commumcatwn 
de  Ia  Communaute, pour  Ia  m1se  en  vigueur  de  Ia  deci-
swn. 
Aux produits exped1es avant Ia date de mise en vigueur de Ia 
decision  seront  applicables les  classements preexistants, a 
cond1tion que ces produits soient presentes pour l'importa-
!lon dans Ia Communaute dans un delai de soixante jours a 
partir de cene date. 
TITRE II 
ORIGINE 
Art1cle 2 
I.  Les produits originaires de Ia Y  ougoslavie sont admts a 
!'exportation vers Ia Communaute so us le regime etabli par le 
present protocole sur presentation d'un certificat d'origine 
conforme au modele annexe au present protocole. 
2.  Ce  certificat  d'origine  est  delivre  par  les  autorites 
competentes  de  Ia  Yougoslavie  si  les  produits  en  cause 
peuvent etre cons1deres comme originaires deY  ougoslavie au 
sens  des  dispositions  en  vigueur  en  Ia  matiere  dans  Ia 
Communaute. 
3.  Toutefois,  les  produits  du  groupe  III  peuvent  etre 
importes dans Ia  Communaute sous le  regime erabli par le 
present  protocole  sur  presentation  d'une  declaration  de 
l'exportateur sur Ia facture ou un autre document commer-
cia! attestant que les produits en question sont originatres de 
Y  ougoslavie au sens des dispositiOns en v1gueur en Ia matiere 
dans Ia  Communaute. 
4.  Le  cemftcat d'origine v1se  au paragraphe 1 n'est pas 
requis a 1'1mporration  de  marchand1ses  couvertes  par un 
cemflcat de  circulation  EUR  1 ou  un  formula1re  EUR  2 
dehvre  conformement  au  protocole  n°  3  de !'accord  de 
cooperation. 
Article 3 
Le cert1flcat d'ongine n'est dehvre sous Ia  responsabihte de 
l'exportateur que sur demande ecrite de celui-ci ou de son 
representant habilne.ll mcombe a  l'autome competente de Ia 
Y  ougoslavie de veiller a  ce que les certiftcats d'origme s01ent 
remplis correctement; a cet effet, elle reclame toutes pieces 
justlflcatives necessaires ou procede a tout controle qu'eelle 
juge utile. 
Article 4 
Lorsque, pour des produits relevant de Ia  meme categoric, 
sont fixes des cnteres de determination de l'ongme differents, 
les  cemficats ou  declarations d'origine doivent comporter 
une description des marchand1ses suffisamment precise pour 
permettre d'apprecier le cntere sur Ia base duquelle certificat 
a ete dehvre ou Ia  declaration etablie. 
Article 5 
La constatation de legeres d1scordances entre les  mentions 
portees  sur le  certificat  d'origine  et  celles  portees  sur les 
documents  produits  au  bureau  de  douane,  en  vue  de 
l'accomplissement des formahtes d'1mportat1on des produits, 
n'a  pas  pour  effet,  ipso  facto,  de  menre  en  doute  les 
enonciations du certificat. 
TITRE III 
SYSTEME DE OOUBLE CONTROLE POUR LES CATEGORIES 
DE PRODUITS SOUMIS A LIMITES QUANTITATIVES 
Section premiere 
Exportation 
Article 6 
Les  autontes competentes de Ia  Yougoslavie delivrent une 
licence d'exportation pour routes les expeditions des produits 
textiles vises a  l'annexe II a  concurrence des hmnes quanti-
tatives y relatives et eventuellement modifiees en vertu des 
art1des  7, 14 et  15  du protocole et  des  produits textiles 
soumis aux limites quamitatives definitives ou provisoires 
etablies en application de !'article 8 du protocole. - 713  -
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Arttcle 7 
1.  La  licence d'exportatlon est conforme au modele qui 
figure en annexe au present append1ce. Elle doit notamment 
certifier que Ia quantite du prodUit en cause a ete imputee sur 
Ia hmtte quantitative prevue pour Ia categorie de produits en 
cause. 
2.  Chaque licence d'exportation couvre uniquement une 
des  categones  des  produits  enumeres  a l'annexe  II  du 
protocole.  Elle  peut etre  employee  pour un  ou  plusieurs 
envms des produits en  question. 
3.  En  cas d'applicanon du taux de conversion prevue a 
I' annexe II, I  a mention suivante do  it etre inseree dans Ia case 9 
de  Ia  licence  d'exportation:  «Taux  de  conversion  pour 
verement de raille commerc1ale n'excedant pas 130 centime-
tres dmt etre applique». 
Artrcle 8 
Les  autontes competentes de  Ia  Communaute doivent etre 
mformees immed1atement du retrait ou de Ia modification de 
route licence d'exportat1on deja del1vree. 
Artzcle 9 
1.  Les exportations sont a  imputer sur les limites quantl-
tatives etabhes pour l'annee au cours de laquelle l'embarque-
ment  des  marchandises  a  eu  lieu,  meme  si  Ia  licence 
d'exportauon est delivree apres l'embarquement. 
2.  Au  sens  du  paragraphe 1, l'embarquement des mar-
chandises est considere comme ayant lieu  a Ia  date de leur 
chargement,  en  vue  de  leur  exportation,  sur  l'avion,  le 
vehlcule ou le  bateau. 
Arttcle 10 
La  presentation d'une licence d'exportation, en application 
de ]'article  12 ci-apres, doit etre effectuee au plus tard le 
31  mars de  l'annee suivant celle  au  cours  de laquelle  les 
marchandises couvertes par Ia  licence ont ete embarquees. 
Section II 
Importation 
Artzcle 11 
Les importations dans Ia  Communaute de produits textiles 
Soumis  a  une  limite  quantitative sont  subordonnees  a  Ia 
presentation d'une autorisation, ou d'un document d'impor-
tatton. 
Artzcle 12 
1.  Les autorites competentes de Ia Communaute delivrent 
automatiquement l'autorisation ou le document d'importa-
tion v1se ci-dessus dans les cinq jours ouvrables qui suivent Ia 
presentation  par l'importateur  de  !'original  de  Ia  licence 
d'exportation correspondante. 
L'autonsation ou le document d'importation est valable pour 
une periode de trois mois. 
2.  Les autontes competentes de Ia Communaute annule-
ront l'autorisation ou le document d'importation deja delivre 
dans le cas ou Ia licence d'exportatlon correspondante a ere 
retiree. 
Toutefms, si  les  aurorites competentes de Ia  Communaute 
n'ont ete informees du retralt ou de l'annulation de Ia licence 
d'exportation qu'apres que Jes produits Ont ete 1mportes dans 
Ia Communaute, les quantites en cause seront imputees sur 
les hmites quantitatives etablies pour Ia categorie et le quota 
de l'annee concernes. 
Article 13 
1.  Lorsque les autorites competentes de Ia Communaute 
constatent  que  le  volume  total  couvert  par  les  licences 
yougoslaves d'exportauon delivrees par les autorites compe-
tentes de Ia Y  ougoslavie pour une certame categone au cours 
d'une  annee  d'application  du  protocole  depasse  Ia  limite 
quanmauve  pour  cette  categorie  fixee  a  l'annexe  II  et 
eventuellement  modifiee  par  les  articles  7,  14  et  15  du 
protocole ou routes hmites definiuves ou provisoires etablies 
en application de I'  article 8 de ce protocole, lesdites autorites 
peuvent  suspendre  Ia  delivrance  des  autorisations ou  des 
documents d'importauon. Dans ce cas, les autontes compe-
tentes de Ia  Communaute en informent immediatement les 
autorites  competentes  de  Ia  Y  ougoslavie  et  Ia  procedure 
speciale de consultation definie a )'article 17 du protocole est 
engagee 1mmediatement. 
2.  Les autontes competentes de Ia Communaute peuvent 
refuser  de  delivrer  des  autorisations  ou  des  documents 
d'1mportations pour des produits onginaires de Yougoslavie 
qUI  ne  sont  pas  couverts  par  des  licences  d'exportation 
delivrees conformement aux d1spositions du present appen-
dice. 
Toutefois, sans prejudice de !'application de !'article 11 du 
protocole, si Ies Importations de tels produns sont autorisees 
dans Ia  Communaute par les  autorites competentes de Ia 
Communaute, les quantites en cause ne sont pas a imputer 
sur les lim1tes quantitatives applicables fixees a l'annexe II ou 
etabJies  en  application  de  )'article  8  du  protoco)e  SallS 
!'accord expres de Ia Yougoslavie. 
TITRE IV 
FORME ET PRESENTATION DES LICENCES 
D'EXPORTATION ET CERTIFICATS D'ORIGINE 
ET DISPOSffiONS COMMUNES 
Article 14 
1.  La  licence d'exportation et le certificat d'origine peu-
vent com  porter des copies supplementaires dument designees - 714  -
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comme telles. Ils sont etabhs en anglais ou en  fran~ais. S'ils 
sont etablis a  Ia main, ils doivent etre remphs a  l'encre et en 
caracteres d'imprimerie. 
Le format de ces documents est de 210 x 297 millimetres. Le 
papier unhse doit etre du  papier blanc a lettre encolle  ne 
contenant  pas de  pate  mecanique et  pesant  au  minimum 
25 grammes par metre cam:. 
Lorsque ces documents component plusieurs copies, seule-
ment le premier feuillet constituant !'original est revetu d'une 
1mpression de fond  guillochee.  Ce feuillet est  revetu  de Ia 
mention «ongmal• et les autres cop1es de Ia mention «Copie•. 
Les autoritl:s communautaires competentes n'acceptent que 
!'original aux fins de controler !'exportation vers Ia Commu-
naute sous le  regime l:tabli  par le  present protocole. 
2.  Chaque document  est  reveru  d'un  numero  de  sl:rie 
standard imprime ou non destine a  l'individualiser. 
Ce numero est compose des elements suivants: 
- deux lettres identifiant Yougoslavie comme suit: YU, 
- deux  lettres  identifiant  le  pays  de  destination 'comme 
suit: 
BL  =  Benelux 
DE  =  Allemagne 
DK  = Danemark 
ES  =  Espagne 
FR  =  France 
GB  =  Royaume-Uni 
GR =  Grece 
IR  = Irlande 
IT  =  Italie 
PT  =  Portugal, 
- un  numl:ro indiquant l'annee contingentaire correspon-
dant au dermer chiffre dans l'annee, par exemple 7 pour 
1987, 
- des  numeros allant de 01  a 99  identifiant le  bureau de 
hcence, 
- des  numeros de cmq chiffres allant de 00001  a 99999 
alloues au pays de destination. 
ArtiCle  15 
La licence d'exportation et le certificat d'origine peuvent etre 
dehvres  apres  )'expedition  des  produits  auxquels  ils  se 
rapportent.  En  pareil  cas,  ils  do1vent  etre  revetus  de  Ia 
mention «dehvre a posterrori• ou «issued retrospectively-. 
Article 16 
1.  En cas devol, de perte ou de destructiOn d'une licence 
d'exportation ou d'un certlficat d'ongine, l'exportateur peut 
redamer a  l'autorite gouvernementale competente qui les a 
dehvres  un  duphcata  etabli  sur  Ia  base  des  documents 
d'exportanon qui sont en sa possession. Le duphcata ainsi 
delivre doit etre revetu de Ia  mention «duplicata•. 
2.  Le  duplicata  doit  reproduire  Ia  date  de  Ia  licence 
d'exportation ou du certificat d'ongme original. 
TITRE V 
COOPERATION ADMINISTRATIVE 
Article 17 
La  Communaute et  Ia  Yougoslavie cooperent etrmtement 
dans Ia mise en reuvre des dispositions du present protocole. 
A cette  fin,  tout contact et echange  de  vues  (y  compris 
technique) est facilite par les deux parties. 
Article 18 
Afin d'assurer l'apphcanon correcte du present protocole, Ia 
Communaute  et  Ia  Yougoslavie  se  pretent  mutuellement 
assistance pour le controle de l'authenticite et de Ia  veraclte 
des licences d'exportation et des certificats d'origine delivres 
ou  des  declarations  faites  aux  termes  du  present  appen-
dice. 
Artrcle 19 
LaY  ougoslavie transmet a  Ia Commission des Communautes 
europeennes les noms et adresses des autontes competentes 
pour  delivrer  les  licences  d'exportation  et  les  certificats 
d'origme, ainsi que des specimens des empreintes des cachets 
utilises par ces autorites. La  Yougoslavie informe Ia  Com-
mission de toute modiflcanon intervenue dans ces informa-
tions. 
Artrcle 20 
1.  Le controle a posteriorr des certificats d'origme ou des 
hcences d'exportanon est effectue par sondage et chaque fois 
que les  autontes competentes de  Ia  Communaute ont des 
doutes fondes en ce qui conceme l'authenticite du certificat 
ou de Ia hcence ou )'exactitude des renseignements relatifs a 
l'origme reelle des produits en cause. 
2.  Dans de tels cas, les autontes competentes au sein de Ia 
Communaute renvoient le  certificat d'origine ou Ia  licence 
d'exportanon ou une copie de celui-ci a  l'autoritl: compl:tente 
de Ia Yougoslavie en indiquant, le cas echl:ant, les monfs de 
forme ou de fond qui justifient une enquete. Si Ia facture a l:tl: 
prodmte, elles toignent au  certificat ou a  Ia  hcence ou a  Ia 
copie  de  ceux-ci,  Ia  facture  ou  une copie de  celle-ci.  Les 
autoritl:s fourmssent egalement tous les renseignements qui 
ont pu etre obtenus et donnent lieu  de  supposer  que  les 
mentions portees sur !edit certificat ou licence sont inexac-
tes. 
3.  Les dispositions du paragraphe 1 sont applicables aux 
controles  a  posteriorr  des  declarations  d'origine  visees  a 
!'article 2 du pre,cnt .1ppendice. 
4.  Les resultats de~  controles a posteriori effectues confor-
mement aux paragraphes 1 et 2 sont portes a  Ia connaissance 
des autorites competentes de Ia  Communaute au plus tard 
dans un delai de trois mois. Les informations communiquees 
indiquent si le certificat, Ia licence ou Ia declaration litigieux - 715  -
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~e rapportent aux marchandises effectivement exportees et si 
ces  marchandises,  peuvent  erre  exportees  sous  le  regime 
egabli par le present protocole. A  Ia demande de Ia Commu-
naute, ces informations comprennent egalement les copies de 
toute documentation necessatre a l'etablissement des  faits, 
particuherement pour Ia determmatlon de l'origine veritable 
des marchandises. 
St les verifications effectuees font apparaitre que des trregu-
larites ont ete commises de  fa~on systematique dans l'utili-
.,atlon  des  declarations  d'origine,  Ia  Communaute  peut 
soumettre les importations des produits en cause aux dtspo-
'ttions de !'article 2 paragraphe 1 du present appendtce. 
5.  Aux  fms  des  controles  a  posteriori  des  certlficats 
d'origine  ou des  licences  d'exportation,  les  copies  de  ces 
certificats  ainsi  que  les  documents  d'exportation  qui  s'y 
referent doivent etre conserves, au moins pendant trois ans, 
par l'autorite competente de Ia Y  ougoslavie. 
6.  Le recours a  Ia procedure de controle par sondage vtsee 
au present arncle ne doit pas constltuer un obstacle a  Ia mise a 
Ia  consommation des produits en  cause. 
Article 21 
I.  Lorsque Ia procedure de verification V!See a  !'article 20 
ou  des  informations obtenues par Ia  Communaute ou les 
autorites competentes de Ia  Y  ougoslavie indiquent ou ten-
dent a  indiquer que les dispositions du present protocole ont 
ete transgressees, les  deux parties cooperent etroitement et 
avec Ia diligence necessaire afin d'empecher une telle trans-
gression. 
2.  A  cet effet, les autorites competentes de Ia Yougoslane 
entreprennent de leur propre imnat1ve ou a  Ia demande de Ia 
Communaute,  les  enquetes  necessatres  sur  les  operations 
pour lesquelles Ia Commnaute considere ou tend a  considerer 
qu  'elles  transgressent  le  present  protocole.  Les  autontes 
competentes de Ia Yougoslavie commumquent a  Ia Commu· 
naute  les  resultats  des  enquetes  susvtsees  amst  que  le, 
mformatlons  suscepnbles  de  permettre  d'etabhr  l'ongme 
veritable des marchandises. 
3.  Par accord entre Ia Communaute et Ia Yougoslavie, de., 
representants destgnes par Ia Communaute peuvent cooperer 
sur place avec les services competents de Ia Yougoslavie au 
sujet des enquetes visees au paragraphe 2. 
4.  Dans le cadre de Ia cooperation vtsee au paragraphe 1, 
les  autontes competentes de Ia  Yougoslavie et Ia  Commu-
naute echangent toute information que l'une ou !'autre des 
parties estime utile a Ia  prevention de Ia  transgression des 
dispositions  du  present  protocole.  Ces  echanges  peuvent 
comprendre des  renseignements sur Ia  production de pro-
duits  textiles  en  Yougoslavte  et  le  commerce du  type  de 
prodmts textiles couverts par le  present protocole entre Ia 
Yougoslavie et d'autres pays surtout lorsque Ia Communaute 
a de seneux motifs d'estlmer que les  prodmts en  question 
pourraient erre en transit sur le territoire de Ia Yougoslavie 
avant  leurs  importations dans Ia  Communaute.  A Ia  de-
mande de Ia Communaute, ces informations peuvent inclure 
des copies de toute documentation appropriee. 
5.  Lorsqu'tl  est  etabh  que  les  dtsposinons  du  present 
protocoJe Ont ete transgressees, Jes autontes competentes de 
Ia  Y  ougoslavie  et  Ia  Communaute  peuvent  convenir  de 
prendre les mesures qui s'averent necessaires a  Ia prevention 
d'une nouvelle transgression. ~ 
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Annexe a  l'appendtee A. art.  2 (1) 
I Exporter  lname  lull  addres<  coun1rv1 
Exportaleur  <nom  adresse  complele  paysJ 
5 Cons1gnee  (name  full  address  country) 
Dest1nata1re  (nom  adresse  complete  pays) 
8 Place  and  date  of  sh1pmen1  - Means  of  transport 
L1eu  et  date  d'embarquement  - Moyen  de  transport 
tO  Marks  and numbers- Number  and  kmd  ol  packages- DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
ORIGINAL  No 
3 Quota  year 
Annee  contmgentaue 
6 Country  of  ongm 
Pays  lfongme 
4 Category  number 
Numero  de  categone 
CERTIFIC.ATE  Of  ORIBIN 
(Textile products) 
CERTIFICAT  D'ORIBINE 
(Prodults textiles) 
7 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destination 
9 Supplementary  deta11s 
Donnees  supplemenlalfes 
Marques  et  numi!fos  - Nombre  et  nature  des  col1s  - DESIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
11  Quantity(') 
Quantile(') 
12 FOBvatue (') 
valeur fob (') 
~8~----------------------------------------------------------~--------~--------~  5-s 
~~ 
§~ 
:5~ 
s  ~ 
I 3 CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  COMPETENT  AUTHORITY  - VISA  DE  L'AUTORITt  COMPETENTE 
1  the  unde1S1gned  cert•fy  t~al the  goods  descnbed  above  ong1nated  10  the  country  shown  10  box  No  6.  10  accordance  w1th  the  prov1s1ons  10  force  1n  the  European  Econom1c 
Cornmun1ty 
Je  sousStgne  cert1fle que  les marchand1ses des1gnees  c1-dessus sont  ongma~res du pays f1gurant  dans Ia case 6.  conformement aux dispositions en  v1gueur dans Ia  Communaute 
econom1que europeenne  E~ 
~~  ~;~------------------------------------~ 
~ 8  14  Competent  authonty  ,name  lull  address  counlryl 
~.!!  Autonte  competente  ~nom  aa•esse  complete  pays) 
~: 
~~ 
ti 
~a 
~£ 
bSE 
AI- A  .on-le 
1S•gna1ure1  !Stamp  Cachet) 8. 
t 
~ 
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.:!: 
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.!!! 
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~ 
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~ 
1 Exporter  (name,  lull  address.  country) 
Exportateur  (nom,  adresse  complete.  pays) 
5 Cons1gnee  (name.  full  address.  country) 
Destmata1re  (nom.  adresse  complete.  pays) 
Annexe a  /'appendrce A. art.  7 (1) 
ORIGINAL 
3 Quota  year 
Annee  contingenta1re 
No 
4 Category number 
Numero  de  categorie 
EXPORT  LICENCE 
(Textile  products) 
LICENCE  D'EXPORTATION 
(Prodults textiles) 
8 Place  and  date  of  shipment  - Means  of  transport 
lieu  et  date  d'embarquement - Moyen  de  transport 
10 Marks and  numbers  - Number  and  k1nd  of  packages - DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
6 Country  of  ongm 
Pays  d'ongme 
9 Supplementary  deta1ls 
Donnees  supplementa~res 
Marques  et  numerus - Nombre  et  nature  des  coils  - DfSIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
7 Country  of  destination 
Pays  de  destmat1on 
11 Quantity(') 
auantite (') 
12 FOB Value (') 
Valeur fob (') 
~ .. 
~i 
~~ 
Z;i!i 
i~r-----------------------------------------------------~---------L------__,  5-s 
~~ 
§~ 
s-; 
13  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  COMPETENT  AUTHORITY - VISA  DE  L'AUTORITf  COMPfTENTE 
I.  the  undersigned.  cert1fy  that  the  goods  descnbed  above  have  been  charged  agamst  the  quant1tahve  llm1t  established  for  the  year  shown  m box  No  3 m respect  of  the 
category  shown  1n  box  No  4 by the  prov1s1ons  regulatmg  trade  m  textile  products  w1th  the  European  Econom1c Commuruty 
Je  souss1gn~ certrfre que 1es marchandrses  d~sign~s cr-ilessus ont ete 1mputees sur Ia limrte quantitative t1xee pour l'ann~  ind1qu~  dans Ia case 3 pour Ia categorie  design~  dans 
Ia case 4 dans le cadre des  d1spos~1ons  r~1ssant les echanges de produits textiles avec Ia Communaute economique euro~nne.  ~~ 
!N  ~-----------------------------------------, 
~  ~  14  Competent  authonty  (name. lull address.  country) 
..,.  .!!  Autonlli  competente  (nom.  adresse  complete.  pays) 
:i:& 
~~ 
~a­
~c 
~~ 
~£ 
At- A  . on  -le 
til .5  (S•gnature)  (Stamp- Cachet) 
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Appendrce B 
1.  L'exemption prevue a  !'article 5 du protocole, concernant les produits de l'artisanat familial, ne 
vise que les produits suivants: 
a)  les nssus obtenus sur des metiers actionnes exclusivement a  Ia main ou au pied, et qui soient d'un 
type fabrique tradinonnellement par l'artisanat familial yougoslave; 
b)  les vetements et autres articles en textiles d'un type relevant du folklore traditionnel yougoslave, 
obtenus a  Ia mam, fabriques traditionnellement par l'artisanat familial yougoslave, a  partir des 
tissus vises ci-dessus, et cousus uniquement a  Ia  main sans !'aide d'aucune machine; 
c)  les produits textiles du folklore traditionnel yougoslave fabriques a  Ia main par l'artisanat familial 
yougoslave comme definis dans une liste a  convenir entre les deux parties. 
L'exemption ne vise que les produits couverts par un certificat delivre par les autorites competentes de 
Ia  Yougoslavie  conformement  au  modele  annexe  au  present  appendice.  Ces  certificats  doivent 
indiquer  les  motifs  justifiant  leur  delivrance;  les  autorites  competentes  de  Ia  Communaute  les 
acceptent apres a voir constate que les produits concernes remplissent les conditions etabhes dans cet 
appendice. Les certificats concernant les produits vises au point c) ci-dessus doivent etre revetus d'un 
cachet  bien  visible  «FOLKLORE•.  En  cas  de  divergence  entre  Ia  Yougoslavie  et  les  autorites 
competentes de Ia Communaute du point d'entree dans Ia Communaute concernant Ia nature de ces 
produits, des consultations seront tenues dans un mois afin de resoudre ces divergences. Au cas ou les 
Importations de tout produit parmi ceux vises ci-dessus atteindraient des proportions telles qu'elles 
causeraient des difficultes a  Ia Communaute, les deux parties engageront des consultations suivant Ia 
procedure etablie a  !'article 17 du protocole en vue de parvenir a  une solution en ce qui concerne les 
quantites. 
2.  Les dispositions des  titres IV  et V de l'appendice A seront appliquees mutatis mutandts aux 
produits vises au  paragraphe 1 du present appendice. .as: 
!11.5! 
=~ 
i~ 
~~  .!I 
I';;" 
Annexe a  l'4pendrce B 
1 Exporter  (name. lull address.  country) 
Exportateur  (nom  adresse  complete  pays) 
3 Cons1gnee  (name. lull address  country) 
Destrnatarre  (nom  adresse  complete  paysJ 
6 Placs  and  date  of  sh1pment - Means  of  transport 
L1eu  et  date  d'embarquemenl- Moyen  de  transport 
8 Marks  and  numbers  - Number  and  krnd  of  packages  - DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
ORIGINAL  No 
CERTIFICATE  in  regard  to  HANDLOOMS,  TEXTILE  HANDICRAFTS  and  TRA· 
DITIONAL  TEXTILE  PRODUCTS,  OF  THE  COTTAGE  INDUSTRY,  issued  in 
conformity  with  and  under  the  conditions  regulating  trade  in  textile 
products with the European Eco1omic  Community 
CERTIFICAT  relatil  aux  TISSUS  TISSES  SUR  METIERS  A MAIN,  aux  PRO· 
DUITS  TEXTILES  FAITS  A LA  MAIN,  et aux  PRODUITS  TEXTILES  RELEVANT 
DU  FOLKLORE  TRADITIONNEL,  OE  FABRICATION  ARTISANALE,  d61ivri  en 
conlormltt avec  et  sous  les conditions rigis11nt les ichanges de produits 
textiles avec  Ia  Communaut6 iconomique europ6enne 
4 Country  of  orrgm 
Pays  d  orrgme 
7 Supplementary  detarls 
Donnees  supplementarres 
5 Country  of  destmaiiOn 
Pays  de  destrnatiOn 
Marques  et  numeros- Nombre  et  nature  des  cohs  - DfSIGNATION  DES  MARCHANDISES 
9 Quantrty 
Quantrte 
10  FOB  Value!') 
Valeur  fob(') 
11  CERTIFICATION  BY  THE  COMPETENT  AUTHORITY  - VISA  DE  L'AUTORIT£  COMP£TENTE 
I.  the  understgned.  cert1fy  that  the  cons1gnment  descrrbed  above  rncludes  only  the  followmg  textile  products  of  the  cottage  rndustry  of  the  country  shown  rn  box  No  4 
a)  fabrrcs  woven  on  looms  operated  solely  by  hand  or foot  (handlooms)  (
2
) 
b)  garments  or  other  text1le  art1cles  obtarned  manually from  the  fabrrcs  descrrbed  under  a)  and  sewn  solely  by  hand  wrthout  the  a10  of  any  machrne  (handrcrafts\  ('I 
c)  trad1t1onal  folklore  handicraft  text1le  products  made  by  hand.  as  defmed  rn  the  Irs!  agreed  between  the  European  Economrc  Communrty,ano  the  country  shOwn  1n  box  No 4 
Je  souss1gn~ cert1he  que  1'envo1  d~crrt Cl·dessus  cont1ent  exclusrvement  les  produrts  textiles  survants  relevant  de  Ia  labrrcatron  artrsanale  du  pays  frguran:  dans  Ia  case 4 
a)  t1ssus  t1ss~s sur  des  m~t1ers actronn~s a Ia  mamou  au  p1ed  (handlooms)  (') 
b)  vetements  ou  autres  articles  textiles  obtenus  manuellement a  partrr  de  trssus  decrrts  sousa)  et  cousus  un1quement  a Ia  marn  sans  l'arde  d'une  machrne  (handrcrafts)  1'1 
c)  produ1ts  textiles  relevant  du  folklore  trad1t1onnel  fabrrques a  Ia  marn.  comme  def1nrs  dans  Ia  hste  convenue  entre  Ia  Communaute  &conomrque  europeenne  et  le  pays 
rnd1que  dans  Ia  case 4 
lil!!..,_~-------------------~  i ;  12  Competent  authonty (name.  full  address.  country) 
.s!  .z;  Auton!&  comp&tente  (nom.  adresse  compl&te.  pays) 
lli1 
~~ 
ii 
B = 
~~ 
AI- A  .on-le 
(S•gnature)  (Starr.p- Cachell 
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Apendza C 
(_ onformement a l'arttde 8 paragraphe 6 du protm:ole, une hmite quantitative peut etre flxee  au 
ntveau  regionallor~que les Importations d'un prodult determine dans une region de Ia Communaute 
dep~~sent, par rapport aux quantites determinees dans les conditions prevues au paragraphe 2 dudit 
.1rncle  R,  le  pourcentage  ~mvant affecte a  ces  regwns: 
Republtque federale d'Allemagne 
Benelux 
France 
ltahe 
Danemark 
lrlande 
Royaume-Um 
Grece 
Espagne 
Portugal 
Appendzce D 
25,5% 
9,5% 
16,5% 
13,5% 
2,7% 
0,8% 
21% 
1,5% 
7,5% 
1,5% 
Le taux de croissance annuel des hmites quanntatives tntroduites en vertu de !'article 8 du protocole est 
determine comme suit. Pour les produits de Ia categone 4 et des categories des groupes II et III, le taux 
de  crotssance  est  ftxe  d'un commun accord  entre  les  parties  dans le  cadre de  Ia  procedure de 
consultation etablie a  !'article 17 du protocole. - 721  -
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Declaration de Ia Communaute relatin a  !'article 2 paragraphe 2 du protocole 
La Communaute declare que, conformement aux regles d'origine communautaires visees a  !'article 2 
paragraphe 2 du protocole, tout amendement apporte auxdnes regles restera fonde sur des criteres 
n'exigeant pas, pour conferer le  caractere origmaire, des  operations plus importances que celles 
constituant un processus unique et complet. 
La  Communaute declare en outre que si  un amendement est apporte auxdites regles d'origine, elle 
prendra, avec  l'accord de Ia  Yougoslavie, les  mesures appropriees en  vue d'eviter une eventuelle 
reduction, qui en decoulerait, des possibilites d'utilisation par Ia Yougoslavie de Ia limite quantit~tive 
etabhe a  l'annexe II du present prowcole pour le produit concerne. 
Pour Ia  Communaute economique europeenne 
Declaration commune relative a  !'article 4 
Les deux parties soulignent !'importance qu'elles attachent aux reimportations dans Ia Communaute 
des  produits  textiles  apres  perfectionnement en  Yougoslavie  en  rant  que  forme  particuliere  de 
cooperation industrielle et commerc1ale et conviennent de s'efforcer de Ia maintenir et de Ia developper 
en tenant compte des mterets mutuels des deux parties. 
Les deux parties conviennent d'etablir une cooperation etroite en vue d'assurer que Ia mise en reuvre 
du regime specifique vise a  l'annexe Ill du protocole reponde aux objecrifs cites ci-dessus. A  certe fin, et 
notamment en vue de faciliter l'etablissement de previsions de production e moyen et a  long terme, 
elles  conviennent de  proceder regulierement a des  echanges  d'mformations  sur !'application des 
reglementations relatives  a~;x operations de perfectionnement ainsi  que sur l'etat des  realisations 
effectives des operations autorisees par Ia Communaute. 
Pour le conseil executif  federal 
de l'assemblee de  Ia  republtque 
socialiste federative de 
Y ougoslavie 
Pour Ia  Communaute 
economique europeenne 
7.  11. 87 7. 11. 87 
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Memorandum conjoint 
La Communaute economique europeenne et Ia republique socialiste federative de Y  ougoslavie sont 
convenues que le report des limites quantitatives, pour l'annee 1987, de quantites non utilisees en 
1986, est autorise jusqu'il concurrence de 7% des limites quantitatives correspondantes de 1987. 
L'uttlisation par anticipation d'une partie d'une limite quantitative fixee pour 1987 est autorisee pour 
chaque categorie de produits il  concurrence de 5% de Ia limite quantitative de l'annee 1986. 
Chef de  Ia  delegation de  Ia 
republique socialiste federatiVe 
de  Yougoslavie 
Chef de  Ia  delegation de  Ia 
Communaute economique europeenne 
Memorandum conjoint 
En reference ill'article 15 paragraphe 3 du protocole sur le commerce des produits textiles entre Ia 
Communaute economique europeenne et Ia republique socialiste federative de Yougoslavie, paraphe 
le  10 octobre 1986, tl  est entendu que le  pourcentage pour Ia  cinquieme annee d'application du 
protocole sera au moins ega! au pourcentage applicable au cours de Ia  quatrieme annee. 
Chef de  Ia  delegation de  Ia 
republique socialiste federative 
de  Y ougoslavie 
Chef de Ia  delegation de  Ia 
Communaute economique europeenne - 723  -
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Note verbale 
La  mission  de  Ia  republique  socialiste  federative  de  Y  ougoslavie  presente  ses  compliments  a  Ia 
direction generale des relations exterieures de Ia  Commission des Communautes europeennes et a 
l'honneur de se  referer au  protocole relatif au  commC'rce  de produits textiles  C'ntre  Ia  repubhque 
socialiste federative de Yougoslavie et Ia Communaute economtque europeenne paraphe le 10 octobre 
1986. 
La  missiOn  souhatte  informer  Ia  direction  generale  que,  en  attendant  l'accomphssement  des 
procedures necessatres a Ia conclusion eta !'entree en vigueur du protocole, le gouvernement de Ia 
republique socialiste federative de y ougoslavie est pret a accepter que les dispositions du protocole 
soient appliquees de facto a partir du 1  <r janvier 1987  0 
La  mission  serait  reconnaissance  si  Ia  Communaute  pouvait  confirmer  son  accord  sur  ce  qui 
precede. 
La mission de Ia republique socialiste federative de Yougoslavie saisit cette occaston pour renouveler a 
Ia  direction generale des relations exterieures !'assurance de sa tres haute consideration. 
Direction generate des 
relatiOns exter1eures de  Ia 
Comm1ss1on des  Communautes europeennes 
rue de  Ia  Lo1  200, 
B-1049 Bruxelles 
Note verbale 
Bruxelles, le 10 octobre 1986. 
La  direction  generale des relations exterieures de  Ia  Commission des Communautes europeennes 
presente ses  compliments a Ia  mission de Ia  republique socialiste federative  de  Y  ougoslavie et a 
l'honneur de se referer a  Ia note verbale relative au protocole sur le commerce de produits textiles entre 
Ia republique socialiste federative de Yougoslavie et Ia Communaute economique europeenne paraphe 
le  10 octobre 1986. 
La  direction  generale  souhaite  confirmer  que,  en  attendant  l'accomplissement  des  procedures 
necessaires a  Ia conclusion eta l'enrree en vigueur du protocole,la Communaute est prete a  accepter 
que les dispositions du protocole soient appliquees de facto a  panir du 1'"' janvier 1987  0 
La direction generale des relations exterieures saisit cette occasion pour renouveler a  Ia mission de Ia 
republique socialiste federative de Yougoslavie !'assurance de sa tres haute consideration. 
Mission de Ia  republique 
socialiste federative de 
Y ougoslavie 
Avenue D. Demot 11, 
B-1050 Bruxelles 
Bruxelles, le  10 octobre 1986. 
7.  11. 87 7.  11. 87 
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Information concerning the Agreement between the Community and Yugoslavia on trade in textile 
products 
In accordance with Article 2 of  the Counc1l Dec1s1on of 11  December 1986 concerning the provisional 
application of the Agreement  w11h  Yugoslavia on trade in  texule products, the Commission has 
notified the Council of Yugoslavia's agreement, g1ven  on 23 December 1987. - 725  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3774/87 
of 16  December 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  the Cooperation Agreement between the  European Economic Community and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  pa~icular Protocol  1 thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(  1987) (2),  and  in  particular  Article  1  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  1  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty  rates  according  to  Article  15  of the  Cooperation Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
(tonnes) 
ccr 
Order  No  heading 
No 
Descnption  Ceiling 
01.0110  64.01  Footwear with  outer soles  and uppers  of rubber or artificial 
material  454 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From 20 to 31  Decem?er 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to  third countries shall 
be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
ccr 
Order  No  heading  Descnption  Origin 
No 
01.0110  64.01  Footwear with  outer soles and uppers of rubber or artificial  Yugoslavia 
material 
(')  OJ No  L 41,  14.  2.  1983,  p.  2. 
(")  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
17.  12.  87 17.  12.  87 
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Article  Z 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day following  its  publication in  the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  December  \987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President - 727  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 3775/87 
of  16  December 1987 
re-establishing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on certain 
products originating in Yugoslavia 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic  C~mmunity and 
the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia('),  and  in  particular  Protocol  I  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4054/86  of  22  December  1986  establishing 
ceilings  and  Community  supervision  for  imports  of  certain  goods  originating  in  Yugoslavia 
(1987) (2),  and  in  particular  Article  I  thereof, 
Whereas  Article  I  of  the  abovementioned  Protocol  provides  that  the  products  listed  below, 
imported  under reduced  duty  rates  according to  Article  15  of  the  Cooperation  Agreement are 
subject to the annual ceiling indicated below, above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries  may  be  re-established : 
Order  No 
01.0270 
ccr 
heading 
No 
Descnpuon 
87.14  Other vehicles (including trailers) not mechanically propelled, 
and  parts  thereof . 
B.  Trailers  and  semi-trailers : 
II.  Other Other 
(tonnts) 
Ceiling 
2 058 
Whereas imports into the Community of those products, originating in Yugoslavia, have reached 
that  ceiling ;  whereas  the  situation  on  the  Community  market  requires  that  customs  duties 
applicable  to  third  countries  on  the  products  in  question  be  re-established, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
From  20  to  31  December 1987, the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries shall 
be  re-established  on  imports  into  the  Community of  the  following  products : 
Order  No 
01.0270 
ccr 
head.ng 
No 
Descriptoon  Origin 
87.14  Other veh1cles (including traolers) not mechanocally propelled,  Yugoslavia 
and  parts  thereof : 
B.  Traolers  and  semo-trailers : 
II.  Other 
(')OJ  No  L  41,  14.  2.  1983,  o.  2. 
(')  OJ  No  L  377,  31.  12.  1986,  p.  35. 
17.  12.  87 17.  12.  87 
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Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day  following  its publication in  the  Official 
journal of the  European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  December  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President - 729  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3949/87 
of 21  December 1987 
again amending Articles 6 and 17  of the Protocol concerning the definition of 
the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
to  the  Cooperation  Agreement between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Socialist Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  the  Cooperation Agreement between  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  and  the  Socialist  Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia(') was  signed on 2 April 1980 and 
entered  into  force  on  I  April  1983 ; 
Whereas Article  6 of  the  Protocol  concerning the defini-
tion of  the concept of 'originating products' and methods 
of  administrative  cooperation  to  the  said  Agreement 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  Protocol'),  as  amended  by 
Decision  No  2/83 (2),  of  the  Cooperation  Council, 
provides  that,  in  the  case  of  an  automatic change  in  the 
base  date  applicable  to  the  amounts  expressed  in  ECU, 
the  Community  may  introduce  revised  amounts  when 
necessary; 
Whereas  the  equivalent  value  of  the  ECU  in  certain 
national  currencies on  I  October  1986  was  less  than  the 
corresponding  value  on  I  October  1984;  whereas  the 
automatic change  in  the  base  date  would,  in  the case  of 
conversion  into  the  national  currencies  concerned,  have 
the effect of  reducing the limits which permit the presen-
tation  of  simplified  documentary  evidence ; whereas,  in 
order to  avoid  this effect,  it is  necessary  to  increase such 
limits  expressed  in  ECU, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  Protocol  is  hereby  amended  as  follows : 
I.  In  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6  (I),  '2 355 
ECU'  is  replaced  by  '2 590  ECU'. 
2.  In Article  17 (2),  '165 ECU'  is  replaced by '180  ECU' 
and  '470  ECU'  by  '515  ECU'. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on  I January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  21  December  1987. 
(')OJ No  L 41,  14.  3.  1983,  p.  2. 
(')OJ No  L  192,  16.  7.  1983,  p.  3. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
B.  HAARDER - 730  -
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 4129/87 
of 9 December 1987 
specifying the conditions for the inclusion of certain live animals of the domestic bovine species 
and certain meat of the bovine species under the combined nomenclature subheadings listed in 
Annex C to the Agreement between the European Economic Community and Yugoslavia 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2658/87 
of 23  July 1987 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and pn the Common Customs Tariff (1 ), and in particular 
Article 11  thereof, 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 950/68 of 28 June 
1968 on the Common Customs Tariff (  2 ), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 3529/87 (  3), established the Common 
Customs  Tariff on the  basis  of the  nomenclature  of the 
Convention  of  15  December  1950  concerning  the 
nomenclature to be used for the classification of goods in 
customs tariffs; 
Whereas,  on the  basis  of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
97169 of 16 January 1969 on measures to be taken for the 
uniform application of the nomenclature of the Common 
Customs Tariff (4), as  last amended by  Regulation (EEC) 
No 2055/84 (5),  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1725/80 (6),  specified  the  conditions for  the inclusion  of 
certain  live  animals  of the  domestic  bovine  species  and 
certain meat of  the bovine species under subheadings 01.02 A 
II a), 02.01 A II a) 1 aa), 02.01 A II a) 2 aa) and 02.01 A II a) 
3 a  a) of the Common Customs Tariff as listed in Annex C to 
the  Interim  Agreement  between  the  European Economic 
Community and Yugoslavia; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 2658/87 has repealed and 
replaced, on the one hand, Regulation (EEC) No 950/68 in 
adopting  the  new  tariff  and  statistical  nomenclature 
(combined  nomenclature)  based  on  the  International 
Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description and 
Coding System and, on the other hand, Regulation (EEC) No 
97169; whereas it is consequently appropriate, for reasons of 
clarity, to replace Regulation (EEC) No 1725/80 by a new 
regulation taking over the new nomenclature as well as the 
new legal base; 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia  approved  by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
( 1)  OJ No L 256, 7. 9. 1987, p. 1. 
( 2)  OJ No L 172, 22. 7. 1968, p. 1. 
(') OJ No L 336, 26. 11. 1987, p. 3. 
(•)  OJ No L 14, 21. 1. 1969, p. 1. 
(')  OJ No L 191, 19. 7. 1984, p. 1. 
(')  OJ No L 170, 3. 7. 1980, p. 4. 
314/83 (7), lists in Annex C the following products under 
subheadings  0102 90 31  to 37, 020110 90, 0201 2011, 
0201 20 31, 0201 20 39, 0201 20 51 and 0201 20 59 of the 
domestic bovine species, respectively: 
1.  live  animals  including  buffalo  other  than  purebred 
breeding animals, not yet having any permanent teeth, of 
a weight of not less than 350 kg but not more than 450 kg 
in respect of male animals, or of  not less than 320 kg but 
not more than 420 kg in respect of female animals; 
2.  carcases, fresh  or chilled, of a weight of not less than 
180 kg but not more than 270 kg, and half carcases or 
'compensated' quarters of bovine  animals  other than 
calves, fresh or chilled, of a weight of  not less than 90 kg 
but  not  more  than  135  kg,  with  a  low  degree  of 
ossification of the cartilages (in particular those of the 
symphysis pubis and the vertebral apophyses), the meat 
of which is a light pink colour and the fat of which, of 
extremely  fine  texture,  is  white  to  light  yellow  in 
colour; 
3.  forequarters, fresh or chilled, of a weight of not less than 
45  kg but not more than 68  kg, with a low degree of 
ossification of the cartilages (in particular those of the 
vertebral apophyses), the meat of which is a light pink 
colour and the fat of which, of  extremely fine texture, is 
white to light yellow in colour; 
4.  hindquarters, fresh or chilled, of  a weight of  not less than 
45 kg but not more than 68 kg (not less than 38 kg but 
not more than 61  kg in the case of 'Pistola' cuts), with a 
low degree of ossification of the cartilages (in particular 
those of the vertebral apophyses), the meat of which is a 
light pink colour and the fat of which, of extremely fine 
texture, is white to light yellow in colour; 
Whereas  inclusion  under those  sul}headings  is  subject  to 
production ofthe certificate referred to in Article 24 (2) (c) of 
the aforementioned Agreement; whereas the certificate must 
show that the goods to which it relates correspond exactly to 
the wording of  those subheadings and that they originated in 
and come from Yugoslavia; 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 9 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 802/68 of 27 June 1968 on the common definition of the 
(') OJ No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p. 1. - 731  -
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con,ept of the ongm of goods (  1  ),  as  last amended by the 
Aero)  A.:cess1on  of Sp.1in  and Portugal. the certificate must 
comply vnth certam condition;; 
Where  a; it  is  appropriate to specify  the form  v. hich  such 
certificate must take and the condttions for its use; whereas it 
is  appropriate  to  lay  down  certain  rules  go\erning  the 
appointment of  issuing bodtes so as to enable the Community 
to ensure  that  the  condmons  of 1ssue  of certificates  are 
observed; 
Whereas the wording of the certtflcate and the conditions for 
issue and usc thereof were determined by  mutual agreement 
with the competent authorities of Yugoslavia; whereas those 
authonties  have  communicated  the  name  of the  issuing 
body; 
Whereas. pursuant to Article 20 (  1) of Council Regulation 
(EEC)  No  805/68  of  27  June  1968  on  the  common 
organization  of the  market  m  beef  and  veal('),  as  last 
amended by  Regulation (EEC) No 467/87 (3), the general 
rules  for  the mterpretanon of the combined nomenclature 
and detailed rules  for  the  application thereof apply to the 
claSStftcauon of products co\'ered by that Regulation; 
Whereas the cert1f1cate  should  be  drawn up  in  an official 
Commumty language  and, where  appropriate, an official 
language of the exportmg country; 
Whereas the measures provtded for  in  this Regulation are 
111  accordance  with  the  opimon  of  the  Nomenclature 
Commtttee, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Arttcle 1 
The inclusion of certa111  hve animals of the domestic bovine 
species  and  certain  meat  of  the  bovine  species  under 
subheadings: 
- ex 0102 90 31  to 37 
- ex 0201  10 90 and ex 0201 20 11 
- ex 0201  20 31  and ex 0201 20 39 
- ex 0201  20 51  and ex 0201 20 59 
referred  to  in  Annex  C  to  the  Agreement  between  the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republtc of Yugoslavia shall be subject to the conditions laid 
down 111  this Regulation. 
Article 2 
Without  prejudice  to  the  provisions  of Article  9  (2)  of 
Regulauon  (EEC)  No  802/68,  a  certificate  -issued  in 
Yugoslavia and fulftlling the requirements latd down 111  th1s 
Regulation shall  be  submitted when the products referred 
to  in  Article  1  are  placed  in  free  circulanon  in  the 
Community. 
(')OJ No L 148,28. 6.1968, p. I. 
(')  OJ  No L 148, 28. 6. 1968, p. 24. 
(')OJ No L 48, 17. 2.1987, p.  1. 
Article 3 
1.  The  certificate,  corresponding  to  the  specimen  111 
Annex I, shall be prepared in one original and two copies. It 
shall be printed and completed in one of  the offic1allanguages 
of the  Community  and  also,  "here  appropriate,  in  the 
official  language  or one  of the  official  languages  of the 
exporting country. 
The competent authority of the Member State 111  wh1ch  the 
products  are  presented  may  require  a  translation  of the 
cernficate. 
2.  The original and the copies thereof shall be typewritten 
or  completed  by  hand.  In  the  latter  case  they  must  be 
completed in  111k  and 111  block capitals. 
3.  The size of the certtficate shall  be  about 210  x  297 
mm. The paper used shall weigh not less than 40 grams per 
square metre. White paper shall be used for the original, pink 
for the first copy and yellow for the second copy. 
4.  Each certificate shall bear an 111d1v1dual serial number 
followed by the natlonahty symbol 'YU'. 
The coptes shall bear the same senal number and the same 
nationality symbol as the ong111al. 
Arttcle 4 
1.  The original and the first copy of the certificate shall be 
submitted, with the products to which they refer and within 
12 days of the date of issue, to the customs authorities of the 
Member  State  in  which  the  products  are  placed  in  free 
circulation. 
2.  The second copy of the certificate shall be sent by the 
issuing  body  duect  to  the  competent  authorities  of the 
Member  State  111  wh1ch  the  products  are  placed  111  free 
Circulation. 
Article 5 
1.  A  certificate  shall  be  valid  only  1f  it  is  duly 
authenticated  by  an  issuing  body appearing in  the  list  in 
Annex II. 
2.  A dulv authenticated certificate is one which shows the 
place and date of issue and bears the stamp of the issuing 
body and the signature of the person or persons authonzed to 
sign it. 
Arttcle 6 
1  .  An  issuinR agency may appear on the hst only 1f: - 732  -
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(a)  it is recognized as  such by the exporting country; 
(b)  it undertakes  to verify  the  particulars  shown  in  the 
certificates; 
(c)  it undertakes to provide the Commission and Member 
States, on request, with all appropriate information to 
enable  an  assessment  to  be  made  of the  particulars 
shown in the certificates; 
(d)  it  undertakes  to send  to the  authorities  indicated  in 
Article  4  (2)  the  second  copy  of each  authenticated 
certificate within three days of the date of issue. 
2.  The list shall be revised where the condition specified in 
paragraph 1 (a)  is  no longer satisfied or where an issuing 
body  does  not fulfil  any  of the  obligations  which  tt  has 
undertaken. 
Arttcle 7 
Invoices  produced  in  support  of  customs  declarations 
shall  bear  the  serial  number(s)  of  the  corresponding 
certificate(s). 
Article 8 
Yugoslavia  shall  send  the  Commission  of the  European 
Communities specimens of the stamps used by its issuing 
authorities. The Commission shall forward this information 
to the customs authorities of the Member States. 
Article 9 
Regulation (EEC) No 1725/80 is  hereby repealed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
However, until 31 March 1988, the products covered by this 
Regulation  shall  also  be  admirted  under  the  relevant 
subheadings listed in Article 1 on presentation of a certificate 
of the kmd used until 31  December 1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  dtrectly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1987. 
For the CommissiOn 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President ANNEX I 
1 Consignor (full name and address) 
2 Consignee (full name and address) 
CERTIACATE No 0000 
ORIGINAL 
CERTIFICATE 
FOR EXPORTS TO THE EEC OF BOVINE ANIMALS 
AND MEAT OF BOVINE ANIMALS 
(Application of Article 24 (2) (c) of the Agreement between the EEC 
and Yugoslavia) 
NOTES 
A  This certificate shall be prepared in one original and two copies. 
B  The original and Its two copies shall be typewritten or completed by hand; In the latter case, they must be completed in block letters 
in ink. 
C  The original and the first copy of the certificate shall be submitted, with the products to which they refer, to the customs authorities of the 
Member State in which the products are placed in free circulation within 12 days of the date of Issue. 
3  Item number; marks, numbers, number and kind of packages or head of 
cattle; desciption of goods 
7  Net weight (kg) (In words) 
4 Combined 
nomenclature 
subheading 
5 Gross weight  6  Net weight 
(kg)  (kg) 
8  I, the undersigned  ................................................................................................... ,acting on behalf of the authorized Issuing body (box No 9) certify that the goods 
described above were subjected to health inspection at ....................... In accordance with the attached veterinary certificate of  .............................................. , 
originate in and come from Yugoslavia and correspond exactly to the definition contained In Annex C to  the Interim Agreement of 24 January 
1983 between the EEC and Yugoslavia. 
9  Authorized Issuing body 
Place:  Date: 
(Stamp of Issuing body)  (Signature) - 734  -
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ANNEX II 
lssumg body: SAVEZNI TRZISNI INSPEKTORA  T  BEOGRAD - 735  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4150/87 
of 21  December 1987 
laying down arrangements for Spain's and Portugal's trade with Yugoslavia and amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 449/86 and No 2573/87 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  a  Cooperation  Agreement  has  been  concluded 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia('); 
Whereas  the  Protocol  to  the  abovementioned  Agreement 
which  IS  to be  concluded  as  a  result  of the  accession  of 
Spain and Portugal to the Community must be approved by 
the  Contracting  Parties  in  accordance  with  their  own 
procedures; 
Whereas pending completion of those procedures, without 
which  the Protocol cannot enter into force, it is  necessary 
to  establish  the  arrangements  for  Spain's  and  Portugal's 
trade  with  Yugoslavia  which  are  to  replace  the 
arrangements  established  by  Council  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  449/86 (2),  as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 2573/87 (3); 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  laid  down  the 
arrangements for trade between Spain and Portugal on the 
one  hand  and  Algeria,  Egypt, Jordan,  Lebanon,  Tunisia 
and Turkey on the other, pending the entry into force of 
the  Protocols  to  be  concluded  w1th  those  countries 
following the accession of Spain and Portugal; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  should  be 
adjusted insofar as trade between Spain and Portugal with 
Yugoslavia is concerned; whereas those adjustments should 
appear in the Annex to this Regulation; 
( 1)  OJ  No L 41, 14. 2.  1983, p.  2. 
(2)  OJ  No L 50, 28. 2.  1986, p.  40 . 
. (')OJ No L 250, 1. 9.  1987, p.  1. 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to amend Article  1 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 449/86, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Art1cle  1 
1.  The  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic 
shall  apply  to  trade  in  the  products  covered  by  the 
Cooperation Agreement  between the European Economic 
Commumty  and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia  the  arrangements  resulting  from  that 
Agreement, subject to the specific conditions prov1ded  for 
in  Regulanon (EEC) No 2573/87. 
2.  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2573/87  shall  apply  to  trade 
with Yugoslavia subject to the special arrangements set out 
in  the Annex to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
In  Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 449/86, 'Yugoslavia' 
shall  be  added  to  the  Mediterranean  non-member 
countries. 
Article  3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
It shall  apply until the entry into force of the Protocol to 
the  Cooperation  Agreement  between  the  European 
Economic Community and  the Socialist Federal  Republic 
of  Yugoslavia,  consequent  upon  the  accession  of  the 
Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  to  the 
Community. No L 389/2 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEX 
Special arrangements for applying the provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 2573/87 to trade between Spain and 
Ponugal and Yugoslavia 
The provisions of the Articles and Annexes of Regulation (EEC) No 2573187 which are indicated below shall 
be applied subject to the following special  arrangements: 
Article 2 
This Article shall be replaced where Yugoslavia is concerned by the following: 
'1.  For products originating in Yugoslavia, the Kingdom of Spain shall progressively align its customs duties 
on those resulting from  the application of the Agreement, as  provided for in paragraphs 2 to 5. 
2.  The Kingdom  of Spain shall  apply  a duty which  reduces  the difference  between the  basic duty and the 
preferential duty in accordance with the following timetable: 
- on the date of entry into force of this Regulation, the difference shall be reduced to 62,5 o/o  of the initial 
difference, 
- on 1 january 1989 the difference shall be reduced to 47,5% of the initial difference, 
- on 1 January 1990 the difference shall be reduced to 35 o/o  of the initial difference, 
- on 1 January 1991 the difference shall be reduced to 22,5% of the initial difference, 
- on 1 January 1992 the difference shall be reduced to 10% of the initial difference. 
The Kingdom of Spain shall apply the preferential rates in full  from  1 January 1993. 
3.  The duties calculated in  accordance with paragraph 2 shall be rounded down to one decimal place.' 
Article 3 
This Article shall be replaced where Yugoslavia is concerned by the followmg: 
'1.  The basic duty for each product to which the successive reductions provided for in Article 2 (2) are to be 
applied shall  be  the duty actUally  applied by  the Kingdom  of Spain vts-a-vi5  the Community on 1 January 
1985. 
2.  By way of derogation from paragraph 1: 
- in the case of products listed in Annex I, the basic duty shall be the duty applied by the Kingdom of Spain 
vis-a-vts Yugoslavia on 1 January 1985, 
- for crude petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals originating in Yugoslavia, the basic duty 
applied by the Kingdom of Spain shall be zero.' 
Article 6 
This Article shall be replaced where Yugoslavia is concerned by the following: 
'For products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80, listed in Annex B to the Cooperation Agreement and 
originating in Yugoslavia, the Kingdom of Spain shall: 
- progressively align its customs duties on the duties constituting the fixed component of the charge resulting 
from'  the  application  of the  Agreement,  starring  from  the  basic  duties  indicated  in  Annex  V  and  in 
accordance with the timetable laid down in Article 3 (2), 
- from  the  date  of entry  into  force  of this  Regulation,  apply  the  preferential  rates  resulting  from  the 
Agreement to the variable component of the charge.' 
No L 389/3 No L 389/4 
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Artrcle 12 
Thts Amcle shall be  replaced where Yugoslavta ts  concerned by the followmg: 
'1.  For products onginanng in  Yugoslavia, the Portuguese Republic shall  align its customs duties, from  the 
date of entry mro force  of thts Regulanon, on the duties resulting from the apphcation of the Agreement. 
2.  B)  way of derogation from paragraph 1, for the products referred tom Annex X, origmatmg in Yugoslavta, 
the  Portuguese  Repubhc  shall  apply  a  dury  which  reduces  the  difference  between  the  baste  duty  and  the 
preferennal du!) m accordance with the followmg umetable: 
- on  the date of entry into force  of this Regulanon, the difference shall  be reduced to 65 %  of the initial 
dtfference, 
- on I January 1989 the dtfference shall be reduced to 50% of the initial difference, 
- on  I January 1990 the dtfference shall be reduced to 40% of the initial difference, 
- on I January 1991  the dtfference shall be reduced to 30% of the •mnal difference, 
- on 1 January 1992 the dtfference shall be  reduced to 15 % of the initial difference. 
The Portuguese Republic shall apply the preferential rates in full  from  1 January 1993. 
3.  The duties calculated  in  accordance with  paragraph  2  shall  be  rounded down to one dectmal  place by 
deletmg the second decimal.' 
Artzcle 13 
Paragraph 2 of thts Arucle shall  be  replaced where Yugoslavia ts  concerned by  the following: 
'By  way of deroganon from  paragraph 1, for  the products listed in  Annex XI, the baste duties to whtch the 
successtve reductions provtded form Amcle 12 (2) are to be apphed shall be the dunes indtcated in that Annex, 
provtded  the  satd  dunes  are  htgher  than  the  dunes  actually  apphed  by  the  Portuguese  Repubhc  vzs-J-vrs 
Yugoslavta on I January 1985.' 
Artrcle 17 
Thts Arncle shall  be supplemented by  the following: 
'The  Portuguese  Repubhc  may  apply  quantitative  restricnons  to  rmports  of  the  followmg  product  until 
31  December  1992  provtded  that  it  apphes similar  measures  vzs-J-vrs  non-preferential  third  countries;  the 
resrncnons shall take the form of a quota: 
CCT headmg No 
ex 64.01 
Descnpuon 
Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or amftetal 
plastic matenal: 
- Footwear with outer soles of rubber or artificial plastic 
matenal 
Bas1c  quota 
5 180 pairs 
The quota shall be increased by  20 % at the begtnning of each year; each successive increase shall be added to 
the quota and the followmg mcrease calculated on the basts of the total thus obtamed. Where it  ts  found that 
Portuguese tmports of the product concerned ongmaung m Yugoslavoa  have been  less than 90% of the quota 
level m two consecutive years, 1m ports thereof shall be hberalized at the begmmng of the year followmg the two 
years m question.' 
31.  12. 87 31.  12. 87 
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Article 18 
This Article shall be replaced where Yugoslavia is concerned by the following: 
'For products covered by  RegulatiOn  (EEC)  No 3033/80, listed in  Annex  B to the Cooperation Agreement, 
ongmating in  Yugoslavia, the Portuguese Republic shall: 
- progressively align its customs dut1es on the duties constituting the fixed component of the charge resulting 
from the application of the Cooperation Agreement, starting from the bas1c duties indicated m Annex XIII 
and in  accordance with the timetable la1d  down m Article 12 (2), 
- in  respect to the variable component of this charge, apply the preferenual rates provided for the Agreement 
from the date in the fmt year of the second stage of the transitional arrangements on which the second·stage 
rules come into force  m respect of the commodities whose marketing year starts the latest.' 
Article 25 
For Yugoslavia the date '1  September 1987' shall  be replaced by that of '1  January 1988'. 
No L 389/5 No L 389/6 
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ANNEX 1 
List provided for in Anicle 2, applicable 10 Yugoslavia 
CCT 
headmg  Descnpt1on 
No 
31.02  Mineral or chemical fenilizers, nitrogenous 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene,  poly· 
tetrahaloethylenes,  poly1sobutylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvmyl  acetate, 
polyvinyl  chloracetate  and  other  polyvmyl  derivatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacrylic 
derivates, coumarone-indcne resins) 
55.06  Cotton yarn, put up for retail sale 
55.09  Other woven fabncs of cotton 
56.05  Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), not put up for  retail sale 
56.07  Woven fabrics of man-made fibres  (discontinuous or waste) 
58.02  Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting, and 'Kelcm', 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs  and the like (made up or not) 
58.04  Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry towelling or similar terry fabrics of 
cotton falling  within heading No 55.08 and fabrics falling wnhin heading No 58.05) 
60.04  Under garmenrs, knitted or crocheted, not clastic nor rubberized 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles, kn1tted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized 
61.01  Men's and boys' outer garments 
61.02  Women's, girls' and infanrs' outer garments 
61.03  Men's and boys' under garments, mcludmg collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
62.02  Bed  hnen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen hnen; curtams and other furnishing anicles 
69.08  Glazed sens, flags  and paving, hearth and wall  tiles 
69.11  Tableware and other articles of a kind commonly used for  domestic or toilet purposes, of 
porcelain or china (including biscuit porcelain and parian) 
84.40  Machinery for  washing, cleaning, drying, bleaching, dyeing, dressing,  finishing or coating 
textile  }arns,  fabrics  or  made-up  textile  articles  (mcludmg  laundry  and  dry-cleamng 
machmery ),  fabnc  foldmg,  reeling  or cumng machines;  machmes  of a  kind  used  m  the 
manufactUre of linoleum or other floor covenngs for applying the paste to the base fabnc or 
other support; machines of a type used for  prinnng a repe1111ve  design, repetitive words or 
overall colour on textiles, leather, wallpaper, wrappmg paper, linoleum or other matenals, 
and engraved or etched plates, blocks or rollers therefor: 
84.41  Sewing machmes; furniture especially des1gned  for sewing machmes; machine needles 
89.01  Ships,  boats  and  other  vessels  not  falhng  within  any  of the  following  headmgs  of th1s 
Chapter: 
B.  Other 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
Quota 
No 
CCT 
heading 
No 
85.15 
87.01 
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ANNEX II 
List provided for in the first indent of Article 5 (1), applicable to Yugoslavia 
DescriptiOn 
Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmiSSion  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus  (mcluding 
receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) abd television cameras; radio 
navigational aid apparatus, radar apparatus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus 
(including receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television 
cameras: 
Ill. Receivers, whether or not incorporating sound recorders or reproducers: 
b)  Other: 
2.  Other: 
ex  cc)  Television receivers, with integral tube: 
- for  colour  television,  the  diagonal  measurement  of the 
screen of which  is: 
- from  more than 42 em up to and including 52 em 
- more than 52 em 
ex  dd)  TelevisiOn  receivers, Without integral tube: 
- for  colour  television,  the  diagonal  measurement  of the 
screen of which is 
- from more than 42 em up to and including 52 em 
- more than 52 em 
Tractors (other than those  falhng  within heading No 87.07), whethfOr  or not fitted 
with power take-offs, winches or pulleys: 
ex  B.  Agricultural  tractors  (excluding  walking  tractors)  and  forestry  tractors, 
wheeled: 
- With an engine of a cylinder capacity of 4 000 em' or less 
Nr. L 389/7 
Basic quOta 
69 units 
35  units - 742  -
No L 389/8  Official Journal of the European Communities 
Quora No 
CCT 
h~admg No 
25.03 
29.03 
ANNEX lll 
Lisr  provided for in  the second  indent of Article 5 (1}, applicable to Yugoslavia: 
~scnpnon 
Sulphur of all kmds, orher than sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and colloidal 
sulphur 
Sulphonated, mtrated or nirrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons: 
B.  Nnrated and nitrosated denvanves 
ex  I.  Tnnnrotoluenes and dimtronaphtalenes: 
- Trimtrotoluenes 
36.01  Propellent powders 
36.02  Prepared explos•ves, other t~an propellent powders 
36.04  Safety  fuses:  detonating  fuses;  percuss•on  and  detonating  caps;  1gniters; 
detonators: 
A.  Safety fuses;  detonating fuses 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Other than dectrical detonators 
36.05  Pyrotechmc  amcles  (for  example,  fireworks,  railway  fog  signals,  amorces,  ram 
rockets) 
36.06  Matches (excluding Bengal matches} 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloethylenes,  poly1soberylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvmyl 
acetate,  polyvinyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvmyl  derivatives,  polyacryhc  and 
polymethacryhc denvanves, coumarone·indene resms): 
C.  Other: 
I.  Polyethylene: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
Ill.  Polysulphohaloethylenes: 
- Waste and scrap 
IV.  Polypropylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  V.  Polyisobutylene: 
- Waste and scrap 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolomers of styrene: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
31. 12. 87 
B•s•c quora 
69  tonnes 
9 tonnes 
55  tonnes 31.  12.  87 
Quota No  CCT 
heading No 
39.02 
(cont'd) 
39.07 
ex  58.01 
c. 
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Descr1pt1on 
VII.  Polyvinylchloride: 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  VIII.  Polyvinylidene  chloride  and  copolymers  of vinylidene  chlonde  with 
vinylchloride: 
- Waste and scrap 
IX.  Polyvinylacetate: 
- Waste and scrap 
X.  Copolymers of vinyl chloride with vinyl  acetate: 
- Waste and scrap 
XI.  Polyvmyl alcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Waste and scrap 
XII.  Acrylic polymers, methacrylic and acrylo-methacrylic copolymers: 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  XJII.  Coumarone resins, mdene resins and coumarone-indene resms: 
- Waste and scrap 
XIV.  Other polymenzation or copolymenzation products: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Waste and scrap 
Anicles of materials of the kinds described in heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
I. Of regenerated cellulose 
JII. Of hardened proteins: 
V. Of other materials: 
a)  Spools,  reels  and  s1milar  supports  for  photographic  and 
cinematographic film  or for  tapes,  films  and  the like  falling  within 
heading No 92.12 
c)  Corset  husks  and s1milar  suppons for  amcles of apparel or clothing 
accessories 
ex  d)  Other: 
- excluding airtight clothing affording  portection  agamst radiation 
or  radioactive  contamination,  not  combmed  with  breathing 
apparatus 
Carpets, carpeting and rugs, knotted (made up or not), other than handmade 
58.02  Other  carpets,  carpeting,  rugs,  mats  and  matting,  and  'Kelem',  'Schumacks'  and 
'Karamame' rugs and the like (made up or not): 
A.  Carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats and matting 
No L 389/9 
Bas1c quota 
2 000 ECU 
860 kg - 744  -
No L 389/10  Official Journal of the European Communities 
Quota No  CCT 
heading No 
ex  58.04 
Descrtpnon 
Woven  pile fabrics  and  chenille  fabncs (other than  terry  towelhng or samalar  terry 
fabacs  of conon falling within  heading No 55.08 and fabncs falhng withan  heading 
No 58.05): 
- Of conon 
58.09  Tulle and other net fabrics (but not including woven, knmed or crocheted fabncs), 
figured;  hand or mechanically made lace, in  the piece, in  strips or an  monfs: 
B.  Lace: 
ex  I.  Hand-made: 
- Other  than  lace  made  from  conon,  wool  and  man-made  textile 
fabres 
II.  Mechamcally made 
60.01  Knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastic nor rubberazed: 
60.04 
C.  Of other textile materials: 
I. Of cotton 
Under garments, kmtted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized: 
A.  Babaes' garments; girls' garments up to and includmg commercial size 86: 
I. T-shins: 
a)  Of conon 
II. Laghtweight  fine  knit roll, polo or turtle neck  jumpers and pullovers: 
a)  Of cotton 
Ill. Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I. T-shins: 
a)  Of cotton 
II. Lightweight fine  knit roll, polo or turtle-neck jumpers and pullovers: 
a)  Of cotton 
IV.Other: 
d)  Of cotton 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
A.  Outer garments and clothing accessories: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Outer  garments  of knitted  or  crocheted  textile  fabrics  of heading 
No 59.08: 
- Ofcotton 
31.  12.  87 
Baste quota 
160 kg 
120 kg (1) 
( 1)  This quota shall apply  without prejudice to the proviSions of the Suppltmentary Protocol to the Cooperation Agreement, concemmg trade m texttles. 31.  12. 87 
Quota  No  CCT 
heading No 
60.05 
(cont'd) 
A.  II. 
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Descnpnon 
b)  Other: 
I.  Babies' garments, girls' garments up to and including commercial 
size 86: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Bathing costumes and trunks: 
bb)  Of cotton 
3.  Track suits: 
bb)  Of cotton 
4.  Other outer garments: 
aa)  Blouses and shirt-blouses for women, girls and infants: 
55.  Of cotton 
bb)  Jerseys, pullovers, slipovers, waistcoats, twinsets, cardigans, 
bed jackes and jumpers; (other than jackets referred to under 
subheadmg 60.05 A II  b) 4 hh)): 
11.  Men's and boys': 
eee)  Of cotton 
22.  Women's, g1rls'  and infants: 
fff)  Of cotton 
cc)  Dresses: 
44.  Of cotton 
dd)  Skirts, including divided sk1rts: 
33.  Of cotton 
ee)  Trousers; bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts: 
ex  33.  Of other texnle materials: 
- Of cotton 
ff)  Suits  and coordinate su1ts  (excluding ski  suits) for  men  and 
boys: 
ex  22.  Of other texnle materials: 
- Of cotton 
ggl  Suits and coordinate su1ts (excludmg sk1  su1ts), and costumes, 
for  women, guls and mfants: 
44.  Of cotton 
hh)  Coats,  jackets  (excludmg  anoraks,  windcheaters,  wa1ster 
1ackets and the  like) and blazers: 
44.  Of cotton 
•iii)  Anoraks, \\indcheaters, waister jackets and the hke: 
ex  11.  Of  wool  or  of  fme  am mal  ha1r,  of cotton  or  of 
man-made textile f1bres: 
- Of cotton 
kk I  ~k1 SUit'= 
ex  11.  Of  wool  or  of  fine  ammal  ha1r,  of cotton  or  of 
man-made textile fibres: 
- Of cotton 
II)  Bath  robes, dressmg gowns and Similar art1cles: 
ex  II.  Of  wool  or  of  fine  ammal  hau,  of  cotton  or  of 
man-made texnle fibres: 
- Of cotton 
mm) Other outer garments: 
44.  Of cotton 
No L 389/11 
Bas1c quota No L 389/ll 
Quota No 
CCT 
htadmg No 
60.05 
(cont'd) 
61.01 
A.  II. 
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Inscription 
b)  5.  Clothing accessories: 
ex  a  a)  For bab1es: 
- Of cotton 
bb)  Other: 
ex  33.  Of other textile materials: 
- Ofcotton 
B.  Other: 
ex  Ill. Of other textile materials: 
-Of  cotton 
Men's and  boys' outer garmens: 
A.  Garments of the 'cowboy' type  and  other similar garments for  amusement and 
play  less  than  commerc1al  s1ze  158;  garments  of  textile  fabric  of  headmg 
Nos 59.09, 59.11 or 59:12: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Coats: 
- Of cotton 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  Industrial and occupational clothing: 
a}  Overalls, includmg boiler suits and bibs and braces: 
I.  Of cotton 
b)  Other: 
I.  Of cotton 
II.  Sw1mwear: 
ex  b)  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
Ill.  Bath robes, dressmg gowns and sim1lar amcles: 
b)  Of cotton 
IV.  Parkas, anoraks, windcheaters, waister jackets and the like: 
b)  Of cotton 
V.  Other: 
a}  Jackets (excludmg waister jackets} and blazers: 
3.  Of cotton 
31.  12. 87 
Basic quota 
160 kg(') 
(
1
)  Th1s  quota  shall  apply Without  pr~Jud1ce to the  prov•s•ons of the Supplementary  Protocol  ro  tht Coo~ranon Agreement, conctrmng trade  an  texules. 31. 12. 87 
Quota No  CCT 
heading No 
61.01 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
B.  V.  b)  Overcoats, raincoats and other coats; cloaks and capes: 
3.  Of cotton 
c)  Suits and coordinate suits (excluding ski suits): 
3.  Of cotton 
d)  Shorts: 
3.  Of cotton 
e)  Trousers: 
3.  Of cotton 
f)  Ski suits: 
ex  1.  Of wool or of fine  animal ha1r,  of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres: 
- Ofcotton 
g)  Other garments: 
3.  Of cotton 
61.02  Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
A.  Babies'  garments,  girls'  garments  up  to  and  including  commercial  size  86; 
garments  of the 'cowboy' type and other sim1lar  garments  for  amusement  and 
play, less than commercial size  158: 
I.  Babies' garments, girls' garments up to and including commercial size 86: 
a)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
Garments of textlle fabric of heading Nos 59.08, 59.11 or 59.12: 
ex  a)  Coats: 
- Of cotton 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Of cotton 
II.  Other: 
a)  Aprons,  overalls,  smock-overalls  and  other  industrial  and  occupational 
clothing (whether or not also suitable for domestic use): 
1.  Of cotton 
b)  Swimwear: 
ex  2.  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
c)  Bath robes, dressing gowns and similar articles: 
2.  Of cotton 
d)  Parkas, anoraks, windcheaters, wa1ster Jackets and the like: 
2.  Of cotton 
e)  Other: 
1.  Jackets (excluding waister jackets) and blazers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
2.  Coats and ramcoats, cloaks and capes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
3.  Suits and coordinate suits (excluding ski suits), and costumes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
4.  Dresses: 
ee)  Of cotton 
No L 389/13 
Basoc quota No L 389/14 
Quota No  CCT 
headong No 
61.02 
(cont'd) 
61.03 
B.  II.  e)  5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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Oescnptoon 
Skins, including divided skins: 
cc)  Of cotton 
Trousers: 
cc)  Of cotton 
Blouses and shin-blouses: 
cc)  Of cotton 
Ski  suits: 
ex  aa)  Of wool  or of fme  animal  haor,  of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres: 
-Of  cotton 
9.  Other garments: 
cc)  Of cotton 
Men's and boys' under garments, includong collars, shirt fronts and cuffs: 
A.  Sh1ns: 
II.  Of cotton 
B.  Pyjamas: 
II.  Of cotton 
C.  Other: 
II.  Of cotton 
61.04  Women's, g1rls' and infants' under garments: 
10  84.41 
A.  Babies' garments; girls' garments up to and including commercial size 86: 
I.  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  PyJamas and nightdresses 
b)  Of cotton 
II.  Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
Sewing machones; furniture specially designed for sewing machines; sewing machone 
needles: 
A.  Sewing machines; furniture specially designed for sewing machines: 
Sewing  machones  (lock-stitch  only),  with  heads of a  weight  not exceedmg 
16 kg  Without motor or 17 kg  mcludmg the motor; sewing  machine heads 
(lock-stitch only), of a  we1ght  not exceeding 16 kg without motor or 17 kg 
including the motor: 
a)  Sewing machiQes having a value (not including frames, tables or furniture) 
of more than 65  ECU each 
b)  Other 
31. 12. 87 
Basic quota 
80 kg(') 
25  umts 
(-')  Thos  quota shall apply w11hout  prr1udo"" to the proviSions of thr Supplrmrnrary Protocol ro rhr Cooperation Agrermrnr, concrrnmg rradr on  trXIllrs. 31. 12.  87 
Quota No 
11 
12 
13 
14 
CCT 
heading No 
85.15 
87.01 
93.02 
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Descnption 
Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  appararus; 
radio-broadcasting  and television  transmission  and  reception  appararus  (including 
receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; radio 
navigational aid appararus, radar apparatus and radio remote control appararus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  appararus 
(including receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television 
cameras: 
Ill. Receivers, whether or not incorporating sound recorders or reproducers: 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
ex  c~)  Television receivers, with integral rube: 
- for colour television, the diagonal measurement of the 
screen of which  1S: 
- from  more than 42 em  to and including 52 em 
- more than 52 em 
ex  dd)  Television receivers, without integral rube: 
- for colour television, the d1agonal measurement of the 
screen of wh1ch  1s: 
- from  more than 42 em to and mcluding 52 em 
- more than 52 em 
Tractors (other than  those falling wuhm heading No 87.07), whether or not fitted 
with power take-offs, wmches or pulleys: 
A.  Agricultural  walking  tractors,  with  e1ther  a  spark  1gmtion  or  a  compression 
ignition engine 
Revolvers and pistols, being f1rearms: 
93.04  Other  f1rearms,  mcluding  Very  pistols,  pistols  and  revolvers  for  fmng  blank 
ammumnon only, line-throwmg guns and the like: 
ex  A.  Sporting and target-shootmg guns, nfles and carbmes: 
- Excluding  smgle-barrelled,  nfled  sporting and target-shooting guns and 
carbines,  and  other  than  nng  fmng,  of  a  unit  value  greater  than 
200 ECU 
93.05  Arms of other descnptlons, mcluding au, spnng and similar pistols, rifles and guns 
93.06  Parts of arms, mduding gun  barrel blanks, but not including parts of s1dearms 
9.1.07  i 
i 
Bombs,  grenades,  torpedoes,  mmes,  guided  weapons  and  miSsiles  and  Similar 
munmons  of  war,  and  parts  thereof;  ammumtlon  and  parts  thereof,  includmg 
cartndge wads, lead  shot prepared for  ammunition 
No L 389/15 
Basic quota 
34 units 
17 units 
3 800 ECU 
2 tonnes No L 389/16 
CCT 
hcadmg No 
39.02 
84.41 
85.21 
89.01 
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ANNEX IV 
List  provided for in the last subparagraph of ArticleS (1), applicable to Yugoslavia: 
Descr•ptlon 
Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example, 
polyethylene,  polytetrahaloethylenes,  polyisoburylene, 
polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvmyl  acetate,  polyvinyl 
chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  polyacryic  and 
polymethacryhc derivatives, coumarone-mdene resms): 
C.  Other: 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
a)  In  one of the forms referred to in Note 3 (a) or (b) 
of th1s  Chapter 
ex  b)  In  other forms 
- Excludmg waste and scrap 
Sewmg  machmes;  furniture  specially  des1gned  for  sewing 
machmes; sewmg machme needles: 
A.  Sewing  machmes;  furniture  specially  des1gned  for  sewing 
machines: 
II.  Other sewing machmes and other heads for sewmg 
Ill. Parts; furmture speCially  des1gned  for  sewmg machines 
B.  Sewing machine needles 
Term10mc,  cold  cathode  and  photo-cathode  valves  and  tubes 
(mcludmg vapour or gas-filled valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, 
televiSion  camera  tubes  and  mercury  arc  rectifymg  valves  and 
tubes);  photocells;  mounted  p1ezo-elecmc  crystals;  d1odes, 
transistors  and  similar  semi-conductor  dev1ces;  light  emitting 
d1odes;  electronic microcirCUitS: 
Sh1ps,  boats  and  other  vessels  not  falhng  withm  any  of  the 
followmg  headmgs of this Chapter: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Sea-gomg vessels 
Bas1c  quota 
14 tonnes 
2 tonnes 
S tonnes 
135 000 ECU 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
CCT 
heading 
No 
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ANNEX V 
List provided for in Anicle 6 applicable to Yugoslavia 
Descnption 
I 7. 04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.  Chewmg gum containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
Less than 60 % 
II.  60 %  or more 
C.  White chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1 ,5 %  by weight of such fats: 
a)  Containing no  sucrose or containing less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (including 
No L 389/17 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
24,21 
22,65 
0,00 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  26 ,9 3 
b)  Containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less than 30 % 
2.  30 % or more but less than 40 % 
3.  40% or more but less than 50%: 
a  a)  Containing no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50 % or more but less than 60 % 
5.  60% or more but less than 70% 
6.  70 %  or more but less than 80 % 
7.  80 %  or more but less than 90 % 
8.  90 %  or more 
II. Other: 
a)  Contammg no sucrose or containmg less  than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (including 
29,28 
29,80 
27,67 
25,12 
23,22 
21,62 
21,38 
18,81 
20,56 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose)  13,06 
b)  Contaming by weight of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less than 30 % 
2.  30 % or more but less than 50 % 
3.  50% or more but less than 70% 
4.  70% or more 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa  powder,  not otherwise  sweetened  than  by  the  addition  of sucrose,  containing  by 
weight of sucrose: 
I. Less than 65 % 
II. 65 % or more but less  than 80 % 
Ill. 80 %  or more 
20,71 
11,59 
7,29 
20,91 
20,71 
7,35 
0,00 No L 389/18 
CCT 
htadtng 
No 
18.06 
(cont'd) 
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Descnptoon 
B.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less  than 3 %  by  weight of such fats 
II. Containing by  weight of milkfats: 
a)  3% or more but less than 7% 
b)  7% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled;  sugar confectionery and substitutes 
therefor made from sugar substitution products, containing cocoa: 
I.  Containtng no sucrose or containing less than S % by weight of sucrose (tndudmg invert 
31. 12. 87 
Basoc duty 
(foxed component) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  1  0,9  2 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no  milkfats or contaming less  than 1,5% by  weight  of such  fats  and 
contaming by  weight of sucrose (mcludmg invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Less than 50%  12,71 
2.  SO%  or more  9,66 
b)  Contaimng by  weight of milkfats: 
1.  1,5 %  or more but less than 3 % 
2.  3% or more but less  than 4,5% 
3.  4,5% or more but less than 6% 
4.  6% or more 
D.  Other: 
I.  Contaimng no milkfats or containing less than 1,5 %  by  weight of such fats: 
a)  In immediate packmgs of a n~  capacity of 500 g or less 
b)  Other 
II.  Containing by  weight of milkfats: 
7,04 
10,03 
10,02 
7,37 
0,00 
0,00 
a)  1,5% or more but not more than 6,5 %: 
1.  In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less  3,96 
2.  Other 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity exceeding 500 g but not more than 
1~  ~% 
- Other  9,96 
b)  More than 6,5 %  but less than 26 %:  0,00 
1.  In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less  0,00 
2.  Other: 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity exceeding 500 g but not more than 
1~  ~00 
- Other  6,00 31. 12.  87 
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D.  II.  c)  26 % or more: 
I.  In  Immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other: 
- In  immediate packings of a ner capactty exceedmg 500 g but not more than 
No L 389/19 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
0,00 
1 kg  0,00 
- Other  6,00 
19.05  Prepared foods obtamed by the swelhng or roasting of cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, 
com flakes and similar produtcts): 
A.  Obtained from  maize 
B.  Obtained from nee 
C.  Other 
21.06  Natural yeasts (acnve or inactove};  prepared bakong powders: 
A.  Active natural yeast: 
II.  Bakers' yeast: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
21  07  Food preparations not elsewhere specofied or included: 
A.  Cereals m grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwose prepared: 
I. Mao7e 
Ill. Other 
B.  Ravooh,  macJrono,  ~paghetti  and  somolar  products,  not  stuffed,  cooked;  the  foregoing 
preparations,  ~ruffed, whether or not cooked: 
Not stuffed, cooked: 
aJ  Droed 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
C.  Ice-cream  (not mcludmg oce-cream  powder) and other oce.: 
I.  Comamong no molkfdts or containing less  than 3 %  by  weight of such fats 
II.  Contamong by  weoght of molkfats: 
•:  1 ~" or more but less  than 7% 
b)  7  '}O  or more 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
4,50 
12,40 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 No L 389/20 
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D.  Prepared yoghurt; prepared molk,  in  powder form, for use as infats' foold or for dietetic or 
cuhnary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
a)  In  powder form, containing by  weight of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1 ,5  % 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, containing by weoght of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1 ,5 % 
2.  1,5 % or more but less than 4 % 
3.  4% or more 
II.  Other, contaoning by weoght of milkfats: 
a)  Less  than  1,5%  and  contaming  by  weight  of  molk  protems  (nitrogen  content 
X  6,38): 
1.  Less than 40 % 
2.  40 % or more but less than 55  % 
3.  55 %  or more but less than 70 % 
4.  70% or more 
b)  1,5% or more 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containing no molkfats or containing less than 1 ,5  %  by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Conraonmg no sucrose or contaonmg less than 5 %  by weoght of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Contaming by  weoght  of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32 % or more but less than 45  % 
cc)  45 % or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weoght of sucrose (includmg mvert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
2.  Contaoning by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less  than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
c)  Contaonong  15% or more  but less  than 30% by  weoght  of sucrose  (onduding 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaonong no starch or contammg less than 5 %  by  weoght of starch 
2.  Contaimng by  weoght  of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more but less  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
31. 12. 87 
BasiC duty 
(foxed  component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 31. 12. 87 
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G.  I.  d)  Contaming  30% or more  but less  than 50%  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
e)  Containing 50% or  more  but less  than  85%  by  weight  of sucrose  (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
No L 389/21 
BaSic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
f)  Containing 85 % or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
II.  Contaming 1,5 %  or more but less than 6 %  by weight of milkfars: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Contammg by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more bur less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containmg no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32 %  or more 
c)  Containing  15% or more  but less  than  30% by  weight  of sucrose  (mcludmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
d)  Contaming  30 %  or more  but less  than  50 %  by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Containing 50 % or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 No L 389/22 
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G.  Ill.  Containing 6 % or more but less than 12 % by weight of millcfats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 % by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  S % or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaming less than S %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
c)  Containing  15% or  more  but less  than 30% by  weight  of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch  ~r containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
d)  Containing 30% or more  but  less  than  50% by  weight of sucrose  (including 
invert sugar expresed as sucrose): 
31. 12. 87 
Basic duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or contaaning less than S % by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
e)  Containing 50 % or more by weight of sucrose (mduding invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
IV.  Containing 12% or more but less than 18% by wetght of milkfats: 
a)  Contaimng no sucrose or containmg less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (includmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than S %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
16,80 
16,80 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than than 5% by weight of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
c)  Containing 15 % or more by weight of sucrose (including mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 
V.  Con  taming 18 %  or more but less than 26 % by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (ancluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containmg less than 5% by weaght of starch  16,80 
2.  Other  16,80 
b)  Contaaning 5% or more by weight of sucrose (includang invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  16,80 31. 12. 87 
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G.  VI.  Containing 26% or more but less than 45% by weight of milkfats: 
-:- in  immediate packings of a net capaCity of 1 kg or less 
-other 
VII.  Containing 45 %  or more but less than 65 % by weight of milkfats: 
- m immediate packings of a net capaciry of 1 kg or less 
- other 
VIII.  Containing 65 %  or more but less than 85 %  by weight of milkfats: 
- in immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-other 
IX.  Containing 85 %  or more by weight of mdkfats 
- in  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-other 
No L 389/23 
Bas~eduty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
16,80 
22,80 
16,80 
22,80 
16,80 
22,80 
16,80 
22,80 No L 389/24 
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List provided for in Article 12 (2)  applicable to Yugoslavia 
Descnpt1on 
Other animal oils and fats (including neat's foot oil and fats from  bones or waste) 
Farry ac1ds; acid oils from  refining, fatty alcohols 
C.  Other fatty acids; acids oils &om  refining 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherwise sweetened than by  the addition of sucrose, contaming 
by we1ght  of sucrose 
I. less than 65 % 
II. 65% or more but less than 80% 
III. 80 % or more 
C.  Chocolate  and  chocolate  goods,  whether  or  not  filled;  sugar  confectionery  and 
substirutes therefor made &om sugar substirution products, containmg cocoa 
ex  D.  Other: 
- Excludmg products contaming 26 % or more by we1ght of milkfats 
19.05  Prepared foods obtained by the swelhng or roasnng of cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, 
corn flakes  and s1milar products): 
A.  Obtamed &om  maize 
21.04  Sauces, m1xed  condiments and mixed seasonings 
21.06  Narural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared bakmg powders: 
ex  A.  Active natural yeasts: 
- Excluding dried bakers' yeast 
C.  Prepared baking powders 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere spec1fled  or mcluded: 
A.  Cereals in  gram or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
II.  Rice 
B.  Ravioh, macaroni, spaghetti and sim1lar products, not sruffed, cooked; the foregomg 
preparations sruffed, whether or not cooked 
C.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3 %  by weight of such fats 
31. 12. 87 31.  12.  87 
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21.07  D.  Prepared  yoghurt; prepared milk,  in  powder form,  for  use  as  mfants' food  or for 
(cont.)  dietenc or cuhnary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghurt: 
b)  Other, contaimng by  we1ght of milkfats: 
1.  Less than 1 ,5 % 
ex  G.  Other: 
- Contammg no milkfats or contaimng less than 1,5 %  by we1ght of such fats, 
- Containmg  no  sucrose  or  contaming  less  than  5 %  by  we1ght  of  sucrose 
(including  invert  sugar  expressed  as  sucrose  and  containing  no  starch  or 
containing less  than 5 %  by  weight of starch 
22.01  Waters, includmg spa waters and aerated waters; 1ce and snow 
28.03  Carbon (including carbon black) 
29.01  Hydrocarbons: 
A.  Acyclic: 
ex  I.  For use as  power or heatmg fuels: 
- Excluding acetylene 
B.  Cyclanes and cyclenes: 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  For use  as power or heanng fuels: 
- Excluding decahydronaphthalene 
29.15  Polycarboxylic  acids  and  their  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides  and  per  acids,  and  their 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrosated derivatives: 
C.  Aromatic polycarboxylic acids: 
I. Phthalic anhydride 
ex  III. Other: 
- Dibutyl phthalates(ortho) 
- D10cytil  orthophthalates 
- Diisooctyl, diisonomyl and diisodecyl phthalates 
- Ohter esters of diiso-butyl 
29.16  Carboxylic  acids  with  alcohol,  phenol,  aldehyde  or ketone  function  and  other single  or 
complex  oxygen  function  carboxylic  acids  and  their  anhydndes,  halides,  peroxides  and 
perac1ds, and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated denvauves: 
A.  Carboxylic acids with alcohol funcnon: 
ex  Ill. Tartaric acid and its salts and esters 
- Tartanc acid No L 389/26 
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AntibiOtics: 
ex  A.  Penicillins: 
- Ampictllin and amoxicillin 
C.  Other antibioncs: 
II. Tetracychns: 
- Ox}tetracyclm and its salts 
III. Other antibiotics: 
- Erythromycm 
30.03  Medtcaments (mcluding vetennary medtcaments): 
A.  Not put up m forms or in packmgs of a kmd  sold by retail: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containmg pemctllin, streptomycin or their derivatives 
b)  Other: 
- Containmg  annbiottcs  or  derivatives  thereof,  other  than  those  falhng  m 
subheadmg A II  a) 
B.  Put up m forms  or in  packing of a kind sold by  retail: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Contammg penicillin, streptomycin or thetr derivatives 
b)  Other: 
- Containing  annbtotics  or  theu  derivatives  other  than  those  listed  under 
subheading B II  a) 
31.02  Mmeral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous: 
A.  Natural sodium nitrate 
ex  C.  Other: 
- Excluding ammonium  nitrate calcmm  nitrate  having a nitrogen  content of not 
more than 16 %, calcium nitrate and magnesium nitrate 
32.09  Vamtshes and lacquers; distempers; prepared water ptgments of the kind used  for fimshmg 
leather;  paints  and  enamels;  ptgments  d1spersed  in  linseed  oil,  whne  spirit,  sp1rits  of 
turpentine or other media of a kmd used in the manufacture of pamts or enamels; stampmg 
foils; dyes or other colouring matter in forms or packing of a kind sold by retail; solution as 
define€!  by  Note 4 to this Chapter: 
A.  Varnishes  and  lacquers;  distempers;  prepared  water  pigments  of the  kmd  used  for 
fimshmg  leather;  pamts  and  enamels;  ptgments  dispersed  in  linseed  oil,  wh1te  sp1rit, 
spirits  of turpentine or other media  of a  kind  used  in  the  manufacture of paints or 
enamels; solutions as defined by  Note 4 to this Chapter: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  non-precious  metals  in  paste  form  used  in. the  manufacture  of 
paints 
C.  Dyes or other colouring matter in forms or packings of a kind sold by retail 
31.  12. 87 3·1.  12. 87 
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Glaz1er's  putty,  grafting  putty,  pamters'  filhngs,  non-refractory  surfacing  preparations, 
stopping, sealing and similar mastics, including resin mastics and cements 
Writing ink, printing mk  and other mks: 
B.  Prmting ink 
C.  Other inks 
Organic  surface-act1ve  agents;  surface-active  preparations  and  washing  preparations, 
whether or not containing soap: 
- Ethoxylates 
35.06  Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or mcluded; products SUitable for use as glues put up 
for sale by  retail as glues in  packages not exceeding a net weight of l  kg: 
ex 37.03 
A.  Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or included 
B.  Products  suitable  for  use  as  glues  put up  for  sale  by  retail  as  glues  in  packages  not 
exceedmg a net weight of I  kg: 
Cellulose based glues 
II.  Other: 
ex  a)  Glues obtained by  chemical reacuon: 
l.  Of polyurethane systems 
b)  Other 
Sensinzed paper, paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed, but not developed: 
- Printing paper 
38.19  Che..,ical  products and  preparations of the  chemical  or allied  industnes (mcluding those 
consisting  of mixtures  of natural  products),  not elsewhere  specified  or included;  res1dual 
products of the chemical or allied industries, not elsewhere specified or mcluded: 
Q.  Foundry core bmders based on synthenc resins 
X.  Other: 
([.  Ann-scahng  and  s1m1lar  compounds,  for  boilers  and  for  the  treatment  of 
mdustnal coohng water 
IlL  Aux1hary  products for  foundnes: 
a)  For metals: 
- Refractory lmings to 1mprove the surface of castings No L 389/28 
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Condensation,  polycondensation  and  polyaddition  products, whether or not  modified  or 
polymerized  and  whether  or  not  hnear  (for  example,  phenoplasts,  aminoplasts,  alkyds, 
polyallyl esters and other unsaturated polyesters, silicones): 
C.  Other: 
I.  Phenoplasts: 
a)  In one of those forms mentioned in  N~te 3 (a) and (b) to th1s Chapter: 
- Resins, excluding those of the Novolak type 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether 
or not  printed, with  the exception of copper-plated rigid  laminates 
for the manufacture of printed circuits 
- Plates, sheets or strip, neither rigid nor spongy, weighing more than 
1~0 gfml, whether or not printed 
II.  Aminoplasts: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether 
or not printed 
- Plates, sheets or strip, neither ngid nor spongy, weighing more than 
160 g/ml, not printed 
Ill.  Aklyds and other polyesters: 
ex  a)  In one of the forms mentioned in Note 3 (d) to th1s  Chapter: 
- Sheet or plate of glass fibre-reinforced polyester, weighing more than 
160gfml 
ex  b)  Other: 
- non alkydic polyesters, unsaturated in one of the forms mentioned in 
Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter for polyurethanes, other than for 
moulding or extruding 
IV.  Polymides: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
printed 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  neither  rigid  nor  spongy,  weighing  more  than 
160 gfml, not printed 
V.  Polyurethanes: 
- In one of the forms mentioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strips,  neither  ngid  nor  spongy,  weighmg  more  than 
160 gtml, not printed 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
pnnted 
ex  VI.  Sihcones: 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  neither  rigid  nor  spongy,  weighing  more  than 
160 gfml, not printed 
31. 12.  87 31. 12. 87 
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ex  VII.  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rig1d, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  neither  rigid  nor  spongy,  weighing  more  than 
160 gfm2, not printed 
- Resins,  other  than  epox1de  resins,  in  one  of  the  forms  mentioned  m 
Note 3 (a) and (b)  to this Chapter: 
- Polyether alcohols 
- Systems for  Polyurethanes 
39.02  Polymerization  and  copolymerization  products  (for  example,  polyethylene, 
polytetrahaloetylenes,  polyisoburylene,  polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvinyl  acetate, 
polyvmyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacryhc 
derivatives, coumarone·indene resms): 
C.  Other: 
I.  Polyethylene: 
a)  In one of the forms mentioned in Note 3 (a)  and (b) to this Chapter: 
ex  b)  In other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, ngid, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether 
or not pnnted 
- Waste and scrap 
ex  II.  Polytetrahaloethylenes: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighmg more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
printed 
ex  III.  Polysulfohaloethylenes: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
printed 
IV.  Polypropylene: 
- In  one of the forms  mentioned in  Note 3 (a)  and  (b)  to th1s  Chapter and 
waste and scrap 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
printed 
V.  Polyisoburylene: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ng1d, weighing more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
printed 
VI.  Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, we1ghing more than 160 gfm2, whether 
or not prmted 
VII.  Polyvmyl chloride: 
ex  a)  In  one of the forms mentioned m Note 3 (a)  and (b)  to this Chapter 
- Products for  moulding 
- Emulsion type resins for  pastes 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, we1ghing more than 160 gfm2, whether 
or not pnnted No L 389/30 
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39.02  C.  ex  VIII.  Polyvmyhdene  chlonde;  copolymers  of  vmyhdene  chlonde  with  vinyl 
(cont.)  chloride: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, we1ghmg more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
pnnted  · 
ex  IX.  Polyvinyl acetate: 
- Plates, sheers or strip, ngid, weighmg more than 160 gfm2, whether or not 
prmted 
X.  Copolymers of vmyl  chloride wuh vmyl  acetate: 
- Plates, sheets or smp, ngid, weighmg more than 160 gfml, whether or not 
printed 
ex  XI.  Polyvinyl  alcohols, acetals and ethers: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or not 
printed 
ex  XII.  Acrylic  polymers, methacryhc polymers and acrylo-methacrylic copolymers: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, ng~d, we1ghmg more than 160 glm1, whether or not 
printed 
XIV.  Other polymenzanon or copolymerization products: 
ex  b)  In  other forms: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rig1d, weaghmg more than 160 gfm2, whether 
or not pnnted 
39.03  Regenerated cellulose, cellulose nnrate, cellulose acetate, and other cellulose esters, cellulose 
ethers and other chem1cal derivatives of cellulose, plasticized or not (for example, collad1ons, 
cellulmd), vulcanized fibre:  · 
B.  Other: 
I. Regenerated cellulose: 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Plates,  sheets  or strip of a  weight  not exceedmg  160 gfml, not 
printed 
- Plates,  sheets  or  strip,  ngid  weighing  more  th.ln  160  gfm2, 
whether or not printed 
II. Cellulose nitrates: 
b)  Plasticzed: 
1.  With camphor or otherwise (for example, celluloid): 
ex  aa)  Falm  m rolls or in  stnps, for cinematography or photography 
- of celluloid 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets, strips or rubes, of celluloid 
- Other plates, sheets or strip,  rigid,  weighmg  more than 
160 gfm2, whether or not printed 
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III. Cellulose acetates: 
(b) Plasticized: 
4.  Other: 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfm2, 
whether or not printed 
IV. Other cellulose esters: 
(b)  Plasticized: 
4.  Other: 
ex  bb)Other: 
- Plates,  sheets or strip,  rigid,  we1ghing  more  than  160 g/m2, 
whether or not pnnted 
V. Cellulose ethers and other chemical derivatives of cellulose: 
b)  PlastiCized: 
-Other: 
ex  aa)  Ethylcellulose: 
- Plates,  sheets or strip, rigid, weighing more than 160 gfm2, 
whether or not printed 
ex  bb)  Other: 
- Plates, sheets or strip, rig1d,  weighmg more  than  160 gfm2, 
whether or not printed 
ex  VI. Vulcanized fibre: 
- Plates, sheets or stnp, rigtd, weighmg more than 160 g/mZ, whether or not 
printed, of artificial plastic materials 
39.07  Articles of materials of the kinds described in  heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
I. Of regenerated cellulose: 
- Excluding: artificial sausage casings; floor covenngs; fans  and hand screens, 
comprising sheets of plastic matenals and frames and handles of all matenals, 
except for  precious metals; corset busks and similar supports for  articles of 
apparel  or  clothing  accessories;  articles  of  clothing  and  articles  for  the 
manufacture  of machinery  falling  within  heading  No  84.53  by  domestic 
industry 
ex  II. Of vulcanized fibre: 
- Excluding: fans and hand screens comprising sheets of plastic materials and 
frames and handlers of all materials, except for precious metals; corset busks 
and sim1lar supports for articles of apparel or clothing accessories and articles 
of machinery falling within heading No 84.53 by domestic industry 
ex  Ill. Of hardened proteins: 
- Excluding: artificial sausage casings: fans and hand screens comprisin11 sheets 
of  plastic  materials  and  frames  and  handles  of  all  materials,  except  for 
precious  metals,  tubes  obtained  by  giving,  as  a  substitute  for  dry sausage 
casings, and articles for the manufacture of machinery falling within heading 
No 84.53 by domestic industry No L 389/32 
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B.  ex  IV. Of chemical derivatives of rubber: 
- Excluding:  floor  coverings;  fans  and  hand  screens,  comprising  sheets  of 
plastic materials and frames and handles of all  materials except for  prec1ous 
metals, corset busks and similar supports for  articles of apparel or clothing 
accessories; arttdes of clothing 
V. Of other materials: 
a}  Spools, reels and similar suppom for photographic and cinematographic 
film  or for  tapes, films  and the hke falhng within headtng No 92.12 
ex  d)  Other: 
- Exdudmg:  artificial  sausage  casings,  floor  coverings;  articles  of 
dothmg, articles and accessories for machinery falling within heading 
No 84.53, and articles for civil engineering 
Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or beltmg, of vulcanized rubber: 
- Excluding transmission belts or belting, of trapezoidal cross-section 
40.11  Rubber ryres, ryre cases, interchangeable ryre treads, inner rubes and ryre flaps, for wheels of 
all  kinds: 
ex  A.  Sohd or cushion ryres  and interchangeable ryre treads: 
- Interchangeable ryre treads weighmg up to 20 kg each 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Weighmg up to 20 kg each 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes,  travelling-bags,  rucksacks}, 
shopping  bags,  handbags,  satchels,  brief-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  musical  instruments, 
binoculars, jewellery,  bottles, collars, footwear, brushes}  and s1milar containers, of leather 
or of composition leather, of vulcanized ftbre, of artificial plastic sheeting, of paperboard or 
of textile fabric: 
ex  A.  Of artificial plastic sheeting: 
- Wallets, small valises and ladie' handbags 
ex  B.  Of other matenals: 
- Wallets, small  vahses and ladie' handbags 
48.11  Wallpaper and lincrusta; window transparencies of paper 
48.13  Carbon and other copying papers (includmg duplicator stensils}  and transfer papers cut to 
size, whether or not put up in boxes 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to size or shape: 
ex  B.  Other: 
-Toilet paper 
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Man made fibres (discontinuous), not carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spmnmg 
ex  A.  Synthetic textile fibres: 
- Regenerated texule f1bres,  of polyethylene and polypropylene 
56.02  Contmuous filament  tow  for  the manufacture of man-made fibres (discontinuous): 
ex  A.  Of synthetic texnle fibres: 
- Fibres of polyester and acryhc fibres 
56.03  Waste (including yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of man-made ftbres (continuous or 
d1scontmuous) not carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spinmng: 
ex  A.  Of synthetic textile fibres 
- Fibres of polyester and acryhc fibres 
56.04  Man-made  fibres  {dtscontinuous  or  waste),  carded,  combed  or  otherwise  prepared  for 
spinning: 
ex  59.12 
68.02 
68.04 
ex 68.06 
ex  A.  Synthetic textile fibres: 
- Fibres of polyester and acrylic fibres 
Textile fabrics  otherwtse  impregnated  or coated; painted canvas  being  theatrical  scenery, 
studio backcloths or the like: 
- Impregnated or coated texule fabrics of a weight not exceeding 1 400 gfml, flocked 
Worked monumental or building stone, and amcles thereof (including mosaic cubes), other 
than goods falling within heading No 68.01 or withm Chapter 69 
Hand  polishing  stones,  whetstones,  oilstones,  hones  and  the  like,  and  millstones, 
grindstones, grmdmg wheels and the like (includmg grmdmg, sharpemng, polishmg, truemg 
and cutting wheels,  heads,  discs  and  pomts),  of natural  stone  (agglomerated  or not), of 
agglomerated  natural or artific1al  abrasives,  or of pottery, With  or without cores, shanks, 
sockets, axles and the like of other materials, but without frameworks; segments and other 
finished  parts  of  such  stones  and  wheels,  of natural  stone  (agglomerated  or  not),  of 
agglomerated natural or artificial abrasiVes, or of pottery: 
Natural  or  artificial  abrasiVe  powder  or grain,  on  base  of woven  fabric  of paper,  or 
paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or otherwise made 
up: 
- Excluding abrasives only on woven fabric xx, in rolls of a maximum width of 1400 mm, 
and those on woven  fabric  xx, in combination with paper or paperboard, in  rolls of a 
maximum width of 1400 mm 
69.02  Refractory bricks, blocks, files  and similar refractory constructional goods: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Containing more than 7 "to  of alumina (AI20 3)  by we1ght 
- Excluding those containing not less  than 93  "to  of silica  (Si  0 2)  by  weight and 
those produced by means of electrical sintering No L 389/34 
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Unworked cast or rolled glass (including flashed or w1red glass), whether f1gured  or not, in 
rectangles: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- of a thickness of more than 5 mm  but no more than 10 mm 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (including flashed glass), m rectangles: 
- of a thickness of 1  ,8 mm  o,r more but no more than 3 mm 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including flashed or wired glass), in  rectangles, surface 
ground or pohshed but not further worked: 
- Not wired of a th1ckness of not more than 5 mm 
70.08  Safety glass consimng of toughened or laminated glass, shaped or not: 
B.  Other: 
70.14  Illuminatmg  glassware,  signalling  glassware  and  optical  elements  of glass,  not  optically 
worked nor of optical glass: 
ex  70.21 
ex  73.14 
A.  Arudes for  electrical  lighting hmngs: 
ex  I.  Facet~ed  glass,  plates,  balls,  rear-shaped  drops,  flower-shaped  pieces, 
pendants and similar articles for trimmmg chandehers: 
- Of coloured,  man, 1risated,  cut, marbled,  opaque,  opahne  or painted 
glass, or of moulded glass with hollows or protruding parts 
ex  II.  Other (for example, diffusers, ceiling lights, bowls, cups, lampshades, globes, 
tulip-shaped pieces): 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Lamp glass 
- Of coloured,  man, irisated,  cut, marbled,  opaque,  opaline  or painted 
glass, or of moulded glass with  hollows or protruding parrs 
- Of coloured, man, irisated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass, or of 
moulded glass with hollows or protruding parts 
Other arucles of glass: 
- Of coloured, matt engraved, irisated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted glass or 
of moulded glass With  hollows or protrudmg parts 
Iron or steel wire/whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- Without textile coating 
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Alloy steel and high carbon steel in the forms mentioned in heading Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A.  High carbon steel: 
ex  VIII.  Wire, whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- Not coated, excluding wire for  the manufacture of steel cables 
B.  Alloy  steel: 
ex  VIII.  Wire, whether or not coated, but not insulated: 
- Not  textile-coated,  not  metal-coated  by  any  process,  not  contained  in 
subparagraph (a) of the Additional Note to th1s  Chapter 
73.18  Tubes and pipes  and blanks therefor, of iron (other than of cast iron) or steel, excluding 
high-pressure hydroelectric conduits: 
ex 73.21 
ex 73.24 
B.  Other: 
II. Straight and of uniform wall-thickness, other than those falling in B I above, of a 
maximum  lenph of 4,50 m of alloy  steel  containing  by  weight  not  less  than 
0,90% but not more than 1,15% of carbon, not less than 0,50% but not more 
than 2 % of chromium and not more than 0,50 % of molybdenum 
- Excluding unworked or painted, varnished, enamelled or otherwise treated 
tubes  and  pipes  (including  Mannesmann  tubes  and  tubes  obtained  by 
swaging) whether or not with sockets or flanges,  but not otherwise worked, 
seamless 
ex  Ill. Other: 
- Excluding unworked or painted, varnished,  enamelled or otherwise treated 
tubes  and  pipes  (including  Mannesmann  tubes  and  tubes  obtained  by 
swaging), whether or nor with sockets or flanges, but not otherwise worked, 
seamless 
Structures and parts of structures (for example, hangars and other buildings,  bridges and 
bridge-sections,  lock-gates,  towers,  lattice  masts,  roofs,  roofing  frameworks,  door  and 
window  frames,  shutters, balustrades, pillars and columns), of iron or steel;  plates, strip, 
rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes and the like, prepared for use in structures, of iron or 
steel: 
- Excluding lock-gates for hydraulic plant and pylons for electric power lines, of steel or of 
iron, forged 
Containers, of iron or steel, for compressed or liquefied gas: 
- Welded, with a capacity not exceeding 300 litres 
73.25  Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited bands, slings and the like, of iron or steel wire, 
but excluding insulated electric cables: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Excluding closed  or semi-closed  carrying cables  for  cable cars  and  reinforcing 
cables for  pre-stressed concrete No L 389/36 
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Chain and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Articulated link chain for Galle, Renold or Morse cype, of a pitch not exceeding 2 em, 
excludmg key  chains 
73.32  Bolts and nuts (mcluding bolt ends and screws sruds), whcl:her or not threaded or tapped, 
screws  (including  screw  hooks  and  screw  rings),  rivers,  coners,  coner-pins  and  similar 
articles, of iron or steel; washers (includmg spnng washers) of iron or steel: 
ex 73.35 
ex  73.37 
B.  Threaded or tapped: 
I.  Screws and nuts, rumed from bars, rods, angles, shapes, secrions or w1re of solid 
secrion, of a shank thickness or hole diameter not exceeding 6 mm: 
- Screws, including threaded or tapped washers and nuts, excluding those for 
the manufacrure of machinery falling wnhm headmg No 84.53 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  those  for  the  manufacture  of machinery  falhng  Wlthm  heading 
No 84.53, 
Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel: 
- Spiral springs, of w1re or bars, of a d1amerer greater than 8 mm or of rectangular bars the 
smallest side of which measures more than 8 mm 
Boilers  (excludmg  boilers  of heading  No  84.01)  and  radiators,  for  central  heating,  not 
electrically  heated  and parts thereof, of iron or steel;  a1r  heaters  and hot air distributors 
(mcludmg those which can also distribute cool or conditioned air), not electrically heated, 
incorporating a motor-dnven fan  or blower, and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Of refined, rolled or forged iron or steel 
73.38  Arncles of a kind commonly used for domestic purposes, sanitary ware for indoor use, and 
parts of such articles and ware, of iron or steel; 1ron or steel wool, pot scourers and scounng 
or pohshmg pads, gloves and the hke, of iron or steel: 
ex 74.07 
ex 74.19 
B.  Other: 
I.  Sinks and wash basins and parts thereof, of stainless steel 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding iron or steel  wool, pot scourers and scounng or pohshing pads, 
gloves and the like, and pressure cookers for d1rect steam cooking 
Tubes and p1pes and blanks therefor, of copper, hollow bars or copper: 
- Excludmg  those  unworked,  painted,  varmshed,  enamelled  or  otherwise  prepared 
(mcluding  Mannesmann  rubes  and  rubes  obtamed  by  swagmg),  whether or not wnh 
sockets or flanges, but not otherwise worked, of a wall-thickness greater than 1 mm  and 
w1th  a max1mum  interior cross-secrion of more than 80 mm 
Other articles of copper: 
- Excludmg rhe followmg articles: 
- Pins, shding rmgs and hairpins, excluding ornamental pins, thimbles and finings for 
belts, corsets and braces 
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- Reservoirs,  tanks,  vats  and  similar  containers,  for  any  matenal  (other  than 
compressed or hquef1ed gas) of a capacity exceedmg 300 litres, whether or not hned 
or heat msulated, but not fitted w1th  mechamcal or thermal eqmpment 
- Cham and parts thereof 
Wrought bars, rods, angles,  shapes and sections of alummium; hollow bars of alummium 
- W~re rod 
76.04  Alummmm  fml  (whether  or not embossed,  cut  to  shape,  perforated,  coated,  pnnted  or 
backed with paper or other remforcmg matenal) of a thickness (excluding any  backmg) not 
exceedmg 0,20 mm 
76.06  Tubes and p1pes  and blanks thereof, of alummium; hollow bars of alummmm 
B.  Other 
76.08  Structures and  parts of structures (for example hangars, and  other  buildmgs,  bndges and 
bridge-sections, towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, door and window frames, 
balustrades, pillars and columns) of alumimum; plates, rods, angles, shapes, sections, tubes 
and the hke, prepared for  use  m structures, of alumm1um 
76.12  Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited bands and the like, of alummmm w1re,  but 
excludmg msulated electric w1res  and cables 
76.15  Articles of a kind commonly used for domestic purposes, sannary ware for mdoor use, and 
parts of such articles and ware, of aluminium 
79.01  Unwrought zmc, zinc waste and scrap 
ex  82.01 
ex  A.  Unwrought: 
- Electrolytic zinc (mgots) with a Zn content of 99,95% or more 
Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, ptcks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill hooks and 
s1mtlar hewmg tools; scythes, sickles, hay kmves, grass shears, timber wedges and other tools 
of a kind used  m agnculture, horticulture or forestry: 
- Spades, hoes, forks and rakes, scythes and s1ckles 
82.02  Saws  (non-mechamcal)  and  blades  for  hand  or  machme  saws  (mcluding  toothless  saw 
blades}: 
A.  Saws (non-mechamcal) 
B.  Saw blades: 
I. Bandsaw blades 
ex  III. Other: 
- Handsaw blades No l  389/38 
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Hand  tools,  including  glaziers'  diamonds,  not  falling  withm  any  other  heading  of this 
Chapter, blow lamps, anvils, v1ces, and clamps, other than accessories foi pans of machine 
tools, ponable forges, grindmg wheels with frameworks (hand or pedal operated): 
- Hammers, monice chisels, stone chisels, cutters, centre-punchers, chasing chisels and the 
stocks 
82.09  Knives  with cutting blades,  serrated  or not (includmg  pruning knives), other than  knives 
falling within heading No 82.06 and blades therefor: 
ex  A.  Knives: 
- Excluding engineers' knives 
ex  82.14  Spoons, forks, fish-eaters, butter knives, ladles, and similar kitchen ot tableware: 
- Except gilt or silvet-plated 
82.15  Handles of base metal for anicles falling within heading Nos 82.09, 82.13, or 82.14: 
- Except gilt or silver-plated 
83.01  Locks and padlocks (key, combination or electrically operated), and  pans thereof, of base 
metal: frames incorporating locks, for handling, trunks or the like, and pans of such frames, 
of base metal, keys for any of the foregoing anicles, of base metal 
83.02  Base  metal  fimngs  and  mountmgs  of a  kind  suitable  for  furniture,  doors,  staircases, 
windows,  blinds,  coachwork, saddlery,  trunks, caskets  and the  hke  (includmg automanc 
door closers);  base metal, keys  for  any  of the outgoing anicles, hat-pegs, brackets and the 
like: 
B.  Other: 
83.06  Statuettes and other ornaments of a kind used indoors of base metal, photograph, picture 
and sim1lar frames, of base metal, mirrors of base metal: 
ex  83.09 
A.  Statuettes and other ornaments of a kind used indoors, except gilt or silver-plated 
Clasps, frames  with clasps for  handbags and the like, bucklers, buckleclasps, hooks, eyes, 
eyelets, and the like, of base  metal, of a kind  commonly used  for  clothing, travel  goods, 
handbags or other textile or leather goods, tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets, of base metal, 
beads and spangles, of base metal: 
- Excluding beads and spangles, tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets 
83.13  Stoppers, crown corks, bottle caps, capsules,  bung covers, seals  and plombs, case comer 
protectors and other packing accessories of base metal 
83.15  Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar products, of base metal or of metal carbides, 
coated  or cored  with  flux  material,  of a  kind  used  for  soldering,  brazing,  welding  or 
deposition  of metal  or of metal  carbides;  wires  and  rods,  of agglomerated  base  metal 
powder, used for  metal spraying 
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Steam  and  other vapour  generating  boilers  (excluding  central  heating  hot  water  boilers 
capable also of producing low pressure steam); super-heated water boilers: 
- Excluding parts thereof 
84.06  Internal combustion p1ston engines: 
C.  Other engmes: 
I.  Spark ignition engines of a cylinder capacity of: 
(a)  250 em' or less: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Of a power of 25 kw or less and for auto-cycles of a cylinder capacity 
of no more than 50 cm3 
(b)  More than 250 crn 3: 
2.  Other: 
ex  bb) Other: 
- Of  a  power  of  25  kw  or  less,  excluding  those  for  domestic 
industry 
II.  Compression ignition engines: 
(b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Of a power of 25  kw  or less, excluding those for domestic industry 
D.  Pans: 
II.  Of other engines: 
ex  (a)  For aircraft: 
- Liner-cylinders, cylmder liners, piston pins, pistons and pistons rings 
ex  (b)  Other: 
- Liner-cylinders, cylinder liners, piston pins, pistons and pistons rings 
84.10  Pumps  (including motor pumps and  turbo pumps)  for  liquids, whether or not fitted  with 
measuring devices; liquid elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band and s1milar kinds: 
B.  Other pumps: 
II.  Other: 
ex  (a)  Pumps: 
- Excluding  pumps  for  sprinklers  and  submersible  pumps  with  motor 
attached,  without  ceramic  or rubber  living,  weighing  not  more  than 
1 000 kg each 
84.15  Refrigerators and refrigerating equipment (electrical and other): 
C.  Other: 
I.  Refrigerators of a capacity of more than 340 litres: 
- Weighing more than 200 kg each No L 389/40 
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C.  ex  II.  Other: 
- Excludmg  equipment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or with  mterdependent 
elements,  for  freezers  and cupboards and  other nems of fumirure imported 
with their own freezmg equipment weighing not more than 200 kg, and parts 
thereof 
84.17  Machmery,  plant  and  similar  equipment,  whether  or  not  electrically  heated,  for  the 
trearmem  of materials  by  a  process  invol"mg  a  change  of temperature  such  as  heatmg, 
cookmg,  roastmg,  distilling,  recnfying,  sterihzmg,  pasteunzing,  steammg,  drying, 
evaporating, vaporizmg, condensing or cooling, not bemg machmery or plant of a kind used 
for domestiC  purposes; instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electrical: 
ex  84.20 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Water heaters, non-electric: 
- For domestic use 
Weighmg  machinery  (excluding  balances  of  a  sensitivity  of  5  cg  or  better)  including 
weight-operated counting and checkmg machines; weighing machines we1ghts of all  kmds 
- We1ghmg  machines,  includmg  automatic  and  sem1-automat1c  balances,  we1ghing  not 
more than 250  kg  each, excluding parts thereof 
84.22  L1fting,  handhng,  loading or unloading machmery,  telphers and  conveyors  (for example, 
hfts,  hoists,  wmches,  cranes,  transponer cranes,  locks,  pulley  tackle,  belt  conveyors  and 
telefencs), not being machinery falhng within heading No 84.23: 
ex 84.24 
B.  Other: 
ex  IV. Other: 
- Excludmg  liftmg  tables  and  lifting  platforms,  maintenance  cradles,  pulley 
tackle and hoists, other than skip, winches and capstans, jacks, electors and 
conveyors  with  continuous  movement,  for  goods,  pneumanc,  other 
mechanical  loaders  for  bulk  material,  lifts,  skip  hoists, excluding escalator 
and moving pavements, pulley blocks and all pans 
Agricultural  and  horticultural machinery  for  s01l  preparation  or culti\·ation  (for example, 
ploughs,  harrows,  cultivators,  seed  and  fenilizer  distributors),  lawn  and  sports  ground 
rollers: 
- Mouldboards  and  ploughshares, excluding those of cast iron  and  steel,  slades, discs, 
skim coulters, blade-shaped and disc-shaped coulters, for ploughs; teeth for cultivators 
and  scanf1ers,  d1scs  for  sprayers;  weedmg,  ridgmg  and  furrowmg  Implements,  for 
weedmg machmes 
84.36  Machines for extruding man-made textiles; machines of a kind used for processmg natural or 
man-made textile f1bres;  textile spinning and twisting machines; textile doubhng, throwing 
and reeling (including weft-winding) machines: 
- Lme  spmning  frames,  except  those  equipped  with  automatic  doffing/repositioning 
devices, and those for wollen-system spinning 
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Machinery for  washing, cleaning, drying, bleaching, dyeing, dressing,  finishing  or coating 
textile  yams,  fabrics  or  made-up  textile  articles  (including  laundry  and  dry-cleaning 
machinery);  fabnc  foldmg,  reeling or cutting machinery,  machines  of a  kind  used  in  the 
manufacture of linoleum or other floor covermgs for applying the paste to the base floor on 
other support; machines of a type used for primmg a repetitive des1gn,  repentive words or 
overall colour on textiles leather, wallpaper, wrapping paper, linoleum or other matenals, 
and engraved or etched plates, blocks or rollers therefor: 
B.  Clothes-washing machmes,  each of a dry  linen  capacity not exceedmg  6 kg, domestic 
wringers: 
I.  Electrically operated: 
- For clothes-washing, excluding pans 
ex  II.  Other: 
- For clothes-washing, excluding parts 
84.45  Machine-tools  for  working  metal,  or metal  carbides,  not  being  machines  falling  within 
headmg Nos 84.49 or 84.50 
C.  Other machine-tools: 
I.  Lathes: 
ex  (b) Other: 
- Parallel lathes, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
IV. Shaping machines, sawmg  machines and cuttmg-off machmes,  broaching machines 
and slotting machines: 
ex  (b) Other: 
- Shaping machines and sawing machines we1ghmg not more than 2 000 kg 
each 
V. Milhng machines and drilling machmes: 
ex  (b) Other: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
84.47  Machme  tools  for  working  wood,  cork,  bone,  ebonite  (vulcanite),  hard  artificial  plastic 
materials  or  other  hard  carving  materials,  other  than  machmes  falling  withm  heading 
No 84.49: 
- Excluding hydrauhc presses weighing not more than 5 000 kg each 
84.51  Typewnters, other than  typewriters incorporating calculating mechamsms; cheque writing 
machines: 
A.  Typewriters 
I.  Computer-controller automatic rypewnters 
84.59  Machines  and  mechanical  apphances,  havmg  md1v1dual  functions,  not falling  within  any 
other headmg of this chapter: 
ex  A.  For the manufacture of the products mennoned m subheadmg 28.51  (Euratom) 
- Hydrauhc presses weighmg not more than 2 000 kg each 
ex  C.  SpeCially des1gned for the recycling of 1rrad1ated nuclear fuels (for example, sintering 
of radio-acnve metal ox1des,  sheathmg) 
- Hydraulic presses weighing not more than 2 000 kg each No L 389/42 
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E.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Hydraulic  presses  weighing  not  more  than  2 000  kg  each,  injection 
moulding machines used in the artificial plastic materials industry, having 
a working pressure, expressed in tonnes, of 35 t, 85 t, 140 t, 200 t, 300 t, 
or 550 t, extruders used in the artificial plastic materials industry, having 
a single  spindle  with a diameter of 30 mm  to 150 mm  or twin spindles 
with a diameter of 85 mm to 1  OS mm, and milling-grinding machines used 
in the artificial plastic materials industry, with a power of not more than 
75  hp 
Moulding  boxes  for  metal  foundry:  moulds  of a  type  used  for  metal  (other  than  ingot 
moulds), for  metal carbides, for glass, for mineral materials (for example, ceramic pastes, 
concrete or cement) or for rubber or artificial plastic materials: 
- Moulds for machine work 
84.61  Taps, cocks, valves and sim1lar appliances, for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats and the like, 
includmg pressure reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
A.  Pressure reducing valves 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Excluding valves  for  the control of hydraulic or pneumatic power transmission 
and valves for aerosols 
84.62  Ball roller or needle roller bearings: 
- Bearings with  row of balls, in which the faces  of the two rings are aligned in the same 
plane, of which  the external diameter is  more than 36 mm  but not more than 72 mm, 
excludmg parts 
84.63  Transmission  shafts,  cranks,  bearing  housings,  plan  shaft  bearings,  gears  and  gearing 
(includmg fnction gears, gear-boxes and other variable speed gears), flywheels, pulleys and 
pulley blocks, clutches and shaft couphng: 
B.  Other: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Reduction gears, step-up gears and speed variations 
85.01  Electrical  goods  of the  following  descriptions,  generators,  motors, converters  (rotary  or 
stauc), transformers, rectifiers, and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
B.  Other machines and apparatus: 
I.  Generators, moturs (whether or not equipped with speed, reducing, changmg or 
step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
ex  (b) Other: 
- Asynchronous  three-phase  motors,  single-phase  motors,  generators, 
rotary converters and other motors, weighing not more than 100 kg 
each excluding AC single-phase motors of an output of not more than 
0,5 kw  for  the  manufacture  of machinery  falling  within  headmg 
No 84.53 and DC generators of an output of not more than 75  kw for 
the manufacture of machinery falling within heading No 84.53 
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B.  ex  II.  Transformers, static conveners, rectifiers and rectifying appararus, inductors: 
- Transformers, rectifiers and rectifying appararus, inductors, weighing more 
than 500 kg each, static converters, excluding rectifiers, weighing not more 
than  100 kg  each,  excluding  measuring  transformers  and  transformers 
without  liquid  dielectric,  for  the  manufacrure  of machinery  falling  within 
heading No 84.53 and inductors  for  the manufacrure of machinery falling 
within heading No. 84.53 
Primary cells and primary batteries: 
-Dry 
85.12  Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electric soil heating 
appararus and electric space heating appararus; electric hairdressing appliances (for example, 
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters) and electric smoothing irons; electro-thermic 
domestic appliances; electric heating resisters, other than those of carbon: 
A.  Electrical instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
B.  Electric s01l  heating appararus and electric space heating appararus: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding parts 
D.  Electric smoothing irons, excluding pans thereof 
E.  Electro-thermic domestic appliances: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Hot  plates,  cookmg  stoves,  ranges,  and  similar  cooking  appliances  for 
domestic use 
85.13  Electrical line telephonic and telegraphic appararus (including such apparatus for current hne 
systems): 
ex  A.  Appararus for carrier-current line systems: 
Telephonic appararus, including parts for telephone sets and receivers 
ex  B.  Other: 
Telephonic appararus, including parts for telephone sets and receivers 
85.19  Electrical  appararus  for  making  and  breaking  electrical  c1rcu1ts,  for  the  protection  of 
electrical  circuits,  or  for  making  connections  to  or  m  electrical  circuits  (for  example, 
switches,  relays,  fuses,  lightning  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and 
junctions boxes), resistors, fixed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating 
resistors;  printed  circuits;  switchboards  (other  than  telephone  switchboards)  and  control 
panels: 
ex  A.  Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for  the protection of 
electrical circuits or for  making connections to or in electrical circuits: No L 389/44 
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- Non-automatic make-and-break  switches,  weighing  not  more than  2  kg  each, 
other than of ceramic matenals or glass, and those we1ghmg more than 500 kg 
- Automatic make-and-break switches, circuit-breakers and contactors, excluding 
non-automatic  make-and-break  switches  and  circuit  breakers  for  industnal 
applications, rated at Jess than 1 000 v, for the manufacture of machinery falhng 
within headmg No 84.53 
e>- B.  Resistors, fixed  or vanable (includmg potentiometers), other than heating resistors: 
- Variable  resistors,  we1ghmg  not  more  than  2 kg  each,  other  than of ceramic 
matenals or glass and those weighmg more than 500 kg  each 
ex  D.  Switchboards and conrrol  panels: 
- Excluding parts 
85.20  Elecmc  f1lament  lamp  and  electric  d1scharged  lamps  (mcludmg  mfra-red  and  ultra-v1olet 
lamps), arc lamps: 
A.  F1lament  lamps for hghung: 
II.  Other 
ex  B.  Other lamps: 
- For hghting 
85.23  Insulated  (includmg  enamelled  or  anodized)  electnc  wue,  cable,  bars, strip  and  the  hke 
(includmg co-axial cable), whether or not fitted With  connectors: 
ex 90.03 
ex 90.04 
ex  B.  Other: 
- With  metalhc  armourmg  or  sheatlng,  whether  or  nor  covered  with  other 
materials, excluding co-ax1al  cable and submanne cable 
Frames and mountings and parts thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez lorgnettes, goggles and the 
hke: 
- Excluding those of gold and posts 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective protecting or other: 
- Excludmg those w1th  frames of gold or plated metals or gold-plated gilt and engineers' 
protective spectacles 
90.16  Drawmg,  markmg-out  and  mathematical  calculatmg  instruments,  drafnng  machines, 
pantographs, drawmg sets, slide rules, disc calculators and the like; measuring or checking 
instruments, apphances and machines, not falhng w1thm  any other headmg of this Chapter 
(for example, micrometers, callipers, gauges, measuring rods, balancing machmes);  profile 
projectors: 
ex  A.  Drawmg, marking-out and mathematical calculating instruments, drafting machines, 
pantographs, slide rules, disc calculators and the hke: 
- Set-squares, rulers, protractors and French curves 
- Cases  of  drawing  instruments,  lengthemng  bars  of  compasses,  compasses, 
mathematical drawing pens and the hke 
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Instruments and apparatus for  measunng, checking or automatically controlling the flow, 
depth,  pressure  or  other  vanables  of liquids  or  gases,  or  for  automatically  controlling 
temperature  (for  example,  pressure  gauges,  thermostats,  level  gauges,  flow  meters,  heat 
meters,  automatic  ovendraught  regulators),  not  bemg  articles  falling  within  heading 
No 90.14: 
B.  Other: 
- Manometers 
90.28  Electrical  measurmg,  checking,  analyzing  or  automatically  controlling  instruments  and 
apparatus: 
A.  Electronic instruments and apparatus: 
ex  II.  Other: 
B.  Other: 
(b) Other: 
- Non-recording galvanometers, wnh thermal  scale, ammeters,  voltmeters 
and wattmeters 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Non-recordmg galvanometers, with thermal scale, ammeters, voltmeters, and 
wattmeters 
92.12  Gramophone records, and other sound or sim1lar recordmgs, matnces for the production of 
records, prepared record blanks, film for mechanical sound recording, prepared tapes, wires, 
strips and like articles of a kind commonly used for sound or similar recordings: 
B.  Recorded: 
I.  Wax recording, discs, matrices and other intermediate forms, excluding magnetically 
recorded tapes: 
(b)  Other 
II.  Other: 
(a)  Records: 
2.  Other 
(b) Other recording media (tapes, wires, strips and like articles): 
1.  Magnetically recorded for  the scoring of cinematograph f1lm 
ex  2.  Other: 
- Excluding those for language teaching 
94.01  Choirs and other seats (other than those falling within heading No 94.02), whether or not 
convertible into beds, and parts thereof: 
B.  Other 
ex  I.  Specially designed for aircraft: 
- Excluding those of wood, iron or steel 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding  those  of  wood,  iron  or  steel,  wicket  and  other  vegetable 
materials No L 389/46 
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Other furniture and parts thereof: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Of base metal 
- Of  wood  carved,  veneered,  waxed,  polished  or  varni•.hed,  turned  with 
mouldings, painted and covered with mouldings, painted and covered with any 
materials other than leather or imitations thereof or fabrics  containing silk  and 
man-made textile fibres 
- Of wood, inlaad,  lacquered, gilt, with  applique work of fine  wood, decorated 
with metal or other materials and covered with leather and imitations thereof or 
with fabric containing silk and man-made textile fibres 
- Of other materials, other than wicker and other than vegetable materials 
98.01  Buttons  and  button moulds,  studs, cuff-links  and  press-fasteners  including  map-fasteners 
and press-studs; blanks and pans of such articles: 
ex  A.  Blanks and moulds: 
- Excluding cuf£-links  and collar-studs and shirt-studs and other such  articles of 
faience, glass, silk or other textile fibres 
ex  B.  Buttons, studs, cuff-links and press-fasteners and parts thereof: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar-studs and shirt-studs and other such articles of faience 
glass, silk or other textile fibres 
98.10  Mechanical lighters and similar lighters including chemical and electrical hghters and parts 
thereof, excluding flints and wicks: 
ex  A.  Parts of base metal, turned from bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or wire, of solid 
section, the greatest diameter of which does not exceed 25 mm: 
- Neither gtlt, nor silvered, nor of rolled precious metal 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Neither gilt, nor silvered, nor of rolled precious meral, nor of precious metal 
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Antibiotics: 
ex  C.  Other antibiotics: 
- Tetracycline,  chlorotetracycline  and  other  antibiotics,  excluding  streptomycin, 
erythromycin and other tetracyclines 
31.05  Other fertilizers;  goods  of the  present  Chapter  in  tablets,  lozenges  and  similar  prepared 
forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg: 
A.  Other fertilizers 
40.08  Plates, sheets, strip, rods and profile shapes, of unhardened vulcanized rubber: 
A.  Plates, sheets and strip: 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding adhesives 
40.14  Other articles of unhardened vulcanized rubber: 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Of expanded, foam  or sponge rubber: 
- Excluding tobacco-pouches 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Excluding tobacco-pouches 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes,  travelling-bags,  rucksacks), 
shopping-bags,  handbags,  satchels,  brief-cases,  wallets,  purses,  toilet-cases,  tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for  arms,  musical  mstruments, 
binoculars, jewellery,  bottles, collars, footwear,  brushes) and similar containers, of leather 
or of composition leather, of vulcanized fibre, of artificial plastic sheering, of paperboard or 
of textile fabnc: 
ex  A.  Of artificial plastic sheering: 
- Cigar  and  cigarerre  cases,  match  holders,  tobacco-pouches  and  purses;  cases, 
trunks,  suit-cases,  valises  and  similar  articles  for  holding  toiletries;  trunks, 
suit-cases and valises, excluding ladaes' handbags 
ex  B.  Of other material: 
- Cigar  and  cigarette  cases,  match  holders,  tobacco-pouches  and  purses;  cases, 
trunks,  suit-cases,  valises  and  similar  articles  for  holding  toiletries;  trunks, 
suit-cases and valises, excluding ladies' handbags 
44.18  Reconstituted  wood,  being  wood  shavings,  wood  chips,  sawdust,  wood  flour  or  other 
ligneous  waste  agglomerated  with  natural  or  artificial  resins  or other  organic  binding 
substances, in sheers, blocks or the like 
48.01  Paper and paperboard (including cellulose wadding), in rolls or sheets: 
B.  Cigarette paper 
C.  Paper weighing not more than 15 g/m1 for use in stencil making 
E.  Hand-made paper and paperboard No L 389/48 
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ex  F.  Other: 
- Excluding prinnng paper of any colour, with a minimum mechanical pulp content 
of 60 %, weighing  nor less  than  40 g/m2  and  not  more  than  80 g/m2,  for 
printing period1cal  publications or books, put up in  rolls; paper and paperboard 
for  electrical  insulation;  paper  and  paperboard  weigh10g  not  more  than 
300 g/m2,  manufactured mechamcally,  for  the manufacture of abrasive  paper; 
cellulose wadding 
48.07  Paper and paperboard, impregnated, coated, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or pnnted 
(not consnrut10g printed maner Within  Chapter 49), in rolls or sheets 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to size or shape: 
48.21 
ex  49.01 
ex. B.  Other: 
- Excludmg  paper  weighmg  not more  than  160 g/m2,  for  elecmcal  insulanon, 
toilet paper and cellulose wadding 
Other articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard or cellulose waddmg 
Printed  books,  brochures,  leaflets  and  s1milar  printed  maner,  whether  or not  in  single 
sheets: 
- Books wh1ch  are bound otherwise than 10  paper, excludmg:  meteorological or natural 
sc1ence  atla~es; commumcanons, theses, d1ssenanons and reports on SCientific, literary or 
amsnc  subJects  published  by  offiCial  bod1es  or  cultural  institutions,  printed  in  any 
language;  d~etionanes in  two  or  more  languages,  one  of which  IS  Ponuguese;  books 
printed in  Portuguese territory and retum10g thereto; books wh1ch  are  bound m cloth, 
provided the bindmg does  not contain leather, printed entirely  10  foreign  languages or 
ong•nanng  in  Porruguese·speakmg  counmes  and  pnnted  entirely  1n  Portuguese  or 
ong10ating in Macao and pnnted entirely  111  Portuguese and/or Chmese 
51.04  Woven fabncs of man-made f1bres  (continuous), including woven fabncs of monohl or strip 
of headmg No 51.01  or 51.02: 
A.  Woven fabncs of synthetic textile f1bres: 
ex  I. For tyres: 
- Of monofil or of artificial straw of headmg No 51.02 
II. Fabrics contaimng elastomeric yam: 
- Of monofil or of artificial straw of heading No 51.02 
111.  Fabncs made from strip or the like of polyethylene or polypropylene 
ex  IV.Other: 
- Of monofll or of artificial straw of head10g  No 51.02 
B.  Woven fabncs of regenerated textile fibres: 
ex  I. For ryres: 
- Of monofil or of anif1C1al  straw of heading No 51.02 
ex  II.  Fabncs containing elasromeric yam: 
- Of monofil or of amf1C1al  straw of headmg No 51.02 
ex  Ill. Other: 
- Of monofil  or of amfiCial  straw of heading No 51.02 
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Cotton yarn, not put up for  retail sale 
Terry rowelling and similar terry fabrics,  of cotton: 
-Dyed 
55.09  Other woven  fabrics of cotton 
56.05  Yarn of man-made fibres (disconrmuous or waste), not pur up for  retail sale: 
ex  A.  Of synthetic rexnle fibres: 
- Excluding fancy  yarn 
ex  B.  Of regenerated textile fibres: 
- Excludmg fancy  yarn 
56.07  Woven  fabrics of man-made fibres (dtsconrmuous or waste) 
60.04  Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubbenzed 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles, kmrred or crocheted, not elastic or rubbenzed 
61.01  Men's and boys' outer garments 
61.02  Women's, gtrls' and infants' outer garments 
61.03  Men's and boy's under garments, including collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
No L 389/49 
61.09  Corsets,  corset-belts,  suspender-belts,  brassteres,  braces,  suspenders,  garters  and  the  like 
(includmg such arucles of kntrred or crocheted fabnc), whether or not elasttc 
62.02  Bed  linen, table linen, rmler linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other furnishing arttcles 
64.02  Footwear with outer soles of leather or composttion leather; footwear (other than footwear 
falling  within heading No 64.01) with outer soles of rubber or arufictal plastic material 
64.05  Parts  of footwear,  removable in-soles,  hose  protectors and  heel  cushions,  of any  material 
except metal: 
ex  A.  Assemblies of uppers affixed to mner soles or to other soles components, but without 
outer soles: 
- Other than of arnficial plasnc marenal 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Other than of amficial plasnc material No L 389/50 
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Glassware (other than articles falling within heading No 70.19) of a kind commonly used for 
table, kitchen, toilet or office purposes, for indoor decoration, or for similar uses: 
- Excluding glassware with a low coefficient of expansion 
73.02  Ferro-alloys: 
74.03 
ex 82.04 
A.  Ferro-manganese: 
II.  Other 
C.  Ferro-silicon 
D.  Ferro-sihco-manganese 
ex  G.  Other (ferro-tungsten) 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections, of copper; copper wire 
Hand  tools,  including  glaziers'  diamonds,  not  falling  within  any  other  heading  of this 
Chapter; blow  lamps, anvils;  vices  and  clamps, other than accessories  for,  and pans of, 
machine  tools;  ponable  forges;  grinding  wheels  with  frameworks  (hand  or  pedal 
operated): 
- Excluding  hammers,  chisels,  masons'  chisels,  cold-chisels,  centre-punches,  awls, 
bradawls and die plates 
82.05  Interchangeable tools for hand tools, for  machine tools or for power-operated hand tools 
(for  example,  for  pressing,  stamping,  drilling,  tapping,  threading,  boring,  broaching, 
milling,  cutting,  turning,  dressing,  monicing  or  screw  driving),  including  dies  for  wire 
drawing, extrusion dies for metal, and rock drilling bits, with a working pan of: 
ex  A.  Base metal: 
- Other than cold-chisels,  twist bits, shell  bits, drill  bits, mills,  borers (excluding 
adjustable or extensible borers), bearings, taps and die boxes 
ex  B.  Metal carbides: 
- Other than cold-chisels, twist bits, shell bits, drill bits, mills, borers (excluding 
adjustable or extensible: borers), beanngs, taps and die boxes 
ex  C.  Diamond or agglomerated diamond: 
- Other than cold-chisels, twist bits, shell  bits, drill  bits, mills, borers (excluding 
adrustable or extensible borers), bearings, taps and d1c:  boxes 
ex  D.  Other materials: 
- Other than cold-chisels, twist  bits, shell bits, drill bits, mills, borers (excluding 
adjustable or extensible borers), bearings, taps and die:  boxes 
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Electrical  goods of the following  descriptions:  generators,  motors,  converters  (rotary  or 
static), transformers, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
B.  Other machines and apparatus: 
I.  Generators, motors (whether or not equipped with speed reducing, changing or 
step-up gear) and rotary converters: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Weighing  more  than  100 kg  each, excluding  asynchronous  triphase 
motors 
ex  II.  Transformers,  static  converters,  rectifiers  and  rectifying  apparatus; 
inductors: 
- Rectifiers and rectifying apparatus and inductors, weighing not more than 
500  kg  each;  rectifiers;  static  converters  weighing  more  than  100  kg 
each 
85.04  Electric cumulators: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Lead-acid accumulators 
85.15  Radtotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  radio-
broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus  (including  receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras; radto navigational aid 
apparatus, radar apparatus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A.  Radiotelegraphic  and  radiotelephonic  transmission  and  reception  apparatus;  radio-
broadcasting  and  television  transmission  and  reception  apparatus (including  recetvers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and television cameras 
B.  Other apparatus 
C.  Parts: 
II.  Other: 
a)  Cabinets and cases 
b)  Parts of base metal, turned from  bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections or wire, 
of solid sectton, the greatest diameter of which does not exceed 25 mm 
ex  c)  Other: 
- Excluding incommg radiofrequency tuning units imported by  Portuguese 
manufacturers of television reception apparatus for use in the manufacture 
of such  apparatus  or to  be  exported  as  spare  parts  for  the  repair  of 
apparatus manufactured by them 
85.19  Electrical  apparatus  for  making  and  breaking  electrical  circuits,  for  the  protection  of 
electrical  circuits,  or for  lllaking  connections  to  or  in  electrical  circuits  (for  example, 
switches,  relays,  fuses,  lightning  arresters,  surge  suppressors,  plugs,  lampholders  and 
junction boxes); resistors, fixed  or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating 
resistors;  printed  circuits;  switchboards  (other  than  telephone  switchboards)  and  control 
panels: 
ex  A.  Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the protectton of 
electrical circuits or for  makmg connections to or in electrical circuits: 
- Excluding:  non-automatic and isolatmg switches, wetghmg not more than 2 kg 
each, of material other than ceramic or glass, and those weighmg more than 500 
kg  each;  automatic  switches,  circuit-breakers  and  contact-makers;  parts  of 
apparatus falling within this subheading No L 389152 
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Dtscnption 
ex  B.  Resistors, fixed or variable (including potentiometers), other than heating resistors: 
- Excludmg: vanable resistors weighing not more than 2 kg each (of material other 
than ceram1c  or glass) or weighing more than  500 kg each; parts of apparatus 
falling wtthm th1s  subheading 
C.  Printed circuitS 
85.23  Insulated  (mcludmg  enamelled  or anodized)  electric  wire,  cable,  bars,  strip  and  the  hke 
(includmg co-axial cable), whether or not fitted wtth connectors: 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Other than With  metallic armouring or sheathing, whether or not covered with 
other matenals, excludmg co-ax1al and submar10e cables wh1ch, 10 the opimon of 
the competent off1c1al  body  in  Porrugal, are not manufactured economically  10 
Porrugal 
94.01  Cha1rs  and other seats (other than those falling within heading No 94.02), whether or not 
converttble mto beds, and parts thereof: 
B.  Other: 
ex  I.  Spec1ally des1gned  for a1rcraft: 
- Of iron or steel 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Of iron or steel 
97.03  Other toys; working models of a kmd used for  recreational purposes: 
ex  A.  Of wood: 
- Other than  bmld10g  ktts of the  Meccano type and other educational toys of a 
technical or scientific nature 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Other than  build10g  kits of the  Meccano type and other educanonal toys of a 
techmcal or sc1ent1f1c  nature 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
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ANNEX XIII 
List provided for in Anicle 18 applicable to Yugoslavia 
Descnptaon 
17.04  Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.  Chewing  gum  containing  by  we1ght  of  sucrose  (including  invert  sugar  expressed  as 
sucrose): 
Less  than 60 % 
II.  60 %  or more 
C.  Whtte chocolate 
D.  Other: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1  ,5 %  by  weight of such fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of sucrose (including 
No L 389/53 
BaSic dury 
(  f1xed  component) 
(%) 
80,43 
79,33 
79,09 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  82,24 
b)  Containing by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 % or more but less than 30 % 
2.  30 % or more but less than 40 % 
3.  40% or more but less than 50%: 
aa)  Containing no starch 
bb)  Other 
4.  50% or more but less than 60% 
5.  60 % or more but less than 70 % 
6.  70 %  or more but less than 80 % 
7.  80 %  or more but less than 90 % 
8.  90% or more 
II. Other: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5% by  weight of sucrose (includmg 
87,26 
78,35 
84,21 
81,73 
69,63 
76,92 
86,37 
68,25 
92,36 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose)  60,05 
b)  Containmg by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  5 %  or more but less than 30 % 
2.  30 %  or more but less than 50 % 
3.  50 %  or more but less than 70 % 
4.  70% or more 
18.06  Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa: 
A.  Cocoa  powder,  not otherwise sweetened  than  by  the  addmon of sucrose,  containing by 
weight of sucrose: 
I. Less than 65 % 
II. 65 % or more but less than 80 % 
III. 80 % or more 
71,11 
72,69 
64,09 
69,80 
51,14 
46,69 
14,00 No L 389/54 
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B.  Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3 %  by weight of such fats 
II. Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  3% or more but less than 7% 
b)  7% or more 
C.  Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not filled;  sugar confectionery and substitutes 
therefor made from sugar substitution products, containing cocoa: 
I.  Containing no sucrose or contpimng less than 5% by weight of sucrose (including inven 
31. 12. 87 
Bas1c duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
43,23 
45,57 
35,66 
sugar expressed as sucrose)  50,19 
II.  Other: 
a)  Containing no milkfats or containing less  than 1,5% by  weight of such  fats  and 
contaimng by weight of sucrose (including inven sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  less than 50 % 
2.  50 % or more 
b)  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
1.  1,5 % or more but less than 5 % 
2.  3% or more but less than 4,5% 
3.  4,5 %  or more but less than 6 % 
4.  6% or more 
D.  Other: 
I.  Conwmng no milkfats or contaimng less than 1,5% by weight of such fats: 
a)  In immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
b)  Other 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  1,5% or more but not more than 6,5%: 
1.  In immediate paclcings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
b)  MOR than 6,5% but less than 26%: 
1.  In immediate packings of a net capacity of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
56,23 
54,91 
49,28 
53,36 
53,86 
48,28 
46,78 
33,04 
44,93 
44,93 
20,00 
20,00 31. 12. 87 
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Description 
D.  II.  c)  26% or more: 
1.  In immediate packings of a net capaacy of 500 g or less 
2.  Other 
19.05  Prepared foods obtained by  the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal  products (puffed rice, 
corn flakes and similar products): 
A.  Obtained from  maize 
B.  Obtained from  rice 
C.  Other 
21.06  Natural yeasts (act1ve or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A.  Active natural yeasts: 
II.  Bakers' yeast: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
21.07  Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A.  Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared: 
I. Maize 
II. Rice 
III. Other 
B.  Ravioli,  macaroni,  spaghetti  and  similar  products,  not  stuffed,  cooked;  the  foregoing 
preparations, stuffed, whether or not cooked: 
I.  Not stuffed, cooked: 
a)  Dried 
b)  Other 
II.  Stuffed: 
a)  Cooked 
b)  Other 
C.  Ice-cream {not including ice-cream powder) and other ices: 
I.  Containing no milkfats or containing less than 3 %  by weight of such fats 
II.  Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a)  3 .%  or more but less than 7 % 
b)  7% or more 
No L 389/55 
Bas1c  duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
33,04 
33,04 
63,85 
0,00 
0,00 
15,00 
19,18 
0,00 
11,00 
0,00 
70,21 
70,86 
81,46 
64,96 
11,00 
14,50 
17,45 No L 389/56 
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Descnpnon 
D.  Prepared yoghun; prepared milk, in powder form, for use as infants' food or for dietetic or 
cuhnary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghun: 
a)  In  pewder form, containing by weight of milkfats: 
I.  Less  than I ,5  % 
2.  1,5% or more 
b)  Other, contaamng by  weaght of milkfats: 
I.  Less  than  I ,5 % 
2.  1,5% or more but less than 4% 
3.  4% or more 
II.  Other, contaaning by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Less  than  1,5 %,  and  containmg  by  wesght  of milk  proteins  (nitrogen  content 
X  6,38): 
1.  Less than 40 % 
2.  40% or more but less than 55  % 
3.  55 %  or more but less than 70% 
4.  70% or more 
b)  1,5% or more 
E.  Cheese fondues 
G.  Other: 
I.  Containang no malkfats or contaimng less than 1,5 %  by wesght of such  fats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (includmg 
mven sugar expressed as sucrose): 
2.  Contaimng by  weaghr of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more bur less than 45 % 
cc)  45 % or more 
b)  Contammg 5% or more bur less than 15% by weight of sucrose (includmg inven 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by  we1ghr of starch 
2.  Conraming by  weight of srarch: 
aa)  5 %  or more bur less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 %  or more 
c)  Conraming  15% or more  bur  less  than  30% by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
mverr sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  we1ghr of starch 
2.  Contammg by  we•ght  of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more bur less than 32 % 
bb)  32 %  or more but less than 45 % 
cc)  45 % or more 
31.  12.  87 
Baste duty 
(f1xed  component) 
(%) 
0,00 
0,00 
15,34 
7,10 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
86,35 
84,69 
75,59 
87,69 
84,15 
81,31 
71,36 
86,66 
78,92 
77,38 
75,12 31. 12. 87 
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Description 
G.  I.  d)  Containmg 30% or more  but less  than 50%  by  wetght of sucrose  (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
I.  Contaming no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  wetght of starch 
2.  Containing by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
e)  Contammg 50 %  or more  but less  than  85 %  by  wetght  of sucrose  (mcludmg 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
No L 389/57 
B•s•c duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
80,26 
85,01 
78,61 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by  weight of starch  75,14 
2.  Other  79,37 
f)  Contaming 85 % or more by weight of sucrose (includmg mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  75,61 
II.  Containing 1,5% or more but less than 6% by  weight of mtlkfats: 
a)  Contaming no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by wetght of starch 
2.  Contaming by  wetght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more but less than 45% 
cc)  45  %  or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by wetght of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
I.  Contammg no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by  weight of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less  than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
c)  Contammg 15% or more  but less  than 30% by  weight  of sucrose  (includmg 
mvert sugar expressed as  sucrose): 
I.  Containing no starch or contaming less than 5 %  by weight of starch: 
2.  Contaimng by wetght of starch: 
aa)  5 %  or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32% or more 
d)  Contaimng 30 %  or more  but less  than 50 %  by  wetght of sucrose  (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sugar): 
71,83 
53,41 
45,54 
46,43 
54,43 
45,78 
41,31 
64,55 
64,00 
56,72 
I.  Containmg no starch or containing less than 5 % by  we1ght of starch  67,58 
2.  Other  56,64 
e)  Contammg 50% or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  67,25 No L 389/58 
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!HsaJptlOO 
G.  Ill.  Containing 6% or more but less than 12% by we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Containing by weight of starch: 
aa)  5 % or more but less than 32 % 
bb)  32 % or more 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 % by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
c)  Containing  15 %  or more  but  less  than  30 %  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
mvert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch'or containing less than 5% by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
d)  Contaimng  30 %  or more  but less  than  SO %  by  weight  of sucrose  (mcluding 
mvcrt sugar expressed as sucrose): 
31. 12. 87 
Basoc  duty 
(llxed component) 
(%) 
61,46 
77,79 
60,10 
61,05 
35,00 
58,85 
52,59 
1.  Containing no starch or contaimng less than 5 % by we1ght of starch  68,64 
2.  Other  35,00 
c)  Containing 50 % or more by wc1ght of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  48 ,25 
IV.  Containing 12% or more but less than 18% by wc1ght of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Contaming no starch or contammg less than 5 % by weight of starch 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
70,22 
68,88 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by weight of starch  74,01 
2.  Other  43,27 
c)  Containil'g 15 %or more by weight of sucrose (includsng invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  57,04 
V.  Contaming 18% or more but less than 26% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5% by wc1ght of starch  54,55 
2.  Other  46,15 
b)  Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose (including mvert sugar expressed as 
sucrose)  37,24 31. 12. 87 
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Description 
G.  VI.  Contaimng 26% or more but less than 45% by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by weight of starch: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
2.  Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more but less than 25% by weight of sucrose (including mvert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containmg less than 5 %  by weight of starch 
2.  Other: 
- In immediate packmgs of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
c)  Containing 25 % or more by we1ght of sucrose (mcluding invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
VII.  Containing 45 %  or more but less than 65 %  by weight of milkfats: 
a)  Containing no sucrose or containing less than 5 %  by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by  weight of starch: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
2.  Other: 
- In 1mmediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
b)  Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1.  Containing no starch or containing less than 5 %  by we1ght of starch: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
2.  Other: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
No L 389/59 
BasiC duty 
(fixed component) 
(%) 
35,00 
41,00 
48,00 
58,96 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 No L 389/60 
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Dcscnptlon 
G.  VIII.  Contammg 65 %  or more but less than 85  %  by we1ght of milkfats: 
a)  Comammg no sucrose or contammg less than 5 % by weight of sucrose (mcluding 
inven sugar expressed as sucrose): 
- In  immed1ate packmgs of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
b)  Other: 
- In  immediate packmgs of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
IX.  Comammg 85  % or more by we1ght of milkfats: 
- In  immed&ate  packmgs of a net capaCity of 1 kg or less 
-Other 
31. 12. 87 
Basoc duty 
(f1xed  component) 
(%) 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 
35,00 
41,00 31.  12. 87 
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II 
(Acts whose publication is  not obligatory) 
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION 
DECISION  OF  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE 
MEMBER  STATES,  MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL,  AND  OF  THE 
CO  MISSION 
of 21  December 1987 
laying down the arrangements for Spain's and Portugal's trade with Yugoslavia in  products 
faDing  under the ECSC Treaty and amending Decisions 86/69/ECSC and 87/456/ECSC 
(87 /603/ECSC) 
No L 389/61 
THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES  OF  THE 
EUROPEAN  COAL  AND  STEEL  COMMUNITY,  MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL,  AND  THE 
COMMISSION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, 
Whereas and Agreement has been concluded between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel  Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia('); 
Whereas the Protocol to the abovementioned Agreement which is to be concluded as a result of the 
accession of Spain and Portugal must be approved by  the Contracting Parties in  accordance with 
their own procedures; 
Whereas pending completion of those procedures, without which the Protocol cannot enter into 
force, it is necessary to establish the arrangements for Spain's and Portugal's trade with Yugoslavia 
which are to replace the arrangements laid down by  Decision  86/69/ECSC (2), as  amended by 
Decision 87/456/ECSC {3); 
Whereas  Decision  87 /456/ECSC  laid  down  the  arrangements  for  trade  between  Spain  and 
Portugal on the  one  hand  and Algeria,  Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and  Tunisia  on the other for 
products  falling  within  the  ECSC  Treaty,  pending  the  entry  into  force  of the  Protocol  to  be 
concluded with those countries following the accession of Spain and Portugal; 
Whereas Decision 87 I 456/ECSC should be adjusted as regards trade between Spain and Portugal 
with Yugoslavia; whereas those adjustments should appear in the Annex to this Decision; 
Whereas it is necessary to amend Article 1 of Decision 86/69/ECSC, 
( 1)  OJ  No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p.  113. 
(1 )  OJ  No L 75, 20. 3.  1986, p. 26. 
( 3)  OJ  No L 250, 1. 9.  1987, p.  112. - 796  -
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HAVE  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
1.  The Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic shall apply to trade with Yugoslavia the 
arrangements resulting from the Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, on the one hand, and the Socialist 
Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia, on the other hand, subject to the special  conditions set  out in 
Decision 87 /456/ECSC. 
2.  Decision  87 /456/ECSC  shall  apply  to  trade  with  Yugoslavia  subject  to  the  special 
arrangements set out in the Annex to this Decision. 
Article  2 
In Article 1 of Decision 86/69/ECSC, the term 'Yugoslavia' is hereby deleted. 
Article  3 
The Decision shall enter into force on 1 january 1988. 
It  shall  apply  until  the  entry  into  force  of the  Protocol  to  the  Agreement  with  Yugoslavia, 
consequent  on  the  accession  of the  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  to  the 
Commynity. 
The Member  States  and  the  Commission  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to implement  this 
Decision. 
Done at Brussels,  21  December 1987. 
For the Commission 
The President 
jacques DELORS 
For the Governments of  the Member States 
The President 
B.  HAARDER 
31. 12.  8: 31.  12. 87 
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ANNEX 
Special  arrangements  for  applying  Decision  87/456/ECSC  to  trade  between  Spain  and  Portugal  and 
Yugoslavia 
The provisions of the Article of DectstOn  87/456/ECSC and the Annex ro  that DecisiOn  which are indtcated 
below shall apply subrect to the following  arrangements: 
Article 4 
The provtstons of paragraphs 2 and 4 relating ro  Egypt shall also apply to Yugoslavia. 
CCT 
headmg No 
73.10 
ANNEX 
List referred to in Anicle 4 (2), applicable to Yugoslavia 
Descnption 
Bars  and  rods  (tnduding  wtre  rod),  of  iron  or  steel,  hot-rolled,  forged,  extruded, 
cold-formed or cold-finished (including prectston-made); hollow mining dnll steel: 
A.  Not further worked than hot-rolled or extruded: 
I.  Wtre rod (ECSC) 
ex  II.  Bars and rods (ECSC): 
.- Twisted, for remforcmg concrete, not further worked than hot-rolled 
- Of round cross-section,  of a  diameter  not exceeding  170 mm,  not  further 
worked than hot-rolled 
- Of square cross-section, with a stde length not exceeding 170 mm 
- Of rectangular cross-section, with sides not exceeding 300 mm  and 60 mm, 
not further worked than hot-rolled 
- Other, the cross-section of whtch fits  in  a circle with a diameter of 170 mm, 
not further worked than hot-rolled 
D.  Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, coated): 
I.  Not further worked than dad: 
ex  a)  Hot-rolled or extruded (ECSC): 
- Of round cross-section, of a diameter not exceeding 170 mm, not further 
worked than hot-rolled 
- Of square cross-section, with a side length not exceeding 170 mm 
- Of  rectangular  cross-section,  with  sides  not  exceeding  300 mm  and 
60 mm, not funher worked than dad or hot-rolled 
- Other,  the  cross-section  of which  fits  in  a  circle  with  a  diameter  of 
170 mm, not funher worked than dad or hot-rolled No L 389/64 
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Description 
Angles,  shapes and sections, of iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged, extruded, cold-formed or 
cold-finished;  sheet pihng of iron or steel, whether or not dnlled, punched or made from 
assembled elements: 
A.  Angles, shapes and sections: 
ex  I.  Not funher worked than hot-rolled or exrruded (ECSC}: 
- Angles, with equal or unequal flanges, the widest of whtch does not exceed 
200 mm  tn  width, not funher worked than hot-rolled 
- T  sections,  of a  height  not  exceeding  180 mm,  not funher  worked  than 
hot-rolled 
- I or H sections, of a height not exceedtng 340 mm, not funher worked than 
hot-rolled 
- U sections,  of a height  not exceedtng  320 mm,  not  funher  worked  than 
hot-rolled 
IV.  Clad or surface-wori<ed (for example, pohshed, coated): 
a)  Not funher worked than clad: 
ex  1.  Hot-rolled or extruded (ECSC): 
- Angles, with equal or unequal flanges, the widest of which does 
'  not exceed  200 mm  in  width,  not funher worked than clad or 
hot-rolled 
- T  secttons,  of  a  hetght  not  exceeding  180 mm,  not  funher 
worked than clad or hot-rolled 
- I or H sections, of a hetght  not exceedtng 340 mm, not further 
worked than clad or hot-rolled 
- U  secttons,  of  a  height  not  exceedtng  320 mm,  not  funher 
worked than clad or hot-rolled 
73.13  Sheets and plates, or tron or steel, hot-rolled or cold-rolled: 
A.  'Electrical' sheets and plates: 
ex  I.  With a wan-loss, regardless of thickness, of 0,75 W or less  (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
ex  II.  Other (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
B.  Other sheets and plates: 
II.  Not funher worked than cold-rolled, of a thtckness of: 
b)  More than  1 mm  but less than 3 mm  (ECSC) 
c)  1 mm or less  (ECSC) 
ex  III.  Not further worked than burnished, polished or glazed (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
IV.  Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
b)  Ttnned (ECSC) 
c)  Ztnc-coated or lead-coated (ECSC): 
2.  Otherwtse ztnc-coated (including hot-dipped galvantzed) 
ex  d)  Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  anifiaally  oxidized,  lacquered, 
ntckel-plated, vamtshed, clad, parkenzed, pnnted) (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
V.  Otherwise shaped or worked: 
a)  Cut into shapes other than rectangular shapes, but not funher worked: 
ex  2.  Other (ECSC): 
- Cold-rolled 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4185/87 
of 21 December 1987 
opening and providing for tbe administration of a Community tariff quota for wine of fresh 
grapes, originating in Yugoslavia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic Community 
and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia, 
establishing  a  new  commercial  system (  1)  provides  in 
Article 4 for a Community tariff quota to be opened for the 
importation into the Community of 545 000 hectolitres of 
wine of fresh grapes, originating in Yugoslavia, under the 
conditions of admission laid down in that Article; whereas 
these  products  must  be  accompanied  by  a  movement 
certificate; whereas for wines  of designated origin this is 
certified by the competent official agency in accordance with 
Article 9 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 3590/85 (2); 
Whereas,  within  the  limits  of that tariff quota,  customs 
duties are to be progressively abolished over the same periods 
and in accordance with the same time tables as those laid 
down in Articles 7 5 and 268 of  the Act of Accession of Spain 
and Portugal; whereas, for 1988, the quota duties are to be 
equal to 66,7% of the duties applicable; whereas, however, 
Council  Regulation (EEC) No 4150/87 of 21  December 
1987 laying down arrangements for Spain's and Portugal's 
trade with Yugoslavia and amending Regulations (EEC) No 
449186  and  (EEC)  No  2573/87 (3),  provides  that  the 
Portuguese Republic is to defer until 31 December 1990 the 
application  of  the  preferential  arrangements  for  those 
products; whereas, therefore, this tariff quota does not apply 
to Portugal; whereas the Community tariff quota in question 
should therefore be opened for 1988; 
Whereas the wines in question are subject to compliance with 
the free-at-frontier  reference price;  whereas in  order that 
such wines may benefit from this tariff quota Article 54 of 
( 1)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p. 73. 
( 2 )  OJ No L 343, 20. 12. 1985, p. 20. 
( 3)  OJ No L 389,31. 12. 1987, p. 1. 
Council Regulation(EEC)No 822/87 of 16 March 1987 on 
the common organization of the market in wine (4), as last 
amended  by  Regulation (EEC)  No 3992/87 (5),  must  be 
complied with; 
Whereas  it  is  in  particular  necessary  to  ensure  to  all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access to the 
abovementioned quota and uninterrupted application of the 
rates laid down for that quota to all imports of the products 
concerned into all Member States until the quota has been 
used up; whereas, in the present case, it seems advisable not 
to allocate this quota among the Member States without 
prejudice to the drawing against the quota volume of such 
quantities  as  they  may  need,  under  the  conditions  and 
according to the procedure specified in Article 1 (5); whereas 
this  method  of  management  requires  close  cooperation 
between the Member States and the Commission and the 
latter must, in particular, be able to monitor the rate at which 
the  quota  is  used  up  and  inform  the  Member  States 
thereof; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of  Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within and  jointly  represented  by  the Benelux  Economic 
Union,  all  transactions  concerning the  administration  of 
shares allocated to that economic union may be carried out 
by any of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From  1  January  to  31  December  1988  the  duties 
applicable to imports of the products listed below originating 
in Yugoslavia, shall be suspended at the levels and within the 
limits of the Community tariff quota as shown for each of 
them: 
(
4
)  OJ No L 84, 16. 3. 1987, p.  1. 
(') OJ No L 377,31.12.1987, p. 20. Boo 
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Order 
No 
(1) 
CNc:ode 
(2)  (3) 
Volume of 
quoca 
(hi) 
(4) 
Quota duty 
(ECU/hl) 
(S) 
Wine of fresh grapes, including fonified wines; grape must other 
than that of code 2009: 
- Other wine; grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested 
by the addition of alcohol: 
09.1515  - - In containers holding 2 litres or less: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Of  an actual alcohohc strength by volume not exceeding 
13% vol: 
-----Other: 
22042125  - - - - - - White 
ex 2204 21 29  - - - - - - Other wine  } 
9,6 
- - - - Of an actual alcoholic suength by  volume exceeding 
13% vol but not exceedmg 15% vol: 
-----Other: 
2204 21  35  - - - - - - White 
ex 2204 21  39  - - - - - - Othu wine 
- - Other: 
- - - Other: 
545 000  } 
11,2 
- - - - Of  an actual alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 
13% vol: 
- - - - - Other: 
2204 29 25  - - - - - - White 
ex 2204 29 29  - - - - - - Other wine  } 
7,2 
- - - - Of an  actual alcoholic strength by  volume exceeding 
13 % vol but not exceedmg 1  5% vol: 
-----Other: 
2204 29 35  - - - - - - White 
ex 2204 29 39  - - - - - - Other wine 
Within the limits of the tariff quota, the Kingdom of Spain 
shall apply customs duties calculated in accordance with the 
relevant  provisions  laid  down  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
4150/87. 
2.  This Regulation shall not apply in Portugal. 
3.  The wines in question shall be subject to compliance 
with the free-at-frontier reference price. In order that such 
wines  may  benefit  from  the  tariff quota,  Article  54  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 822187 must be complied with. 
4.  Each  of  the  wines,  when  imported,  shall  be 
accompanied  by  a movement certificate.  Where  wines  of 
designated origin are concerned this shall be certified by the 
competent official agency, in accordance with Article 9 (2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3590185. 
5.  If  an importer notifies an imminent importation of the 
product in  question  in  a  Member State and  requests  the 
benefit  of the  quota, the Member States  concerned  shall 
inform the Commission and draw an amount corresponding 
} 
8,8 
to these requirements to the extent that the available balance 
of the reserve permits this. 
6.  The shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 5 shall  be 
valid until the end of the quota period. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure  that  their  drawings  pursuant to Article  1 (5)  are 
carried out in  such  a  way  that imports  may  be  charged 
without interruption against their accumulated shares of the 
Community quota. 
2.  Each Member State shall ensure that importers of the 
said goods have access to the quota so long as the residual 
balance of the quota volume so permits. 
3.  Member States shall charge imports of the said goods 
against their drawings as and when the goods are entered for 
free circulation. - 801  -
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4.  The extent to which the quota has been used up shall be 
determined on the basis of the imports charged in accordance 
with paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform it of imports actually charged against the quota. 
Article 4 
The Member States and the Commission shall collaborate 
closely in order to ensure that this Regulation is complied 
with. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 january 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.  HAARDER - 802  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4186/87 
of 21  December 1987 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance for impons of cenain products originating in 
Yugoslavia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  panicular  Anicle  113 
thereof, 
Havmg regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas a Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Repubhc of 
Yugoslavia (1)  was concluded on 24 January 1983; 
Whereas Anicle 1 of Protocol 1 to that Agreement provides 
that impons of spec1fled products are to be subject to annual 
ceilings above which the customs duties actually applied in 
respect of third countries may be re-established; whereas an 
Additional  Protocol  to  that  Cooperation  Agreement (2) 
establishing new trade arrangements and amendmg the sa1d 
Protocol 1 has been concluded and is expected to enter into 
force  on  1  January  1988;  whereas,  moreover,  a  new 
Supplementary  Protocol  to  the  Cooperation  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
Sociahst Federal Republic of Yugoslavia concerning trade in 
textile  products,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  the 
'Supplementary  Protocol',  has  been  initialled;  whereas, 
pendmg the entry into force of the Supplementary Protocol, 
the arrangements laid down by the Council Decision of 11 
December  1986  on  the  provisional  application  of  the 
~greement between  the European Economic  Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on trade in 
textile products (l) should be applied from 1 January 1988; 
whereas, under these circumstances, the Commission must 
be kept regularly informed of the trend of impons of the said 
products and it is  therefore necessary for  impons of those 
products  to  be  subject  to  surveillance;  whereas  the  said 
annual  tariff  ceilings  should  therefore  be  opened  at 
appropriate levels for 1988; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 4150/87 of 21 
December 1987 laying down arrangements for Spain's and 
Ponugal's trade with Yugoslavia and amending Regulations 
(EEC) No 449/86 and (EEC) No 2573/87 (•) provides that 
from  its  entry  into force  the  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the 
Ponuguese  Republic  are  to  apply  duties  progressively 
reducmg the gap between the basic duties and the preferential 
duties in  accordance with a given timetable; 
(') OJ No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p. 1. 
(2)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p. 73. 
(') OJ No L 318, 7. 11. 1987, p.  51. 
(
4
)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p. 1. 
Whereas, from 1 January 1988, the nomenclature used in the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the· combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must therefore take account of that 
fact by using the combmed nomenclature codes and, where 
appropnate,  the  Taric  code  numbers  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas Community surveillance may be achieved by means 
of an administrative procedure based on charging impons of 
the products in question against the ceilings at Community 
level  as  and  when  those  products  are  entered  with  the 
customs  authorities  for  free  circulation;  whereas  this 
administrative  procedure  must  make  provision  for  the 
possibility of re-establishing customs duties as  soon as the 
ceilings are reached at Community level; 
Whereas this  administrative procedure requires  close  and 
particularly rapid cooperation between the Member States 
and the Commission and the laner must in parricular be able 
to  follow  the  progress  of quantities  charged  against  the 
ceilings and keep the Member States informed; whereas this 
cooperation  has  to  be  parricularly  close  since  the 
Commission must be able to take appropriate measures to 
re-establish  customs  tariffs  if  one  of  the  ceilings  is 
reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From 1 January to 31 December 1988, impons into the 
Community of cenain products originating in  Yugoslavia 
and listed  in  Annexes I,  II,  III  and IV  shall  be subject to 
ceilings and Community surveillance. 
The  description  of the  products  referred  to  in  the  first 
subparagraph, their combined nomenclature codes and the 
corresponding ceilings or sub-ceilings are set out in the said 
Annexes.  In Annex II,  the ceilings are indicated in  column 
5 (b). 
2.  The ceilings laid down for cerrain products listed in 
Annex  II  which  have  been  the  subject  of  an  outward 
processing  operation in  accordance  with  the Community 
rules  on  economic  outward  processing  are  indicated  in 
column 5 (a). - 803  -
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3.  Quantities  shall  be  charged  against  the  ceilings  or 
sub-ceilings  as  and  when  the  products  are  entered  with 
customs authorities for  free  circulation accompanied by a 
movement certificate in accordance with the rules contained 
in Protocol 3 to the Agreement. 
With regard to the ceilings established for categories 5, 6, 7, 
8, 15 and 16 of column 4 (a) of Annex II, reimported goods 
which  have  been  the  subject  of  an  outward  processing 
operation  in  accordance  with  the  Community  rules  on 
economic outward processing may be charged against the 
respective ceilings only if  the movement certificate issued by 
the competent Yugoslav authorities contains a reference to 
the prior authorization provided for by the Commumty rules 
on economic outward processing. 
Goods may be charged against a ceiling or sub-ceiling only if 
the movement  certificate  is  presented  before the  date on 
which customs duties are re-established. 
The extent to which the ceilings and sub-ceilings are used up 
shall be determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against them in the manner defined in the 
first, second and third sub-paragraphs. 
Member States shall periodically inform the Commission of 
imports charged in  accordance with the above procedure; 
such information shall be supplied under the conditions laid 
down in paragraph 5. 
4.  As  soon  as  the  ceilings  or  sub-ceilings  have  been 
reached,  the  Commission  may  adopt  a  regulation 
re-establishing,  until  the  end  of the  calendar  year,  the 
customs  duties  actually  applied  in  respect  of  third 
countries. 
However, should customs duties be re-established, imports 
of the  products listed  in  Annex  V  which  have  obtained 
originating status within the meaning of Protocol 2 to the 
Agreement in the free  zone established by the Agreements 
signed at Osimo shall continue to benefit from exemption 
from  customs  duties  provided  that  originating  status  is 
certified  on  the  movement  certificate  by  the  competent 
Yugoslav authorities. 
5.  Member States shall send the Commission not later 
than the 15th day of each month statements of  the quantities 
charged during the preceding month. If the Commission so 
requests, they shall provide such statements for a period of 10 
days and forward them within five clear days of the end of 
each 10-day period. 
Article 2 
The Member States and the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 januaty 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Counczl 
The President 
B.  HAARDER - 804  -
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ANNEX 1 
Order  eNcode  Description  Udlll8 
No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
3102(1)  Mineral or chemical fenilizers, nitrogenous: 
310210  - Urea, whether or not in aqueous solution: 
01.0010  31021010  - - Urea containing more than 45 o/o  by weight of nitrogen on the dry anhydrous 
produa  3536 
- - - Other: 
310210 91  - - - In aqueous solution 
01.0020  3102 10 99  - - - Other 
- Ammonium  sulphate;  double  salts  and  mixtures  of ammonium  sulphate  and 
ammonium nitrate: 
3102 2100  - - Ammonium sulphate 
3102 29  - - Other: 
3102 29 10  - - - Ammonium su!phate-nitrate 
3102 29 90  - - - Other 
3102 30  - Ammonium nitrate, whether or not in aqueous solution: 
3102 3010  - - In  aqueous solution 
3102 30 90  - - Other 
310240  - Mixtures  of ammonium  nitrate  with  calcium  carbonate  or  other  inorganic  31035 
non-fertilizing substances: 
31024010  - - With a nitrogen content not exceeding 28 o/o  by weight 
310240 90  - - With a nitrogen content exceeding 28  o/o  by weight 
3102 50  - Sodium nitrate: 
3102 5090  - - Other 
3102 6000  - Double salts and mixtures of clacium nitrate and ammonium nitrate 
3102 70 00  - Calcium cyanamide 
3102 80 00  - Mixtures of urea and ammonium nitrate in aqueous or ammoniacal solution 
3102 90 00  - Other, including mixtures not specified in the foregoing subheadings 
01.0030  3105 (1)  Mineral or chemical fenilizers  containing two or three of the fertilizing  elements 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium; other fenilizen; goods of this chaprer in tablets 
or similar fonns or in packages of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg  49 315 
3915  Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics: 
3915 90  - Of other plastics: 
- - Other: 
01.0040  3915 90 91  - - - Of epoxide resins 
3915 90 99  - - - Other 
3916  Monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm, rods, sticks and 
profile  shapes,  whether  or  not  surface-worked  but  not  otherwise  worded,  of 
plastics: 
3916 90  - Of other plastics: 
ex 3916 90 90  - - Other: 
- Of regenerated aUulose 
3917  Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for example, joints, elbows, flanges), of 
plastics: 
3917 10  - Artificial guts (sausage casings) of hardened protein or of ceUulosic materials: 
(') Yugoslavia may nor expon 10 llaly quantities larger rhan those consolidated in the GAIT. 31. 12. 87 
Order  CN cod<  No 
(1)  (2) 
01.0040  ex 391710 90 
(cont'd) 
3917 29 
ex 3917 29 19 
3917 32 
ex 3917 32 51 
3917 39 
ex 3917 39 19 
3919 
3919 10 
ex 3919 10 90 
3919 90 
ex 3919 90 90 
3920 
3920 71 
3920 71  11 
3920 7119 
3920 71  90 
3921 
392114 00 
3912 
3912 20 
- 805  -
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Description 
(3) 
- - Of cellulose plastic materials: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
- Tubes, pipes and hoses, rig1d 
- - Of other plastics: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceeding  the  max1mum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwise worked: 
Other: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
- - Other, not reinforced or otherwise combined with other materials, without 
fittings: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceedmg  the  maximum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwise worked: 
Other: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
Other: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceeding  the  max1mum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwise worked: 
Other: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil,  tape, srrip and other flat shapes, of plastics, 
whether or not in rolls: 
- In rolls of a width not exceedmg 20 em: 
- - Other: 
- - - Other: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
- Other: 
- - Other: 
- - - Other: 
- Of regenerated cellulose 
Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, non-cellular and not reinforced, 
laminated, supponed or similarly combined with other materials: 
- Of cellulose or its chemical derivatives: 
- - Of regenerated cellulose: 
- - - Sheets, film or strip, coiled or not, of a thickness of less than 0,75 mm: 
- - - - Not printed 
- - - - Printed 
- - - Other 
Other plates, sheets, film, foil  and strip, of plastics: 
- Cellular: 
- - Of regenerated cellulose 
Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, not elsewhere specified or included, in primary 1 
fonns: 
- Cellulose nitrates (including collodions): 
- - Non-plasticized: 
No L 400/9 
Coiling 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
1452 No L 400/10 
Order 
No 
(I) 
01.0050 
- 806  -
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CN code  Desaiprion 
(2)  (3) 
3912 20 11  - - - Collodions and celloidin 
3912 20 19  - - - Other 
3912 20 90  - - Plasticized 
3915 
3915 90 
ex 3915 90 91 
ex 3915 90 99 
3916 
3916 90 
Waste, parmgs and scrap, of plastics: 
- Of other plastics: 
Other: 
Of epoxide resins 
- Of cellulose niuates 
Other: 
- Of cellulose niuates 
Monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimensions exceeds 1 mm, rods, sticks and 
profile  shapes,  whether  or  not  surface-worked  but  not  otherwise  worked,  of 
plasncs: 
- Of other plastics: 
ex 3916 90 90  - - Other: 
3917 
3917 29 
- Of cellulose nluatcs 
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for example, joints, elbows, flanges), of 
plasncs: 
- Tubes, ptpes and hoses, ngid: 
- - Of other plastics: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceeding  the  maximum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwise worked: 
ex 3917 29 19  - - - - Other: 
3917 32 
- Of cellulose niuates 
- Other tubes, pipes and hoses: 
- - Other, not reinforced  or otherwise combined with other materials,  without 
fittings: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceedmg  the  maximum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwise worked: 
ex 3917 32 51  - - - - Other: 
3917 39 
- Of cellulose niuates 
- - Other: 
- - - Seamless  and  cut  to  a  length  exceeding  the  maximum  cross-sectional 
dimension, whether or not surface-worked, but not otherwtse worked: 
ex 3917 39 19  - - - - Other: 
- Of cellulose ntUates 
3919  Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film,  foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes, of plastics, 
whether or not in  rolls: 
3919 10  - In rolls of a width not exceeding 20 em: 
- - Other: 
ex 3919 10 90  - - - Other: 
- Of cellulose niuates 
3919 90  -Other: 
- - Other: 
ex 3919 90 90  Other: 
- Of cellulose niuatcs 
3920  Other plates, sheets, film, foil and suip, of plastics, non-cellular and not reinforced, 
laminated, supponed or similarly combined with other materials: 
- Of cellulose or tts chemical derivatives: 
3920 72 00  - - Of vulcamzed fibre 
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Order  CNcode  Descraptaon  Ceihng 
No  (ronnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
01.0050  3921  Other plates, sheets, film, foil  and strip, of plastics: 
(cont'd)  - Cellular: 
392119  - - Of other plastics: 
392119 90  - - - Other 
3921 90  - Other: 
3921 90 90  - - Other 
4011  New pneumatic tyres, of rubber: 
01.0060  401110 00  - Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars) 
401120 00  - Of a kmd used on buses or lorries 
4011 30  - Of a kind used on aircraft: 
4011 30 90  - - Other 
- Other: 
4011 91 00  - - Having a 'herring-bone' or s1milar trend 
401199 00  - - Other 
4012  Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber; solid or cushion tyres, mterchangeable 
tyre treads and tyre flaps, of rubber: 
401210  - Retreaded tyres: 
ex 401210 90  - - Other: 
- Other than of the kind used on bicycles or cycles with aux1hary motor, on 
4 743 
motor-cycles or motor-scooters 
4012 20  - Used pneumatic tyres: 
ex 4012 20 90  - - Other: 
- Other than of the kmd used on bicycles or cycles with auxiliary motor, on 
motor-cycles or motor-scooters 
4013  Inner tubes, of rubber: 
4013 10  - Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars), buses or 
lorries: 
4013 10 10  - - Of the kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars) 
4013 10 90  - - Of the kind used on buses or lorries 
- Other: 
4013 90 90  - - Other 
01.0080  4203  Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or of composition leather: 
4203 10 00  - Articles of apparel 
- Gloves, mittens and mitts: 
4203 2100  - - Specially designed for use in sports 
- - Other:  464 
- - - Other: 
4203 29 91  - - - - Men's and boys' 
4203 29 99  ----Other 
4203 30 00  - Belts and bandoliers 
4203 40 00  - Other clothing accessories 
01.0090  4412  Pl,..OO, ......... , ........ """"'J.-... ......  l 
4420  Wood marquetry and inlaid wood; caskers and cases for  jewellery or cutlery, and 
similar articles, of wood; statuettes and other ornamen{s, of  wood; wooden articles of 
126 637  furniture not falling within Chapter 94: 
4420 90  - Other: 
4420 90 10  - - Wood marquetry and inlaid wood 
01.0100  4410  Particle board and similar board of wood or other hgneous matenals; whether or not 
agglomerated with resms or other organic bindmg substances  32 536 No L 400112 
Order 
No 
(1) 
01.0110 
01.0120 
01.0130 
01.0140 
1.0150 
1.0160 
CN code 
(2) 
6401 
6402 
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6404 
6405 
6405 90 
6405 90 10 
- BoB  -
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(3) 
Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers of  rubber or of  plastics, the uppers of } 
which  are neither fixed  to the sole  nor assembled  by  stitching,  riveting,  nailing, 
screwing, plugging or similar processes 
Other foocwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics 
Foocwear with  outer soles  of rubber, plastics,  leather or composition leather and 
uppers of leather 
Foocwear  with  outer soles of rubber, plastics,  leather or composition leather and  ) 
uppers of textile materials 
Other foocwear:  . 
- Other: 
- - With outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather 
7004  Drawn glass  and  blown  glass,  in  sheets,  whether or not having  an  absorbent or 
reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked 
7004 10  - Glass, coloured throughout the mass (body tinted), opacified, flashed or having an 
absorbent or reflecting layer: 
7004 10 30  - - Antique glass 
7004 10 50  - - Horticultural sheet glass 
7004 10 90  - - Other 
7004 90  - Other glass: 
7004 90 SO  - - Antique glass 
7004 90 70  - - Horticultural sheet glass 
- - Other, of a thickness: 
7004 90 91  - - - Not exceeding 2,5 mm 
7004 90 93  - - - Exceeding 2,5 mm  but not exceedmg 3,5 mm 
7004 90 95  - - - Exceeding 3,5 mm  but not exceeding 4,5 mm 
7004 90 99  - - - Exceeding 4,5 mm 
9405 
9405 91 
9405 9119 
7304 
730410 
73041010 
730410 30 
730410 90 
7304 20 
7304 20 91 
7304 20 99 
7304 31 
7304 31  91 
7304 3199 
Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights and spotlights and parts thereof, not 
elsewhere specified  or included; illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the 
like, having a permanently fixed light source, and parts thereof not elsewhere specified 
or included: 
- Parts: 
- - Of glass: 
- - - Anicles  for  electtical  lighting  firtings  (excluding  searchlights  and 
spodaghts): 
- - - - Other (for example, diffusers, ceiling lights, bowls, cups, lampshades, 
globes, tulip-shaped pieces) 
Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) or steel: 
- Line pipe of a lcind used for oil or gas pipelines: 
- - Of an external diameter not exceeding 168,3 mm 
- - Of an external diameter exceeding 168,3 mm, but not exceeding 406,4 mm 
- - Of an external diameter exceeding 406,4 mm 
- Casing, tubing and drill pipe, of a kind used in dnlling for oil or gas: 
- - Other: 
- - - Of an external diameter not exceeding 406,4 mm 
- - - Of an external diameter exceeding 406,4 mm 
- Other, of circular cross-section, of iron or non-alloy steel: 
- - Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Precision tubes 
----Other 
31. 12. 87 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
549 
648 
272 
6 801 
2122 31. 12. 87 
Order 
No 
(1) 
01.0160 
(cont'd) 
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CN code  Description 
(2)  (3) 
7304 39  - - Other: 
7304 39 10  - - - Unworked, straight and of uniform wall-thickness;  for  use  solely  in  the 
manufacture  of  tubes  and  pipes  with  other  cross-sections  and 
wall-thicknesses (1) 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Other: 
- - - - Other: 
- - - - - - Threaded or threadable tubes (gas pipe): 
7304 39 51  - - - - - - - Plated or coated with zinc 
7304 39 59  - - - - - - - Other 
- - - - - - Other, of an external diameter: 
7304 39 91  - - - - - - - Not exceeding 168,3 mm 
7304 39 93  - - - - - - - Exceeding 168,3 mm, but not exceeding 406,4 mm 
7304 39 99  - - - - - - - Exceeding 406,4 mm 
- Other, of circular cross-section, of stainless steel: 
7304 41  - - Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
7304 41  90  - - - Other 
7304 49  - - Other: 
7304 49 10  - - - Unworked, straight  and  of umform wall-thickness,  for  use  solely  in  the 
manufacture  of  tubes  and  pipes  with  other  cross-sections  and 
wall-thicknesses (  1) 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Other: 
7304 49 91  - - - - - Of an external diameter not exceeding 406,4 mm 
7304 49 99  - - - - - Of an external diameter exceeding 406,4 mm 
- Other, of circular cross-section' of other alloy steel: 
7304 51  - - Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
- - - Straight and of umform wall-thtckness, of  alloy steel containing by weight not 
less than 0,9% but not more than 1,15% of carbon, not less than 0,5% but 
not more than 2% of  chrom1um and not more than 0,5% of  molybdenum, of 
a length: 
7304 51  11  - - - - Not exceedmg 4,5 m 
7304 5119  - - - - Exceeding 4,5 m 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Other: 
7304 51  91  - - - - - Precision tubes 
7304 51  99  - - - Other 
7304 59  Other: 
7304 59 10  - Unworked,  straight  and of uniform  wall-thickness,  for  use  solely  in  the 
manufacture  of  tubes  and  p1pes  with  other  cross-sections  and 
wall-thicknesses (  1) 
- Other, straight and of uniform wall-thickness, of alloy steel containing by 
weightnotlessthan 0,9% but not more than 1,15% of carbon, notless than 
0,5% but not more  than 2% of chromium and not more than 0,5% of 
No L 400/13 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
molybdenum, of a length:  12 947 
7304 59 31  - Not exceeding 4,5 m 
7304 59 39  - - - - Exceeding 4,5 m 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Other: 
7304 59 91  - - - - - Of an external d1ameter not exceedmg 168,3 mm 
7304 59 93  - - - - - Of an  external  diameter exceeding  168,3 mm,  but not exceeding 
406,4mm 
7304 59 99  - - - - - Of an external diameter exceeding 406,4 mm 
7304 90  - Other: 
7304 90 90  - - Other 
(')  Entry under this code is subject to conditions laid down in the relevant Community provisions. See also Sectton II, paragraph B, of the prelimmary prov1s1ons 
(combined nomenclature). No L 400/14 
Order 
CN code  No 
(I)  (2) 
01.0160  7305 
(cont'd) 
7306 
7306 10 
7306 10 II 
730610 19 
730610 90 
7306 20 00 
7306 30 
7306 30 21 
7306 30 29 
7306 30 30 
7306 30 51 
7306 30 59 
7306 30 71 
7306 30 79 
7306 30 90 
7306 40 
7306 40 91 
7306 40 99 
7306 50 
7306 50 91 
7306 50 99 
7306 60 
7306 60 31 
7306 60 39 
7306 60 90 
7306 9000 
01.0165  7407 
ex74071000 
7407 21 
7407 2110 
- 810  -
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Descnpnon 
(3) 
Other tubes  and  pipes  (for example, welded,  riveted  or similarly  closed),  hav1ng 
tnternal and external cucular cross-sections, the external dtameter of which exceeds 
406,4 mm, of tron or steel: 
Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles (for example, open seam or welded, riveted or 
stmilarly closed), of tron or steel: 
- Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines: 
- - Longitudinally welded, of an external diameter of: 
- - - Not more than 168,3 mm 
- - - More than 168,3 mm, but not more than 406,4 mm 
- - Sptrally welded 
- Casing and tubing of a kind used in drilhng for otl or gas 
- Other, welded, of ctrcular cross-sectton, of iron or non-alley steel: 
- - Other: 
- - - Precision tubes, with a wall thickness: 
- - - - Not exceeding 2 mm 
- - - - Exceeding 2 mm 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Electrical conduit tubes 
- - - - Threaded or threadable tubes (gas pipe): 
- - - - - Plat<Od  or coat<Od wtth ZinC 
-----Oth<Or 
- - - - Other, of an external diam<Oter: 
- - - - - Not <Oxcceding 168,3 mm: 
- - - - - - Plated or coated with ZinC 
------Oth<Or 
- - - - - Excced1ng 168,3 mm, but not exccedtng 406,4 mm 
- Oth<Or,  welded, of orcular cross-section, of statmless steel: 
- - Other: 
- - - Cold-drawn or cold-roll<Od (cold-reduced) 
- - - Oth<Or 
- Other, welded, of circular cross-section, of other alloy st.,.,!: 
- - Oth<Or: 
- - - Precision tubes 
- - - Oth.,r 
- Other, welded, of non-circular cross-section: 
- - Oth<Or: 
- - - Of rectangular (including square) cross-section, with a wall thickness: 
- - - - Not exceeding 2 mm 
- - - - Exceeding 2 mm 
- - - Of other sections 
- Other 
Coppet bars, rods and profiles: 
- Of refined coppet: 
- Solid 
- Of copper alloys: 
- - Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass): 
- - - Bars and rods  1 
31. 12. 87 
Ceding 
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(4) - 811  -
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Order  CN code  Dcscnpnon  Ceiling 
No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
01.0165  ex 7407 21  90  - - - Profiles: 
(cont'd)  - Sohd 
7407 22  - - Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-nickel) or copper-nickel-zinc base alloys  4010 
(nickel silver): 
ex 7407 2210  - - - Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-nickel): 
- Solid 
ex 7407 22 90  - - - Of copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver): 
- Solid 
ex 7407 29 00  - - Other 
- Solid 
7408  Copper wire: 
01.0170  7409  Copper plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0,15 mm:  1071 
01.0180  7407  Copper bars, rods and profiles: 
ex 7407 10 00  - Of refined copper: 
- Hollow 
- Of copper alloys: 
7407 21  -- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass): 
ex 7407 21 90  - - - Profiles: 
-Hollow 
- - Of copper-mckel  base  alloys  (cupo-nickel)  or copper-nickel-zinc  base  alloys 
2 975  (nickel silver): 
ex 7407 22 10  - - - Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-nickel): 
-Hollow 
ex 7407 22 90  - - - Of copper-nickel-zinc base alloys (nickel silver): 
-Hollow 
ex 7407 29 00  - - Other 
- Hollow 
7411  Copper tubes and pipes 
01.0190  7604  Aluminium bars, rods and profiles, excluding code 7604 21  00  }  1786 
7605  Aluminium wire: 
01.0200  7606  Aluminium plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0,2 mm  3 915 
01.0210  7903  Zinc dust, powders and flakes:  } 
2947 
7905  Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil: 
01.0220  8501  Electric motors and generators (excluding generating sets): 
850110  - Motors of an output not exceeding 37,5 W: 
850110 10  - - Synchronous motors of an output not exceeding 18 W: 
- - Other: 
850110 91  - - - Universal AC/DC motors 
850110 93  - - - AC motors 
850110 99  - - - DC motors 
8501 20  - Universal AC/DC motors of an output exceeding 37,5 W: 
8501 20 90  - - Other 
- Other DC motors; DC generators: 
8501 31  - - Of an output not exceeding 750 W: 
8501  31 90  - - - Other: 
8501 32  - - Of an output exceedmg 750 W but not exceeding 75 kW: 
- - - Other: 
8501 32 91  - - - - Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 7,5 kW 
8501 32 99  - - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kW but not exceeding 75  kW - 812  -
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Order  CN cock  Desatption 
~ling 
No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
01.0220  8501 33  - - Of an output exceeding 75 kW but not exceeding 375 kW: 
(cont'd)  - - - Other: 
8501 33 91  - - - - Traction motors 
8501 33 99  ----Other 
8501 34  - - Of an output exceeding 375 kW: 
- - - Olher: 
8501 34 50  - - - - Traction motors 
- - - - OtheT, of an output: 
850134 91  - - - - - Exceedmg 375 kW but not exceeding 750 kW 
8501  34 99  ----- Exceeding750kW 
- Other AC motors, single phase: 
850140 90  - - Other 
- Other AC motors, multi-phase: 
8501  51  - - Of an output not exceeding 750 W: 
8501 5190  - - - Other: 
8501 52  - - Of an output ex~ing  750 W but not exceeding 75 kW: 
- - - Other: 
8501 52 91  - - - - Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 7,5 kW 
8501 52 93  - - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kW  but not exceeding 37 kW 
8501  52 99  - - - - Of an output exceeding 37 kW but not exceeding 75  kW 
8501 53  - - Of an output exceeding 75 kW: 
- - - Other: 
5 550 
8~01 53 50  - - - - Traction mntors 
- - - - Other, of an output: 
8501 53 91  - - - - - Exceeding 75  kW  but not exceedtng 750 kW: 
8501  53 99  - - - - - Exceeding 750 kW 
- AC generators (alternators): 
850161  - - Of an output not exceedmg 75 kVA: 
- - - Other: 
8501 61  91  - - - - Of an output not exceeding 7,5 k  VA 
8501 61 99  - - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 k  VA but not exceeding 7  5 k  VA 
8501 62  - - Of an output exceeding 75 kVA  but not exceeding 375 kVA: 
850162 90  - - - Other 
8501 63  - - Of an output exceeding 375 kVA but not exceeding 750 kVA: 
8501 63 90  - - - Other 
850164 00  - - Of an output exceeding 750 kVA 
8502  Electric generating setS and rotary conveners: 
- Generating  sets  with  compression-ignition  internal  combustion  piston  engines 
(diesel or semi-diesel engines): 
850211  - - Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA: 
850211 90  - - - Other 
850212  - - Of an output exceeding 75 kVA  but not exceeding 375 kVA: 
850212 90  - - - Other 
850213  - - Of an output exceeding 375 kVA: 
- - - Other: 
850213 91  - - - - Of an output exceeding 375 kVA  but not exceeding 750 kVA 
8502 13 99  - - - - Of an output exceeding 750 kVA 
8502 20  - Generating sets with spark-ignition internal combustion piston engines 
- - Other: - 813  -
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Order  CN code  Description  Ceiling 
No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
01.0220  8502 20 91  -- - Of an output not exceeding 7,5 k  VA 
(cont'd)  8502 20 99  -- - Of an output exceeding 7,5 k  VA 
8502 30  - Other generating sets: 
- - Other: 
8502 30 91  - - - Turbo-generators 
8502 30 99  - - - Other 
~ 
8502 40  - Electric rotary converters: 
8502 40 90  - - Other 
01.0230  8503  Parts  suitable  for  use  solely  or principally  with  the  machines  of code  8501  or 
8502: 
8503 00 10  - Non-magnetic retaining rings 
8503 00 90  - Other 
8504  Electrical transformers, static converters (for example, rectifiers) and inductors: 
2 321 
8504 90  - Parts: 
- - Of transformers and inducators: 
8504 90 11  - - - Ferrite cores 
8504 9019  - - - Other 
8504 90 90  - - Of static converters 
01.0240  ex 8544  Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) wire, cable (including coaxial cable) and 
other insulated electric conductors, whether or not fitted with connectors; optical fibre 
cables, made up of individually sheathed fibres, whether or not assembled with electric 
conductors or fitted with connectors excluding products codt- 8544 30 10  2 397 
01.0250  8546  Electrical insulators of any material  420 
01.0270  8716  Trailers and semi-trailers; other vehicles, not mechanically propelled; parts thereof: 
871610  - Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for housing or camping: 
8716 10 10  - - Trailer tents 
- - Other, of a weight: 
871610 91  - - - Not exceeding 750 kg 
871610 93  - - - Exceeding 750 kg but not exceeding 3 500 kg 
871610 99  - - - Exceeding 3 500 kg 
8716 20  - Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semi-trailers for agricultural purposes:  2609 
8716 20 10  - - Manure spreaders 
8716 20 90  - - Other 
- Other trailers and semi-trailers for the transport of goods: 
8716 3100  - - Tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers 
8716 39  - - Other: 
8716 39 90  - - - Other 
8716 4000  - Other trailers and semi-trailers 
01.0280  9401  Seats (other than those of  code 9402), wheater Ot not convertible into beds, and parts 
thereof: 
940130  - Swivel seats with variable height adjustment: 
94013010  - - Upholstered, with backrest and fitted with castOtS or glides 
9401 30 90  - - Other 
94014000  - Seats other than garden seats or camping equipment, convertible into beds 
94015000  - Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials 
- Other seats, with wooden &ames: 
94016100  - - Upholstered  8094 - 814  -
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No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
01.0280  940169 00  - - Other 
(cont'd)  - Other seats, with metal frames: 
94017100  - - Upholstered 
940179 00  - - Other 
9401 80 00  - Other seats 
940190  - Parts:  ~ 
940190 90  - - Other 
01.0290  9403  Other furniture and parts thereof: 
9403 10  - Metal furniture of a kind used in offices: 
9403 10 10  - - Drawing tables (other than those of code 9017) 
- - Other: 
- - - Not exceeding 80 an in height: 
9403 10 51  ----Desks 
9403 10 59  ----Other 
- - - Exceedmg 80 an in  hetght: 
9403 10 91  - - - - Cupboards With  doors, shutters or flaps 
9403 10 93  - - - - Filing, card-mdex and other cabinets 
9403 10 99  ----Other 
9403 20  - Other metal furniture: 
- - Other: 
9403 20 91  ---Beds 
9403 20 99  - - - Other 
9403 30  - Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices: 
- - Not exceeding 80 an in height: 
9403 30 11  - - - Desks  7122 
9403 30 19  - - - Other 
- - Exceedmg 80 an in height: 
9403 30 91  - - - Cupboards  wtth  doors,  shutters  or  flaps;  filmg,  card-index  and  other 
cabmets 
9403 30 99  - - - Other 
9403 40 00  - Wooden furniture of a lund used in the lutchen 
9403 so 00  - Wooden furniture of a kind used in the bedroom 
9403 60  - Other wooden furniture: 
9403 60 10  - - Wooden furniture of a lund used in the dining room and the living room 
9403 60 30  - - Wooden furniture of a kind used in shops 
9403 70  - Furniture of plastics: 
9403 70 90  - - Other 
9403 80 00  - Furniture of other materials, Including cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials 
9403 90  - Parts: 
9403 90 10  - - Ofmetal 
9403 90 30  -- Ofwood 
9403 90 90  - - Of other materials - 815  -
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ANNEX II 
Ceiling: 
Order  (a)  for products covered by Article! 
No  CN code  Description  (2) 
(category)  (b)  for products covered by Article 1 
(1) 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
02.0010  5204 11 00  Cotton yarn not put up for retail sale  (b)  5 905 tonnes 
(1)  520419 00 
5205 11 00 
5205 12 00 
5205 13 00 
5205 14 00 
5205 15 10 
520515 90 
5205 21  00 
5205 22 00 
5205 23 00 
5205 24 00 
5205 25 10 
5205 25 30 
5205 25 90 
5205 31 00 
5205 32 00 
5205 33 00 
5205 34 00 
5205 35 10 
5205 35 90 
5205 41  00 
5205 42 00 
5205 43 00 
5205 44 00 
5205 45 10 
5205 45 30 
5205 45 90 
52061100 
520612 00 
520613 00 
5206 14 00 
5206 15 10 
5206 15 90 
5206 21 00 
5206 22 00 
5206 23 00 
5206 24 00 
5206 25 10 
5206 25 90 
5206 31 00 
5206 32 00 
5206 33 00 
5206 34 00 
5206 35 10 
5206 35 90 
5206 41 00 
5206 42 00 
5206 43 00 
5206 44 00 
5206 45 10 
5206 45 90 
ex 5604 90 00 
02.0020  5208 11 10  Woven fabrics of cotton, other than gauze, terry fabrics,  narrow  (b)  7 283 tonnes 
(2)  5208 11  90  woven  fabrics,  pile  fabrics,  chenille  fabrics,  tulle  and other net 
5208 12 11  fabrics 
5208 12 13 
5208 12 15 No L 400/20 
(1) 
02.0020 
(2) 
(cont'd) 
(2) 
52081219 
5208 12 91 
5208 12 93 
5208 12 95 
5208 12 99 
526813 00 
520819 00 
5208 2110 
5208 2190 
5208 2211 
5208 22 13 
5208 22 15 
5208 22 19 
5208 22 91 
5208 22 93 
5208 22 95 
5208 22 99 
5208 23 00 
5208 29 00 
5208 31 00 
5208 3211 
5208 3213 
5208 3215 
5208 32 19 
5208 32 91 
5208 32 93 
5208 32 95 
5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 
5208 39 00 
5208 4100 
5208 42 00 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 5100 
5208 5210 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 
52091100 
5209 12 00 
5209 19 00 
5209 2100 
5209 2200 
5209 29 00 
5209 3100 
5209 3200 
5209 3900 
52094100 
520942 00 
520943 00 
52094910 
520949 90 
5209 51 00 
5209 5200 
5209 5900 
5210 1110 
5210 11  90 
52101200 
521019 00 
52102110 
5210 2190 
5210 22 00 
52102900 
52103110 
52103190 
5210 32 00 
521039 00 
- 816  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
02.0020  5210 41 00 
(2)  5210 42 00 
(cont'd)  5210 49 00 
5210 51 00 
5210 52 00 
5210 59 00 
521111 00 
521112 00 
521119 00 
5211 21  00 
5211 22 00 
521129 00 
5211 31 00 
5211 32 00 
521139 00 
5211 41 00 
521142 00 
521143 00 
52114911 
521149 19 
521149 90 
5211 51 00 
5211 52 00 
5211 59 00 
5212 1110 
5212 11 90 
5212 12 10 
5212 12 90 
5212 13 10 
5212 13 90 
5212 1410 
5212 14 90 
52121510 
5212 15 90 
5212 2110 
5212 21  90 
5212 22 10 
5212 22 90 
5212 2310 
5212 23 90 
5212 2410 
5212 24 90 
5212 25 10 
5212 25 90 
ex 5811 00 00 
ex 6308 00 00 
02.0025  5208 31 00  Of wh1ch other than unbleached or bleached  (b)  1 631  tonnes 
(2A)  5208 32 11 
5208 3213 
5208 3215 
5208 3219 
5208 32 91 
5208 32 93 
5208 32 95 
5208 32 99 
5208 33 00 
5208 39 00 
5208 41 00 
5208 42 00 
5208 43 00 
5208 49 00 
5208 51 00 
5208 52 10 
5208 52 90 
5208 53 00 
5208 59 00 - 818  -
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(!)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
02.0025  52091100 
(2A)  5209 12 00 
(cont'd)  5209 19 00 
5209 21  00 
5209 22 00 
5209 29 00 
5209 31  00 
5209 32 00 
5209 39 00 
5209 41 00 
5209 42 00 
5209 43 00 
5209 49 10 
5209 49 90 
5209 51  00 
5209 52 00 
5209 59 00 
5210 31  10 
5210 31  90 
5210 32 00 
5210 39 00 
5210 41  00 
5210 42 00 
5210 49 00 
5210 51  00 
5210 52 00 
5210 59 00 
5211 31  00 
5211  32 00 
5211 39 00 
521141 00 
521142 00 
5211 43 00 
5211 49 11 
5211 49 19 
521149 90 
5211  5100 
5211 52 00 
5211  59 00 
521213 10 
521213 90 
5212 14 10 
521214 90 
5212 15 10 
521215 90 
5212 2110 
5212 21  90 
5212 2210 
5212 22 90 
5212 2310 
5212 23 90 
5212 24 10 
5212 24 90 
5212 25 10 
5212 25 90 
ex 5811 00 00 
ex 6308 00 00 
02.0030  551211 00  Woven fabrics of  synthetic fibres (staple or waste) other than narrow  Ceiling delayed 
(3)  551219 10  woven  fabrics,  pile  fabrics  (mcluding  terry  fabrics)  and  chenille 
5512 19 90  fabrics 
5512 21  00 
5512 29 10 
5512 29 90 
5512 91 00 
5512 9910 
5512 99 90 31. 12. 87 
(I) 
02.0030 
(3) 
(cont'd) 
(2) 
5513 11  10 
5513 11  30 
5513 11 90 
5513 12 00 
5513 13 00 
5513 19 00 
5513 21  10 
5513 21  30 
5513 21  90 
5513 22 00 
5513 23 00 
5513 29 00 
5513 31 00 
5513 32 00 
5513 33 00 
5513 39 00 
5513 41  00 
5513 42 00 
5513 43 00 
5513 49 00 
5514 11  00 
5514 12 00 
5514 13 00 
5514 19 00 
5514 21  00 
5514 22 00 
5514 23 00 
5514 29 00 
5514 31 00 
5514 32 00 
5514 33 00 
5514 39 00 
5514 41  00 
5514 42 00 
5514 43 00 
5514 49 00 
5515 11  10 
5515 11  30 
5515 11  90 
5515 12 10 
5515 12 30 
5515 12 90 
551513 11 
5515 13 19 
5515 13 91 
5515 13 99 
5515 19 10 
5515 19 30 
5515 19 90 
5515 21  10 
5515 21  30 
5515 21  90 
5515 2211 
5515 22 19 
5515 22 91 
5515 22 99 
5515 2910 
5515 29 30 
5515 29 90 
5515 9110 
5515 91  30 
5515 91 90 
5515 9211 
5515 92 19 
5515 92 91 
5515 92 99 
5515 99 10 
5515 99 30 
5515 99 90 
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(I)  {2)  {3)  {4) 
02.0030  5803 90 30 
(3)  ex 5905 00 70 
(cont'd) 
ex 6308 00 00 
(a)  02.0050  610110 90  Jerseys,  pullovers,  slipovers, waistcoats, twinsets, cardigans, bed  (a)  3 350 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0055  6101 20 90  jackets  and  jumpers  (other  than  jackets  and  blazers),  anoraks,  (b)  1 408 000 pieces 
(5)  6101 30 90  windcheaters, waister jackets and the like, knitted or crocheted 
6102 10 90 
6102 20 90 
6102 30 90 
6110 10 10 
6110 10 31 
611010 39 
611010 91 
611010 99 
6110 20 91 
6110 20 99 
6110 30 91 
6110 30 99 
(a)  02.0060  6203 4110  Men's or boys' woven breeches, shorts (other than swim wear) and  (a)  10 652 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0065  6203 41  90  trousers (including slacks),  women's or girls' woven  trousers and  (b)  662 000 pieces 
(6)  6203 42 31  slacks, of wool, of cotton or of man-made fibres 
6203 42 33 
6203 42 35 
6203 42 90 
6203 43 19 
6203 43 90 
6203 49 19 
6203 49 so 
6204 6110 
6204 62 31 
6204 62 33 
6204 62 35 
6204 63 19 
6204 6919 
(a)  02.0070  610610 00  Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, whether or not  (a)  5 789 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0075  6106 20 00  knitted or crocheted of wool, cotton or man-made fibres  (b)  370 000 pieces 
(7)  6106 90 10 
6206 2000 
6206 3000 
62064000 
(a)  02.0080  62051000  Men's or boys' shirts, other than knitted or crocheted, of wool,  (a)  15 058 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0085  6205 20 00  cotton or man-made fibres  (b)  2 038 000 pieces 
(8)  6205 3000 
'02.0090  580211 00  Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabncs of  cotton; toilet linen  (b)  608 tonnes 
(9)  580219 00  and kitchen !men, other than knitted or crocheted, of  terry towelling 
6302 6000  and similar woven terry fabrics, of cotton 
(a)  02.0150  620211 00  Women's or girls' woven overcoats, raincoats and other coats, cloaks  (a)  5 654 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0155  62021210  and capes; jackets and blazers, of wool, of cotton or of man-made  (b)  482 000 pieces 
(15)  ex 620212 90  textile fibres (other than parkas) (of category 21 ) 
6202 13 10 
ex 620213 90 
6204 31 00 
6204 32 90 
6204 33 90 
6204 3919 
62103000 - 821  -
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(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
(a)  02.0160  6203 11  00  Men's or boys' suits and ensembles, other than knitted or crocheted,  (a)  3 259 000 pieces 
(b)  02.0165  6203 12 00  of wool of cotton or of man-made fibres, excluding sk1  smts  (b)  400 000 pieces 
(16)  6203 19 10 
6203 19 30 
6203 21  00 
6203 22 90 
6203 23 90 
6203 29 19 
02.0670  6113 00 10  Knitted  or crocheted  clothtng  accessones  other than for  babtes,  (b)  519 tonnes 
(67)  6117 10 00  household  linen  of  all  kinds,  kmtted  or  crocheted;  curtains 
6117 20 00  (including drapes) and interior bhnds, curtatn or bed valances and 
6117 80 00  other fumishtng articles knitted or crocheted blankets and travelling 
6117 90 00  rugs, other knitted or crocheted articles including parts of garments 
or of clothing accessories 
6301 20 10 
6301 30 10 
6301 40 10 
6301 90 10 
63021010 
6302 10 90 
6302 40 00 
6303 11 00 
6303 12 00 
6303 19 00 
6304 11  00 
6304 91  00 
ex 6305 20 00 
6305 3110 
ex 6305 39 00 
ex 6305 90 00 
6307 10 10 
6307 90 10 No L 400/26 
Order No 
(category) 
03.0010 
CN code 
271000 
2710 00 21 
2710 00 25 
271000 31 
2710 00 33 
2710 00 35 
271000 37 
2710 00 39 
271000 51 
2710 00 55 
2710 00 59 
2710 00 69 
2710 0079 
2710 00 95 
2710 00 99 
2711 
271112 
271112 11 
271112 99 
271113 
271113 90 
271129 00 
2712 
2712 10 
2712 10 90 
2712 20 00 
2712 90 
2712 90 39 
2712 90 90 
2713 
2713 90 
2713 90 90 
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ANNEXlll 
Dncnpnon 
Petroleum  oils  and  oils  obtamed  from  bituminous  minerals,  other  than  crude; 
preparations not elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight 70% or more of 
petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bitummous minerals, these oils bemg the basic 
constituents of the preparauons: 
- Light oils: 
- - For other purposes: 
- - - Special spirits: 
- - - - Wh1te spint 
----Other 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Motor spirit: 
- - - - - Aviation spirit 
- - - - - Other, With  a lead content: 
- - - - - - Not exceeding 0,013 g/litre 
- - - - - - Exceeding 0,013 g/litre 
- - - - Spirit type jet fuel 
- - - - Other hght oils 
- Medium oils: 
- - For other purposes: 
- - - Kerosene: 
- - - - jet fuel 
----Other 
- - - Other 
- Heavy oils: 
- - Gas oil: 
- - - For other purposes 
Fuel oils: 
- - - For other purposes 
- - Lubricating oils; other oils: 
- To be mixed in accordance with the terms of add1tional note 6 (CN) to this 
chapter (1) 
- For other purposes 
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons: 
- Liquefied: 
- - Propane: 
- - - Propane of a puncy not less than 99%: 
- - - - For use as a power or heating fuel 
- - - Other: 
- - - - For other purposes 
- - Butanes: 
- - - ·For other purposes 
- 1n gaseous state: 
- - Other 
Petroleum Jelly; paraffin wax, microcrystalline petroleum wax, slack wax, ozokente, 
lignite wax, peat wax, other mineral waxes, and similar products obtamed by synthesis 
or by other processes, whether or not coloured: 
- Petroleum jelly: 
- - Other 
- Paraffin wax containmg by weight less than 0,75% of oil 
- Other: 
- - Other: 
- - - Crude: 
- - - - For other purposes 
- - - Other 
Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils or of oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals: 
- Other res1dues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from  b1tummous mmerals: 
- - Other 
(1)  Entry under this code as  sub1ea  to conditiOns la1d  down m the rdevant Community prOVISIOns. 
31.  12. 87 
Ceil1ng 
(tonnes) 
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ANNEX IV 
Order  CN code  Descnpt1on 
Ce~ing 
No  (tonnes) 
7202  Ferro-alloys 
1 
- Ferro-sihcon: 
7202 21  - - Containing by weight more than 55% of silicon: 
04.0030  7202 2110  - - - Containing by we1ght more than 55% but not more than 80% of silicon  6 995 
7202 2190  - - - Containing by weight more than 80% of silicon 
7202 29 00  - - Other  J 
04.0040  7202 30 00  - Ferro-silico-manganese  1123 
- Ferro-chromium: 
7202 41  - - Containing by weight more than 4% of carbon: 
7202 4110  - - - Contaimng by weight more than 4% but not more than 6 "'o  of carbon 
04.0050  720241 90  - - - Containing by weight more than 6 % of carbon 
7202 49  - - Other:  1725 
7202 49 10  --- Containing by we1ght not more than 0,05% of carbon 
7202 49 50  - - - Containing  by  weight  more  than  0,05%  but  not  more  than  0,5%  of 
carbon 
7202 49 90  - - - Contaimng by we1ght more than 0,5% but not more than 4% of carbon 
04.0055  ex 7202 49 10  - Of which ferro-chromium contaimng by weight not more than 0,10% of carbon 
ex 7202 49 50  and  more  than  30%  but  not  more  than  90%  of  chromium  (super-refined 
ferro-chromium), maximum  861 
7901  Unwrought zinc: 
- Zinc, not alloyed: 
04.0090  790111 00  - - Contaimng by weight 99,99% or more of z1nc 
790112  - - Containing by weight less than 99,99% of ZinC: 
2 465 
7901 12 10  - - - Containing by we1ght 99,95% or more but less than 99,99% of zinc 
790112 30  - - - Containing by we1ght 98,5% or more but less than 99,95% of ZinC 
790112 90  - - - Containing by weight 97,5% or more but less than 98,5 % of zinc 
7901 20 00  - Zinc alloys No L 400/28 
CN code 
4410 
4412 
4420 
4420 90 
4420 9010 
8501 
850110 
850110 10 
850110 91 
8501  10 93 
8501  10 99 
8501 20 
8501  20 90 
8501 31 
8501  31 90 
8501  32 
8501 32 91 
8501  32 99 
8501 33 
8501 33 91 
8501 33 99 
8501 34 
8501  34 50 
8501  34 91 
8501 34 99 
8501 40 
8501 40 90 
8501 51 
850151 90 
8501 52 
8501  52 91 
8501 52 93 
8501  52 99 
8501 53 
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ANNEX V 
Description 
Panicle  board  and  s1milar  board  of wood  or other  ligneous  materials,  whether  or  not 
agglomerated with resins  01(,
1 
other organic binding substances 
Plywood, veneered  pa~ls and similar laminlued wood 
Wood marquetry and  inlaid wood; caskets  and cases  for  jewellery or cutlery, and  similar 
articles, of wood; statuettes and other ornaments, of wood; wooden articles of furniture not 
falling  within Chapter 94: 
- Other: 
- - Wood marquetry and inlaid wood 
Electric motors and generators (excluding generating sets): 
- Motors of an output not exceeding 37,5 W: 
- - Synchronous motors of an output not exceeding 18 W 
- - Other: 
- - - Universal AC/DC motors 
- - - AC motors 
- - - DC motors 
- Universal AC/DC motors of an output exceeding 37,5 W: 
- - Other 
- Other DC motors; DC generators: 
- - Of an output not exceeding 750 W_: 
- - - Other 
- - Of an output exceedmg 750 W but not exceeding 75 kW: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 7,5 kW 
- - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kW but not exceeding 75 kW 
- - Of an  output exceeding 75 kW but not exceeding 375 kW: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Traction motors 
----Other 
- - Of an output exceeding 375 kW: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Traction motors 
- - - - Other, of an output: 
- - - - - Exceeding 375 kW but not exceeding 750 kW 
- - - - - Exceeding 750 kW 
- Other AC motors, single-phase: 
- - Other 
- Other AC motors, multi-phase: 
- - Of an output not exceeding 750 W: 
- - - Other 
- - Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 75  kW: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 7,5 kW 
- - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kW but not exceed1ng 37 kW 
- - - - Of an output esceedmg 37 kW  but not exceeding 75 kW 
- - Of an output exceeding 75  kW: 
- - - Other: 
31. 12. 87 31. 12. 87 
CN code 
8501 53 50 
8501 53 91 
8501 53 99 
850161 
8501  61  91 
8501 61  99 
8501 62 
8501 62 90 
8501 63 
8501 63 90 
8501 64 00 
8502 
8502 11 
8502 11 90 
8502 12 
8502 12 90 
8502 13 
8502 13 91 
850213 99 
8502 20 
8502 20 91 
8502 20 99 
8502 30 
8502 30 91 
8502 30 99 
8502 40 
8502 40 90 
8503 00 
8503 00 10 
8503 00 90 
8504 
8504 90 
8504 9011 
8504 90 19 
8504 90 90 
8546 
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Descrtpnon 
Traction motors 
Other, of an output: 
- Exceeding 75 kW but not exceedmg 750 kW 
- Exceeding 750 kW 
- AC generators (alternators): 
- - Of an output not exceeding 75  kVA: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Of an output not exceeding 7,5 k  VA 
- - - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kVA but not exceeding 75 kVA 
- - Of an output exceedmg 75 kVA but not exceeding 375 kVA: 
- - - Other 
- - Of an output exceeding 375 kVA but not exceeding 750 kVA: 
- - - Other 
- - Of an output exceeding 750 kVA 
Electric generating sets and rotary conveners: 
- Generating sets  With  compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines  (diesel  or 
sem1-diesel engines): 
- - Of an output not exceeding 75  kVA: 
- - - Other 
- - Of an output exceedmg 75  kVA but not exceedmg 375 kVA: 
- - - Other 
Of an output exceeding 375 kVA: 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Of an output exceedmg 375 kVA  but not exceeding 750 kVA 
- - - - Of an output exceed1ng 750 kVA 
- Generating sets with spark-1gnmon mternal combustion piston engines: 
- - Other: 
- - - Of an output not exceedmg 7,5 k  VA 
- - - Of an output exceeding 7,5 kVA 
- Other generatmg sets: 
Other: 
- - - T urb-generators 
- - - Other 
- Electnc rotary converters: 
- - Other 
Parts SUitable for use solely or principally with the machmes of code 8501 or 8502: 
- Non-magnetic retaining nngs 
-Other 
Electncal transformers, static conveners (for example, rectifiers) and inductors: 
- Parts: 
Of transformers and inductors: 
- - - Fernte cores 
- - - Other 
- - Of statiC converters 
Electrical insulators of any matenal - 826  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4187/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
tobacco falling v.ithin code ex 2401 10 60 or ex 2401  20 60 of the combined nomenclature 
and originating in  Yugoslavia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Commumty,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commiss1on, 
Whereas the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia (1 ), as supplemented by the Additional Protocol 
to that Agreement establishing new trade artangeme;,ts (2), 
provides that tobacco of the 'Pnlep' type falling within code 
ex  2401  10 60  or  ex  2401 20 60  of  the  combined 
nomenclature, onginating in and coming from Yugoslavia, 
as specified in an Agreement in the form of an Exchange of 
Letters  dated  11  July  1980,  is  to  be  imported  into  the 
Community  at  a  customs  duty  of 7%  with  a  minimum 
amount lev1ed of 13 ECU per 100 kilograms and a maximum 
of 45 ECU per 100 kilograms, withm the hmits of an annual 
Community  tariff  quota  of 1 500  tonnes;  whereas  such 
tobacco must be accompamed by a certificate of origin and 
authenticity; whereas the tariff quota in question should be 
opened for 1988; 
Whereas the customs duty levied under the above tariff quota 
is to be dismantled over the same periods and at the same 
rates as provided for in Articles 75 and 243 of the Act of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal; whereas, within the limits 
of the above tanff quota, the  Kingdom  of Spain and the 
Portuguese Republic are to apply customs duties calculated 
in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) No 4150/87 
of 21  December 1987laying down arrangements for Spain's 
and  Portugal's  trade  with  Yugoslavia  and  amending 
Regulations  (EEC)  No  449/86  and  (EEC)  No 
2573/87 ('); 
Whereas, from  1 January 1988, the nomenclature in  the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must take account of that fact by 
using  the  combined  nomenclature  codes  and  T a ric  code 
numbers of the products concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quota should be 
ensured for all Community importers and the rates laid down 
( 1)  OJ No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p. 2. 
(')  OJ No L 389,31. 12. 1987, p. 73. 
(')  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p. 1. 
for the quota should be applied consistently to all imports of 
the products in  question  into all  Member States until  the 
quota 1s exhausted; whereas, in the light of these principles, 
allocation  of the  Community  tariff quota  among certain 
Member  States  would  seem  to  preserve  the  Community 
nature of the  quota; whereas,  in  order to correspond  as 
closely as  possible to the real  trend of the market for  the 
products in  question, the allocation should reflect the pro 
rata requirements of the Member States based on statistics of 
imports of the said  products  from  Yugoslavia  during the 
representative reference period and on the economic outlook 
for the quota period in question; 
Whereas during the last three years for which statistics are 
available imports into the Member States were as follows: 
Member Stat< 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spam 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Portugal 
United Kmgdom 
)984 
534 
n.c. 
1985 
138 
850 
(tonnes) 
1986 
70 
269 
180 
30 
664 
Whereas during the last three years the products concerned 
were imported regularly only by certain Member States and 
not at all or only occasionally by the other Member States; 
whereas, under these circumstances, in the first phase, iniual 
shares should  be  allocated only to the genuine  importing 
Member  States  and  the  other Member  States  should  be 
guaranteed access to the benefit of the tariff quotas when 
imports actually take place in those Member States; whereas 
these allocation arrangements will ensure the uniform levy of 
the applicable duties; 
Whereas, to allow for the trend of imports of the products 
concerned in the various Member States, the quota volume - 827  -
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should be divided into two parts, the first  being allocated 
among  certain  Member States  and  the  second  held  as  a 
reserve  to  cover  any  subsequent  requirements  of  those 
Member States which have used up their initial shares and 
any requirements which  might arise in  the other Member 
States; whereas, to afford importers in each Member State 
some degree of certainty, an appropriate level  for the first 
part  of  the  Community  quota  would,  in  the  present 
circumstances, be 67% of the quota volume; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may be used 
up at different rates; whereas, in order to avoid any break in 
the  continuity  of supplies  on this  account,  it  should  be 
provided that any Member State which has almost used up its 
initial quota share should draw an additional share from the 
Community reserve; whereas each time its additional share is 
almost used up a Member State should draw a further share 
and so on as many times as the reserve allows; whereas these 
initial and additional shares must be valid until the end of  the 
quota period; whereas this form of administration requires 
close  cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission and the latter must be able to monitor the extent 
to which the quota volume has been used up and inform the 
Member State accordingly; 
Whereas if at a given date in the quota period a considerable 
quantity of a Member State's initial share remains unused, it 
Order 
No  CN code  Description 
IS essential that the Member State concerned should return a 
significant proportion thereof to the Community reserve in 
order  to  prevent  part  of  the  Community  quota  from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could be used 
in others; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation concerning the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any one of its members, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From 1 January to 31 December 1988 the customs duty 
applicable to imports into the Community of the following 
products originating in and coming from Yugoslavia shall be 
suspended at the level indicated and within the limits of a 
Community tariff quota as shown below: 
Quota 
(tonnes)  Quota duty 
Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse: 
- Tobacco, not stemmed/stripped: 
- - Other: 
09.1505  ex 240110 60  - - - Sun-cured Onental type tobacco: 
7% ad valorem 
wtth a mimmum 
amount levied of  - 'Prilep' type tobacco 
1 500 
- Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/stripped: 
13 ECU per 100 kilo-
grams and a maximum 
of 45 ECU per  Other: 
ex 2401 20 60  - Sun-cured Oriental type tobacco: 
100 kilograms net weight 
- 'Prilep' type tobacco 
Within the limits of this tariff quota the Kingdom of Spain 
and the  Portuguese  Republic  shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 
Protocol to Regulation (EEC) No 4150/87. 
2.  Import  of this  product must  be  accompanied  by  a 
certificate of authenticity issued by the competent Yugoslav 
authority and conforming with the model annexed to this 
Regulation. 
Article 2 
1.  A first part of  the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article 1 amounting to 1 000 tonnes shall be allocated among 
certain Member States; without prejudice to Article 5, the 
quota shares shall be valid until31 December 1988 and shall 
be as follows: 
Benelux 
Germany 
Spain 
France 
Italy 
(tonnes) 
25 
345 
65 
10 
555 
2.  The  second  part  of the  quota,  amounting  to  500 
tonnes, shall constitute the reserve. - 828  -
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3.  If an importer gives notification of immment imports 
of  the product concerned into one of the other Member States 
and applies to take advantage of  the quota, the Member State 
concerned shall inform the Commission and draw an amount 
corresponding  to its  requirements  to  the  extent  that  the 
available balance of the reserve so permits. 
Article 3 
1.  If  a Member State has used 90% or more of its initial 
quota share as specified in Article 2 (  1  )  , or of that share less 
any portion returned to the reserve pursuant to Article 5, it 
shall  forthwith,  by  notifying the  Commission  and to  the 
extent that the reserve so permits, draw a second share equal 
to 15% of  its initial share, rounded up where necessary to the 
next whole number. 
2.  If, after  its  inital  quota  share has been  used  up,  a 
Member State has used up 90% or more of its second share 
as  well,  it  shall,  using  the  procedure  provided •for  in 
paragraph 1 and to the extent that the reserve so permits, 
draw a third share equal to 7,5% of  1ts initial share, rounded 
up where necessary to the next whole number. 
3.  If, after its second share has been used up, a Member 
State has used 90% or more of its third share, it shall, using 
the procedure provided for in paragraph 1, draw a fourth 
share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used up. 
4.  By  way  of derogation from  paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, 
Member States may draw smaller shares than those specified 
in the said paragraphs if there is reason to believe that they 
might not be  used in  full.  Member States shall inform the 
Commission of their reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 
shall be valid until 31  December 1988. 
Article 5 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must return to 
the reserve the unused portion of  their initial share which, on 
15 September 1988, is in excess of  20% of  the initial volume. 
They may return a greater portion if there is reason to believe 
that it might not be used. 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must notify 
the  Commission  of the  total  quantities  of the  products 
concerned imported on or before 15 September 1988 and 
charged against the Community quotas and of any pomon of 
their imual share that they are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares drawn by 
Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform 
each Member State of the extent to which the reserves have 
been used up as soon it has been notified. 
It shall inform the Member States not later than 5 October 
1988 of the state of the reserve following any return of quota 
shares pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the reserve 
does not exceed the balance available, and to this end shall 
notify  the  amount  of that balance  to  the  Member  State 
making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure  that  additional  drawings  of  shares  pursuant  to 
Article 3 enable imports to be charged without interruption 
against their accumulated share of the Community quota. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of the 
products  concerned  have  free  access  to the  quota shares 
allocated to them. 
3.  Member States shall charge imports of the products 
concerned against their quota shares as and when the goods 
are  entered  with  the  customs  authorities  for  free 
circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
quota share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member  States  shall 
inform  it  of imports  of the  product  concerned  actually 
charged against their quota share. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 31. 12. 87 
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This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the CounCil 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
No L 400/33 - 830  -
ANEXO- BILAG - ANHANG - llAPAPTHMA -ANNEX- ANNEX£ - ALLEGATO- B/JLAGE- ANEXO 
1  Exporter (name, full address, country) 
Exportateur (nom. adresse compl~te, pays) 
5  Cons~gnee  (name, full address, country) 
Destinateire (nom, adresse compline. pays) 
8  Plloce and date of shipment - Means of transport 
loeu et date d'embarquement -Moyen de transport 
9  Marks and numbers-Number and kond of packages 
Marques et num6ros-Nombre et nature des colla 
11  Net weoght (kg) (on words) 
Poods net (kg) (en lettresl 
2  No 
3  Quotayear 
Ann" contingentaire 
6  lssuong authonty 
Organisme 6metteur 
ORIGINAL 
4  Country of dastinatoon 
Pays de destonation 
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY 
CERTIFICAT D'AUTHENTICrTE 
Tobacco-Tebac 
'Prllep' 
(CN Code ex 2401  10 60 and ex 2401  20 60) 
(Code NC ex 2401  10 60 et ex 2401  20 60) 
10Net-oght 
(kg) 
Poodsnet 
(kg) 
12  CERTIFICATE BY THE ISSUING AUTHORITY- VISA DE l'ORGANISME lOMETIEUR 
I hereby certify that the tobacco descrobed in thiS certoficate is 'Pnlep' tobacco W1thon the meanong of the Agreement 
Je certofoe que 1e tabac decrot dans ce certotocatestle tabac •Prilep· au sens del'  accord 
Place 
loeu 
Date 
Date 
(Stamp and sognature) 
(Cachelet sognalure) - 831  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4188/87 
of 21  December 1987 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
'Sljivovica' plum spirit falling within code ex 2208 90 33 of the combined nomenclature and 
originating in Yugoslavia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 21  of the Cooperation Agreement between 
the  European  Econom1c  Community  and  the  Sociahst 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (1 ), as supplemented by the 
Additional  Protocol  to  that  Agreement  establishing  new 
trade arrangements (2), provides that plum spirit under the 
name of 'Sijivovica' falling within code ex 2208 90 33 of the 
combined nomenclature and originating in Yugoslavia is to 
be imported into the Community at a duty of 0,3 ECU per 
hectolitre per % degree of  alcohol plus 3 ECU per hectolitre, 
within the limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 
5 420  hectolitres;  whereas  those  products  must  be 
accompanied by  a  certificate of authenticity; whereas  the 
quota in question should be opened for 1988; 
Whereas the customs duty levied under the above tariff quota 
is to be dismantled over the same periods and at the same 
rates as  provided for in Amcles 75  and 243  of the Act of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal; 
Whereas, within the limits of the  above tariff quota, the 
Kmgdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic are to apply 
customs  duties  calculated  m  accordance  with  Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 4150  I 87 of  21 December 1987, laying 
down  arrangements  for  Spain  and  Portugal's  trade  with 
Yugoslavia and amending Regulation (EEC) No 449/86 and 
(EEC) No 2573187 ('); 
Whereas,  from  1 January  1988  the  nomenclature  in  the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must take account of that fact  by 
using  the  combined  nomenclature  codes  and  Taric  code 
numbers of the products concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quota should be 
ensured for all Community importers and the rates laid down 
(')OJ No L 41, 14. 2.1983, p. 2. 
( 2)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p. 73. 
(')  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p.  1. 
for the quota should be applied consistently to all imports of 
the products in  question into all  Member States until the 
quota is exhausted; whereas, in the light of these principles, 
allocation  of the  Community tariff quota  among  certain 
Member  States  would  seem  to preserve  the  Community 
nature of  the quota; whereas in order to correspond ils closely 
as poss1ble to the real trend of the market for the products in 
question the allocation should reflect the requirements of  the 
Member  States  based on statistics of imports of the said 
products from Yugoslavia during a representative reference 
period and on the economic outlook for the quota period in 
question; 
Whereas during the last three years for which statistics are 
available imports into the Member States were as follows: 
(hectolztres) 
Member State  1984  1985  1986 
Benelux  39  71  20 
Denmark  5  20,13  9 
Germany  2 911  3 205  758 
Greece  - - -
Spam  n.c.  n.c.  6 
France  35  38  36 
Ireland  - - -
Italy  - - -
Portugal  n.c.  n.c.  -
Umted Kmgdom  3  - 10 
Whereas during the last three years the products concerned 
were imported regularly only by certain Member States and 
not at all  or only occasionally by the other Member States; 
whereas, under these circumstances, in the first phase, initial 
shares should be  allocated only to the genuine importing 
Member  States  and  the  other  Member  States  should  be 
guaranteed access to the benefit of the tariff quotas when 
imports actually take place in those Member States; whereas 
these allocatiOn arrangements will ensure the uniform levy of 
the applicable duties; 
Whereas, to allow for the trend of imports of the products 
concerned in the various Member States, the quota volume 
should be  divided into two parts, the first being allocated 
among certain  Member States  and  the second  held  as  a - 832  -
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reserve  to  cover  any  subsequent  requirements  of  those 
Member States which have used up their initial shares and 
any  requirements which might  arise  in  the other Member 
States; whereas, to afford imponers in each Member State 
some degree of cenainty, an appropriate level  for  the first 
pan  of  the  Community  quota  would,  in  the  present 
circumstances, be 67% of the quota volume; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may be used 
up at different rates; whereas, in order to avoid any break in 
the  continuity  of supplies  on  this  account,  it should  be 
provided that any Member State which has almost used up its 
initial quota share should draw an additional share from,the 
Community reserve; whereas each time its additional share is 
almost used up a Member State should draw a funher share 
and so on as many times as the reserve allows; whereas these 
initial and additional shares must be valid until the end of  the 
quota period; whereas this form of administration requires 
close  cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission and the latter must be able to monitor the extent 
to which the quota volume has been used up and inform the 
Member States accordingly; 
Whereas if  at a given date in the quota period a considerable 
quantity of a Member State's initial share remains unused, it 
Order No  CN code  Description 
ex 2208 90 33  ---- Plum,  pear  or  cherry 
liqueurs): 
is essential that the Member State concerned should return a 
significant proponion thereof to the Community reserve in 
order  to  prevent  pan  of  the  Community  quota  from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could be used 
in others; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg are united 
within  and  jointly  represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation concerning the administration of the 
quota shares allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From 1 January to 31 December 1988 the customs duty 
applicable to impons into the Community of the following 
products originating in Yugoslavia shall be suspended at the 
level indicated and within the limits of a Community tariff 
quota as shown below: 
Quota (heaolitres)  Qucxa duty 
spirit  (excluding 
0,3 ECU per 
09.1503  - Plum spirit marketed under the name of } 
5420  } 
hectohtre per % 
degree of alcohol plus 
Sljivovica, in containers holdmg two litres  3 ECU per hectolitre 
or less 
Within the limits of this tariff quota the Kingdom of Spain 
and  the  Ponuguese  Republic  shall  apply  customs  duties 
calculated  in  accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
4150/87. 
2.  lmpons of these products must be accompanied by a 
cenificate of authenticity issued by the competent Yugoslav 
authority and conforming with the model annexed to this 
Regulation. 
Article 2 
1.  A first pan of  the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article 1 amounting to 3 620 hectolitres shall be allocated 
among  cenain  Member  States;  without  prejudice  to 
Article 5, the quota shares shall be valid until 31 December 
1988 and shall be as follow: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
United Kingdom 
(bectol1tres) 
65 
15 
3 530 
5 
5 
2.  The second pan of the  quota, amounting to 1 800 
hectolitres, shall constitute the reserve. 
3.  If  an imponer gives notification of imminent impons 
of  the products concerned into the other Member States and 
applies to take advantage of the quota, the Member State 
concerned shall inform the Commission and draw an amount 
corresponding to its  requirements to the  extent that the 
available balance of the reserve so permits. 
Article 3 
1.  If  a Member State has used 90% or more of its initial 
quota share as specified in Article 2 (1), or of that share less 
any ponion returned to the reserve pursuant to Article 5, it 
shall  fonhwith,  by  notifying the Commission  and to the 
extent that the reserve so permits, draw a second share equal 
to 15 % of its initial share, rounded up where necessary to the 
next whole number. 
2.  If, aher its  initial  quota share has been used  up, a 
Member State has used up 90% or more of its second share - 833  -
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as  well,  it  shall,  using  the  procedure  provided  for  in 
paragraph 1 and to the extent that the reserve so permits, 
draw a third share equal to 7,5% of its initial share, rounded 
up where necessary to the next whole number. 
3.  If, after its second share has been used up, a Member 
State has used 90% or more of its third share, it shall, using 
the procedure provided for in paragraph 1, draw a fourth 
share equal to the third. 
This process shall continue until the reserve is used up. 
4.  By  way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, 
Member States may draw smaller shares than those specified 
in the said paragraphs if there is reason to believe that they 
might not be used in full.  Member States shall inform the 
Commission of their reasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 
shall be valid until 31  December 1988. 
Article 5 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must return to 
the reserve the unused portion of their initial share which, on 
15 September 1988, is inexcessof20% ofthe initial volume. 
They may return a greater portion if there is reason to believe 
that it might not be used. 
By 1 October 1988 at the latest Member States must notify 
the  Commission  of the  total  quantities  of the  products 
concerned imported on or before 15 September 1988 and 
charged against the Community quotas and of  any portion of 
their initial share that they are returning to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares drawn by 
Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform 
each Member State of the extent to which the reserve has 
been used up as soon as it has been notified. 
It shall inform the Member States not later than 5 October 
1988 of the state of the reserve following any return of  quota 
shares pursuant to Article 5. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which exhausts the reserve 
does not exceed the balance available, and to this end shall 
notify  the  amount of that balance  to  the  Member  State 
making the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1.  Member  States  shall  take  all  appropriate  measures 
to ensure that additional drawings of shares  pursuant to 
Article 3 enable imports to be charged without interruption 
against their accumulated share of the Community quota. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  importers  of the 
products  concerned  have  free  access  to the quota  shares 
allocated to them. 
3.  Member States shall  charge imports of the products 
concerned against their quota shares as and when the goods 
are  entered  with  the  customs  authorities  for  free 
circulation. 
4.  The extent to which a Member State has used up its 
quota share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At  the  request  of the  Commission,  Member States  shall 
inform  it  of imports  of the  products concerned  actually 
charged against their quota share. 
Article 9 
The Member  States  and the  Commission  shall  cooperate 
closely to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Arttcle 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER - 834  -
ANEXO - 8/LAG - ANHANG - nAPAPTHMA - ANNEX - ANNEX£ - ALLEGA TO  - 8/JLAGE- ANEXO 
1  Exporter (name. fulleddresa. country) 
Exporteteur (nom. edresae complllte. pays) 
5  Consognee (name, full eddresa, country) 
Oestinateire (nom. edresse complllte, pays) 
8  PIKe end date ol shipment - Meens ol trensport 
Lieu et date d'embarquement-Moyen de trensport 
9  Merksend numbers- Number end kind of packeges 
Marques et nu'"'roa-Nombre et nature des coils 
12  1111 vol of alcohol and litres (In words) 
1111 vol d'elcoolet litres (en tenres) 
2  No 
3  Quotayear 
AnMI  contongenta~re 
6  Issuing euthority 
Orgenisme 6meneur 
ORIGINAL 
4  Country of destination 
Peys de destinatoon 
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY 
CERTIFICAT D'AUTHENfiCnt 
Plum spirit 'Sijivovica' 
Eau-de-vie de prunes •Sijivovic:a• 
(CN Code ex 2208 90 33) 
(Code NC ex 2208 90 33) 
11  Utrea 
Lltrea 
13  CERTIFICATE BY THE ISSUING AUTHORITY-VISA DE L'ORGANISME ~METIEUR 
I hereby certofy that the plum sp~rot '$i1ovovoca· described on this certolocate corresponds with the definition given on the r-rse. 
Je certotoe que l'eau-de-voe de prunes .$1Jovovoca• d6crile dans Cl! ~ertiflcal correspond A Ia d61initlon llgurant au verso 
Plloce 
Lieu 
Date 
Dati 
(Stamp and signature) 
(Cachet It  signature) - 835  -
DEFINITION 
Plum spirit with an alcoholic: strength of 40 o/o  vol or more, marketed under the name 
SUIVOVICA,  corresponding  to  the  specifications  laid  down  in  the  Regulation 
relating to the quality of spirituous beverages, published in the Official Journal of the 
Socialist Federal Republic: of Yugoslavia on 7 October 1971. 
DEFINITION 
Eau-de-vie  de  prunes  ayant  un  titre  alc:oom~trique !gal  ou  superieur A 40 o/o  vol, 
c:ommercialisee sous Ia denomination SUIVOVICA correspondant A Ia specification 
reprise dans Ia reglementation relative A  Ia qualite des boissons alcooliques publiee au 
Journal officiel de Ia republique socialiste federative de Yougoslavie le 7 oc:tobre 1971. - 836  -
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4189/87 
of 21 December 1987 
opening and providmg for the administration of Community tariff quotas for sweet peppers, 
frozen peas and garlic originating in Yugoslavia (1988) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  Article  2  of  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
establishing  new  trade  arrangements (1)  provides  for  the 
opening of Community tariff quotas for  imports into the 
Community of: 
- 1 200  tonnes  of  sweet  peppers  falling  within  code 
0709 60 10 of the combined nomenclature, 
- 1 300  tonnes  of  frozen  peas  falling  within  code 
0710 21  00 of the combined nomenclature, and 
- 300  tonnes of garlic falling within code 0703 20 00 of the 
combined nomenclature, 
originating in Yugoslavia; 
Whereas, within the limits of those tariff quotas, customs 
duties are to be dismantled over the same periods and at the 
same rates as provided for in Articles 7 5 and 268 of  the Act of 
Accession of Spain and Portugal; whereas the quota duties 
for 1988 are equal to 72,7 % ofthe Common Customs Tariff 
duties;  whereas, however, Council  Regulation (EEC)  No 
4150/87 of 21  December 1987laying down arrangements 
for  Spain's  and  Portugal's  trade  with  Yugoslavia  and 
amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No 449/86 and  (EEC)  No 
2573/87 (2)  provides  that  those  Member  States  are  to 
postpone application of the preferential arrangements for the 
products  in  question  until  31  December  1989  and  31 
December  1990  respectively;  whereas  this  Regulation 
therefore applies only to the Community as constituted on 31 
December 1985; whereas the Community tariff quotas in 
question should therefore be opened for 1988; 
Whereas from 1 January 1988 the nomenclature used in the 
Common Customs Tariff will be replaced by the combined 
( 1)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p.  73. 
(1)  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p.  1. 
nomenclature based on the International Convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System; 
whereas this Regulation must therefore take account of that 
fact by using the combined nomenclature codes and, where 
appropriate,  the  T aric  code  numbers  of  the  products 
concerned; 
Whereas equal and continuous access to the quotas should be 
ensured for all Community importers and the rates laid down 
for the quotas should be applied consistently to all imports of 
-the products in  question into all  Member States until the 
quotas are exhausted; whereas, however, the quotas should 
not in  this  case  be  allocated  among the Member States, 
without prejudice to the drawing against the quota volumes 
of  such quantities as they may need, under the conditions and 
according  to  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  1 (3); 
whereas  this  method  of  administration  requires  close 
cooperation  between  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission  and the larter must in  particular be  able  to 
monitor the rate at which the quota is used and inform the 
Member States accordingly; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg are united 
within and  jointly represented  by  the  Benelux  Economic 
Union, any operation concerning the administration of the 
quota share allocated to that economic union may be carried 
out by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  From  1  January  to  31  December  1988  the  duties 
applicable to imports into the Community as constituted on 
31 December 1985 of the following products originating in 
Yugoslavia shall be suspended at the levels indicated and 
within the  limits  of a  Community tariff quota as  shown 
below: No L 400/44 
Order 
No 
09.1509 
09.1511 
Order 
No 
09.1507 
- 837  -
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CNcode  Dcsa1ption  Quota 
(tonnes) 
0709  Other vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
- Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of the genus Pzmenta: 
0709 60 10  - - Sweet peppers  1200 
0710  Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boihng in water), 
frozen: 
- Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
0710 21  00  - - Peas (Pzsum  sat11111m)  1 300 
2.  From 1 February to 31 May 1988 the duty applicable to impons into the Community as 
constituted on 31 December 1985 of  the following products originating in Yugoslavia shall be 
suspended at the level indicated and within the limits of a Community tariff quota as shown 
below: 
CN code  Descripnon  Quota 
(tonnes) 
0703  Onions, shallots, garlic, leeks and other alliaceous vegetables, fresh 
or chilled: 
ex 0703 20 00  - Garhc: 
- From 1 February to 31  May  300 
31. 12. 87 
Quota duty 
(%) 
4,5 
11,2 
Quota duty 
(%) 
8,7 
3.  If an imponer gives notification of imminent impons 
of one of the products in question into a Member State and 
applies to take advantage of the corresponding quota, the 
Member State concerned shall inform the Commission and 
draw an amount corresponding to its requirements to the 
extent that the available balance of the quota so permits. 
concerned against their drawing as and when the goods are 
entered with the customs authorities for free circulation. 
4.  The shares drawn pursuant to paragraph 3 shall be 
valid until the end of the quota period. 
Article 2 
1.  Member States shall take all appropriate measures to 
ensure that their drawings pursuant to Article 1 (3) enable 
impons to be  charged  without  interruption  against  their 
accumulated shares of the Community quotas. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  imponers  of the 
products concerned have free access to the quotas for such 
time  as  the  residual  balance  of  the  quota  volumes  so 
permits. 
3.  Member States shall charge impons of the products 
4.  The extent to whicll the quotas have been used up shall 
be  determined  on  the  basis  of  the  impons  charged  in 
accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 3 
At  the request  of the  Commission,  Member States  shall 
inform it of impons actually charged against the quotas. 
Article 4 
Member States and the Commission shall cooperate closely 
to ensure that this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER - 838  -
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II 
(Acts whose publicatzon is  not obligatory) 
COUNCIL 
DECISION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 21  December 1987 
establishing ceilings and Community supervision for imports of certain goods falling under the 
ECSC Treaty originating in  Yugoslavia (1988) 
(87 /612/ECSC) 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL 
COMMUNITY, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
In agreement with the Commission, 
HAVE DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
1.  From 1 January to 31 December 1988 impons into the 
Community of certain products origmatmg in  Yugoslavia 
and indicated  in  Article  3  of the  Agreement  berween  the 
Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
of  the  one  part,  and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia, of the other part (1 ), shall be subject to annual 
ceilings  and  to  Community  supervision  in  the 
Commumty. 
Within  the  limits of these  tanff ceihngs, the Kingdom of 
Spain and the Portuguese Repubhc shall apply customs duttes 
calculated  accordmg  to  Decision  87  I 6031 ECSC  of  the 
Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, 
meetmg within the Council, and of the Commission of 21 
December 1987 laying down the arrangements for Spain's 
and Portugal's  trade with  Yugoslavia  m  products  falhng 
under  the  ECSC  Treaty  and  amendmg  Decisions 
86/69/ECSC and 87/456/ECSC (2). 
The description of the goods referred to in  the preceding 
subparagraph, their combined nomenclature codes and the 
levels  of  the  indicative  ceihngs  are  given  in  the  Annex 
hereto. 
( 1)  OJ No L 41, 14. 2. 1983, p. 113. 
(')  OJ No L 389, 31. 12. 1987, p.  61. 
2.  Amounts shall  be set off against the ceilings  as  and 
when the goods are entered with customs authorities for free 
circulation  and  accompanied  by  a  movement  certificate 
conforming  to  the  rules  contained  in  Protocol  3  to  the 
Cooperation Agreement berween the European Economic 
Community  and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia (l). 
Goods  shall  be  set  off  against  the  ceilings  only  if  the 
movement certificate has been submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are re-established. 
The reaching of a ceiling shall be determmed at Community 
level on the basis of imports set off against it in the manner 
defined in the preceding subparagraphs. 
The  Member  States  shall  periodically  inform  the 
Commission  of imports  effected  in  accordance  with  the 
above rules; such  information shall  be supplied under the 
conditions laid down in paragraph 4. 
3.  As soon as the ceilings are reached at Community level, 
Member States may at any time, at the request of any one of 
them or of  the Commission, and in respect of the whole of the 
Community, re-establish the levying of the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
Wnhm  the  framework  of the  foregoing  provisions,  the 
Commission  shall  coordinate  the  procedures  for 
re-establishing  the  customs  duties  applicable  to  third 
countnes, in particular by notifying the date common to the 
whole of the  Community and directly  applicable in  each 
Member State.  The notification shall  be  published in  the 
Offzctal journal of the European Communities. 
4.  Member States shall forward to the Commission, not 
later than the  15th day of each  month, statements of the 
1'1  OJ  No L 41, 14  2. 1983, p. 2. - 839  -
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amounts set off during the preceding month. They shall, if 
the Commission so requests, make up such statements for 
periods of 10 days and forward them within five clear days of 
expiry of the preceding 10-day period. 
Article 2 
Member States and the Commission shall cooperate closely 
to ensure that this Decision is complied with. 
Article 3 
Member  States  shall  take  all  measures  necessary  to 
implement this Decision. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
The President 
B. HAARDER 31. 12. 87 
Order 
No 
(1) 
06.0010 
06.0020 
CN code 
(2) 
72011011 
720110 19 
720110 30 
720110 90 
720120 00 
72013010 
7201 30 90 
720140 00 
7202 9911 
7203 90 00 
7208 11 00 
7208 1210 
7208 12 91 
720812 99 
7208 13 10 
7208 13 91 
720813 99 
72081410 
720814 90 
7208 2110 
- 840  -
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ANNEX 
DescnptiOn 
(3) 
Pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms: 
- Non-alloy pig iron containing by we•ght 0,5% or less of phosphorus: 
- - Containing by weight not less than 0,4% of manganese: 
- - - Containing by weight 1 % or less of silicon 
- - - Containing by weight more than 1 % of silicon 
- - Containing by weight not less than 0,1% but less than 0,4% of manganese 
- - Containing by weight less than 0,1% of manganese 
- Non-alloy pig iron containing by weight more than 0,5% of phosphorus 
- Alloy pig iron: 
Containing by weight not less than 0,3% but not more than 1 %of  ntanium and 
not less than 0,5% but not more than 1 % of vanadium 
Other 
- Spiegeleisen 
Ferro-alloys: 
- Other: 
- - Other: 
- - - Ferro-phosphorus: 
- - - - Contaming  by  weight  more  than  3%  but  less  than  15%  of 
phosphorus 
Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of ~ron ore and other spongy ferrous 
products, in lumps, pellets or similar forms; iron having a minimum purity by weight of 
99,94%, in lumps, pellets or similar forms: 
- Other 
Flat-rolled  products  of iron  or non-alloy  steel,  of a  width  of 600 mm  or more, 
hot-rolled, not dad, plated or coated: 
- In coils, not funher worked than hot-rolled, of a thickness of less than 3 mm and 
having a minimum yield point of 275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and 
having a mimmum yteld point of 355 MPa: 
- - Of a thickness exceedmg 10 mm 
- - Of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more but not exceeding 10 mm: 
- - - Intended for re-rolling (') 
- - - Other: 
- - - - With patterns in relief 
----Other 
- - Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm: 
- - - Intended for re-rolling (1) 
- - - Other: 
- - - - With patterns in relief 
----Other 
- - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm: 
- - - lntendend for re-rolling {') 
- - - Other 
- Other, in coils, not funher worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm: 
With patterns in relief 
No L 400/47 
Cellmg 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
24 281 No L 400/48 
Order 
No 
(1) 
06.0020 
(cont'd) 
06.0030 
CNcode 
(2) 
7208 21  90 
7208 2210 
7208 22 91 
7208 22 99 
7208 23 10 
7208 23 91 
7208 23 99 
7208 24 10 
7208 24 90 
72111210 
7211 19 10 
7211 22 10 
7211 29 10 
7207 19 15 
7207 20 55 
721310 00 
7213 31  00 
7213 39 00 
7213 4100 
7213 49 00 
- 841  -
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Description 
(3) 
- - - Other 
- - Of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more but not exceeding 10 mm: 
- - - Intended for re-rolling (1) 
- - - Other: 
- - - - With patterns in rehef 
----Other 
- - Of a tickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm: 
- - - Intended for re-rolling (  1) 
- Other: 
- - - - With patterns in relief 
----Other 
- - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm: 
- - - Intended for re-rolling (  1) 
- - - Other 
Flat-rolled products of  ir6n or non-alloy steel, of  a w1dth of  less than 600 mm, not clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, of a thickness of less than 3 mm and havmg a 
mimmum yield point of 275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a 
mimmum yield point of 355 MPa: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
- - - Of a w1dth exceeding 500 mm 
--Other: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Other, not further worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,  7 5 mm or more: 
- - - Of a width exceedmg 500 mm 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
Semi-fin1shed products of iron or non-alloy steel: 
- Contaimng by weight less than 0,25% of carbon: 
Other: 
- - - Of c1rcular or polygonal cross-section: 
- - - - Rolled or obtamed by continuous casting: 
-----Other 
- Containing by weight 0,25% or more of carbon: 
- - Or circular or polygonal cross-section: 
- - - Rolled or obtamed by connnuous casting: 
- - - - Other: 
- - - - - Containing  by  weight  0,25%  or  more  but  less  than  0,6%  of 
carbon 
Bars and rods, hot-rolled, m Irregularly wound coils of iron or non-alloy steel: 
- Containmg indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced dunng the 
rolhng process 
- Other, contammg by weight less than 0,25% of carbon 
- Other, containing by weight 0,25% or more but ltss than 0,6% of carbon 
( 
1
)  Entry w1thm  this code IS  sub1rct to condmons Jaid  down an  the relevant Communu:y provisions. 
31. 12. 87 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
35 250 
23 227 31. 12. 87 
Order  CN code  No 
(I)  (2) 
06.0030 
(cont'd) 
7214 20 00 
7214 40 10 
7214 40 91 
7214 40 99 
7214 50 10 
7214 50 91 
7214 50 99 
7215 90 10 
7228 80 90 
06.0040 
7207 19 31 
7207 20 71 
7216 10 00 
7216 21  00 
7216 22 00 
7216 31  00 
7216 32 00 
7216 33 00 
7216 4010 
7216 40 90 
7216 50 10 
7216 50 90 
7216 90 10 
730110 00 
06.0050 
72111290 
721119 91 
- 842  -
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Descnpnon 
(3) 
Other bars and rods of other alloy steel, not further worked than forged hot-rolled, 
hot-drawn or hot-extruded but mcludmg those twisted after rolhng: 
- Contaimng mdentat10ns, nbs, grooves, or other deformations produced during the 
rolhng process or twisted after rolhng 
- Other, containing by  wetght less than 0,25% of carbon 
- Other, contammg by  wetght 0,25 %  or more but less than 0,6% of carbon 
Other bars and rods of tron or non-alloy steel: 
- Other: 
- - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded not further worked than clad 
Other bars and rods of other alloy steel, angles, shapes and sections of other alloy 
steel: 
- Hollow dnll bars and rods: 
- - Of non-alloy steel 
Semt-flmshed products of tron or non-alloy steel: 
- Containing by weight less  than 0,25% of carbon: 
Other: 
- - - Blanks for angles, shapes and sectiOnS: 
- - - Rolled or obtamed by continuous casting 
- Contatmng by wetght 0,25% or more of carbon: 
- - Blanks for angles, shapes and sections: 
- - - Rolled or obtained by contmuous castmg 
Angles, shapes dnd sections of iron of non-alloy steel: 
- U-, 1- or H-sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of 
a hetght of less than 80 mm 
No L 400/49 
Cetlmg 
(tonnes) 
(4) 
- L-or T-sectlons, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded of a  3 314 
height of less than 80 mm 
- U-, 1-or H-sectlons, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded of  a 
hetght of 80 mm  or more 
- L-or T-sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a 
height or 80 mm or more 
- Other angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn 
or extruded 
- Other: 
- - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad: 
Sheet p1hng of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made from assembled 
elements, welded angles, shapes and sections, of iron of steel 
- Sheet piling 
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, of a thtckness of less than 3 mm and havmg a 
mtmmum yteld point of 275 MPa or of a thtekness of 3 mm or more and having a 
mmtmum yield point of 355 MPa: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
- - - Of a width nor exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - - Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but leS" than 4,  7 5 mm - 843  -
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Order  CN code  ~scr1prion  Ce1hng 
No  (tonnes) 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0050  721119 99  ---- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
(cont'd)  - Other, not funher worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
7211 22 90  - - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm  6 850 
- Other, not funher worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
7211  29 91  - - - - Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
721129 99  - - - - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
- Clad: 
- - Of a w1dth exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - Not funher worked than surface-treated: 
7212 60 91  - - - - Hot-rolled, not funher worked than clad 
06.0060  Flat-rolled  products of iron  or non-alloy  steel,  of a  width  of 600  mm  or more, 
hot-rolled, not clad, plated or coated: 
- Not in coils, not further worked than hot-rolled, of  a thickness ofless than 3 mm and 
having a mmimum yield pmnt of 275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and 
having a minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
7208 32 10  - - Other, of a thickness exceedmg 10 mm 
7208 32 30 
7208 32 51 
7208 32 59 
7208 32 91 
7208 32 99 
7208 33 10  - - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more but not exceeding 10 mm 
7208 33 91 
7208 33 99 
7208 3410  - - Other, of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
7208 34 90 
7208 35 10  - - Other, of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
7208 35 91 
7208 35 93 
7208 35 99 
- - Other, not in coils, not funher worked than hot-rolled 
7208 4210  - - Other, of a thickness exceeding 10 mm 
7208 42 30 
7208 42 51 
7208 42 59 
7208 42 91 
7208 42 99 
7208 4310  - - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more but not exceeding 10 mm 
7208 43 91 
7208 43 99 
7208 4410  - - Other, of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
7208 44 90 
7208 4510  - - Other, of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
7208 45 91 
7208 45 93 
7208 45 99 
- Other: 
7208 9010  - - Not funher worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square) - 844  -
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Order  CN code  Description  Ceiling 
No  (tonnes) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0060  Flat-rolled  products of rron  or  non-alloy  steel  of a  width  of 600  mm  or more, 
(cont'd)  cold-rolled (cold-reduced) not clad, plated or coated: 
- In coils, not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced) of a thickness of less 
than 3 mm and having a minimum yield point of 27  5 MPa or of  a thickness of 3 mm 
or more and having a minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
72091210  - - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than 3 mm 
720912 90 
72091310  - - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceedmg 1 mm 
7209 13 90 
7209 1410  - - Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm 
7209 14 90  - Other,  m  coils  not  further  worked than cold-rolled  (cold reduced) 
7209 22 10  - - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than 3 mm 
7209 22 90 
7209 23 10  - - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceeding 1 mm 
7209 23 90 
7209 2410  - - Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm 
7209 24 91 
7209 24 99 
- Not in coils, not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced) of  a thickness ofless 
than 3 mm and having a minimum y1eld pomt of  27  5 MPa or of  a thickness of  3 mm 
or more and having a min1mum yield pomt of 355 MPa: 
7209 3210  - - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than 3 mm 
7209 32 90 
7209 33 10  - - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceeding 1 mm 
7209 33 90 
7209 34 10  - - Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm 
7209 34 90 
- Other, not in coils, not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
7209 4210  - - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but not exceeding 3 mm 
7209 42 90 
7209 4310  -- Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceeding 1 mm 
7209 43 90 
7209 4410  -- Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm 
7209 44 90 
- Other: 
7209 9010  - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square) 
Flat-rolled products or iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more, clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Plated or coated with tin: 
- - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more: 
72101110  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square) 
- - Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm: 
7210 12 11  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
7210 12 19  rectangular (including square) 
- Plated or coated with lead, including teme-plate: 
7210 20 10  - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square) 
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc: 
- - Ofsteel of a thickness of  less than 3 mm and having a minimum yield point of  275 
MPa or a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a minimum yield point of 
355 MPa: 
7210 3110  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square)  42484 
- - Other: - 845  -
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Order  CN code  Descnptoon  Ccilong 
No  (tonncs) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0060  7210 39 10  --- Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
(cont'd)  rectangular (including square} 
- Otherwose plated or coated with zinc: 
- - Corrugated: 
72104110  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (mcluding square} 
-- Other: 
72104910  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square} 
- Plated  or  coated  with  chrom1um  oxides  or  with  chromium  and  chromium 
oxides: 
7210 5010  - - Not further worked than surface-treated or Simply cut mto shapes other than 
rectangular (includ1ng square} 
- Plated or coated with aluminium: 
- - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
rectangular (including square}: 
7210 60 11  - - - Plated or coated with aluminium-zinc alloys 
7210 60 19  - - - Other 
- Pamted, varnished or plastic coated: 
7210 70 11  - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
7210 70 19  rectangular (mcluding square} 
- Other: 
- - Other: 
7210 90 31  - - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than 
7210 90 33  rectangular (including square} 
7210 90 35 
7210 90 39 
Flat-rolled products of  ~ron or non-alloy steel, of  a width of less than 600 mm, not clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, of a thickness of less than 3 mm and havmg a 
minimum yield point of 275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a 
minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
72111210  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
7211 19 10  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Other, not further worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
7211 2210  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
7211 29 10  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
Flat-rolled products, of  iron or non-alloy steel, of  a width ofless than 600 mm,not clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced} of  a thickness ofless than 3 mm 
and having a minimum yield point of  275 MPa or of  a thickness of  3 mm or  more and 
having a minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
7211 3010  - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Other, not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced}: 
- - Containing by  weight less than 0,25% of carbon: 
72114110  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
72114910  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Other: 
- - Of a width exceeding SOO  mm: 31. 12. 87 
Order 
No 
(1) 
06.0060 
(cont'd) 
06.0070 
CN code 
(2) 
7211 90 11 
72121010 
7212 21  11 
7212 2911 
7212 3011 
72124010 
7212 40 91 
7212 50 31 
7212 50 51 
7212 6011 
7204 50 90 
720610 00 
7207 11  11 
7207 19 11 
- 846  -
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Description 
(3) 
Not further worked than surface-treated 
Flat-rolled products of 1ron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 500 mm, clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Plated or coated with tin: 
- - Tin plate, not further worked than surface-treated 
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zmc: 
- - Of steel of a thickness of less than 3 mm and havmg a minimum yield point of 
275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a minimum yield pointbf.-
355 MPa: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - not further worked than surface-treated 
Other: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - Not further worked than surface-treated 
- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc: 
- - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - Not further worked than surface-treated 
- Pa1nted, varnished or plastic coated: 
- - Tin plate, not further worked than varnished 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - - Not further worked than surface-treated 
- Otherwise plated or coated: 
- - Of a width exceedmg 500 mm: 
Lead-coated: 
- - - - Not further worked than surface-treated 
- - - Other: 
- - - - Not further worked than surface-treated 
- Clad: 
- - Of a w1dth exceedmg 500 mm: 
- - - Not further worked than surface-treated 
Ferrous waste and scrap; remelting scrap mgots of iron or steel: 
- Remelting scrap ingots: 
- - Other 
Iron  and non-alloy steel  in  ingots or other pnmary forms  (excludmg iron of code 
7203) 
- Ingots (ECSC) 
Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel 
- Containing by weight less than 0,25 %of carbon: 
- - Of rectangular (includmg square) cross-section, the width measuring less than 
twice the thickness: 
- - - Rolled or obtained by continuous casting: 
- - - - Free-cutting steel 
- - Other: 
- - - Of circular or polygonal cross-sectiOn: 
- - - - Rolled or obtained by contmuous castmg: 
- - - - - Of free-cuttmg steel 
- Contaimng by weight 0,25% or more of carbon: 
- - Of rectangular (mcluding square) cross-section, the wtdth measunng less than 
twtce the thickness: 
- - - Rolled or obtained by continuous casting: 
No L 400/53 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
(4) - 847  -
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Order  CN cod<  Description  C.dtng 
No  (tonn«) 
(I)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0070  7207 20 11  ---- Free-cutting steel 
(cont'd)  ---- Other, containing by weight: 
7207 2017  ---- - 0,6 % or more of carbon 
- - Of circular or polygonal cross-section: 
- - - Rolled or obtained by continuous casting: 
7207 20 51  - - - - Free-cutting steel 
- - ....,  - Other: 
7207 20 57  - - - - - Containing by weight 0,6 % of carbon 
Flat-rolled products of  iron or non-alloy steel, of a width ofless than 600 mm, not clad, 
plated or coated: 
- Not funher worked  'n hot-rolled, of a thickness of less than 3 mm and havmg a 
minimum yteld potn! oll.75 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a 
minimum yield pomt of 355 ·MPa: 
- - Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
721112 90  - - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm 
-- Other: 
- - - Of a width not' exceeding 500 mm: 
721119 91  - - - - Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
721119 99  - - - - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
- Other, not funher worked than hot-rolled: 
- - Other, of a thtckness of 4,75 mm or more: 
7211  22 90  - - - Of a wtdth not exceedmg 500 mm 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
7211  29 91  - - - - Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
7211 29 99  - - - - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, clad, 
plated or coated: 
-Clad: 
- - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - Not funher worked than surface-treated: 
7212 60 91  - - - - Hot-rolled, not funher worked than clad 
Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils of iron or non-alloy steel 
7213 20 00  - Of free-cutting steel 
- Other, containing by weight 0,6% or more of carbon 
7213 50 00  - Other, containing by weight 0,6% or more of carbon 
7214 3000  - Of free-cutting steel 
7214 60 00  - Other, containing by weight 0,6% or more of carbon 
Stainless steel in  ingots or other primary forms,  semi-finished  product~ of stainless 
steel 
7218 10 00  - Ingots and other primary forms 
- Other: 
- - Of rectangular (includmg square) cross-section: 
7218 9011  - - - Rolled or obtained by continuous casting 
7218 90 13 
7218 90 15 
7218 90 19 
- - Other: 
7218 90 50  - - - Rolled or obtained by continuous casting 
Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of 600 mm or more: 
7219 11  10  - Not funher worked than hot-rolled in coils 
7219 11  90 - 848  -
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Order No  CN code  Descripnon 
Ceiling amount 
(m tonnes) 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0070  72191210  - Not further worked than hot-rolled, not in coils 
(cont'd)  721912 90 
72191310  - Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
721913 90 
72191410  - - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less than 3 mm 
7219 14 90 
7219 2110 
7219 21  90 
7219 2210 
7219 22 90 
7219 23 10 
7219 23 90 
7219 2410 
7219 24 90 
7219 33 10 
7219 33 90 
7219 34 10  - - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceeding 1 mm 
7219 34 90 
7219 35 10  - - Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm 
7219 35 90 
-Other: 
7219 90 11  - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding, or simply cut into 
7219 90 19  shapes other than rectangular (including square) 
Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a with of less than 600 mm: 
72201100  - Not further worked than hot-rolled 
722012 00 
7227 (all  Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of other alloy steel 
numbers) 
Other bars and rods of other alloy steel; angles, shapes and sections of other alloy steel,  23143 
hollow drill bars and rods, of alloy or non-alloy steel: 
7228 10 10  - Bars and rods, or alloy or non-alloy steel: 
- - Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or exuuded 
- - Other: 
7228 10 91  - - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or eXtrUded not further worked than clad 
- Bars and rods, of silica-manganese steel: 
7228 20 11  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or eXtrUded 
7228 20 19 
- - Other: 
7228 20 31  - - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or eXtrUded not further worked than clad 
7228 30 10  - Other  bars  and  rods,  not  further  worked  than  hot-rolled,  hot-drawn  or 
7228 30 90  exuuded 
- Other bars and rods: 
7228 60 10  - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or eXtrUded not further worked than clad 
- Angles, shapes and sections: 
7228 70 10  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled hot-drawn or eXtrUded 
- Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
7220 2010  - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Other: 
- - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
7220 90 11  - - - Not further worked, than surface-treated, including cladding 
- - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding: - 849  -
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Order No  CN code  Descnpnon  Ceihng amount 
(in  ronnes) 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
06.0070  7220 90 31  ---- Hot-rolled, not further worked than clad 
(cont'd)  Other bars, and rods of stainless steel; shapes and sections of stainless steel: 
7222 10 11  - Bars and rods, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded 
72221019 
7222 10 91 
7222 10 99 
- Other bars and rods: 
7222 30 10  - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded not further worked than clad 
- Angles, shapes and sections: 
722140 11  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled hot-drawn or extruded 
7222 40 19 
- - Other: 
7222 40 30  - - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded not further worked than clad 
Other alloy steel in mgots or other primary forms, semi-finished products of  other alloy 
steel: 
722410 00  - Ingots and other P,rimary forms: 
- Other: 
- - Of rectangular (including square) cross-section: 
7224 9011  - - - Hot-rolled or obtamed by contmous casting 
- - Other: 
7224 90 30  - - - Hot-rolled or obtamed by connnuous casting 
Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more 
7225 10 10  - Of sihcon-electrical steel 
7225 10 91 
7225 10 99 
- Of high speed steel: 
7225 20 11  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled 
7225 20 19  - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding or simply cut into 
7225 20 30  shapes other than rectangular (including square) 
7225 30 00  - Other, not further worked than hot-rolled, in coils 
7225 4010  - Other, not futher worked than hot-rolled, not in coals 
7225 40 30 
7225 40 50 
7225 4070 
7225 40 90 
- Other: 
7225 9010  - - Not further worked than surface-treated includmg cladding or simply cut into 
shapes other than rectangular (including square) 
Flat-rolled products or other alloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm 
- Of silicon-electrical steel 
7226 1010  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled 
- - Other: 
722610 30  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- Of high-speed steel 
7226 20 10  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled 
- - Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold reduced) 
7226 20 31  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm - 850  -
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Order No  CN code  Description  Ceding amount 
(in tonnes} 
(1}  (2}  (3)  (4} 
06.0070  7226 20 51  ---- Not further worked than surface treated, including cladding 
(cont'd)  - - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
---- Not further worked than surface-treated including cladding: 
7226 2071  - - ·- - - Hot-rolled, not further worked than clad 
- Other: 
7226 91  00  - - Not further worked than hot-rolled 
- - Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
7226 9210  - - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm 
- - Other: 
- - - Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
7226 9911  - - - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding 
- - - Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding: 
7226 99 31  - - - - - Hot-rolled, not further worked than clad 
- - Other: 
7228 70 31  - - - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded not further worked than clad 
- Hollow drill bars and rods: 
7228 80 10  - - Of alloy steel FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  CO-OPERATION - 853  -
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 21 December 1987 
concerning  the  conclusion  of the  Second  Protocol  on financial  cooperation  between  the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
(87/604/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  23 8 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission (1 ), 
Having  regard  to  the  assent  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Whereas the Protocol on financial cooperation between the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic  of  Yugoslavia  signed  on  10  December  1987 
should be approved, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 
The second Protocol on financial cooperation between the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia is hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
(')  OJ No C 235, 1. 9. 1987, p.  5. 
(Z)  Assent  dehvered on 16  December  1987 (not yet published in 
the Offictal Journal. 
The text of the Protocol is attached to this Decision. 
Artzcle  2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  give  the  notification 
provided for in Article  16 (2)  of the Protocol (3). 
Article  3 
This Decision shall be published in the Official Journal of 
the European Communities. It shall take effect on the day 
of its publication. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1987. 
(  ') See page 96 of thts Official Journal. 
For  the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER - 854  -
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SECOND PROTOCOL 
on financial  cooperation between the European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
on the one part, and 
THE  FEDERAL  EXECUTIVE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  ASSEMBLY  OF  THE  SOCIALIST  FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other part, 
REAFFIRMING  their resolve  to  implement, in  the  framework  of the Mediterranean pohcy  of the enlarged 
Community, a cooperation wh1ch  w1ll COQtnbute to the economic development of Yugoslavia and promote the 
strengthening of relations between the Community and Yugoslavia, 
ANXIOUS to pursue to th1s end the financial cooperation prov1ded for 10  the Cooperation Agreement between 
the European EconomiC Commumry and the Soc1ahst Federal Repubhc of Yugoslavia, 
HAVE  DECIDED to conclude th1s  Protocol and to th1s  end have designated as their Plempotennanes: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
Jakob Esper LARSEN, 
Ambassador Exrraord10ary and Plempotentiary, 
Permanent Representative of Denmark, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee; 
Jean DURIEUX, 
Spec1al  Adviser  10  the  Directorate-General  for  External  Relations  of the  Comm1ss1on  of the  European 
Communnies; 
THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPULIC 
OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
Jozef KOROSEC, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plempotennary; 
WHO, hav10g exchanged their full  powers, found 10  good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
31. 12. 87 
Article  1 
The Community shall participate, within the framework of 
financial  cooperation  provided  for  in  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia,  and 
according to the conditions specified in this Protocol, in the 
financing  of  projects  designed  to  contribute  to  the 
economtc  development  of  Yugoslavia  and  in  particular 
those  of  common  interest  to  Yugoslavia  and  the 
Community. - 855  -
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Article  2 
For the  purposes  specified  in  Article  1 and  for  a  period 
expiring on  30 June  1991,  an aggregate  amount of 550 
million ECU may be committed in the form of loans from 
the  European  Investment  Bank,  hereinafter  called  'the 
Bank' granted from  its  own resources in  accordance with 
the arrangements, conditions and procedures laid down in 
its Statute. 
Article  3 
I.  The  amount  fixed  in  Article  2  shall  be  used  to  part 
fmance specific capital projects submitted to the Bank with 
the  agreement  of  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia by  banks or organizations of associated labour 
having their seat in Yugoslavia. 
2.  The major part of this amount shall be used to finance 
projects concerning transport infrastructures of a common 
interest, in particular the trans-yugoslav highway including 
its  feeder  roads  and  the  remaining  part shall  be  used  to 
finance other development projects. 
3.  (a)  Projects shall be examined for eligibility and loans 
granted  in  accordance  with  the  detailed  rules, 
conditions and procedures laid down by the Bank's 
Statute. 
(b)  Loans granted by the Bank shall be subject to terms 
as  to  duration  established  on  the  basis  of  the 
economic  and  financial  characteristics of projects, 
also taking into account the conditions obtaining on 
the capital markets on which the Bank procures its 
resources. 
(c)  The interest rate shall  be determined in  accordance 
with the Bank's practice at the t1me of signature of 
each loan contract. 
Article  4 
1.  The  amounts  to  be  committed  each  year  shall  be 
distributed as  evenly  as  possible throughout the penod of 
application of this  Protocol.  During  the  initial  period  of 
application,  however,  a  proportionately  higher  amount 
may, within reasonable limits, be committed. 
2.  Any  funds  not  committed  by  the  end  of the  period 
referred  to in  Article  2 may  be  used,  until  exhausted.  In 
that  event  the  funds  shall  be  used  under  the  same 
conditions as provided for in  this Pr(J(ocol. 
Article  5 
Loans  granted  by  the  Bank  for  the  execution of projects 
may take the form of co-financing in which, in  particular, 
Yugoslav  banks and the credit bodies  and  institutions of 
Member States or of third States, of international finance 
organizations, would take part. 
Article  6 
Organizations  of  associated  Labour  established  in 
accordance with  Yugoslav  law, whether or not including 
foreign participations, shall have access on equal terms to 
the financing earmarked for financial cooperation. 
Article  7 
The execution, management and maintenance of projects 
financed  within  the  framework  of financial  cooperation 
between  the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of  Yugoslavia 
and  the  European  Economic  Community  shall  be 
the  responsibility  of  the  beneficiaries  referred  to  in 
Article 3 (1). 
The  Bank  shall  ensure  that  its  loans  are  utilized  in 
accordance with the agreed allocations and under optimum 
economic conditions. 
Article  8 
All  natural  and  legal  persons  coming  within  the  scope 
of  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community  and all  legal  persons of the  Socialist  Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia  may  participate on equal terms in 
tendering procedures and other procedures for  the award 
of  contracts  likely  to  be  financed.  Such  legal  persons 
formed in  accordance with the law of a Member State of 
the  Community  or  of the  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of 
Yugoslavia  must  have  their  registered  offices,  their 
administrative head offices or their principal establishments 
in  the  territories  in  which  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community  is  applied  or  in  the 
Socialist Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia; however, where 
only their registered offices are in those territories or in the 
Socialist  Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia,  the  activities of 
such  legal  persons  must  be  effectively  and  continuously 
linked  with  the  economy  of those  territories  or of  the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
Article  9 
Yugoslavia  shall  apply  to  contracts  awarded  for  the 
execution  of projects  financed  within  the  framework  of 
financial  cooperation, fiscal  and customs arrangements at 
least  as  favourable  as  those  applied  in  respect  of most 
favoured state or most favoured international organization 
in the field  of development. - 856  -
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Article  10 
Yugoslavia shall take the necessary measures to ensure that 
interest and all  other payments due to the Bank in respect 
of loans granted in the context of financial cooperation are 
exempted from  any taxes of levies imposed by  the federal 
authorities, the republics, the autonomous provinces or the 
communal authorities. 
Article  11 
The  prov1s1on  of  a  guarantee  by  the  Socialist  Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia or other sufficient guarantees shall 
be  required  by  the  Bank  as  a  condition  for  granting 
loans. 
Article  12 
Throughout the duration of the loans accorded pursuant to 
this  Protocol,  Yugoslavia  shall  undertake  to  take  all 
necessary  measures  in  conformity  with  its  national 
legislation to make available to debtors enjoying su~h loans 
and  to  guarantors  of  the  loans  the  foreign  currency 
necessary  for  the  payment  of  interest,  commission  and 
other charges and repayment of the principal. 
Article  13 
The  results  of financial  cooperation  may  be  examined 
within the Cooperation Council. 
Article  14 
One  year  before  the  expiry  of  this  Protocol,  the 
Contracting Parties shall examine what arrangements could 
be made for financial cooperation during a possible further 
period. 
Article  15 
This  Protocol  shall  be  annexed  to  the  Cooperation 
Agreement  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia signed in 
Belgrade on 2 April 1980. 
Article  16 
1.  This  Protocol  shall  be  subject  to  approval  in 
accordance with  the Contracting Parties' own procedures; 
the  Contracting  Parties  shall  notify  each  other  that  the 
procedures necessary to this end have been completed. 
2.  This Protocol shall enter into force  on the first day of 
the  second  month  following  the  date  on  which  the 
notifications  provided  for  in  paragraph  1  have  been 
given. 
Article  17 
This Protocol  is  drawn  up  in  two  original  copies  in  the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French,  German, Greek, Italian, 
Portuguese,  Spanish  and  Serbo-Croat  languages,  each  of 
these texts being equally authentic. 31. 12. 87 
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En fe  de lo cual, los plenipotenciarios abajo firmantes suscriben el  presente Protocolo. 
Til bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen  haben die  unterzeichneten  Bevollmachtigten  ihre  Unterschriften  unter dieses 
Protokoll gesetzt. 
E1~ nia'tCOOTJ  'tCOV  aVO)'ttpw,  01  U7tCYytypalllltVOI  7tATJPt~OU(JIO\ t9taav 'tl~  U7tOypaq>t~ TOU~ OTO 
napov 1tPWTOKol..l..o. 
In  witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Protocol. 
En  foi  de  quoi,  les  plenipotentiaires  soussignes  ont appose  leurs  signatures  au  bas  du  present 
protocole. 
In  fede  di  che,  i  plenipotenziari  sottoscritti  hanno  apposto  le  !oro  firme  in  calce  al  presente 
protocollo. 
Ten  blijke  waarvan  de  ondergetekende  gevolmachtigden  hun  handtekening  onder dit  Protocol 
hebben gesteld. 
Em  fe  do  que, os  plenipotenciarios abaixo  assinados  apuseram  as  suas  assinaturas no final  do 
presente Protocolo. 
U potvrdu cega, dole potp1sani opunomocenici su  stavili svoje potpise na kraju ovog protokola. 
Hecho en Bruselas, el  diez de diciembre de mil  novecientos ochenta y siete. 
Udfa:rdiget i Bruxelles, den tiende december nitten hundrede og syvogfirs. 
Geschehen zu  Briissel  am zehnten Dezember neunzehnhundertsiebenundachtzig. 
'EYJVt  an~  Bpu~tl..l..t~,  at\~ otKa ~tKtll~piou xii..Ja  tvVIaK6ma oyooVTa tq>ta. 
Done  at  Brussels  on  the  tenth  day  of December  m  the  year  one  thousand  nine  hundred  and 
eighty-seven. 
Fait a  Bruxelles, le  dix decembre mille neuf cent quatre-vingt-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, add\ dieci dicembre millenovecentottantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de tiende december negentienhonderd zevenentachtig. 
Feito em  Bruxelas, em dez de Dezembro de mil  novecentos e oitenta e sete. 
Sacinjeno u Brislu, desetog decembra hiljadu devet stotina osamdeset i sedme. - 858  -
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